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1 Introduction

1.1. About This Guide

The PaperCut MF User Guide covers the setup, management and configuration of Paper-

Cut MF.

For information regarding how to configure and install PaperCut MF, see theQuick Start

Guide in Tour, and the accompanying sections, such as, Configuring Secondary Print Serv-

ers and Locally Attached Printers. Prior to installing the application, take a few moments to

read key sections of thismanual. In addition, people new to print control might also find the

accompanying implementation guide available from the PaperCut Software website useful

in managing the deployment process.

The latest version of thismanual in HTML and a printable PDF format are available from the

PaperCut Software International Pty. Ltd. website at https://www.papercut.com.

1.1.1. Expectations & Prerequisites
PaperCut MF is a network based server application. Experience with basic network con-

cepts, such as, server administration and network connectivity is expected. Prior to

installing or evaluating PaperCut MF you should be familiar with:

The concept of sharing printers and print servers

Understanding of client-server relationships

Understanding of basic security concepts such as permissions, groups and users.

1.1.2. Terminology used in this document
Tomake reading thismanual easier, the names of all of the screens, tabs and actions from

PaperCut MF aremarked up in a different font. TheUser Details screen for instance.
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A sub-screen or tab is indicated with an arrow. User Details > Adjustments means:

selectAdjustments & Charges tab from theUser Details screen.

User Interface Buttons are indicated by: ClickOK to continue.

System output and keyboard input is indicated with a different font as well.

Field labels are indicated byUsername.

Note: Note aremarked like this.

Tip: Tips provide useful advice tomake your life easier.

Example: Examples of how the function could be used.

Important: Important notes aremarked like this.

Caution: Indicate situationswhere you have to be careful what you are doing.

Warning:Where extreme care has to be taken.

1.2. What is PaperCut MF?

PaperCut MF is a comprehensive print management system designed to seamlesslymon-

itor and control your resourceswith easy to use administrative and user tools that can be

securely accessed from anywhere on the network though a web browser.

Print management requirements vary from organization to organization, and often change

dramatically within an organization over time. PaperCut MF is designed for flexibility and

scalability and can be configured tomeet your print management needs now and in the

future. It is used in a wide variety of environments ranging from universities with large

printer fleets supporting over 100,000 users to smaller organizations that track printing for a
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fewer than 50 users on 3 or 4 printers. You can implement a basic systemwithin a few

minutes, or if you needmore than simplemonitoring and reporting, you can configure power-

ful features that include differential pricing, blocking filters and programmatic control via

APIs and scripting. Nomatter where you start, you can easily adjust parameters to imple-

ment changes as gradually or quickly as you want.

Possible implementations can include:

Silent activitymonitoring

Visible activitymonitoring and expense tracking bywork area, projects and depart-

ments

Quota/allowance enforcement

Charge per-print system

Combinations of all of the above to accommodate various user / group profiles

In addition PaperCut MF provides SystemAdministrators with a kit of tools to manage print-

ers including:

Detailed logging and reporting

Notifications for printer errors and low toner

Job blocking filters and re-direction

1.2.1. Benefits
Some of the key benefits of PaperCut MF are:

Transfers accountability to users or departments by individually tracking activity.

Creates environmental awareness by drawing users' attention to the impact of their

specific usage.

Reduces overall printing cost through job filtering, enforcing flexible quotas, or direct

cost recovery.

Discourages overuse of IT resources by establishing amanaged print environment.

Improves efficiency by allowing administrators to create rules that can steer printing to
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designated printers for load balancing, to implement Find-Me printing, or to redirect

print jobs based on criteria defined using advanced scripting tools.

Improves network reliability by implementing rules to prevent printer queue jams,

queue hogging, and inappropriate printing types.

Protect intellectual property and conform to audit objectives by enabling features such

as print auditing and digital signatures.

1.2.2. Key Features
Some of the key features of PaperCut MF are:

Track all printing activity by user, client account, printer and document metadata.

Enforce per user quotas, or group account budgets

Differential print cost/charging allowing costs to be assigned on a per printer basis

with advanced options to charge different amounts based on document type (e.g.

color, grayscale or duplex), page size, user or group.

Hardware neutral solution supports all major printer types and operating systems. No

hardware vendor lock-in!

Both cross-platform andmulti-platform support. Run amix ofWindows and/or Linux

print servers and support clients ranging fromWindows, Mac, Linux, Unix and Novell

OES.

User Web Tools allow end-users to track usage, transfer funds, request refunds and

upload documents from unauthenticated (wireless) laptops.

Provides end-users with advanced options to allocate print jobs to shared accounts,

cost centers, faculties or departments.

Single sign-on user authentication with native Active Directory integration or syn-

chronization with LDAP user accounts. (no separate passwords tomanage!)

Flexible hold/release queue support with Release Station software allowing admin-

istrators to implement management approved or secure user release printing envir-

onments.

Service Oriented Architecture utilizing the latest software designmethods including,
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test driven development, XMLWeb Services and layered architecture. This ensures

scalability and stability by design.

Advanced reporting and charts available in standard formats including PDF, Excel,

and HTML. All reports accessible from anywhere on the network via a standard web

browser.

Ability to run on top of leading 3rd party Relational DatabaseManagement Systems

(RDBMS) includingMicrosoft SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL and PostgreSQLData-

base.

Enterprise level security and encryption based on SSL.

Open architecture with a powerful scripting language, source code access and API

documentation.

1.2.3. System Requirements
PaperCut MF supports the following server platforms:

Microsoft Windows 10 (Pro/Enterprise)

Microsoft WindowsServer 2012 R2 (any edition)

Microsoft WindowsServer 2012 (any edition)

Microsoft WindowsServer 2008 R2 (any edition)

Microsoft WindowsServer 2008 (any edition)

Microsoft Windows 8 (Pro/Enterprise editions)

Microsoft Windows 7 (any edition except Home editions)

Microsoft WindowsServer 2003 (any edition)

Microsoft WindowsVista (any edition except Home editions)

MacOS X 10.8 - 10.10 (i.e. Lion, Mountain Lion, Mavericks, Yosemite)

Novell Open Enterprise Server 11 (OES11)

Most modern Linux operating systems including:
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RedHat Enterprise Linux (6.0+)

Novell SuSE Linux (11.0+)

Ubuntu (10.04+)

Debian (6.0+)

Others supporting GNU glibc 2.11 or higher.

Print queues can be hosted on:

AnyWindows version listed above

CUPS based print queues onMacOS X 10.8 and above and Linux

Novell OES

Servers and clientsmust use user ID/username based authentication (e.g. Active Dir-

ectory, WindowsNT, LDAP, or local system accounts).

PaperCut supports aminimumof 768MB of memory, with 1GB or higher recommended.

Sites with more than 500 users should consider a server class systemwithmore than 2GB

of RAMand 500MB of free disk space.When using Print Archiving at least 100GB of addi-

tional free disk space is recommended.

Site Servers have similar operating system andmemory requirements to the Application

Server. However, Site Servers do not need to run the same operating system or database

as the Application Server. For more information, see Resiliencywith Site Servers.

PaperCut MF supports approximately 90% of printers on themarket. Where possible use

printers that support one of the twomajor printer language standards - Postscript or PCL.

Up-to-date information on printer compatibility is covered on the PaperCut Software web-

site knowledge base at: PaperCut Knowledge Base Printer Information

Onworkstation clients:

All supportedMicrosoft Windows platforms:Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista, XP

MacOS X 10.8 or higher recommended

Most modern Linux and UnixOperating Systems (Java 8.0+ required for optional cli-

ent tool)
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1.3. How does PaperCut MF work?
Before explaining how PaperCut MF works at a technical and end-user level,read through

the following key concepts.

1.3.1. Key Concepts

Print Server
A print server is a system responsible for hosting print queues and sharing printer resources

to desktop clients/workstations. Users on the workstations submit print jobs to a print server

rather then directly to the printer itself. A print server can be a dedicated server but onmany

networks this server can also perform other tasks such as file serving.

Print Queue
A print queue is first-in-first-out queue listing all jobs pending on a given printer.

User ID/Username
In amulti-user environment, users log on to a network or computer using a username and

password. These are oftenmanaged by services such as Active Directory or LDAP. The

username is known as the user's identity. PaperCut MF uses this identity to track printing.

Shared account
A shared account is a PaperCut MF term used to represent an account (pool of funds or

allocation group) accessible tomultiple users. Accounts usually represent "work areas"

such asDepartments, Faculties, Projects, Clients, Client/Matter, or Cost Centers.

Client/Server Model
Client software is a small program that runs on each workstation and communicateswith a

server. The printing process onmost networksworks on a client/server model with clients

(workstations) submitting jobs to a server. PaperCut MF also uses the client/server model in

the optional client software to communicate with end-users.
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Application Server
An Application Server is a server program responsible for centrally processing business

logic and providing services to end-users. PaperCut MF uses the Application Server model

to provide a business logic unit for calculating user costs and providing a web browser inter-

face to end-users.

Information Provider
A provider is a software component or program responsible for providing information to an

Application Server. PaperCut MF uses providers to submit print queue/job information to its

Application Server. This information provider is called thePrint Provider. Other important

providers included with PaperCut MF include user directory and authentication providers.

Web Application Interface
A web application is a software program that interacts with end-users via a web browser.

Examples range fromGoogle, Microsoft SharePoint, Hotmail, Internet banking and router

management consoles. PaperCut MF provides a web-based interface for system admin-

istration andmanagement. Web applications offer administration flexibility by allowing

access from any location on the network and avoid the need for installation of separate soft-

ware.

Scripting Language
A scripting language is a programming language that allows control of one or more soft-

ware applications. In PaperCut MF, you can use scripting to perform various administrative

functions such asmodifying parameters for users, shared accounts or printers. It can also

be used for programmatic control during the print process to provide functionality such as

print job re-direction, user notifications / warnings and confirmation for large or expensive

print jobs.

Web Print Server
Web print server is the PaperCut terminology for a server that allows laptop (wireless)

users to uploadMicrosoft Office and PDF files to be printed on network printers from
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personal computers that are not authenticated to the network and do not have network

printer drivers.

1.3.2. Understanding the print process flow
To help explain what PaperCut MF is and how it works we'll introduce the system by

example. We'll start with a simple high school example:

The student's perspective (transparent quota control):

1. Chris is a student at a local high school. He has logged onto the network using his

username, chris.j.smith, and is surfing the Internet. He selects Print from his

web browser to print out a web page for his school assignment.

2. The network administrator has allocated Chris a printing credit budget of $20.00 a

month. He can see his current account balance of $10.00 in the PaperCut Client Tool

window.

3. A confirmation screen listing the number of pages and the cost of the print job is dis-

played on theWorkstation.

4. Chris confirms the print job.

5. 5 pages come out of the printer.

6. The network administrator has set a cost-per-page inside PaperCut on the printer at

$0.10. Chris' 5 page document costs $0.50.

7. Chris' account balance is now at $9.50. He cancontinue to print until he submits a

print job that has a cost that is higher than the balance in his account.

The teacher's perspective (allocation to accounts):

1. Matt is an English andMathematics teacher at the same local high school.

2. Matt needs to print out a 279 page document for his next class.
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3. The network administrator has configured PaperCut to charge users in the faculty

group $.01 per page, and has grantedMatt access to charge to his personal account

or to the English or math department's shared accounts.

4. Matt clicksPrint in the application.

5. The PaperCut client tool displays a popup and presentsMatt with information about

the print jobs and requests an account selection. In this case accounts represent

Departments but could also represent projects or other work areas.

6. Matt selects the English department's shared account from the list.

7. The print job is printed and the English department account is charged $2.79 for the

print job.

The technical perspective (behind the scenes):

1. When the teacher, Matt, prints from his application, his workstation transfers the print

job to the server and places it in the print queue.
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2. The PaperCut Print Provider intercepts the print job in the queue prior to printing,

pauses it, and analyzes the information determining:

a. Who printed the document

b. The number of pages in the document

c. Other information such as duplex, grayscalemode, paper size, etc.

3. ThePrint Provider submits the job's information to theApplication Server to process

the business logic.

4. TheApplication Server determines that Matt needs to select the account to charge. It

notifies theClient Software onMatt's desktop.

5. TheClient Software displays the Popup requesting for the user to select an account.

6. After Matt selects the account, theApplication Server is notified of Matt selection. The

business logic validates that Matt is authorized to charge to the selected account.

7. TheApplication Server charges the appropriate account, logs the job and instructs

thePrint Provider to resume or unpause the print job in the print queue allowing it to

proceed to the printer.

1.3.3. Architecture Overview
PaperCut MF was developed using the latest software development strategies, a strong

influence being Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). ThePrint Provider, Application

Server andClient Software all communicate with one another using XML-based web ser-

vices over HTTP.
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Figure 1: Architecture - an advanced configuration

Amore detailed explanation of the architecture and support for multiple servers, Web Print

servers, server clustering, and payment gateways is provided in subsequent sections of

this User Guide.

1.4. The Top-Ten Hidden Features!

Much of PaperCut MF flexibility and usefulness comes not from the features you can see,

but from the advanced hidden features. PaperCut MF is packed full of handy tools, utilities

and options and you will read about these throughout this guide. To provide a quick over-

view now, themost popular hidden features are:

1.4.1. One: Zero-install Client Deployment
PaperCut MF is implemented using 100% server-side logic and no client software is

required. A simple lightweight client tool is, however, provided so end-users have access to

advanced features such as shared accounts and the option of viewing their account bal-

ance in a popup window.
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Deploying client software can be a time consuming and fiddly process. To streamline the

process PaperCut MF allows its client to be run directly off a network share - you do not

need to install locally, or mess around with deployment tools! Just set the executable as a

startup program and it runs and auto-updates itself thereafter.

See User Client for more information.

1.4.2. Two: Remote Administration
PaperCut MF is a 100%web based application. Full system administration can be per-

formed from anywhere on the network via a standard web browser - no special admin soft-

ware is required! To access the administration section, point a browser at the server on port

9191:
http://[server_name]:9191/admin

Encrypted SSL/HTTPS access is also available on port 9192:
https://[server_name]:9192/admin

Access is granted to the built-in admin, or to any user with administrator level access.

1.4.3. Three: Mobile Printing & BYOD
Mobile Printing & BYOD enables printing from user-owned deviceswithout the overhead of

installing printer drivers andmanaging workstation authentication to the server.

For example, inWeb Print Microsoft Office or Adobe PDF files are uploaded using the same

User Web Tools available on network computers. Mobile Printing & BYOD is fully integ-

rated into PaperCut's standard print charging/accounting/quota process. It does not matter

if you're a staff user allocating to a faculty or department account, or a student charging to

your free print quota, the user account allocation experience the same as that seen when

printing from a networked desktop system.

PaperCut'sMobile Printing & BYOD has been widely deployed across education campuses

and is an ideal solution for offering print services via student owned laptops, netbooks or

hand held devices.

See for more information.
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1.4.4. Four: Shared accounts
Many organizationswant to track their printing onmore than a per-user level. With shared

accounts, users can allocate jobs to cost areas such as Faculties, Departments, Projects,

Clients, Cost Centers, or Pools. Shared accounts are selected via a customizable popup

window. Two popup window types are available:

Standard - A simple account selection window design ideal for most users.

Advanced - An advanced account selection window designed for the power user

including features such as search, preference list, recent selections, comment entry

and invoicing options. This is ideal for businesses including Engineering, Law,

Accounting and Architecture Firms.

Access to accounts is controlled via integrated network groupmembership or optionally

PIN's.

See Shared accounts for more information.

1.4.5. Five: Secondary servers and Site Servers
PaperCut MF is an enterprise level application designed to bemanaged and controlled

from a central location. Multi-server environments are common in large organizations and

PaperCut MF handles themwith ease. All servers are configured to report back to the cent-

ralApplication Server. This ensures that all management, logging and control is cent-

ralized. Secondary servers and workstationswith local printers run a light weight

monitoring component that communicates to the central server via XMLWeb Services

calls.

You can compliment secondary servers with a Site Server, which ensures continuity of

print services even if the Application Server is unavailable due to a network outage. For

more information, see Resiliencywith Site Servers.

Servers and workstations can run the Site Server and secondary server software on any

supported operating system nomatter what operating system is used on the Application

Server because PaperCut MF supportsmixed or heterogeneous networks aswell!

See Multi-Server andMulti-Site Deployments for more information.
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1.4.6. Six: Scripting
Scripting can be applied on a per printer basis to provide programatic control during the

print process. Possible applications include:

Route the job to the cheapest compatible printer and notify the user of the change

(least-cost routing)

Prompt users to print large color jobs on a compatible low cost grayscale printer

Charge printing during class time to the department

Inform user when printer is in error and suggest a compatible alternative

See Advanced Scripting (Print Scripting) for more information.

1.4.7. Seven: Customizable Web Interface
The end-user interface can be quickly customized tomake it look like an official part of your

organization's infrastructure. With some simple HTML, you canmake the PaperCut MF

end-user interface look just like your existing web site or intranet site.

See Customizing the User web pages for more information.

1.4.8. Eight: XML Web Services and Command-line
Control
Many things these days areWeb Services enabled. Not to be outdone, PaperCut MF

exposes dozens of API's via secured XMLWeb Services. This provides advanced admin-

istrators and developers with the ability to programmatically remotely control, integrate and

manage the application. The possibilities are endless... some of our users now have their lib-

rary fines hooked into the PaperCut MF system!

In addition to theWeb Services API's, SystemAdministrators can hook into the inner work-

ings of PaperCut MF using server commands and scripting.

With server commands you can use batch files or scripts to automate system functions such

as:
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Schedule "online" backups to coordinate with your existing backup processes. You do

not need to take the system down to take a data snapshot.

Create users in PaperCut MF automatically and as part of your existing user creation

scripts.

Automatically import/sync list of accounts from a file, 3rd party system or existing dir-

ectory structure. (Great for Engineering and Architecture firms)

See The XMLWeb Services API and Server Commands (server-command) for more

information.

1.4.9. Nine: 3rd Party Database Support
PaperCut MF shipswith its own preconfigured and self-maintaining database. The system,

however, is database independent and can be run on top of a number of leading database

systems. Maybe you have an existingMicrosoft SQLCluster and want to take advantages

of this infrastructure. No problem! PaperCut MF can be quickly configured to hook into your

preferred database.

See Deployment on an External Database (RDBMS) for more information.

1.4.10. Ten: The Development Team
Software is only as good as the development process. PaperCut MF is developed in an

open and transparent fashion by a small development team. Suggestions and feedback are

encouraged and source code access is provided to our customers. The teamworks closely

with key system users to architect new features. A member of the development team is

online for 8 hours a day and is always happy to chat. Come visit us on our LiveWebChat

page!

See the PaperCut Software website https://www.papercut.com for more information.

1.5. Example User Information Sheets
Usually administrators are responsible for educating users about policy or system changes

when PaperCut MF is deployed on their network. Providing the right information and

guidelines for users is important for the success of any new system.
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This section contains examples of information sheets that you can distribute to users. The

purpose of these information sheets is to assist the administrator in providing important

information about the new system and how to use it. These examples can act as templates

or starting points for your own information sheets.

You can enhance the information sheets to include information such as:

Details of your organization's printing policy, such as, the standard cost per page and

whether or not more printing balance can be added after the user has run out.

Location of the printers.

How to report problems or receive assistance, such as refunding a failed print job.

How to contact the help desk.

How to provide feedback about the new system.

1.5.1. Example 1: Printing with the popup con-
firmation window
New software tomanage printing costs has been installed on the network. To allow effect-

ive printing, make sure you understand the following points:

1.5.1.1. Popup Confirmation Dialog

After sending a print job, a popup dialog is displayed asking you to confirm the details. Click

Print to confirm the job and agree to the cost. Otherwise, clickCancel if you no longer want

to print the job.
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Note: Large documentsmight take a while to display the number of pages and cost.

1.5.1.2. The Printing Balance Window

After logging on to a workstation a window showing your printing balance is displayed.

If the balance window is not visible (or if you have closed or minimized it) click the icon in

your system tray to show it again.

When you confirm a print job by clickingPrint in the popup dialog the cost is deducted from

your printing balance.

1.5.1.3. Resolving Problems

If the popup window is not displayed or the icon ismissing from your system tray, the print

control system is not active and printing is denied. Try restarting your system, or ask for

assistance if problems continue.

1.5.1.4. Printing Denied Message

If you do not have enough printing balance for a job, aPrinting Deniedmessage is dis-

played, and your document will not be printed.
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1.5.2. Example 2: Printing with shared accounts
(for staff)
New software tomanage printing costs has been installed on the network. The system

allows the college to track printing expenses according to the individual, faculty or depart-

ment. To allow effective printing, make sure you understand the following points:

1.5.2.1. Shared Account Selection Popup window

After sending a print job, a popup dialog is displayed asking you to confirm the details. The

print job can be charged to your personal account (using your personal printing balance), or

to a shared account (a faculty, using the faculty budget). After choosing an account to

charge, clickPrint to confirm the job and agree to the cost. Otherwise, clickCancel if you

no longer want to print the job.

Select your personal account when printing non-faculty related documents. For example:

Printing your personal bank or phone statement.

Occasional personal use of a photo printer.

Select a shared account for faculty printing. For example:

Student handouts.

Student reports.

Course syllabus.

Class lists.
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Selecting the right faculty account from the drop-down list is important. Different staff mem-

bers need access to different faculty accounts. If an account that you require ismissing

from the list, please contact the SystemAdministrator. Note that the use of faculty accounts

ismonitored and faculty heads are provided with printing reports.

Note: Large documentsmight take a while to display the number of pages and cost.

1.5.2.2. Resolving Problems

If the popup window is not displayed or the icon ismissing from your system tray, the print

control system is not active and printing is denied. Try restarting your system, or contact the

network administrator if problems continue.
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1.5.2.3. Printing Denied Message

If you do not have enough printing balance for a job, aPrinting Deniedmessage is dis-

played, and your document will not be printed.

1.5.3. Example 3: Printing using a Release Station
The printing procedure has been changed on the network. Now when you print a job, it is

not printed immediately, but instead is held in a queue. You need to attend a Release Sta-

tion and release the job to print. This new system ensures that you are present and ready to

collect your job.

1. Select Print from your application (e.g. File > Print)

2. Walk up to the Release Station located next to the printer.

3. Log in to the Release Station using your network username and password.
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4. After login the system displays a list of print jobs. Search for your document by look-

ing for your user name or document name.

Note: If you can't find your print job, it might have 'timed out'. Print jobs are held by

the Release Station for 30minutes. If they have not been released after this time

they are deleted.

5. Check the cost and details of the job.

6. ClickPrint to release the job. It can take up to 30 seconds for the printer to warm up

after clickingPrint.

1.5.4. Example 4: Refunding a print job (for staff)
Selected staff members have been granted access to refund print jobs in the new print con-

trol system.

Reasons for refunding a print job include:
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There was a paper jam or the document failed to print correctly.

The document failed to print at an acceptable quality.

As a staff member, you will make an assessment about whether or not to issue a refund. A

print job can be fully or partially refunded. A full refund is themore common scenario.

1.5.4.1. Refund

To issue a refund:

1. Log in to the PaperCut MF administration interface at http://server-

name:9191/admin using your network username and password.

2. Find the user to refund from theUsers tab by entering their username in theQuick

find box or clicking their username.

3. Click the Job Log tab. The recent print jobs printed by the user is displayed, with the

most recent at the top.

4. Find the print job that needs refunding; then click the refund link next to it.
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5. Enter a comment; then clickOK.

1.5.4.2. Action Refund Requests

Users can send refund requests via user web interface. More informantion about this is

given in Refunding Print Jobs.

To action a refund request:

1. Log in to the PaperCut MF administration interface at http://server-

name:9191/admin using your network username and password.

2. Navigate to Printers > Refunds .

3. Locate the user's refund request.

4. To approve/reject click the approve/ reject link.
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5. To get an overview of user's refund requests click the other link. Use this to edit the

refund amount and write a comment.
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1.5.5. Example 5: Adding credit using a
TopUp/Pre-Paid Card
New software tomanage printing costs has been installed on the network. Without suf-

ficient printing credit in your account, printing is denied. To addmore credit you can buy

TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards from the nominated venues around the college. Each card is a

voucher or coupon with a unique number. Make sure your card number is kept secret until

use.

To add credit to your account using a card:

1. Log in to a computer. Soon after login, your printing balance window is displayed.

2. Click theDetails link on the balance window.

3. A web page is displayed requesting your network username and password.

4. After logging in click theRedeem Card link from the left menu.

5. Enter the number from the card. Enter it exactly as shown on the card including any

dashes (-).
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6. ClickRedeem Card. The value of the card is immediately be added to your printing

balance.

7. ClickSummary from the left menu and check your balance to confirm the card's

value has been added to your account.

Note: The card is valid for a single usage only. Recycle or dispose of the card after use.

1.5.6. Example 6: Printing from a wireless network
or laptop (Web Print)
TheWeb Print system allows students to print to college printers from their own laptops

without installing drivers. It works by offering a facility to upload documents in formats such

as PDF, DOC etc using a standard web browser. You accessWeb print from the print sys-

tem's User Web Tools.

The system can print documents that have the following file formats:

Application File Format(s)

Adobe Reader 9 PDF

Microsoft Office Excel 2007 XLS, XLSX, etc.

Table 2: Web Print Supported Applications

and File Formats
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Application File Format(s)

Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007 PPT, PPTX, etc.

Microsoft Office Word 2007 DOC, DOCX, etc.

Microsoft XPS Document Writer XPS

Free PDF printers are available for download from several websites such as PDF Creator.

Printing from any application using the normal print function produces a PDF document

that you can upload using this system.

All Vista and higher versions of Microsoft Operating Systems have a virtual XPS printer that

works similarly to the PDF printers.

To print a document:

1. Open your browser to https://[server-name]:9192/user and log in using

you network username and password. Select theWeb Print link in the navigation

menu.
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2. The front page contains a list of your active and recently submittedWeb Print jobs. At

first the list is blank. Later the list shows the status of submitted jobs.

Youmight see amessage at the top of the Active Jobs page with other information

that you need to know to useWeb Print.

3. ClickSubmit a Job to start theWeb Print wizard.

4. The first step of theWeb Print wizard is selecting a printer where your job will be prin-

ted.
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Instead of the Printer List youmight see a clickablemap or other graphical rep-

resentation of the printers that are available.

5. Select the number of copies to print. (Users who have permission to print to shared

accounts will see additional options on this page.)

6. After selecting the print options and/or account selection settings, the third and final

step in theWeb Print wizard is to upload a document to print. This page lists the

applications and associated file extensions that are supported. Once you have selec-

ted a document and clickedUpload & Complete, the file uploads to the server.
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7. Once the document upload is complete you are returned to the frontWeb Print page.

The table now displays the status of your job. Jobs can be queued during times of

high load. The status changes to indicate the progress of the job from rendering to

printing, and job details such as cost and number of pages is populated when known.

You can stay at this page to track the status of the job or navigate away or close the

browser. The job will not be affected.
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Note:
If the printer selected in step 4 has print release enabled, your job is held

until you release it by logging into the Release Station.

1.6. Licensing and Support
This section describes how to install the PaperCut MF license you receive after purchase,

and also provides information about gaining support and assistance.

1.6.1. Installing a License
PaperCut MF licenses are issued as a digitally signed file. Installing the license file into the

application enables the software for use within your organization.

To install the license file supplied by your vendor:

1. Save the license file to your hard disk. Your desktop is a handy location. Files are typ-

ically named PaperCut MF-[orgname].license.

Tip: There is no need to unzip the file. You can load the file into the system

as supplied.

2. Log in to the PaperCut MF administration interface.

3. Navigate to theAbout page.

4. Scroll down to theRegister section; then clickBrowse.

5. Locate the license file saved in step 1; then clickOpen.

6. Click Install license.

7. Verify license information is correctly listed in theAbout page.

Note: The file supplied is a digitally signed and zipped text file containing

your license information. It's converted to ZIP format to minimize size. If

you're interested in viewing the contents of the file, rename the file to .zip

and open it in any ZIP extraction utility.
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If you have a question about your license or need assistance please email the PaperCut

Software International Pty. Ltd. technical support team and they aremore than happy to

assist you.

1.6.2. Technical Support & Further Information
The PaperCut Software development team is always happy to assist customerswith further

technical questions. Please feel free to contact us via email or phone. The development

team can also be contacted via the live web chat feature available on the PaperCut Soft-

ware International Pty. Ltd. website at http://www.papercut.com/.

You can also find lots of other useful information in the Knowledge Base located at:

https://www.papercut.com/kb/ The Knowledge Base is updated regularly and is a good

place to start if your question is not addressed in this user manual.

1.6.3. End User License Agreement (EULA)
END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT

1. AGREEMENT

This End User License Agreement is between PaperCut Software International Pty

Ltd (ACN 124 440 400) of Ground Floor, 1 OxleyRoad, Hawthorn, Victoria 3122,

Australia (PaperCut), and:

a. if there has been no charge for the license (an Evaluation License), the com-

pany or other entity that installed the Software for the purpose of the eval-

uation; or

b. if there has been a charge for the license (a Production License), the company

or other entity that applied for the Production License as set out in the Com-

panyDetails tab on theWebsite.

2. DEFINITIONS

Affiliatemeans an entity owned by, controlling, controlled by, or under common con-

trol with, directly or indirectly, an entity. For this purpose, one entity "controls" another

entity if it has the power to direct themanagement and policies of the other entity (for
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example, through the ownership of voting securities or other equity interest, rep-

resentation on its board of directors or other governing body, or by contract).

Agreementmeans the terms and conditions in this End User License Agreement

and the Support Policies, and, if this is a Production License any details in the Con-

tract Details, asmay be amended by a Variation.

Authorised Platformmeans servers, workstations, printers, Multifunction Devices

andmobile devices that are owned, leased or controlled by You or Your Affiliates on

which the Software is designed to be used.

Confidential Informationmeans any non-trivial non-public information, however,

recorded, preserved, disclosed or communicated (whether directly, indirectly, orally

or bywriting), disclosed by either party or its Representatives to the other party or its

Representatives in connection with this Agreement that is or, ought to have been,

understood by the Parties, using reasonable business judgment, to be confidential.

The Software and related documentation, License Keys and this Agreement, includ-

ing the terms, pricing and Fees payable, are agreed to be the Confidential Inform-

ation of PaperCut.

Contract Detailsmeans the details of any transaction for a Production License that

relate to the Software license, including themaximumnumber of Users (or other

licensemetric that is applicable to the particular Software program), the Premium

Upgrade Assurance service and applicable Fees and Taxes, that are advised to You

and/or are selected, or entered, by You on theWebsite prior to You placing Your

order for the Production Licence, or to which You have otherwise agreed in writing

with PaperCut.

Disclosermeans the party that makes a disclosure of Confidential Information.

Effective Datemeans:

a. for an Evaluation License, the first date of installation of the Software on any of

Your Authorised Platforms; or

b. for a Production License, the date that the person clicked "I Agree" during the

sign on process.
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Evaluation Licensemeans the right to use the Software in accordance with clause

4.1.

Feesmeans the amount payable for the relevant Software license, the Premium

Upgrade Assurance service or other items acquired under the Agreement, as applic-

able, exclusive of Taxes.

Intellectual Property Rightsmeans copyright, moral rights, trademark, design

rights, servicemarks, patent, semiconductor or circuit layout right, trade secrets,

know-how, database rights or other rights in the nature of intellectual property rights

(whether registered or unregistered), or any right to registration of such rights, exist-

ing anywhere in the world, or protected by statute from time to time, whether created

before, on or after the Effective Date.

License Keymeans any form of license file, lock, password or other mechanism that

may be used to control access to, or manage use of, the Software.

PaperCut Marksmeans all trademarks, servicemarks, logos or other words or sym-

bols identifying the Software, PremiumUpgrade Assurance service, PaperCut Cus-

tomer Care service or PaperCut's business (whether owned by PaperCut or any

PaperCut Affiliate), and all trademarks, servicemarks, logos or other words or sym-

bols identifying any third party software that is licensed by the third party to Papercut

and integrated in the Software.

Premium Upgrade Assurancemeans the services described in clause 5.

Production Licensemeans the right to use the Software in accordance with clause

4.2.

Recipientmeans the party that receives a disclosure of Confidential Information.

Representativesmeans the employees, agents, contractors of a party, or those of

any Affiliate, and the professional representatives of a party providing advice in rela-

tion to this Agreement, including the lawyers, bankers, auditors, accountants and

insurers of a party.

Softwaremeans the object code version of PaperCut's software programmade

available to You, and anyUpdates and Upgrades that may bemade available to You
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by PaperCut in its discretion, under this Agreement. The termSoftware does not

include any beta, prerelease or other special release programs.

Support PolicesmeansPaperCut's document that describes the policies, pro-

cesses and scope of support services for the Software, as are posted on theWebsite

under the heading Support. The Support Policiesmay be updated by PaperCut in its

discretion from time to time.

Taxes includes goods and services taxes or other sales taxes, duties, withholding

taxes, levies, imposts or other charges or duties levied by any federal, state or local

government that arise out of or in connection with the Software, PremiumUpgrade

Assurance service or this Agreement, and any interest, penalties or liabilities

incurred on such amounts, but excludes taxes based on the net income of PaperCut.

Updatemeans any bug fixes, patches or workarounds for the Software that have

been produced primarily to overcome defects in the Software without significantly

altering the functionality of the Software.

Upgrademeans a version of the Software that has been produced primarily to

extend, alter or improve the Software by providing additional functionality or per-

formance enhancements (whether or not defects are also corrected). Upgrades do

not include any software that ismarketed by PaperCut as a different product. Paper-

Cut shall determine in its discretion whether any software is an Upgrade or a dif-

ferent product.

Usermeans an identifier (individual's name or generic term such as "purchasing

officer") that is listed as a user in the Software's database. AnyUser that is defined

by a generic termmay only be used by a single individual. All Users fromYou and/or

Your Affiliates who have identifiers listed as users in the Software's database are

included in aggregate in the total number of Users.

Variationmeans any addition, deletion or substitution to any part of this Agreement

that ismade in accordance with this Agreement.

You (and Your) refer to the other party to this Agreement, being the entity that is the

licensee of the Software.

WebsitemeansPaperCut's website fromwhich You can acquire the Software,

PremiumUpgrade Assurance service, additional Software programs, addmore
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Users or other license usage or extended Your PremiumUpgrade Assurance ser-

vice.

3. AGREEMENT AND LICENSE

3.1 In the case of an Evaluation License, the person that installs the Software and

clicks "I Agree" during the installation processwarrants to PaperCut that he/she has

authority to enter into this Agreement on behalf the entity that is his/her employer.

3.2 In the case of a Production License, the person that clicked "I Agree" during the

sign-on processwarrants to PaperCut that he/she has authority to enter into this

Agreement on behalf the entity that was entered into the CompanyDetails tab on the

Website during the sign-on process.

3.3 By using the Software You accept this Agreement as from the Effective Date, and

acknowledge that You are bound by the terms and conditions of the Agreement.

3.4 PaperCut may send a "proof of purchase" confirmation email or other document

(Order Confirmation) after You acquire a Production License, summarising the Con-

tract Details. If You do not notify PaperCut in writing of any discrepancy in the Con-

tract Details as set out in the Order Confirmation within 48 hours of receiving it, then

you accept the Contract Details as set out in the Order Confirmation.

Evaluation

3.5 If You requested a free of charge Evaluation License for the Software (via the

Website or other means) then PaperCut will make the Software available for You to

download from theWebsite, subject to Your acceptance of this Agreement. If You

accept this Agreement then You acquire an Evaluation License, from the Effective

Date until the license is terminated in accordance with clause 3.7. There is no Fee

payable for an Evaluation License.

3.6 PaperCut does not provide PremiumUpgrade Assurance services for Evaluation

Licenses, but may, in its discretion, provide assistance, advice and error correction

services to support Your evaluation of the Software.

3.7 A Evaluation License:
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a. terminates automatically after 40 days from the Effective Date, unless exten-

ded by agreement with PaperCut;

b. will be terminated if the Agreement terminates in accordance with clause 12.

Upgrading to a Production License

3.8 Youmay upgrade an Evaluation License to a Production License by completing

and agreeing the Contract Details via the sign-on process on theWebsite and agree-

ing to pay the relevant Fees and Taxes. Youmay also order PremiumUpgrade

Assurance services at the same time. The Production License and any Premium

Upgrade Assurance service will be provided on the terms and conditions of this

Agreement. In the case of a Production License, PaperCut will provide You with a

License Key to enable You to use the Software.

Production License

3.9Where you acquire a Production License by agreeing the Contract Details with

PaperCut, including by completing the Contract Details on the sign on process, then

You acquire a license for the Software in accordance with clause 4.2 and the right to

receive and install anyUpdates for that Software that may be issued by PaperCut

from time to time. Youmust install Updates promptly, especially Updates that have

beenmade available for security issues. There are no additional Fees for this right to

receive Updates.

Premium Upgrade Assurance

3.10Where You ordered PremiumUpgrade Assurance services in the Contract

Details, upon acceptance of your order PaperCut will provide the PremiumUpgrade

Assurance services for 12months from the Effective Date in accordance with clause

5.

Additional Licenses, Usage or Premium Upgrade Assurance.

3.11 If you wish to addmore Software programs, addmore Users or other license

usage or extended Your PremiumUpgrade Assurance service and such items are

available fromPaperCut at the time, Youmay order those items by completing and

agreeing the relevant Contract Details with PaperCut via theWebsite and agreeing
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to pay PaperCut's then current Fees and Taxes for such items. Any such itemswill be

provided on the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

3.12 If You do not extend Your PremiumUpgrade Assurance service so that

PremiumUpgrade Assurance service is provide continuously, and subsequently

wish to re-instate PremiumUpgrade Assurance service, then Youmust pay Paper-

Cut's then current support re-instatement fee in addition to the then current Fees for

the PremiumUpgrade Assurance service prior to the PremiumUpgrade Assurance

service being re-instated.

Variations

3.13 Subject to clauses 3.8 and 3.11, this Agreement, or any part of it, may be varied

by the parties agreeing to the Variation in writing (and the Variation will be binding

when both parties have signed the Variation).

4. LICENSES

Evaluation License

4.1 From the Effective Date until the license is terminated in accordance with this

Agreement, PaperCut grants You a non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited use

license solely to install and run the Software on one or more computers that are

Authorised Platforms for You and your Affiliates to evaluate the Software to determ-

ine whether to acquire a Production License. Under this Evaluation License You and

Your Affiliatesmay use the Software for testing and evaluation in a production envir-

onment prior to the termination of the Evaluation License.

Production License

4.2 Subject to PaperCut's receipt of the applicable Fees and related Taxes in accord-

ance with the Contract Details, PaperCut grants You a non-exclusive, non-trans-

ferable, indivisible, limited use license solely to install and run the Software on one or

more computers that are the Authorised Platforms, for use by You or Your Affiliates

from the Effective Date until the license is terminated in accordance with this Agree-

ment, for:
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a. up to themaximumnumber of Users or other licensemetric set out in the Con-

tract Details, for Your internal business data processing/printing requirements

in accordance with, and subject to any other limitation of use set out in, the

Contract Details; and

b. for testing, disaster recovery and back up (hot or cold), without additional

Fees.

Delivery and installation

4.3 PaperCut will make the Software available for download from theWebsite. If

You specifically request, PaperCut will ship to You a physical copy of media with the

software loaded on it, at additional cost. You are responsible for copying and

installing the Software on the Authorised Platforms. Youmust follow any instructions

provided by PaperCut when installing the Software. All Software is deemed to be

accepted by You upon successful installation on the first Authorised Platform.

Prohibited Actions

4.4 Nothing in this Agreement permits You to:

a. use the Software to provide any facilitymanagement or service bureau ser-

vice, or for the benefit of any third party (other than an Affiliate);

b. disclose the Software or any online or hard copy documentation related to the

Software to any third party (other than an Affiliate);

c. adapt, translate, publish, communicate to the public, or create any derivative

work or translation of the Software, unless expressly permitted by law;

d. sub-license, lease, rent, loan, assign, novate or otherwise transfer the Soft-

ware to any third party;

e. reverse engineer, reverse compile, de-compile or disassemble the object code

of the Software or any part of the Software (or other underlying data), or oth-

erwise attempt to derive the source code of the Software, except to the extent

the permitted by law;

f. use any part of the Software other than as an integrated part of the overall
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Software program;

g. remove, alter or obscure any PaperCut Marks, or any proprietary or restricted

use notice on the Software;

h. allow the Software to become the subject of any charge, lien, encumbrance or

security interest; or

i. deal in any other manner with any or all of Your rights and obligations under

this Agreement.

Compliance

4.5 You acknowledge and agree that the License Keymay prevent, hinder or reduce

availability of featureswhere You are using the Software in excess of the usage

rights that You have agreed to pay for.

4.6 During the period of this Agreement and for 2 years thereafter, Youmust permit

PaperCut, or its nominee, to inspect and have access to the Software, the usage logs

in the Software and to any records kept in connection with this Agreement, for the pur-

poses of ensuring that You (and Your Affiliates) are complying with the terms of this

Agreement. If PaperCut requires access to Your offices (or those of Your Affiliates) in

order to access the Software or the relevant records then:

a. PaperCut must provide reasonable advance notice to You;

b. any accessmust be during business hours or other times agreed by You;

c. PaperCut must use reasonable endeavors tominimize any disruption to Your

business; and

d. if PaperCut uses a nominee to conduct the inspection, such nomineemust not

be a competitor to You andmust sign a non-disclosure agreement with Paper-

Cut that protects any information found during the inspection on terms that are

no less protective than those terms that are included in clause 9 of this Agree-

ment.
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5. PREMIUM UPGRADE ASSURANCE

5.1 This clause 5 applies during the period when You have acquired Premium

Upgrade Assurance services for a Production License.

5.2 If and when PaperCut makes an Update or Upgrade generally available to cus-

tomers with PremiumUpgrade Assurance services for the Software, the Update or

Upgrade will bemade available to You at no additional charge. Youmust, at your

own cost, download and install the Update or Upgrade within a reasonable period.

5.3 If You (or any of Your employees or employees of any of Your Affiliates) believe

that there is a defect in the Software those employees should report it to Your

internal support desk personnel, and Your internal support desk personnel should

report it to PaperCut's support email address 24/7 or call PaperCut's support

helpline during business hours. Youmust ensure that Your internal support desk per-

sonnel are technical competent and trained in the use of Software. Theymust use

reasonable efforts to resolve the issue prior to contacting PaperCut for assistance.

5.4 PaperCut will use its best efforts to provide a remedy or a workaround for any

defect in the Software that is reported to its support helpline in a timeframe that is

reasonable given the nature of the issue and the impact on Your business oper-

ations.

5.5 PaperCut shall have no obligation to provide PremiumUpgrade Assurance ser-

vices:

a. in respect of any Software which has not had anyUpdate or Upgrade installed

prior to the date that PaperCut has notified its customers generally that is the

"end of life" date for that version. PaperCut shall provide its customerswith at

least 90 days notice, including by posting notice on theWebsite, of an "end of

life" date for that particular version;

b. to any adaptations, translations or derivative worksmade to the Software; or

c. for any Evaluation License.

5.6 PaperCut shall have no obligation to provide PremiumUpgrade Assurance ser-

viceswhere faults arise from:
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a. misuse, incorrect use of or damage to the Software fromwhatever cause

(other than any act or omission by PaperCut), including failure or fluctuation of

electrical power;

b. failure tomaintain the necessary environmental conditions for use of the Soft-

ware;

c. use of the Software in combination with any equipment or software other than

Authorised Platforms;

d. any breach of Your obligations under this Agreement;

e. having the Softwaremaintained by a third party; or

f. user error.

5.7 If it is necessary for PaperCut to attend Your (or Your Affiliates') premises to

provide PremiumUpgrade Assurance services, or PaperCut determines that the

work it performed in relation to a logged issue was caused by any of the items in

clause 5.6, then Youmust pay for such work at PaperCut's then current Fees and

charges aswell as any expenses (and travel time) incurred by PaperCut in per-

forming such work.

6. FEES AND TAXES

6.1 PaperCut will provide You with the ability to download the Software from our

Website as an Evaluation License for use in accordance with this Agreement without

charge.

6.2Where You agree on the Contract Details to pay the Fees, charges and Taxes for

any Production License, PremiumUpgrade Assurance, additional Software, addi-

tional Users or extended usage rights, further period of PremiumUpgrade Assur-

ance or other thing acquired under this Agreement by credit card (or other online

payment mechanism supported by PaperCut) then youmust complete the relevant

details and authorizations stated on theWebsite. PaperCut will provide you with a tax

invoice/receipt promptly following receipt of Your payment.

6.3Where You agree on the Contract Details to pay the Fees, charges and Taxes for

any Production License, PremiumUpgrade Assurance, additional Software,
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additional Users or extended usage rights, further period of PremiumUpgrade Assur-

ance or other thing acquired under this Agreement following receipt of a tax invoice,

PaperCut will provide You with a tax invoice for the Fees and Taxes at the start of the

license or the supply of the service and Youmust pay this tax invoice within 14 days

of receipt.

6.4 You are solely responsible for ensuring that PaperCut receives the net amount of

the Fees for any transaction under this Agreement, including:

a. Youmust pay any fee for receiving the Software on physical media;

b. Youmust pay any fee associated with the use of a credit card (or other pay-

ment mechanism accepted by PaperCut);

c. Youmust pay any fee associated with a bank charge or transfer fee;

d. Youmust pay any fee incurred by PaperCut for any charge back or other pay-

ment failure, plus PaperCut's administration fee for dealing with a failed pay-

ment (other than where a refund of the Fees is required to be provided by

law);

e. You are responsible to pay all Taxes. All payments under the Agreement must

bemade free and clear and without deduction for any and all present and

future Taxes. Payments due to PaperCut under the Agreement must be

increased so that the amounts received by PaperCut, after provision for Taxes

and all Taxes on such increase, will be equal to the amounts required under

the Agreement as if no Taxeswere due on such payments.

6.5 You irrevocably authorize PaperCut to deduct from your credit card (or any debit

card accepted by PaperCut) any amount due and payable under this Agreement

without further reference to You.

6.6 Youmust pay a late charge for any failure tomake any payment by the date

required under the Agreement, calculated daily using a rate that is 4% over the

Reserve Bank of Australia's Cash Rate, from the date that the payment first

becomes overdue, to the date that the payment is received by PaperCut, both dates

inclusive.
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6.7 If any Fee, charge or Tax is not received by the required date, PaperCut may sus-

pend Your access to the Software or suspend or cease providing services to You

until the outstanding amounts (including applicable late charges, damages, costs and

expenses) are paid. You do not have any claim for breach of contract or otherwise for

any action taken by PaperCut under this clause.

7. TRADEMARKS

7.1 You acknowledge and agree that PaperCut is the owner and/or licensee of the

PaperCut Marks. You do not acquire any right to use, or interest in, any of the Paper-

Cut Marks. Youmust not at any time or in anyway assert any ownership of, or any

right in, the PaperCut Marks and Youmust not contest the right of PaperCut or any

PaperCut Affiliate or any of their licensors to the use of any of the PaperCut Marks.

7.2 PaperCut will not use Your (or those of Your Affiliates) trademarks, logos or

branding without your prior written consent. You give us consent to incorporate any

trademark, logo or branding that You provide us into the Software in order to take

advantage of the Software features that allow the use of customers' branding. Paper-

Cut may disclose the fact that You (and Your Affiliates) are customers and the nature

of Your (and Your Affiliates') use of the Software to third parties in private con-

versations and documentation, but PaperCut will not use Your name (or the names

of Your Affiliates) in PaperCut's general marketingmaterials or websites etc without

Your prior written consent.

8. PROPRIETARY RIGHTS

8.1 All Intellectual Property Rights that are created by any person that are adapt-

ations, translations and derivative works in the Software or related documentation,

are and shall remain the exclusive property of PaperCut (and its licensors, if any) or

shall vest in or be transferred to PaperCut immediately upon creation, as the case

may be.

8.2 Except for the rights expressly granted by PaperCut to You under this Agree-

ment:

a. PaperCut and its licensors, if any, reserve all right, title and interest in and to

the Software or related documentation and all Intellectual Property Rights in
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them;

b. no right, title or ownership interest in or to the Software or related doc-

umentation whether by implication, estoppel or otherwise, is granted,

assigned or transferred to You under or in connection with this Agreement.

8.3 Youmust not make any unauthorized copies of the whole or part of the Software

or related documentation. You acknowledge and agree that the unauthorized dis-

closure, use or copying of the Software or related documentationmay cause Paper-

Cut serious financial loss that may not be adequately compensated bymonetary

damages. Accordingly, in the event of any unauthorized disclosure, use or copying of

the Software or related documentation, You agree that PaperCut shall have the right

to seek injunctive relief to stop such unauthorized disclosure, use or copying.

9. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

9.1 The Recipient must not use any of the Discloser's Confidential Information

except in connection with the performance of its obligations specified in this Agree-

ment.

9.2 The Recipient must not disclose the Discloser's Confidential Information to any

third party without obtaining the Discloser's prior written consent, provided that the

Recipient may disclose the Discloser's Confidential Information to:

a. its employees, agents and contractors, and those of any of its Affiliates, who

have entered into a written agreement with the Recipient that is no less pro-

tective of the Discloser's Confidential Information than this Agreement

provided those persons have a need to know such information for the pur-

poses of this Agreement;

b. to its lawyers, bankers, auditors, accountants and insurers, who have a need

to know the information in order to provide professional advice to the Discloser

relating to this Agreement.

9.3 Youmust ensure that each person who is issued with a License Key does not dis-

close their License Key to any other person.

9.4 The Recipient must use, andmust ensure that any person to whom it is permitted

by this Agreement to disclose the Discloser's Confidential Information to uses, the
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samemeasures to protect the Discloser's Confidential Information as it uses to pro-

tect its own confidential information, but in no event less than reasonablemeasures.

9.5 The restrictions in this clause 9 shall not apply to information that:

a. is independently developed by the Recipient without any access to the Con-

fidential Information of the Discloser;

b. becomes known to the Recipient without restriction, from a third party who, to

the Recipient's knowledge, was not bound by a confidentiality agreement with

the Discloser, or otherwise prohibited from disclosing the information to the

Recipient, or had the right to disclose it;

c. was available to the Recipient on a non-confidential basis prior to disclosure by

the Discloser;

d. was lawfully in the possession of the Recipient before the information was dis-

closed to it by the Discloser, and that was not subject to a confidentiality oblig-

ation;

e. is or becomes in the public domain through no act or omission of the Recipient;

f. the parties agree in writing is not confidential or may be disclosed; or

g. is required to be disclosed under an order or requirement of a court, admin-

istrative agency, or other governmental body (but only to theminimumextent

required to comply), provided however, that Recipient shall provide prompt

notice to Discloser of any potential disclosure and shall use its reasonable

efforts to prevent disclosure of such information.

Privacy

9.6 The partiesmust:

a. comply with the requirements of the any privacy law in the country in which the

party is located and in any country to which the personal information is to be

sent; and

b. only use, manipulate, store and handle personal information for the purposes

of meeting its obligations under this Agreement.

9.7 You warrant that:
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a. You have obtained the informed consent from each individual about whom

PaperCut will obtain personal information fromYou as a result of this Agree-

ment; and (b) PaperCut, its Representatives and their permitted successors,

assignees and sublicenseesmay use that individual's personal information in

anymanner that may be reasonably contemplated by this Agreement, includ-

ing a transfer overseas for the purpose of providing support and error cor-

rection services.

Consent to use of data

9.8 You agree that PaperCut may collect and use technical information - including

but not limited to technical information about your system setup, license, and feature

usage - that is gathered periodically to facilitate the provision of software updates,

product improvement, product support and other services to you. PaperCut may use

this information to improve, provide, and develop our products, services and tech-

nologies. PaperCut will not disclose this information in a form that personally iden-

tifies you.

9.9 By clicking the "check for updates" button you authorize PaperCut to gather sys-

tem, version and licensing information to facilitate the provision of software updates,

product support, and other services to you (if any) related to the PaperCut software.

10. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

10.1 Except as set out in this Agreement, to the extent permitted by law, and subject

to clause 10.2, PaperCut's total, cumulative liability to You (and Your Affiliates) for

any claimwhether it be for breach of contract (including under an indemnity), in tort

(including negligence), breach of statutory duty or otherwise, arising out of or in con-

nection with the Software, the PremiumUpgrade Assurance service, this Agree-

ment or the relationship between the parties, shall be limited to:

a. where the claim arises in connection with the Software, the total of all Fees

paid by You for the Production License; or

b. where the claim arises in connection with the PremiumUpgrade Assurance,

the total of all Fees paid by You for the PremiumUpgrade Assurance during
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the PremiumUpgrade Assurance year in which the claim first arose; or

c. or any other claim, USD$10,00

10.2 To the extent permitted by law, PaperCut will not be liable for any loss, damage

or expense which is indirect, consequential, special or exemplary damages, nor for

any lost profits, lost revenue, lost data or business interruption, even if PaperCut has

been advised of, knows of, or should have known of the possibility of such loss, dam-

age or expense.

10.3 You acknowledge and agree that owing to the nature of the Software, PaperCut

does not represent or warrant that:

a. access to the Software will be continuously available; or

b. the Software will be error free.

10.4 You act as agent for Your Affiliates in respect of this Agreement and are respons-

ible to PaperCut for their acts and omissions.

11. INDEMNIFICATION

11.1 In addition to any rights Youmay have at law, PaperCut undertakes at its own

expense to indemnify and defend You or, at PaperCut's option, settle any claim or

action brought against You alleging that the use or possession of the Software in

accordance with this Agreement infringes any Intellectual Property Right enforceable

in the United States, Canada, any country in the EU, Switzerland, Australia, New

Zealand, Hong Kong, Singapore and Japan (an "Infringement Claim") and shall be

responsible for any losses, damages, expenses or costs (including reasonable legal

fees) incurred by, or awarded against You as the result of, or in connection with, any

such Infringement Claim, provided that:

a. You promptly notify PaperCut of the Infringement Claim in writing, specifying

the nature of the claim in reasonable detail and providing access to, and copies

of, documents, software any other material, that are relevant to the Infringe-

ment Claim, aswell as providing prompt access to anyRepresentative who

may be relevant to PaperCut's defense of Infringement Claim;

b. You do not make any admission of liability, agreement or compromise in
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relation to the Infringement Claimwithout the prior written consent of Paper-

Cut;

c. You grant PaperCut the sole right to defend, negotiate and settle the Infringe-

ment Claim, at PaperCut's expense, or at PaperCut's option, PaperCut may

permit You to defend the Infringement Claim in which case:

(i) PaperCut will pay any costs associated with Your defense, and will provide

security for such costs; and

(ii) Youmust follow any reasonable request fromPaperCut to avoid, dispute,

defend and/or compromise the Infringement Claim;

d. You provide PaperCut with reasonable assistance, at PaperCut's expense, to

defend, negotiate and settle the Infringement Claim.

11.2 PaperCut will have no obligation under this clause 11 or otherwise with respect

to any Infringement Claim based upon:

a. any use of the Software not in accordance with this Agreement, or doc-

umentation provided by PaperCut;

b. the combination, operation or use of the Software with any other product,

equipment, businessmethod, software or data;

c. anymodification of the Software by any person other than PaperCut or its

authorized agents or subcontractors; or

d. any use of the Software after PaperCut has provided You a new software ver-

sion, patch or correction that would have overcome the infringement.

11.3 If any Infringement Claim ismade, or in PaperCut's opinion is likely to bemade,

then PaperCut may (at its sole option and expense) either:

a. procure for You the right to continue using the affected Software, or sub-

stantially similar software that does not substantially affect the functionality of

the Software, in accordance with this Agreement;

b. replace or modify the affected Software so that it becomes non-infringing but

performs substantially the same functions; or
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c. if neither (a) or (b) is commercially reasonable, as determined in PaperCut's

sole discretion, then PaperCut may terminate Your rights to use the affected

Software and pay damages of up to an amount of the Fees paid for the license

for the Software.

11.4 Subject to any rights that Youmay have under statute, this clause 11 states

PaperCut's entire liability and Your sole and exclusive remedy for any claims related

to any infringement of the Intellectual Property Rights in respect of the Software.

12. TERMINATION

12.1 PaperCut may immediately terminate this Agreement for cause by giving You

written notice if You:

a. breach any of the provisions of clauses 4, 6, 7.2, 8.3, 9 or 13.5;

b. breach any other provision of the Agreement and You do not remedy it within

14 days of PaperCut providing You written notice of the breach;

c. cease to carry on business, are unable to pay Your debts as they fall due, You

enter into liquidation or have a controller, managing controller, liquidator or

administrator appointed or suffer any similar event in any jurisdiction; or

d. merge with, sell substantially all of Your assets, or You are subject to a change

of control. A "change of control" shall be deemed to occur when an entity

acquires fifty percent (50%) or more of Your voting shares or equity interest or

fifty percent (50%) or more of Your assets, in the event of a change of amajor-

ity of Your Board of Directors (or majority of the partners if a partnership) or if

there is any other effective change of control.

12.2 Youmay immediately terminate this Agreement for cause by giving PaperCut

written notice if PaperCut:

a. breaches any of the provisions of this Agreement and PaperCut does not rem-

edy it within 30 days of You providing PaperCut written notice of the breach; or

b. ceases to carry on business, is unable to pay its debts as they fall due, enters
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into liquidation or has a controller, managing controller, liquidator or admin-

istrator appointed or suffer any similar event in any jurisdiction.

12.3 If this Agreement terminates:

a. any license for Software and its related PremiumUpgrade Assurance ter-

minates immediately;

b. each party shall immediately return to the other (or at the other party's request

destroy) any of the other's Confidential Information;

c. Youmust ensure that all copies of the Software installed pursuant to this

Agreement are uninstalled and deleted from all hardware in your possession

or control within 14 days of the date this Agreement is terminated.

12.4 Any termination of this Agreement shall not prejudice, limit or restrict any other

rights or remedies either partymay have arising prior to such termination. To the

extent permitted by law, PaperCut shall be under no obligation to refund any

amounts paid by You for any of the Software or PremiumUpgrade Assurance ser-

vices that have been provided prior to any termination of this Agreement.

13. GENERAL

Notices

13.1 Any notice that is given under this Agreement:

a. by PaperCut may be:

(i) posted to You;

(ii) emailed to You at any email address provided by You;

(iii) included on any invoice (whichmay be emailed or posted to You); or

(iv) posted on theWebsite. Youmust review theWebsite regularly for notices.

b. by Youmust be posted to PaperCut at the address stated on the latest invoice.
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13.2 A notice is deemed to be received:

a. when posted fromAustralia to an address in Australia; within 3 business days

of the date when it was posted;

b. when posted from an address outside of Australia, within 7 days of the date

when it was posted; or

c. when emailed; within 1 business day of the date that the email was sent,

provided no notice of failure has been received by the sender;

d. when posted on theWebsite, within 3 business days of the date it was posted.

Relationship of Parties

13.3 The parties to this Agreement are independent contractors. Nothing in this

Agreement shall be deemed to create an agency, employment, partnership, fiduciary

or joint venture relationship between the parties, constitute any party the agent of

another party, nor authorize any party to make or enter into any commitments for or

on behalf of any other party. Compliance with Laws

13.4 Youmust comply with all lawswhich are relevant to You performing Your oblig-

ations under this Agreement.

Assignment

13.5 Youmust not assign or transfer this Agreement or any rights or obligations

under this Agreement, in whole or part, without the prior written consent of PaperCut.

13.6 PaperCut may assign or transfer this Agreement, in whole or part, without Your

consent to any PaperCut Affiliate or in connection with amerger, acquisition, or pur-

chase of fifty percent (50%) or more of its assets. This Agreement will bind and inure

to the benefit of each party's permitted successors and assigns. PaperCut may

assign or transfer all or part of any of its rights to receive any Fees and Taxes or other

monies due under this Agreement, to any person without Your consent. Not-

withstanding clause 9, PaperCut may disclose any of Your Confidential Information

which is reasonably necessary to affect any assignment or transfer.
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Waiver

13.7 No failure or delay by a party to exercise any right or remedy provided under this

Agreement or by law shall constitute a waiver of that or any other right or remedy,

nor shall it preclude or restrict the further exercise of that or any other right or rem-

edy. No single or partial exercise of such right or remedy shall preclude or restrict the

further exercise of that or any other right or remedy.

Remedies

13.8 Except as specifically provided otherwise in this Agreement, the rights and rem-

edies provided under this Agreement are cumulative and in addition to, and not

exclusive of, any rights or remedies provided by law.

Severability

13.9 If any part of this Agreement is determined to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable

by any court or competent authority, such part will be severed from the remainder of

the Agreement and the remaining provisionswill continue in force.

Force Majeure

13.10 Except for Your obligations to pay PaperCut under this Agreement, neither

party shall be in breach of this Agreement nor liable to the other party for any failure

or delay in performance caused by events beyond the party's reasonable control.

Agreement

13.11 All clauseswhich naturally survive termination of the Agreement, including

clauses 4.6, 7.1, 8, 9, 10, 12.3(b), 12.4 and 13, will survive termination of this Agree-

ment.

13.12 The parties are entitled to rely on any notice or communication in electronic

format, including any facsimile or email, that on its face appears authentic, and that

has the purported author's name on it to the same extent as if it were a document writ-

ten by the author. The parties consent to this Agreement being signed or varied

through electronic communication.

13.13 To the extent permitted by law:
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a. PaperCut excludes anywarranty or guarantee not expressly stated in this

Agreement, whether express, implied or statutory, including any guarantees or

warranties of acceptability and fitness for a particular purpose;

b. this Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties regard-

ing the subject matter and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous agree-

ments, arrangements, understandings and communications, whether written

or oral.

Export

13.14 You acknowledge and agree that the Softwaremay be subject to applicable

export and import laws. You agree not to export the Software or any direct product

thereof, directly or indirectly in violation of these laws, nor will they be used for any pur-

pose prohibited by these laws, including nuclear, chemical or biological weapons pro-

liferation.

Governing Law

13.15 If You are resident, domiciled or incorporated in the USA, this Agreement will

be governed by the laws of the State of Oregon, USA, without regard to its conflict of

law principles. The parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in the

State of Oregon. You hereby agree any claimswill be brought exclusively in the fed-

eral or state courts located in Oregon and the parties hereby irrevocably consent to

the personal jurisdiction and venue of the courts located in Oregon for the purpose of

litigating any and all such claims.

13.16 In all other cases, this Agreement will be governed by the laws of the State of

Victoria, Australia, without regard to its conflict of law principles. The parties submit to

the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in the State of Victoria, Australia.

14. COUNTRY-SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

The following provisions apply to the extent required under local laws.
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Australia:

Australian Consumer Law

14.1 Our goods comewith guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian

Consumer Law (ACL). You are entitled to a replacement or refund for amajor failure

and for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are

also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of accept-

able quality and the failure does not amount to amajor failure.

14.2 The PremiumUpgrade Assurance services that are provided to remedy any

defect in the Softwaremay be a "Warranty Against Defects" as defined in the ACL.

The PremiumUpgrade Assurance services are provided by PaperCut Software

International Pty Limited (ACN 124 440 400) of Ground Floor, 1 OxleyRd,

Hawthorn, 3122, tel +61 3 9809 5194, email address cus-

tomer.service@papercut.com.

In order to make use of the PremiumUpgrade Assurance services, Youmust con-

tact PaperCut's support helpline during the period of your agreement for Premium

Upgrade Assurance service using process in clause 5.3. When youmake use of the

PremiumUpgrade Assurance services, PaperCut will use its best efforts to provide a

remedy or a workaround for any defect in the Software in a timeframe that is reas-

onable given the nature of the issue and the impact on your business operations.

This service is not available for Evaluation Licenses. The costs for the service in

respect of the Production Licenses are included within the Fees that are set out in the

Contract Details. No additional fees are payable by you for the PremiumUpgrade

Assurance for Production Licenses. You are responsible for any expenses you incur

in using the PremiumUpgrade Assurance. The benefits that we provide to con-

sumers under our Warranty Against Defects are in addition to any other rights or rem-

edies a consumer may have in respect of these goods or services under the ACL.

The provision of PremiumUpgrade Assurance servicesmay result in the loss of user

generated data.

14.3 To the extent permitted by law, PaperCut's liability for a failure to comply with

any statutory guarantee is limited to one or more of the following, at PaperCut's

option:
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a. the replacement of the goods or the supply of equivalent goods;

b. the repair of the goods;

c. the payment of the cost of replacing the goods or of acquiring equivalent

goods;

d. the payment of the cost of having the goods repaired,

e. unless it is not fair or reasonable for PaperCut to rely on this term of the Agree-

ment.

14.4 If You are entitled to the benefit of a guarantee under the ACL then in respect of

goods and/or serviceswhich are not of a kind that are ordinarily acquired for per-

sonal, domestic or household use or consumption, PaperCut's liability for a failure to

comply with such guarantee is limited to one of the following, at PaperCut's option:

a. supplying the goods and/or services again; or

b. payment of the cost of having the goods and/or services supplied again,

c. unless it is not fair or reasonable for PaperCut to rely on this term of the Agree-

ment.

USA:

USA Government Rights

14.5 If You are a US civilian agency, the US government acquires certain parts of this

commercial computer software and/or commercial software documentation or other

technical data subject to the terms of this Agreement as specified in the 48 C.F.R.

12.212 (Computer Software) and 12.211 (Technical Data) of the Federal Acquisition

Regulation (FAR) and its successors. If acquired by or on behalf of any agencywithin

the Department of Defence (DOD), the US Government aquires certain parts of this

commercial computer software and/or commercial software documentation subject

to the terms of this Agreement as specified in 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-3 of DOD FAR

Supplement (DFARS) and its successors. The US Government Rights clause is in

lieu of, and supersedes any other FAR, DFARS or other clause or provision that

addressesUS Government rights in computer software or technical data.

Copyright (c) 1999-2016 PaperCut Software International Pty. Ltd.
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2 Installation
This section covers the initial installation and configuration of PaperCut MF in your network

environment. Initial installation takes only a few minutes on a currently configured server.

This guide walks you through installation and configuration step-by-step. The process is

summarized below:

1. System requirements check

2. Downloading and installing PaperCut MF

3. Completing the configuration wizard

4. Testing client software

5. Testing printing and remote access

PaperCut MF is a cross-platform solution and the installation procedure varies depending

on the target operating system(s).

Windows: Quick install: Windows

Mac: Quick install: AppleMac

Novell: Quick install: Novell OES Linux (iPrint)

Linux: Quick install: Linux (CUPS and/or Samba)

2.1. Implementation by Example
PaperCut MF is a feature-packed application designed tomeet the print management

requirements of all types of organizations. It's unlikely that any single organization would

use or need all the features in PaperCut MF. The key to a successful implementation is with

identifying the features that aremost needed, and utilizing them in the correct manner.

This section covers common implementation scenarios in a case study form. It discusses

the requirements common to the scenario, and how these requirements are satisfied using

key features. The aim of this section is to guide implementers towards identifying and util-

izing themost appropriate features.
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Locate the scenario that's the closest fit to your organization. It might also be beneficial to

read other scenarios that might apply to your situation. For example, a large business can

benefit from some of the ideas presented in the small business case and so on.

2.1.1. Scenario: The Small School
Fast River School has a student population of 200 and caters to students in Kindergarten

through 6th grade. A teacher is responsible for each class. The school has a two computers

in each class room and a small computer lab for older students. All computers are net-

worked. A single server acts as a domain controller and a file and print server. The students

in each year level log on to the computers using the username and password allocated to

their class.

Requirements
1. Each grade level has amonthly printing budget of $50.

2. If the budget is exceeded, teachers can discuss additional funding with the school

principal.

3. Student use of color printers should be approved by teachers.

4. The teacher for each grade level should have access to activity reports in order to

track the class's printing volume.

5. The school principal needs a summary report of class printing activity at the end of

each semester.

Implementation

Initial Installation
Install PaperCut MF on the school's file and print server. The initial installation process is

covered in Installation.
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Requirement 1
You can automate themonthly budget by applying a $50.00monthly quota to the [All

Users] group. The domain login accounts used for each year level are automatically

placed in the [All Users] group. For more information, see :

Groups in PaperCut MF

Setting up quota allocations

Requirement 2
Teachers can be warned when their class's balance has reached a low balance limit. The

notification can be via email. The notification option is located under: Options > Noti-

fications > Low Balance Notifications . Enable the email option for email notifications.

Requirement 3
The SystemAdministrator can set up the printers so only selected users (i.e. teachers) can

approve jobs issued to color printers. By selecting theOnly managers can release option

on a given printer, jobs are held in a queue. Teachers can then approve the student print

jobs by accessing the web based release software accessed via the URL:
http://server_name:9191/release

Where server_name is the name of the organization's print server.

Requirement 4
Teachers can view print activity and account balance by connecting a web browser to:

http://server_name:9191/user

Where server_name is the name of the organization's print server. Access to the end-

user pages is covered in Interface Levels.

Requirement 5
Summary reports can quickly be generated by any user with PaperCut MF's SystemAdmin-

istrator access. For more information about granting administrator access and running

reports, see Assigning Administrator Level Access.
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2.1.2. Scenario: The Large School
North Shore High has a student population of 2000 students. Their network consists of:

Three studentWindowsPC labs and oneMac lab with other computers scattered

around the school for student use.

A mixture of Mac andWindows laptops used by staff.

A WindowsActive Directory environment hosted on a number of servers.

Printers are hosted on two separateWindows servers.

Some teaching staff have desktop printers attached locally to their workstations.

Each lab has a black and white laser printer.

Two high-end color copier/printers and large format printers are located in a print

room situated away from the computer labs.

Students have their own login account and small home directories for storage.

Requirements
1. The systemmust support themixedMac andWindows environment.

2. The system should support multiple print servers and locally attached desktop print-

ers.

3. The school wants to experiment with hosting printers on a Linux systemwith the aim

of using Linux for print serving tasks to help save on futureWindows licensing costs.

4. Students are to be granted a small $5 amonth printing budget. Final year students

have a $10 amonth allowance.

5. If students need additional printing, theymust purchase it. The payment process

should be simple and easy tomanage.

6. Jobs issued to printers situated in the print room should be held in a queue and only
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printed on the physical printers after the user has arrived at the room to collect the

job.

7. Staff members should have the option of charging printing to department accounts or

to a small personal account, depending on the type of print job.

8. Student printing should be archived for a period of 4 weeks. This allows IT staff to

determine the individual students responsible for printing inappropriatematerial

when incidents are reported.

Implementation

Initial Installation
Themixture of operating systems andmultiple-serversmakes this a complex installation.

Prior to deployment, it is advisable for the networkmanager and/or network administrator to

plan the deployment and familiarize themselveswith the PaperCut MF software.

Requirement 1
PaperCut MF is a cross platform solution designed for all major operating systems. Given

the existence of an existing domain environment, the installation ofWindows systems is typ-

ically straightforward. TheMacs, however, can be set up in a number of different ways. Net-

work administrators should consult Mac Printing in Detail.

Requirement 2
Multi-server installations are commonplace on larger networks. One system needs to be

nominated as the primary PaperCut MF server. This system is responsible for running the

"brains" of the system and storing all data. The other servers, secondary servers, report

back to the central primary server via XMLWeb Services. The system architecture, deploy-

ment considerations, and recommendations are outlined inMultiple Print Servers.
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Requirement 3
Linux is becoming ever popular in the server space. First web hosting, and now common

file and print services are being serviced with the Linux operating system. PaperCut MF is

available for Windows, Mac and Linux systems. Not only that, its architecture allows all

three systems to run side-by-side sharing a common central server. This school can exper-

iment with hosting printers on Linux by running a Linux based secondary server alongside

their mainWindows servers. See Configuring a Linux or Novell iPrint secondary print

server for additional information.

Requirement 4
Quotas or allowances are allocated to users on a per-group basis. By adding network

domain groups to PaperCut MF that represent the respective student groups, System

Administrators can automate the allocation process. See Setting up quota allocations for

further information.

Requirement 5
The purchase of additional quota/credit is best managed by the TopUp/Pre-Paid Card sys-

tem. The system reduces the data entry andmanagement requirements associated with

manual transactions. More information on TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards is covered in

TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards.

Requirement 6
Print release in the print room is best achieved with the Release Station. By running a spe-

cial full-screen application on a dedicated terminal in this room, students can release their

jobs once they arrive at the room. The Release Station and secure printing in general is

covered in detail at Hold/release queues & Print Release Stations.

Requirement 7
Tracking and allocating staff printing to departments is best achieved by using Shared

accounts. When set up, teaching staff are presented with a popup window asking them to

select an account to charge. You can control account access via domain group
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membership or via PINs. More information on shared accounts is available at Shared

accounts.

Requirement 8
The requirement to archive, audit and view all print activity can be accomplished by enabling

Print Archiving (viewing and content capture). This allows approved staff to visually inspect

the contents of all print jobs.

2.1.3. Scenario: The University
West Face University has a student population of 10,000 full-time students and off-campus

and part-time students. IT services centrally control the network, however, individual fac-

ulties and departments also offer andmanage some of the specialist IT infrastructure. All

major operating systems are in used on both the workstations and servers.

Requirements
1. Centrallymanaged printers are hosted in a clustered print server environment. The

solution needs to support clustering.

2. IT serviceswants to provide the option for department labs to also have their printers

controlled via the central system.

3. Client software needs to be optional. It would be preferable for students to have

access to their account details via a web browser.

4. The design of the web interface should be customizable.

5. The systemmust be secure and support SSL-based encryption.

6. The system should run on top of a database system and allow data access to facil-

itate custom reports using packages such asCrystal Reports.

7. An open source systemwould be preferable.

Implementation
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Initial Installation
University-wide deployments can be quite involved. Most large universities that have

deployed PaperCut MF have worked closely with the PaperCut MF development team dur-

ing implementation. A lot can be gained by arranging a teleconference or similar with the

development team.We're always happy to help our customers deploy the ideal solution.

Requirement 1
PaperCut MF supports clustering at all application layers including the print server, the data-

base server, and the Application Server on bothMicrosoft Windows and Linux. Setting up

PaperCut MF inMicrosoft Clustering Services is covered in Clustering and High

Availability. The PaperCut MF development team has experience using Linux-HA (High-

Availability Linux) and other tools to support customerswho use Linux.

Requirement 2
Printers and labs hosted by individual faculties and departments outside the central IT ser-

vices area can optionally be joined into the campus-wide system via PaperCut MF's sec-

ondary server support. Central IT staff can approve these secondary servers via IP

address and grant selected staff administrator level access to the system's admin web inter-

face on a case-by-case basis. See Configuring Secondary Print Servers and Locally

Attached Printers for more information on secondary servers.

Requirement 3
PaperCut MF's client software is optional in a basic charging/quota environment. Users

can access their accounts and view their account balance, transaction and printing history,

and use advanced tools such as TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards and transfers. More information

on the web-based users tools is available at Interface Levels.

Requirement 4
The design and layout of the end-user web interface can quickly be changed using HTML

and Cascading Style Sheets. Customizing the end-user web design is covered in Cus-

tomizing the User web pages.
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Requirement 5
PaperCut MF provides secure connections for report access and administration via SSL-

based encryption. Larger universities often have their own certificate signing procedure for

SSL based servers. PaperCut MF can even accept these signed certificates. SSL-based

encryption is set up by default and is accessed via a URL such as:
https://[server_name]:9192/admin

Information on using a customSSL certificate is covered in SSL/HTTPS KeyGeneration.

Requirement 6
Hosting the PaperCut MF system on top of an external database system such as

Microsoft's SQL Server offers a number of advantages including easy data access, better

performance and scalability, and the ability to take advantage of existing backup processes.

More information on external RDMS support is available at Deployment on an External

Database (RDBMS).

The data structure is simple and administrators with report writing skills will quickly be able

to access the data for custom reporting via tools such asMS Access or Crystal Reports.

Requirement 7
PaperCut MF is a commercial systemwith commercial level support. However, unlikemany

other commercial applications, PaperCut Software International Pty. Ltd. does offer source

code access. A number of universities have used the source code access for:

auditing - verifying that the software is secure.

customization - knowing how the application works and how to implement add-ons.

Large universities should also look at the large school scenario. Features such as shared

accounts and secure printing are also applicable tomany university environments.

2.1.4. Scenario: The Small Business
Northwoods Inc. is a small twelve-person Engineering and Architect Drafting office serving

the local area. Their network consists of amix ofWindowsXP andWindowsVista work-

stations connected on aWorkgroup based network. Wireless network access is also

provided to employeeswith laptops. Most staff work on a project basis and you need to
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track use by project code and sub-project. Some staff work on a freelance basis andman-

agement want to track and charge for color printer use on amonthly basis.

Requirements
1. The systemmust be easy to set up andmaintain as there is no full-time IT staff.

2. The systemmust work in aWindowsworkgroup environment.

3. Staff are to have unlimited access (i.e. no budgets).

4. Staff need to allocate their printing to projects and cost centers so printing and draft-

ing costs can be passed back onto the clients (chargeback).

5. Managers need access to view real-time reports.

6. Data should be able to be exported to Excel on amonthly basis for billing.

Implementation

Initial Installation
One system on the network needs to be allocated the task of hosting the printer and the

PaperCut MF application. Users will print via this system so it needs to be left onmost for

most of the time. An existing file server is ideal, however, someone's desktop systemwill

also suffice (must be left on at all times).

Requirement 1
PaperCut MF is well known for its ease-of-use. It is a self-maintaining systemwith a simple

to use web-based interface. Apart from the initial set up, and the recommendation to incor-

porate the application's data into a backup procedure, no further technical administration

and support is required.
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Requirement 2
Workgroup environments are common on small networks. They differ from a domain envir-

onment in that they are not centrally authenticated via a server. Users can use a system that

automatically logs in as "a user" or maybe they just log in locally on their workstations. For

more information on the ways in which PaperCut MF can be installed in a workgroup envir-

onment, see Running in aWorkgroup Environment.

Requirement 3
You can set up all users as "unrestricted". In thismode, users can start of with a zero bal-

ance and count down as they print. Their balance indicates their printing value to date.

Requirement 4
You can create shared accounts to represent the current projects with sub-accounts used

to represent areas under these projects (sub-projects). You can enable the client popup soft-

ware on user accounts forcing users to allocate printing to the project/client. In addition, the

advanced client popup allows premiums to be charged for special printing such as repro-

duction of expensivemylar film.

Selected staff can runmonthly or quarterly invoice reports at any time to quickly determine

printing associated with a given client/project. For more information on shared accounts and

reporting, see Shared accounts.

Requirement 5
PaperCut MF records data in real-time. Full print logs and reports are available at any time

and can be accessed using a standard web browser. Themanager can log in to the admin-

istration interface and access the reports at any time.

Requirement 6
You can export all reports and activity lists to Microsoft Excel. To access the Excel data,

click the small Excel icon located next to the report name, or the icon at the bottom of the

print log.
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2.1.5. Scenario: The Medium to Large Business
SandComp is a largemanufacturing company consisting of 3000 employees spread over 4

sites. All sites are connected via a fast Wide Area Network (WAN). Printers are hosted on

local servers with the largest site hosting printers in aMicrosoft Cluster environment.

Requirements
1. Must support a Microsoft Cluster environment.

2. Must centrally store print data on a server located at themain office.

3. Must not cause disruption if theWAN link goes down between offices.

4. The consulting division needs to be able to track printing by project (client/matter

format) so costs can be passed back to their clients.

5. The finance department needs secure print release on their shared printers stored in

the utility room.

Implementation

Initial Installation
The implementation of PaperCut MF in this environment would best bemanaged using

staggered or step-by-step approach. First, install and test the software on the central

offices' clustered environment, then rolled out to the other offices, and finally implement the

secure printing and client popups. A staggered approach is likely to minimize disruption

allowing network administrators to focus on the tasks at hand.

Requirement 1
PaperCut MF supportsMicrosoft Clustering Services. The installation process is doc-

umented in Clustering and High Availability.
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Requirement 2
You can install the print servers at the remote locations as secondary servers reporting back

to the primary server. All data is stored in one location. The services communicate using

XMLWeb Services and consume only a few bytes per print job. Thismeans the system

workswell over theWAN.

Requirement 3
PaperCut MF has a fail-open design. Thismeans that if a failure occurs, such as the net-

work fails between servers, printing continues as normal. BusinesseswithWAN deploy-

ments should consider implementing a Site Server at each site to ensure continuity of Find-

me Print and copy services during aWAN outage. For more information, see Resiliency

with Site Servers.

Requirement 4
The consulting division canmake use of the share accounts feature to track their printing by

client. More information on shared accounts is available in Shared accounts. These

advanced users would benefit from using the advanced popup. The advanced popup offers

advanced searching features allowing end-users to quickly located the appropriate account

and enter job comments as required.

Requirement 5
You can facilitate secured print release by setting up a terminal (a low-end PC will do) in the

finance department's utility room.When amember of the finance department prints to a

shared printer, their document will hold in the queue until that member goes to the utility

room and releases the print job with his or her username and password. This process

ensures that documents stay secure and can't be "accidentally" collected by other people.

2.1.6. Scenario: The Public Library or Internet
Cafe/Kiosk
The Sandy Beach Cafe is a typical Internet cafe offering Internet access, faxing, printing

and other services. This business has 50 computers and two printers. A black & white laser
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printer called "Black andWhite Printer" and a high-end color inkjet system named as "Color

Printer". Theywant to implement a pay-per-print system that meets the following process

and requirements:

Requirements
1. The customer prints the job to the appropriate printer.

2. At the front desk, the customer pays a staff member for the print job.

3. The staff member releases the job for printing.

4. The customer collects the print job.

Implementation
PaperCut MF's hold/release queues are ideally suited to the Internet cafe scenario. More

information on the hold/release queues is available at Hold/release queues & Print Release

Stations. PaperCut MF provides both an application interface forRelease Stationman-

agers (i.e. desk staff) as well as a convenient web browser-based interface. To summarize

a typical implementation:

1. The PaperCut MF server software is installed on the system hosting the printers. An

existing server or desktop systemwill suffice.

2. Workstations are configured to print to the printers shared on the system set up in

step 1.

3. Inside the PaperCut MF admin interface, the printers should have themanager

only release option selected.

4. Desk staff can view and control pending print jobs, their cost, and other details via the

web based release interface accessible at the URL:
http://server_name:9191/release
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2.2. Capacity Planning
This section discusses capacity planning considerations to allow administrators to plan

future infrastructure requirements andmake decisions about how to deploy the application.

PaperCut MF is designed to be self-maintaining, however, it is important that the admin-

istrator understands the disk-space requirements and how this changes overtime.

2.2.1. Database Sizing and Growth
Themost important part of capacity planning for PaperCut MF is the size and growth of the

underlying database. All other aspects of the systemmanages itself, but caremust be taken

to ensure there is enough disk space to hold the growing database.

The size and growth of the database depends on the database being used. Each database

uses a different format to store their data, therefore the growth characteristics of databases

differ. This section outlines the database growth characteristics of:

The internal database (Apache Derby)

Microsoft SQL Server

For more information on running PaperCut MF on external databases, see Deployment on

an External Database (RDBMS).

Database growth is very dependent on the usage patterns and therefore differs significantly

from site to site. The best way to predict database growth is based on the rate of print jobs

performed. Although, there is some overhead for other data (like users, groups, printers,

etc.), this data is static and does not grow over-time. Themajority of database growth is

caused by print and transaction logs.

The growth calculations performed below provide an indication of growth per 1000 or

10000 print jobs. Then using these numbers and your estimate of the rate of printing in your

organization, youmake a growth estimate. See Sample database growth calculation for an

example of this calculation.

2.2.1.1. Internal database growth

Most PaperCut MF installations use the internal database. This database is suitable for

most organizations, however, some prefer to run using an external database (see
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Deployment on an External Database (RDBMS)).

The following graph shows the database size increase with the number of print jobs.

Figure 3: Database growth using the internal database

These results show that the internal database grows by approximately 8.5MB per 10,000

print jobs.
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2.2.1.2. SQL Server database growth

Figure 4: Database growth using a Microsoft SQL Server data-

base

These results show that aMicrosoft SQL Server database grows by approximately 4.5MB

per 10,000 print jobs.

2.2.1.3. Sample database growth calculation

This section provides a sample of how to estimate the database growth for your envir-

onment. To perform this calculation you need tomake a number of assumptions. Adjust

these assumptions to suit your organization. The assumptions are:

1 print job per user per day

20 working days in amonth

Therefore, 20 print jobs per user per month

Here is a sample database growth calculation based on a 500 user site using the internal

database:
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1. Calculate the total number of print jobs expected for themonth. (i.e. the total number

of usersmultiplied by the number of print jobs). 500 * 20 = 10,000. So in this

example, PaperCut MF is handling 10,000 print jobs amonth.

2. Calculate themonthly growth rate by dividing the jobs per month by 10,000 and then

multiplying by the database growth rate (i.e. for the internal DB this is 8.5MB for

10,000 jobs). So, 10,000 / 10,000 * 8.5 = 8.5MB/Month. Therefore in this situation

the internal database will grow by approximately 8.5MB per month.

3. To estimate the growth per year, multiply the above by 12. Therefore in this situation,

the database will grow by 10.2 * 12 = 122.4MB per year.

2.2.2. Print Archives Sizing and Growth
If PaperCut MF is configured to use Print Archiving then additional disk space is required to

store the archive files. The amount of space required depends on a number factors unique

to your site:

Number of print jobs

Average size of print jobs spool files

Archive retension policy

Backup plan

Proactivlymonitor your archive directorty size over time to understand your specific require-

ments. For further information, see Print Archiving (viewing and content capture).

2.2.3. Network Bandwidth Planning
Withmodern switched Ethernet networks, bandwidth is rarely a factor when planning

PaperCut MF deployments. The bandwidth consumed by PaperCut MF is usually dwarfed

by the print document data - e.g. the Postscript spool data sent across the network. Band-

width does, however, become a consideration when planning deployments crossing phys-

ical site boundaries such as networks linked via aWAN.

PaperCut MF uses an XML based web services protocol for communication between cli-

ent-to-server and server-to-server. This protocol is very bandwidth efficient and designed

to work well on low bandwidth and high latency networks.
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2.2.3.1. Bandwidth Estimates

Bandwidth consumption can be summarized as follows:

Server-to-Server
Other than normal print server traffic (standard job spooling), PaperCut MF generates

XML-RPC basedWeb Services based traffic on port 9191. Connections aremade from the

print server to themain PaperCut MF Application Server (primary server). Normal activity is

around 1-2kb of traffic for for each print job. Connections are instigated from the secondary

server. Network packets are only sent during printing activity.

Client-to-Server
Connections are instigated by the client inbound to the server on port 9191 and 9192

(Encrypted SSL). While at idle, the client consumes a few bytes once everyminute (a keep-

alive heartbeat). During print activity, up to 1-2kb per print job can be consumed depending

on client popup settings.

If using account selection popups, the client must download the latest account list from the

server whenever it is updated. The accounts are downloaded in a very efficient compressed

format (approximately 20 bytes per account). If you have 10's of thousands of accounts, and

many clients running on remote sites with limited bandwidth, seeManaging large client

billing databases.

2.2.4. Managing large client billing databases
When using the The Account Selection Popup, the User Client displays a list of client

accounts for the user to choose from. This account list is downloaded from the server

whenever the account list is updated (i.e. new accounts added). The accounts are down-

loaded in a very efficient compressed format (taking approximately 10-20 bytes per

account). This works very well on the vast majority of sites that have less than 10,000

accounts and are running on fast network connection.

On sites that have 10's of thousands of accounts andmanyworkstations on remoteswith

bandwidth-limitedWAN connections the accumulated bandwidth usage could be sig-

nificant. To reduce this bandwidth usage, you can configure the clients to load the accounts

from a file stored locally at each site. When the accounts are updated on the server, you can
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recopy the file to each site. This distributes the client account list to all users at a site by

sending the account list over the network only once, instead of one copy per work-

station/client.

The processworks as follows:

1. On the server the administrator sets up a scheduled task to run the server command

to generate the client accounts file as follows:

server-command create-user-client-accounts-file

This creates the client account file in [app-path]/server-

/data/client/client-accounts.dat.

For more information running server-command see Server Commands (server-

command). See below for a sample batch file.

2. Copy the client-accounts.dat to each of the sites running the client software.

Copy the file to a shared location accessible by all users running the client (e.g. a file

share).

Tip: If you are usingMicrosoft distributed file system (DFS), you can copy

the client account file to the distributed share. DFS then efficiently dis-

tributes the file to all your remote sites.

3. Configure the User Client to run with the

--accounts-file "\\fileserver\path\to\client-accounts.dat"

option. Clients at each site should use the accounts file stored locally at that site. The

account file location can also be specified in the client's config.properties file.

For more information on client configuration settings see User Client Options.

4. Clients then load the accounts from the file and not directly from the server. The cli-

ent only loads the accounts from the server if it fails to load the accounts file (i.e. the

file does not exist).

Below is an example batch script that you can schedule to run regularly on your PaperCut

MF server. Schedule this to run whenever your shared accounts are updated (e.g. once a

day). Modify the script to reflect where PaperCut MF is installed and where the client file is

distributed.
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REM Batch file to create and distribute the client accounts

file

REM Create the client account file

[app-path]\server\bin\win\server-command create-user-cli-

ent-accounts-file

REM === COPY TO SERVER 1 ===

REM Copy to destination server

REM Create temp file, so clients do not load an incomplete

file.

copy /y [app-path]\server\data\client-accounts.dat \\s-

vr1\share\accounts.tmp

REM Rename the temp file the final account file name used

by the User Clients

move /y \\svr1\share\accounts.tmp \\svr1\share\client-

accounts.dat

REM === COPY TO SERVER 2 ===

copy /y [app-path]\server\data\client-accounts.dat \\s-

vr2\share\accounts.tmp

move /y \\svr2\share\accounts.tmp \\svr2\share\client-

accounts.dat

2.2.4.1. Known limitations

There is oneminor limitation of using the client account file approach.When the account

selection popup is displayed, it lists all the defined accounts (even if the user does not have

permission to charge to these accounts). The server still enforces security to ensure that

users can only charge to the accounts they have permission to access.

2.3. Installation on Windows
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2.3.1. Quick install: Windows

Important: This guide assumes that you are usingWindowsServer 2008. The

process is similar for other Windows operating systems such as XP, Server 2003

or Windows 7. If you're upgrading from a previous PaperCut MF version, refer to

the directions outlined in Upgrading From a Previous Version.

2.3.1.1. Step 1 - System Requirements & Network Setup

Before installing PaperCut MF for either evaluation or production use, the SystemAdmin-

istrator should take a few minutes to verify system requirements.

Is the operating system version supported and patches up-to-date? Take a few

minutes to verify the system is current and supported (see SystemRequirements).

In workgroup environments (i.e. where no domain is present), some additional con-

figuration is required. For more details see Running in aWorkgroup Environment.

Are printer(s) installed and hosted on this system? PaperCut MF needs to be installed

on the system directly hosting the printer(s). Install the printer as a "Local Printer" with

a connectionmethod such as TCP/IP Port, LPR, or JetDirect or directly connected to

the system via USB or LPT Port.

In amulti-user environment, printers are often shared with other network users. Other

workstations should connect to these printers as "Network Printers". Ensure work-

stations are configured to print to the shared print queues. For example, aWindows

workstationmight connect to a printer via a path like: \\[samba_server]\

[printer].

Ensure that printers are configured correctly and work before installing PaperCut MF.
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Figure 5: Network printer configuration

Important: If you are running the PaperCut MF server onWindowsXP (Pro-

fessional) youmust disable "Simple file sharing". For more information, see

Troubleshooting & Technical FAQ's. If you are running aWindowsworkgroup net-

work or usingWindowsXP/Vista Homeworkstations, see Running in aWork-

group Environment.

2.3.1.2. Step 2 - Print Queue Configuration

When using Release Stations or account selection popups, PaperCut pauses jobs on the

Windows print queue to hold jobs prior to printing. It is important, especially in charging envir-

onments, that the queue is secured to prevent users from resuming jobs themselves and

bypassing PaperCut. There are two ways aWindows print queue can be secured:

1. Configure the queue using the PaperCut TCP/IP Port.

2. Restrict the print queue security permissions to prevent users from performingman-

agement functions.
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Using the PaperCut TCP/IP Port
Queues configured to use the PaperCut TCP/IP Port automatically ensure that manually

resumed jobswill not be printed. You will already be using a PaperCut TCP/IP Port if you

are using hardware page count validation. You can see which port is being used in the

Ports tab under Printer Properties. If you are not currently using PaperCut TCP/IP ports,

seeWindows printer queue configuration.

Restricting Windows Print Queue Security Per-
missions
Thismethod works for most versions ofWindows. However, it might interfere with printing

onWindows 8.1 andWindows 2012R2. On these systems you should secure printing using

PaperCut TCP/IP ports.

To restrict security permissions for a queue:

1. Log onto the server hosting the printers as an Administrator.

2. Open the printer configuration screen:Start > Printers

3. Right-click a printer and selectPrinter Properties.

4. Select theSecurity tab.

5. Select theCREATOR OWNER user and uncheck theManage Documents per-

mission.
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6. ClickOK.

7. Perform these steps for each of themonitored printers.

Tip:When usingWindows 2008 Server, use the Server Manager, navigate to the

Print Management Console and globally set the security permissions by right-click-

ing thePrint Server(s) > Properties > Security and editing the permissions

there. This applies only to printers added after the global permissions are

changed, not for pre-existing printers.

Windows Server 2008 R2 only
WindowsServer 2008 R2 installations can experience an issue where print jobs are not

removed from the print queue when completed. These jobs stay in the queue with a status

of 'Sent to Printer'. To work around this, configure the Printer Driver Isolation so that jobs

are removed from the queue when completed.

1. Log onto the server hosting the printers as an Administrator.

2. Using the Server Manager, navigate to the Print Management Console:Server Man-

ager > Roles > Print and Document Services > Print Management > Print
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Servers > PrintServerName > Drivers

3. Right-click a printer driver and selectSet Driver Isolation > None.

4. Perform these steps for each of themonitored printers drivers.

Windows 2008 R2 installationsmight require hotfix KB2906850 to be installed. Consult

with your Microsoft experts regarding the suitability of this hotfix.

Tip:
If you receive an "Access denied" error when changing both theCREATOR

OWNER permissions and thePrint Driver Isolation settings, turn off the

Render print jobs on client computers found under the Sharing Tab for that

printer.

2.3.1.3. Step 3 - Download and Install

PaperCut MF is supplied as a standardWindows setup.exe install program. You can

download the latest version from https://www.papercut.com. This installer automatically

detects whether your operating system is 32 or 64-bit and installs a version of the software

optimized for your system. After the download is complete, run the setup wizard as an

administrator level user. A system restart is usually not required but administrators are
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advised to perform installation on live production systems during periods of low activity - for

example, not during backup operations or other administration activities.

Select the "Standard installation (primary server)" option and install PaperCut MF onto a

hard drive with adequate free disk space. The default optionswill suffice for most systems.

2.3.1.4. Step 4 - Configuration Wizard

After installation, a web browser window is displayed. The configuration stages are

explained below:

Administrator Password
This is themaster password for themain in-built admin account, and is independent of the

operating system or domain passwords. The passwordmust meet minimum strength

requirements, andmust be at least six characters. Ensure that knowledge of this password

is kept secure. This screen also sets the system's physical location and language; ensure

that these are correct before proceeding.
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Tip: Treat this password the same as your router/modemmanagement pass-

words. It is independent of your domain accounts and needs to be kept secure.

Organization Type
This is the organization type that matches the organizational environment where PaperCut

MF is used. Choosing the appropriate organization type determineswhich system defaults

are used on setup. For example, in a Professional (Client Billing) organization, where it is

useful to charge-back printing to customers, an advanced client popup is provided with addi-

tional features useful for dealing with large numbers of client (shared) accounts. You can

change these default settings chosen for an organization type after installation.
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Default Print Cost
This is the default cost-per-page assigned to the printers. You can change this setting on a

per-printer basis after installation. Choosing a sensible cost now helpsminimize future

setup. For example, in the USA, a value of $0.05 would be appropriate for many standard

black & white printers.

Initial User Credit (for Education installations)
When the organization type is set to Education, you can assign users an initial starting

credit. This ensures they have funds in their account as soon as the system is enabled. An

option also exists to control what happenswhen users run out of credit/quota. If you are eval-

uating PaperCut MF it might be appropriate not to disable printing when a users funds run

out. This way you can be assured that user printing is not disrupted during the evaluation.

You can change these settings after setup.

User/Group Synchronization
PaperCut MF extracts user information out of the System or Domain. The options presen-

ted here vary depending on theOperating System and its environment. During evaluation,

most sites import all users from the system/domain into PaperCut MF. An option also exists

to import a subset of users from a given group. This option is useful when only a subset of

users will use the printers.

Options onMicrosoft Windows includeWindows Standard,Active Directory, or LDAP.

In a domain enviroment,Active Directory is the default option as this offers access to

Organization Units, NestedGroups and other AD features.
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Use the Test Settings to test and confirm your settings before continuing.

Client Settings in Professional (Client Billing)
installations
In a Professional (Client Billing) environment, themain focus is on allowing users to alloc-

ate print jobs to client (shared) accounts. The processworks by:

Pausing all jobs that enter the print queues.

Displaying a popup on the user's workstation asking them to allocate the print job to

an account. This is done by selecting the account from a list.

After the user has responded to the popup, the job is released to the printer.

You can readmore about the account selection process and shared accounts at Shared

accounts.

The account selection popup option is enabled at the user level. Once the option is enabled,

the usermust run the client software. If the client software is not running, the popup cannot

display, and the job remains paused in the print queue. This option is considered high

impact. You are presented with two strategies that allow you to choose the implementation

approach that best suits your needs:

Minimal impact (Initial single user testing)

In this strategy the account popup is only initially enabled on a single user for testing. You

need to nominate the testing account; this can be an existing system/domain account used

for testing purposes or even your own user account. The username should be in the format

used to log in to the domain/system (usually the short form).

Theminimal impact strategy allows you to test the popup with the nominated test sys-

tem/domain user account, after which you can enable theAdvanced Account Selection

Popup option for other users as appropriate.

Immediate implementation (Enable for all users)

This strategy enables the account selection popup on all users, and is often preferred for

smaller networks as it minimizes the required post-install configuration. Once the client has
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been deployed, the system is operational. If this option is selected, install the client software

on user desktops (see Step 7) immediately to prevent disruption of user printing services.

If in doubt, select theminimal impact strategy. This ensures the impact is isolated to only the

nominated test account.

Verify Setup Options
Prior to enabling the configuration options that you have selected, you can verify the setup

options. At this stage you are still able to return to any of the prior configuration screens to

alter options before clicking Finish.

Wizard Completion
After completing the configuration wizard you are presented with a user synchronization

status screen, showing the progress and results of the system completing its initial setup.

Once you have closed that, clickLogin to access the interface and begin familiarising your-

self with the options and features available. Take some time to explore, and refer back to

the relevant sections of thismanual as required.

2.3.1.5. Step 5 - Printer Configuration

The printers are automatically detected, and listed under thePrinters section. If the printers

do not display, try printing a document. The first job triggers registration.

2.3.1.6. Step 6 - Sharing Client Software

The PaperCut MF client software is located in the directory [app-path]/client. This

software needs to be shared over the network so workstations can access/install the client

application. The directory is automatically shared in read-only form as PCClient as part of

the install process. Confirm that you can access the client software via the network by

browsing to \\server\PCClient.

2.3.1.7. Step 7 - Client Software Deployment (Optional)

The PaperCut client software can now be deployed if required. The client software is not

required for basic print tracking and reporting. Some features the client software provides
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include:

Displays notificationmessages, such aswhy a print job was denied.

Displays print policy popups, such as to encourage duplex printing.

Displays popups for shared account allocation/charging (department accounts, client

billing).

Allow the user to confirm the details and/or cost of their print job before printing.

Shows the user their current balance (useful in schools where print quotas are used).

Can be used for authentication when printing from public terminals or other unau-

thenticated systems.

For a professional (client billing) installation the client software is required so that users can

allocate print jobs to client (shared) accounts via a popup. It is recommended to follow the

steps in User Client Deployment for best practice client deployment methods. After the cli-

ent software is deployed, you can enable the account selection popup for all users. For

more information, see Enabling the Advanced Account Selection Popup For All Users.

For other installation types the client software is optional. If you choose not to deploy the cli-

ent software you can still deploy it in the future.

For more details about the client software see User Client. For details about deploying the

client software see User Client Deployment.

2.3.1.8. Step 8 - Testing

Following a fresh installation, it is highly recommended to test core features of the system.

For further details, see Testing the Installation.

2.3.1.9. What Next?

This concludes the Install Guide. Take some time to explore the features of PaperCut MF

before continuing reading at Implementation by Example or Tour. Business usersmight be

interested in trying the popup client software as covered in Client Software. If desired, the

client software should also be deployed to other workstations. This procedure is detailed in

User Client.
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2.3.2. Running in a Workgroup Environment
A workgroup environment differs from a network domainmodel. In the domainmodel, users

authenticate using a common username/password as defined in a central server. Users can

typically access and use any PC on the network by using their username and password. In

a workgroup, the computers are loosely coupled and user identity is validated locally rather

than centrally. The computers are either set up to automatically log in as a general "user", or

user accounts are set up on the computers as required.

For systems runningWindowsXP Home, 'simple file sharing' cannot be disabled, forcing cli-

ent machines to try to authenticate as theGuest user. For this reason, we do not recom-

mend the use ofWindowsXP Home inmulti-user environments.

Users can still authenticate with PaperCut MF onWindowsXP Home by entering their

details into the User Client utility. This is similar to how user authentication is performedwith

Mac clients. For more information seeOption 2: Authenticating via popup.

PaperCut MF offers a number of options for running and authenticating users in a work-

group. The two common options are:

2.3.2.1. Option 1: Common username and passwords on all

systems

This option is suitable for networks runningWindows 2000 or WindowsXP Pro.

1. Nominate a system to host the printers and the PaperCut MF server software.

2. Set up the printers and share with appropriate names.

3. WindowsXP only: Turn off simple file sharing by

a. OpenWindowsExplorer.

b. Select Tools > Folder Options
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c. On theView tab, clear the appropriate check box.

4.

On the nominated host system, ensure that the Guest account is disabled. To do

this on a system runningWindowsXP:

a. Open the Local Users screen: Start > Control Panel > Administrative

Tools > Computer Management > Local Users and Groups > Users

b. Right-click the Guest user; then selectProperties.

c. On theGeneral tab, selectAccount is disabled.

d. ClickOK.

This should also be performed for any system running a Release Station.

5. On the nominated host system, set up user accounts for all users viaUser

Accounts in theWindows Control Panel.
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6. Set permission on the printer so only these users can access the printer shares (i.e.

don't allow guest).

7. Install the PaperCut MF server software and complete the configuration wizard.

8. Instruct each user to log onto their workstation using an account with the same user-

name and password as set up for them on the nominated host system. This ensures

that their jobs list in the queue under their username.

2.3.2.2. Option 2: Authenticating via popup

Option 1: Common username and passwords on all systemsmight not be appropriate for

some environments. For example, WindowsXP Home edition has a limitation that ensures

that all users list as "guest" when printing to a remote printer. You can work around this lim-

itation with popup authentication.

1. Nominate a system to host the printers and the PaperCut MF server software.

2. WindowsXP only: Turn off simple file sharing by

a. OpenWindowsExplorer.

b. Select Tools > Folder Options
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c. On theView tab, clear the appropriate check box.

3.

On the nominated host system, ensure that the Guest account is disabled. To do

this on a system runningWindowsXP:

a. Select Start > Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Computer Man-

agement > Local Users and Groups > Users.

The Local Users screen is displayed.

b. Right-click the Guest user; then selectProperties.

c. On theGeneral tab, selectAccount is disabled.

d. ClickOK.

This should also be performed for any system running a Release Station.

4. On the nominated system, set up user accounts for all users.
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5. Install the PaperCut MF server software and complete the configuration wizard.

6. Print from another workstation. The job should list in PaperCut MF under the user

"guest".

7. In the PaperCut MF admin interface, enable the account selection popup and turn

off theAllow user to charge to their personal account option and enable the

Allow user to perform printing as another user.

8. Install the client software on each workstation. See User Client.

9. When the user prints to the shared printer, a popup now asks the user to enter a user-

name and password.

2.4. Installation on Mac

2.4.1. Quick install: Apple Mac

Important:
This guide assumes that you are installing onMacOS X (either server or work-

station) hosting and sharing printers. This guide refers to this system as the

'server'. This represents the role of the system rather than the 'edition' of the oper-

ating system. PaperCut MF equally supports both the server and workstation
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versions of MacOS. If you're upgrading from a previous PaperCut MF version,

refer to the directions outlined in Upgrading From a Previous Version.

The following section assumes the reader has knowledge of general MacOS X

server management. Although the installation process is graphical, it would be an

advantage to have knowledge of the command-line, creating users, editing con-

figuration files and an understanding file permissions.

2.4.1.1. Step 1 - System Requirements

Before proceeding with the installation the SystemAdministrator should take a few

moments to verify system requirements. Is the operating system version supported and are

patches up-to-date? Take a few minutes to verify the system is current and supported (see

SystemRequirements).

2.4.1.2. Step 2 - Print Queue Setup

Most small to mediumMac networks configure their workstations to print directly to the

physical printers. Thismethod of printing is not supported by PaperCut MF and instead

administratorsmust set up global server hosted print queues. Some administrators are

familiar with server queues, while othersmight need to invest some time into understanding

Mac printing in more detail. The topic of Mac printing is complex and is deserves its own

chapter! Read the first section of MacPrinting in Detail and ensure your organization's print-

ers are set up as required.

Administrators should ensure that the server based print queues are set up and working as

expected before attempting to install PaperCut MF.

2.4.1.3. Step 3 - Download and install

PaperCut MF is supplied as a standard disk image containing the installer. Log on as an

admin level account. Download and double-clickMac installer. Double-click the installer

package named PaperCut MF Standard Installation.pkg. Follow the dir-

ections on the screen. The installation process takes between two and fiveminutes depend-

ing on the speed of the system. A system restart is not required but administrators are

advised to perform installation on live production systems during periods of low activity - for

example, not during backup operations or other administration activities.
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The default install location is /Applications/PaperCut MF

Important: Make sure you're installing the correct package. The similarly named

PaperCut MF secondary server Installation.pkg only installs part

of the application and is designed for more advanced networks.

2.4.1.4. Step 4 - Configuration Wizard

After installation, a web browser window is displayed. The configuration stages are

explained below:

Administrator Password
This is themaster password for themain in-built admin account, and is independent of the

operating system or domain passwords. The passwordmust meet minimum strength

requirements, andmust be at least six characters. Ensure that knowledge of this password

is kept secure. This screen also sets the system's physical location and language; ensure

that these are correct before proceeding.
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Tip: Treat this password the same as your router/modemmanagement pass-

words. It is independent of your domain accounts and needs to be kept secure.

Organization Type
This is the organization type that matches the organizational environment where PaperCut

MF is used. Choosing the appropriate organization type determineswhich system defaults

are used on setup. For example, in a Professional (Client Billing) organization, where it is

useful to charge-back printing to customers, an advanced client popup is provided with addi-

tional features useful for dealing with large numbers of client (shared) accounts. You can

change these default settings chosen for an organization type after installation.
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Default Print Cost
This is the default cost-per-page assigned to the printers. You can change this setting on a

per printer basis after installation. Choosing a sensible cost now helpsminimize future

setup. For example, in the USA, a value of $0.05 would be appropriate for many standard

black & white printers.

Initial User Credit (for Education sites)
When the organization type is set to Education, you can assign users an initial starting

credit. This ensures they have funds in their account as soon as the system is enabled. An

option also exists to control what happenswhen users run out of credit/quota. If you are eval-

uating PaperCut MF it might be appropriate not to disable printing when a users funds run

out. This way you can be assured that user printing is not disrupted during the evaluation.

You can change these settings after setup.

User/Group Synchronization
PaperCut MF extracts user information out of the System or Domain. The options presen-

ted here vary depending on theOperating System and its environment. During evaluation,

most sites import all users from the system/domain into PaperCut MF. An option also exists

to import a subset of users from a given group. This option is useful when only a subset of

users will use the printers.

Options includeMac Standard (PAM, Local NetInfo, etc.), LDAP (Open Directory), or

Samba. SelectMac Standard if the user accounts are set up and defined on the local sys-

tem. This option workswith most Mac networks.
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The LDAP option is appropriate for large networkswith existing Open Directory domains.

This includes networks runningMacOS X Server with Open Directory, andWindows

domains running Active Directory. PaperCut MF does it's best to auto discover LDAP set-

tings, but some knowledge of LDAP and/or Open Directory is required. More information

on LDAP is available in Using LDAP for user synchronization.

Use the Test Settings to test and confirm your settings before continuing.

Client Settings in Professional (Client Billing)
installations
In a Professional (Client Billing) environment, themain focus is on allowing users to alloc-

ate print jobs to client (shared) accounts. The processworks by:

Pausing all jobs that enter the print queues.

Displaying a popup on the user's workstation asking them to allocate the print job to an

account. This is done by selecting the account from a list.

After the user has responded to the popup, the job is released to the printer.

You can readmore about the account selection process and shared accounts at Shared

accounts.

The account selection popup option is enabled at the user level. Once the option is enabled,

the usermust run the client software. If the client software is not running, the popup cannot

display, and the job remains paused in the print queue. This option is, therefore, considered

high impact. You are presented with two strategies that allow you to choose the imple-

mentation approach that best suits your needs:

Minimal impact (Initial single user testing)

In this strategy the account popup is initially enabled only on a single user for testing. You

need to nominate the testing account; this can be an existing system/domain account used

for testing purposes or even your own user account. The username should be in the format

used to log in to the domain/system (usually the short form).

Theminimal impact strategy allows you to test the popup with the nominated test sys-

tem/domain user account, after which you can enable theAdvanced Account Selection

Popup option for other users as appropriate.
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Immediate implementation (Enable for all users)

This strategy enables the account selection popup on all users, and is often preferred for

smaller networks as it minimizes the required post-install configuration. Once the client is

deployed, the system is operational. If this option is selected, install the client software to

user desktops (see Step 7) immediately to prevent disruption of user printing services.

If in doubt, select theminimal impact strategy. This ensures the impact is isolated to only the

nominated test account.

Verify Setup Options
Prior to enabling the configuration options that you have selected, you can verify setup

options. At this stage you are still able to return to any of the prior configuration screens to

alter options before clicking Finish.

Wizard Completion
After completing the configuration wizard you are presented with a user synchronization

status screen, showing the progress and results of the system completing its initial setup.

Once you have closed that, clickLogin to access the interface and begin familiarising your-

self with the options and features available. Take some time to explore, and refer back to

the relevant sections of thismanual as required.

2.4.1.5. Step 5 - Printer Configuration

To configure which printers aremonitored by PaperCut you should run the Control

Printer Monitoring.command script as described in Monitoring Printers on theMac,

and return to this section when complete.

Themonitored printers are listed under thePrinters section. If the printers are not dis-

played, try printing a document. The first job triggers registration.

2.4.1.6. Step 6 - Sharing Client Software

The PaperCut MF client software is located in the directory /Applications/PaperCut

MF/client. You can share this directory over the network so workstations can access/in-

stall the client application. If you're runningMacOS X Server, useServer Admin to add a
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read-only file share called PCClient. Sharing with Protocols AFP for Mac clients, and

SMB for Windows clients is recommended.

Users can have the client software start automatically using theOS X "Open at Login" fea-

ture. Manually start the PaperCut MF client software, command click the dock icon, select

options and theOpen at Login" from the small pop upmenu.

2.4.1.7. Step 7 - Testing

Following a fresh installation, it is highly recommended to test core features of the system.

For further details, see Testing the Installation.

2.4.1.8. Step 8 - Deployment for a Professional (Client

Billing) Installation

NOTE: This step is a requirement for a Professional (Client Billing) installation.

Now that the system is tested and working, it is time to deploy the client software and

enable the account popup for their use. It is important to deploy the client software before

enabling the popup, otherwise users' printing are stopped/paused.

Deploy the client software
As discussed earlier in the section, you can run the client directly from a network share

(which is automatically configured onWindows). There is also the option to install the soft-

ware locally on each workstation, however, this is not usually recommended because it

makes the process of updating the client softwaremore complicated.

For more information about client deployment options, see User Client Deployment. Follow

those instructions to deploy the client software, and then enable the popup as described

below.

Enable the advanced client popup
Once the client software is deployed on user workstations, you can set theAccount Selec-

tion. In a Professional (Client Billing) configuration, users who print jobs for clients are

often given the Advanced account selection popup, however, otherAccount Selection

optionsmight be better suited for some users based on their job function. You can enable
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the popup on one user at a time or for all users in bulk. The popup for a single user is

enabled on theUser Details page. To enable the popup for all users in bulk:

1. Log in to the admin interface.

2. Under theUsers section, select theBulk user actions action from themenu at the

top left of theUsers tab.

3. Select the target group. To enable for all users select the [All Users] group.

4. In theChange account selection setting section, enable theChange account

selection option.

5. Select theShow the advanced account selection popup option from the list.

6. If you do not want to allow users to charge printing to their personal account, then dis-

able theAllow user to charge to their personal account option.

7. ClickOK, and confirm the operation. Once completed, the account popup is enabled

for the selected users.

Once the popup is enabled for all users, perform some testing from users' desktops. To test,

log in to the user workstation, perform a print, and check that the account popup is displayed

and the job is logged as expected.

2.4.1.9. What next?

This concludes the Install Guide. Take some time to explore the features of PaperCut MF

before continuing reading at Implementation by Example or Tour. Business usersmight be

interested in trying the popup client software as covered in Client Software. If desired, the cli-

ent software should also be deployed to other workstations. This procedure is detailed in

User Client.

2.4.2. Mac Printing in Detail
This section of themanual is split into different sections for ease of use, one section cov-

eringMacOS 10.8+ installations, and another coveringWindows hosted print queue setup.

In most cases only one section applies on your network. AsMac systems have become

more popular recently, many sites are opting for Mac print servers to support their Macwork-

stations. You can install PaperCut directly on aMac print server, offering native, end-to-end

Mac printing.
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2.4.2.1. Terminology

Below is an overview of the common terminology.

Print Queue: There are typically two ways of providing sharedmulti-system access to a

printer:

1. Configure each system to print directly to the device. The device needs to be net-

workable (e.g. have an Ethernet connection) and support multiple connections.

2. Configure a shared print queue. In this setup, only one system connects directly to

the device (e.g. a server) and in turn the device is shared on the network via a print

queue. Other systems on the network print to the shared queue rather than directly

to the device.

Option 2 is regarded as a better solution onmulti-user networks as it provides a higher

level of scalability, allows for centralized administration, and allows administrators tomove

or remap deviceswithout needing to propagate changes to workstations. PaperCut MF

requires a shared print queue as it works by intercepting the jobs as they pass through the

server's queue.

CUPS:CUPS is the print queue system used byMac. This is the same queue system used

bymany other UNIX based platforms including popular Linux distributions. Apple is amajor

supporter of CUPS.

IP Printing: This is a generic term used to describe a number of print protocols that are

used to exchange print documents between a computer, a server queue, or a physical

printer. (Note: This term is also occasionally used incorrectly to describe the "JetDirect"

print protocol discussed below)

IPP: This is an acronym for Internet Printing Protocol. This is the "native" print protocol

used byCUPS and theMac. It's amodern protocol designed to work well onmodern net-

works including local networks, or even over the internet or aWAN.

LPR: LPR/LPD is the traditional UNIX based print protocol.

JetDirect/Socket: This is a very simple print protocol used to transmit print jobs to a phys-

ical printer on a TCP network. The printer accepts connections on port 9100. InWindows,

this print protocol is often referred to as a Standard TCP/IP Port, and in some cases

generally as IP Printing. Almost all network printers support thismethod.
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Bonjour Printing: This is not a print protocol, but instead is Apple’smethod of publishing

printers on a network so workstations can locate the device/queue.

Where possible PaperCut MF workswith all print protocols, however, we do recommend

some over others. The following set up procedure highlightsmethods that have shown to

work in most environments.

PaperCut’s recommended setup procedure is:

Install the printers on the server using a compatible driver.

Test printing from the server.

Share your printers.

Set up the workstations to connect to the server's shared print queues.

2.4.2.2. Optional Hardware Configuration

Some printer models support several of the connectionmethods listed above. If the printer

offers the option to disable these protocols through their web administration page, you

should turn off all except the connectionmethod that you will use. Thisminimizes the

chance of incorrect configuration, and the chance of a workstation user discovering the

printer directly. Some printers also support access control via IP address. If this is available,

consider setting access control so only the server IP can submit print jobs directly to the

printer.

2.4.2.3. Handling unauthenticated systems (e.g. Laptops)

Print queues inMacOS X by default are unauthenticated. Authentication in anOpenDir-

ectory environment is instead performed at the time of system login. Unauthenticated sys-

tems such as laptops fall outside this. The introduction of unauthenticated systems on your

networkmandates the need for an extra layer of authentication. To address this need,

PaperCut offers two options:

1. Popup authentication via the PaperCut client software.

2. Authentication via a Release Station or the web-based release interface (end-user

login -> Jobs pending release).
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It is your decision whether or not the authentication policy/procedure is to be applied to all

systems on the network, or just "untrusted" laptops.

Network-wide policy
This is the simplest solution and provides a consistent procedure and policy across all your

users irrespective of their accessmethod (such as via workstation or their own laptop).

Select your authenticationmethod and enable this option on ALL print queues. The set up

procedure for bothmethods is summarized as follows:

Using popup authentication

1. Select theUnauthenticated printer option on all printers. (apply this to multiple

printers viaCopy settings from Printer to Printer.)

2. Ensure that all workstations have the PaperCut client software installed. This

includes both authenticated lab systems and laptops. The PaperCut client must be

running to be able to print successfully.

3. Instruct users that they need to enter their username and password in the PaperCut

client, which you can set to save their credentials for an X amount of time if required.

Using hold/release queue authentication

1. Check theEnable the hold/release queue option on all print queues. Jobs do not

print until a user has authenticated and released the job.

2. Set up Release Stations, or ensure theAllow users to view held jobs option is

enabled on theOptions tab in the PaperCut administration console.

3. Instruct users on how to release their jobs. This proceduremust be followed by all

users.

Laptop Only Policy (Advanced)
One problemwith the network-wide policy discussed above is that the authentication

method (e.g. client popup or hold/release queue) also applies to authenticated systems. In

someways this is a positive (i.e. provides a consistent policy), while in other ways it can be

viewed as an unnecessary on trusted authenticated systems. This section discusses a solu-

tion appropriate for larger sites.
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The solution is to set up two servers. One server hosts a set of queues for authenticated sys-

tems, while the other server provides queues for unauthenticated systems. Network router

or firewall rules are used to ensure that only authenticated systems have access to the

authenticated queues. Laptops systemsmust use the other queues. This is best done with

partitioned IP address ranges and/or subnets. An experienced network administrator can

assist with restricted server access by IP address.

2.4.2.4. Eliminating popup authentication via Mac Login

Hook

You can use popup authentication to provide a secure environment. For example, there

might be amix of lab systems and unauthenticated laptops. The lab systems aremanaged

and secured via authentication against a central user directory source, while the unman-

aged systems (e.g. laptops) are limited to local user authentication only so user identity is

indeterminate. Use popup authentication at the print queue level to provide an added level

of user verification.

This is an advanced topic and is targeted at experiencedMac administrators with com-

mand-line knowledge. The double-authentication is eliminated by having the system login

also perform the PaperCut log in via the system login hook. After the administrator has con-

firmed that the workstation is securely authenticating via a central directory service, they

endorse the system by copying a shared secret file onto the workstation. To perform this

endorsement, follow these steps:

1. Setup the PaperCut client on the workstation and configure it to start via the login

hook as explained in detail hereMulti-User Install.

2. Use a securemethod (e.g. USB key or scp) to copy the file located on the PaperCut

primary server at:
[app-path]/server/data/pc-shared-secret.dat

to the workstation in either of the following locations:
/etc/pc-shared-secret.dat or /Library/PCClient/pc-

shared-secret.dat

3. Set ownership and permissions on the file via the command line as follows:
sudo chown root /etc/pc-shared-secret.dat sudo chmod

600 /etc/pc-shared-secret.dat
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4. Test login and verify that PaperCut popup authentication step has been eliminated

by printing to an unauthenticated printer. Confirm that the job prints and logs as

expected.

5. Repeat steps above for each trusted directory authenticated system (e.g. lab sys-

tem) on the network, or use system imaging processes.

2.4.3. Mac hosted print queues for OS 10.8+
This section discusses printer setup on systemswhere print queues are hosted onMacOS

10.8+. There are some veryminor differences between the two setup instructions, but they

follow the same structure. SeeWindows hosted print queues if you haveWindows hosted

print queues.

2.4.3.1. Installing the printers

Install the printer on the system running PaperCut using a compatible driver. For example,

a driver supplied by Apple or themanufacturer. If there is a choice of driver, we recommend

a Postscript or PPD based driver. Follow themanufacturer's suggested setup procedure

for this part of the implementation. If themanufacturer supports various connectionmeth-

ods, we recommend using JetDirect/Socket if possible. Here is an example of a procedure

that sets up a standard printer using a plain JetDirect/Socket connection:

1. SelectSystem Preferences.

2. SelectPrint & Scan (in 10.9, this is namedPrinters and Scanners) .

3. Click + to add a new printer.

4. Click the IP tab.

5. In the Protocol list, selectHP Jetdirect - Socket.

6. Enter the printer's IP address.

7. Give the printer a simple namewithout spaces.

8. Select the driver or printer model from the list; then clickAdd.

Print some test pages to the newly configured printer, such as printing a web page from

Safari. Confirm that printing works as expected before continuing. Be sure to test multiple
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options such asDuplex andGrayscale. If printing is not working as expected, see the

troubleshooting section below.

Note:
If you are adding new printers, configure PaperCut to monitor the new print

queues. For more information, see Adding and Removing/Deleting/Ignoring Print-

ers.

Tips and Troubleshooting
Always try HP Jetdirect/Socket first, and use proprietary connectionmethods as a last

resort

If your printer does not support HP JetDirect/Socket, consider using IPP as an altern-

ative

If you are not able to install or find a driver for your printer, try theGeneric Postscript

Driver/Printer
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2.4.3.2. Sharing the Printers

OnMacOS 10.8, Apple removed the ability to share printers using the Server Admin app.

Sharing printers is now easier, however, LPD has since been removed as an sharing

option, and the default sharingmethod is now IPP. To share your printers, follow the below

steps:

1. OpenSystem Preferences→ Print & Scan on the print server (in 10.9, this is

namedPrinters and Scanners)

2. Click the printer you want to share

3. TickShare this printer on the network.

2.4.3.3. Setting up the printers on Mac workstations

Once the printers are set up on the server and shared, the next step is to install the printers

on the workstations. This section includes themanual setup of print queues to work-

stations, as well as discussing amethod of automating deployment via theWorkgroupMan-

ager. The goal is to add the printer on the workstation so it communicateswith the server’s

print queues rather than directly to the printer. Protocols include IPP, LPD, or LPD added

via Bonjour. The recommended setup is to use IPP, as this is the native protocol.
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Manual Setup
1. OpenSystem Preferences→ Print & Scan on the workstation (in 10.9, this is

namedPrinters & Scanners)

2. Click +.

3. Select IP as the type and select Internet Printing Protocol - IPP as theProtocol.

If IPP is not compatible with this device, select Line Printer Daemon - LPD as the

Protocol)

4. In theAddress, enter your server name (or IP Address).

5. InQueue, enter the the printer'sQueue Name prefixed with printers/. For example:

printers/my_office_printer.

6. Select the appropriate driver under Print Using.

7. SelectPrinter Software. If your model is not listed here, install themanufacturer's

driver and repeat these steps again

8. Take some time to test printing from the workstation, and confirm that all functions of

the printer are working.

Note:
If you have trouble connecting, ensure the queue name you are entering is cor-

rect. The queue name of the printer is set when the print queue is first created on

theMac server, andmight be different to the visible printer name. The queue

name is displayed on the print server under System Preferences > Print &

Scan > [select printer] > Options & Supplies > General > Device Name.

If you have problems obtaining a driver for your printer, try theGeneric Postscript Driver.

This option workswith most printers. If after a test print the printer stopswith a connection

error, check the printer sharing permissions on the server or try the alternatemethod dis-

cussed below.
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Publishing the printer via Workgroup Manager
Manually installing the printer on each desktop on a large network can be tedious. Large

networks using Open Directory can automate the processwithWorkgroupManager. The

key to successfully deploying/publishing printers via theWorkgroupManager is to publish

the configuration from aworking workstation rather than the server itself. The reason

behind this is that it would publish the server's printer configuration. Since the server is con-

figured to print direct to the device and not to the queue, this would be the incorrect con-

figuration for user workstations. Instead, install theWorkgroupManager software on a

configured workstation/client and publish its known configuration.We recommend having a

workstation setup that is for WorkgroupManager administration and deployment only.

1. Select one workstation on your network. Follow themanual set up procedure as dis-

cussed above.

2. Test and confirm this workstation is configured and printing correctly. Also select

other settings as appropriate such as tray, duplex and other defaults. It is important

to test this step before continuing. If printing is not working, this needs to be fixed

beforeWorkgroupManager is used to publish your print queues.

3. Install theWorkgroup Manager on this client workstation found on theMacOS X
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Server install disk).

4. Open theWorkgroupManager, connect to your directory and select an appropriate

user group or computer group used tomanage client settings.

5. Enter theSettings/Preferences area and selectPrinting.

6. SelectManage Always and add printer(s) set up in step 1.

7. Save settings and exit (e.g. clickDone).

8. Log onto another workstation and confirm that printer settings are being published as

expected.

2.4.4. Windows hosted print queues
This section discusses printer configuration onMacOS X workstation in environments sys-

temswhere the print queues are hosted on aWindows operating system. SeeMac hosted

print queues for OS 10.8+ if your print queues are hosted onMacOS 10.8+.

When a printer from aWindows environment is shared and added to aMac system,Print

and Scan requests printer access credentials in the form of username and password. Any

user that prints to this printer uses these supplied credentials. Thismeans that the
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administrator that added the printer to the workstation is the owner of all documents printed

from the workstation irrespective of the current logged in user.

The ideal solutions varies from network to network and depends on factors including:

1. Your existing network configuration

2. Themix andmakeup of operating systems used on the network

3. The underlying directory technologies (Active Directory, LDAP, etc.) if used

4. Whether Macs are used by a single owner or multiple users

The following sections outline common set up scenarios and their pros and cons. Your solu-

tionmight fit one of these scenarios or might be composed of a combination.

2.4.4.1. Scenario One: My Own Mac (Single User)

Many networks, particularly those in a business environment, have a dedicated desktop sys-

tem for each user. This allows the desktop system's global settings to be customized for the

user. Common examples include:

Dedicated computers used in a business

Staff laptops or desktops used in education

Requirements
Printers hosted and shared from aWindows or Linux server.

Mac systems used by a single user (or small group of known users).

Each user has a domain account and password.

The username associated with the account on theMacmatches the domain user-

name (either the account used to log in, or the account set up as the automatic log in

account).

RunningMacOS X 10.8 or higher.
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Installation
Check the user account information:

1. Start up theMac, log in as the local administrator, and ensure the system is con-

nected to the network.

2. SelectSystem Preferences

3. Depending on your MacOS version, selectAccounts orUsers and Groups.

4. ClickMyAccount. (Skip this step inMacOS 10.8 and 10.9)

5. Ensure that theShort name associated with the account matches the user's domain

account username. If not, create a new working account as appropriate.

Setting up the printers:
1. Navigate toSystem Preferences -> Print and Scan.

2. Click + to add a new printer.

3. Control-click the Toolbar; then selectCustomize Toolbar.

Drag theAdvanced icon onto the bar; then clickAdvanced.

4. Select theWindows printer via spoolss device type.

5. Enter aDevice URL, such as: smb://username:password@server_name/-
printer_name

Tip: server_name is the name of the server hosting the printer, and printer_

name is the printer's share name

Youmight need to include the port in the DeviceURL: smb://server_

name:139/printer_name

OS X can struggle with printer share names containing spaces.We recommend

a share namewithout spaces

6. InName, enter a friendly and informative printer name.

7. Choose a driver for this printer by pulling down the drop-down box and selecting
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Select Software

8. ClickAdd.

9. Test print and ensure jobs are logged in PaperCut MF as the correct user.

Installing the PaperCut MF Client software
1. Open Finder and selectGo -> Connect to Server.

2. Enter smb://servername/pcclientwhere servername is the name of the

server hosting PaperCut MF. If you are prompted for a username and password, this

is a username that has access to connect to the SMB share on your Windows server.

3. Drag the PCClient application across to the localApplications directory.

4. OpenSystem Preferences

5. SelectUsers & Groups.

6. Slect the Login items tab.

7. Click +; then select the newly installed PCClient application. Tick the PC Client
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option once it is displayed.

8. Restart the system and ensure the client starts upon login.

Tips and Troubleshooting
Get the user to log in to theMac. Verify that the PCClient program starts auto-

matically and shows the user’s balance.

Print to the newly set up printer. On the server's print queue, ensure that the job is dis-

played under the correct username.

Ensure that the print job successfully reaches the printer and that the user gets

charged in PaperCut.

Check that the balance has changed to reflect the new balance in the PCClient pro-

gram.
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2.4.4.2. Scenario Two: The multi-user Mac with popup

authentication

Schools and universities often haveMacs available for student use in dedicated computer

labs. In these environments theMacs are shared bymany users and Scenario One is not

appropriate. Larger Mac networks already using LDAP or Active Directory authentication,

or planning on doing so, might want to consider Scenario Three explained in the next sec-

tion.

Scenario Two uses a popup authenticationmodel. For more information, see Popup

authentication.

The end-user's perspective:

1. The user sees the PCClient program running.

2. When the user prints a job, the client pops up a window requesting the user to enter

a username and password. See Popup authentication.

3. The user enters a domain username and password.

4. If the credentials are valid, the job is charged to the user account.

The explanation:

1. The print event is performed as a generic user - For example, "macuser", "stu-

dent", etc.

2. In PaperCut MF, the "macuser" account is set up to use popup authentication by

enabling the optionUnauthenticated user. See Popup authentication for further

details.

3. The popup requests the user to enter a username and password.

4. The password is authenticated and printing is charged against the supplied account.

Requirements
Printers are hosted and shared off aWindows, Mac or Linux server.

TheMac systems are set up to log in under a generic account name. (e.g. macuser,
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student, etc.)

The domain contains a user account matching the generic account.

Installation
Domain account set up:

1. Log onto the print server or the domain controller as a domain administrator.

2. OpenActive Directory Users and Computers (or equivalent user management

tool) fromStart -> Administrative Tools.

3. Add a new domain user called macuser.

4. Define a password for macuser and set the password to never expire.

Mac account set up

1. Start up theMac, log in as the local administrator, and ensure the system is con-

nected to the network.

2. SelectSystem Preferences

3. Depending on your MacOS version, selectAccounts orUsers and Groups.

4. Create an account called macuser. Ensure the account's short name is macuser.

5. Set this account as the automatic login account, or alternativelymake the password

known to all users.

Set up the printers that the user requires access to:

1. Navigate toSystem Preferences -> Print and Scan.

2. Click + to add a new printer.

3. Control-click the Toolbar and selectCustomize Toolbar.

Drag theAdvanced icon onto the bar, then clickAdvanced.

4. Select theWindows printer via spoolss device type.

5. Enter aDevice URL, such as: smb://username:password@server_name/-
printer_name
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Tip: server_name is the name of the server hosting the printer, and printer_

name is the printer's share name

Youmight need to include the port in the DeviceURL: smb://server_

name:139/printer_name

OS X can struggle with printer share names containing spaces.We recom-

mend a share namewithout spaces

6. InName, enter a friendly and informative printer name.

7. Choose a driver for this printer by pulling down the drop-down box and selecting

Select Software

8. ClickAdd.

9. Test print and ensure jobs are logged in PaperCut MF as the correct user.

Installing the PaperCut MF Client software
1. Open Finder and selectGo -> Connect to Server.

2. Enter smb://servername/pcclientwhere servername is the name of the

server hosting PaperCut MF. If you are prompted for a username and password, this

is a username that has access to connect to the SMB share on your Windows server.

3. Enter account details for an account able to connect to the SMB share if requested

4. Drag the PCClient application across to the localApplications directory.

5. Command-click the newly copied PCClient application in theApplications dir-

ectory. SelectOpen Package Contents.

6. Navigate to Contents/Resources/.

7. Double-click the install-login-hook.command script.

8. Restart the system and ensure the client starts upon login.

Configure the popup settings:
1. Log on to the PaperCut MF administration interface as built-in admin user.
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2. Select the macuser account fromUsers.

3. On the macuser's details screen, set the account balance to zero.

4. Ensure the user is set toRestricted.

5. Select theUnauthenticated option and save the changes.

6. ClickApply to save the changes.

If users log in to theMac using their AD/LDAP username, you can eliminate the authen-

tication popup by configuring the client as described in Popup authentication.

Tips and Troubleshooting
Get the user to log in to theMac. Verify that the PCClient program starts auto-

matically.

Print to the newly set up printer. On the server's print queue, ensure that the job is dis-

played under the correct username.

An authentication popup should display on theMac. Enter a valid domain username

and password.

Charge the corresponding user for the job. Also check that the balance has changed

to reflect the new balance in the PCClient program.

2.4.4.3. Scenario Three: Multi-user Macs using LDAP or Act-

ive Directory authentication

Larger networks often run theMacs in a domain environment either authenticating with an

Active Directory or an LDAP network. In an authenticated domain environment, the identity

of the user (the user's username) is known and verified at the time of log in. With the help of

the TCP/IP Printing Services for Microsoft Windows, and the LPR/LPD support on theMac,

print jobs can be identified on the server and associated with the user's login name. This

avoids the need for the popup authentication used in Scenario Two.
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Using the LPR and IPP printing protocols on Win-
dows print servers
LPR is a legacy protocol developed for UNIX that clients use to send print jobs to print serv-

ers. Microsoft has supported this protocol for a number of years via an add-onmodule

called Print Services for UNIX (PSfU). Under certain conditionsWindows LPD printers can

cause issueswhen using PaperCut hold/release print queues. The information included

here is to help customers understand the issue and document suggested workarounds.

Themechanism used by theWindowsPSfU subsystem to accept LPR and IPP print jobs is

different from other implementations inWindows such native SMB based printers. In SMB

the event notification to applications such as PaperCut is well behaved and reliable. Event

notification for LPR and IPP based printing does not use the same set of underlying APIs

and under some conditions the PaperCut print monitoring layer receives notification after

the print job has started. Thismeans that some print jobs can start to print before the hold

instruction is issued. This job is then suspended in aPaused Printing state (i.e. both

paused and printing) and this results in all other jobs on that queue being held up by the

paused job.

The symptoms are generally not consistent, suggesting an underlying race condition bug in

Windows. Things that can affect the problem include:

Running the print server on a virtual machine

The number of processors/cores

The current load on the print server

The version and patch level of Windows

Because the issue is in the underlyingWindows print subsystem, it is not possible for Paper-

Cut to quickly implement a reliable solution andMicrosoft is unlikely to implement a fix to

this legacy subsystem. If a site does experience this issue there are some steps that can

help alleviate or fix the issue.

1. Use the SMB protocol for Windows based print server queues. Note that using SMB

can place some constraints on how users authenticate and how anonymous users

are able to print at your site. This is the recommended approach.

2. Use two print queues. QueueA is virtual and queueB is the real queue attached to
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the physical printer. Users print toA using LPR and PaperCut can always place a

hold on the print job. PaperCut then redirects the job toB on release. Managing vir-

tual print queues is documented in section Find-Me Printing and Printer Load Balan-

cing. Configure queueA to use a port with no printer (e.g. LPT1:), it should be

permanently paused ( Printer > Pause Printing ), and the virtual queue con-

figuration for A in PaperCut should forward jobs toB (setting Jobs may be for-

warded to these queues).

If queueA is un-paused then the job will error, however, it can still be re-directed as

needed.

Requirements
Macs set up inmulti-user mode authenticating off a domain. Either Active Directory or

LDAP.

Printers hosted on aWindows print server.

The server needs the TCP Printing Services installed (also known as Print Services

for Unix).

Installation
On the server hosting the printers, set up TCP/IP Printing:

1. Log in to the server as a system administrator.

2. SelectControl Panel -> Add Remove Programs.

3. ClickAdd/Remove Windows Components.

4. SelectOther Network File and Print Services.

5. ClickDetails and ensurePrint Services for Unix is selected.

6. ClickNext to complete the installation.

Some systems running firewall software can block LPD printing. On systems running fire-

wall software, ensure that incoming connections from the local network are allowed on port

515.
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On eachMac, add the required printers:

1. Open thePrinter Setup Utility fromApplications -> Utilities.

2. Click + to add a new printer.

3. Click the IP tab at the top toolbar.

4. From theProtocol dropdown, select Line Printer Daemon - LPD.

5. InAddress, enter the IP address of the server hosting the printers .

6. InQueue, enter the printer's share name .

7. InName, define a user friendly name; then select the printer type.

8. ClickAdd.

9. Repeat for other printers as necessary.

Installing the PaperCut MF Client software
1. Open Finder and selectGo -> Connect to Server.

2. Enter smb://servername/pcclientwhere servername is the name of the

server hosting PaperCut MF. If you are promted for a username and password, this

is a username that has access to connect to the SMB share on your Windows server.

3. Enter account details for an account able to connect to the SMB share if requested

4. Drag the PCClient application across to the localApplications directory.

5. Command-click the newly copied PCClient application in theApplications dir-

ectory. SelectOpen Package Contents.

6. Navigate to Contents/Resources/.

7. Double-click the install-login-hook.command script.

8. Restart the system and ensure the client starts upon login.
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Tips and Troubleshooting
Restart the system and ensure the PCClient application starts on login and lists the

user's account balance.

Ensure print jobs correctly show in the PaperCut job logs under the user's PaperCut

account.

Charge the corresponding user for the job. Also check that the balance has changed

to reflect the new balance in the PCClient program.

Additional information and tips
The client install process is also covered in User Client. After the first Mac is set up and the

printing process is tested, provide the simplified client install notes covered in Deployment

onMacOS X to end-users or other SystemAdministrators.

The PCClient client can accept command line options as explained in User Client

Options. If the client is started via the login hook, you can define the command-line options

in the file:

/Applications/PCClient.app/Contents/Resources/login-hook-start

Look for the line starting with client_args and the associated comments above.

2.5. Installation on Linux (CUPS and
Samba)

2.5.1. Quick install: Linux (CUPS and/or Samba)

Important: The following section assumes the reader has knowledge of general

Unix/Linux systemmanagement including using the command-line, creating

users, editing configuration files and understanding file permissions.
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2.5.1.1. Step 1 - System Requirements

Before proceeding with the installation the SystemAdministrator should take a few

moments to verify system requirements. Is the operating system version supported and are

patches up-to-date? Take a few minutes to verify the system is current and supported (see

SystemRequirements).

Are printer(s) installed and hosted on this system and are they exposed to the network

either via CUPS or Samba? Administrators should ensure that the print queues are set up

and working as expected before attempting to install PaperCut MF.

In amulti-user environment, printers are often shared with other network users. Other work-

stations should connect to these printers as "Network Printers". Ensure workstations are

configured to print to the shared print queues. For example, aWindowsworkstation can

connect to a samba exposed printer via \\[samba_server]\[printer]. Other Linux

or Macworkstations use IPP via CUPS.

If the printers are currently not installed and configured, perform and verify this task before

proceeding further.

2.5.1.2. Step 2 - Create the host user account and firewall

settings

PaperCut MF runs and installs under a non-privileged user account called "papercut". The

installation location for the application is the papercut user's home directory. Create a

user account on this system called papercut. This is usually done by logging in as root

and using a user management GUI tool or at the command prompt entering:
shell> useradd -m -d /home/papercut papercut

The syntax for useradd and groupadd can differ slightly on different versions of Linux.

They can also be called adduser and addgroup.

The user's home directory (the -d option) denotes the install location. /home/papercut

is the recommended location. Administrators can, however, also consider alternate install

locations depending on personal preference. Alternatives include:

/usr/local/papercut

/opt/papercut
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Important: This quick start guide assumes the install location is /home/pa-

percut. If an alternate home location is defined, some of the paths listed in sub-

sequent sectionswill require modification.

Some Linux distributions impose strict resource usage limits on user accounts (ulimit).

The papercut account is a special account used for hosting an application and needs to

be granted satisfactory resource limits, such as, the ability to openmany files. Themethods

of setting user-level ulimit levels vary from distribution to distribution, however, the com-

mon solution is to add the following line to /etc/security/limits.conf:
papercut - nofile 65535

Many Linux distributions have strict default firewall policies. PaperCut MF uses TCP ports

9191 (for HTTP) and ports 9192 (for HTTPS/SSL) and these portsmust be open. Take

some time now to ensure these ports are open. Consult your distribution documentation for

details on how to open firewall TCP ports.

2.5.1.3. Step 3 - Download and installing

Important:
Make sure you download the correct architecture for your distribution. i686 is for

32-bit operating systems. x64 is for 64-bit systems (also known as x86_64 or

amd64).

PaperCut MF is supplied as a self-extracting and self-installing archive. The installation is

performed as the newly created papercut user and installs to that user's home directory.

Temporary root access is required for part of the install. Make sure the root password or

sudo password is handy. For more detail about the install process including installing to a

different location, see PaperCut NGon Linux.

Log on as the newly created papercut user and download and execute the installer. You

can execute the file from any directory.

shell> su - papercut

shell> wget [download url from PaperCut Software website]

shell> sh ./pcmf-setup-*-linux-*.sh

Follow the installation instructions and enter the root password when requested.
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Important: Ensure you login as the user papercut so that the user's envir-

onment is sourced so the home directory (install location) is correctly defined.

The installation process takes between two and fiveminutes depending on the speed of the

system. A system restart is not required but administrators are advised to perform install-

ation on live production systems during periods of low activity - for example, not during

backup operations or other administration activities.

2.5.1.4. Step 4 - Configuration Wizard

After installation, you are prompted to open a web browser at http://[server-

name]:9191/admin to complete configuration. The configuration stages are explained

below:

Administrator Password
This is themaster password for themain in-built admin account, and is independent of the

operating system or domain passwords. The passwordmust meet minimum strength
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requirements, andmust be at least six characters. Ensure that knowledge of this password

is kept secure. This screen also sets the system's physical location and language; ensure

that these are correct before proceeding.

Tip: Treat this password the same as your router/modemmanagement pass-

words. It is independent of your domain accounts and needs to be kept secure.

Organization Type
This is the organization type that matches the organizational environment where PaperCut

MF is used. Choosing the appropriate organization type determineswhich system defaults

are used on setup. For example, in a Professional (Client Billing) organization, where it is

useful to charge-back printing to customers, an advanced client popup is provided with addi-

tional features useful for dealing with large numbers of client (shared) accounts. You can
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change these default settings chosen for an organization type can be changed after install-

ation.

Default Print Cost
This is the default cost-per-page assigned to the printers. You can change this setting on a

per printer basis after installation. Choosing a sensible cost now helpsminimize future

setup. For example, in the USA, a value of $0.05 would be appropriate for many standard

black & white printers.

Initial User Credit (for Education sites)
When the organization type is set to Education, you can assign users an initial starting

credit. This ensures they have funds in their account as soon as the system is enabled. An

option also exists to control what happenswhen users run out of credit/quota. If you are

evaluating PaperCut MF it might be appropriate not to disable printing when a users funds

run out. This way you can be assured that user printing is not disrupted during the eval-

uation. You can change these settings after setup.

User/Group Synchronization
PaperCut MF extracts user information out of the System or Domain. The options presen-

ted here vary depending on theOperating System and its environment. During evaluation,

most sites import all users from the system/domain into PaperCut MF. An option also exists

to import a subset of users from a given group. This option is useful when only a subset of

users will use the printers.

Options on Linux includeUnix Standard (PAM, NIS, etc.), LDAP, or Samba.
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SelectUnix Standard if the user accounts are set up and defined on the local system as

standard Unix accounts or mapped into the system from a central directory service such as

LDAP via nsswitch.conf and PAM.Most large established networks use this option.

The LDAP option is appropriate for large networkswith existing Open Directory domains.

This includes networks runningOpen LDAP andWindows domains running Active Dir-

ectory. PaperCut MF does it's best to auto-discover LDAP settings, but some knowledge of

LDAP and/or Open Directory is required. More information on LDAP is available in Using

LDAP for user synchronization.

SelectSamba if the central user directory is aWindowsDomain. The Samba option is only

available if Samba is installed on the system. The Samba option is appropriate onmedium

to small networks currently operating in aWindowsDomain environment.

The Samba option requires additional information such as the name of a domain server,

and login credentials for an Administrator level account. This information is requested on

the subsequent wizard screen. Take care to ensure this information is complete and cor-

rect.

More information on user/group synchronization on Linux is available in PaperCut NGon

Linux.

Client Settings in Professional (Client Billing) install-
ations
In a Professional (Client Billing) environment, themain focus is on allowing users to allocate

print jobs to client (shared) accounts. The processworks by:

Pausing all jobs that enter the print queues.

Displaying a popup on the user's workstation asking them to allocate the print job to an

account. This is done by selecting the account from a list.

After the user has responded to the popup, the job is released to the printer.

You can readmore about the account selection process and shared accounts at Shared

accounts.

The account selection popup option is enabled at the user level. Once the option is enabled,

the usermust run the client software. If the client software is not running, the popup cannot

display, and the job remains paused in the print queue. This option is, therefore, considered
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high impact. You are presented with two strategies that allow you to choose the imple-

mentation approach that best suits your needs:

Minimal impact (Initial single user testing)

In this strategy the account popup is initially enabled only on a single user for testing. You

need to nominate the testing account. Youmight already have an appropriate test user

account on your system/domain or alternatively selecting your own personal account is a

good choice. The name should be in the format used to log in to the domain/system (usually

the short form).

Theminimal impact strategy gives you time to test the popup with the nominated test user.

Then you can enable theAdvanced account selection popup option for other users

when appropriate.

Immediate implementation (Enable for all users)

This strategy enables the account selection popup on all users. This option is good for smal-

ler networks as it minimizes the amount of post-install configuration - just deploy the client

and your up! If this option is selected you can install the client software on user desktops as

soon as possible.

If in doubt, select theminimal impact strategy. This ensures the impact is isolated to only the

nominated test user.

Verify Setup Options
Prior to enabling the configuration options that you have selected, you can verify setup

options. At this stage you are still able to return to any of the prior configuration screens to

alter options before clicking Finish.

Wizard Completion
After completing the configuration wizard you are presented with a user synchronization

status screen, showing the progress and results of the system completing its initial setup.

Once you have closed that, clickLogin to access the interface and begin familiarising your-
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self with the options and features available. Take some time to explore, and refer back to

the relevant sections of thismanual as required.

2.5.1.5. Step 5 - Printer Configuration

UnlikeWindows andMacwith single print system environments, Linux is amore complex

environment with a choice of print system implementations. At this stage somemanual

printer configuration is required. See Linux Print Queue Integration and follow the steps for

integrating with the print queues in your environment before returning to this section and fol-

lowing on with the next step.

Printers hosted on amachine other than the PaperCut MF server, require additional install-

ation steps to be configured as 'secondary' servers. See Configuring Secondary Print Serv-

ers and Locally Attached Printers for details.

2.5.1.6. Step 6 - Sharing Client Software

The PaperCut MF client software is located in the directory [app-path]/client. It is

useful to share this directory over the network so workstations can access/install the client

application. Common sharingmethods include:

Samba - used to share files toWindows based workstations. MacOS X Server tools

such as theWorkgroupManager or other 3rd party tools such as SharePoint can help

with sharing the client directory via Samba. Similar GUI tools exist on Linux.

Advanced SystemAdministrators can share this directory by hand-editing the

/etc/smb.conf file. The following configuration shares the directory in read-only

form:

[pcclient]

path = /home/papercut/client

comment = PaperCut Client

public = yes

only guest = yes

read only = yes

NFS - a popular sharingmethod used for Linux/Unix based workstations.
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2.5.1.7. Step 7 - Testing

Following a fresh installation, it is highly recommended to test core features of the system.

For further details, see Testing the Installation.

2.5.1.8. Step 8 - Deployment for a Professional (Client

Billing) Installation

NOTE: This step is a requirement for a Professional (Client Billing) installation.

Now that the system is tested and working, it is time to deploy the client software and

enable the account popup for their use. It is important to deploy the client software before

enabling the popup, otherwise users' printing is stopped/paused.

Deploy the client software
As discussed earlier in the section the client can be run directly from a network share

(which is automatically configured onWindows). There is also the option to install the soft-

ware locally on each workstation, however, this is not usually recommended because it

makes the process of updating the client softwaremore complicated.

For more information about client deployment options, see User Client Deployment. Follow

those instructions to deploy the client software, and then enable the popup as described

below.

Enable the advanced client popup
Once the client software is deployed on user workstations, you can set theAccount Selec-

tion. In a Professional (Client Billing) configuration, users who print jobs for clients are

often given the Advanced account selection popup, however, otherAccount Selection

optionsmight be better suited for some users based on their job function. You can enable

the popup on one user at a time or update for all users in bulk. Use theUser Details page

to enable the popup for a single user. To enable the popup for all users in bulk:

1. Log in to the admin interface.

2. Under theUsers section, select theBulk user actions action from themenu at the

top left of theUsers tab.
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3. Select the target group. To enable for all users select the [All Users] group.

4. In theChange account selection setting section, enable theChange account

selection option.

5. Select theShow the advanced account selection popup option from the list.

6. If you do not want to allow users to charge printing to their personal account, then dis-

able theAllow user to charge to their personal account option.

7. ClickOK, and confirm the operation. Once completed, the account popup is enabled

for the selected users.

When the popup is enabled for all users, perform some testing from users' desktops. To

test, log in to the user workstation, perform a print, and check that the account popup is dis-

played and the job is logged as expected.

2.5.1.9. What next?

This concludes the Install Guide. Take some time to explore the features of PaperCut MF

before continuing reading at Implementation by Example or Tour. Business usersmight be

interested in trying the popup client software as covered in Client Software. If desired, the cli-

ent software should also be deployed to other workstations. This procedure is detailed in

User Client.

2.5.2. PaperCut NG on Linux
This section is designed to supplement the Install Guide (seeQuick install: Linux (CUPS

and/or Samba). It provides an in-depth explanation of the Linux installation process, the dir-

ectory layout and tools.

Information in this section is technical in nature. It is expected that readers have prior exper-

ience with:

The Unix command line environment

Unix file permissions

Configuring CUPS and/or Linux print queues

Or basic Samba configuration
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2.5.3. The Installation Process
The Linux version of PaperCut MF is supplied as a pre-compiled self-installing application.

The installation process is designed to work with all major Linux distributions. Due to the var-

ied nature of some installations and administrator preferences, often somemanual con-

figuration is required. This section describes the installation process in detail as well as

some additional options available to SystemAdministrators.

2.5.3.1. Manual extraction

The Linux version of PaperCut MF is supplied in a self-extracting, self-installing archive.

The archive is a tar archive compressed with gzip, and headed with a shell script to facil-

itate self-extracting. After extraction is complete, the installation script named install is

executed to begin the install process. Some SystemAdministratorsmight want to inspect

the contents of the archive, and possibly the installation process itself prior to the actual

install. The self-extracting installer takes a number of command line arguments. The -e

argument extracts the archive into the current working directory ready for inspection. Fur-

ther options and documentation is available via the --help option.

Usage: pcmf-setup.sh [-e|-i|-l] [-v] [-n] [list ...]

-e Extract the files and then exit without

installing.

-i Install after extracting the files (default).

-l List the contents of the archive and exit

without extracting.

-v Verbose. Print the names of the files as they

are extracted.

list The list of files to extract."

2.5.3.2. The install process

Even though themajority of the installation process is completed under the identity of the

non-privileged user account called papercut, most administrators want to know what the

install process does. Themain steps are outlined below:
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Extraction
The first stage in the install process extracts the archive to /tmp or a location as defined by

an environment variable TMPDIR. The command-line programs tar and gunzip are used

during this phase.

Installation
After extraction is complete, the installation script is called. The install script, called

install, presents the EULA and request acceptance. The script then determines the

install location. This is the papercut user's home directory. The home directory is determ-

ined by the HOME environment variable, or if not set, the result of a call to getpwnam().

Files are then copied into the papercut user's home directory. Care is taken not to over-

write any existing data or configuration files if this is an install-over-the-top upgrade.

Permissions
To ensure the default installation is secure by default, permissions are applied to key files.

The following area of the application are restricted to the papercut user only:

Area Comments

~/server/server.properties Contains server configuration including the

default admin password.

~/server/data This directory contains application data including

database files. Some of this datamight contain

sensitive information.

~/server/bin/linux-

[x64|i686]

This directory contains a setuid-root binary. Even

though the binary is no use to an end-user or

hacker, good security practice stipulates that you

should allow only the papercut user access to

this directory.

Table 6: Secured Application Areas

You can check and reapply permissions at any time post-install by running the scripts:

~/server/bin/linux-*/setperms

~/providers/print/linux-*/setperms
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Firewall
The PaperCut MF Application Server (pc-app process) listens on port 9191. This port is

used for browser based administration access, for client access, and other services.

Ensure that any firewall or local IP filtering software such as iptables is set to allow local

network traffic access to this port.

Root Level Tasks
A small part of the install process needs to run as the root account. The tasks conducted

as root include:

Setting the authpam binary as setuid-root. This binary is used for password veri-

fication.

Installing a CUPS backend. This is done by placing a symlink in the CUPS lib/-

backend directory.

Setting up SYSV style start scripts if the system uses this boot process. This is done

by placing symlinks in the:

/etc/init.d/

/etc/rc3.d/

/etc/rc5.d/

and so on...

Setting up SYSD services if the system uses this boot process. This is done by placing

the following service definition files in /etc/systemd/system directory:

pc-app-server.service

pc-event-monitor.service

pc-connection-monitor.service

pc-web-print.service

If the administrator decides not to run the root-level tasks during the install process, the

tasks can be run again post-install by executing the shell scripts:

~/server/bin/linux-*/roottasks

~/providers/print/linux-*/roottasks
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Alternatively the administrator can view the scripts andmake the required changes by hand.

2.5.3.3. Linux Print Queue Integration

PaperCut MF is able to integrate with andmonitor CUPS, Samba and Novell iPrint based

print queues. The configuration and an explanation of the integrationmethods follows:

CUPS Configuration Overview
If the print queues aremanaged and controlled via CUPS, modify the Device URI on each

printer so the papercut backend is incorporated into the print process. To automate this,

run the configure-cups script as root (the simplest option):
~/providers/print/linux-*/configure-cups

and follow the interactive instructions. Alternatively, you can do it manually via the CUPS

web admin interface or by editing the CUPS printers.conf file:

1. Open printers.conf (e.g. /etc/cups/printers.conf)

2. Prefix the DeviceURL for each printers with "papercut:". For example:
DeviceURI socket://192.168.1.200:9100

Would become:
DeviceURI papercut:socket://192.168.1.200:9100

3. Restart cupsd so the new configuration is detected (e.g. /etc/init.d/cupsd

reload)

CUPS Integration Explained
CUPS, the CommonUNIX Printing System, is a popular system for managing printers on

Linux servers. CUPS uses a chain-of-commands concept where filters and backends

combine together to form a process steam - a workflow. PaperCut MF hooks into this work-

flow at the backend level, intercepting the job before it's passed on to physical printer hard-

ware.

The interception is done bywrapping or proxying the real CUPS backend. CUPS calls the

PaperCut MF backend, which processes the job. If the job is approved, it passes the doc-

ument onto the real backend. If the job is denied, it is deleted and proceeds no further. The
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PaperCut MF backend is usually set up and installed by default during the standard install-

ation.

Setting up the PaperCut MF CUPS backend proxy is a relatively simple task. All the admin-

istrator needs to do is prefix the existing DeviceURI with papercut:. For example, the

entry:
DeviceURI socket://192.168.1.200:9100

would become:
DeviceURI papercut:socket://192.168.1.200:9100

The printer registers itself with PaperCut MF on the first print event.

PaperCut MF CUPS Architecture

The PaperCut MF CUPS backend is a native compiled binary. In PaperCut MF doc-

umentation it is referred to it as aPrint Provider - a component that provides print event

information to theApplication Server. It's responsible for analyzing the print job and then

communicating this information to theApplication Server component. Communication is via

an XML-RPC basedWeb Services call. Thismeans that the backend does not need to be

on the same server as the system hosting the Application Server component.

Samba Configuration Overview
If the print queues are exposed to network workstations using Samba (SambaWebsite),

and a print system other than CUPS is used (e.g. BSD, LPRNG, SYSV, etc.) the smb.-

conf needs some additional configuration. The "print command" needs to be replaced

with a PaperCut MF command.

1. Open the smb.conf (e.g. /etc/samba/smb.conf)

2. Under the [global] section insert the line:

print command=/home/papercut/providers/print/linux-

i686/samba-print-provider

-u "%u" -J "%J" -h "%h" -m "%m" -p "%p" -s "%s"

-a "[standard print command]" &

(IMPORTANT: The above information is displayed on a single line. Note the use of

the & (ampersand) on the end of the line.)
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where [standard print command] is the command that would normally called

for printing. Typical examples of commands usually used for printer are listed below:

Type Command

BSD, AIX, QNX, LPRNG or PLP lpr -r -P%p %s

SYSV or HPUX lp -c -d%p %s; rm %s

Table 7: Standard print commands

More information on standard print commands is available under the Samba doc-

umentation installed on your system (see man smb.conf).

Samba Integration Explained
Samba is used to provide file and print sharing toWindows systems and is a popular solu-

tion. One of themain reasons for its popularity is that it avoids the need for expensive

Microsoft Windows server licenses!

Samba exposes the locally set up Linux/Unix printers as network sharedWindows printers.

It does this bywrapping the underlying print system - usually CUPS or LPR/LPD. In the

case of LPR, Samba calls the standard lp command line programs to perform printing.

PaperCut MF works bywrapping or proxying the "print command". More information on

how Samba interacts with the underlying print system is available in the Samba doc-

umentation.

A typical entry in the Samba configuration file smb.conf defining the PaperCut MF print

commandwrapper would be:

print command=/home/papercut/providers/print/linux-

i686/samba-print-provider

-u "%u" -J "%J" -h "%h" -m "%m" -p "%p" -s "%s"

-a "[standard print command]" &

(IMPORTANT: The above information is displayed on the one line. Note the use of the &

(ampersand) on the end of the line.)

where [standard print command] is the command that would normally be called for

printing.
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The %u, %p, etc., are Samba substitution variables. These are replaced with content such

as the username, printer name, etc. and are used by PaperCut MF in the reporting and log-

ging.

The printer registers itself with the PaperCut MF web interface after the first print is

received.

PaperCut MF Samba Architecture

The PaperCut MF Samba print commandwrapper is a native compiled executable. The

PaperCut MF documentation refers to it as aPrint Provider. It's responsible for analyzing

the print job and then communicating this information to theApplication Server component.

Communication is via an XML-RPC basedWeb Services call. Thismeans that the com-

mand does not need to be on the same server as the system hosting the Application Server

component.

Novell iPrint Configuration
PaperCut MF works by directly integrating with the Novell iPrint Print Manager.

The configuration process is detailed in Step 5 - Printer/iPrint Configuration.

The development team at PaperCut Software hasworked with the Novell iPrint engineers

during 2008 to ensure an iPrint API was available that allow iPrint users to have access to

the same feature set as seen onWindows, Mac and LinuxCUPS. PaperCut MF uses this

API set to intercept and account for jobs as they pass into the iPrint queue.

2.5.4. Advanced Configuration & Logs
Themajority of PaperCut MF configuration is conducted in theApplication Server's web

interface. Some additional configuration options are available in the following configuration

files:

Config File Comments

~/server/server.properties Contains server configuration including

the default admin password, the

server's TCP port and external data-

Table 8: Advanced Configuration
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Config File Comments

base connection parameters.

~/providers/print/linux-

[x64|i686]/print-pro-

vider.conf

The Print Provider's configuration file

used by both the Samba and CUPS

Print Providers. This file defines items

such as the Application Server's IP

address and port, process timeouts and

other.

2.5.4.1. Advanced Logging

Most important application logging is available via theApplication Log section of the

Application Server's web interface. Some additional advanced level logging ismaintained in

standard text files located at:

~/server/logs/*

~/providers/print/linux-[x64|i686]/print-provider.log

Administrators can consult these logswhen attempting to diagnose or troubleshoot prob-

lems.

2.5.4.2. Maintain correct user name when print jobs are

redirected on CUPS

When print jobs on CUPS are redirected to a second print queue the job seems to come

from a user account called lp. Note that the job is still correctly tracked against the user and

the approriate accounts are charged as needed. However, some users can be confused

when their jobs appear to be printed by another user at the device.

Administrators can edit the file ~/providers/print/linux-[x64|i686]/print-

provider.conf and uncomment the RedirectCommand entry. This forces PaperCut

MF to pass the user's name to the CUPS subsystem on redirection. This is not the default

behaviour as it can cause authentication problems, depending on how your network printer

queues are configured, and you should verifty that users can still print after making this

change.
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2.5.5. Backups & System Management
Suggested backup procedures are detailed in SystemBackups. Common systemman-

agement functions are covered in SystemManagement.

Administratorsmanaging Linux servers should also consider adopting the followingman-

agement policies:

Regularly check for PaperCut MF updates. You can apply updateswith a simple,

install-over-the-top procedure.

Remember to add the PaperCut MF backend or commandwhen configuring new

printers.

Always check PaperCut MF's functionality after a system updates (i.e. new versions

of CUPS or Samba, or configuration changes).

2.5.6. User Directory and Authentication
PaperCut MF synchronizes its user directory with the underlying operating system or net-

work. The Linux version of PaperCut MF shipswith two user directory implementations.

Due to the nature of Linux, some organizationsmight have customized user directory imple-

mentations. PaperCut MF can support customization in this area. This section details the

user/group/authentication options available as standard, as well has how one would go

about developing customized implementation.

2.5.6.1. Standard Unix

TheStandard Unix user directory provider uses standard Unix API's to enumerate user

and group information. This allows group information to be defined on either the local sys-

tem or via another source as configured via nsswitch.conf. For example, you can con-

figure the system using nsswitch.conf to obtain user directory information from a

centralized LDAP server or Novell's eDirectory.

User password authentication is performed via PAM. (Note: For administrators wanting to

customize the PAMauthenticationmethod at the application level, PaperCut MF reports

itself as "papercut".)
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2.5.6.2. Samba/Windows Domain

If the user and group information is provided by aWindowsDomain such as an NT Style

Domain or Active Directory, theSamba option ismost appropriate. This option would nor-

mally be used on networkswhere the printers are hosted on a Linux server and exposed to

Windows users via Samba. The server needs Samba installed and configured, but does not

need to be amember of the domain.

At the technical level, the Samba support is implemented as a set of Perl script wrappers

around standard Samba commands such as net and smbclient. Administrators should

ensure these Samba commands are on the papercut user's path.

The wrapper script is located in [app-path]/server/bin/[arch]/sambauserdir.

2.5.6.3. Custom

Some large networks, particularly those found at established universities, have custom user

directory and authentication services not directly supported by PaperCut MF. To support

these networks, administrators can use scripting and other technologies to build a new cus-

tomUser Directory Information Provider.

PaperCut MF works by handing off user, group and user authentication tasks to a separate

program/process. The external processmust accept a set of commands as command-line

arguments and return the answer in a tab delimited prescribed format on standard out. For

more information on the format, see CustomUser Directory Information Providers. The

source code for the standard PaperCut MF suppliedUser Directory Information Provider is

also supplied as part of the installation, and is a good example. The source code is provided

in:
~/server/examples/providers/

Organizationswanting to build a customUser Directory Information Provider are encour-

aged to contact the PaperCut MF development team. They aremore than happy to assist.

2.5.7. Unix command-line Release Station client
In amodern Linux environment, themost commonly used print system is usually CUPS.

You can configure PaperCut MF to integrate with CUPS to conveniently track printing. On

LegacyUnix systemsCUPS is often not an option and printing is performed via the Line

Printer tools such as lp or lpr. LPR/LPD is a non-authenticated printing protocol so the
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identity of the user associated with a print job can't be trusted. Instead, the authentication

must be performed at the PaperCut MF application layer. The PaperCut MF client tool with

popup authentication as discussed at Scenario Two: Themulti-user Macwith popup

authentication is a good option but not appropriate for a terminal-only environment. Ter-

minal-only environments can be supported via a Release Station queue (see Hold/release

queues & Print Release Stations for more detail). Jobs held in a Release Station queue are

normally accessed and released via a dedicated terminal or a web browser based inter-

face, however, for the benefit of terminal-only users, a command-line job release client is

also provided.

This process is best explained using an example:

1. John uses the lp command to print a Postscript document from his Unix terminal ses-

sion. The job arrives in the queue under the username identity "john". (Although the

name can't be trusted.)

2. The administrator has enabled the PaperCut MF Release Station on this print

queue. The job is placed into a holding state.

3. Johnmust now authenticate and then release the job. He wants to do this via the

command-line Release Station client.

4. John enters the command release-print-job. This commandwas set up by

the SystemAdministrator.

5. John enters his username and password, confirms the job's name, cost and page

count and releases the job for print. The following is an example of the output seen:

Please enter your username: john

Please enter your password:

Current balance: $8.00

18:04:13 - Name: "Configuring Linux", Pages: 2, Cost:

$0.40

Print this job? [yes]

Released 1 job(s).

6. The job prints and John's account is charged.

Enabling the Release Station on a printer is a global option - it affects all jobs from all users.

In some environments it might not be appropriate to have all jobs controlled via a Release
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Station - for example, jobs originating fromWindows systems are already authenticated

and should print directly. An alternate strategy is to have two queues for the same printer.

The first queue does not use the Release Station option and only allows printing from

authenticated workstations/users, while the other queue has the Release Station option

enabled.

You can expose PaperCut MFmanaged print queues for access via LPR/LPD using vari-

ousmethods. Use the PaperCut LPD Service when the queues are hosted on aWindows

system. An LPD interface is available for CUPS if the queues are hosted on Linux.

Tip:WindowsSystemAdministrators can control which queues are exposed via

LPR/LPD by setting printer permissions. Queues set up to explicitly deny per-

mission to access from the SYSTEMaccount are not accessible via LPR.

2.5.7.1. Installing the Command-Line Release Station Cli-

ent

The following installation instructions assume the reader has prior Unix system admin-

istration experience.

1. Ensure that Java 1.8 or newer is installed on your system. To check, type java -

version at the terminal. If you do not have Java 8 (1.8) or higher, install it before

continuing. Java is available for all major Unix operating systems.

2. Copy the Release Station files from your primary server to the system for which you

want to set up the command line Release Station client. These files are located in

[app-path]/release. If your primary server is runningWindows, this folder is

shared by default (accessible via smb://[server]/release). You can use tools

such as Samba (smbclient) to help copy these files. Ensure all files in the folder

are copied taking care to preserve the existing heirarchy.

The recommended location to install the Release Station command line client is /us-

r/local/papercut/release/.

3. Ensure that the command line Release Station client has execute permissions for all

users. Use the following command:
chmod 755 ./pc-release-cmd-line.sh
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4. For convenience, you can create an alias for the command line Release Station cli-

ent. This is typically done by entering the following line in a global profiles file, or each

user's .profile file:
alias "release-print-job" = \

"/usr/local/papercut/release/pc-release-cmd-line.sh

5. Users can now release their print jobs by typing release-print-job.

You can also create a 'wrapper' for lp to run the command line Release Station client after

a user has sent a print job. The following script print-doc provides an example:
#!/bin/sh

echo "Printing document using lpr..."

/usr/bin/lpr "$@"

echo "Printing done, calling program to release job..."

sleep 1

cd /usr/local/papercut/release

./pc-release-cmd-line.sh

echo "Done."

For the convenience of users, install the command line Release Station client on all sys-

temswhere printing from the terminal can be performed.

2.5.8. Removing PaperCut NG from a Linux server
You can completely remove PaperCut MF from a system:

1. Remove all files from the papercut user's home directory.

2. Remove the papercut user account and home directory.

3. Remove any server start scriptsmatching:

/etc/init.d/papercut

/etc/rc*.d/*papercut

2.5.9. Linux FAQ

2.5.9.1. Troubleshooting & Installation Questions

How can I run the root installation tasks manually?

If you do not run the root level tasks during installation, or if they fail, you canmanually run
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them later by running the following shell scripts as root:

~/server/bin/linux-*/roottasks

~/providers/print/linux-*/roottasks

I am unable to open a browser to http://[server_name]:9191/admin. What

is wrong?

The first step is to check to see if the PaperCut MF is listening on the port. The command:

netstat -anp | grep 9191

should list the pc-app as the owner of the process on port 9191. If nothing is listed, check

that the Application Server has started (e.g. ps -ef | grep pc-app).

If the server is already running, the next step is to ensure no IP filtering is applied to the port.

Some Linux distributions have strict iptables filters enabled by default. Ensure that port

9191 is accessible from all local network systems.

I want to use a custom script to start the server. Is this possible?

The SYSV style start script included should work with all systems using an /etc/rc*.d

style boot process. Some administratorsmight want to replace the app-server with a cus-

tom script that better fits in with their Linux distributions style guide. Administrators should

consider storing this script outside the PaperCut MF install structure so it's not overwritten in

any further upgrade.

However, if the system is using SYSD, use the service definition files (see Root Level

Tasks) for configuration changes. Do not modify the app-server script.

Can I run/install PaperCut MF under an account other than "papercut"?

No. At themoment the installation, and other scripts, assume the existence of a user called

papercut. Thismight, however, change in the future. E-mail your thoughts to the devel-

opment team!

Is an RPM or .deb package available?

No. At themoment we're supplying it as a self-extracting and self-installing archive. This

allows the flexibility to support install-over-the-top for upgrades andmaintain full control

over the installation process. The process also allows PaperCut MF to run and install on sys-

tems not using RPMor apt. We also plan on supporting other Unix based operating sys-

tems in the future such as FreeBSD and Solaris. The current installationmethod should
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workwith all standard Linux distributions.

2.5.9.2. General Questions

Is PaperCut MF open source?

PaperCut MF in not "open source" in reference to it being available under the GPL or

another popular open source license. Source code is, however, provided to customers

upon request as needed for security reviews. As a company, PaperCut Software is trans-

parent in our development approach, works closely with our users, and support a number

of open source projects both financially and with code submission. PaperCut MF, however,

remains a commercial application with commercial support at the current time.

2.6. Installation on Novell OES Linux
(iPrint)

2.6.1. Quick install: Novell OES Linux (iPrint)

Important: The following section assumes the reader has knowledge of general

Novell OES Linux systemmanagement including using the command-line, cre-

ating users, editing configuration files and understanding file permissions.

2.6.1.1. Step 1 - System Requirements & Printer Setup

Before proceeding with the installation the SystemAdministrator should take a few

moments to verify system requirements. Is the operating system version supported and are

patches up-to-date? Take a few minutes to verify the system is current and supported (see

SystemRequirements). PaperCut MF is designed to integrate with iPrint on Novell OES

Linux. If your printers are currently hosted on iPrint on a Netware server or even under leg-

acyNDPS, migrate your queues over to a OES Linux based server. Ensure your printing is

correctly working under iPrint on OES Linux before continuing to the next step.

Important: iPrint and the print queuesmust be configured and confirmed to work before pro-

gressing to step 2.
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2.6.1.2. Step 2 - Create the host user account and firewall

settings

PaperCut MF runs and installs under a non-privileged user account called "papercut". The

papercut user's home directory location is the application install location. /home/pa-

percut is recommended, however, Administratorsmight choose an alternate install loc-

ation depending on personal preference. Alternatives include:

/usr/local/papercut

/opt/papercut

The host user account is not an eDirectory account but a local system account. One way to

create the "papercut" account onOES Linux is:

1. OpenYaST Control Panel and selectUser Management under Security and

Users.

2. ClickAdd to create a new user.

3. On theUser Data tab, enter a username of papercut and assign a secret pass-

word.
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4. On theDetails tab, select Empty Home with permissions 755 and change the

Home Directory path to define an alternate install location.
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5. ClickAccept to create the account.

Important: This quick start guide assumes the install location is

/home/papercut. If an alternate home location is defined, some of the

paths listed in subsequent sectionswill require modification.

A default OES Linux installation imposes strict resource usage limits on user accounts

(ulimit). The papercut account is a special account used for hosting an application so

needs to be granted satisfactory resource limits such as the ability to openmany files. Lar-

ger sites should consider adding the following line to /etc/security/limits.conf:
papercut - nofile 65535
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Novell OES Linux has a strict default firewall policy. PaperCut MF uses ports 9191 (for

HTTP) and ports 9192 (for HTTPS/SSL) and these portsmust be open. To open these

ports:

1. OpenYaST Control Panel and select Firewall under Security and Users.

2. SelectAllowed Services, then clickAdvanced.

3. Add ports 9191 and 9192 to the TCP Ports list (separated by spaces).

4. ClickOK,Next, thenAccept to apply the changes.

2.6.1.3. Step 3 - Download and installing

PaperCut MF is supplied as a self-extracting and self-installing archive. The installation is

performed under the rights of the newly created papercut account and temporary root

access is required. Make sure the root password is handy. (Administrators who are after a

detailed explanation of the install process should also consult the background information in

PaperCut NGon Linux).

Log on as the newly created papercut user and download and execute the installer from

the command prompt. Here is an example using wget to fetch the installer:
shell> su - papercut

shell> wget [download url from PaperCut Software website]

shell> sh ./pcmf-setup-novell-oes-linux.sh

Follow the installation instructions and enter the root password when requested.
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Important: Ensure you login as the user papercut so that the user's envir-

onment is sourced and the home directory (install location) is correctly defined.

The installation process takes between two and fiveminutes depending on the speed of the

system. A system restart is not required but administrators are advised to perform install-

ation on live production systems during periods of low activity - for example, not during

backup operations or other administration activities.

2.6.1.4. Step 4 - Configuration Wizard

After installation, you are prompted to open a web browser at http://[server-

name]:9191/admin to complete configuration. The configuration stages are explained

below:

Administrator Password
This is themaster password for themain in-built admin account, and is independent of the

operating system or domain passwords. The passwordmust meet minimum strength
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requirements, andmust be at least six characters. Ensure that knowledge of this password

is kept secure. This screen also sets the system's physical location and language; ensure

that these are correct before proceeding.

Tip: Treat this password the same as your router/modemmanagement pass-

words. It is independent of your domain accounts and needs to be kept secure.

Organization Type
This is the organization type that matches the organizational environment where PaperCut

MF is used. Choosing the appropriate organization type determineswhich system defaults

are used on setup. For example, in a Professional (Client Billing) organization, where it is

useful to charge-back printing to customers, an advanced client popup is provided with addi-
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tional features useful for dealing with large numbers of client (shared) accounts. You can

change these default settings chosen for an organization type after installation.

Default Print Cost
This is the default cost-per-page assigned to the printers. You can change this setting on a

per printer basis after installation. Choosing a sensible cost now will help minimize future

setup. For example, in the USA, a value of $0.05 would be appropriate for many standard

black & white printers.

Initial User Credit (for Education installations)
When the organization type is set to Education, you can assign users an initial starting

credit. This ensures they have funds in their account as soon as the system is enabled. An

option also exists to control what happenswhen users run out of credit/quota. If you are eval-

uating PaperCut MF it might be appropriate not to disable printing when a users funds run

out. This way you can be assured that user printing is not disrupted during the evaluation.

You can change these settings after setup.

User/Group Synchronization
PaperCut MF extracts user information out of the System or Domain. The options presen-

ted here vary depending on theOperating System and its environment. During evaluation,

most sites import all users from the system/domain into PaperCut MF. An option also exists

to import a subset of users from a given group. This option is useful when only a subset of

users will use the printers.
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PaperCut MF has native support for eDirectory LDAP schemas. This is the default user

import option for most sites. PaperCut MF does it's best to auto-discover LDAP settings,

but some knowledge of eDirectory and/or LDAP is required. More information on LDAP is

available in Using LDAP for user synchronization.

Client Settings in Professional (Client Billing)
installations
In a Professional (Client Billing) environment, themain focus is on allowing users to alloc-

ate print jobs to client (shared) ccounts. The processworks by:

Pausing all jobs that enter the print queues.

Displaying a popup on the user's workstation asking them to allocate the print job to an

account. This is done by selecting the account from a list.

After the user has responded to the popup, the job is released to the printer.

You can readmore about the account selection process and shared accounts at Shared

accounts.
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The account selection popup option is enabled at the user level. Once the option is enabled,

the usermust run the client software. If the client software is not running, the popup cannot

display, and the job remains paused in the print queue. This option is considered high

impact. You are presented with two strategies that allow you to choose the implementation

approach that best suits your needs:

Minimal impact (Initial single user testing)

In this strategy the account popup is only initially enabled on a single user for testing. You

need to nominate the testing account. Youmight already have an appropriate test user

account on your system/domain or alternatively selecting your own personal account is a

good choice. The name should be in the format used to log in to the domain/system (usually

the short form).

Theminimal impact strategy gives you time to test the popup with the nominated test user.

Then you can enable theAdvanced account selection popup option for other users

when appropriate.

Immediate implementation (Enable for all users)

This strategy enables the account selection popup on all users. This option is good for smal-

ler networks as it minimizes the amount of post-install configuration - just deploy the client

and your up! If this option is selected, you can install the client software on user desktops as

soon as possible.

If in doubt, select theminimal impact strategy. This ensures the impact is isolated to only the

nominated test user.

Verify Setup Options
Prior to enabling the configuration options that you have selected, you can verify the setup

options. At this stage you are still able to return to any of the prior configuration screens to

alter options before clicking Finish.
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Wizard Completion
After completing the configuration wizard you are presented with a user synchronization

status screen, showing the progress and results of the system completing its initial setup.

Once you have closed that, clickLogin to access the interface and begin familiarising your-

self with the options and features available. Take some time to explore, and refer back to

the relevant sections of thismanual as required.

2.6.1.5. Step 5 - Printer/iPrint Configuration

PaperCut MF works by directly integrating with the Novell iPrint Print Manager. iPrint must,

however, be configured to use PaperCut MF as an accounting control source. In the cur-

rent release, this configuration is donemanually at the individual print queue level:

1. Log in to iManager, expand iPrint, and selectManage Printer Manager

2. Select the Printer Manager associated with one of your print queues.

3. Click theManage health monitor link. A list of all your printers is displayed.

4. Select aPrinter Agent from the list.

5. ClickConfiguration Options.
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6. Enter papercut under theAccounting Autoload Command. Take care to write

this all in lower case with no spaces.

7. ClickApply.

8. ClickBack, thenBack and repeat steps 4 through 7 for all printers you want mon-

itored/controlled by PaperCut MF

9. In line with best practice, backup the new printer configuration (padbtxt.xml) as

follows:

a. In iManager open up the activePrint Manager.

b. SelectManager health monitor > Advanced iPrint Manager Information
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> iPrint Manager Internal

c. ClickBackup Database.

10. Finally restart thePrinter Manager in iManager by clickingShutdown thenStartup.

After this, all jobs on the queues are tracked.

2.6.1.6. Step 6 - Sharing Client Software

The PaperCut MF client software is located in the local directory:
/home/papercut/client

This software needs to be shared over the network so workstations can access/install the

client application. Novell iManager provides a number of file sharing options. One simple

solution is to add a read-only NCP or Samba share called PCClient pointing to

/home/papercut/client. Established networkswill benefit from ensuring the client

files are available in their Distributed Files Services. The deployment of the client software

(e.g. zero-install deployment) is covered in User Client.

2.6.1.7. Step 7 - Testing

Following a fresh installation, it is highly recommended to test core features of the system.

For further details, see Testing the Installation.

2.6.1.8. Step 8 - Deployment for a Professional (Client

Billing) Installation

NOTE: This step is a requirement for a Professional (Client Billing) installation.

Now that the system is tested and working, it is time to deploy the client software and

enable the account popup for their use. It is important to deploy the client software before

enabling the popup, otherwise users' printing is stopped/paused.

Deploy the client software
As discussed earlier in the section the client can be run directly from a network share

(which is automatically configured onWindows). There is also the option to install the soft-

ware locally on each workstation, however, this is not usually recommended because it

makes the process of updating the client softwaremore complicated.
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For more information about client deployment options, see User Client Deployment. Follow

those instructions to deploy the client software, and then enable the popup as described

below.

Enable the advanced client popup
Once the client software is deployed on user workstations, you can set theAccount Selec-

tion. In a Professional (Client Billing) configuration, users who print jobs for clients are often

given the Advanced account selection popup, however, otherAccount Selection options

might be better suited for some users based on their job function. You can enable the popup

on one user at a time or update for all users in bulk. Use theUser Details page to enable

the popup for a single user. To enable the popup for all users in bulk:

1. Log in to the admin interface.

2. Under theUsers section, select theBulk user actions action from themenu at the

top left of theUsers tab.

3. Select the target group. To enable for all users select the [All Users] group.

4. In theChange account selection setting section, enable theChange account

selection option.

5. Select theShow the advanced account selection popup option from the list.

6. If you do not want to allow users to charge printing to their personal account, then dis-

able theAllow user to charge to their personal account option.

7. ClickOK, and confirm the operation. Once completed, the account popup is enables

for selected users.

Once the popup is enabled for all users, perform some testing from users' desktops. To test,

log in to the user workstation, perform a print, and check that the account popup is displayed

and the job is logged as expected.

2.6.1.9. What next?

This concludes the Install Guide. Take some time to explore the features of PaperCut MF

before continuing reading at Implementation by Example or Tour. Business usersmight be

interested in trying the popup client software as covered in Client Software. If desired, the
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client software should also be deployed to other workstations. This procedure is detailed in

User Client.

2.7. Testing the Installation
Once the installation is complete, it is now time to test the system.

2.7.1. Testing for an Education or Small/Medium
Enterprise Installation:
1. Print a test document such as a web page or basic document.

2. Navigate to the printer section and select the Print Log tab.

3. Navigate to thePrinters > Print Log tab.

4. Your print job should now be listed in the log.

5. Your user account should also be charged an appropriate amount.

2.7.2. Testing for a Professional (Client Billing)
Installation:
1. Log in to the admin interface after completing the configuration wizard.

2. Under theUsers section, locate and click your test user account. The quick find fea-

ture can assist here.

3. Ensure that the user has theAccount Selection option set toShow the advanced
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account selection popup.

Now you need to log onto a workstation, start the client and test printing. The following

instructions assume testing is performed from aWindows desktop system. For other plat-

forms, consult the client deployment process as explained in User Client.

1. Log onto a workstation and openWindowsExplorer (the file explorer). In the address

bar enter:
\\[server-name]\PCClient

Where [server-name] is the hostname of the system you installed PaperCut on.

Explorer should connect to the share containing the client software.

2. Browse into the win directory and double-click pc-client.exe. The client

launches and an icon is displayed in the task tray.

3. Print a test document such as a web page or basic document.

4. The client popup window should display. SelectMy Personal Account.
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5. Back in the PaperCut MF server admin interface, navigate to thePrinters > Print

Log tab.

6. Your print job should now be listed in the log.

7. Your personal user account should also be charged an appropriate amount.

2.8. Advanced implementation
PaperCut MF offers a number of installation options for more complex implementations.
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2.8.1. Multi-Server and Multi-Site Deployments
The PaperCut solution is designed with distribution in mind. The solution is built using Ser-

vice Oriented Architecture, which allows its components to be installed on different

machines of varying OS’. This allows PaperCut to be installed in a variety of configurations,

adapting to your network design as no two sites are the same.

The simplest andmost common installation is to install PaperCut onto a site’s Print Server

(where the site has only one). For a school or a small organization the implementation

doesn’t need to be anymore complex than this. This is a Single Application Server, Single

Print Server deployment and suits themajority of deployments.

Somemore complex implementation examples exist below, as a way of showing what’s pos-

sible. You can extend or merge some of these concepts to suit your network and create

your ideal PaperCut deployment.

PaperCut operates at a layer above your network print services. For this reason, design

your solution to provide your printing services first, then integrate the PaperCut application

into your network second. i.e. if you want a Print Server per site to stop large jobs traversing

network links, do so. You can also use clustering to provide high up time to printing services.

2.8.1.1. PaperCut Site Server

All of the solution designs in the next section can be complemented with the PaperCut Site

Server.

The PaperCut Site Server gives the risk averse customer peace of mind that access to print-

ing resourceswon’t be interrupted by unexpected network dropouts. Deploying the Paper-

Cut Site Server ensures the critical services of the PaperCut primary server are supported

locally during a disaster. Site Servers are simple to install and hide the complexity of data-

base replication fromAdministrators.

Whilst initially designed for usage inmulti site solutions, this isn’t the only usage of the Site

Server. Think of the Site Server as a proxy to the Application Server that can also perform a

set of the Application Server taskswith the last known set of data during an outage.

2.8.1.2. Deployment Examples
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Scenario A - Single Site, Multi Print Server
It is quite common for sites to havemultiple print servers, even if they are a customer at a

single physical location.

iOS printing -Deploy supporting printing from iOS devices using aMacServer to

compliment aWindowsPrint server.

Admin / Curriculum - A number of schools separate printing in the Administration

section of the school from general staff/student printing.

Clustering - Each node of a clustered resource is installed as a Print Server.

Each of the print servers in this scenario must be installed and configured to communicate

with the Application Server. For more information, see Configuring Secondary Print Serv-

ers and Locally Attached Printers.

The PaperCut Site Server could add benefit in this deployment scenario if your Application

Server were deployed within the Private Cloud. The Site Server would offer a local level of

redundancy in the event the connection to the cloud resourceswere to drop. One of the

Print Servers could play this role in addition to being a PaperCut Print Provider host.
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Figure 9: Multi Site/Multi Print Server deployment

Scenario B - Multi Site, Single Server
Not all multi site installations rely on a print server on each site. Thismight be because the

sites are small and don’t warrant the resources, or because they are quite large and have

resources centralised in a data centre or on the private cloud.
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In either case, if all printing is centralised through a Single Application Server, Single Print

Server installation, the installation is the same as if it were a single site with a single server.

The PaperCut Site Server could add benefit in this deployment if each of the sites wanted

to ensure key business services of MFD usage and Print Release were supported during a

network outage between a site and Application Server.

Figure 10: Single Server deployment

Scenario C - Multi Site, Multi Print Server
The deployment of print servers into remote sites allows for print jobs to be spooled within

the local site, alleviating the need for these jobs to be sent to a centralised print server to

only be sent back again to the remote site where the destination printer is located. This

might be the choice of design for customerswith

Low bandwidth between sites

Large print jobs generated on sites (architects, design firms, etc)

Historical infrastructure that supports this

The PaperCut solution supports this design though the deployment of Configuring Sec-

ondary Print Servers and Locally Attached Printers on each of the Print Servers. This
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allows the print jobs to remain locally spooled, with only light-weight transactional data and

control information being transmitted between sites.

The PaperCut Site Server would add significant benefit in this design, possibly being

installed onto one of the existing Print Servers. This would provide local support for Applic-

ation Server functions should the link between Primary and Secondary sites be unavailable.

Figure 11: Multi Site/Multi Print Server deployment

Scenario D - Multi Site, Multi Print Server, Multi
Application Server
It is also possible to install PaperCut into each site of amultiple site organization as if each

site itself were a separate installation of PaperCut. PaperCut has the ability to link separate

Application Servers together for reporting purposes. Each individual site then has the ability

to function and be administered autonomously, relying only on the links between the sites

when there is a need to run a report from the Central Reports

Each of the individual autonomous sites would use one of the previous installation options.

The PaperCut Site Server could then be considered for deployment to offer the same bene-

fits listed above within these installations.
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Figure 12: Multi Site/Multi Server deployment

Scenario Variations
All of these scenarios can be complemented with other approaches to address high avail-

ability, resilience and scalability, including:

Clustered print server.

Clustered Application Server.

Deployment on an External Database (RDBMS).

Clustered Database Server.

Off-premises (Private cloud hosted server backed by infrastructure provider).

2.8.1.3. Comparison Table

The following table should assist with comparing deployment architectures. Different mod-

els offer different benefits and challenges. The key is to select themodel that addresses

your primary requirements, and to understand any constraints that need to bemanaged in

your environment.
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Deployment type Benefits Considerations

1 site, multi server Printing load distribution

Central Application Server

administration

Removes single-point sens-

itivity at print server layer

Multiple print servers to

manage

Multi site, single

server

Central administration

Simple deployment

Simple user management

Simple queue and device

management

Job roaming across sites

(Find-Me)

Requires robustWAN

Least complex setup

Multi site, multi print

servers

Central administration

Simple user management

ReducedWAN traffic

Reflects commonly used

architectures

Job roaming across sites

(Find-Me)

Requires robustWAN

Requiresmore servers

Decentralised queue

management

Multiple find-me queues

More complex setup

Multi site, multi

Application Servers

Doesn't require robustWAN

Enables decentralised and

parallel deployment and

setup

Decentralised administration

Enables rolling updates

Each site requires an

independent imple-

mentation

Overall setup for all sites

requiresmore time

No job roaming across

sites (Find-Me)

Table 13: Deployment model comparisons
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Deployment type Benefits Considerations

Consolidated reporting is

available

2.8.1.4. Further Resources

For further details of setup for each scenario, refer to the following resources. and .

Scenario A - Single Site, Multi Print Server
Configuring Secondary Print Servers and Locally Attached Printers.

Resiliencywith Site Servers.

Scenario B - Multi Site, Single Server
Capacity Planning.

Resiliencywith Site Servers.

Scenario C - Multi Site, Multi Print Server
Configuring Secondary Print Servers and Locally Attached Printers

Capacity Planning.

Resiliencywith Site Servers.

Scenario D - Multi Site, Multi Print Server, Multi
Application Server

SeeCentral Reports.

Deployment on an External Database (RDBMS)

Resiliencywith Site Servers.
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2.8.2. Resiliency with Site Servers
For customerswith distributed deployments, considerations such as redundancy and resi-

lience to network outages are often a high priority.

A robust solution should defend critical points of failure, to ensure an organization can still

continue to operate whilst a network is under duress. For PaperCut thismeans a robust

deployment should ensure the availability of printing over failing and unreliable network

links.

The installation of PaperCut Site Servers give customers peace of mind that access to print-

ing resourceswon’t be interrupted by unexpected network dropouts.

The Site Server duplicates the key features of a PaperCut primary server to a local site dur-

ing an outage. MFDs are configured to connect to a Site Server as if it were the primary

server to remove their reliance onWAN links. PaperCut secondary servers (Print Pro-

viders) are also aware of their local Site Server, providing a failover server if the primary

server cannot be contacted.

This simple but effective design delivers high availability to MFDs and support for Secure

Print Release including Find-Me Printing.

The Site Server installs in minuteswith minimal configuration steps and no ongoing admin-

istration. Installers and Administrators need no specialist skills in databasemanagement or

replication to provide business continuity. The Site Server ensures it is kept up to date with

the current state of the primary server, transparently performing the role of the primary

server when needed. Once a connection to the primary server can be re-established, the

merge of local Site Server logs and transactions back to the primary server is also seam-

lesslymanaged by the Site Server.

The close relationship between the Site and primary servers allows the support of the same

set of Operating Systems and Databases for installations. It's perfectly valid to promote an

existing PaperCut secondary server (Print Provider) to a PaperCut Site Server to improve a

site's resiliency.
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Figure 14: Site Server example

2.8.2.1. Technical Overview

The goal of the Site Server is to support access to printing and copying, and is designed to

be implemented with equal ease for existing PaperCut customers and new PaperCut Cus-

tomers. The diagrams below highlights the change in design for existing customers imple-

menting a Site Server, or for new customers that want to incrementally build a solution and

phase a Site Server in after a basic single server solution is functioning.
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Figure 15: WITHOUT Site Server

Figure 16: WITH Site Server

These images show the changes in how elements of a PaperCut solution communicate

when a Site Server is deployed.

MFDs now communicate with the Site Server. This ensure an outage between Site

Server and Application Server is defended by the Site Server.
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Print Servers also communicate with the Site Server when the Application Server is

unavailable.

During normal operation where the Site Server and the Application Server are connected,

the two servers together deliver the full set of PaperCut functionality. In anticipation of an

outage, the Site Server also caches an up to date set of Application Server data.

In the unlikely event of an outage, the Site Server immediately takes over to deliver busi-

ness continuity. When the link is re-established, normal operation resumes and offline job

logs and transactions are submitted to the Application Server.

What you will need

The Site Server implements the core functions of the Application Server, and as such the

majority of requirements are the same.

Operating

System

All eligible choices for an Application Server. Can be chosen

independently from the Application Server.

Database All eligible choices for an Application Server. Can be chosen

independently from the Application Server.

Database

licensing

PaperCut database replication is provided by PaperCut. No data-

base enterprise licensing is required.

Server

specs

Follow the suggested sizing requirements of the Application

Server.

SSL Server to server communication is encrypted by default. We

recommend using a certificate for your Application Server signed

by a CA. Your CA of choice should provide instructions for your

installation.

Versioning Your Application Server must be v15.0 or greater, and your Site

Servers must be of the same version.

Licensing The Site Server component is a license feature of the PaperCut

Application. Licenses must be arrange prior to installation.

Table 17: What you will need
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Ports Site Server: The Site Server listens on port 9191 for Print Pro-

vider connections and the inbound ports for your chosen Device

Connections. Application Server: The Application Server

listens on port 9192 for connections from the Site Server and

9191 for Print Provider connections.

Where to deploy

An effective way to consider where a PaperCut Site Server should be deployed is to install

a Site Server in any network segmentwhere you have concerns about the link reli-

ability between this segment and the Application Server and an outage to this segment

would impact your business.

Remote sites

City offices

Separate campuses

Individual buildingswith poor links

Local sites where servers are on the Private Cloud

2.8.2.2. Offline Operations

Site Servers ensure the access to print and copy services is supported during a network out-

age. However, some serviceswill remain unavailable during an outage, as detailed below.

Supported functions

dd
Normal

Operations

Offline with NO

Site Server

Offline WITH

Site Server

Basic printing (Failure

mode)

Yes Yes Yes

MFD login (ALL devices) Yes No Yes

Hardware terminals

(CPad, Alpha, VCC…)

Yes No Yes

Table 18: Supported Functions
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dd
Normal

Operations

Offline with NO

Site Server

Offline WITH

Site Server

Secure Print Yes No Yes

Find-Me Print Yes No Yes

User Balances Yes No Yes

Filters and conversions Yes No Yes

Release Stations Yes No Yes

Shared Accounts at the

MFD

Yes No Yes

Payment Gateways,

Kiosks

Yes No No

Mobile Print (Web, GCP,

iOS, Email…)

Yes No No

Desktop Client / Account

Selection

Yes No No

Scripting Yes No No

To ensure continuity, Offline Policies allow an Administrator to define the application beha-

viour ahead of any outage that disrupts PaperCut normal operations.

Offline Policies

TheUser Client, scripting services, and payment options are not available during an out-

age. Offline Policies fill the gaps allowing users to continue to work. Offline policies are avail-

able after installing your first Site Server. They are accessible via Sites > Offline

Policies.
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Account Selection

The PaperCut User Client is one service that remains connected to the Application Server.

Users who normally have the desktop client popup ask for a shared account before prints

are accepted need a policy to determine the account to charge when the desktop client is

unavailable during an outage. The policy options are;

1. [default] Automatically charge to a single shared account. The print job is

charged to a specified shared account (the default is "Offline Account").

2. Automatically charge to personal account. The print job is charged to the user’s

personal account.

3. Cancel the print job. If a shared account must be selected by the end user and this

is not possible, the job is cancelled.

Restricted Credit

TheOffline Credit Policy determines how PaperCut should determine whether to assume

credit is available or to deny the job when the Application Server is unavailable. As an

example, organizations can choose to allow an overdraft should the ability for users to top

up their accounts be impacted whilst the central Application Server cannot be contacted.

The following policies are defined for restricted users and accounts whilst a site is in offline

mode:
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1. [default] Use last known balance.Only deny jobswhen the user’s balance (as

known by the Site Server) is used up.

2. Use the last known balance and allow overdraw by.Only deny jobswhen the

User’s balance known by the Site Server, plus a specified offline overdraft amount is

used up.

3. Allow job to proceed, regardless of balance. Treat the account as unrestricted

and allow all jobs to proceed. The account might go into negative when the Applic-

ation Server is available again.

4. Assume no credit. Deny any job charging to restricted accounts.Only unres-

tricted accounts can be used when offline with this policy. For example, when offline,

Staff are able to use resources, whereas Students are not.

Important: The first three policiesmight result in accounts being deficit when the Applic-

ation Server is online again.

Unauthenticated Users

TheUser Authentication Policy prescribes the behavior in offlinemodewhere PaperCut

cannot validate the owner of the job. This is anticipated for sites that rely on the Handling

Unauthenticated (non-domain) Laptops feature of PaperCut. For unauthenticated users,

the following policies are available:

1. [default] Assign print job to this user. (The default user is "unknown"). Con-

figure the preconfigured user as unrestricted, so that jobs allocated to this user are

not denied based on theOffline Credit Policy. You can also configure this user to

charge to a specified shared account (which should also be unrestricted).

2. Do not track, but allow job to print. Jobs pass through physical queues unim-

peded to the destination printers. However, jobs sent to virtual queues do not print.
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3. Cancel the print job. Any print jobs sent from the unauthenticated users are can-

celled immediately.

Important: This policy also applies for users who have not been encountered by PaperCut

previously. i.e. new domain users who have not been previously synced into PaperCut.

User Password Authentication

PaperCut normally performs user authentication via an external directory source, such as

Active Directory. In normal operations, this validation is performed by the Application

Server. When offline, you can choose between these options:

1. External authentication on: The Site Server attempts to authenticate the user via

the external source as configured. This option requires the authentication source to

be able to be contacted by the Site Server during the interruption that is preventing

access to the Application Server.

2. External authentication off: Authentication from an external source is not avail-

able. Thismeans that offline username/password login to a device or Release Sta-

tion is not available, other than for Internal users.

2.8.2.3. Installation

Site Servers are an architectural component of the PaperCut solution. Setup is a straight-

forward process. Likemost architecture projects, the time is best spent planning.

1. Planning

Planning is themost critical step of a successful Site Server deployment. Take a few

moments prior to installation to run through a checklist of items:

Arrange a license to include the required number of Site Servers.

Consider a signed certificate by a trusted CA for your Application Server

Plan to install/update the Application Server to v15.0.
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Discuss and choose the appropriate Offline Policies for your site.

Choose a Site Server location that ensures a reliable connection to the devices and

print servers it needs to support.

Plan for minor disruption for any existing embedded or hardware devices you recon-

figure to use the Site Server.

Review the critical functions the Site Server supports to understand offline behaviour.

2. Apply your license

Your Application Server must be licensed for Site Servers before installing the Site Server

software.

3. [optional] Import a trusted signed certificate

Where practical, consider implementing a signed certificate for SSL communications. For

more information, see SSL/HTTPS KeyGeneration.

4. Installation

Before installing a Site Server, verify that the primary server (central Application Server) is

set up and running correctly.

Windows
On aWindows server, install the Site Server software by selecting theSite Server install-

ation (advanced) option in the installation wizard. If the PaperCut primary server software

was previously installed on the server, uninstall it prior to installing the Site Server software.

Linux
Follow the existing Quick install: Linux (CUPS and/or Samba) section of the PaperCut

manual, with the additional parameter of ––site-server when executing the installer.
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Mac
On aMac server, install the Site Server by downloading the latest MacDMGdisk image and

execute the contained installer calledPaperCut MF Site Server Install (advanced).pkg

5. Post installation setup

1. Set a unique name of the Site Server you are configuring.

2. Enter the name or IP of the Application Server this Site Server connects to.

3. Enter the credentials of a user with administrator access to PaperCut on the primary

server.
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The Site Server is now connected to Application Server and will begin the data syn-

chronization process.

4. The Site Server requires no additional configuration at the local machine. You can

use the Login link under the Application Server image to access the PaperCut

admin interface on the primary server. TheSites tab is now available.

5. Click the Sites > Offline Policies tab to set theOffline Policies for your installation.

Tip: If you have installed the Site Server onto an existing PaperCut Con-

figuring Secondary Print Servers and Locally Attached Printers, the Print

Provider is automatically configured to work with the new Site Server.

Upgrade any additional Print Providers to the same version of the Applic-

ation Server and configure in the print-provider.conf file to connect

to the Site Server address.

MFD configuration
Configure embedded devices to use the Site Server as their hosting Server. You can add

new devices to the Site Server directly, or migrate existing devices to the Site Server,

without losing device history.
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Implementations of embedded solutions vary according tomanufacturer, however, they can

be broadly grouped into two categories.

Devices that connect to PaperCut. (Sharp, Ricoh, Kyocera, Lexmark, Sam-

sung, Brother)

Follow the installation guide for your particular device, taking care to enter the Site

Server addresswhere the Application Server address is usually entered.

Devices that PaperCut connects to. (AIP devices, Konica Minolta, Toshiba,

Xerox EIP or JBA, VCC).

Follow the installation guide for your particular device. When configuring a new device,

select the server that this device is hosted on.

The device record also presents an option for administrators to change thisHosted

on value at any time in the future. This allows for a device to bemoved from one server

to another.

You can view which server is currently hosting each of your devices in the Device List page

of the admin interface.

Release Station configuration
The Standard Release Stations andMobile Print Release - Releasing print jobs on your

mobile apps are both supported by the Site Server to allow held jobs to be released in both

online and offline operation.
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The Standard Release Station is connected to the Site Server by editing the Release

Station's connection.properties file and changing the server-ip setting to the

Site Server address.

The Site Server version of themobile release app is accessed by using the Site

Server address in the URL, e.g. http://[site-server]:9191/mr

Testing your installation
TheSites tab of the admin interface shows at a glance the status of all Site Servers. Whilst

the Site Server is connected, your PaperCut installation operates as per normal.

To verify that your Site Server is providing resilience, you can take the site offline. You can

achieve this by simulating network failure (pulling the plug), or by disabling the site in the

Sites tab.

1. Select the site in theSites tab

2. ChooseDisable connection (force offline) in theSite Connection section.

3. ClickApply

You can validate the site as being in offlinemode via the Site Server URL (http://

[Site Server]:9191/admin). Printing and copying should continue according to the

offline policies defined in the installation section. Validating the application of the policies via

copy and print transactions ensures your settings have been applied correctly.

To complete the test, return the Site to online by selectingEnable connection in the Site

record. Validate your transactions have been uploaded to the Application Server by search-

ing either the User, Device, Printer or Job log.

Tip: Jobs performed offline aremarked as such in the print log. You can see

which jobs are offline by inspecting the job details in the job log. In addition, when

creating job log reports, you can now filter by offline jobs, to report only the jobs

performed offline in a specified period.
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Important note about future upgrades
Version upgrades to the Application Server result in the Site Servers supporting their local

site in offlinemode until they are also upgraded. Therefore you should also plan to upgrade

the Site Servers as part of your upgrade procedure.

2.8.2.4. Common questions about Site Servers

Do I need to backup my PaperCut Site Server?

No. The Site Server does not maintain its own data and does not need backing up. If a Site

Server fails, you can quickly establish a new one by re-installing. By contrast, the Applic-

ation Server doesmaintain important configuration and history data and should be backed

up.

Does the Site Server replicate the entire PaperCut database?

No. The Site Server does replicate key tables from the PaperCut database related to con-

figuration. This includesUser, Group, Printer, Device and Attribute tables. Importantly, the

Site Server does not replicate the Printer Log table from the Application Server, as this data

is not needed. For many customers, the Printer Log table is by far the largest table in the

database.

Is communication between the Site Server and Application Server secure?

Yes. The Site Server performs all communication with the Application Server over a secure

HTTPS connection. A Site Server cannot be connected to the Application Server without

the approval of a PaperCut administrator with sufficient admin rights.

Do I need to run a Site Server on an external database?

No. The PaperCut Site Server also ships with an internal database in the sameway the

Application Server does. However, if you prefer an external database, we support these

too.

What database replication technology do you use?

PaperCut developed its own database replication strategy to remove the requirement for

costly enterprise database licenses.

Is failover automatic, and how quickly does it happen?

The failover from online to offlinemode for the Site Server is an automatic process and
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happenswithout the need for intervention from an administrator. The failover time is also

instantaneous for theMFDs and configurable for the Print Provider, so users can continue

to function without interruption.

How do I check the status of a Site Server?

You can validate the status of a Site Server through the PaperCut admin interface via the

Sitestab aswell as via the http://[site-server]:9191/adminURL.

Will features, such as, conversion to greyscale or force duplex work in offline mode?

Yes. Filters and restrictions set at the queue level are supported when the Site Server is off-

line from the Application Server. However, print scripts and any conversions controlled by

script do not run when offline.

Will username and password login methods be supported if the Application Server isn’t

available?

Yes. Site Servers are able to be configured in a way that they can validate username and

passwordswhen the Application Server is unavailable, however, this is not enabled by

default. If a link between a remote site and themain site is unavailable, there is a high like-

lihood that the directory server is also not available to validate credentials.

Will cross server releasing of print jobs work during an outage?

Cross server releasing of print jobs (where the physical queue and virtual queue are on dif-

ferent print servers) is supported during an outage when both source and target queues

reside on print servers connected to the same Site Server.

Will Site Servers replace the need for clustering?

Customers implementing clustering of the Application Server to maintain high service

levels should continue to do so. The Site Server offers additional protection, but many fea-

tures of the Application Server, such asWeb Print, BYOD printing and external payment

gateways are not currently available through a Site Server.

Will Site Servers improve scalability of my system?

In the initial release, we are not claiming scalability benefits for the Site Server. However,

the Site Server is distributing workload - and aswe gather more data and continue to build

the solution, we will likely see some scalability benefits.

How do I specify the Site Server network address for my Web Services device?
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Where a Site Server hasmultiple IP addresses, devices that look for PaperCut might need

to know which IP address is the correct address to connect to. On the Application Server,

this is easily set under Options > Advanced > Server Address . On the Site Server, you

can specify the address to use on the Sites > Site Server Details page inOverride Net-

work Address.

What happens to my existing held print jobs when the Application Server becomes unavail-

able?

Jobs that were printed to a local print server prior to an outage are redisplayed in your held

jobs list a few minutes after the Application Server becomes unavailable.

2.8.3. Configuring Secondary Print Servers and
Locally Attached Printers
This section covers the setup of a secondary print server in "Quick Start" format. For a

detailed explanation of the underlying technology and what's happening behind the scenes

see the subsequent sections.

A secondary print server is a system that directly hosts a printer. In many situations it can be

a dedicated server, however, a secondary server can also be a desktop system hosting a dir-

ectly attached USB printer. If this printer is to be controlled and tracked by PaperCut MF, a

smallmonitoring component needs to be installed. Themonitoring component intercepts

the local printing and reports this use back to the primaryApplication Server. A secondary

server can be either :

1. A server style system hostingmany printers.

2. A desktop style system hosting printer(s) also shared to other network users.

3. A desktop style systemwith the printer used only for local users (not shared).

Themonitoring service is also referred to as aPrint Provider as its task is to provide inform-

ation back to themainApplication Server.

The process of setting up a secondary print server, depends on the operating system. Read

the section appropriate to the required operating system.
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Tip: For resilience against network outages, consider installing Site Servers at

each of your secondary print server locations. Refer to Multi-Server andMulti-

Site Deployments for a broader discussion of multi-site andWAN scenarios.

If you have a networked environment but do not have a print server, you can configure your

computers to print directly to a printer. For more information, see Configuring Direct Print-

ing.

2.8.3.1. Configuring a Windows secondary print server

This section describes the process of setting up a secondaryWindows print server.

Step 1 - Ensure primary server is set up correctly

Before installing a secondary server you should take some time to ensure the primary

server (central Application Server) is set up and running correctly. If it is not running fine

now adding an extra server only adds an extra variable to the equation and complicates

troubleshooting. Take some time now to verify that the primary server is functioning cor-

rectly. For example, verify that:

Printers on this server are being tracked.

Users are allowed to login to user pages from their workstations.

Administrators can access the system.

Step 2 - Ensure firewall software is set to allow access to port 9191

Secondary server needs to communicate (initiate a TCP connection) on port 9191. Admin-

istrators should ensure that any firewall software on the primaryApplication Server is not

set to block any incoming local network traffic on this port.

Step 3 - Install the Print Provider

Install the Print Provider software onto the secondary server. On aWindows server, this is

done by selecting theSecondary Print Server option in the installation wizard. If the

PaperCut primary server software was previously installed on the server it must be unin-

stalled prior to installing the secondary server software.
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Step 4 - Configuration

The Print Provider on the secondary server needs to know where the primary server is

installed.

1. Open a text editor such asNotepad.

2. Open the file:

[app-path]\providers\print\win\print-provider.conf

3. Locate the line starting with ApplicationServer= and change localhost to

the name or IP address of the primary server.

4. Restart the server so the new configuration is detected. To avoid a restart, manually

restart thePaperCut Print Provider service.

Step 5 - Test

The secondary server should now be configured. Log in to the system as "admin" and verify

that the printers are now listed under the Printers section. Perform amulti-page test print on

each printer and verify that print jobs are tracked correctly.

Automated Install

You can automate the installation of the secondary server component onWindows sys-

tems. This is handywhen thePrint Provider component needs to be installed on a number

of desktop systems running locally attached printers. For more information see, Automating

secondary server deployment onWindows.

2.8.3.2. Configuring a Macintosh secondary print server

This section describes the process of setting up a secondaryMac print server. The primary

Application Server can either be aWindows, Mac or a Linux basis system. PaperCut MF

has full support for "mixed" or heterogeneous printing environments.

Step 1 - Ensure primary server is set up correctly

Before installing a secondary server you should take some time to ensure the primary

server (central Application Server) is set up and running correctly. If it is not running fine

now adding an extra server only adds an extra variable to the equation and complicates
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troubleshooting. Take some time now to verify that the primary server is functioning cor-

rectly. For example, verify that:

Printers on this server are being tracked.

Users are allowed top login to user pages from their workstations.

Administrators can access the system.

Step 2 - Ensure firewall software is set to allow access to port 9191

Secondary server needs to communicate (initiate a TCP connection) on port 9191. Admin-

istrators should ensure that any firewall software on the primaryApplication Server is not

set to block any incoming local network traffic on this port.

Step 3 - Check that the host user account
exists
PaperCut MF runs under a non-privileged user account called "papercut". This invisible sys-

tem account is created automatically upon first install. Advanced SystemAdministrators

can, however, have a preference to create this account manually. If you fall into this cat-

egory, create the papercut account now prior to installation.

Step 4 - Install the Print Provider

Install the Print Provider software onto the secondary server. Download the latest Mac

DMGdisk image and execute the contained installer called PaperCut MF secondary

server Installation.pkg.

Step 5 - Configuration

The Print Provider on the secondary server needs to know where the primary server is

installed. The installer attempts to open the appropriate configuration file automatically after

the install completes. However, your IT environment configurationmight prevent this from

happening. If it does not automatically open, open the following file in a text editor:

[app-path]/providers/print/mac/print-provider.conf

To configure a secondary server:
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1. Locate the line starting with ApplicationServer= and change localhost to

the name or IP address of the primary server.

2. Save the file and exit the text editor.

3. Double-click the command script /Applications/PaperCut MF/Con-

trol Printer Monitoring.command, and enable monitoring on the

appropriate printers.

Step 6 - Test

The secondary server should now be configured. Log in to the system as "admin" and verify

that the printers are now listed under the Printers section. Perform amulti-page test print on

each printer and verify that print jobs are tracked correctly.

2.8.3.3. Configuring a Linux or Novell iPrint secondary

print server

This section describes the process of setting up a secondary print server on a Linux system.

The primaryApplication Server can either be aWindows, Mac, Novell or a Linux based sys-

tem. PaperCut MF has full support for "mixed" or heterogeneous printing environments.

Step 1 - Ensure primary server is set up correctly

Before installing a secondary server you should take some time to ensure the primary

server (central Application Server) is set up and running correctly. If it is not running fine

now, adding an extra server only adds an extra variable to the equation and complicates

troubleshooting. Take some time now to verify that the primary server is functioning cor-

rectly. For example, verify that:

Printers on this server are being tracked.

Users are allowed user login to user pages from their workstations.

Administrators can access the system.

Step 2 - Ensure firewall software is set to allow access to port 9191

Secondary server needs to communicate (initiate a TCP connection) on port 9191. Admin-

istrators should ensure that any firewall software on the primaryApplication Server is not
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set to block any incoming local network traffic on this port. A good way to test, is to open a

browser on the planned secondary server and confirm you can access the administration

web interface on port 9191.

Step 3 - Check that the host account exists

On the secondary server, create a user account called papercut. Set the papercut

user's home directory to the desired install location. This is normally /home/papercut.

Themethod of creating this account is the same as that used for the primary server setup.

See Installation for more details if required.

Step 4 - Install the Print Provider

Important: The instructions below assume i686 architecture. If your systemOS

is 64-bit, replace i686 with x64 in all file paths.

Install thePrint Provider software onto the secondary server by copying all files and dir-

ectories from the primaryApplication Server's directory:

[app_path]/providers/print/linux-i686/* (32bit)

[app_path]/providers/print/linux-x64/* (64bit)

To the equivalent location on the secondary server:

/home/papercut/providers/print/linux-i686/ (32bit)

/home/papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/ (64bit)

on the secondary server. Perform the copy operation as the papercut user so that files

are owned by the papercut user. You can use anymethod to copy the files, including

over the network or via a USB key. If the primary server is also Linux, the simplest way

would be use Secure Copy (scp) as follows:

shell> su - papercut

shell> mkdir -p providers/print

shell> cd providers/print

shell> scp -r primary.serv-

er.name:/home/papercut/providers/print/* .
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After the copy operation is performed, execute the setperms and roottasks scripts as

root:

32bit

>shell> su - root

shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-i686/setperms

shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-i686/roottasks

64bit

shell> su - root

shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/setperms

shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/roottasks

Step 5 - Configuration

ThePrint Provider on the secondary server needs to know where the primary server is

installed (e.g. Its IP address).

1. Open the following file in a text editor:

/home/papercut/providers/print/linux-i686/print-pro-

vider.conf (32bit)

/home/papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/print-pro-

vider.conf (64bit)

2. Locate the line starting with ApplicationServer= and change localhost to

the name or IP address of the primary server.

You now need to integrate the binaries copied in step 4 into the CUPS, Samba or Novell

iPrint print queues.

This process is detailed in Linux Print Queue Integration and Step 5 - Printer/iPrint Con-

figuration.

Step 6 - Test

The secondary server should now be configured. Perform some test printing on all of this

secondary server's printers. Log in to the system as "admin" and verify that the printers are

now listed under the Printers section. Perform amulti-page test print on each printer and

verify that print jobs are tracked correctly.
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2.8.3.4. Print Monitoring Architecture

This section covers PaperCut MF print monitoring architecture from a technical per-

spective. Knowledge of advanced networking is expected.

PaperCut MF is designed using the latest software design principles. An important design

principle used is Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). PaperCut MF divides key oper-

ational areas into components. These components communicate using an XMLWeb Ser-

vices standard. Two of themain services are:

Service/Component Description

The Application

Server

The central logic service responsible calculating user

costs and providing the web and admin interface.

Print Provider Ser-

vice

A service responsible for monitoring and analyzing

print jobs and reporting this information using XML

Web Services to the Application Server.

Table 19: PaperCut MF services/components

In a single server setup, you do not need to be concerned with the two components as they

automatically act as one (it's only noticeable in that two processes are running on the

server). On amulti-server/system environment a deeper understanding of the architecture

is required.

2.8.3.5. Multiple Print Servers

Many large networks, or even smaller networkswith a legacy design, can havemore than

one print server. Reasons for separating printers across servers/systems include:

Legacy design - That's the way the previous admin set it up.

Networkswith 100 printers or moremight needmultiple servers to spread the printing

load.

Networks spanningmultiple physical sites or subnets can have separate serversmin-

imize cross-site network traffic.

Servers can exist to support different operating systems

A local desktop printer attached to a system is also a remote print server.
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One of the servers on the network needs to be nominated as the primary server. This sys-

tem runs theApplication Server software responsible for providing the user interface, stor-

ing the data, andmanaging the application logic. The system nominated for this task is

usually a print server (but could be any server). It needs to be a systemwith spare capacity

to run the PaperCut MF Application Server software. This system should have good per-

formance, have at least 500Mb of free hard-disk space, and be included in an off-disk

backup routine.

Other print servers are known as secondary servers. These servers run the Print Provider

component and communicate back to the central server. The following diagram illustrates

this setup.

Figure 20: Secondary server reporting back to primary server

(application server)

When a client prints to a secondary server, the Print Provider intercepts the print job and for-

wards the information to the central server for processing. Communication is via XMLWeb

Services over HTTP on the PaperCut Application Server's nominated port (normally port
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9191). The web services protocol is specifically designed to facilitate easy firewalling,

scalability, and works over a wide range of network speeds.

PaperCut MF Service Oriented Architecture offersmany advantages for network admin-

istrators including:

Secondary servers run theminimumamount of software

Communication between servers usesminimal bandwidth. Physically separated serv-

ers connected viaWAN links, VPNs or other slow links are supported with minimal or

no impact on printing performance.

All data, logging and configuration information is stored on one single central server

facilitating central backup from one location.

Management is conducted centrally from one location.

PaperCut MF's SOA design allows advanced setups including:

Decentralized deployment

Separation of concern (servers dedicated to separate tasks such as database server-

,Application Server and print server)

Options to remove points of failure via clustering or fail-over

Figure 21: Architecture - an advanced configuration
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2.8.3.6. Automating secondary server deployment on Win-

dows

The secondary server installation process can also be automated via command line

switches issued to the installer program. This is useful when you need to install thePrint Pro-

vider on a number of desktop systems hosting local attached printers.

To automate the installation:

1. Copy the windows installer program, pcmf-setup.exe, into a directory accessible

to the target systems (i.e. A network share or mapped drive).

2. Copy the print-provider.conf file frommain server. This file is located at

[app-path]/providers/print/win. Place the file in the same directory as

the install program (as performed in step 1.)

3. Edit the print-provider.conf file and define the correct server name or IP

address of themain Application Server in the line starting with Applic-

ationServer= .

4. Use a batch file or equivalent to start the install program as follows:

pcmf-setup.exe /TYPE=secondary_print /SILENT

Note: The installer requires administrator level - needed to install a system service.

Note:
The executable name of the installer program can vary depending on the ver-

sion.

Replacing the /SILENT option with /VERYSILENT suppresses all visual

output during the installation process.

The copy of the print-provider.conf file is used during the install pro-

cess to ensure the installation is aware of the location of themain Application

Server.

For a full list of command-line arguments, see Automating / Streamlining

Installation onWindows.
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2.8.4. Configuring Direct Printing
This section describes how you can track and report on printing that is sent directly from a

computer to a printer, without the need for a print server.

This solution is ideal for businesses that have distributed brancheswith amodest number

of computers, such as, post offices, bank branches, gas stations, retail outlets. It also suits

small businesseswith a collection of computers in an environment without dedicated IT sup-

port. The combination of a Direct Printing configuration and a private cloud implementation

of PaperCut can eliminate the need for any local infrastructure.

Important:
Direct Printing is not recommended for environments using quotas or charging,

such as, education. This is because users can turn off PaperCut MF's tracking

from their computer. It might be possible, depending on permissions, for a user to

disable the Direct Print Monitor, which would turn off print tracking on their com-

puter.

Scenario 1: Small business
Matt’s Accounting is a small businesswith five employeesworking in aWindows envir-

onment. Theywant to track their printing costs per client, but do not want the overhead of

having to set up andmaintain a print server and dedicated Application Server. They have

two choices for the Application Server:

purchase a low cost PC that can be used as an Application Server

use a cloud-based Application Server

They have chosen to use a cloud-based Application Server.

Since they do not have a dedicated print server and also do not have the experience toman-

age a print server, theywant to print directly from their computers to the printer. This Paper-

Cut MF solution is easy to set up and requires no IT infrastructure changes.
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Figure 22: Direct Printing setup - small office

Scenario 2: Business with distributed
small branches
Dash About Inc. is amedium sized taxi company that comprises a head office plus 20

home-based offices used by the drivers. They currently have PaperCut set up in their head

office and now want to roll out PaperCut to each home office. They do not want the network

overhead of print jobs being sent to head office and then back to the home offices via their

VPN, but also do not want to set up a print server in each home office. Direct Printing is

ideal in this situation as a print server is not required.
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Dash About have already set up an automated PaperCut install process for new computers

and want to incorporate the Direct Printing installation into this process.

Figure 23: Direct Printing setup - distributed branch

How does it work?
Direct Printing allows print jobs to be sent directly from a user’s computer to a printer,

without an intervening print server. This requires print queues (sometimes referred to as

“printers” or “drivers”) to be set up on each computer for each printer. For example, onWin-

dows, this is done through theDevices and Printers control panel.

With this setup, there aremultiple computers each with a print queue directed at the same

physical printer. However, you do not want each print queue to be displayed as a separate

printer in PaperCut MF. Direct Printing consolidates the print jobs frommultiple print

queues into a single printer.

Each computer that prints directly to a printer needs the following components:

a print queue that sends jobs directly to a printer rather than to a print server

queue. The print queue can use either the IP address or hostname of the
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printer.

a small monitoring component, known as a Direct Print Monitor. This mon-

itoring component reports back to the Application Server.

Direct Printing simplifies the configuration, management, and reporting of print jobs. The

Application Server automaticallymerges the information frommultiple computers into one

printer in thePrinter List. This process is called linking.

Each linked print queue automatically uses the printer's configuration, whichmeans you do

not need to configure each print queue individually. PaperCut MF reports the summarized

data at the printer level rather than for each individual print queue.

The process of setting up Direct Printing, depends on the operating system.

Figure 24: Direct Printing architecture
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2.8.4.1. Install the Direct Print Monitor

Theway in which you install Direct Printing depends on your operating system. For more

information see:

Installing the Direct Print Monitor on a Windows computer

Installing the Direct Print Monitor on a Mac computer

Installing the Direct Print Monitor on a Linux computer

Installing the Direct Print Monitor on a Windows computer

This section describes the process of setting up Direct Printing onWindows computers.

The primaryApplication Server can be either aWindows, Mac, or a Linux based system.

PaperCut MF has full support for "mixed" or heterogeneous printing environments.

Step 1 - Ensure primary server is set up
correctly
Before installing the Direct Print Monitor, you should ensure that the primary server (Applic-

ation Server) is set up and running correctly.

Verify that:

PaperCut NG/MF release 16.0 or above is installed.

Users are allowed to log in to user pages from their computers.

Administrators can access the system.

The Application Server is accessible from each computer requiring Direct

Printing, that is, you can Ping the Application Server.
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Step 2 - Ensure firewall software is set to
allow access to the port used by the
Application Server
A computer with the Direct Print Monitor installed needs to communicate (initiate a TCP con-

nection) on the port used by the Application Server (by default this is port 9191). Ensure that

any firewall software on the primary Application Server is not set to block any incoming local

network traffic on this port.

Step 3 - Change the default configuration
(optional)
TheDirect Print Monitor installation configuration file is installed in the following location on

the Application Server:

[app-path]/providers/direct-print-monitor/win/direct-print-

monitor.conf

Note:
If you need to change the configuration after deploying Direct Printing, youmust

change the configuration on every computer using Direct Printing.

The Direct Print Monitor configuration file is automatically generated with the hostname of

the Application Server when the Application Server is installed. If required, you can change

the default configuration, however, the default configuration suitsmost implementations.

For example, you can change the IP address of the Application Server to a Fully Qualified

Domain Name (FQDN).
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Step 4 - Install the Direct Print Monitor
on each computer
Install the Direct Print Monitor on eachWindows computer. You can install the Direct Print

Monitor either:

manually—if you do not have many computers on which you want to install the software,

manual installation might be easier

Manually install the Direct Print Monitor

Note:
If the computer has a PaperCut MF Print Provider installed, uninstall it.

1. Ensure the following files are in a shared folder that is accessible to the target com-

puters (i.e. a network share or mapped drive):

[app-path]\providers\direct-print-monitor\win\

This folder contains the following files:

pc-direct-print-monitor.exe

direct-print-monitor.conf

Note:
These two filesmust be in the same folder for the Direct Print Monitor

installation to work.

2. On each computer, navigate to the shared folder on the Application Server.

3. Double-click pc-direct-print-monitor.exe.

ThePaperCut MF Setup Wizard is displayed.
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4. ClickNext.
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5. Read the End User License Agreement; then clickNext.

6. ClickNext.
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When the installation is complete, theCompleting the PaperCut Setup Wizard

screen is displayed.
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7. ClickFinish.

The Direct Print Monitor is installed.

automatically—if you have a large number of computers, or existing automated install pro-

cesses in place, then we recommend you automate the install process

Automate Direct Print Monitor installation
TheDirect Print Monitor installation process can also be automated via command line

switches issued to the installer program. This is useful if you need to install the Direct Print

Monitor on a number of computers.

To automate the installation:

1. Ensure the following files are in a shared folder that is accessible to the target com-

puter (i.e. a network share or mapped drive):

pc-direct-print-monitor.exe—Windows installer program
direct-print-monitor.conf
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Note:
OnWindowsApplication Servers, these files are located by default in the fol-

lowing shared folder:

[app-path]\providers\direct-print-monitor\win\

2. Use a batch file or equivalent to start the install program. For example, for Windows

use the following:

pc-direct-print-monitor.exe /TYPE=secondary_print

/SILENT

Note:
Replacing the /SILENT option with /VERYSILENT suppresses all visual

output during the installation process.

The copy of the direct-print-monitor.conf file is used during the

install process to ensure the installation is aware of the location of themain

Application Server.

For a full list of command-line arguments, see Automating / Streamlining

Installation onWindows.

Important:
You cannot install the Direct Print Monitor on a computer that has a Print Provider

installed. This includes computers that are acting as Application Servers, Site

Servers, and secondary servers.

Step 5 - Test
TheDirect Print Monitor should now be configured.

1. Log in to the Application Server as "admin" and verify that the printer

queues are linked to the printer:

a. Navigate to the Printers page.
b. Select the printer.
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c. Click the Queues tab.
d. Verify that the printer queues are linked to the printer.

2. Perform a multi-page test print on each printer and verify that print jobs are

tracked correctly.

Installing the Direct Print Monitor on a Mac computer

The process to install the Direct Print Monitor on aMac computer is the same nomatter

which operating system your Application Server is on.

Step 1 - Ensure primary server is set up
correctly
Before installing the Direct Print Monitor, you should ensure that the primary server (Applic-

ation Server) is set up and running correctly.

Verify that:

PaperCut NG/MF release 16.0 or above is installed.

Users are allowed to log in to user pages from their computers.

Administrators can access the system.

The Application Server is accessible from each computer requiring Direct

Printing, that is, you can Ping the Application Server.

Step 2 - Ensure firewall software is set to
allow access to the port used by the
Application Server
A computer with the Direct Print Monitor installed needs to communicate (initiate a TCP

connection) on the port used by the Application Server (by default this is port 9191). Ensure

that any firewall software on the primary Application Server is not set to block any incoming

local network traffic on this port.
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Step 3 - Install Direct printing
Install the Print Provider software onto each computer.

1. Download the latest MacDMGdisk image from:

http://www.papercut.com/products/mf/direct-print/?-

platform=mac

2. Distribute the installer to the target computers using your preferredmethod, for

example, via a share drive or a portablememory device.

3. On each computer, open the downloaded .dmg file.

4. Double-click PaperCut MF secondary server Installation.pkg and

follow the prompts to install the Print Provider.

Step 4 - Configure the Direct Print
Installer on each computer
The Print Provider on the computer needs to know where the Application Server is installed

and that it should be running in Direct Printingmode. The installer attempts to open the

appropriate configuration file automatically after the install completes. However, your IT

environment configurationmight prevent this from happening. If it does not automatically

open, open the following file in a text editor:

[app-path]\providers\print\mac\print-provider.conf

1. Locate the line starting with ApplicationServer= and change localhost to

the name or IP address of the Application Server.

2. Locate the line with #DirectPrintingMode=false and change it to:

DirectPrintingMode=true

Note:
Make sure you remove # at the beginning of the line.

3. Save the file and exit the text editor.
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4. Double-click the command script /Applications/PaperCut MF/Control

Printer Monitoring.command, and enablemonitoring on the appropriate

printers.

Note:
If required, you can also modify the other default configuration

details. For more information see Adding and Remov-

ing/Deleting/Ignoring Printers

If you need to change the configuration after deploying Direct Print-

ing, you need to manually update the print-provider.conf

file on each computer.

Step 5 - Test
TheDirect Print Monitor should now be configured.

1. Log in to the Application Server as "admin" and verify that the printer

queues are linked to the printer:

a. Navigate to the Printers page.
b. Select the printer.

c. Click the Queues tab.
d. Verify that the printer queues are linked to the printer.

2. Perform a multi-page test print on each printer and verify that print jobs are

tracked correctly.

Installing the Direct Print Monitor on a Linux computer

The process to install the Direct Print Monitor on a Linux computer is the same nomatter

which operating system your Application Server is on.
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Step 1 - Ensure primary server is set up
correctly
Before installing the Direct Print Monitor, you should ensure that the primary server (Applic-

ation Server) is set up and running correctly.

Verify that:

PaperCut NG/MF release 16.0 or above is installed.

Users are allowed to log in to user pages from their computers.

Administrators can access the system.

The Application Server is accessible from each computer requiring Direct

Printing, that is, you can Ping the Application Server.

Step 2 - Ensure firewall software is set to
allow access to the port used by the
Application Server
A computer with the Direct Print Monitor installed needs to communicate (initiate a TCP con-

nection) on the port used by the Application Server (by default this is port 9191). Ensure that

any firewall software on the primary Application Server is not set to block any incoming local

network traffic on this port.

Step 3 - Check that the host user account
exists
On the computer, create a user account called papercut. Set the papercut user's home

directory to the desired install location. This is normally /home/papercut. Themethod of

creating this account is the same as that used for the primary server setup. See Installation

for more details if required.
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Step 4 - Install the Direct Print Monitor

Important: The instructions below assume i686 architecture. If your systemOS

is 64-bit, replace i686 with x64 in all file paths.

Install the Print Provider software onto the computer by copying all files and directories

from the primary Application Server's directory:

For Linux Application Servers:

[app_path]/providers/print/linux-i686/* (32bit)

[app_path]/providers/print/linux-x64/* (64bit)

For WindowsApplication Servers:

[app_path]/providers/print/win/* (32bit)

[app_path]/providers/print/win/* (64bit)

To the equivalent location on the computer:

/home/papercut/providers/print/linux-i686/ (32bit)

/home/papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/ (64bit)

Perform the copy operation as the papercut user so that files are owned by the paper-

cut user. You can use anymethod to copy the files, including over the network or via a

USB key. If the primary server is also Linux, the simplest waywould be use Secure Copy

(scp) as follows:

shell> su - papercut

shell> mkdir -p providers/print

shell> cd providers/print

shell> scp -r primary.serv-

er.name:/home/papercut/providers/print/* .

After the copy operation is performed, execute the setperms and roottasks scripts as

root:

32bit

>shell> su - root

shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-i686/setperms

shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-i686/roottasks
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64bit

shell> su - root

shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/setperms

shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/roottasks

Step 5 - Configure the Direct Print Mon-
itor on each computer
The Print Provider on the computer needs to know where the primary server is installed

(e.g. Its IP address) and that it should be running in Direct Printingmode.

1. Open the following file in a text editor:

/home/papercut/providers/print/linux-i686/print-pro-

vider.conf (32bit)

/home/papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/print-pro-

vider.conf (64bit)

2. Locate the line starting with ApplicationServer= and change localhost to

the name or IP address of the primary server.

3. Locate the line with #DirectPrintingMode=false and change it to:

DirectPrintingMode=true

Note:
Make sure you remove # at the beginning of the line.

4. Save the file and exit the text editor.

5. Integrate the binaries copied in step 4 into the CUPS, Samba, or Novell iPrint print

queues.

This process is detailed in Linux Print Queue Integration and Step 5 - Printer/iPrint

Configuration.
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Note:
If required, you can also modify the other default configuration

details. For more information see Adding and Remov-

ing/Deleting/Ignoring Printers

If you need to change the configuration after deploying Direct Print-

ing, you need to do it manually by updating the print-pro-

vider.conf file on each computer.

Step 6 - Test
Direct Printing should now be configured.

1. Log in to the Application Server as "admin" and verify that the printer

queues are linked to the printer:

a. Navigate to the Printers page.
b. Select the printer.

c. Click the Queues tab.
d. Verify that the printer queues are linked to the printer.

2. Perform a multi-page test print on each printer and verify that print jobs are

tracked correctly.

2.8.4.2. How are direct print queues linked to a printer?

TheDirect Print Monitor intelligently creates printers in the Application Server Printer List. It

creates one printer with multiple print queues (that is, one from each computer). Every print

queue with an IP address or hostname that matches the printer, is linked to the printer.

Linking the print queues to a printer allows PaperCut MF to consolidate the information

from all linked queues and report on the printer as a whole. It also allows the print queues to

dynamically use the configuration of the printer. If any print queues do not automatically

link, youmust manually link the print queue to the printer.

The linking processworks as follows:

1. The first print queue added on a computer with the Direct Print Monitor

installed creates a printer in the Printer List.
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2. If a print queue on any other computer (with a Direct Print Monitor installed)

has the same IP address or hostname as the printer, then a new printer is

not created and the print queue is linked to the printer created in step 1.

Tip:
You should always use a consistent IP address or hostname for print queues to

ensure they are automatically linked.

This process is automatic and works in most of cases. Theremight, however, be some rare

situationswhere a print queue does not automatically link to the printer, or a print queue is

incorrectly linked to the printer. In these cases, you need tomanual link or unlink the rel-

evant print queues.

When you add a computer to your environment and install the Direct Print Monitor, the

Application Server detects the network address of the print queue and automatically links

the print queue to the printer if it matches.

When you remove a computer from your environment, the print queue remains in PaperCut

MF. You need to unlink the print queue on the decommissioned computer, thenmanually

delete the printer from thePrinter Details page.

For more information, see:

Link a print queue to a printer

Unlink a print queue from a printer

View linked print queues

You can check that all print queues have been linked to the appropriate printer.

1. In the Application Server, clickPrinters.

ThePrinter List page is displayed. This list includes all printers and unlinked print

queues.
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Printers that are configured for Direct Printing can be either:

printer with linked print queues—printers with linked print queues

are indicated by an icon containing a number greater than one after

the printer name (  )

print queues that are not linked to a printer—print queues that are

not linked to a printer are indicated by an icon containing 1 after the

printer name ( )

2. Click the printer for which you want to view the linked print queues.

ThePrinter Details: Summary page is displayed.
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3. Click theQueues tab.

This page displays the following information for each linked print queue:
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Name—the name of the printer

Hosted on—the name of the computer

You can do the following on this page:

Link a print queue to a printer

How are direct print queues linked to a printer?

Link a print queue to a printer

1. In the Application Server, clickPrinters.

ThePrinter List page is displayed. This list includes all printers and unlinked print

queues.

Printers that are configured for Direct Printing can be either:

printer with linked print queues—printers with linked print queues

are indicated by an icon containing a number greater than one after

the printer name (  )

print queues that are not linked to a printer—print queues that are

not linked to a printer are indicated by an icon containing 1 after the

printer name ( )
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Note:
To view the queues linked to a printer, see View linked print queues.

2. Check thePrinter List for any unlinked print queues.

3. If there is an unlinked print queue in this list, click the printer to which you want to link

the print queue.

ThePrinter Details: Summary page is displayed.

4. Click theQueues tab.

This page displays a list of all print queues and the name of the computer on which

the print queue is hosted.
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5. In theActionsmenu, clickLink another print queue.

The Link another print queue popup is displayed.

6. In the drop-down list, select one or more print queues that you want to link

to the printer.

7. ClickLink.

Important:
Any configuration for the linked print queue is overridden by the printer con-

figuration.

The followingmessage is displayed on theApplication Log page:
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Linked print queue “tw7x64\Kyocery Copystar 500ci" with printer “Ricoh Aficio MP

C3000 PCL6"

Unlink a print queue from a printer

1. In the Application Server, clickPrinters.

ThePrinter List page is displayed. This list includes all printers and unlinked print

queues.

Printers that are configured for Direct Printing can be either a:

printer with linked print queues—printers with linked print queues

are indicated by an icon containing a number greater than one after

the printer name (  )

print queues that are not linked to a printer—print queues that are

not linked to a printer are indicated by an icon containing 1 after the

printer name ( )

Note:
Linked print queues are not displayed on this page. For more information
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about viewing the print queues that are linked to a printer, see View linked

print queues.

2. Click the printer fromwhich you want to unlink a print queue.

ThePrinter Details: Summary page is displayed.

3. Click theQueues tab.

This page displays a list of all print queues and the name of the computer on which

the print queue is hosted.
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4. Find the print queue you want to unlink; then click in that row.

The print queue is unlinked from the printer and is displayed as a unique printer on

thePrinter List page. The print queue retains the configuration of the printer from

which you just unlinked.

The followingmessage is displayed on theApplication Log page:

Unlinked print queue “tw7x64\Kyocery Copystar 500ci" from printer “Ricoh

Aficio MP C3000 PCL6"

Note:
Each printer using Direct Printingmust have aminimumof one print queue.

You cannot unlink a print queue if there is only one.

2.8.4.3. Configure a directly connected printer

With Direct Printing, you need to configure only the physical printer (in the Printer List) and

then all linked printer queues automatically use the physical printer configuration.

1. On the Application Server, clickPrinters.

ThePrinter List page is displayed. Printers that are configured for Direct Printing

indicated by an icon containing a number after the printer name ( 

)
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2. Select the printer you want to configure.

ThePrinter Details: Summary page is displayed.
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3. Configure the printer. For more information, see Advanced Printer Management.

Note:
The following options are not available on a direct print queue:

Google Cloud Print

Email to Print

WebPrint (usersmay upload documents to print)

Print Archiving

To offer these services to your users, set up a server queue for this device/-

printer.

2.8.4.4. Configure Find-Me Printing for directly connected

printers

Find-Me Printing is available for direct print queues. To implement Find-Me Printing for dir-

ect print queues, you need to do the following for each printer to be serviced:

On each computer, create a virtual print queue. The virtual print queuemust have the

same name on each computer.

Note:
If you use the word virtual in the virtual print queue name, PaperCut MF will

treat the queue as a virtual queue.

On the Application Server, create a virtual printer queue with the same name as the

computer virtual print queues. PaperCut MF automatically links all virtual print queues

with the same name as the virtual printer on the Application Server.

Configure Find-Me Printing and Release Station on the virtual printer. For more inform-

ation, see Find-Me Printing.

Important:
You cannot set up Find-Me printing between a direct printing queue and a print

server queue.
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2.8.5. Clustering and High Availability
PaperCut MF is designed to scale to networks over 50,000 users (largest deployments are

running over 300,000 users). To ensure reliability on networks of this size, network archi-

tects can adopt strategies including:

Load balancing - spreading tasks acrossmultiple servers.

Clustering - building in redundancy by implementing a failover strategy.

PaperCut MF is a cluster compatible application. It supports clustering at all levels of the

application, including

Clustering at the print spooler service layer by integrating with clustering services.

Failover based clustering at the Application Server layer using clustering services.

(PaperCut's Application Server is web and web services based, whichmeans it can

support other failover methods such as heartbeat driven DNS).

At the database layer by utilizing cluster aware databases such asMicrosoft SQL

Server or Oracle.

Setting up PaperCut in a cluster environment is an advanced operation. This section

assumes the reader has a high level of expertise in system and cluster configuration. Make

sure the cluster environment is operational before undertaking the PaperCut installation.

Readers should also have a good understanding of PaperCut's Service Oriented Archi-

tecture - specifically its twomain components, theApplication Server and thePrint Provider

and how theywork together (see Print Monitoring Architecture).

In a cluster environment, you can set up PaperCut in one of two possible configurations.

Mode 1 is the simplest configuration and is suitable for most organizations. It implements

clustering in the front line, that is, the printers and print monitoring layer. The cluster print

server is configured as a secondary print server reporting back to a primary PaperCut

server hosted on another system outside the cluster.

Mode 2 implements clustering on all levels of the application for maximum fault tolerance -

In addition to the print queues, the PaperCut Application Server is also hosted in the

cluster.Mode 2 is somewhat more demanding to configure and should only be attempted

by organizationswith staff experienced with advanced cluster and databasemanagement.
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Refer to the subsequent sections for an explanation on how to set upMode 1 orMode 2 in

your environment.

This section assumes that you have an already installed and working clustered printing

environment.

2.8.5.1. Microsoft Failover Cluster Manager (MSFCM) on

Windows 2008 R2 or later

Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 and later offers clustering capabilities through itsMicrosoft Fail-

over Cluster Manager (MSFCM).

This section documents the setup for Microsoft Failover Cluster Manager. Sites using Ver-

itas Cluster Server (VCS) onWindows or Novell Cluster Services (NCS) on Novell OES

Linux should jump to their respective sections.

This section assumes that you have an already installed and working clustered server envir-

onment.

Mode 1 is the simplest configuration and is suitable for most organizations. It implements

clustering in the front line, that is, the printer and print monitoring layer. The cluster print

server is configured as a secondary print server reporting back to a primary PaperCut

server hosted on another system outside the cluster.

Mode 2 implements clustering on all levels of the application for maximum fault tolerance -

In addition to the print queues, the PaperCut Application Server is also hosted in the cluster.

Mode 2 is somewhat more demanding to configure and should only be attempted by organ-

izationswith staff experienced with advanced cluster and databasemanagement.

Refer to the subsequent sections for an explanation on how to set upMode 1 orMode 2 in

your environment.

Important:WindowsServer 2008 R2 installationsmight experience aWindows

bug where print jobs are not removed from the print queue when completed. For

more information, seeWindowsServer 2008 R2 only. Perform this work around

on the clustered print server, not the nodes.
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Mode 1 - Clustering at the print layer

Note:Windows 2012 no longer support high-availability of printing servers using

Failover Cluster Manager. Microsoft now only supports printing high availability

through the use of highly available VM clusters. This is described in detail in the

Microsoft document High Availablity Printing Overview. You should also review

Virtual Machine Clustering for more information on VM clustering. To set up

Mode 1 clustering onWindows 2012 the printer server must be installed on a

highly available VM cluster. The remainder of this section described setting up

Mode 1 onWindows 2008.

Step 1 - Application Server (primary server) Setup
Install theApplication Server component (Standard Install option) on your nominated sys-

tem. This system is responsible for providing PaperCut MF's web based interface and stor-

ing data. In most cases this systemwill not host any printers and is dedicated to the roll of

hosting the PaperCut Application Server. It might be one of the nodes in the cluster; how-

ever, a separate system outside the cluster is generally recommended. An existing domain

controller, member server or file server will suffice.

Step 2 - Installing the Print Provider components
on each node
ThePrint Provider component needs to be separately installed on each node involved in

the print spooler cluster. This is done by selecting theSecondary Print Server option in

the installer. Follow the secondary server set up notes as detailed in Configuring Sec-

ondary Print Servers and Locally Attached Printers . Take care to define the correct name

or IP address of the nominatedApplication Server set up in step 1.

Step 3 - Decouple service management from nodes
By default thePrint Provider component is installed under themanagement of the node. To

hand over management to the cluster, the service start-up type needs to be set to manual.

On each node navigate to > Administrative Tools > Services, locate the PaperCut
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Print Provider service.Stop the service and set the start-up type toManual. Repeat

for each node in the cluster.

Step 4 - Adding the Print Provider service as a
resource under the print spooler's cluster group
1. Open the Failover Cluster Manager.

2. Right-click the cluster group hosting the spooler service and selectAdd a resource

> 4 - Generic Service.
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3. In the new resource wizard, select the name PaperCut Print Provider and

clickNext.

4. ClickNext atConfirmation.

5. ClickFinish at Summary.

6. Right-click the PaperCut Print Provider; then clickProperties. On the

PaperCut Print Provider Properties page ensure theUse Network Name for

computer name option is checked.

.

7. Next, click theDependencies tab and ensure thePrint Spooler is added as a

resource. ClickOk.

8. Right-click the PaperCut Print Provider; then clickBring this resource

online.

Step 5 - Shared active job spool
To ensure the state of jobs currently active (e.g. held in a hold/release queue) are not lost

during a failover event, PaperCut MF is able to save job state in a shared drive/directory. If
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a shared disk resource is available and can be added to the cluster resource, PaperCut can

use this to host a shared spool directory to ensure no active job state is lost.

1. Add a shared drive to the cluster resource. e.g. (Q: drive). It is advisable to use the

same drive as used for the shared print spool directory.

2. Create a directory in this drive called PaperCut\Spool

3. On each node, edit the file: [app-path]/providers/print/win/print-pro-

vider.conf and add a line pointing to the shared active job spool directory:

SpoolDir=Q:\\PaperCut\\Spool

Change the drive letter as appropriate.

Important: If running an "Active-Active" print cluster youmust use a sep-

arate active job spool directory for each node. To configure this use the

%service-name% value in the SpoolDir setting. The %service-

name% value is replaced by the service name of the runningPaperCut

Print Provider instance. e.g.

SpoolDir=Q:\\PaperCut\\Spool\\%service-name%

See below for details on "Active-Active".

4. Restart the cluster resource to ensure the change is picked up.

Step 6 - Test
Perform operations to verify that:

1. Print jobs are logged as expected.

2. There is no error message in the Print Providers text log located at: C:\Program

Files\PaperCut MF\providers\print\win\print-provider.log on

each node.
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Active/Active Clustering - Special notes regarding
multiple virtual servers
On large networks it is common to distribute load by hosting print spooler services under

two or more virtual servers. For example, two virtual serversmight each host half of the

organization's printers and share the load. This is sometimes referred to as Active/Active

clustering - albeit not an entirely correct term, as the print spooler is still running in Act-

ive/Passive.

Virtual servers cannot share the same service on any given node. For this reason if the vir-

tual servers share nodes, you need tomanually install the PaperCut Print Provider

service a second time under a different name. You can do this with the following command

line:
cd \Program Files\PaperCut MF\providers\print\win pc-

print.exe PCPrintProvider2 /install

The argument preceding /install is the unique name to assign to the service. The

recommended procedure is to suffix the standard service namewith a sequential number.

Repeat this on each physical node. Use a unique service name for each "active" virtual

server hosted in the cluster group.

Make sure that you have unique SpoolDir settings for each node of your cluster. Ensure

that the SpoolDir setting in the print-provider.conf file has a %service-name%

expansion variable as explained above. This ensures that each service has it's own spool

directory.

Mode 2 - Clustering at all application layers

Mode 2 implements failover clustering at all of PaperCut MF's Service Oriented Archi-

tecture software layers, including:

Clustering at the Print monitoring layer

Clustering at the Application Server layer

Optional clustering at the database layer

Mode 2 builds uponMode 1 by introducing failover (Active/Passive) clustering in theApplic-

ation Server layer. This involves having an instance of the Application Server on each of the

cluster nodes.When one node fails, the other automatically takes over the operation. Both
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instances use a share data source in the form of an external database (see Deployment on

an External Database (RDBMS)). Large sites should consider using a clustered database

such asMicrosoft SQL Server.

This section assumes that you have an already installed and working Service and Applic-

ation group hosting a clustered printing environment.

Step 1 - Application Server Installation
On one of the cluster's nodes, install the PaperCut Application Server component by select-

ing theStandard Install option in the installer. Follow the setup wizard and complete the

process of importing all users into the system.

Step 2 - Convert the system over to an external
database
The system needs to be configured to use an external database as this database is shared

between both instances of the Application Server. Convert the system over to the required

external database by following the procedure detailed in Deployment on an External Data-

base (RDBMS). The database can be hosted on another system, or inside a cluster. As per

the external database set up notes, reference the database server by IP address by enter-

ing the appropriate connection string in the server.properties file.

Step 3 - Setup of 2nd Node
Repeat steps 1 and 2 on the second and any subsequent cluster nodes.

Step 4 - Distributing Application Licence
Install your licence on your 2nd node and any subsequent cluster nodes. To do this:

1. Log in to the administration console by browsing to http://[IP-

Address-Of-Your-Node]:9191/admin.

2. Navigate to the About section.
3. Scroll down to the Register section; then click Browse.
4. Locate the license file.
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5. Click Install license.
6. Verify license information is correctly listed on the About page.

Step 5 - Decouple service management from the
nodes
By default the PaperCut Application Server component is installed under the

management of the node. It needs to bemanaged inside the cluster, so set the service's

start-up type tomanual. On each node navigate to > Administrative Tools > Services

locate thePaperCut Application Server. Stop the service and set its start-up type to

Manual. Repeat this on all nodes.

Step 6 - Create a new Services and Applications
group
Create a new Services and Applications group containing the two nodes. Make note of the

IP Address that you assign as you will use it later. Add theGeneric ServicePaperCut

Application Server. Give the Client Access Point an appropriate title such as Paper-

CutAppCluster.

This Services and Applications group is separate to the existing clustered printing envir-

onment. It is recommended to set up two Services and Application groupswhere you can

later set the node affinity to better distribute the application load across nodes.
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Step 7 - Configure PaperCut Application Server

1. Right-click the PaperCut Application Server; then click Prop-

erties.

2. On thePaperCut Application Server Properties page, select theUse Network

Name for computer name.

3. On theDependencies tabmake sure the Service and Application group is added as
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aResource. ClickOk.

Step 8 - Confirm PaperCut Application Server act-
ive
Right-click the Service and Applications group and select Bring online. Wait until the Applic-

ation Server has started, then verify that you can access the system by pointing a web

browser to:
http://[Virtual Server Name]:9191/admin

Log in, and perform some tasks such as basic user management and User/Group Syn-

chronization to verify the systemworks as expected.

Step 9 - Set up the Print Provider layer
Set up the Print Provider as described inMode 1 - Clustering at the print layer. The excep-

tion being that the IP address of the Application Server is the IP address assigned to the Vir-

tual Server.
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Step 10 - Client Configuration
The client and Release Station programs are located in the directories:

[app-path]/client/

[app-path]/release/

These directories contain configuration files that instruct the client to the whereabouts of

the server. Update the IP address and the server name in the following set of files to the Vir-

tual Server's details (Name and IP address):

[app-path]/client/win/config.properties

[app-path]/client/linux/config.properties

[app-path]/cli-

ent/mac/PCClient.app/Contents/Resources/config.properties

[app-path]/release/connection.properties

Edit the files using Notepad or equivalent and repeat this for each node. Also see Cli-

ent/Workstation Configuration.

Step 11 - Test
Mode 2 setup is about as complex as it gets! Take some time to verify all is working and that

PaperCut MF is tracking printing on all printers and all virtual servers.

Advanced: Load distribution and independent
groups
Separating these resources into to groups, running on different IP addresses allows you to

set up different node affinities so the two groups usually run on separate physical nodes dur-

ing normal operation. This ensures the load is spread acrossmultiple nodes.

Tomake this change after setting up the single groupMode 2 configuration:

1. Set thePreferred owners of each Services and Applications group to different phys-

ical nodes.
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2. Restart or bring on line each group, and independently test operation and operation

after fail-over.

Clustering Tips

1. Take some time to simulate node failure. Monitoring can stop for a few secondswhile

the passive server takes over the role. Simulating node failure is the best way to

ensure both sides of the Active/Passive setup is configured correctly.

2. It is important that the version of PaperCut running on each node is identical. Ensure

that any version updates are applied to all nodes so versions are kept in sync.

3. The PaperCut installation sets up a read-only share exposing client software to net-

work users. If your organization is using the zero-install deployment method, the files

in this share are accessed each time a user logs onto the network. Your network

might benefit from exposing the contents of this share via a clustered file share

resource.

4. PaperCut regularly saves transient state information (such as print job account selec-

tions) to disk so that this state can be recovered on server restart. If failing over to a

new cluster server, you should ensure this state information is saved to a location

available to the new server.

By default the state information is located in [app-path]/server-

/data/internal/state/systemstate. You can change this location if

required by setting the property server.internal-state-path in your serv-

er.properties file.

Additional configuration to support Web Print

By default the Application Server looks in [app-path]\server\data\web-print-

hot-folder for Web Print files. This location is generally available only on one node in

the cluster. To support Web Print in a cluster, add aShared Folder on theShared Stor-

age in your cluster. This can be done on the same disk that the spool files reside and the

Print Provider point to.

To change this location, use theConfig Editor andmodify the web-print.hot-

folder key.
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1. Add aShared Folder on theShared Storage, an example would be E:\web-

print-hot-folder and share it as \\clustername\web-print-hot-

folder\.

2. Log in to the PaperCut MF administration console, naviate toOptions > Config

Editor

3. Modify web-print.hot-folder to E:\web-print-hot-folder

4. Map your selected network drive on theWeb Print Sandboxmachine to \\cluster-

name\web-print-hot-folder\

5. Add all relevant printer queues from \\clustername\web-print-hot-

folder\ to theWeb Print Sandbox server.

Additional configuration to support Print Archiving

If you have enabled Print Archiving (viewing and content capture), the Applications Server

stores archived print jobs in [app-path]\server\data\archive. This location is gen-

erally only available on one node in the cluster. To support Print Archiving in a cluster, add a

Shared Folder on theShared Storage in your cluster. This locationmust be accessible to

all cluster nodes and also any print servers that are collecting print archives.

For instructions for moving the archive location see Phase 1: Moving the central archive:.

This describes how to configure both the Application Server and your print servers to use

the same shared storage location.

2.8.5.2. Microsoft Cluster Server (MSCS) on Windows

Microsoft Windows 2003/2008 offers clustering capabilities through itsMicrosoft Cluster

Server (MSCS)

This section discusses bothMode 1 andMode 2 configuration in Microsoft Cluster Server.

Sites usingMicrosoft Failover Cluster Manager (MSFCM) onWindows 2008 R2 or later,

Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) onWindows or Novell Cluster Services (NCS) on Novell

OES Linux should jump to the following sections.

This section assumes that you have an already installed and working clustered printing

environment.
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Mode 1 - Clustering at the Print Provider layer

ThePaperCut Print Provider is the component that integrateswith the print spooler service

and provides information about the print events to thePaperCut Application Server. At a

minimum, in a cluster environment, thePrint Provider component needs to be included and

managed within the cluster group. TheApplication Server component (TheStandard

Install option in the installer) is set up on an external server outside the cluster. Each node

in the cluster is configured to report back to the single Application Server using XMLweb

services over TCP/IP.

Step 1 - Application Server (primary server) Setup
Install theApplication Server component (Standard Install option) on your nominated sys-

tem. This system is responsible for providing PaperCut MF's web based interface and stor-

ing data. In most cases, this systemwill not host any printers and is dedicated to the roll of

hosting the PaperCut Application Server. It can be one of the nodes in the cluster; how-

ever, a separate system outside the cluster is generally recommended. An existing domain

controller, member server or file server will suffice.

Step 2 - Installing the Print Provider components
on each node
ThePrint Provider component needs to be separately installed on each node involved in

the print spooler cluster. This is done by selecting theSecondary Print Server option in

the installer. Follow the secondary server set up notes as detailed in Configuring Sec-

ondary Print Servers and Locally Attached Printers . Take care to define the correct name

or IP address of the nominatedApplication Server set up in step 1.

Step 3 - Decouple service management from nodes
By default thePrint Provider component is installed under themanagement of the node. To

hand over management to the cluster, the service start-up type needs to be set to manual.

On each node navigate toControl Panel > Administrative Tools > Services, locate the

PaperCut Print Provider service.Stop the service and set the start-up type to

Manual. Repeat for each node in the cluster.
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Step 4 - Adding the Print Provider service as a
resource under the print spooler's cluster group

1. Open theCluster Administrator.

2. Right-click the cluster group hosting the spooler service; then selectNew >

Resource.
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3. In the new resource wizard, enter a name of PaperCut Print Provider and

select a resource type ofGeneric Service. ClickNext.

4. ClickNext at Possible Owners.

5. Ensure that the Print Spooler Service resource is set as a required depend-

ency, then clickNext.

6. On theGeneric Service Parameters page, enter a service name of PCPrintPro-

vider and ensure theUse Network Name for computer name option is

checked. ClickNext.
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7. ClickFinish at theRegistry Replication page.

Step 5 - Shared active job spool
To ensure the state of jobs currently active (e.g. held in a hold/release queue) are not lost

during a failover event, PaperCut MF is able to save job state in a shared drive/directory. If a

shared disk resource is available and can be added to the cluster resource, PaperCut can

use this to host a shared spool directory to ensure no active job state is lost.

1. Add a shared drive to the cluster resource. e.g. (Q: drive). It is advisable to use the

same drive as used for the shared print spool directory.

2. Create a directory in this drive called PaperCut\\Spool .

3. On each node, edit the file: [app-path]/providers/print/win/print-pro-

vider.conf and add a line pointing to the shared active job spool directory:
SpoolDir=Q:\\PaperCut\\Spool

Change the drive letter as appropriate.
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Important: If running an "Active-Active" print cluster youmust use a sep-

arate active job spool directory for each node. To configure this use the

%service-name% value in the SpoolDir setting. The %service-

name% value is replaced by the service name of the runningPaperCut

Print Provider instance. e.g.

SpoolDir=Q:\\PaperCut\\Spool\\%service-name%

See below for details on "Active-Active"

Step 6 - Bring up all cluster resources and test
Perform operations to verify that:

1. Print jobs log as expected.

2. There is no error message in the Print Providers text log located at: C:\Program

Files\PaperCut MF\providers\print\win\print-provider.log on

each node.

Active/Active Clustering - Special notes regarding
multiple virtual servers
On large networks it is common to distribute load by hosting print spooler services under

two or more virtual servers. For example, two virtual servers can each host half of the organ-

ization's printers and share the load. This is sometimes referred to as Active/Active clus-

tering - albeit not an entirely correct term, as the print spooler is still running in

Active/Passive.

Virtual servers cannot share the same service on any given node. For this reason if the vir-

tual servers share nodes, manually install the PaperCut Print Provider service a

second time under a different name. This can be done with the following command line:
cd \Program Files\PaperCut MF\providers\print\win

pc-print.exe PCPrintProvider2 /install

The argument preceding /install is the unique name to assign to the service. The

recommended procedure is to suffix the standard service namewith a sequential number.

Repeat this on each physical node. Use a unique service name for each "active" virtual
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server hosted in the cluster group.

Make sure that you have unique SpoolDir settings for each node of your cluster. Ensure

that the SpoolDir setting in the print-provider.conf file has a %service-name%

expansion variable as explained above. This ensures that each service has it's own spool

directory.

Mode 2 - Clustering at all application layers

Mode 2 implements failover clustering at all of PaperCut MF's Service Oriented Archi-

tecture software layers, including:

Clustering at the Print monitoring layer

Clustering at the Application Server layer

Optional clustering at the database layer

Mode 2 builds uponMode 1 by introducing failover (Active/Passive) clustering in theApplic-

ation Server layer. This involves having an instance of the Application Server on each of the

cluster nodes.When one node fails, the other automatically takes over the operation. Both

instances use a shared data source in the form of an external database (see Deployment on

an External Database (RDBMS)). Large sites should consider using a clustered database

such asMicrosoft SQL Server.

This section assumes that you have an already installed and working clustered printing

environment.

Step 1 - Application Server Installation
On one of the cluster's nodes, install the PaperCut Application Server component by select-

ing theStandard Install option in the installer. Follow the set up wizard and complete the

process of importing all users into the system.

Step 2 - Convert the system over to an external
database
The system needs to be configured to use an external database as this database is shared

between both instances of the Application Server. Convert the system over to the required
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external database by following the procedure detailed in Deployment on an External Data-

base (RDBMS). The database can be hosted on another system, or inside a cluster. As per

the external database setup notes, reference the database server by IP address by enter-

ing the appropriate connection string in the server.properties file.

Step 3 - Setup of 2nd Node
Repeat steps 1 and 2 on the second cluster node.

Step 4 - Distributing Application Licence
Install your licence on each node in your cluster.

1. Log in to the administration console by browsing to http://[IP-

Address-Of-Your-Node]:9191/admin.

2. Navigate to the About section.
3. Scroll down to the Register section; then click Browse.
4. Locate the license file.

5. Click Install License.
6. Verify license information is correctly listed in the About page.

Step 5 - Decouple service management from the
nodes
By default the PaperCut Application Server component is installed under the

management of the node. It needs to bemanaged inside the cluster, so set the service's

start-up type tomanual. On each node navigate toControl Panel > Administrative

Tools > Services locate thePaperCut Application Server. Stop the service and set its

start-up type toManual. Repeat this on each node.

Step 6 - Create a new cluster group
Designate the PaperCut Application Server to run inside its own cluster group.

Create a new cluster group containing the each of the nodes. Add an IP Resource and a

Network Name resource. Give the network name resource an appropriate title such as

PCAppSrv.
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The need for a new cluster group is not required. It is, however, recommended as it gives

themost flexibility in terms of load balancing andminimizes the potential for conflicts.

Step 7 - Adding the PaperCut Application Service as
a resource managed under the new cluster group.

1. Open theCluster Administrator.

2. Right-click the cluster group hosting the spooler service and select New >

Resource .

3. In the new resource wizard, enter a name of PaperCut Application Server

and select a resource type ofGeneric Service. ClickNext.

4. ClickNext at Possible Owners page.

5. ClickNext atDependency page.

6. On theGeneric Service Parameters page, enter a service name of PCAppServer

and ensure theUse Network Name for computer name option is checked. Click

Next.

7. ClickFinish at theRegistry Replication page.

Step 8 - Bring the cluster group online
Right-click the cluster group; then selectBring online. Wait until the Application Server

has started, then verify that you can access the system by pointing a web browser to :
http://[Virtual Server Name]:9191/admin

Log in, and perform some tasks such as basic user management and User/Group Syn-

chronization to verify the systemworks as expected.

Step 9 - Set up the Print Provider layer
Interface thePaperCut Print Provider layer with the clustered spooler service by following

the same setup notes as described forMode 1. The exception being that the IP address of

the Application Server is the IP address assigned to the Virtual Server assigned in step 6.
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Step 10 - Client Configuration
The client and Release Station programs are located in the directories:

[app-path]/client/

[app-path]/release/

These directories contain configuration files that instruct the client to the whereabouts of

the server. Update the IP address and the server name in the following set of files to the Vir-

tual Server's details (Name and IP address):

[app-path]/client/win/config.properties

[app-path]/client/linux/config.properties

[app-path]/cli-

ent/mac/PCClient.app/Contents/Resources/config.properties

[app-path]/release/connection.properties

Edit the files using Notepad or equivalent and repeat this for each node. Also see Cli-

ent/Workstation Configuration.

Step 11 - Test
Mode 2 setup is about as complex as it gets! Take some time to verify all is working and that

PaperCut MF is tracking printing on all printers and all virtual servers.

Advanced: Load distribution and independent
groups
You can split the two application layers (Resources) into two separate Cluster Groups:

Group 1: Containing only the PaperCut Application Server service.

Group 2: Containing the PaperCut Print Provider and Print Spooler ser-

vices. These services are dependent andmust be hosted in the same group.

Separating these resources into to groups allows you to set up different node affinities so

the two groups usually run on separate physical nodes during normal operation. The

advantage is that the load is spread further across the systems and a failure in one group

will not necessarily fail-over the other.
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Tomake this change after setting up the single groupMode 2 configuration:

1. Change the ApplicationServer= option in [app-path]/pro-

viders/print/win/print-provider.conf on each physical node to the IP

or DNS name of the virtual server.

2. Create a new group called PaperCut Application Server Group.

3. Set thePreferred owners of each group to different physical nodes.

4. Restart or bring on line each group, and independently test operation and operation

after fail-over.

Clustering Tips

1. Take some time to simulate node failure. Monitoring can stop for a few secondswhile

the passive server takes over the role. Simulating node failure is the best way to

ensure both sides of the Active/Passive setup is configured correctly.

2. It is important that the version of PaperCut running on each node is identical. Ensure

that any version updates are applied to all nodes so versions are kept in sync.

3. The PaperCut installation sets up a read-only share exposing client software to net-

work users. If your organization is using the zero-install deployment method, the files

in this share are accessed each time a user logs onto the network. Your network

might benefit from exposing the contents of this share via a clustered file share

resource.

4. PaperCut regularly saves transient state information (such as, print job account selec-

tions) to disk so that this state can be recovered on server restart. If failing over to a

new cluster server, you should ensure this state information is saved to a location

available to the new server.

By default the state information is located in [app-path]/server-

/data/internal/state/systemstate. You can change this location if

required by setting the property server.internal-state-path in your serv-

er.properties file.
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Additional configuration to support Web Print

By default the Application Server looks in [app-path]\server\data\web-print-

hot-folder for Web Print files. This location is generally only available on one node in

the cluster. To support Web Print in a cluster, add aShared Folder on theShared Stor-

age in your cluster. This can be done on the same disk that the spool files reside and the

Print Provider points to.

To change this location, use theConfig Editor andmodify the web-print.hot-

folder key.

1. Add aShared Folder on theShared Storage, an example would be E:\web-

print-hot-folder and share it as \\clustername\web-print-hot-

folder\.

2. Log in to the PaperCut MF administration console, naviate toOptions > Config

Editor

3. Modify web-print.hot-folder to E:\web-print-hot-folder

4. Map your selected network drive on theWeb Print Sandboxmachine to \\cluster-

name\web-print-hot-folder\

5. Add all relevant printer queues from \\clustername to theWeb Print Sandbox

server.

Additional configuration to support Print Archiving

If you have enabled Print Archiving (viewing and content capture), the Applications Server

stores archived print jobs in [app-path]\server\data\archive. This location is

generally available only on one node in the cluster. To support Print Archiving in a cluster,

add aShared Folder on theShared Storage in your cluster. This locationmust be access-

ible to all cluster nodes and also any print servers that are collecting print archives.

For instructions for moving the archive location see Phase 1: Moving the central archive:.

This describes how to configure both the Application Server and your print servers to use

the same shared storage location.
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2.8.5.3. Virtual Machine Clustering

Virtual Machine (VM) technologies, such as VMWare, Microsoft Hyper-V are becoming

increasingly popular. They provide great flexibility in deploying servers within an organ-

ization. VM implementaions can also provide high-availability through the use of VM

clusters. When a VM is running in a highly available VM cluster, any failure of the physical

hardware does not affect the running VMas it is seemlessly transferred to another node in

the cluster.

Implementing high-availability using VM infrastructure ismuch simpler to install andman-

age than using the built-in operating system and application clustering support. You set up

your VM instances and the VM infrastructure ensures they continue to run uninterrupted.

This allows you to set up PaperCut in the sameway as on a physical server, but allow the

VM infrastructure to provide the high availability.

This section discusses a generic clustered Virtual Machine setup.

PaperCut offers great flexibility and allows you to easily structure your installation into phys-

ical multi-tiered clustered components.

Clustering at Virtual Machine level offers these advantages over other traditional clustering

setups:

Your software, drivers, settings, etc. are installed and configured once, in a single VM

Depending on your VM infrastructure, when a physical node fails the VM can be shif-

ted to another node with marginal or no downtime

Dramatically simplified backup processes

Disaster recovery capabilities are inherently available

Virtual Machine hosts can automatically detect when a VM crashes or becomes unre-

sponsive. You should consider whether you will augment this with application level mon-

itoring. Although the VMmight be running normally, the underlying application can have

problems and application level monitoring can detect this. Ways to perform application level

monitoring include (but not limited to):

Loading an Application Server URL to test server is running

IP pings
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Checking that PaperCut services are running

Define your VM Clustering Environment

Define your Virtual Machine Vendor/Product and how you want configure the VM cluster

for high availability.

There aremany VMdeployment strategies you can leverage depending on the VMplat-

form you are utilizing, including VMs that might be hosted in different physical boxes, or

even in different sites, whichmight configure a typical Disaster Recover (DR) scenario.

When selecting a VMproduct, it's particularly important to consider the following product

features:

Fault Tolerance (FT): FT provides continuous availability for virtual machines by auto-

matically creating andmaintaining a secondary virtual machine that is identical to the

primary virtual machine.

High Availability (HA): Should a VM fail, you canmake a new VMavailableminimizing

down time. Generally, FT is a functionality added on top of HA that provides seamless

switch over if no loss of state.

Application High Availability (App HA): It's important that your VM vendor product

offers Application Level monitoring. If the application fails, you canmake a new VM

availableminimizing down time.

Data Replication and Backup: Consider features on how the application data can be

backup and restored. Generally tape based backups are slow and can very often get

corrupted. Replication of in memory data in case of FT or Disaster Recovery (DR) fea-

turesmight also play an important role. Specific proprietary algorithms for memory

segments replication usually reduce the bandwidth needs and are very efficient.

VM Clustering Setup

There aremanyways in which you can deploy PaperCut on VM infrastructure. Consider

the following for implementing a VM-based clustered PaperCut installation.
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Mode 1 - Clustering at the Print Layer
Set up and configure print servers as required in your VM environment, and configure them

for VM high availability. You then just need to install the PaperCut secondary server com-

ponents tomonitor printing on the print servers. See Configuring Secondary Print Servers

and Locally Attached Printers.

Tip: Microsoft have a guide to high availability printing that discusses the set up of

printing in highly available VM enironments (in particular Hyper-V). See the

Microsoft High Availablity Printing Overview.

Mode 2 - Clustering at the Application Server layer
Setup and configure a new server in your VM infrastructure to host the Application Server

component. Configure this VMwith high-availability. Then install the PaperCut Application

Server as per the normal setup process.

You can then choose to set up your print servers for high availablity as described inMode 1 -

Clustering at the Print Layer.

2.8.5.4. Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) on Windows

This section discusses configuring PaperCut MF on a Veritas Cluster Server (VCS). The

section provides a brief overview and is designed to supplement guidance from the Paper-

Cut MF development team. If you are about to commence a production deployment on

VCS, please feel free to get in touch with the development team for further assistance if

required.

Note that Mode 1 only is supported for deploying on VCS.

This section assumes that you have an already installed and working clustered printing

environment.

Mode 1 - Clustering at the print layer

The PaperCut Print Provider is the component that integrateswith the Print

Spooler service and provides information about the print events to thePaperCut Applic-

ation Server. At aminimum, in a cluster environment, thePaperCut Print Provider
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component needs to be included andmanaged within the cluster group. ThePaperCut

Application Server component (TheStandard installation (primary server) option in the

installer) is set up on an external server outside the cluster. Each node in the cluster is con-

figured to report back to the single Application Server using XMLweb services over

TCP/IP.

Single Virtual Server (Active/Passive)
PaperCut MF supports both Active/Passive and virtual Active/Active in VCS. This section

discusses configurating PaperCut MF on a single virtual server running Active/Passive. If

your organization hostsmutliple virtual servers, jump to the following section covering Act-

ive/Active.

Step 1 - Set up the cluster, print spooler and printers

First, set up and verify that the cluster and print server is working as expected. Fully con-

figure and test the system s before proceeding to the next step and installing PaperCut MF.

Step 2 - Set up the PaperCutApplication Server (primary

server) on a system outside the cluster

Install the PaperCut Application Server component (Standard installation

option) on your nominated system. This system is responsible for providing PaperCut MF's

web based interface and storing data. In most cases, this system does not host any printers

and is dedicated to the role of hosting thePaperCut Application Server. It can be one of the

nodes in the cluster; however, a separate system outside the cluster is generally recom-

mended. An existing domain controller, member server or file server will suffice.

Step 3 - Install PaperCut Print Provider on both nodes

ThePrint Provider component needs to be installed separately on each node involved in

the print spooler cluster. This is done by selecting theSecondary Print Server option in

the installer. Follow the secondary server set up notes as detailed in Configuring Sec-

ondary Print Servers and Locally Attached Printers. Take care to define the correct name

or IP address of the nominatedApplication Server set up in step 1.
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Step 4 - Configure the PaperCut Print Provider Service to

bind to the virtual server

By default the PaperCut Print Provider component associates itself with the physical node.

A configuration change is required to force it to bind to the virtual server. Add the following

lines (or uncomment the example lines) to the file: C:\Program Files\PaperCut

MF\providers\print\win\print-provider.conf

ServerName=[VIRTUAL SERVER NAME]

PrintServerName=\\[VIRTUAL SERVER NAME]

Where [VIRTUAL SERVER NAME] is the network name associated with your virtual

server. Note that the PrintServerNamemust be prefixed with two back-slashes (\\).

The first setting is used to override the name reported to thePaperCut MF Application

Server. The PrintServerName setting instructs the Print Provider to search for printers

on the virtual server rather than on the physical server.

Step 5 - Decouple service management from nodes

By default thePrint Provider component is installed under themanagement of the node. To

hand over management to the cluster, the service start-up type needs to be set to manual.

On each node navigate to Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Services and loc-

ate the PaperCut Print Provider service.Stop the service and set the start-up type

toManual. Repeat for each node in the cluster.
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Step 6 - Add the PaperCut Print Provider Service as a Gen-

eric Service

ThePaperCut Print Provider service needs to be added to the Veritas Cluster group asso-

ciated with the virtual server. This is to ensure that the service ismanaged within the same

group as the print server and will fail-over as part of the group. Create a newGen-

ericServer resource called PaperCutPrintProvider01. Set the service name to

PCPrintProvider. You can leave the account, password and domain as defaults.

Step 7 - Set up dependencies

The PCPrintProvider servicemust start after the print spool resource. Create a

dependency link between PaperCutPrintProvider01 and the PrintSpooler

using the tools on the Veritas Cluster Resources tab associated with this virtual server.

Step 8 - Test

Take some time to test and ensure printing ismonitored as expected. Use the Veritas

Cluster administration console to simulate node failure and ensuremonitoring continues

after failure.
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Multiple Virtual Servers (Active/Active)
On large networks it is common to distribute load by hosting print spooler services under

two or more virtual servers. For example, two virtual servers can each host half of the organ-

ization's printers and share the load. This is sometimes referred to as Active/Active clus-

tering - albeit not an entirely correct term, as the print spooler is still running in

Active/Passive.

Virtual servers cannot share the same service on any given node. For this reason if the vir-

tual servers share nodes, manually install the PaperCut Print Provider service a

second time under a different name. Use the following procedure.

Step 1 - Set up one Virtual Server

Set up one virtual server using all steps in the preceding section. After this virtual server is

tested, perform the steps below to set up the 2nd virtual server.

Step 2 - Create a 2nd instance of the PaperCut Print Pro-

vider on each physical node

A 2nd copy of thePaperCut Print Provider needs to be created on each physical node. This

is required so that a separate service can be installed and configured to bind to the 2nd vir-

tual server. Copy the following directory, and all its contents: C:\Program

Files\PaperCut MF\providers\print to C:\Program Files\PaperCut

MF\providers\print2. Repeat this step on both physical nodes.

Step 3 - Configure the copied instance to bind to the 2nd

virtual server

Add the following lines (or uncomment the example lines) to the file at C:\Program

Files\PaperCut MF\providers\print\win\print-provider.conf:

ServerName=[VIRTUAL SERVER NAME 2]

PrintServerName=\\[VIRTUAL SERVER NAME 2]

Where [VIRTUAL SERVER NAME 2] is the network name associated with your 2nd vir-

tual server. Note that the PrintServerNamemust be prefixed with two back-slashes

(\\).
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Repeat this step on both physical nodes.

Step 4 - Manually install the a 2nd instance of the

PCPrintProvider service

Services need a unique name.We'll install a 2nd instance of the service under the name

PCPrintProvider2. This is done by typing the following commands at the command

prompt.

cd C:\Program Files\PaperCut MF\providers\print2\win

pc-print.exe PCPrintProvider2 /install

The argument preceding /install is the unique name to assign to the service. The

recommended procedure is to suffix the standard service namewith a sequential number.

Repeat this on each physical node. Use a unique service name for each "active" virtual

server hosted in the cluster group.

Step 5 - Add this service to the resource group associated

with the 2nd virtual server

Repeat steps 5 through 8 in the preceding section, this time using the service name

PCPrintProvider2 rather than PCPrintProvider. The recommend unique name

for the cluster resource in step 6 is PaperCutPrintProvider01.

2.8.5.5. Novell Cluster Services (NCS) on Novell OES Linux

This section assumes that you have an already installed and working clustered printing

environment.

Mode 1 - Clustering at the print layer

Step 1 - Application Server (primary server) Setup
Before installing a secondary server/clustered Print Provider you should take some time to

ensure the primary PaperCut server (central Application Server) is set up and running cor-

rectly. The primary server is responsible for providing PaperCut MF's web based interface

and storing data. In most caseswhere a cluster is involved, the primary server does not

host any printers and is dedicated to the role of hosting the PaperCut Application Server. If
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it is not running fine now, adding an extra server only "adds an extra variable to the equa-

tion" and complicate troubleshooting. Take some time now to verify that the primary server

is functioning correctly. For example, verify that:

Install and configuration is completed

Administrators can access the system via a web browser for administration.

Users can log in to the user web interface from their workstations.

Step 2 - Ensure firewall allows access to port 9191
Cluster nodes needs to communicate (initiate a TCP connection) with the primary Paper-

Cut server on port 9191. Administrators should ensure that any firewall software on the

primary Application Server set to block any incoming local network traffic on this port. A

good way to test is to open a browser on the planned cluster nodes and confirm you can

access the administration web interface on port 9191.

Step 3 - Create eDirectory user account
The papercut user's home directory denotes the application install location. For the fact

that it is the default for LUMenabled users, /home/papercut is recommended, and

assumed through the rest of this guide.

1. In iManager openUsers > Create User.

2. For username, enter papercut.

3. For Last name enter PaperCut LUM user.

4. For context select the same eDirectory context as your the iPrint user and iprintgrp

group created during your clustered iPrint installation.

5. Assign the user a secret password during creation, and ensure the user's password

is set to not expire. If you are using eDirectory password policies, associate the user

with an appropriate password policy after creation .

6. Select theCreate home directory check box.

7. InVolume select the volume that is holding your clustered iPrint resource.
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8. InPath ensure that it reads papercut.

9. ClickOK to create the user.

You now need to LUMenable this PaperCut eDirectory user and add it to the already LUM

enabled iprintgrp used by the clustered iPrint resource.

1. In iManager, open Linux User Management > Enable Users for Linux.

2. Select your papercut eDirectory user and continue.

3. SelectAn Existing Linux-Enabled Group; then select the iprintgrp created

during your clustered iPrint installation; then clickNext.

4. Confirm thatWorkstation list includes all of the servers in your cluster; then click

next.

5. On your clustered iPrint volume, navigate to the papercut user's NSS home folder

(/media/nss/[volume]/papercut) using, for example, WindowsExplorer or

ConsoleOne and add RWECMF file rights for the eDirectory group iprintgrp cre-

ated during your clustered iPrint installation. This ensures the iPrint services have

access to the installed files.

6. As root, on each node that will run the iPrint resource, run the following command,

replacing [volume] with the volume name of your iPrint resource.

shell> ln -s /media/nss/[volume]/papercut /home/pa-

percut

Note:
The symlink target exists only on the active node and dangles on the other

nodes ready for when it becomes the active node.

7. To confirm all the above stages are working, using anymethod you want (such as,

the traditional Novell client for Windows, logged in as an admin user), create a folder

or test files inside the papercut folder on your iPrint cluster volume, then on the

server holding that resource run:

shell> su - papercut

shell> ls
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You can see the files created on the NSS volume. You can also view them via

/home/papercut on the active node.

Step 4 - Install the Print Provider

Important: The instructions below assume x64 architecture. If your systemOS is

32-bit, replace x64 with i686 in all file paths.

Install the Print Provider software onto the secondary server by copying all files and dir-

ectories from the primary Application Server's directory:

[app-path]/providers/print/linux-x64/*

to the equivalent location on the node currently holding the iPrint resource:

/home/papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/

Perform the copy operation as the papercut user so that files are owned by the paper-

cut user. You can use anymethod to copy the files, including over the network or via a

USB key. If the primary server is also Linux, the simplest waywould be to use secure copy

(scp) as follows:

shell> su - papercut

shell> mkdir -p providers/print

shell> cd providers/print

shell> scp -r primary.serv-

er.name:/home/papercut/providers/print/* .

After the copy operation is performed, execute the setperms and roottasks scripts as

root:

64bit

shell> su - root

shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/setperms

shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/roottasks

32bit

shell> su - root

shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-i686/setperms
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shell> sh ~papercut/providers/print/linux-i686/roottasks

Step 5 - Configuration
The Print Provider on the cluster needs to know where the primary server is installed (i.e.

its IP address). It also needs to correctly report the cluster name to the primary server.

1. Open the file /home/papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/print-

provider.conf in a text editor.

2. Locate the line starting with ApplicationServer= and change 127.0.0.1 to

the hostname or IP address of the primary server.

3. Locate the line starting with ServerName=, uncomment it and add the hostname of

the cluster. This tells PaperCut MF to report printers as being hosted on the cluster

rather than on the node running the resource.

Step 6 - Cluster Configuration
1. Configuring services

As the services are going to bemanaged byNovell clustering, the services on the

physical nodesmust be disabled so that they don't start. On the node used to install

PaperCut in Step 4 - Install the Print Provider, in YaST > System > System Ser-

vices (Runlevel) , disable papercut-event-monitor.

2. Installing services and disabling them on all other nodes

On each other node in the cluster perform the following steps:

a. As root run the following command ([resource-name] is the name for your

iPrint resource, and [node-name] is the server name of the node you are now

working on):

shell> cluster migrate [resource-name] [node-name]

b. Once the resource has successfullymigrated run the following command (still

as root):

shell> /home/papercut/providers/print/linux-[arch]

/roottasks
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shell> chown root:iprintgrp /op-

t/novell/iprint/bin/papercut

c. In YaST > System > System Services (Runlevel) , disable papercut-

event-monitor.

d. Repeat steps 1-3 on the other nodes in the cluster.

Now you need to integrate the binaries copied in Step 4 - Install the Print Provider into Nov-

ell iPrint by adding papercut as theAccounting Autoload Command as discussed in

Step 5 - Printer/iPrint Configuration under Quick install: Novell OES Linux (iPrint). Follow

that step only and return here once completed.

Step 7 - Test
Mode 1 clustering should now be configured. Perform some test printing on all of this sec-

ondary server's printers. Log in to the PaperCut admin interface as admin and verify that

the printers are now listed under thePrinters tab. Simulate a node failover and test again

(wait a minute or two between failures for the new node to engage).

Mode 2 - Clustering at all application layers

This section assumes that you have an already installed and working clustered printing

environment.

Step 1 - Prerequisites
This guide assumes you have iPrint up and working within an existing cluster. It is assumed

the cluster is set up following Novell's documentation at http://www.nov-

ell.com/documentation/oes2/iprint_lx/?page=/documentation/oes2/iprint_lx/data/ak-

ujhhq.html.

Ensure the size of the shared disk partition and NSS Pools are sufficient for your print man-

ager, driver store, and PaperCut installation. This canmeanmaking it larger than Novell's

recommended 20GB if you are intending to use the internal database and store large

amounts of data over time.
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Step 2 - Create eDirectory user account
The papercut user's home directory denotes the application install location. For the fact

that it is the default for LUMenabled users, /home/papercut is recommended, and

assumed through the rest of this guide.

1. In iManager openUsers > Create User.

2. In username, enter papercut.

3. In Last name enter PaperCut LUM user.

4. In context select the same eDirectory context as your the iPrint user and iprintgrp

group created during your clustered iPrint installation.

5. Assign the user a secret password during creation, and ensure the user's password

is set to not expire. If you are using eDirectory password policies, associate the user

with an appropriate password policy after creation.

6. Select theCreate home directory check box.

7. InVolume, select the volume that is holding your clustered iPrint resource.

8. InPath, ensure that it reads papercut.

9. ClickOK to create the user.

You now need to LUMenable this PaperCut eDirectory user and add it to the already LUM

enabled iprintgrp used by the clustered iPrint resource.

1. In iManager open Linux User Management > Enable Users for Linux .

2. Select your papercut eDirectory user and continue.

3. SelectAn Existing Linux-Enabled Group; then select the iprintgrp created

during your clustered iPrint installation; then clickNext.

4. Confirm thatWorkstation list includes all of the servers in your cluster; then click

next.

5. On your clustered iPrint volume, navigate to the papercut user's NSS home folder

(/media/nss/[volume]/papercut) using, for example, WindowsExplorer or
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ConsoleOne and add RWECMF file rights for the eDirectory group iprintgrp cre-

ated during your clustered iPrint installation. This ensures the iPrint services have

access to the installed files.

6. As root, on each node that will run the iPrint resource, run the following command,

replacing [volume] with the volume name of your iPrint resource.

shell> ln -s /media/nss/[volume]/papercut /home/pa-

percut

Note:
The symlink target only exists on the active node and dangles on the other

nodes ready for when it becomes the active node.

7. To confirm all the above stages are working, using anymethod you want (such as,

the traditional Novell client for Windows, logged in as an admin user), create a folder

or test files inside the papercut folder on your iPrint cluster volume, then on the server

holding that resource run:

shell> su - papercut s

hell> ls

You can see the files created on the NSS volume.

Downloading and installing
On the node that is currently hosting the iPrint resource, perform a primary server PaperCut

installation as per steps 3 and 4 in Quick install: Novell OES Linux (iPrint).

Important: Ensure this only done on the node that is currently holding the

iPrint/PaperCut resource.

Step 4 - Installing services
1. As the services are going to bemanaged byNovell clustering, the services on the

physical nodesmust be disabled so that they don't start. On the node used to install

PaperCut in Step 4 - Install the Print Provider, in YaST > System > System
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Services (Runlevel) , disable both papercut and papercut-event-

monitor.

2. Installing services and disabling them on all other nodes

On each other node in the cluster perform the following steps:

a. As root run the following command ([resource-name] is the name for your

iPrint resource, and [node-name] is the server name of the node you are now

working on):

shell> cluster migrate [resource-name] [node-name]

b. Once the resource has successfullymigrated run the following two commands

(still as root):

shell> /home/papercut/server/bin/linux-[arch]/root-

tasks

shell> /home/papercut/providers/print/linux-[arch]

/roottasks

shell> chown root:iprintgrp /op-

t/novell/iprint/bin/papercut

c. In YaST > System > System Services (Runlevel) , disable both paper-

cut and papercut-event-monitor.

d. Repeat steps 1-3 on the other nodes in the cluster.

Step 5 - File permissions
On each node in the cluster, including the one used to install PaperCut in Downloading and

installing, run the following command as root:

shell> chown root:iprintgrp /op-

t/novell/iprint/bin/papercut
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Step 6 - Configure the nodes to report the virtual
server hostname

Note: This step only has to be completed on which ever node is currently holding

the iPrint resource, as the Print Provider config file is on the portable volume and

is automatically picked up when the resourcemoves.

1. Open the file /home/papercut/providers/print/linux-x64/print-

provider.conf in a text editor.

2. Locate the line starting with ServerName=, uncomment it and add the hostname of

the cluster. This tells PaperCut MF to report printers as being hosted on the cluster

rather than on the node running the resource.

Step 7 - Update iPrint cluster resource scripts to
load/unload the PaperCutApplication Server
1. In iManager > Clusters > Cluster Options open the cluster hosting your iPrint

resource.

2. Click the iPrint resource; then clickScripts.

This screen displays the load script, which is similar to the following:

#!/bin/bash

. /opt/novell/ncs/lib/ncsfuncs

exit_on_error nss /poolact=IPRINT

exit_on_error ncpcon mount IPRINT=250

exit_on_error add_secondary_ipaddress 10.10.55.7

exit_on_error ncpcon bind --ncpservername=FPCL_IPRINT_

SERVER --ipaddress=10.10.55.7

ignore_error mv /me-

dia/nss/IPRINT/var/opt/novell/iprint/iprintgw.lpr /me-

dia/nss/IPRINT/var/opt/novell/iprint/iprintgw.lpr.bak

exit_on_error rcnovell-idsd start

exit_on_error rcnovell-ipsmd start
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exit 0

3. Add the following line between exit_on_error rcnovell-ipsmd start and

exit 0:

exit_on_error /etc/init.d/papercut start

exit_on_error /etc/init.d/papercut-event-monitor start

4. ClickApply; then clickUnload Script. The unload script looks similar to the fol-

lowing:

#!/bin/bash

. /opt/novell/ncs/lib/ncsfuncs

ignore_error rcnovell-ipsmd stop

ignore_error rcnovell-idsd stop

ignore_error ncpcon unbind --ncpservername=FPCL_

IPRINT_SERVER --ipaddress=10.10.55.

ignore_error del_secondary_ipaddress 10.10.55.7

ignore_error nss /pooldeact=IPRINT

exit 0

5. Insert the following two lines between . /opt/novell/ncs/lib/ncsfuncs

and ignore_error rcnovell-ipsmd stop:

ignore_error /etc/init.d/papercut-event-monitor stop

ignore_error /etc/init.d/papercut stop

6. ClickApply, then offline and online the iPrint resource to load it with these new

scripts.

Step 8 - Config files
When installing PaperCut in step Downloading and installing the IP address of the physical

node is automatically detected and stored in config files to simplify the deployment of

remote components. These config files requiremodification so that the components con-

nect to the cluster / virtual server resource instead.

Update the server IP address and hostname to the cluster / virtual server resource in the fol-

lowing configuration files:
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/home/papercut/client/win/client.properties

/home/papercut/client/mac/PCClient.app/Contents/Resources/config

/home/papercut/release/connection.properties

client-config.js in eachGadget in /home/papercut/client/win/

/home/papercut/client/mac/Widget/PCWidget/config

/providers/net/connection.properties

/providers/hardware/ricoh/*/connection.properties

As these config files are all on the shared resource, you need to change them only once on

the node currently hosting the resource.

Step 9 - Printer / iPrint configuration
Each printer in the cluster that ismanaged/tracked by PaperCut needs further configuration

via iManager.

Follow Step 5 - Printer/iPrint Configuration under Quick install: Novell OES Linux (iPrint)

and return here once completed.

Step 10 - Test
Mode 2 clustering should now be configured. Perform some test printing on all of this sec-

ondary server's printers. Log in to the PaperCut admin interface as admin and verify that

the printers are now listed under thePrinters tab. Simulate a node failover and test again

(wait a minute or two between failures for the new node to engage).

Step 11 - Sharing Client Software
As the clustered solution usesNSS, the client folder is already available as an NCP share at

\\[cluster-virtual-server]\[volume-name]\papercut\client. Users

should be able to access this folder once they are given file rights. Alternatively, consider

making these files available via an alternate share/path/location.
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2.8.5.6. Client/Workstation Configuration

In a clustered environment the behavior of PaperCut MF on the workstations is identical to

that of a non-clustered environment. The one exception, however, is in terms of con-

figuration - configure the clients to connect to theVirtual Server rather than directly con-

necting to a node (i.e. make the network connections via virtual server's designated IP

address). The changes necessary are:

1. Update User Client's configuration file config.propertieswith the Virtual

Server's details as per Step 10 - Client Configuration.

2. Ensure that anyURL's pointing to PaperCut MF's web administration and user inter-

faces; http://[server]:9192/admin and http://[server-

]:9192/user user the virtual server's name. For example, any links on the

organization's intranet site or links supplied to other SystemAdministrators.

2.8.6. Deployment on an External Database
(RDBMS)
This section describes the process of running PaperCut MF on an external relational data-

base, and describeswhy you would choose to do this. By default, PaperCut MF uses an

internal database product known as Apache Derby. This database engine was donated to

Apache by IBM andwas previously known as IBMCloudscape.

2.8.6.1. Why use an external RDBMS?

The internal PaperCut MF database is stable, scalable, self-maintaining, and provides very

good performance. For this reason, most organizations do not need an external database

system. However, youmight consider running PaperCut MF on an external RDBMS if:

Your organization has existing database infrastructure and wants to consolidate all

applications on the same database platform.

Your organization has an existing databasemaintenance and backup procedure and

wants PaperCut MF to take advantage of this.

People want to use 3rd party reporting and analysis tools (like Crystal Reports or

Microsoft Access) to view and analyze the PaperCut MF database.
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Your organization is very large and requires the performance benefits of a dedicated

RDBMS. This also allows the database to reside on a separate server to PaperCut

MF, which improves the system scalability.

2.8.6.2. Supported Databases

PaperCut Software International Pty. Ltd. supports the following external databases out-of-

the-box:

Microsoft SQL Server 2000/2005/2008/2012/2014 (either 32 or 64-bit)

Microsoft SQL Express 2005/2008/2012/2014 (free fromMicrosoft)

PostgreSQL 7.1+ (a free open source database)

MySQL 5.5+ (a free open source database)

Oracle 9.2+ (including the free Oracle Express Edition).

These databaseswere chosen to cater for themajority of customers.

For more information on supported databases, see the External Database Support Policy.

2.8.6.3. Upsize to an External RDBMS

Upsizing to an external RDBMS is a simple process that should take approximately 15-30

minutes. The high-level steps to upsize are:

1. Backup the existing data.

2. Create and initialize the new database.

3. Load the backed up data into the new database.

4. Restart the application.

These steps are discussed in detail below.

This section also includes some database specific configuration information. For more

information, see Database specific configuration.

Important: Each Application Server requires exclusive access to an external

database. i.e. A single database cannot be shared betweenmore than one
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Application Server. If you are runningmultiple Application Servers (e.g. a test and

production instance), then eachmust have a separate database.

Step 1 - Stop PaperCut MF

Stop the Application Server. This allows the data to be backed up, guaranteeing that all

data is saved and ready to load into the new database.

For more information, see Stopping and Starting the Application Server.

Step 2 - Perform a backup of the existing data

Perform a backup of the database. This data is loaded into the application in a later step.

For more information, see SystemBackups.

To back up the database:

1. On the server, open a command prompt. (If you see 'AccessDenied' errors, run the

command prompt as an Administrator).

2. On Linux or Mac, use su or equivalent to become the identity of papercut. e.g.

Mac: sudo su - papercut

Linux: su - papercut

3. Change (cd) to the server binaries directory. e.g.

Windows: cd "C:\Program Files\PaperCut MF\server-

\bin\win"

Mac: cd "/Applications/PaperCut MF/server/bin/mac"

Linux: cd ~papercut/server/bin/linux-*

4. Run the following command:

db-tools export-db

The output of the above command shows the name of the backup file.

5. Take note of the backup file name because it is required in a later step.
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Step 3 - Create a new database in the external RDBMS

This step differs depending on on the external database you are using. It is assumed that

the administrator knows how to create a new database. Nomatter what database is used

the following stepsmust be performed:

1. Create a new empty database for dedicated use by PaperCut MF.When creating the

databasemake sure to select the correct character encoding for your language.

Important:
Create the database with a character encoding suitable for your language.

For SQL Server, the character encoding is set inCollation on the new data-

base screen. For other databases, such as, PostgreSQL or MySQL, select

a unicode character set (UNICODE or UTF8) that allows all possible char-

acters to be stored.

2. Create a new database user (and password) for PaperCut MF to use to connect to

the database.

3. Assign the appropriate permissions to the new user to give them full access to the

new database (e.g. permission to create/drop tables, and select/insert/update/delete

in all tables).

Important: To use SQL Server, ensure that SQL Server has the TCP protocol,

and the server authentication option is set to "SQL Server andWindowsAuthentic-

ation".

The database user created for PaperCut MF should have only theminimum set of

permissions required for the PaperCut application. The user should have full per-

missions to create/drop tables and have full access to any created tables.

However, the user should not have permission to access other databases

installed on the database server.

Step 4 - Change the PaperCut MF connection details

The next step is to configure PaperCut MF to connect to the new external database. To do

this:
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1. On the server, open the server config file in a text editor (e.g. Notepad):

[app-path]/server/server.properties

2. Comment out the line:

database.type=Internal

by adding a # (hash) character to the beginning of the line.

3. Find the database connection details for the database type you require (e.g. SQL

Server or PostgreSQL), and uncomment the lines by removing the # (hash) char-

acters.

4. Set the username and password to connect to the database

database.username=[your-db-user]

database.password=[your-db-password]

5. Set the database URL, which describes the location and connection details of the

external database. See below for details of the format of the database URLs for dif-

ferent database types.

SQL Server database connection URL format
The SQLServer URL format is:

jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://[server]/[database]

The [server] parameter is the name of the server running the SQL Server database,

andmust be resolvable from the PaperCut MF server. If the SQL Server instance is run-

ning on the samemachine, then you can use localhost.

The [database] parameter is the name of the SQL Server database you created in Step

3 above.

The default port is 1433. You can specify a different port in the URL if required.
jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://[server][:port]/[database]

When using SQL Server instances, the instance name is specified in the connection URL

as follows:

jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://[server]/[database];instance=[instan-

cename]
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SQL Server Express Database Connection URL
Format
The SQLServer Express format is:

jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://[server]:[port]/[database]

The [server] parameter is the name of the server running the SQL Server database, and

must be resolvable from the PaperCut MF server. If the SQL Server instance is running on

the samemachine, then you can use localhost.

The [port] parameter is the port the SQL Server Express edition is configured to listen

on. For more information on configuring SQL Express, see ConfiguringMicrosoft SQL

Express.

The [database] parameter is the name of the SQL Server database you created in Step

3 above.

PostgreSQL Database Connection URL Format
The PostgresURL format is:

jdbc:postgresql://[server]/[database]

The [server] parameter is the name of the server running the PostgreSQL database,

andmust be resolvable from the PaperCut MF server. If the PostgreSQL instance is run-

ning on the samemachine, then you can use localhost.

The [database] parameter is the name of the PostgreSQL database you created in Step

3 above.

MySQL Database Connection URL Format
TheMySQLURL format is:

jdbc:mysql://[server]/[database]

The [server] parameter is the name of the server running theMySQL database, and

must be resolvable from the PaperCut MF server. If theMySQL instance is running on the

samemachine, then you can use localhost.
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The [database] parameter is the name of theMySQL database you created in Step 3

above.

Important: SeeConfiguringMySQL for specific instructions to configure

MySQL.

Oracle Database Connection URL Format
TheOracle URL format is:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@[server]:[port]/[ServiceName]

The [server] parameter is the name of the server running theOracle database, and

must be resolvable from the PaperCut server. If the Oracle instance is running on the same

machine, then you can use localhost.

The [port] specifies the port number that the Oracle services are listening on. By default

this is 1521.

The [ServiceName] specifies the Oracle service name or identifier used to identify the

database. For Oracle Express edition this is XE.

E.g. for an Oracle Express Edition installation on the same server as PaperCut, running on

the default port and SID, use:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521/SE

Important: SeeConfiguring Oracle (andOracle Express Edition) for specific

instructions to configure Oracle.

Step 5 - Initialize the new database

The next step is to initialize the new database, creating the required database tables and ini-

tial data. To initialize the database:

1. On the server, open a command prompt. (If you see 'AccessDenied' errors, run the

command prompt as an Administrator).

2. On Linux or Mac, use su or equivalent to become the identity of papercut. e.g.
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Mac: sudo su - papercut

Linux: su - papercut

3. Change (cd) to the server binaries directory. e.g.

Windows: cd "C:\Program Files\PaperCut MF\server-

\bin\win"

Mac: cd "/Applications/PaperCut MF/server/bin/mac"

Linux (32bit): cd ~papercut/server/bin/linux-i686

Linux (64bit): cd ~papercut/server/bin/linux-x64

4. Run the following command: db-tools init-db

Amessage is displayed to indicate that the connection details are correct and the database

was initialized correctly.

Step 6 - Load the data into the new database

This step loads the data (that was exported in Step 2) into the database. To import the data:

1. On the server, open a command prompt. (If you see 'AccessDenied' errors, run the

command prompt as an Administrator).

2. On Linux or Mac, use su or equivalent to become the identity of papercut. e.g.

Mac: sudo su - papercut

Linux: su - papercut

3. Change (cd) to the server binaries directory. e.g.

Windows: cd "C:\Program Files\PaperCut MF\server-

\bin\win"

Mac: cd "/Applications/PaperCut MF/server/bin/mac"

Linux (32bit): cd ~papercut/server/bin/linux-i686

Linux (64bit): cd ~papercut/server/bin/linux-x64

4. Run the following command: db-tools import-db "backup file name".

This command shows the data import progress.

If no errors occur, the application is ready to restart.
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Step 7 - Restart PaperCut MF

The data is now in the new database and you can restart the server.

For more information, see Stopping and Starting the Application Server.

Wait 30 seconds for the server to start, then log in to the admin console. If you can log in suc-

cessfully, then the upsizing processworked successfully.

2.8.6.4. Database specific configuration

This section includes database specific configuration for use with PaperCut MF.

Configuring Microsoft SQL Express

Microsoft SQL Express provides enterprise class database performance for free. However,

it does have some limitationswhen compared to the full version of SQL Server. But these

limitations are not likely to adversely affect most PaperCut MF users. These limitations

include:

4GB limit on database sizes (10GB for SQL Server Express 2008 and 2012)

Limited to use only 1 CPU

Limited to use only 1GB of RAM

This section described how to configureMicrosoft SQL Express edition for use with Paper-

Cut MF. It is assumed that SQL Server Express is already installed with the default con-

figuration.

Once this configuration is complete, you can use the database with PaperCut MF by fol-

lowing the instructions in Upsize to an External RDBMS.

Enable TCP/IP connections
PaperCut MF uses TCP/IP to connect to the SQL Server database, but SQL Server

Express does not enable TCP support by default. To enable TCP/IP:

1. On themachine with SQL Express installed, open theSQL Server Configuration

Manager.

2. On the left, expand theSQL Server Network Configuration node.
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3. On the left, select theProtocols for SQLEXPRESS node.

4. Right-click the TCP/IP item on the right; then selectProperties.

5. On theGeneral tab, changeEnabled toYes.

6. On the IP Addresses tab, under the IPAll node, clear the TCP Dynamic Ports

check box.

7. In TCP Port, enter the port to listen on . For example, 1450. Remember this port,

because it needs to be used in the PaperCut MF connection string.

8. ClickOK to save the changes.

9. Restart theMicrosoft SQL Server Express service using either the standard service

control panel or the SQL Express tools.

Enable SQL Server authentication
PaperCut MF requires SQL Server authentication to be enabled on the instance of SQL

Express. To do this:

1. On themachine with SQL Express installed, open theSQL Server Management

Studio Express tool.

2. Right-click the instance of SQL Express to configure; then selectProperties.

3. Select theSecurity section on the left.

4. Change theServer Authentication toSQL Server and Windows Authentic-

ation mode.

5. Restart theMicrosoft SQL Server Express service using either the standard service

control panel or the SQL Express tools.

Create Database User
PaperCut MF requires a user to connect to the database. To create this user:

1. On themachine with SQL Express installed, open theSQL Server Management

Studio Express tool.

2. Right-click theSecurity > Logins node; then selectNew Login.
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3. Enter the username (e.g. papercut).

4. Change theServer Authentication toSQL Server and Windows Authentic-

ation mode.

5. Enter the user's password.

6. Disable password expiration.

7. ClickOK to create the user.

8. After creating the PaperCut MF database, assign this user db_owner permissions

on the database, so that it can create the required database tables.

9. To initialize the database, follow the instruction in Upsize to an External RDBMS.

Configuring MySQL

MySQL is a free/open-source database solution that provides robust, proven, and scalable

storage at a great price. PaperCut MF supportsMySQL 5.5 and higher.

Important:
PaperCut MF requires the use of theMySQL InnoDB table type, which provides

full support for transactions. Ensure your MySQL database server is configured

to support InnoDB (usually this is enabled by default).

Database Driver
PaperCut MF does not ship with a database driver for MySQL because theMySQL licens-

ing does not allow redistribution of the driver. Download these drivers for free from the

MySQLwebsite as described below.

To download the required version of the driver:

1. Visit theMySQLweb site download page for theMySQLConnector/J product here:

http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/.

2. Select the appropriate driver version (the latest version is best).

3. Download the driver package and unzip the contents to a temporary directory.

4. Find the driver JAR file, which is typically named mysql-connector-java-
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X.Y.Z-bin.jar.

5. Copy the JAR file into the [app-path]\server\lib-ext directory. This allows

PaperCut MF to find and load the driver.

Once the driver is installed into PaperCut MF, you can follow the standard upsizing pro-

cedure. For more information, see Upsize to an External RDBMS.

Configuring Oracle (and Oracle Express Edition)

Oracle is a high-end database solution that provides a very robust and scalable data stor-

age solution. And with the release of Oracle Express Edition, it is available at no cost, but it

does have some limitations that should not impact PaperCut MF installations.

PaperCut MF supportsOracle versions 9.2 and higher. Oracle 8 (and earlier) are not sup-

ported because they did not support the TIMESTAMP datatype required by PaperCut MF.

Database Driver
PaperCut MF does not ship with a driver for Oracle becauseOracle does not allow us to

redistribute the driver. Also, the recommended driver depends on the version of Oracle

used. You can obtain these drivers from theOracle website as described below.

To download the required version of the driver:

1. Visit the Oracle web site here: http://www.or-

acle.com/technetwork/database/features/jdbc/index-091264.html

2. Select the appropriate Oracle version.

The required file to download differs depending on theOracle version.

3. Download the ojdbc6.jar for your version.

4. Copy the downloaded file into the [app-path]\server\lib-ext directory.

5. Restart the servicePaperCut Application Server. This allows PaperCut to find

and load the driver.

Once the driver is installed into PaperCut MF, you can follow the standard upsizing pro-

cedure. For more information, see Upsize to an External RDBMS.
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Best Practices on Microsoft SQL Server

Microsoft SQL Server provides enterprise class database performance.With this type of

database, it is recommended that the administrator puts in place a database re-index every

month. This database optimization helps with general performance, andmore specifically,

large queries performed on the SQL database. These queries include Reporting, as well as

Bulk Actions performed onmultiple data points. It's highly recommended that this optim-

ization be set up as a scheduled task after hours to ensure you see no performance issues

due to database indexing problems.

The optimization we recommend you run is:

exec sp_msForEachTable @COMMAND1= 'DBCC DBREINDEX ( "?")';

exec sp_updatestats;

PaperCut support has seen databaseswith large databaseswith millions of print jobs com-

plete this command in less than threeminutes. The result was seen where reporting took

10-15minutes before optimization, and now takes amatter of seconds.

2.8.7. Web Browser Single Sign-On (SSO)
Single Sign-On (SSO) lets users access PaperCut's web interface without re-entering cre-

dentials. For example, you can give a user logged intoWindows direct access to Paper-

Cut's web interface without needing to re-enter their username and password at the

PaperCut login screen. Sites with an intranet portal often find SSOparticularly attractive,

as it allows diverse IT systems to be seamlessly integrated into the portal without the need

for separate logins.

Single Sign-On also goes hand in hand with technologies such as two-factor authentication

used in high security environments. With two-factor authentication, sign-on can involve

presentation of an ID card or reading a fingerprint. In some cases, user passwords areman-

aged by the security system and not known to the user, making it impossible to login using a

traditional login screen. PaperCut's SSOsupport allows PaperCut to leverage the two-

factor security already in place.

Web single sign-on is an advanced topic. The standard web login that comes built-in with

PaperCut ismost appropriate for many sites.

PaperCut supports two different web SSOmethods:
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1. IntegratedWindowsAuthentication For Windows domain environments where both

the PaperCut Application Server and the user computers share the sameWindows

domain and intranet zone.With IntegratedWindowsAuthentication, PaperCut uses

existingWindows technologies to securely identifyWindows domain users as Paper-

Cut users.

2. WebAuthA web authentication system developed and freely licensed by Stanford

University. It is implemented as an Apachemodule and works by intercepting

requests to the PaperCut Application Server. WebAuth is operating system neutral,

but requires specialist expertise to set up.

PaperCut'sWebAuth integration is actually quite generic and is also used for Shib-

boleth SSO integration at several customer sites.

2.8.7.1. Planning for Web SSO Implementation

There are a number of considerations and preparation steps youmust take prior to imple-

menting SSO in PaperCut

Preparing for SSO

1. An effective security system offersmultiple layers of defence against unwanted intru-

sion. For example, an organization's firewall can provide the first layer of defence, but

if an intruder penetrates that, theWindows login presents a second barrier. Once

logged intoWindows, PaperCut's login screen represents a third layer of defence.

SSO trades off the convenience of direct accesswith removing one layer of security.

For example, with SSOa user can click a hyperlink in an email or instant message

and be taken directly into PaperCut. Before implementing SSO, youmust weigh up

the risks and benefits for your organization.

2. PaperCut offers granularity of control over which parts of PaperCut will use SSO. For

example, youmight decide to use SSO for just the user web pages andmobile client,

not the admin interface. Decide your policy up front before configuring SSO.

3. Decide whether you want PaperCut MF SSO to directly log in users, or to first

present a confirmation page. The confirmation page displays the user name and can

also offer aSwitch User link to allow users to use an alternate login. With direct
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login, one less click is required, but there is no opportunity to confirm the correct login

or switch to an alternate user.

4. Decide if you want to redirect the user to your intranet portal after logout. A logout

URL is required when direct access is configured.

5. Your PaperCut usersmust be sourced from a central directory server, such as,Win-

dows directory. Internal users (usersmanaged by PaperCut NG), and the built-in

admin are internal to PaperCut so do not work with SSO. If you have internal users,

show the confirmation page with theSwitch User link to make the PaperCut login

page accessible.

6. If using SSO to access the PaperCut administration interface, set up the necessary

Assigning Administrator Level Access for all administrative users before enabling

SSO. The same applies to other PaperCut interfaces, such as, Release Station,

WebCashier, and Central Reports.

7. Select which SSO technology is right for you.While many PaperCut MF sites choose

IntegratedWindowsAuthentication, it does have strict prerequisites. For example, if

you have a significant number of non-Windows users, Windows based SSOmight

not be the best choice for you. More information about each SSO technology is

provided below.

Planning for Integrated Windows Authentication

IntegratedWindowsAuthentication (IWA) is designed for Microsoft Windows envir-

onments where both the PaperCut Application Server and client PCs reside on the same

Windows domain and intranet zone. In summary the requirements are:

1. The PaperCut Application Server must run on theWindows operating system.

2. PaperCut web users are using PCs runningWindows

3. All computers are on the same domain

4. Your site uses Active Directory for managing users, including PaperCut users. Win-

dowsAuthentication works only with users who aremanaged byWindows.

5. The Application Server URL is on the same intranet zone as users' PCs. By default

thismeans that the URL does not contain periods. You can configure user internet
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options to explicitly add the PaperCut Application Server to the intranet zone.

6. Your organization's recommendedweb browser supports IWA. Browsers that sup-

port IWA include Internet Explorer, Chrome, and Firefox. (Note that Firefox requires

additional configuration to enable IWA support.)

IntegratedWindowsAuthentication is part of Windows, so if your site meets the above cri-

teria, no additional setup is needed prior to configuring SSO.

Planning for WebAuth

WebAuth uses a reverse proxy server to manage HTTP traffic between users and Paper-

Cut. If you are consideringWebAuth, you need the resources and skills to implement and

configure an Apache web server and perform the installation instructions provided by

WebAuth.

WebAuth takes care of authorizing the user and inserts a special HTTP header in all author-

ized requests sent to PaperCut. Specify the name of this header and also a list of whitelisted

source IP addresseswhen integratingWebAuth with PaperCut

AlthoughWebAuth SSO is considerablymore complex to implement than IWA, it does have

the advantage of supporting a non-Windows environment.

2.8.7.2. Configuring Web SSO

Configuring SSO in PaperCut is easy, but youmust work through the preparation steps

above, or youmight not be able to log in to PaperCut!

Tip:
After enabling SSOon the admin interface, it is not easy to use the built in admin

user as the login page is no longer shown. Before configuring SSO, youmust

ensure your domain or corporate login has admin rights and you need to use this

login. As a protection, the built-in admin user does not have the rights to enable

SSO. If you lock yourself out after enabling SSO, you can bypass SSOby adding

/nosso to the Application Server URL. For example: http://[myserver]

/admin/nosso.
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1. Navigate toOptions > Advanced.

2. In theWeb Single Sign-on (SSO) area, select theEnable Single sign-on check

box to enable SSO. Additional configuration items are displayed.

3. Select the SSOmethod:

Integrated Windows Authentication
WebAuth

4. If you selectWebAuth, complete the following fields:

WebAuth HTTP header key—the WebAuth HTTP header name.

Allowed WebAuth IP addresses—a comma separated list of whitel-

isted IP addresses.

5. Specify the SSObehavior you want for the user web interface andmobile client,

admin interface, and other interfaces:

a. Standard (username and password)—don't use SSOand show the Paper-

Cut MF login screen.

b. SSO with confirmation page—use SSOand present a confirmation page at
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login.

c. SSO with direct access—use SSOand directly log in the user with no con-

firmation page.

6. If you want to show aSwitch User link on the confirmation page, select theShow

"Switch User" link on confirmation page check box.

7. InOn logout, direct user to URL, enter a URL to go to on logout. A typical

example would be the URL for your intranet portal.

Advanced Configuration

You can set advanced config keys to fine tune SSObehavior. For more information, see

Using the Config Editor.

1. Some installationswant to enable SSO for web users, but not for users of themobile

client andmobile release apps. To disable SSO for mobile users, set the advanced

config key: auth.web-login.sso-enable.mobile-user to N.

2. By default, WindowsSSOdoes not authenticate users belonging to the "Guest"

group. You can change this behavior by setting the advanced config key auth.web-

login.sso-allow-guest to Y.

Post Installation Testing

After enabling SSO, perform the following tests to ensure that users can successfully

access the PaperCut interface.

1. Verify that you can still log in to the admin interface.

2. Verify that a user without admin rights can still access their user web pages.

3. If in use, verify that a user with the appropriate admin rights can still access other inter-

faces, such as, Release Station or WebCashier.

4. Try logging in from other computers in the domain.

5. Try logging in from different browsers supported in your organization.

6. If using IWA, try logging in from a non-windows client or a PC outside the domain.
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Verify you can still log in after providing your Windows credentials.

2.8.8. Advanced LDAP Configuration
PaperCut MF supports the following LDAP server types out-of-the-box:

Novell eDirectory

Microsoft Active Directory

Unix/NIS/Posix

For more information about basic configuration options for these platforms, see Using

LDAP for user synchronization.

However, PaperCut MF can support other server/schema types by defining the fields to

query and the LDAP searches to perform. Configure these options in theAdvanced Con-

fig Editor on theOptions tab. The following config keys are available for the primary sync

source:

Config name Description

ldap.schema.user-

name-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's username.

ldap.schema.user-

full-name-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's full name.

ldap.schema.user-

email-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's email address.

ldap.schema.other-

emails-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's other email

addresses. If the user has only one other email, then use

a single value or a multi-value LDAP field. If the user has

multiple other email addresses then use a multi-value

LDAP field.

ldap.schema.user-

second-card-id-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's second card id.

ldap.schema.user- The LDAP field that contains the user's department.

Table 25: LDAP Primary Sync Source Config entries
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Config name Description

department-field

ldap.schema.user-

office-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's office location.

ldap.schema.user-

card-id-field

The LDAP field containing the user's primary card ID

value.

ldap.schema.user-

second-card-id-field

The LDAP field containing the user's secondary card ID

value.

ldap.schema.user-

name-search

The LDAP search to retrieve the user. The {0} in the

search is replaced with * when listing all users, and

[username] when searching for a specific user. If no

search is defined, the default is ([userNameField]=

{0}). IMPORTANT: The search must include the {0}

value.

ldap.schema.group-

name-field

The LDAP field that contains the group's name.

ldap.schema.group-

member-field

The LDAP field that contains the group members.

ldap.schema.group-

search

The LDAP search to retrieve the group. The {0} in the

search is replaced with * for all group searches. If no

search is defined, the default is ([groupMem-

berField]={0}), which means get all entries with at

least one member. IMPORTANT: The search must

include the {0} value.

ldap.schema.posix-

groups

If Y, then the group member field contains the user's user-

name. If N, then the group member field contains the

user's DN.

ldap.schema.home-

directory-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's home folder

path.
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If you are using a secondary sync source, the following config keys are available:

Config name Description

ldap2.schema.user-

name-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's username.

ldap2.schema.user-

full-name-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's full name.

ldap2.schema.user-

email-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's email address.

ldap.2.schema.other-

emails-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's other email

addresses. If the user has only one other email, then

use a single value or a multi-value LDAP field. If the

user has multiple other email addresses then use a

multi-value LDAP field.

ldap.2.schema.user-

second-card-id-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's second card id.

ldap2.schema.user-

department-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's department.

ldap2.schema.user-

office-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's office location.

ldap2.schema.user-

card-id-field

The LDAP field containing the user's primary card ID

value.

ldap2.schema.user-

second-card-id-field

The LDAP field containing the user's secondary card ID

value.

ldap2.schema.user-

name-search

The LDAP search to retrieve the user. The {0} in the

search is replaced with * when listing all users, and

[username] when searching for a specific user. If no

search is defined, the default is ([userNameField]

={0}). IMPORTANT: The search must include the

Table 26: LDAP Secondary Sync Source Config entries
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Config name Description

{0} value.

ldap2.schema.group-

name-field

The LDAP field that contains the group's name.

ldap2.schema.group-

member-field

The LDAP field that contains the group members.

ldap2.schema.group-

search

The LDAP search to retrieve the group. The {0} in the

search is replaced with * for all group searches. If no

search is defined, the default is ([groupMem-

berField]={0}), which means get all entries with at

least one member. IMPORTANT: The search must

include the {0} value.

ldap2.schema.posix-

groups

If Y, then the group member field contains the user's

username. If N, then the group member field contains

the user's DN.

ldap2.schema.home-

directory-field

The LDAP field that contains the user's home folder

path.

2.8.8.1. LDAP Server Default Configuration

When a particular LDAP server type is selected (e.g. Novell eDirectory), PaperCut MF uses

the following defaults to query the LDAP server. Use these defaults as a starting point for

customizing the LDAP searches or for supporting other server types.

Standard (Unix / Open Directory)

The following defaults are used if the LDAP server is configured to support Unix based

authentication.
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Config name Default value

ldap.schema.user-name-field uid

ldap.schema.user-full-name-field cn

ldap.schema.user-email-field mail

ldap.schema.user-department-field departmentNumber

ldap.schema.user-office-field [not set]

ldap.schema.user-name-search (uid={0})

ldap.schema.group-name-field cn

ldap.schema.group-member-field memberUid

ldap.schema.group-search (memberUid={0})

ldap.schema.posix-groups Y

ldap.schema.home-directory-field [not set]

Table 27: Unix / Open Directory LDAP default set-

tings

Novell eDirectory Defaults

The following defaults are used if the LDAP server is a Novell eDirectory.

Config name Default value

ldap.schema.user-name-

field

cn

ldap.schema.user-full-name-

field

fullName

ldap.schema.user-email-

field

mail

ldap.schema.user-depart-

ment-field

OU

Table 28: Novell eDirectory LDAP default settings
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Config name Default value

ldap.schema.user-office-

field

l

ldap.schema.user-name-

search

(&(cn={0})(objectClass=person))

ldap.schema.group-name-

field

cn

ldap.schema.group-mem-

ber-field

member

ldap.schema.group-search (&(member={0})(objectClass-

s=groupOfNames))

ldap.schema.posix-groups N

ldap.schema.home-dir-

ectory-field

[not set]

Microsoft Active Directory Defaults

The following defaults are used if the LDAP server is aMicrosoft Active Directory.

Config name Default value

ldap.schema.user-

name-field

sAMAccountName

ldap.schema.user-

full-name-field

displayName

ldap.schema.user-

email-field

mail

ldap.schema.user-

department-field

department

ldap.schema.user-

office-field

physicalDeliveryOfficeName

Table 29: Active Directory LDAP default settings
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Config name Default value

ldap.schema.user-

name-search

(&(sAMAccountName={0})(objectCat-

egory=person) (objectClass=user)(sAMAc-

countType=805306368))

ldap.schema.group-

name-field

sAMAccountName

ldap.schema.group-

member-field

member

ldap.schema.group-

search

(&(member={0})(objectCategory=group))

ldap.schema.posix-

groups

N

ldap.schema.home-

directory-field

homeDirectory

2.8.9. Print Authentication
Modern largemulti-user networks, like those typically seen in Higher Education, aremade

up of mix of operating systems, authenticationmethods, personal student laptops, print pro-

tocols and disparate networks. This heterogeneousmix poses problems for SystemAdmin-

istrators working towards a unified and centralized print management system. PaperCut

MF supports an array of tools to help administratorsmeet their unification goals. PaperCut

MF's flexibility is, however, a double-edged sword and themultitude of options also bring

complexity. This section discusses cross-platform support in detail, and hopes to arm the

reader with the knowledge needed tomake the correct architecture decisions. Solutions

are presented as "recipes" with the aim of directing the reader to appropriate procedures

and other sections.

The objective of a centralized and unified PaperCut MF system is to offer all users, irre-

spective of their operating system or accessmethod, access to the full array of features in a

secured and authenticated way. PaperCut MF offers cross-platform client software provid-

ing end-user features on all major operating systems, however, the need for secured and

authenticated access adds an extra, somewhat complex dimension.
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2.8.9.1. About Authentication and Printing

What is authentication?

Authentication in a printing environment is the act of confirming the digital identity of the per-

son who issued a print job. Knowledge of the user's identity allows PaperCut MF to offer the

user access to functions such as allocating the cost of a job to their account, or offering them

access to shared accounts. In aWindows domain environment, authentication is handled at

the point of login using a username and password. A web-of-trust is then established

between servers and services.

Why does authentication pose a problem?

By default PaperCut MF assumes the printer queues are authenticated and trusts the user-

name that is associated with the print job. It is this user is charged for for the printing. On

fully authenticated networks (like 100%WindowsActive Directory networks), PaperCut MF

can trust the username associated with the job. There are a few common scenarios where

authentication is not as simple:

1. Generic, common, or shared user accounts. (e.g. generic "student" login).

2. Systems that auto-login as a set user.

3. Unauthenticated print queues or print protocols (e.g. LPR).

4. Users' personal laptops that are not authenticated on the network.

Generic or shared login accounts are seen in some computer lab and network envir-

onments. In these environments administrators ask users to log in to selected systems

using standard user names such as "student" or "user". This practice is particularly common

on the AppleMac operating system as a single login helps streamline system and applic-

ationmanagement. The use of theWindow auto-login feature also poses a similar problem

- authentication is not enforced at the time of system startup. An extra layer of authen-

tication is required on these systems to correctly identify the person that performs printing.

Unauthenticated print queues also pose problems in cross platform environments. In an

ideal world, all computers would talk the same protocols and happily work together in a

single centrally authenticated environment. You can come close to this goal in a 100%

Microsoft Windows environment, however, if youmix in Unix, Linux andMac, it's a different
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story. Although initiatives such asCUPS (CommonUnix Printing System) and the Internet

Printing Protocol (IPP) offer some hope, unification in the area of authenticated printing is

still someway off. Unfortunately technical reasons often prevent networks from using

CUPS authentication or exclusively using the authenticatedMicrosoft printing protocol.

The use of personal laptops or other unauthenticated workstations in an otherwise authen-

ticated network is another cause of problems. Thesemachinesmight not be able to authen-

ticate to your network for a number of reasons:

The operating system does not support authentication (likeWindowsHome editions).

It is too complex to configure authentication on personal laptops.

Users log in to their laptop with their personnally chosen username and password.

You cannot force users to change the configuration of their personal laptops.

How does PaperCut MF address authentication?

If technical reasons prevent authentication at the print queue level, PaperCut MF provides

a number of alternate authentication options. These options change PaperCut MF's default

behavior of trusting the username associated with a print jobs, and instead the user is

required to re-authenticate before the job is printed. The two alternate authentication

options are described below.

Popup authentication (IP session based authen-
tication)
Thismethod involves associating the workstation's IP addresswith a user for a specified

period of time - a session. Any print jobs arriving from this IP address are deemed to be

associated with this user. Authentication is provided by the PaperCut MF client software in

the form of a popup dialog requesting a username and password. Data is transmitted to the

server via an SSL encrypted connection. To print with popup authentication the client soft-

waremust be running on the workstations or laptops.

Use popup authentication to:
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Authenticate users who print from a generic login or auto-login account. This is done

by flagging the generic account as unauthenticated in PaperCut MF.

Authenticate users not authenticated to the network (e.g. personal laptop users). This

is done bymarking the print queues as unauthenticated in PaperCut MF.

For more information, see Popup authentication.

Web Print
WebPrint is a service for printing documents that are uploaded via a web browser. This

provides a simple way to enable printing for laptop, wireless, and anonymous users without

installing print drivers.

WithWeb Print users are authenticated when they log in to the PaperCut MF user web inter-

face. Any documents they upload can then be tracked against their user name.

For more information, seeWeb Print (Driver-less printing via a web browser).

Release Station authentication
Release Stationswork by placing print jobs in a holding queue. Usersmust authenticate at

a Release Station before being given access to release their job. A Release Station nor-

mally takes the form of a dedicated terminal located next to the printer(s), however, the hold-

ing queue can also be accessed via a web browser. The act of a user releasing a job causes
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it to be charged to their account. You can use Release Stationswithout installing the client

software on user's workstations.

The hold/release queues are enabled on a printer queue level within PaperCut MF

For more information on setting up and using Release Stations, see Hold/release queues &

Print Release Stations. To achieve authentication, the Release Station is run in "release

any" mode.

Choosing the right authentication option for your
network
The choice of the authentication approach depends on the constraints of your network and

your requirements. Below are some points to consider whenmaking this decision:

Popup authentication: Usually themost user-friendly option, but it requires the client

software to be installed and running on all workstations that print. In some envir-

onments it is not possible tomandate that software be installed on personal laptops.

Release Station Authentication: Users do not need any additional software installed

but the process of releasing a print job ismore involved. Youmust install standard

Release Stations nearby all your printers, or make use of the end-user web Release

Station. If you are already using hold/release queues, then it makes sense to also use

them for authentication.

Handling partially authenticated networks
Many sites have a heterogenous network with amix of both authenticated an unau-

thenticated printing. A common example, is a college where all lab computers are con-

nected to the domain and usersmust log in to the workstations to print. The college also

allows students to print using their personal laptops that are not authenticated on the net-

work.

An administrator can enable PaperCut MF authentication for all users. This is the simplest

to set up but is inconvenient for users who are already fully authenticated.Why should an

authenticated user have to re-authenticate with PaperCut MF to print?

To overcome this it is recommended to set up two sets of print queues, one for the authen-

ticated users and another for the unauthenticated users. These queues can point to the
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same physical printers, but are configured differently in both PaperCut MF and the oper-

ating system. The authenticated print queues:

Must only be accessible to authenticated users (i.e. through network security or oper-

ating system permissions).

Should not have the authentication enabled within PaperCut MF (i.e. do not enable the

hold/release queue or unauthenticated printer options on the print queue).

Should not be published to unauthenticated users.

The unauthenticated print queues:

Must be configured to allow printing by unauthenticated users.

Must have the authentication enabled within PaperCut MF. i.e. Enable the hold-

/release queue or flag the printer as unauthenticated.

Must be published to anonymous users so they know how to connect/user the printers.

If the decision as beenmade to split up printers into two separate queues (authenticated

and unauthenticated), administrators can use tools such as IP address filtering, firewalls, or

user/group access permissions to control who has access to which set of queues (i.e. deny

"guest" account access on authenticated queues inWindows).

For a detailed explanation of setting up PaperCut MF for unauthenticated laptop printing

see Handling Unauthenticated (non-domain) Laptops

For discussion of many other authentication scenarios see The Authentication Cookbook -

Recipes by example

2.8.9.2. Handling Unauthenticated (non-domain) Laptops

Schools and colleges commonly allow students to use their personal laptops for printing to

campus printers. They also want to allocate/charge printing from these unauthenticated

users to the correct person. However, if the systems haven't authenticated with the net-

work, then user credentials are not provided with the print job (or worse, their personal

laptop username is associated with the job). For example, onWindows networks, the jobs

might list as guest. PaperCut MF addresses this this problem by providing alternate print

authentication options. This section provides a step-by-step guide to configuring these

authentication options.
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Before continuing it is highly recommended to read the introduction to print authentication

(see Print Authentication). It introduces the important concepts required to understanding

print authentication.

Option 1: Popup authentication for unauthenticated laptops

Having chosen popup authentication to authenticate your laptop users, you should review

Popup authentication for a detailed explanation of the feature.

Step 1: Decide whether to enable popup authen-
tication on all printer queues
First decide whether to enable authentication for all queues, or only the queues accessed

by unauthenticated laptop systems. For more information, read Handling partially authen-

ticated networks.

If you enable authentication only for your unauthenticated laptops, youmust configure a

second set of unauthenticated print queues. These queues can point to the same physical

printers as your authenticated queues.

Often the simplest way to set up these unauthenticated queues is to configure a separate

print server that allows anonymous printing. You canmake use of a firewall or operating

system permissions to ensure that the anonymous users cannot access the "authenticated

queues". OnWindows networks, youmight need to enable the guest account on the

domain/system so users running the "Home" editions ofWindows can print to these

queues.

Step 2: Install/run the User Client software on
laptops
To use popup authentication, the client softwaremust be installed and running on the unau-

thenticated laptops. You shouldmake the client available for your users along with instruc-

tions of how to install the software on their laptops. You can easily install the software on all

common operating systems (Windows, Mac and Linux).

For more information on installing and deploying the client software see User Client Deploy-

ment.
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Step 3: Mark the printer queue as "Unau-
thenticated"
By default PaperCut MF trusts the usernames that are associated with the print job. When

printing from unauthenticated laptops this username cannot be trusted. By flagging the

printer queue as "unauthenticated", PaperCut MF no longer trusts the username and

prompts the user to authenticate.

Advanced:An alternate approach onWindows networks is to enable the unauthenticated

option at the user-level on guest only rather than at the queue level.

To flag the printer as Unauthenticated:

1. Log in as the built-in admin user.

2. Click in thePrinters section.

3. Select the printer you want to mark asUnauthenticated.

4. In theConfiguration section, select theUnauthenticated printer check box.

5. ClickOK to save the changes.

6. Repeat this process for each printer that requires popup authentication enabled.

Important: Once the printer is flagged asUnauthenticated, no print jobs are prin-

ted until the user has authenticated using the client software. It is important that all

workstations using these print queues are running the client software.

Step 4: Test the popup authentication
It is important to test the popup authentication once enabled. To do this:

1. Start-up an unauthenticated laptop/workstation.

2. Ensure that the User Client software is installed and running.

3. Perform a test print job to the queue on the print server you flagged asUnau-

thenticated.

4. The client software should popup the authentication dialog box. The print job should
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not print until you successfully authenticate.

5. Once authenticated, verify that the print job completes and the job is logged against

the correct username inPrinters->Print Jobs.

Option 2: Release Station Authentication for Unauthenticated Laptops

Having chosen Release Stations to authenticate your laptop users, you should review

Hold/release queues & Print Release Stations for a detailed explanation of the feature.

Step 1: Decide whether to enable Release Station
authentication on all print queues
First decide whether to enable the hold/release queue for all print queues, or only the

queues accessed by unauthenticated laptop systems. For more information, read Handling

partially authenticated networks.

If you enable the hold/release queue only for your unauthenticated laptops, youmust con-

figure a second set of unauthenticated print queues. These queues can point to the same

physical printers as your authenticated queues.

Often the simplest way to set up these unauthenticated queues is to configure a separate

print server that allows anonymous printing. You canmake use of a firewall or operating

system permissions to ensure that the anonymous users cannot access the "authenticated

queues".

Step 2: Choose which Release Station interface to
use
You can choose between the Standard Release Station interface and the end-user web

interface. The standard Release Station:

Requires a dedicated workstation nearby the printers that is configured to run the

Release Station.

Requires less user education because when theywalk up to fetch their print jobs it is

obvious they need to use the Release Station to user the job.

The end-user web Release Station:
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Requires no workstations configured near the printers. Users use a web browser to

log in to the end-user web interface and release their jobs.

Usersmust be provided with instructions on how to print and then log in to the web

Release Station to release their print jobs.

After choosing the Release Station interface, proceed to the appropriate step below.

Step 3a: Run and configure the Standard Release
Station
If using the standard Release Station:

1. Deploy the standard Release Station to workstations located nearby your printers.

See Release Station Configuration for information on deploying the Release Station.

2. Run the Release Station in "Release Any"mode, which allows users to log in and see

all print jobs awaiting release.When they release a job it is charged to their user

account. For more information see Release StationModes.

Step 3b: Enable and configure the End-user Web
Release Station
If using the end-user web Release Station:

1. Log in as the built-in admin user.

2. Click in theOptions section.

3. In theUser Features section, enable theAllow users to view held jobs (hold-

/release queues) option.

4. Change theUsers have permission to setting toRelease any jobs (charge to

their account).

5. ClickApply to save the changes.
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Step 4: Enable the hold/release queue for the print
queues
By default, PaperCut MF allows the jobs to be printed without any interaction from the user.

The hold/release queue feature holds the print job until the user logs into a Release Station

and releases the job. To enable the hold/release queue for a printer:

1. Log in as the built-in admin user.

2. Click in thePrinters section.

3. Select the printer you want to enable the hold/release queue on.

4. In theConfiguration section, enable theEnable hold/release queue check box.

5. ClickOK to save the changes.

6. Repeat this process for each printer that requires the hold/release queue enabled.

Important: Once the hold/release queue is enabled, no jobs print until released

using a Release Station. It is important to instruct your users how to use the

Release Station, otherwise theywill not be able to print.

Step 5: Test the Release Station
It is important to test the Release Station once enabled. To do this:

1. Start-up an unauthenticated laptop/workstation.

2. Perform a test print to a print queue with the hold/release queue enabled.

3. For the standard Release Station, go to the print Release Station and log in as a

user. Select the job you printed; then click thePrint link to release the job.

4. For the end-user web Release Station, log in to the end-user web pages at

http://yourserver:9191/user. Select the Jobs pending release link.

Select the job you printed; then click the [print] link to release the job.

5. Log in to the PaperCut MF admin pages and verify the print job was allocated to the

correct user in thePrinters->Print Jobs section.
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2.8.9.3. The Authentication Cookbook - Recipes by

example

This section discusses various solutions to the "authentication problem" in recipe style. The

aim is not to provide detailed step by step instructions, but rather guide the user to the rel-

evant procedures and sections in other parts of themanual.

Windows systems with generic logins

This scenario arises either when users log in to systems using a common username such as

user or student, or if the workstations auto-login as a generic user. See introduction for

details.

Preferred Method:
Ensure all users have an account (username and password) on the server (or domain)

hosting the PaperCut MF software.

Install client software on all systems. See User Client for more detail.

Enable popup authentication by selecting theUnauthenticated option on the cor-

responding generic user account.

See Popup authentication for more detail.

Other Methods:
1. Use standard Release Station in "Release Any"mode, or the end-user web Release

Station configured to allow users to release any jobs. See Hold/release queues &

Print Release Stations.

2. Consider implementing domain level logins.

Windows laptops that do not authenticate against a domain

Portable systems can spendmost of their time outside the organization's network so setting

up domain authenticationmight not be required. The laptops/notebooks are often owned by

a single individual and are not under the control of a central administrator.
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Preferred Method:
Use popup authentication or hold/release queues. For more information, see User and

Group Synchronization.

Alternate Method 1:
If using a version ofWindows that can authenticate with a domain (i.e. not theWindows

Home editions), then you can configure the laptop to authenticate with the network as fol-

lows.

1. Teach the user how add their domain username and password to their Stored user-

names and passwords:

a. Start > Control Panel > User Accounts

b. Select the user's laptop login account

c. ClickManagemy network passwords

d. ClickAdd

e. Enter the name of the server and the user's network domain username and

password

2. Teach the user how to add a network printer in the form \\server\printer.

3. Optional: Locally install client software using the client-local-install.exe

install program. This is located on the \\Server\PCClient\win share. At the

end of the install process, the client opens asking the user to confirm their network

identity. See User Client for more detail.

Alternate Method 2:
1. Add a generic "LaptopUser", or "guest" user account to the domain. Make the pass-

word known to all users (e.g. password).

2. Set the unauthenticated option on this user (enable popup authentication).

3. Locally install client software using the client-local-install.exe install pro-

gram. This is located on the \\Server\PCClient\win share. At the end of the
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install process the client opens asking the user to confirm their network identity. See

User Client Options for details.

4. Teach the user how to add a network printer pointing to \\server\printer.

5. See the preceding scenario for more detail.

Windows print server using LDAP or eDirectory authentication

TheMicrosoft Windows operating system does not play well in non Active Directory domain

environments such as LDAP or eDirectory. Although it is possible to configure aWindows

print server on any network, Windows does not normally provide the ability to use LDAP as

an authentication source. Jobs are listed under either a localWindows user identity or a

guest account. Use PaperCut MF's popup authentication, bound to LDAP, to work around

this limitation.

Preferred Method:
Set up theWindows server and install and share printers.

Set printer permission to allow printing from a general "guest" type account. This usu-

ally takes the form of the built-in guest account, or a local account with a known user-

name and password (e.g. printuser).

Configure printers on each workstation. Ensure all workstation users can print and

jobs list in the print queue under the guest account configured in the previous step.

Install the PaperCut MF software. Select the LDAP server as your user/group source.

PaperCut MF then uses this source for the user list and authentication. See Using

LDAP for user synchronization for more information about LDAP.

Set theUnauthenticated option on each printer (print queue). This enables popup

authentication. See Popup authentication for more information.

Install client software. See User Client for more detail.

Other Methods:
1. Use Release Station. See Hold/release queues & Print Release Stations.
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Mac OS X systems with generic user accounts

MacOS X workstations in a lab environment are often set up so users log in using a com-

mon, generic, or standard account. For example, "macuser" or "student".

Preferred Method:
1. Install client software. See User Client for more detail.

2. Add a domain/network user account that matches the generic login account (i.e.

"macuser"). This ensures the account is available in PaperCut MF.

3. Set theUnauthenticated option on the "macuser" account.

4. Add the printer(s) so jobs list under the "macuser" account. If the print queues are

hosted onWindows, add the printer using Samba. (e.g. A DeviceURI such as

smb://macuser:password@servername/printer). SeeMacPrinting in

Detail for an explanation on how to add a printer using thismethod.

Tip: If you are runningMacOS 10.7, youmight need to include the port in

the DeviceURL:

smb://username:password@server_name:139/printer_

name

Other Methods:
1. Use standard Release Station in "Release Any"mode, or the end-user web

Release Station configured to allow users to release any jobs. See Hold/release

queues & Print Release Stations.

2. Consider setting up domain-level authentication.

Mac OS X systems using domain authentication via Open Directory

You can configureMac systems to authenticate users via a central MacOS X server run-

ning Open Directory. Each user has their own login account.
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Preferred Method:
Set up print queues on theMacOS X Server.

Set up PaperCut MF on the server either as a primary server, or as a secondary server

reporting to another primary server (either Mac, Linux or aWindows system) (see

Installation).

Add printers to eachMacworkstation. Ensure the local printers point to the shared

print queue set up on the server.

Optional: Install client software (User Client).

Other Methods:
1. Use standard Release Station in "Release Any"mode, or the end-user web Release

Station configured to allow users to release any jobs. See Hold/release queues &

Print Release Stations.

2. Set up print queues on aWindows system and use popup authentication - see next

recipe.

Mac OS X systems using domain authentication via Windows Active Dir-

ectory

You can configureMac systems so users log in using their WindowsActive Directory

domain username and password. TheMacWindows printer support using Samba/SMB,

however, requires printers to be added using a single username and password and this is

shared by all users. For this reason an extra layer of authentication is required.

Preferred Method:
Host printers and the PaperCut MF system on theWindows server.

Ensure the print server is running inMixed mode or Pre-Windows 2000 Com-

patibility Mode. Macs currently have problemswith Native Mode networks.

Add a domain/network user account that matches the generic login account (i.e.
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"macuser"). This ensures that the macuser account is added to PaperCut MF's user

list.

In PaperCut MF, turn on theUnauthenticated option on the "macuser" account to

enable popup authentication. Also ensure that the account has zero balance and is

restricted.

Add the printer(s) so jobs list under the "macuser" account. If the print queues are hos-

ted onWindows, add the printer using Samba. (e.g. A DeviceURI such as

smb://macuser:password@servername/printer). For more information

about how to add a printer using thismethod, seeMacPrinting in Detail.

Tip: If you are runningMacOS 10.7, youmight need to include the port in

the DeviceURL:

smb://username:password@server_name:139/printer_name

Install client software (see User Client).

Other Methods:
1. Use LPR as a connectionmethod. See Scenario Three: Multi-user Macs using

LDAP or Active Directory authentication in detail.

2. Use standard Release Station in "Release Any"mode, or the end-user web

Release Station configured to allow users to release any jobs. See Hold/release

queues & Print Release Stations.

3. Host printers on aMacServer (see the previous recipe).

Mac OS X laptops (or single user systems) printing to Windows print

queues

Mac systems that are owned/used by a single user can benefit from having the printers

added in such a way in that they automatically authenticate under their identity.
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Preferred Method:
Teach users how to add printers using themethod described in Scenario One: My

OwnMac (Single User).

Use popup authentication or hold/release queues. For more information, see Handling

Unauthenticated (non-domain) Laptops.

Other Methods:
1. Locally install client software using the client-local-install program located

in the directory [app-path]/client/mac. The client displays a popup asking

them to confirm their network identity (via username/password).

Linux Workstations in a lab environment with printers hosted on a Win-

dows server

Linuxworkstations typically use the CUPS print system. CUPS, through the use of Samba,

can print directly toWindows print queues.

Preferred Method:
Ensure the system is configured to deny remote shell access to standard users - that

is, only allow direct screen/console access. This ensures the system's IP address can

be associated with a single user providing a suitable environment for popup authen-

tication.

Ensure the print server is running inMixed mode or Pre-Windows 2000 Com-

patibility Mode. Some Linux distributions currently have problemswith Native

Mode networks.

Add a domain/network user account that matches the generic login account (i.e. "linux-

user"). This ensures the "linuxuser" account is added to PaperCut MF's user list.

In PaperCut MF, turn on theUnauthenticated option on the "linuxuser" account to

enable popup authentication. Also ensure that the account has zero balance and is

restricted.

Add the printer(s) so jobs list under the "linuxuser" account. If the print queues are
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hosted onWindows, add the printer using Samba. (e.g. A DeviceURI such as

smb://linuxuser:password@servername/printer). Refer to the CUPS or

distribution documentation to readmore how to add a CUPS printer using an smb

backend.

Install client software. For more information, see Deployment on Linux and Unix. If

users log in to the workstations using a username that matches their Active Directory

password, no additional client configuration is required. If users log in using a generic

or non-matching account, use command-line options or the config.properties

file to force the client to display under the user's domain identity. See User Client

Options for more information.

Other Methods:
1. Use standard Release Station in "Release Any"mode, or the end-user web

Release Station configured to allow users to release any jobs. See Hold/release

queues & Print Release Stations.

2. Host printers on a CUPS server running on Linux.

3. Install PaperCut LPD Service and use a LPR rather than CUPS (or CUPS with an

LPR backend).

Linux Workstations in a lab environment with printers hosted on Linux

CUPS server

Network administrators running Linux labsmight choose to host the printers on a Linux

server running CUPS. For convenience, CUPS is set up without authentication.

Preferred Method:
Set up CUPS print queues on a Linux server.

Ensure each user has an account on this system (or the domain depending on Paper-

Cut MF's selected user list source)

Set up PaperCut MF on the server either as a primary server, or as a secondary

server reporting to another primary server (either Mac, Linux or aWindows system)
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(see Installation).

Set theUnauthenticated option on each printer (print queue). This enables popup

authentication (see Popup authentication).

Ensure the system is configured to deny remote shell access to standard users, that is,

only allow direct screen/console access. This ensures the system's IP address can be

associated with a single user providing a suitable environment for popup authen-

tication.

Install client software (see User Client).

Other Methods:
1. Use standard Release Station in "Release Any"mode, or the end-user web Release

Station configured to allow users to release any jobs. See Hold/release queues &

Print Release Stations.

2. UseCUPS Authentication.

Linux laptops (or single user systems)

Modern Linux laptopsmake use of the CUPS print system. This environment is equivalent

to theMac laptop recipes described above.

Multiuser Unix terminal servers

Unix or Linux systems allowing remote SSH, Telnet, VNC, or X connections differ from the

other scenarios discussed above. These systems cannot use the popup authentication as it

is not possible to uniquely identify a user from the system's IP address. The only secure

option is to use the Release Station.

Preferred Method:
Set up PaperCut MF on your preferred server - this does not need to be themulti-user

terminal system itself. It could be another Windows or Linux server.

Ensure PaperCut MF sources its user list from the same source as that used by the
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multi-user terminal server - most likely an LDAP server.

Enable the Release Station option on all printers that are accessed via users of the

multiuser terminal system.

Important:
Enabling the Release Station optionmight be incompatible with objectives

of other operating systems so it might be appropriate to set up a separate

set of print queues. See Further Recommendations below for more detail.

Set up a Release Station. This commonly takes the form of a dedicated terminal loc-

ated near the printers, however, other optionsworth considering using the PaperCut

MF end-user web interface to release jobs, or the Release Station command-line cli-

ent. See Hold/release queues & Print Release Stations for details.

Instruct users on how to use the Release Station.

Other Methods:
1. No alternatemethods.

Further Recommendations

1. Decide on an authenticationmethod and use it consistently throughout the organ-

ization and network. For example, using popup authentication on some systems and

Release Stations on othersmight be confusing for users. Try to offer a consistent

user experience.

2. Where possible, configure workstations to communicate with the server using the

server's native print protocol. For example, use SMB or standardWindows printing

when printing to aWindows server, and Internet Printing Protocol (IPP) when print-

ing to a CUPS server. Servers aremost reliable when talking their own language!

3. Consider the scope of any configuration change. For example, enabling popup

authentication or Release Station on a print queue affects ALL users of that printer.

For example, youmight want to ask Linux users to use the Release Station, how-

ever, thismight be considered an inconvenience for Windows users. In these cases,

youmight set up two print queues for each physical printer - the first queue without
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Release Station enabled for Windows users and the other with the Release Station

option enabled for Linux users.

2.8.10. PaperCut LPD Service
PaperCut MF shipswith its own LPD Service that supports support cross platform printing.

This service provides end-to-end support for customerswho use PaperCut MF and LPD.

2.8.10.1. Using the PaperCut LPD Service

The PaperCut LPD Service allows print administrators to connect disparate systems to a

WindowsPrint Server, allowing the server to accept jobs from

MacClients/Servers

LinuxClients/Servers

AS400 Servers

Mainframes

…any other client or server that supports LPR printing.

The PaperCut LPD Service also allows administrators to continue to support methods that

bypass any authentication requirements to print to aWindowsServer.

Installing the PaperCut LPD Service

After installing theMicrosoft Windows version of PaperCut’s Primary, Secondary or Site

Server software, the PaperCut LPD Service wizard style installer is available under

[appath]\providers\lpd\win\pc-lpd-installer.exe
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LPD Servers listen on port 515 by default, so Administratorsmust ensure that this port is

open to requests from clients (check that the port is not blocked by your firewall). The install-

ation wizard also checks for previous versions of theWindows LPD Server, and disables

these to ensure there is no port conflict.

It’s important at this point to consider how the print jobs are being tracked. The print jobs

are sent with the username from the client system; e.g. the Unix, Linux or Mac, etc user-

name associated with the print job. If the username is not consistent with theWindows user-

name you want to associate with the job, consider additional PaperCut features like:

Username aliasing

Unauthenticated printing. See Handling Unauthenticated (non-domain) Laptops

If this queue services a single account, enable theOverride user-level settings at a

given queue and charge all jobs to a given shared account.

Note:
Youmust share the printer before being able to connect to it using LPR.

This is different to Microsoft’s implementation, but provides an extra level of

control over which queues can be printed to using LPR.

The PaperCut LPD Service accepts inbound print data over TCP/IPv4. The

PaperCut LPD service does not support data over TCP/IPv6.
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The PaperCut LPD service records routed print jobs in theWindowsApplic-

ation Event log.

PaperCut LPD responds to LPQcommandswith "OK". No pending print job

information is revealed.

For customers currently using theWindows LPD Service, installations of the

PaperCut LPD Service should not require any changes to the client.

Connecting to an LPD Service

Most operating systems, includingWindows, support connecting to an LPD Service via the

LPR printing protocol. You need the following information:

The address of the server running the PaperCut LPD Service.

The name of the queue: either share name or queue name.

Note:
Some print systems (e.g. CUPS) do not allow spaces in queue names, so a share

or queue name that does not include spaces improves the likelihood of con-

nection.

An example using Mac OS X System Preferences

1. SelectSystem Preferences.

2. SelectPrinters & Scanners.

3. Click + to add a new printer.

4. Click the IP tab at the top toolbar.

5. From theProtocol dropdown, select Line Printer Daemon - LPD.

6. InAddress, enter the IP address of the server hosting the printers.

7. InQueue, enter the printer's share name.

8. InName, define a user friendly name; then select the printer type.
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9. Select the driver or printer model from the list; then clickAdd.

An example using the CUPS admin interface

This example assumes you are using the CUPS web based admin interface. Other meth-

ods are also available (e.g. GNOME printer manager in GNU/Linux)

1. Log in to the CUPS Administration UI.

2. ClickAdministration > Add Printer.

3. Scroll toOther Network Printers; then select LPD/LPR Host or Printer.

4. Enter in theConnection string using the example format on the page. i.e.

lpd://hostname/queue

lpd://10.100.65.38/Global

5. QueueName—either the share name or print queue name on the print server. For

CUPS the queue name cannot contain spaces.

6. Create the CUPS queue by entering in the rest of the required information, such as
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Name,Description, Location etc.

7. Choose the driver; then clickAdd Printer.

Print jobs are accepted by LPD into theWindows printing system.
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3 Tour
This section will guide you through themain areas of the application and cover some com-

monmanagement tasks.

3.1. Navigation
Before you jump in and start the tour of PaperCut MF, it is important to take some time to

understand the application's navigation tools. The subsequent sections detail themajor

user interface elements.

3.1.1. Tabs

Application areas are grouped into tabs that logically separate parts of the system. Select-

ing a tab displays the controls and information related to that area. Users are familiar with

the concept of tabs frommany other applications.

3.1.2. Actions

Throughout the application, theActions area lists a number of tasks or actions that can be

performed. The Actions list is always located in the top left-hand corner of the application
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window. Actions are adaptive and the list of actions changes depending on the area of the

application being viewed.

3.1.3. Buttons

Changesmade to options, user settings or configurations are only validated and applied

after submitting the change. Screens that you can save in the application have the following

buttons located at the bottom:

Apply - Validate and save the changes and return to this location/object

OK - Validate and save the changes and return to the data list ready to select and edit

another object.

Cancel - Don't save and changes.

3.1.4. Crumb Trail

The crumb trail serves two purposes. It maps out the navigation path followed by the user

and provides a way to navigate up (back) the navigation path. For example, while editing a

user's account, the crumb trail provides a hyperlink up one level back to theUser List.
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3.1.5. Status Messages

Important statusmessages are displayed in the top section of the application window. Mes-

sages relating to an error or requiring user intervention are displayed in red. Standardmes-

sages are displayed in green and cautions in yellow.

3.1.6. Fields

Configuring printers, users or settings are often done via text fields. Changesmade to fields

are validated after clickingOK orApply. If the field fails validation, the offending data is

marked with a red asterisk. Typical validation errors include invalid number or currency

formats.
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3.2. Sections
The PaperCut MF administration interface is grouped into task oriented sections. These

are denoted by the tabs at the top of the screen. The sections are:

3.2.1. Dashboard
TheWhat's next? gadget provides tips for new users.

The SystemStatus gadget provides a list of system statistics.

The Pages Printed graph shows a running history of the daily pages printed over the

past 30 days.

The Environmental Impact gadget provides environmental impact statistics.

The Printer Status gadget displays daily pages printed and device status per printer.

The News gadget has links to the latest information about release and development

activity at PaperCut.

The Real-time Activity gadget is a scrolling summary of PaperCut events with expand-

able details.

Related sections:

The Dashboard

3.2.2. Users
View a list of all users

View and change a user's credit balance

View a user's statistics and charts

List a user's printing activity

Change user privileges and settings
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Related sections:

Basic User Operations

Advanced User Management

3.2.3. Groups
Add/Remove domain or network groups required for user management

Define rules controlling how new users are created

Perform bulk user operations

Control user quota allocations

Related sections:

Groups in PaperCut MF

Advanced User Management

3.2.4. Accounts
View, edit and create shared accounts

View and change the shared accounts credit balance

List all charges against shared accounts

Set account access security

Related sections:

Shared accounts

User Client

3.2.5. Printers
View and edit printer costs and settings

Define printer filter rules and restrictions

View printer statistics and charts
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Visually inspect the contents of print jobs (via Print Archiving)

Related sections:

Basic Printer Operations

Advanced Printer Management

Web Print (Driver-less printing via a web browser)

Print Archiving (viewing and content capture)

3.2.6. Reports
Access to standard reports for viewing, export and printing

Run one click reports for quick overviews

Run reports over Ad-hoc date ranges

Related sections:

Charting, Statistics, Reports and Logs

Reports

3.2.7. Cards
Managed TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards

View card use and activity

Download and install the card creation wizard

Import new cards

Related sections:

TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards

3.2.8. Options
Access general system settings

Control administrator access and security
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Perform network user and group synchronization tasks

Perform backup snapshots

Related sections:

SystemManagement

Tools - database, server-command scripting, and APIs (Advanced)

3.2.9. Logs
View all recent print jobs

View system audit, security and application events in the application log

View administrative changesmade to users in the audit log

Related sections:

SystemManagement

3.2.10. About
List version and build information

Access update news

Install and view license information

Related sections:

Licensing and Support

3.3. Basic User Operations
The user section is dedicated to user management. Common user oriented tasks include

assigning additional credit to users, viewing a user's activity, and controlling user privileges.

Users in PaperCut MF can be assigned either:
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Restricted accesswhere access to resources is denied once their credit drops to zero

(or to the overdraft limit).

Unrestricted accessmeaning the user is never denied access.

To change a user's restriction privileges:

1. Log in as the built-in admin user.

2. Click theUsers section.

3. Select the user from the list (or enter the user name in the quick find).

4. Scroll down to theAccount Details section.

5. Click theRestricted check box.

6. ClickApply to save the change. A save successmessage is displayed.

To increase a user's account balance by $10.00:

1. Select the user from the list (or enter the user name in the quick find).

2. Select theAdjustments and Charges tab.

3. In Adjustment, enter $10.00.

4. Enter a comment to associate with the transaction.

5. ClickApply.

To view a user's transaction and print history:
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1. Select the user from the list (or enter the user name in the quick find).

2. Select the Transaction History tab to view the user's transaction.

3. Select the Job Log tab to view the user's recent print activity.

3.4. Basic Printer Operations
All printersmanaged by PaperCut MF are configured under the Printers section. Printer

configuration includes:

Setting a cost-per-pages or definingmore complex charging rules.

Defining advanced filter and restriction rules. For example, configuring a printer to

deny jobs of a selected size or automatically removing duplicate documents.

Controlling the enabled/disabled status via time-latches.

To define a basic cost-per-page of $0.10:

1. Log in as the build-in admin user.

2. Select thePrinters section.

3. Click the printer who's page cost is to be defined.

4. In theConfiguration section, enter a page cost of $0.10 .

5. ClickApply to save the change.

To define an advanced cost model offering a 40% discount for duplex (double sided) print-

ing:

1. Under thePrinters section, select the printer whose cost model is to bemodified.

2. Click theAdvanced Charging tab.

3. Select a charge type of by category.

4. InDuplex Discount, enter 40%; then selectPercent less from the drop-down list.
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5. ClickApply to save the change.

Filters provide administrators with access to a set of rules to control what type of doc-

uments are allowed access to the printer. You can use filter rules for a variety of tasks such

as:

Enforcing good printing practices

Preventing queue jamming and hogging

Ensure printers are used for the purpose they are designed for

Filter options include:

Control by the jobs cost

Control by a document's page count

Denying jobs based on their color mode

Filtering by document name

Automatically denying and deleting duplicate documents

Example - To apply a filter preventing jobs over 100 pages:

1. Under thePrinters section, select the printer to which the filter will apply.

2. Click the Filters tab.
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3. Scroll to thePage Count section.

4. Click and select the deny jobs based on number of pages.

5. Enter in 100 in themaximum filed.

To disable a printer for the next hour using a time latch:

1. Under thePrinters section select the printer to lock or disable.

2. On theSummary tab, scroll to theConfiguration section.

3. SelectDisable for next hour from the drop-down list.
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4. ClickApply to save the change.

3.5. Client Software
The client software is optional and not required for basic logging, however, it does provide

users with access to advanced features. These features include:

Real-time feedback to the user including their account balances and event messages

such as "print job denied" reasons.

Access to the account selection popup so users can allocate print jobs to shared

accounts - for example, accounts representing departments, projects, clients, etc.

This is particularly important in a business environment.
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3.5.1. Demonstrating the client software and
account selection process
Create a shared account:

1. Log in to PaperCut MF as an administrator (e.g. admin account).

2. Select theAccounts tab.
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3. Click theCreate a new account action.

4. Enter an appropriate name for the account. For example, "test account".

5. ClickApply to save the account.

6. Select the security tab and ensure the [All Users] group has access to the

account. If not, add the group by selecting it from the drop-down; then clickingAdd.

7. For more information about creating andmanaging shared accounts, see Shared

accounts.

Grant account selection access to your account:

1. Select theUsers tab.

2. Locate and click your personal user account.

3. Under theAccount Selection section, select the optionShow the advanced

account selection popup.

4. ClickOK to save and apply changes.

Launch the client software (WindowsPlatform):

1. Log in to a workstation using your user account asmodified above (note: The server

itself can also be used for this testing if desired)

2. OpenWindows Explorer (File Explorer).

3. In the address bar, enter \\server_name\pcclientwhere "server_name"

is the name of the server hosting the PaperCut MF software. This brings up files loc-

ated on the PCClient share.

4. Launch the pc-client.exe program by double-clicking the file. An icon is dis-

played in the task tray.

5. Print a test page (for example, a web page). The advanced client popup is displayed

allowing you to select the "test account" set up in the preceding section.

For more information about shared accounts, see Shared accounts. For more information

about client software deployment, see User Client.
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3.6. Interface Levels
PaperCut MF provides two layers of system access, Admin and User.

3.6.1. Admin Access
Admin access provides access to the system for administration andmanagement. This level

is usually only granted to selected individuals in the organization, such as network admin-

istrators or management staff. To assign admin rights to an individual or group of users see

Assigning Administrator Level Access.

3.6.2. User Access
End users are granted access to a set of basic web pages providing themwith access to:

View their account balance

List recent account activity

Use tools such as TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards and funds transfers to other users

The User Client Tool (PaperCut MF User Client Software) complements the web pages by

providing users with a quick view of their current account balance.

Important: Access to the user area, such as, the admin area, requires authen-

tication - that is the user must enter their network username and password.

Authentication is required because user information such as print history is con-

fidential. Access to the user's funds transfer feature also needs to be protected.

This is particularly important in schools. Students can rest assured that should

they leave their workstation for a few minutes another student can't transfer their

account balance to themselves!

To access the user pages via the User Client Tool:

1. Start the client software if it is not already running. On the server, start the client soft-

ware via theClient Start menu item. See the client software section for details on

how to start this on a remote workstation or desktop.
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2. Click theDetails link. The web browser is opened.

3. Enter your username and password and clickLogin.

4. The user page pages are displayed.

To access the user pages directly via a web browser:

1. Open a standard web browser.

2. Enter the URL http://[servername]:9191/userwhere [server_name]

is the network name assigned to the system running PaperCut MF. The login screen

is displayed.

3. Enter your username and password.

4. ClickLogin.

3.7. Assigning Administrator Level Access
PaperCut MF sets up one administrator account called admin. This is themaster admin-

istrator account, with access to all features, whose password is assigned during the con-

figuration wizard. In large organizations it is likely that administrator level access is granted

tomore than one person. One solution is to give all persons themaster password; how-

ever, the recommended approach is to assign administrator rights to these individual's net-

work user accounts. The advantages of this approach are:

They can access the administration pages using their own username and password

(they don't have to remember another password!).

You can assign different levels of administrator access to different users. PaperCut

MF includes an advanced AccessControl List (ACL) allowing different administrators

access to different functions and areas of the application.

Most activity is audited so changes can be sourced to an individual.
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For more information see Assigning Administrator Level Access.

3.8. Charting, Statistics, Reports and
Logs
One of the key features of PaperCut MF is the advanced charting, statistics, reporting and

logging. Use this information to:

Determine which printers aremost used

Spot areaswhere printers are inappropriate for the task.

View user and printer trends over time.

3.8.1. Charts
Charts are ideal for obtaining a quick visual overview. All users and printers have a line

chart displaying activity over the last 30-days.

The Charts Tab under the Printers section hosts a set comparison charts allowing admin-

istrators to compare printers side by side.
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Under each individual printer the Statistics section provides information on all jobs printed

on a given printer.
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3.8.2. Reports
Reports provide a tabular data display, often in a printable format, of system information ran-

ging from activity histories, summaries, transaction details, etc. Reports are typically run to

print a summary of user activity, printer activity, or group or account activity. To streamline

access to common reports, PaperCut MF provides a series of predefined one-click report

links under theReports section. You can generatemost reports over a variety of common

date ranges or user-defined date ranges.

Standard reports include:

User Reports

Print summary statistics grouped by user

Quick list of themost active print users

Printer Reports

Summary of print activity grouped by printer

Quick lists of themost active/busiest printers

Group Reports

Summary of print activity grouped by network group (Note: The group needs to

be defined under the Groups section.)

Shared Account Reports

Summary of print activity grouped by shared account charged

Print Log Reports

Detailed lists of all print jobs over a given period
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Quick list of the largest print jobs

Standard reports are provided in a variety of output formats including, HTML, PDF andMS

Excel. PDF reports are ideal for printing. HTML versions of the reports are provided for sys-

temswithout a PDF viewer.

Tip: In addition to the standard reports, administrators can run other reports on

ad-hoc data by using theExport/Print option available under most of the data

lists. This is covered further in the subsequent report section (See Reports).

3.8.3. Logging
The following types of activity logging is performed by PaperCut MF:

Usage Logging
Usage logging records information about usage events such as printing. Information

includes:

The date of the use

Who performed the use

Details of the type of user including, cost and other attributes
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Transaction Logging
All modifications or deductions to an account (user or shared) are recorded in the trans-

action log. Information recorded includes:

The date of the transaction

Who performed the transaction

Any comment or note associated with the transaction (if performed by a user)

Application Activity Logging
The Application Log records system eventsmessages such as:

User logins

Security errors such as incorrect password attempts

Backup times and scheduled tasks

Any system errors or warning
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It is similar to the operating system's event log. It is recommended that SystemAdmin-

istrators view this log on a daily basis for the first week and weekly thereafter.

User Audit Logging
All administrativemodifications to a user are recorded in the audit log. Information recorded

includes:

User properties such as emails and popup settings

Account selection and popup settings

Balance and overdraft

Card Ids and pins

The audit log is enabled by default and the data is stored for 30 days.
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4 Configuration

4.1. Services for Users
How a user experiences and interacts with PaperCut MF varies depending on how it is

implemented.When configured as a silent monitoring solution, usersmight not even know

PaperCut MF is in use. In other environments, usersmake extensive use of the various ser-

vices that are available.

Services are provided to users through one of two interfaces:

4.1.1. The User Client
TheUser Client is an optional piece of software that provides additional functionality. The cli-

ent software serves a number of purposes including to:

Display the user's account balance (for print charging or quota environments)

Display account selection or print conformation popups.

Show systemmessages such as "low balance" notifications.

Display popup warnings as configured by the administrator (e.g. Print policy dis-

courage printing of emails).

Provide popup authentication services in anonymous desktop environments.

You can customize the appearance of the User Client tool to fit in with your organization.

For more information, see Customizing the User Client Tool window. The features visible to

the user (e.g. popup dialogs) are a function of server-side settings and are configured by the

administrator.
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4.1.2. The User Web Pages
TheUser Web Pages provide additional features for users. Functionality includes sum-

maries and logs of usage, using TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards, transferring funds and displaying

usage costs. The User Web Pages are accessed either via theDetails link on theUser Cli-

entwindow, or via the browser URL http://[server_name]:9191/user .

You can customize the appearance of the user web pages to fit in with your organization's

existing intranet, web pages or color scheme. For more information, see Customizing the

User web pages.
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4.1.3. The iPad / iOS App (for iPad Printing)
The PaperCut iPad / iOS App for iPad/iOS Printing enables printing from your iPads

enables printing to all your PaperCut managed printers across your enterprise. For more

details see iOS Printing (iPad & iPhone).

More information about each of these areas is available in the following sections.

4.1.4. User Client
The PaperCut MF activity tracking and charging is implemented using 100% server-side

technology. User Client software is not required as part of the activitymonitoring process.
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Note: The use of client software for activitymonitoring could open up security

problems as client software is readily accessible to end-users. By design Paper-

Cut Software developers endeavor to implement all monitoring at the server level

eliminating client-side loopholes. The client software supplied with PaperCut MF

is a presentation layer around server-side implementation.

Client software is provided to facilitate four tasks:

Allow users to view their current account balance via a popup window.

Provide users with a "last chance" before printing, confirming what they are about to

print.

Allow users to select shared accounts via a popup, if administrators have granted

access to this feature.

Display systemmessages such as the "low credit" warningmessage or print policy

popups.
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The client software is available for most major platforms including:

Microsoft Windows

MacOS X

Linux and Unix
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The client software and deployment tools are installed automatically on the server under the

[app-path]\client directory. On aWindows based server this directory is auto-

matically shared in read-only form providing network users with access to the client execut-

ables.

The following sections contain further information about the User Client:

User Client Options—command line and config options.

Customizing the User Client Tool window—customization of the User Client .

Tip:
You can customize the behavior of the User Client, such as, where on the screen

it pops up or which option is selected by default. For more information, see User

Client Options. To educate the users about the User Client, administratorsmight

find the Example User Information Sheets helpful.

4.1.4.1. User Client Deployment

Deployment on Windows
You can deploy the PaperCut MF client software to workstations using a variety of deploy-

ment methods. The deployment options are covered in detail in the [app-path]\cli-

ent\README.txt file.

Options include:

1. If you're after amanual "setup wizard" style installer, run the program client-

local-install.exe located in the network share PCClient. You can access

this share by typing the following address intoWindowsExplorer.
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\\<MyServer>\PCClient\win, where MyServer is the name of the server

where PaperCut MF is installed.

2. Administrators looking for an automated install/deployment option should consider

the "zero install" strategy. This is the recommended strategy for mostWindows net-

work environments as it's 100% self-maintaining.

3. Administrators can also deploy via MSI package, allowing the Client software to be

remotely installed via Group Policy. This option is available for advanced sites that

already leverageMSI packages for staged software deployment and want to con-

tinue with this procedure.

The recommended approach withWindows networks is the "zero install" strategy. This

involves configuring the workstations via group policy or otherwise, to run the client execut-

able directly off the PCClient share - a share set up during installation. This avoids the

need to for a separate installation process on each workstation and ensures the client soft-

ware is automatically updated in conjunction with server updates.

You can run the client directly from the PCClient share setup on the server. Two execut-

ables provide this launch functionality:

pc-client.exe pc-client-local-cache.exe

pc-client.exe launches the client directly off the network share. The "local-cache" ver-

sion (pc-client-local-cache.exe), is a smarter version that first copies itself and

associated files to the local drive and launches itself from there. The local-cache version

has the advantage that any future startups use the local copy, whichminimizes network

traffic. The cache is self-managing and kept up-to-date ensuring that any new versions of

the client are automatically and transparently copied down to the client.

Using pc-client-local-cache.exe is recommended on large networks. It does,

however, require a globally writable cache directory. By default the cache is created in a dir-

ectory on the system drive (normally C:\Cache). You can specify an alternate cache with

the --cache command-line switch. Administrators should ensure than standard users

have write access to the system drive, or manually create the cache directory if required.

The zero-install deployment option is not appropriate for all situations. A local install is

recommend onWindows Laptop systems that are not permanently connected to the net-

work or centrallymanaged by network administrators. The client-local-

install.exe program can assist end users with a standard "setup wizard" install
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process. You can also streamline/automate this installer by using command-line options.

Foremore information, see Automating / Streamlining Installation onWindows.

The recommendedway to launch the pc-client-local-cache.exe on startup is to

add a line to your Domain login script:

cmd /c "start \\servername\PCClient\win\pc-client-local-

cache.exe --silent"

See below for other automatic start options.

For more information on alternate deployment options see the [app-path]\cli-

ent\README.txt file.

Deployment on Windows via Silent Installer MSI
TheUser Client software is available as a silent-install MSI (no clicks or wizards). This

option is available for advanced sites that already leverageMSI packages for automated

software deployment and upgrades using Active DirectoryGroup Policy options.We recom-

mend using the pc-client-local-cache.exe version of the User Client for most

deployments, as all updates are automatically pushed to client machines. TheMSI option

discussed heremust bemanually updated.

TheMSI package is a great option for organizationsmanaging staged rollouts via Group

Policy Filters. It is common in large organizations to progressively roll out new software as a

series of small steps, for example, the IT department might get the software first, followed

by a roll out across the organization.

Important: Ensure these steps are conducted by an administrator experienced

with Active DirectoryMSI software deployment.

Step 1 - Copy User Client files to deployment location

Copy the all client files and subdirectories from

\\servername\PCClient\win\

into a versioned folder on your domain, alongside your other MSI-deployed software, e.g.

\\DeployedSoftware\papercut-client-16.0\
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Do not deploy theMSI directly from the PaperCut install directory because the contents of

this directory change when PaperCut is upgraded. This results in problems in your MSI

deployments.

Note:
Unlike some other MSI packages, this file is not a self-contained archive - it must

be copied along with the rest of the PaperCut client files when preparing your

deployment.

Step 2 - Configure the User Client

If you need tomake adjustments to the client (such asmodifying config.properties

or adding a custom logo), now's the time to do so. Changesmade are distributed to your

domain as theMSI deploys.

Step 3 - Deploy the MSI

Deploy the pc-client-admin-deploy.msi to your domain, as a Software Installation

component to a Group PolicyObject. The procedure for MSI deployment via Group Policy

is explained inMicrosoft's Knowledge Base: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/816102.
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Step 4 - Configure for auto launch

Configure pc-client.exe to launch automatically at startup, as you would for any other pro-

gram. One option is to add the User Client application to your GPO's "Run these pro-

grams at user logon" setting, found under Computer/User Configuration >

Policies > Administrative Templates > System > Logon

Tip: To deploy to a heterogeneous environment of 32 and 64-bit systems, the

default install paths are different for each architecture. A simple solution to this

path problem is to launch the client from both C:\Program Files and C:\Pro-

gram Files (x86) paths, as in the screenshot above. The non-matching path

silently fails.

An alternate option is to start the client from an existing user logon script. An example of the

line to add to the logon script is:

cmd /c "start "C:\Program Files\PaperCut MF Client\pc-cli-

ent.exe --silent"
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Prerequisites/Troubleshooting

Older machinesmight require an upgrade to theWindows Installer Service. If so, the fol-

lowing error message is displayed:

"This installation package cannot be installed by the Win-

dows Installer Service. You must install a Windows service

pack that contains a newer version of the Windows

Installer Package"

To resolve this, download and install theWindows Installer 4.5 Redistributable, from:

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=8483

Upgrade an MSI Installation
The procedure for upgrading an already-deployed installation of the client (e.g. from 12.3 to

12.4) is slightly different to that of the initial deployment - add the updatedMSI packages to

your original GPOas an upgrade item. For step-by-step instructions on the procedure, see

Microsoft's UpgradeGuide at: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/lib-

rary/cc783421%28v=ws.10%29.aspx

Do not replace an oldMSI with a newer version. If after following the instructions in the

Microsoft article above you're still unsure how to proceed, please seek assistance, or con-

tact technical support.
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Windows 8 Metro Requirements
Windows 8 a introduced a new user interface calledMetro. It has a tile based start screen or

runs one application at a time. This user interface is also known as the "Windows 8-style

UI".

When theWindows 8 user interface is in Metromode,WindowsDesktop applications are

not visible. This includes notifications such as the PaperCut Client popup. Therefore the Cli-

ent popup could bemissed.

PaperCut uses a Toast notification to notify user in Metromode that a notification requires

their attention in Metromode.
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With the Toast notification, users working inmetromode are notified of all PaperCut activ-

ities that require their attention in Desktopmode.

Deployment on Mac OS X
This section covers the installation of the PaperCut client on AppleMac systems. Before

installing the client software, review MacPrinting in Detail and first ensure printing is work-

ing as expected.

The PaperCut Mac client is a supplied as a nativeMac .app package. The client is

delivered in two flavors:

1. The current client, which supportsMacOS X 10.7 (Mountain Lion) and above.

2. The legacy client, which supportsMacOS X versions from 10.4 to 10.6. It is a uni-

versal application that runs on both PowerPC and Intel hardware. The legacy client

will not receive future feature enhancements.

Apple has switched to a yearly release cycle for MacOS X, whichmeans it is difficult to

keep this documentation up to date. For themost recent and up-to-date information on cur-

rent best practices, see the Knowledge Base.

For Mac OS X 10.7 and later

Utilizing LaunchAgent:

For Macs running 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10, 10.11, and later, the best way to establish set

launch behavior patterns for the PCClient.app is to use LaunchAgentsmanaged by

LaunchD. For more information, see http://www.pa-

percut.com/kb/Main/MacClientStartupWithLaunchd.

For legacy Mac OS X (10.6 and earlier) solutions:

For Macintosh computers running versions of MacOS older than 10.7, the following three

common installationmethods cover most situations. The instructions for the "single user

install" follow the standardMac application installation process and can be conducted by

anyMac end-user. The other installationmethods aremore technically focused and aimed

at Mac network administrators.

Special Notes for MacOS X 10.6 and earlier
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Note: The current version of the PaperCut client does not work onMacOS X

10.6 and earlier. For these systems the legacy client must be used. If the client

fails to start, ensure you are using the correct client for your system.

The legacy client is found in [app-path]/client/legacy. Use this path to locate the

client when referenced in the following sections.

The legacy client software works best if Java 5 (or higher) is installed. Java 5 is available for

OS X 10.4 or above. If Java is not already installed, the installer is available from the Apple

website. This simplest way to install Java is to run /Applications/Utilities/Java Prefer-

ences fromOS X Finder, and you are prompted to complete the installation.

Single User Install

Thismethod is suitable for aMac computer used by a single user. For example, a personal

Mac desktop or laptop. The installation process involves clicking the client-local-

install program. This copies the PCClient application into the over to the system's

Applications folder and starts the client in the "confirm network identity" mode. The

simplest way to run the install process is to connect to aWindows server's pcclient

share over the network, however, alternatemethods such as copying the folder contents via

a USB key or drive are also possible.

To install theMac client from a server's share:

1. Start and Log in to theMac computer. Ensure it's connected to the network.

2. Open the Finder.

3. From theGomenu, selectConnect to Server.
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4. Enter the pcclient share's connection details, such as: smb://server_name/p-

cclient.

5. Enter password information if requested.

6. Double-click the client-local-install file. This executes a small AppleScript

program that starts the install/copy process. (If installing on a legacy system (OS X

10.6 or lower) youmust install the legacy client located in the legacy folder.)

7. Test the application by double-clicking the PCClient application icon in the sys-

tem's local Applications folder.
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If the user needs the client for printing - for example, to use the shared account popup - it's

advisable to configure the application to automatically open upon start-up:

1. OpenSystem Preference from theApplemenu.

2. SelectAccounts.

3. Select your login account.

4. Click the Login Items tab.

5. Click + and browse and locate the PCClient application.

6. Test by restarting the computer. The client should start automatically after the reboot

and login procedure is complete.

Multi-User Install

On amulti-user Mac system, setting up a Login Item for each user would be a tedious task.

To streamline this process, you can configure the PCClient application to start on login via

the login hook. A login hook is an advancedMac feature that works by running a script when

a user logs in. The PCClient package includes a command script resource that installs the

login hook.
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To install the client on amulti-user system:

1. Start and Log in to theMac computer. Ensure it's connected to the network.

2. Open the Finder.

3. From theGomenu, selectConnect to Server

4. Enter the pcclient share's connection details like: smb://server_name/p-

cclient

5. Enter password information if requested.

6. Drag the PCClient (or legacy/PCClient onOS X 10.6 or lower) package over

to the local hard disk'sApplications folder. The copy process begins.

7. Control+click the newly copied PCClient application in theApplications dir-

ectory. SelectOpen Package Contents.

8. Navigate to Contents/Resources/.
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9. Double-click the install-login-hook.command script.

10. Restart the system and verify the client starts on login.

Important: If you're already using a login hook for other script tasks, the setup

process is different. Instead in step 9, double-click the set-per-

missions.command file. Then insert the following line at the end of your current

login script (all on one line):

/Applications/PCClient.app/Contents/Resources/login-

hook-start "$1"

The set-permissions.command script ensures the software is set up with

the correct permissions, ensuring it's accessible to all users.

You can remove the login hook, once installed, with the terminal command:

sudo defaults delete com.apple.loginwindow LoginHook

Zero-Install Deployment

This deployment method is for advancedMac network administrators and is suitable for

medium to largeMac networks. Knowledge of theMac's Unix underpinning and scripting is

required.
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Amore flexible option over locally installing the PCClient package on eachMac system,

is to directly launch the client from the pcclient share. The advantage of this deployment

method is that any updates applied on the server (and updates to the client directory) are

automatically propagated to all workstations.

The process of setting up zero-install deployment varies form network to network depend-

ing on the directory environment in use and administrator preferences. The process can,

however, be summarized as:

1. Configure theMacs tomount the pcclient share as a volume on login or start-up.

2. Configure a login hook to start the client off the share. The install-login-

hook.command resource script explained in themulti-user install abovemight help.

The typical way tomount the share is to use mount_smbfs in a boot script. See the Apple

documentation on mount_smbfs at: http://developer-

.apple.com/documentation/Darwin/Reference/ManPages/man8/mount_smbfs.8.html

Further information onMac printing is available at Mac Printing in Detail.

Deployment on Linux and Unix
You can deploy the PaperCut MF User Client software on Linux and other Unix based oper-

ating systems using the following installation procedure.

Step 1 - Install Java 8.0+

Linux and Unix workstations are supported via Java. Java version 8.0 or higher is required.

Your Linux distributionmight have Java pre-installed or have the option to install. If no Java

option exists, Oracle provides a self-install Java distribution for Linux and other major Unix

platforms.

Ensure Java 8.0 is installed and the JAVAHOME environment variable is defined on the

PATH.

Step 2 - Copy (or Mount) the PaperCut MF User Client files

Similar to theWindows version of the client software, the Linux/Unix Java version is

installed in the ~/client directory on the server. Copy or make available to the

Linux/Unix workstation, all files in this directory. Commonmethods include:
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Copying the files from the server using file transfer programs such as FTP or scp.

If the server isWindows based, connecting using smbclient or the Gnome or KDE

smb:// file browsing tools. The client files are shared via a read-only share called \\

[server_name]\PCClient.

If the server is Linux based, consider exporting the ~papercut/client directory

via NFS andmounting on the workstations. The client can then be ran directly from the

mount.

If the workstation is used bymultiple users, copy the client directory to a common location

such as /usr/local/papercut/client.

Step 3 - File permissions

Open a command prompt and set execute permissions on the pc-client-linux.sh file

as follows:

cd /usr/local/papercut/client

chmod 755 ./pc-client-linux.sh

Step 4 - Testing

Log on as a user (a user listed in the PaperCut MF system) in your preferred Linux desktop

GUI environment. Locate and execute the file /usr/local/papercut/client/pc-

client-linux.sh. The PaperCut MF client should open displaying the user's account

balance.

It is usual to configure the client as a "Startup Program" or "AutoStart Program" launched

during login. See your desktop documentation to see how to define a startup program.

A number of command-line options are available to change the client's behavior. For more

information, see User Client Options.

4.1.5. User Web Pages
TheUser Web Pages are accessed either via theDetails link on theUser Clientwindow, or

via the browser URL http://[server_name]:9191/user .

The User Web Pages provide a range of services for users, including:
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Summary: A summary of usage and balance history.

Shared Accounts: Lists the shared accounts that the user can use for printing.

Rates: The current costs for printing usage.

UseCard: Add balance by using a TopUp/Pre-Paid Card.

AddCredit: Add balance from an external payment system (when using the payment

gatewaymodule).

Transfers: Transfer funds to other users.

Transaction History: A history of balance transactions.

Recent Print Jobs: A list of the user's recent printing.

Jobs Pending Release: Print jobs pending release (when using a Release Station).

The services available provide a range of functionality that empowers users tomake the

most of PaperCut MF without requiring intervention from administrators. The user web

pages allows users to do what they need for themselves, and quickly get back to what they

were doing.

You can switchmany of the services on or off as required. This is useful for situations

where a particular service is not suitable for exposing to the users. For example, you can

disable the ability for users to transfer funds.

Each service is discussed in the following sections.

4.1.5.1. Summary

This page provides a summary of the informationmost important for a user, including their

current balance, a summary of their printing usage, and a graph of their balance history.
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4.1.5.2. Environmental Impact

One of the primary aims of PaperCut MF is to reduce printing levels by changing a user's

printing behavior. Implementingmonitoring, quotas and charging are a good way of draw-

ing a user's attention to their habits. The topic of the environment, global warming, and

wastemanagement is currently an area of debate and interest to many. Highlighting the

environmental aspects of their activities is another good way of modifying a user's behavior.

TheEnvironmental Impact section is displayed on theSummary page and provides the user

with feedback on the environmental impact or footprint associated with their activities.

Information presented includes an indication on how their printing equates to trees, CO2
emissions and energy.

For more information about how these values are calculated, see Environmental Impact. If

desired, you can disable this option using theOptions section.
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4.1.5.3. Shared accounts

Shared accounts page lists the balances of the shared accounts that a user can access.

For more information, see Shared accounts.

4.1.5.4. Rates

The rates page lets users know the printing costs associated with each printer. Displaying

costs to users is a good way for them to see and understand the costs involved without hav-

ing to spend time distributing the information to them.

Armedwith this information, users can seek themost cost effective way tomanage their

printing. With discounts for grayscale and duplex printing clearly visible, ink and paper

usage is reduced by the users own accord.
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4.1.5.5. Use Card

From here users can use a TopUp/Pre-Paid Card.When a valid card number is entered,

the value of the card is transferred to the user's balance. More information about cards is

available in TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards.

4.1.5.6. Add Credit

The AddCredit page is used to transfer funds into a user's account from an external source.

This option is available when using the payment gatewaymodule for integration with an

external system.

4.1.5.7. Transfers

This page allows users to transfer credit to other users. Transferring balance is useful in situ-

ations such as:
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A student transferring credit to a fellow student for printing something for them

A teacher transferring credit to a student for extra printing

Teachers trading printing credit between each other

4.1.5.8. Transaction History

The transaction history page displays a user's balance history in detail. Here a user can see

how, when anywhy their balance was affected. If there is ever doubt about why a user's bal-

ance is at the current amount, or what they have been spending their credit on, the trans-

action history page has the answer.

4.1.5.9. Recent Print Jobs

This page displays the user's printing history. It allows a user to see the cost of their print

jobs, or to find a particular print job. The filter criteria allows for many different views of
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printing, and can be used to easily drill-down to find the information required.

4.1.5.10. Jobs Pending Release

This page allows users to view and interact with jobs held in a hold/release queue. From

here, users can release (print) the jobs that have been held in amanaged queue. This

allows for them to confirm the cost and details of the job before printing, and/or confirm their

identity before the job is released.

More information about hold/release queues is covered in Hold/release queues & Print

Release Stations.
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4.1.5.11. Web Print

WebPrint is a printing solution ideal for laptops and other non-domain connected systems.

This page allows users to upload documents for printing, rather than requiring the print

queues to be installed on their system.

The user is guided through a wizard where they can select a printer, select options, such,

as number of copies, and select a document to upload. The document is then queued for

printing and the user can track its status from this page.

For more information, seeWeb Print (Driver-less printing via a web browser).

4.1.6. Environmental Dashboard / Windows Live
Tiles
One of themost powerful features in PaperCut is not actually a feature at all - it’s the culture

change that it brings about in an organization. Most of this change is encouraged by increas-

ing the visibility of the impact printing has on the company and the environment. TheEnvir-

onmental Dashboard and theWindows Live Tile is an innovative way to raise awareness. It

promotes paper saving in a positive and creative way. For example:

See your environmental impact front and center

Benchmark your usage against others in the organization

Reward and promote good user behaviour:

Award users for printing less

Encourage the user of duplex and grayscale

It makes printing impact tangible and understandable:
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Converting sheets into an "energy equivalent"

Emphasising forest conservation

Highlighting CO2 emissions

4.1.6.1. Windows Live Tile

The increasing use of devices runningWindowswith a tile based interface (featured inWin-

dows 8 and above) has opened up a new avenue to communicate to users. You can pin the

Environmental Dashboard page to theWindowsStart Screen to create a dynamic Live Tile.

This Live Tile communicates over 20 user-specific facts, awards and challenges all gen-

erated from real-time PaperCut data.
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Sending a positive message with the Live Tile
All too often, the IT department is implementing back-end systems or invisible projects. The

PaperCutWindows Live tile is a highly visible and positive story, and is a great complement

to other changes planned in your print management program.

Tip: Recently PaperCut wasworking with a large national retail organization and

theywere in themiddle of a project to implement PaperCut’s secure print release.

There was push-back from various department headsworried that any barriers to

printing were going to reduce productivity. The environmental impact statistics

helped turn this reluctance around. In the end, the savingswere so compelling

the project’s successwas promoted not only internally but externally as a strong

corporate and social responsibility story. Oh, and for once the IT guywas the

hero!

Some suggestions:

Encourage your users to bookmark their dashboard

DrawWindows users attention to the Live Tile and encourage them to Pin it to their

start menu. SeeWindows Live Tile Installation.

Link to the Environmental Dashboard on your intranet or monthly newsletter

Share environmental impact information visually with management

Challenge users to compare their live tile awardswith their colleagues

Windows Live Tile Examples
Below is a small sample of the 20+ tiles available:
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4.1.6.2. Windows Live Tile Installation

To pin the environmental live tile on theWindowsStart Menu:

1. Go to the Start Menu (press theWindows key).

2. Open Internet Explorer or Edge in the Start Menu. (NOTE: The browser must be
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configured as the default browser to complete the pinning process).

3. Enter the URL below (where [server-name] is the hostname of yourApplication

Server).

http://[server-name]:9191/environmentaldashboard/

4. Enter your network username/password. After successful login, theEnvironmental

Dashboard showing your usage statistics is displayed.

5. Click the favorites button.

6. For Internet Explorer, click the pin button.

For Edge, click themenu button.

7. ClickPin to Start .

8. Press theWindows key to go back to theStart screen. TheEnvironmental Dash-

board is now pinned to theStart screen. Clicking the live tile opens theEnvir-

onmental Dashboard.

After a short period the live tiles start displaying. Five distinct live tiles rotate dis-

playing your environmental usage statistics, ratings, tips, etc. A new set of five tiles

are retrieved every 30minutes.

Tip: AlthoughWindows usually starts displaying the live tiles after a short

delay, sometimes it takes a few minutes for them to activate. If the live tiles

are not displaying, changing the tile size can kick it into action. To do this,

right-click the tile, selectResize from the bottom and select a different size.

Then change the size again back to the "Wide" tile format.

Important: The Environmental Dashboard shows user level environmental

information by default. If you do not want user level information to be available,

you can turn it off by unchecking the Show environmental impact

information check box found in the administration interface under Options >

General > User Features . When this option is off, only organization wide envir-

onmental stats are shown in the live tiles and dashboard.
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Windows Tile Deployment
Windows has very limited options to automatically deploy the live tile through the organ-

ization. We are hopeful that Microsoft will introduce improved tooling for this deployment in

future versions.

You should provide instructions to your users on how to access theEnvironmental Dash-

board and install the live tiles onWindows 8.1 and above. These instructions could be

provided in an email or on the organization's intranet. The instructions should include inform-

ation fromWindows Live Tile Installation and Using Environmental Dashboard on other

browsers/platforms.

4.1.6.3. Using Environmental Dashboard on other browser-

s/platforms

The Environmental Dashboard displays interesting environmental impact and printing stat-

istics for the user and organization. The Dashboard is useful to all users and can be

accessed using anyweb browser running on any platform.

The simplest way for to access the Environmental Dashboard is to open their web browser

to:

1. Open a web browser to the following URL:

http://[server-name]:9191/environmentaldashboard/

2. Enter their network username/password. After successful login you are taken to the

Environmental Dashboard showing your usage statistics.

Tip: An alternate way to access the dashboard is to open a browser to the fol-

lowing URL (replacing [username] with their username): http://[server-

name]:9191/environment/dashboard/[username]/ This URL could

be linked from the organization's intranet site if the user's username is known.

4.1.7. Mobile User Web Pages
When the user web pages are accessed from amobile browser (e.g. Mobile Safari from an

iPhone), the user is presented with a lightweight interface that is optimized for smaller

screen sizes.
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The user can view the user web pages in desktopmode instead by clickingView in

Desktop mode

.

Features available in themobile user web pages include:
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Checking user balance

Viewing environmental impact statistics

Redeeming a TopUp/Pre-Paid Card
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For more information about the full (desktop) user web pages see User Web Pages.

4.1.8. Gadgets/Widgets and more
Gadgets/Widgets are a lightweight application that sits on a user's desktop. Some versions

ofWindows (for example, WindowsVista andWindows 7) have in-built support for sidebar

gadgets. The equivalent on theMac is theWidget. PaperCut MF offers three useful Gad-

gets aswell as a series of AJAX/JSON style embeddable components that can be lever-

aged by intranet developers.

To install the Adobe AIR based Desktop EnvironmentalWidget Application, ask end-users

to open their web browser to http://[server-name]:9191/-

content/widgets/environmental-widget/install.html and click Install

Now.
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This DesktopWidget is also available in a raw AIR file format at: [app-path]/server-

/data/contents/widgets/environmental-widget/widget.air. Admin-

istrators on large corporate networksmight want to use this file directly, along with Adobe

deployment tools to push install theWidget. See the Adobe AIR website for information on

enterprise deployment of AIR applications. Youmight need to obtain a redistribution agree-

ment fromAdobe. The widget needs to know the IP address of your PaperCut server. To

streamline deployment, add a DNS entry pointing to the IP address of your PaperCut

primary server.

4.1.8.1. Paper-Less Alliance Widget

PaperCut has teamed up withDoSomething, the non-profit organization behindmany

environmental initiatives includingSave Paper (http://savepaper.com.au/category/save-

paper/what-software-to-get). The DesktopWidget, developed in Adobe Air works off the

data in PaperCut. It is designed to help organizations reduce paper in a fun positive way.

Highlights include:
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Draw user's attention to their environmental impact upon login

Allow users to compare/benchmark their usage with the company/organization aver-

age

Highlight facts fun about the environment and paper use

Support a non-profit organization leading the paper reduction initiative

To download the widget, visit: https://www.papercut.com/products/save-paper-widget/

Note: Organizations deploying the widget are asked tomake a small donation of

less than $1.00 a user to the Paper-Less Alliance. All proceeds go to the non-

profit supporting paper saving initiatives and awareness.

4.1.8.2. Windows Gadgets

Two small footprint WindowsGadgets are available:
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The Print BalanceGadget:Used to display user's personal balance on the desktop or

sidebar. This is called PCBalance.gadget.

The Environmental Impact Gadget:Used to provide the users with feedback on the

environmental impact associated with their printing activities. Highlighting the envir-

onmental aspects is useful in modifying a user's behavior towards printing. For more

information about how these values are calculated, see the section called Envir-

onmental Impact. This gadget is called PCEnvironmentalImpact.gadget.

To install a Gadget:

1. Log in as administrator

2. Browse to the share on the PaperCut MF server at \\server-

\PCClient\win\Gadgets

3. Copy all *.gadget folders to the local directory C:\Program Files\Windows

Sidebar\Gadgets

4. Users should now see the PaperCut MFGadgets as available Gadgets on the sys-

tem.
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4.1.8.3. Web Widgets

PaperCut MF also provideswebwidgets that you can easily embedwithin pages on your

intranet site. These widgets work in a similarly to GoogleWebGadgets or the GoogleMaps

APIs. All that is required is to paste a few lines of HTML/JavaScript on your pages. There

are two built-in web widgets that offer balance and environmental impact (and look identical

to the Vista widgets above). However, if the built-in widgets do not suit your needs you can

create your own that better suit your site.

There are only two requirements to running webwidgets on your intranet site:

1. You require edit access to the intranet pages to add the required HTML/JavaScript.

2. The username of the logged in user is required so the webwidget knowswhose

details to load. This usually requires that users log in to the intranet. When using a

Microsoft Active Directory domain andMicrosoft IIS web server the user can be auto-

matically detected if using NTLMor Kerberos authentication, which provides a trans-

parent login process via theWeb Browser.

The simplest way to get started with web widgets is to look at some examples. There are

detailed and well commented examples available on the PaperCut MF server in the dir-

ectory [app-path]/server/examples/webwidgets/examples.html. Use

these examples as a starting point to implement web widgets on your site.

The basic steps to adding a webwidget to a page are:

1. Add a <div> element to your page. The widget is drawnwithin this tag. The div ele-

ment must be given a unique ID.

2. Include scripts into your page to load the widget and user data from the PaperCut

MF.

3. Edit the included script to set pcUsername to the logged in user.

4. Edit the included script to set pcServerURL to base URL of the PaperCut MF

server.

5. Add some script to draw the built-in widgets to the page. You can use one of the

built-in widgets, or create your own.
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4.2. Advanced User Management
This section covers some of themore advanced user management tasks. On large net-

worksmanaging users on an individual basis is not practical. Management needs to be

handled either via a level of automation, or manually at group level. Some common user

management tasks that typically consume time on a large network include:

Creating new user accounts

Allocating user credit or quotas.

Performing administration tasks such as allocating additional allowances or applying

different privileges.

Generating or allocating card/ID numbers for users

PaperCut MF offers a number of features to help automate these tasks.

4.2.1. Groups in PaperCut MF
Groups are collections of users. PaperCut MF uses the network domain or computer's

groups, meaning administrators can take advantage of the existing network structure.

Groups in PaperCut are used in the following ways:

1. To control how quota/credit is allocated to users on a regular basis.

2. To automate the addition of new (future) user accounts.

3. To assist with makingmodifications to user accounts by group.

4. For group based reporting.

PaperCut MFmirrors (caches) domain network groupmemberships for performance reas-

ons. Therefore, changes in groupmembershipmade at the domain level might not be imme-

diately reflected in PaperCut. You can refresh the groupmembership at any time using the

User/Group Sync option under theOptions section. Groups aremirror/cached for two

reasons:

For fast reporting and search performance.

To ensure PaperCut MF is a good network application and does not overload domain

controllers with groupmembership requests.
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Many large networks can contain hundreds of groups and/or organizational units. In many

cases only a small percentage of these groups are pertinent to PaperCut MFmanagement.

To ensure administrators are not overwhelmedwith all groups, PaperCut MF only lists the

groups selected as relevant by the administrator.

To add a group to PaperCut MF:

1. Navigate to theGroup section.

2. Select theAdd/Remove Group link at the bottom of the groups list.

3. Select the group(s) required on the left-hand-side and click theAdd arrow.

4. ClickOK to add the group(s).

PaperCut MF includes one built-in group called the [all users] group. This group is

not related to any existing network group and is a "catch all" group that represents the all

users list in the PaperCut system. It is similar to the "Everyone" special group inWindows.

Note: PaperCut MF sources groups and groupmembers from your selected dir-

ectory/domain source. There are, however, some situationswheremaintaining

groupswithin the network directory source is not possible. For example, you

might only have read-access to the domain. If for technical reasons it's not pos-

sible to define the required groups in your network directory, groups can also be
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defined via a text file (e.g. a tab-delimited file). Simply place your group definition

file at the location [app-path]/server/data/conf/additional-

groups.txt. See the template file additional-groups.txt.tmpl in the

same directory for an example and further information. The additional-

groups.txt can also be used tomanage an internal user's groupmem-

berships.

4.2.2. Setting up quota allocations
In many organizations PaperCut MF is used to control and restrict users to sensible use by

allocating a quota or allowance (a budget). For example, a user might be allocated $10.00 a

week. This type of control is particularly popular in schools and universities. You can auto-

mate the process of quota allocation using theGroups section.

To allocate a $10.00 a week tomembers of the Students group:

1. Navigate to theGroups section

2. Add the Student group viaAdd/Remove Groups if not already listed.

3. Select the Student group

4. Under theQuota Scheduling section, select a period ofWeekly and enter 10.00 in

theSchedule amount.

5. ClickApply to save the change.
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To configure quotas correctly it is important to understand how quota allocationswork.

Users receive quotas for all groups they belong to. For example, consider the situations

where Students and Student Newspaper groups are defined in PaperCut MF, with

$20/month and $10/month quotas respectively. If a student belongs to both groups, they

will receive a $30/month of quota. If they belong to only the Students group, theywill

receive only $20/month.

If you configure a quota on the special [All Users] group then all users in the system

receive this quota in addition to quotas defined on other groups.

Credit will be assigned to groupmembers at just past 12:00am (midnight) on the day of the

schedule. Administrators can verify that this has taken place by inspecting log entries in the

Application event log and/or users' transaction logs.

Task Time

Daily Allocations Applied at 12:10am every day (7 days a week).

Weekly Alloc-

ations

Applied at 12:20am on Sunday.

Monthly Alloc-

ations

Applied at 12:30am on the first day of the month.

Custom Alloc-

ations

Applied at 12:10am on the given day (after the daily alloc-

ations).

Table 30: Quota schedule times

One potential issue associated with quota allocation in some organizations (for example,

Schools or Universities) is that users can "bank up" their quota allowance over time leading

to excessive use at periods of the year such as the end of semester. Use theOnly allow

accumulation up to option to implement a "use it or lose it" policy!

4.2.2.1. Custom Quota Scheduling Periods

In some cases, youmight want to schedule quotas for unusual times. A good example of

this is unusual term or semester start dates. The Custom quota scheduling period allows

specifying any date for which to run quotas. To set a custom quota scheduling period:
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1. Select the group for which to allocate quotas

2. Under theQuota Scheduling section, select aPeriod ofCustom.

3. Enter a date in the ISO international date format YYYY-MM-DD (e.g. 2007-03-15).

You can enter multiple date, separated by a comma (e.g. 2007-03-15,2007-08-

20). * wildcards are supported.

4. ClickApply to save the change.

Tip: You can omit the year or replace it with a * wildcard to specify that quota

allocations should take place on the same date every year. The same is true for

months. For example, entering *-03-15 or 03-15 results in quotas being alloc-

ated onMarch 15th every year. Entering *-*-15 results in quotas being alloc-

ated the 15th of everymonth of every year.

4.2.2.2. Advanced User Quota Management

Some organizationsmight require scheduling quota allocations for periods other than those

available above. For example, an education organizationmight want to schedule quota

allocation per term, semester (period) or academic year, which do not have set dates. You

can achieve this with amanual update when necessary throughBulk user actions in the

Users orGroups tab. For more information, see Bulk User Operations.

You can also automate the allocation of user quota through the use of Server Commands

(see Server Commands (server-command)) or XMLWeb Services (see The XMLWeb Ser-

vices API).

4.2.2.3. Automated Quota Allocation Example

Oneway to automate quota allocation is through the use of Server Commands. Following is

an example of how to use Server Commands to automate quota allocation in aMicrosoft

Windows environment:

North Shore High wants to automate their quota allocation on a per-term basis. There are

four terms in a year, and terms do not necessarily start on the same date every year. Junior

students are to receive $5 per term printing budget, and senior students are to receive $10
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per term. The domain has the groups junior-students and senior-students to

reflect the students' grade.

Using the information fromServer Commands (server-command), you can see that the

Server Command adjust-user-account-balance-by-groupmeets the needs of

this situation. Create a batch file with a name, such as, assign-term-quotas.bat with

content similar to the following (depending on your environment):

cd "C:\Program Files\PaperCut MF\server\bin\win"

server-command adjust-user-account-balance-by-group

"junior-students" \

+5.00 "$5 term budget for junior students"

server-command adjust-user-account-balance-by-group

"senior-students" \

+10.00 "$10 term budget for senior students"

Note:
Backslash indicates text should be displayed on the same line.

Running this script allocates $5 to all members of the group junior-students, and $10

to all members of the group senior-students. The script can then be scheduled to run

at the specified dates by the use of a tool such asWindows Task Scheduler ( Control

Panel > Scheduled Tasks > Add Scheduled Task ).

This example can be found with your PaperCut MF installation under [app-path]

\server\examples\scripting\batch\assign-term-quotas.bat.

4.2.3. New User Creation Rules
It is inevitable that new users will be added to your network in the future. To streamline

account setup, PaperCut MF offers the option of having new users automatically assigned

initial settings such as starting credit, privilege level, and other settings based on their group

membership. Users are automatically added to PaperCut MF when either:

The user sends his or her first print job

Overnight during user/group synchronization

When amanual user/group synchronization is performed
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When a user logs in (i.e. authenticates) to the User Client, Release Station or user

web pages

Taking the time to configure initial settings rulesmeans one less job for administrators to per-

form! The group based control offersmaximum flexibility and ensures that it's possible to

have a different set of initial settings rules for different types of users. This flexibility is par-

ticularly important in an academic environment where students of different year levels need

different settings.

For example, an administrator might want to allocate new users belonging to the Senior

Students group, a $10 starting credit and allow them restricted access, while all

other students receive $5.00 starting credit.

New user creation rules are controlled under the Groups > Group Details > New User

Settings section. When a new group is added it does not provide any new user settings.

To enable user creation rules for a group theUse this group to define new user set-

tings optionmust be enabled.

Important: Changesmade to new user settings are in theGroups section only

affect usersNOT yet listed in the system. (i.e. future users). Any users already lis-

ted in the system are not affected. Initial user settings also do not apply when

users change groups. Tomodify settings or credit on existing users, seeBulk

user actions in the following section.

Tip: Initial settings can become confusing when a user belongs tomore than one

group. PaperCut MF uses the following logic to allocate initial settings:

The user obtains a starting credit that is the sum of all thematching groups (the special

[all-users] group is ignored).

If any of thematching groups has unrestricted access, the user inherits unres-

tricted status.

If any of thematching groups has account selection popup settings, the user inherits
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the ON settings.

If the user doesNOT belong to any group with new user settings defined, they inherit

the settings applied to the special [all-users] group.

The initial settings are applied from each group in alphabetical order. So for settings

that cannot bemerged (e.g. charge to single shared account), the last group alpha-

betically takes precedence.

Tip: To control when users are automatically created, seeOnDemandUser

Creation.

4.2.4. Bulk User Operations
A bulk user operation refers to an operation that is applied tomore than one user. This oper-

ation was referred to in previous PaperCut releases as "Group level functions". You can

perform bulk operations on a user group or a comma separated list of users. Bulk user oper-

ations are best described by example.

4.2.4.1. Example 1: Bulk operation on a user group

John is a network administrator at a local high school. A number of students from each year

level have been placed on the school newspaper committee. The head teacher has reques-

ted that John allocated an extra $10.00 of printing credit to these students. The students

are all in a network group called "NewspaperCommittee". John performs this operation as

follows:

1. Click theBulk user actions link under theUsers section.

2. Select NewspaperCommittee as the group to perform the action on.

3. Select theAdjust credit by option; then enter $10.00 inAmount.

4. Enter a transaction comment of "extra allowance for newspaper committee role".

5. ClickOK to apply the change.
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4.2.4.2. Example 2: Bulk operation on an ad-hoc list of

users

Now, John wants to add $10.00 credit to a list of users he has saved in an Excel spread

sheet. John needs to perform this operation as follows:

1. Click theBulk user actions link under theUsers section.

2. Change thePerform operation on users to in the list.

3. Cut and paste the list of names from the spread sheet. This would generate a comma

separated list of usernames.

4. Select theAdjust credit by option; then enter $10.00 inAmount.

5. ClickOK to apply the change.

4.2.4.3. Additional information

Bulk user operations apply changes to all usersmatching the selected group and other cri-

teria. Settings under theGroups section or shared accounts are not affected.

Warning: Group level operations are one-way and cannot be undone. Always

carefully consider the operation before proceeding. If you are unsure of the func-

tion or behavior, performing a backup prior to undertaking the operation is

advised.

Other bulk user operations available underBulk user actions include:

Adjust or set the users' credit (perform a transaction).

Change the users' restriction status

Modify account selection popup options

Reset the users' count statistics

Apply user level overrides, such as, print cost adjustments, and disabling printer filters

for a user

Disable printing for a specified period of time

Generate new card/ID numbers for users who don't have one
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4.2.5. Using overdrafts
The overdraft setting applies to restricted users (and restricted shared accounts). An over-

draft allows a user to continue to use services even though their account has dropped

below zero. In essence, the overdraft valuemoves the "zero-point" allowing users to over-

draw the account to the agreed limit. An overdraft can also be referred to as a credit limit.

Reasons for using an overdraft include:

Provide users with flexibility between budget, quote or allocation periods. For

example, an overdraft allows a user to "draw on" a portion the next month's quota

allocation.

To Implement a credit systemwith credit limits rather than an up-front pay system.

Grant trusted users a "loan" on a case-by-case basis.

You can define an overdraft at two levels:

1. Globally as a default affecting all users and shared accounts.

2. On an individual user or account basis.

The default overdraft is zero. You can change this Options > General > Account

Options > Default overdraft limit

Optionally, you can apply a separate overdraft to an individual user (or shared account)

using the following procedure:

1. Click theUsers section.

2. Select the user.

3. Ensure the account is set asRestricted.

4. InOverdraft, select the option Individual overdraft.

5. Enter a positive value in the adjacent overdraft balance field.
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6. ClickApply to save the changes.

4.2.6. Batch User Data Import and Update
The user data batch import and update feature allows the administrator to import users,

user information and optionally update existing users details by reading data from a simple

text file. It enables administrators to update the following user data:

Credit balance

Restriction status

Full name

Email address

Department

Office

Primary Card/ID Number

Card/ID PIN

Notes

Secondary Card/ID Number

Other email addresses

Username alias

Home folder

Examples of where the batch user details import feature is useful include:
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To set the user email addresses that are stored in another system (like a student man-

agement system).

When importing user and balance data from another external or legacy system.

Whenmoving user balances from previous PaperCut editions to PaperCut MF.

For more information on using the batch import to import data from previous PaperCut edi-

tions, see Upgrading fromPaperCut Quota.

Tip: PaperCut MF is designed to import user information from the underlying sys-

tem or network domain. The batch user data import feature is not designed to

replace this but rather complement it by allowing importing of user data from

other systems or sources. For more information about managing a set of users in

addition to those in a user directory, see Internal users (usersmanaged by Paper-

Cut NG).

To perform a batch import:

1. Manually inspect your file in a text editor and ensure it's in the prescribed tab-delim-

ited format as detailed at Batch User Import File Format.

2. Navigate to theUsers section.

3. Click theBatch import action (on the left).

4. ClickBrowse to select the file to import. (The format of the file is described in Batch

User Import File Format).

5. Choose whether you want the import to create new users if they do not already exist.

If you clear this check box, lines that contain users who do not exist are ignored and

only existing users are updated.

6. Click Import.

7. Upon completion you are told how many users were updated and how many users

were created.

Caution:
Batch imports are amajor operationmodifying data enmasse. Best practise
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suggests:

Always run a backup before proceeding with the import.

First experiment/test the import processwith a small batch of users before

moving onto the full batch.

4.2.6.1. Batch User Import File Format

The import file is in tab delimited format and contains the following fields in the given order.

No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

1. Username The user's

username

Mandatory Max. 50 characters

2. Credit Bal-

ance

The user's

credit bal-

ance

Optional - bal-

ance not set if

blank

A number with no currency

symbol or separators, using

a full stop for the decimal

separator. Correct: 1.23

Incorrect: $1.23 or 1,23 or

1,023.00

3. Restricted

Status

The user's

restricted

status. (Y/N)

Optional -

restricted

status not set if

blank

4. Full Name The user's

full name

Optional - full

name not set if

blank

Max. 255 characters

5. Email The user's

email

address

Optional -

email not set if

blank

Max. 255 characters

6. Department The user's

department

Optional -

department not

Max. 200 characters

Table 31: User Import File Format
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No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

or faculty set if blank

7. Office The user's

office or loc-

ation

Optional -

office not set if

blank

Max. 200 characters

8. Card/ID

Number

The user's

primary iden-

tity/card

number

Optional -

card/id number

not set if blank

Max. 100 characters, case

insensitive

9. Card/ID

PIN

The user's

card PIN

number

Optional -

card/id PIN not

set if blank. If

the field is '-'

then the PIN is

set to zero.

Max. 20 digits

10. Notes Notes about

the user.

Optional -

notes not set if

blank

Max. 2000 characters

11. Secondary

Card/ID

Number

The user's

secondary

identity/card

number

Optional - sec-

ondary card/id

number not set

if blank

Max. 100 characters, case

insensitive

12. Other email

addresses

The user's

other email

addresses

Optional -

other email

addresses not

set if blank

Email addresses must be

separated by commas

13. Username

alias

The user's

alias. Only

useful if

username

Optional - alias

not set if blank

Max. 100 characters, case

insensitive
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No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

aliasing is

enabled

14. Home

folder

The user’s

home folder

Optional -

required for

scanning to a

user’s home

folder.

Max. 256 characters

Other limitations:Although any actual limit to the size of an import file should be large

enough for any purpose, we recommend keeping the file size below 10MB.

Tip: A simple way to create a tab delimited file is to create a spreadsheet in

Microsoft Excel, and then save it in the Text (Tab delimited) format.

Import File Format Examples
The following lines shows importing all the above fields. (The fields are separated by tabs).

matt 20.00 Y Matt

John-

son

mat-

tj@email.com

Science Dept Head

offic-

e

\

10325-

1

91225-

4

Note-

A

john 25.00 N John

Jack-

son

jj@domain.com Admin-

istration

Other

offic-

e

\

96325-

4

12325-

4

Note-

B

Note: backslash indicates text should be displayed on the same line.

The following lines shows importing user email addresses only. NOTE: That the tabs still

exist for balance, restriction, full name fields, but each entry is blank.
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matt mattj@email.com john jj@domain.com

The following lines shows importing the credit balance and full name for the first user and

the credit balance and email address for the second user. NOTE: That the tabs characters

still exist for blank fields.

matt 10.00 Matt Johnson john 15.00 jj@domain.com

For more examples, refer to the following files in the install directory:

[server install]/server-

/examples/import/user/external/batch-user-example.tsv

[server install]/server/examples/import/user/batch-

internal-user-example.tsv

4.2.7. User card and ID numbers
PaperCut MF supports two closely related features: card and ID numbers:

1. A card number is the number read from a swipe or proximity card assigned to a user.

Swipe and proximity cards are often used for user authentication at hardware ter-

minals, copiers and print Release Stations.

2. An ID number is a unique number allocated to a user. It can represent a student or

employee number or can be a random number. It can be keyed in at a copier, hard-

ware terminal or Release Station as an alternative to username/password authen-

tication. As ID numbers can be guessed or learnt by others we recommend a secret

PIN be used in conjunction with an ID number when used for user authentication.

As both card numbers and ID numbers function as a unique number identifying a user, they

both share the same field in the User record of the database - the card/ID number. This

means that all administrative functions related to card numbers and ID numbers are the

same - because they operate on the same database field.

Tip: Although we use the term "number", PaperCut permits any string containing

both letters and numbers in the card/ID field. If used as an ID number to be typed
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at a numeric keypad, a purely numeric number is best. ID numbers generated by

PaperCut are always purely numeric.

Onemore thing to know is that PaperCut MF actually supports two different card/ID num-

bers for each user. These are called the primary and the secondary card/ID number. There

aremany reasonswhy having two numbers is useful. For example:

1. One number can be for a card, and the other for an ID number in case the user mis-

places his or her card.

2. Different card readers can sometimes read different numbers from the same card -

so having two numbers allows both types of readers to be supported.

3. You can issue new cards to users and phase out the old card with an overlap period

in which they both work.

Use of either the primary or secondary card/ID number field is optional - the decision is up to

your organization.

PaperCut offers a range of tools for managing card/ID numbers allowing for either centrally

managed or user managed card/ID numbers:

1. Automatic generation of numbers within PaperCut (See Automatic Card/ID Gen-

eration)

2. Batch update from an external file (See Batch User Card/Identity Update)

3. Import fromAD or LDAP (See Card/Identity Numbers Sync)

4. Lookup via an external database (See Database lookup configuration)

4.2.7.1. Automatic Card/ID Generation

PaperCut can generate random card/ID numbers for your users. Thismight be the ideal

solution if you don't already have ID numbers assigned for other purposes. PaperCut

provides a number of options allowing you to choose whether to centrally administer the

card/ID numbers or to allow users to generate andmanage their own numbers. You can:

1. Enable users tomanage their own card/ID number and/or PIN. (See Allowing users

tomanage their own card/ID number and/or PIN.)
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2. Generate card numbers during your nightly user/group sync operation (See

Card/Identity Numbers Sync.)

3. Generate numbers as a Bulk User Operation. (See Bulk User Operations.)

When generating numbers on behalf of users, inform users what their number is. PaperCut

can help with this task aswell. You can:

1. Send an email to each user with their new number. This is set up in Options > Noti-

fications > Card/ID Number Notification . See Card/ID Number Notification for

more information.

2. Allow users to view their number in the user web portal. To enable this feature, select

theAllow users to view their card/ID numbers check box in Options > General

> User Features . Specify whether you want users to view their primary or sec-

ondary card/ID number.

Tip:When generating card/ID numbers, you are asked to specify the length or

number of digits you require in the generated numbers. Short numbers are easier

to remember and faster to key in, but it is also easier to guess someone else's

number. If your number is too short, PaperCutcannot generate sufficient num-

bers to cover all your users. A good rule of thumb is tomake the number 3 digits

longer than the number of users in your organization. If you have 10-20 users, a 4

digit number is probably sufficient. However, if you have 1000 users, you prob-

ably need a 7 or 8 digit number.

Allowing users to manage their own card/ID num-
ber and/or PIN
You can allow users tomanage their own card/ID number or PIN or both. These options

are controlled in Options > General and result in different functionality in theChange

Detailsmenu item of the end-user web interface.

Editing card/ID PIN

When using card number and PIN authentication, youmight want to allow users to change

their PIN in a similar way to changing passwords.
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To enable this feature:

1. Navigate to Options > General.

2. Enable the optionAllow users to change their card/ID PIN.

When users log in to the end user web interface, the optionChange Card/ID PIN is avail-

able under theChange Detailsmenu item.

User Generating the card/ID number

You can allow users to generate their own card/ID number from theChange Details page:

1. Navigate to Options > General .

2. Enable the optionAllow users to change their card/ID number and then select

which card number they can change. Users can edit the prinary number, or the sec-

ondary but not both.

3. Select theAuto-generate random number (users cannot manually enter a

number) check box. This option gives users the ability to generate a new random

number, but not to create a number of their own choosing.

If this check box is cleared, users can select any number theywant.Please note

that this may be a potential security risk as it may allow users to confirm the

existence of a valid card number used by someone else. We recommend that

sites enable two-factor authentication by also requiring users to have a secret PIN

number.

Note: To change the number of digits used when users auto-generate their own

card/ID number, change the user.auto-generate-card-id.length value by using

theConfig Editor. In version 14.3 or later, you can also set this in the Admin inter-

face under theAuto-generate random number option, by setting the 'Length'

value.

Users can then log in into the end user web interface and under theChange Detailsmenu,

theChange Card/ID option is available.
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4.2.7.2. Batch User Card/Identity Update

The batch user card/ID update feature allows the administrator to update user card/ID num-

bers and optionally import or update PINs by reading data from a simple text file. User

card/ID numbers can also be imported using the batch user import/update feature (see

Batch User Data Import and Update).

Example: To update/import the card/ID numbers or PINs of all the users in the import.txt file

on a windows system.

C:\> cd C:\Program Files\PaperCut MF\server\bin\win

server-command batch-import-user-card-id-numbers "C:\card

numbers\import.txt"

Note: Quote the import path if it contains spaces.

Important:
The card/ID number must uniquely identify a user, so take care to ensure that no

two users have the same card/ID number. Make sure the card/ID numbers

defined in the import file are unique. If PaperCut MF encounters a non-unique

card/ID number, that user is not updated.

Perform a batch user card/ID update by calling the batch-import-user-card-id-

numbers server-command. Use of server-command is detailed in Server Commands

(server-command). The import file format is detailed in Batch User Card/Identity Update

File Format.

Caution:
Batch updates are amajor operationmodifying data enmasse. Best practise sug-

gests:

Always run a backup before proceeding with the import.

First experiment/test the update processwith a small batch of users before

moving onto the full batch.

Batch User Card/Identity Update File Format
The import file is in tab delimited format and contains the following fields in the given order.
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No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

1. Username The user's user-

name.

Mandatory Max. 50 characters

2. Primary

User

Card/ID

Number

A unique

primary card/ID

number for this

user.

Optional

(card/ID num-

ber not set if

blank)

Max. 100 characters. To

specify that the number is

blank, enter a hyphen (-).

3. User

Card/ID

PIN

The user's

card/ID PIN.

Optional

(card/ID PIN

not set if

blank)

To specify that the PIN is

blank, enter a hyphen (-).

4. Secondary

User

Card/ID

Number

A unique sec-

ondary card/ID

number for this

user.

Optional

(card/ID num-

ber not set if

blank)

Max. 100 characters. To

specify that the number is

blank, enter a hyphen (-).

Table 32: User Card/Identity Update File Format

Other limitations:Although any actual limit to the size of an update file should be large

enough for any purpose, we recommend keeping the file size below 10MB.

If your card/ID numbers are stored in an external database, see Looking up card numbers in

an external database.

Tip:
A simple way to create a tab delimited file is to create a spreadsheet in Microsoft

Excel, then save it in the Text (Tab delimited) format.

4.2.7.3. Looking up card numbers in an external database

PaperCut MF can import user card/ID numbers fromActive Directory and LDAP. This is the

recommended approach because it allows the card/ID numbers to be associated with users

in a centralized location. For more information see Card/Identity Numbers Sync.
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Card numbers can also be imported using the import file described in Batch User

Card/Identity Update.

In some circumstances themapping between card numbers and users is stored in another

external database (e.g. a database used for secure door access). In this case, it might be

more convenient to look up the card numbers in this database in real-time.

Tip: This also allows users to be associated with more than two card/ID num-

bers. This is useful where users are allocated different types of authentication

cards, or there are alternate card systems used throughout the organization. To

allocatemultiple card numbers to a user, populate themapping table with multiple

entries per user where different card numbersmap to the same username.

Once external user lookups are enabled, PaperCut MF does the following when looking up

a user by card number:

1. Find a user with thematching card number in the PaperCut MF database.

2. If not found, the card number is looked up in the external database.

3. If a match is found the information returned is used to find thematching user in the

PaperCut MF database. If a user is found the lookup is successful.

Database lookup configuration
To enable external card number lookups:

1. Navigate to Options > Advanced > External User Lookup .

2. Enable the optionUse external database for card number lookup.

3. Select the database type. If using Oracle or MySQL youmust install the database

driver as described in the Database specific configuration, and the Application

Server must be restarted.

4. Enter the database connection URL. For examples see Step 4 - Change the Paper-

Cut MF connection details of Upsize to an External RDBMS.

5. Enter the database connection username and password.

6. The optionSQL to map card number in external database to: allows you to
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choose what the card number in your external databasemaps to. The options

include:

username, used if your external database contains amapping between card

numbers and usernames, and

user's identity number, used if your external database contains amapping

between card numbers and user ids (and the user ids have been imported and

stored on users in PaperCut).

Select the option that matches themapping in your external database.

7. Enter an SQL select query that looks up the card number in your external database

and returns either a username or user id as selected above. The querymust return a

single row with the first field being the username or user id (as found in PaperCut

MF). The SQL statement must contain {cardnumber}, which is replaced with the

card number to find.

An example select query that looks up a card number and returns a username is:
select user_name from users_table where card_number =

{cardnumber}

An example select query that looks up a card number and returns an indentity num-

ber is:
select user_id from users_table where card_number =

{cardnumber}

Note: The {cardnumber} replacement does not require quotations (it is

sent as a parameter). This also serves to prevent SQL injection attacks sent

via card numbers.

Testing
To test the lookup is working as expected:

1. Navigate to theUsers tab.

2. Pick a card number from your external database that maps to a user in PaperCut MF.

3. InQuick Find, enter this card number; then clickGo.
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4. Verify that thematching user is displayed. If the expected user is not displayed check

theApp. Log tab for errors.

4.2.8. Disabling user printing with time latches
PaperCut MF allows printing to be disabled for particular users using time-based locks.

These time latches allow a user's printing to be disabled for a predetermined amount of

time. After this time has passed, the user's printing is re-enabled without the need for

manual intervention. Some examples of where time latches are useful include:

Student discipline - Under some circumstances it might be useful to disallow printing

for a student who hasmisbehaved in class, abusing computer resources or for other

disciplinary reasons. You can disable the user's printing for the duration of a class, or

indefinitely. Once the time period has passed, printing is automatically enabled for this

user.

ClassroomManagement - Using the bulk user actions screen, you can disable print-

ing for a group of users. This is useful to stop a classroom from printing for a period of

time.

User Management - If an employee or student is away for an extended period of time

and will return, you can disable printing so that their details and balance is unchanged

but no-one can use their account for printing.

The disable printing option is located on each user on the user details screen.
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4.2.9. Office/Department History
PaperCut maintains a historical record of changes to users' office and department fields.

PaperCut cross-references job logs against these histories so that it can report print usage

by the office and department a user belonged to at the time they printed a job. Normally this

happens in the background so you do not need to know that it is happening.

There are some caseswhere a user's office or department has been updated incorrectly in

the user directory, e.g. updated too late, or changed to the wrong name. These changes

reflect how user activity is reported by PaperCut. To ensure that information is reported cor-

rectly, you can retrospectively alter changes that weremade incorrectly. Themost common

caseswhere alterationmight be required are described below.

Note: A user's office and department history are synchronized from the user dir-

ectory into PaperCut, and not the other way around. Therefore it is important that

the details in the user directory are updated beforemaking historical changes in

PaperCut. PaperCut automatically synchronizes these details overnight, how-

ever, a you canmake a change in the same day by running amanual syn-

chronization from Options > User/Group Sync > Synchronize Now .

4.2.9.1. Scenario 1: Correcting a late change to a user's

office or department

User petermoves from the Science department to theMedicine department on 14May

but the user directory is not updated with the change until 28May. The PaperCut admin-

istrator Jane notices that Peter's activity between 14 and 28May has been incorrectly alloc-

ated to his old department, Science. Luckily Jane can alter history, and she does so as

follows:

1. Navigates toUsers > peter.

2. ClicksView/edit history below Department.
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3. TheDepartment history screen is displayed, including the department change on

the incorrect date of May 28.

4. Jane finds the row where the department was changed to Medicine on the incor-

rect date (On 28 May 2011 in the screenshot below), corrects the date and clicks

Apply.

5. Peter's department change has now been retrospectively updated to 14May.

Reports now show Peter's activity being allocated to the Medicine department

after this date.

4.2.9.2. Scenario - Correcting an unintended office or

department change

OnApril 9 Peter joins theMedicine department. At the time, his department's administrator

entered the department name into the user directory as Medical Department, where

the correct name should have been Medicine. The PaperCut administrator Jane realizes

thismistake on April 28 and updates the user directory.

PaperCut now displays Peter's activity between April 9 and April 28 as being allocated to

the incorrect department Medical Department. To correct this, Jane performs the fol-

lowing actions:

1. Navigates toUsers > peter.

2. ClicksView/edit history below Department.

3. The department history screen is displayed, and shows the incorrect department
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change on April 9.

4. Jane clicks the delete link in the row of the incorrect department change Medical

Department.

5. The incorrect department change has now been deleted, leaving the new depart-

ment Medicine as active since April 28.

6. Jane updates the change date of the Medicine department to April 9 and clicksOK.

7. Reports now consider Medicine as Peter's department since April 9, and the incor-

rect entry Medical Department has been deleted.

4.2.10. Username Aliasing
In some scenarios, a particular user wants to print a job but his/her username has been

changed for various reasons and it is reflected in PaperCut now as a different username.

Examples of why the username has changed include:

Two networks/domains/servers have different naming conventions, e.g. for user John

Smith, one network uses the convention "j.smith" while the other uses "jsmith".

For some policy reasons, the format of usernames has changed and you want to allow

forgetful users to log in with their previous username.

Print jobs are coming from an ERP or mainframe systemwhere usernames are dif-

ferent.

In some organizations, users log in with employee numbers.
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Print jobs coming from some software packagesmight use the "application user-

name" and not the user's network username used by PaperCut. This can occur in

some SAP configurations.

Unix has strict requirements for usernames, (IEEE Std 1003.1–2001), where the only

valid characters are letters, digits, underscores, full stops, at-signs, dashes (but not

start with a dash) and having $ at the end. So when printing on a Unix server, it can

sanitize the username, such as converting an apostrophe into an underscore, and

then recording in PaperCut as a different user when one really wants it to be the same

user.

To work around this problemPaperCut allows users to have an alias for their username.

The username alias is applied at the following levels:

User login to the web interface, client popup authentication, or Release Station login.

Print jobs arriving in the print queues under the alias.

Username aliasing is enabled via Options > Advanced

Once username aliasing is enabled,Username alias is displayed on theUser Details

page.
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You can import this information fromActive Directory or LDAP during an overnight sync.

Once username aliasing is enabled, an option to enter anAD/LDAP field name is dis-

played under Options > User/Group sync . You can choose any valid Active Directory

user field to import this information. For example: employeeNumber, employeeID, oth-

erLoginWorkstations.
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Once this is set, information from this Active Directory field is imported every night as user-

name aliases. For more information on user group synchronization see User andGroup

Synchronization.

4.2.11. User Management Quick Reference
How do I add credit to a user?

Select the user from the groups list; then click the adjust link next to the credit or select the

Adjustment & Charges tab.

How do I add a new user to the system?

PaperCut MF automatically adds users to the system the first time they print. If your new

user initial settings rules are defined correctly under groups section, the user is auto-

matically created with the designated starting credit and settings.

If you have added a large batch of new users, you can force the addition of these users

immediately via theUser/group synchronization option under theOptions section. For

more information see User andGroup Synchronization.
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How should I make a change to more than one user?

If you need tomake a change tomore than one user, consider using theBulk user actions

link located under either theUser orGroups section. This allows bulkmodification of user

settings based on their network groupmembership. See Bulk User Operations.

How do I grant administrator access to a trusted person to manage a group of

users?

You can grant administrator level access to trusted individuals. See Assigning Administrator

Level Access. By using advanced access control rights, you can limit administrators to a sub-

set of users (a group) via the option Limit access to users only in group.

How can I prevent new users from being added automatically?

SeeOnDemandUser Creation.

Due to technical reasons I'm unable to create new groups in my domain. Can I

create groups in PaperCut MF?

Yes. You can also define groups via a text file (e.g. a tab-delimited file). Simply place your

group definition file at the location

[app-path]/server/data/conf/additional-groups.txt

See the template file additional-groups.txt.tmpl in the same directory for an

example and further information.

I have two different networks with different username naming conventions (e.g. j.s-

mith and jsmith). Is this supported?

Yes. You can enableUsername aliasing under Options > Advanced

Another option to set up username aliasing is described in the file below:

[app-path]/server/data/conf/username-aliases.txt.tmpl

See the comments in this file for more information.

Can I manage my own set of users inside PaperCut MF (as well as / instead of

importing users from a user directory)?

Yes. PaperCut MF is designed to keep user management simple and automated, but you

canmanage users inside PaperCut MF aswell as or instead of using users from a user
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directory. Usersmanaged by PaperCut MF are termed internal users. For more inform-

ation, see Internal users (usersmanaged by PaperCut NG).

4.3. Printing solutions for guests and
anonymous users
PaperCut tracks print activity against individual users. In most cases, these users belong to

your organization, and user information is synchronized against an external user directory

source such as Active Directory, Open Directory, eDirectory or LDAP. If you are able to syn-

chronize your users against an external directory source - this should be your first choice.

There are a number of scenarios where it is not practical to synchronize all users from an

external directory. They typically involve visitors and guest users printing fromBYOD

mobile deviceswhomight not even have access to the corporate wired or wireless net-

works.

Guest Printing for Business

Requirement:Need a printing solution for visitors and casual guests - often using

BYOD deviceswith no network access.

Considerations: Tracking of individual guest users is not important.

Recommend:Anonymous guest printing (direct print or managed release)

Guest Printing for K-12 Schools
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Requirement:Need a printing solution for visitors and casual guests.

Considerations: Tracking of individual guest users is not important, but need controls

in place to prevent student use.

Recommend:Anonymous guest printing with hold/release queuemanaged by front

desk.

Guest Printing for Higher Education / Library Pay-for-Print

Requirement:Need a pay-for-print solution for students and guest users.

Considerations:Each user has their own account and account balance.

Recommend: Internal users (usersmanaged by PaperCut NG) with self-registration.

To address these varied requirements, PaperCut offersmultiple solutions for guest and

anonymous printing:

Internal users (usersmanaged by PaperCut NG): Internal users are added directly to

PaperCut and are not synced with an external user directory. Internal users can be

added by a PaperCut administrator or self-registered.

Shared or generic users: A shared username and password is provided to guests to
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allow them to log in and print using company equipment. All guest jobs are logged in

against this generic user.

Anonymous guest printing: Guests not registered in PaperCut are permitted to send

jobs to a special email address for printing. Jobs are logged against a single internal

guest user.

4.3.1. Internal users (users managed by PaperCut
NG)
Internal users are best thought of as user accounts that only exist inside PaperCut and are

independent of the domain, network or operating system. Internal users aremanaged

inside PaperCut, whichmeans you do not need to create or manage them in an external

user directory.

There are several ways you can use this feature:

You can give selected staff to create internal user accounts. This gives staff control

over who can receive a new account, preventing the creation of unwanted accounts

(e.g. with offensive usernames).

You can give users the ability to create their own internal accounts via a web based

registration form. This is useful for providing guests the ability to register their own

accounts and begin printing immediately, removing the need for staff intervention.

Administrators can create a new batch of internal users via a text based file import.

You can use this file to import or update a set of users who aremanaged separately to

the regular domain users. For more information about the internal users batch import

and update feature, see Batch internal user import and update.

The following sections present several different environments and how you can use the

internal users feature to accommodate them. For information about specific configuration,

Internal users options provides full details about each available option.

4.3.1.1. Implementation by Example

Several examples are provided below demonstrating how the internal user feature can be

applied.
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Important: In PaperCut MF all internal usernamesmust only contain characters

that can be printed (e.g. not newline) andmust not contain /, \ or @.

Scenario One: Manually Managed Guest Accounts
North Shore University has a campus that occasionally hosts students from other uni-

versities. These guest students do not have a login in the universities domain, and it is con-

sidered toomuch effort to go through "official channels" to create one for them.

The administrator wants to provide selected staff the ability to create PaperCut MF

accounts for these guest students as needed. To go about this, the administrator performs

the following:

1. The guest students are first provided with access to computers or network resources

using the generic login guest, password guest.

2. The generic guest login ismarked asUnauthenticated using the PaperCut MF

administration interface. This option is available on the user's details page.

3. Navigates to Options > User/Group Sync > Internal User Options .

4. Checks theEnable internal users option, and underAccess control selectsOnly

admins can create users.

TheConfirmation message is tailored to provide relevant information such as how

to log in.

5. ClickApply.

6. PaperCut MF administrator access is assigned to the staff who are responsible for

creating the new student guest accounts. The administrator rightCreate internal

users is required for this purpose. For more information about assigning admin-

istrator rights see Assigning Administrator Level Access.

7. Ensures that the PaperCut MF client software is running on workstationswhere

guest printing is allowed.

The system is now configured to allow selected staff the ability to create internal accounts

for the guest students. When a guest student prints from the generic guest login, the

PaperCut MF client tool displays the authentication popup. This allows them to enter their
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personal username and password, assigned by the administrator when registering their

internal user account.

Staff can create an internal user account for a guest student as follows:

1. Log in to the PaperCut MF administration interface, and select theCreate internal

user action from theActionsmenu of theUsers tab.

2. Complete the from; then clickRegister.

Scenario Two: Automated Guest Management
(self-registration)
West Face College is a large community college that regularly hasmembers of the public

visiting to use the library resources.

It is not feasible to create a domain login for every visitor, andmanually creating an internal

user account for each guest would require toomuch time of the administrators or staff, so

the decision ismade to automate the process and allow guests to register their own internal

user accounts.

To set up the internal users feature and allow guest self-registration, the administrator per-

forms the following:

1. The guests are first provided with access to computers or network resources using

the generic login guest, password guest.

2. The generic guest login ismarked asUnauthenticated using the PaperCut MF

administration interface. This option is available on the user's details page.

3. Navigates to Options > User/Group Sync > Internal User Options .

4. Checks theEnable internal users option, and underAccess control selects

Users can register their own account.

5. ChecksDisplay registration links on login screens so that users have easy

access to the registration interface.

6. Changes the Link text to Guests click here to register, to provide a bet-

ter clue for guests.
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7. Addsmore information about the organization's printing policy, how to access print-

ing resources, etc. underAdditional registration instructions. A note is also

added to specify that only guests need to register to access printing resources - stu-

dents or users with existing accounts do not need to register.

8. ClickApply.

9. Ensure that the PaperCut MF client software is running on workstationswhere guest

printing is allowed.

10. Creates an information sheet for guests, providing instructions about how to register,

how to print, and where to find additional help. Most people do not need this type of

information to work out how to use the system for themselves, but some people

appreciate step-by-step instructions.

The system is now configured to allow guests to register their own internal user accounts.

When a guest user prints from the generic guest login, the PaperCut MF client tool dis-

plays the authentication popup. This allows them to enter their personal username and pass-

word, chosen when registering their internal user account.

For a guest to create an internal user account, theymust:

1. Click theRegister as a New User link on a login screen (the web interface login

screen, or on the authentication popup), or access the registration web interface dir-

ectly at http://[server-name]:9191/register.

2. Complete the from; then clickRegister.

Scenario Three: Managing Users in a Non-Domain
Environment
Southmark Inc. is amedium sized ten person real estate office service the local area. Their

network consists of amix ofWindowsXP andWindowsVista workstations connected to a

workgroup based network. No user directory / domain exists, and setting one up is not a cur-

rent priority. Theywant to take control of their printing costs and volumes, and use Paper-

Cut MF to identify the amount of printing performed by each staff member.

Because no user directory exists, PaperCut MF is used tomaintain user accounts, details

and passwords for all staff. To set this up, the administrator performs the following:
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1. Navigates to Options > User/Group Sync > Internal User Options in the Paper-

Cut MF administration interface.

2. Ensures that theEnable internal users option is enabled.

3. Removes (sets to blank) the value for Prefix usernames with:. There is no need for

an internal username prefix, because all users are internal!

4. Collects a chosen username and password from each staff member. This is used to

construct a batch import file, using the format specified in Batch internal user import

file format.

5. Imports the batch file into PaperCut MF using server-command to create a new

internal user account for each staff member, following the directions in Batch internal

user import and update.

6. Follows the directions in User Client Deployment to deploy the client software to

each workstation in the office.

7. When staff send print jobs from their workstations, they arrive at the print server

under the generic guest username. The administrator marks this generic account

asUnauthenticated using the PaperCut MF administration interface. This option is

available on the user's details page.

The batch of internal user accounts has now been imported, ready for the staff to use them.

When a staff member next sends a print job, the PaperCut MF client tool displays the

authentication popup. This allows them to enter their personal username and password,

provided to them on arrival, having been assigned by the administrator in the batch import

file.

4.3.1.2. Internal user options

The options for configuring internal users are located at Options > User/Group Sync >

Internal User Options in the administration interface.
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The available options are:

Enable internal users - enables or disables the feature in general. If the feature is dis-

abled, internal users cannot be created.

Access control - determineswho can create internal users. The available options

are:

Users can register their own account - A web based interface is available for

users to register their own account. This allows users to register their own

accounts without intervention from staff or administrators.
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Only admins can create users - Only administrators can create users via the

PaperCut MF administration interface. For information about delegating this

access to additional users see Assigning Administrator Level Access.

Display registration links on login screens - When enabled, PaperCut MF login
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screens display aRegister as a New User link. Clicking this link takes the user to the

web based registration interface, allowing the user to create their own internal user

account. If disabled, registration links are not displayed, and users can access the web

based registration interface only by navigating to the URL at http://[server-

name]/register.

Link text - The text used for registration links on login screens. The default link text is

Register as a New User. An example of alternate link text might be Guests

click here to register.

Additional registration instructions - This option allows providing additional

instructions to users when registering, and are displayed above the web based regis-

tration form. Specific instructionswill vary from site to site, but could include inform-

ation such as how to log in and print, how to add credit to their account, or where to

find additional help.

User must enter an email address - Enable this option to require that the user

enters an email address. If disabled, entering an email address is optional.

Allow user to choose their own identity number - If enabled, the user can enter-

/choose their own identity number. The chosen identity number must be at least 6

digits, andmust be unique. If disabled, a unique identity number is automatically gen-

erated for the user. Use identity numbers for logging into some deviceswhere only a

numeric keypad is available.

Allow user to choose their own ID PIN - If enabled, the user can enter/choose
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their own ID PIN. The chosen PIN must be at least 4 digits. If disabled, a randomPIN

is automatically generated for the user.

Prefix usernames with: (optional) - This prefix is applied to the username of all

users registering via the web based interface. E.g. if a user chooses the name john,

and the username prefix is guest-, their allocated username is guest-john. This

prevents name clasheswith existing or future users from the configured user/group

sync source, and immediately identifies the user as being internal.

Confirmation message - Thismessage is displayed to the user after they have com-

pleted registration. It can also be emailed to the user (see next option).

Also email confirmation message to user - If this option is enabled the con-

firmationmessage is emailed to the user after registration (if an email addresswas

provided).

Note:
An alternative to the PaperCut MF client tool's authentication popup is to

use a print Release Station in Release Anymode. After ensuring that

guest users have their own internal account, this allows users to submit a

print job under a guest/generic login, then authenticate at the Release Sta-

tion and choose which job(s) theywant to release. For more information

about setting up a Release Station see Hold/release queues & Print

Release Stations.

To delete an internal user, navigate to theirUser Details page in the admin-

istration interface by clicking the user in theUser List, then select the

Delete user item from theActions list. The domain/network-level User and

Group Synchronization settings and operations do not affect and do not

delete internal users.

The special [Internal Users] group contains all internal users. You

can use it to produce reports showing information about internal users, or to

apply a bulk user operation on all internal users.

4.3.1.3. Changing internal user passwords

Both internal users and administrators can change their own password.
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Administrators can reset the password on theUser Details page in the PaperCut MF

Application Server Administration Console. In the Internal User Settings area, click

theChange Password link.

The internal user can reset their password on theUser Web pages by clicking

Change Details.

Tip: Administrators can turn on or off the ability for internal users to change

their password by using the Config Editor andmodifying the key:

internal-users.user-can-change-password

4.3.1.4. Batch internal user import and update

This section covers the batch importing and updating of internal users. Internal users are

managed internally by PaperCut MF. For more information about internal users, see

Internal users (usersmanaged by PaperCut NG). For information about importing and

updating regular users, see Batch User Data Import and Update.

The batch internal user import and update feature allows the administrator to import users,

user information and optionally update existing internal user details by reading data from a

simple text file. In addition to being able to create internal users, it enables administrators to

update the following user data:
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Password

Credit balance

Restriction status

Full name

Email address

Department

Office

Card/ID Number

Card/ID PIN

Notes

Secondary Card/ID Number

Home folder

Important: You can delete an internal user by selecting theDelete user action

while viewing the user. Features to simplify the deletion of multiple users (a 'batch

delete') will be introduced in a future version.

Examples of where the batch user import feature is useful include:

Several guests to the organization are arriving at the same time and require their own

accounts in PaperCut MF.

A set of users needs to bemanaged separately / externally to the existing user dir-

ectory source. For example, the users of a certain computer lab require their own

accounts in PaperCut MF, but it is not possible to create accounts for them in the exist-

ing user directory.

Details for existing internal users needs to be updated.

To perform a batch internal user import:
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1. Manually inspect your file in a text editor and ensure it's in the prescribed tab-delim-

ited format as detailed at Batch internal user import file format.

2. Follow the directions in Server Commands (server-command) to run the server-com-

mand batch-import-internal-users.

For example, to import/update internal users from a file import.tsv on aWindows

system:

C:\> cd "C:\Program Files\PaperCut MF\server\bin\win"

server-command batch-import-internal-users "C:\extra

users\import.tsv"

Note: Quote the import path if it contains spaces.

On aMacOS X system:

mac-server:~ jason$ cd "/Applications/PaperCut

MF/server/bin/mac/"

mac-server:mac jason$ ./server-command batch-import-

internal-users /path/to/the/file/import.tsv

If your import path has spaces, remember to escape them if you don't use quotes:

/path/to\ the\ file/import.tsv

3. The import processwill start running in the background. See theApp. Log tab in the

administration interface to check the status of the import or if any errors were

encountered.

Caution: Batch imports are amajor operation, modifying data enmasse. Best

practice suggests:

Always run a backup before proceeding with the import.

First experiment/test the import processwith a small batch of users before

moving onto the full batch.

Batch internal user import file format
The import file is in tab delimited format and contains the following fields in the given order:
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No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

1. Username The internal user's

username. If the

policy is to use a

username prefix for

internal users,

include the prefix

here (e.g. guest-

user123).

Mandatory Max. 50 characters

2. Password The user's password Optional -

although

internal

users can-

not log in

without a

password

3. Credit Bal-

ance

The user's credit bal-

ance

Optional -

balance not

set if blank

A number with no cur-

rency symbol or sep-

arators, using a full

stop for the decimal

separator. Correct:

1.23 Incorrect:

$1.23 or 1,23 or

1,023.00

4. Restricted

Status

The user's restricted

status. (Y/N)

Optional -

restricted

status not

set if blank

5. Full Name The user's full name Optional -

full name

Max. 255 characters

Table 33: Internal User Import File Format
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No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

not set if

blank

6. Email The user's email

address

Optional -

email not

set if blank

Max. 255 characters

7. Department The user's depart-

ment or faculty

Optional -

department

not set if

blank

Max. 200 characters

8. Office The user's office or

location

Optional -

office not

set if blank

Max. 200 characters

9. Primary

Card/ID

Number

The user's primary

identity/card number

Optional -

card/id num-

ber not set

if blank

Max. 200 characters,

case insensitive

10. Card/ID

PIN

The user's card PIN

number

Optional -

card/id PIN

not set if

blank. If the

field is '-'

then the

PIN is set

to zero.

Max. 20 digits

11. Notes Notes about the

user.

Optional -

notes not

set if blank

Max. 2000 characters

12. Secondary

Card/ID

The user's sec-

ondary identity/card

Optional -

card/id num-

Max. 100 characters,

case insensitive
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No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

Number number ber not set

if blank

13. Home

folder

The user’s home

folder

Optional -

required for

scanning to

a user’s

home

folder.

Max. 256 characters

Other limitations:Although any actual limit to the size of an import file should be large

enough for any purpose, we recommend keeping the file size below 10MB.

Tip:
If an optional field is not specified in the import file then it is not updated. To

remove or "blank out" an existing value, use a single "-" (hyphen / dash).

A simple way to create a tab delimited file is to create a spreadsheet in

Microsoft Excel, then save it in the Text (Tab delimited) format.

For some examples of using tab-delimited files, see Import File Format Examples.

4.3.2. Anonymous guest printing
In the normal case, PaperCut must identify the user responsible for each print job so that

jobs are correctly tracked and charged. However, for ad-hoc guest printing by visitors, it is

oftenmore important to provide a convenient printing solution than to provide individual

print tracking per visitor.

In addition, visitors and guests often want to print from their BYOmobile devices so a gen-

eric, widely available printing solution is required.

For these scenario's, PaperCut provides the ability for guest users to print anonymously

using Email to Print. This solution provides a simple and convenient printing experience

from any device, imposingminimal or no administrative inconvenience on the guest user as

there is no need to set up accounts or network access for the guest.

You can implement anonymous email printing in three ways:
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Direct Print

Guests can send their job directly to the anonymous email defined for a physical

printer. This is themost convenient way to provide printing access for guests or vis-

itors.

Managed Release

Guest users send their job to the printer’s anonymous email addresswhere they are

held in a hold/release queue. Jobs are released by the receptionist or a trusted person

in the organization. Jobs sent by different guests are identified by the guest’s email

address, which is appended to the document name.

Guest Self-Release

Guest users send their job to the printer’s anonymous email addresswhere they are

held in a hold/release queue. Guests are provided with a common username and pass-

word bywhich they can log in to theMFD to release their job. Jobs are identified by

their email address appended to the document name.

Each of these options has advantages:

Suitable For Benefits Trade-Off
Document

Privacy

Direct

Print

Business Very convenient - no

staff envolvement

Low secur-

ity. Printing

is uncon-

trolled with

potential for

paper

wastage.

Separate

email ali-

ases are

required for

each printer

Low

Table 34: Guest Email to Print Modes
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Suitable For Benefits Trade-Off
Document

Privacy

(no virtual

queue).

Managed

Release

Business and

Education

Convenient for guest.

Printing is supervised

and managed by staff.

Staff must

be available

and inter-

rupted to

release jobs

for guests.

Good

Guest

Self-

Release

Business Convenient for site

staff.

Moderate.

Printing is

uncontrolled

with poten-

tial for paper

wastage.

Guests can

see and

release

each others

jobs.

Low-

Moderate

4.3.2.1. Anonymous setup

The starting point for all three anonymous printingmodes is the Options > Mobile &

BYOD page. Email to Print must be enabled and configured. If you have not yet set up

Email to Print, do that first (see Email to Print), then return to this section.

Step 1:

On the Options > Mobile & BYOD page, under Email to Print, check the

box Enable anonymous printer email addresses.

Optionally change the user to which anonymous jobswill be logged. The default
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user is guest-user.

If you want guests to receive a reply email in response to sending a print job,

check the box Send a response email. You can customize the email body

as required.

Important:
If the guest user (default guest-user) does not already exist, it is created

for you, as an internal user. If you want to be able to log in as this guest user,

either:

Create the user beforehand in AD/LDAP as a regular user and sync it

with PaperCut. This allows you tomanage the guest user in the same

way as any other user. Ensure the user is configured as unres-

tricted.

or Enable internal users inOptions > User/Group Sync. If internal

users are not enabled, you can still use the internal guest user to log

jobs, but you cannot log in to this user.

Step 2:

Enable a printer for anonymous printing by configuring an anonymous printing email

alias.

Go toPrinters and select a printer

In theEmail to Print section, add a valid email address or alias in the
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Anonymous email address text box.

ClickApply

The remaining steps are specific to your selected anonymous printingmode:

Direct Print Setup
Step 3: Ensure your printer does not have Enable hold/release queue

checked in the Printer Details page.

You are now ready to test. Email to Print jobs sent to the printer's guest email alias print

without intervention.

Tip:When using direct print, consider implementing a print script to force printing

policy. For example, converting jobs to duplex, or redirecting large jobs to a high

volume printer.

Managed Release Setup
Step 3:

Configure your printer to use a hold/release queue.

Check Enable hold/release queue in the Printer Details page.

User Release is the correct option for most scenarios.

Step 4:

Make the receptionist or person responsible for releasing guest jobs a delegated

releasemanager for the guest user.

Go toUsers, and select your receptionist user.

In theAdvanced Options section, check the box: Allow this user to

release jobs printed by others (Delegated print

release).

Add your configured guest user (default guest-user) to the list of Users and
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clickApply.

The receptionist can now log in to a Release Station or MFD and see the guest print jobs.

AnonymousEmail to Print jobs are identified by the source email address appended to the

document name.

Tip: If using swipe cards, reception can swipe their card to log in and release jobs.

Guest Self-Release Setup
Step 3:

Configure your printer to use a hold/release queue.

Check Enable hold/release queue in the Printer Details page.

User Release is the correct option for most scenarios.

Step 4: Set a password for the configured guest user (default guest-user).

Change this password regularly - e.g. daily or weekly.

Tip:
You can edit the response email to include the guest username and pass-

word - or you can direct the user to ask reception for this information.

Keep the guest password secure to avoid abuse of the guest printing facility.

Run regular reports of printing by your guest user to audit usage of guest

printing.

Change the guest user password regularly. You can automate this using

server-command.
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Known users and anonymous printing
The anonymous printing feature is designed for ad-hoc use by guests and visitors. It should

not be used by people within your organization, as printing is not tracked by user andmany

important features such as account selection, script popups etc are not supported.

If an Email to Print job is sent to an anonymous printer email address by a known user (i.e.

the source email matches a user in the PaperCut database), the job is not logged to the

guest-user account. Instead, the normal print workflow for the known user is performed

and the job logged against that user.

4.4. Multiple Personal Accounts
Users in PaperCut have a personal balance used to fund their personal printing. This bal-

ance can be treated as a bank account used for printing. When the account is out of credit

the user can no longer print until more funds are added to the account. By default, users

have a single account to store their balance, but this can be too restrictive in some situ-

ations. For example, it's often useful to have separate accounts for "free" print quotas and

cash payments.

Themultiple personal accounts feature discussed in this section is an advanced feature

that has been carefully architected with the assistance and feedback from leading Universit-

ies and Colleges from around the globe.

Whenmultiple personal accounts are enabled, a user hasmultiple accounts with credit

available for printing. Each account is a separate pool of credit that adheres to the following

rules:

Credit is deducted from the available funds in the order configured by the admin-

istrator.

If the designated account does not have enough credit, the next account in sequence

is used until all of the credit is used.

If a print job costsmore than the total credit in all accounts, the job is disallowed.

From the perspective of the end-user little changeswhenmultiple accounts are enabled:
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The total balance of all accounts is displayed in the User Client, Release Station, and

end-user web interface.

Printing, quotas, TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards and all other PaperCut featureswork the

samewithmultiple accounts as they do with a single account.

The fact that there aremultiple balances can optionally be effectively hidden from the

user.

Important: Although the concept of multiple personal accounts is quite simple,

themanagement can be complex depending on implementation. Readers are

advised to read this section in full and conduct some planning before full deploy-

ment. Good print management in large organizations is hard enough, andmultiple

accounts if not implemented right couldmake it just that little bit harder!

4.4.1. Why use multiple personal accounts?
There are a number of reasonswhy a site might usemultiple personal accounts, but the

most common is the need to separate "free" print quotas from cash payments. Common

reasons for consideringmultiple accounts are:

4.4.1.1. Separating Quota and Cash

Many sites such as colleges, schools, and universities allow users to pay for printing using

TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards or credit card using a payment gateway, such as, PayPal or Author-

ize.Net. When cash payments and "free" quota are combined into a single account balance

it is not possible to give cash refundswithout potentially refunding quota amounts.

Usingmultiple accounts to separate "quotas" and "cash" has a number of benefits:

1. Simplified auditing and tracking of cash payments and refunds.

2. Allows for refunding of unused cash payments at the end of year or enrollment.

3. Making cash payments does not interfere with "not to exceed" quota thresholds.

For more information about this configuration, see Example 1: Separate Cash/Quota

Accounts.
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4.4.1.2. Independently Managed Work Areas

In somemore large and complex environments each department or faculty independently

manage and control their own printer fleet. In these situations the departmentsmight want

to assign a "free" quota to their members/students that should only be used on their own

printers. Any "free" quotas allocated from other departmentsmust not be used on this

department's printers. If the user adds cash to their account, it can be used in any depart-

ment.

In most environments this configuration is not required because the print policy ismanaged

centrally. This is useful when implementing a centralised PaperCut installation in an envir-

onment where the departments historically had independent control of print policy. Using

this configuration is the first phase in a transition to a fully centralised system.

This is an advanced configuration. For more information, see Example 2: Depart-

ment/Faculty Quotas (Advanced).

4.4.2. Configuration
Enabling and configuringmultiple personal accounts is quite simple. However, before

enabling this feature it is recommended that you read this section and understand the con-

cepts involved.

4.4.2.1. Enabling Multiple Personal Accounts

To enablemultiple personal accounts:

1. Navigate to Options > Advanced > Go to multiple personal account setup .

2. Enable theEnable multiple personal accounts option.

3. The built-in default account is where initial credit is assigned and quota allocated.
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4. ClickAdd Account to add a new account. A new account is added to the list with a

blank description, and default options for priority and overdraft.

5. Enter a descriptive name for the account. You can change this at any time.

6. Edit the account priority to change the order in which the account balances are used.

Accounts at the top of the list (i.e. the lowest priority number) are used first. You can

change the priority at any time. For more information on priorities see How Account

PrioritiesWork.

7. (Optional) Edit the overdraft value. This allows this account to go into negative. e.g. If

the overdraft is set to $5.00, then the account is allowed to go to $5.00 into negative.

8. Repeat these steps adding accounts as necessary. Take care to add only the

accounts you require (SeeWhy can't I delete accounts?).

9. When the accounts are configured as required, click theSet Up Accounts. This

starts the process of creating the new accounts for all of your users.

4.4.2.2. How Account Priorities Work

When a user hasmultiple accounts it's important to have a well-defined order for how the

balances are used. If one account is used for cash and the other for quotas, the quota credit

should be used first before cash. The account priority defines this order. This is best

explained with some examples.

The account priorities are configured with the "Default" account first and the "Cash" account

second (as shown in the screenshot below).
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Example 1: If a user has $1.00 in each of the "Default" and "Cash" accounts, and a $0.25

job is printed the cost of the job is deducted from the "Default" account, leaving a balance of

$0.75.

Example 2: If a user has $1.00 in each of the "Default" and "Cash" accounts, and a $1.30

job is printed the cost of the job split between both accounts. First, the $1.00 available in the

"Default" account is used, then the remaining $0.30 is deducted from the "Cash" account.

The user is then left with $0.00 in the "Default" account and $0.70 in the "Cash" account.

Whenever a print job is refunded, the credit is refunded to the accounts in the reverse

order.

4.4.2.3. Configuring the Payment Accounts

When a user hasmultiple personal accounts, you can configure user payments to credit dif-

ferent accounts for different payment sources:

TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards,

Payment gateways (such as, PayPal or Authorize.Net),

User transfers

Other payments, including web cashier, value loaders, etc.

To configure the "Cash/Payment" account:

1. Navigate to Options > Advanced > Go to multiple personal account setup .

2. Towards the bottom of the screen, select the accounts you want to use for each of
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the payment types using theUser payment accounts option.

3. ClickApply.

4.4.2.4. Why can't I delete accounts?

Once an account is configured and created it cannot be deleted. Once an account is created

it can be used immediately by users for their printing activity. If you could delete an account,

you would also need to delete any transaction associated with that account, resulting in a

confusing transaction history for the user.

Although you cannot delete an account, you can disabled an account. Disabling the account

means that it is no longer available to the user, nor displayed in their account details. From

the perspective of the user the account no longer exists, and any associated balance is also

no longer available. If the account is later re-enabled any previous balances aremade avail-

able to the user again.

Caution: Because accounts can't be deleted it's prudent to carefully plan

accounts and their use before deployment.

4.4.2.5. Other Options

By default the end-user web interface displays just the total of all of the user accounts. To

display an itemized list of each of the account balances enable the option on Options >

User Features > Itemize multiple personal accounts , then clickApply.

To change the available personal accounts or the order that they are used, use the

Advanced Printer Scripting feature. For more information, see Example 2: Depart-

ment/Faculty Quotas (Advanced).

4.4.3. Configuration Examples
This section describes in detail how to set up PaperCut for themost common uses for mul-

tiple personal accounts.
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4.4.3.1. Example 1: Separate Cash/Quota Accounts

In environments where users have both freely allocated quotas and the option for users to

pay for printing it's useful to separate quotas from cash. For a description of this scenario

see Separating Quota and Cash.

To configuremultiple accounts for this situation:

1. Navigate to Options > Advanced > Go to multiple personal account setup .

2. Enable theEnable multiple personal accounts option.

3. The "Default" (built-in) account is used for quotas. Rename it to something appro-

priates (e.g. "Quotas").

4. ClickAdd Account to add a new account. This account are used for user payments.

Name it appropriately, and set the priority to a value higher than the default/built-in

account.

It is important that the accounts are given this priority order. This way any freely alloc-

ated quotas are used before using the cash payments. This allows a user to add

credit to their account and know that it will be used only when they run out of alloc-

ated quota.

5. ClickSet Up Accounts to start applying the change.

6. When the account setup is complete, select the "Cash" account as the account for

user payments. To do this select this account under theUser payment accounts

option.

7. ClickApply.
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At this point the system is ready to use. Any cash payments from TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards or

Payment Gateways are added to the selected cash account. The quotas are added to the

default/built-in account. (Note:Sites running a Payment Gatewaymodule released prior to

version 10.5might need to upgrade the gateway to leverage this setting.)

4.4.3.2. Example 2: Department/Faculty Quotas

(Advanced)

Amuchmore advanced configuration is required when different depart-

ments/faculties/areaswant to each have their own quotas that are only available for use by

their users on their printers. Department quotas are also often combined with user cash pay-

ments, which can be used anywhere on site. For a description of this scenario see Independ-

entlyManagedWork Areas.

One prominent PaperCut customer, Cambridge University in the UK uses this con-

figuration. At Cambridge, each of the independent schools/collegeswant to allocate quotas

to their students at enrollment. Students can use these quotas only on the printers owned

by the school. Cambridge also offers user-paid printing, where students can use the cash

on any printer across the campus. Themultiple personal account feature in PaperCut is

designed tomeet the demanding requirements at The University of Cambridge and other

leading colleges.

This configuration requires the use of many advanced PaperCut features. This section

gives a brief outline of how this is configured.

Enablemultiple personal accounts and create the accounts for each of the work-areas

or departments required. If users can also pay for printing, also create a cash account.

The priority/order of the quota accounts is not important, as long as the "Cash" account

is displayed last. The screenshot below shows a possible configuration.
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ClickSet Up Accounts to apply the change.

When the account setup is complete, select the "Cash" account as the account for

user payments. To do this select this account under theUser payment accounts

option; then clickApply.

At this point all the accounts are enabled and can be used on any printers. The

Advanced Printer Scripting feature is used to restrict the accounts that can be used on

different printers. For more information, see Advanced Scripting (Print Scripting). The

advanced scripting provides amethod (action-

s.job.changePersonalAccountChargePriority) that allows for changing

both the accounts available and their order/priority. Themethod is documented in

detail in Script Actions.

For example, the following script snippet, shows how to limit the available accounts to

only "ScienceQuotas" and "Cash" (in that order).

actions.job.changePersonalAccountChargePriority

(["Science Quotas", "Cash"]);

Departments can allocate initial quotas at enrollment or periodically throughout the

year using the web-service APIs or server-command to adjust user balances. All

the balances affecting APIs/commands have a parameter to specify which of the

accounts to adjust/set. For example, to use server-command to set the balance of

the "ScienceQuotas" account to $10.00 for all members of the "Science Students"

group:
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server-command set-user-account-balance-by-group

"Science Students" 10.0 \ "Enrollment quota" "Science

Quotas"

You can integrate this technique with existing student management systems to auto-

mate the allocation of free print quota at the time of enrollment.

For more information on web-service APIs or server-command see The XMLWeb

Services API and Server Commands (server-command).

You can achieve a lot with the power of Advanced Print Scripting andMultiple Personal

Accounts. Large universities and colleges needing this level of flexibility also tend to have

very competent IT staff. Take some time to bounce around some ideas. Here are a few:

Use advanced print scripting to tune on/off access to accounts based on conditions

such as groupmembership, time of day, device, etc.

Automate account management tasks such as free quota assignment on course enroll-

ment using scripts.

Clearly explain to users any complex rules on which accounts are used and under

which conditions. Take some time to document this and communicate policy with

staff/students/members.

4.5. Shared accounts
PaperCut MF has two types of accounts - personal accounts and shared accounts. Each

user has a personal account. This is the default account charged under normal operation. In

some organizations and businesses youmight want to provide users, or selected users,

with the option to charge printing to a shared account. Some uses of shared accounts

include:

In business:

Allocate and budget printing by business areas (e.g. cost center)

Track printing by project, phase, client or account

Track printing by client/matter - popular in legal and accounting firms

In a school or university:
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Budget staff use via shared faculty or department accounts

Provide share accounts for classes or subjects

Track printing costs by subject areas

Tip: Do you have many client matter accounts?Organizations such as legal

firms, engineering firms, or accounting offices often have long lists of accounts,

projects, clients, or matters. It is not uncommon to seemore than 10,000

accounts, and some organizations run in excess of 300,000 accounts. Here are

some tips to help improve performance when you have a large number of shared

accounts:

If you have 2,000 or more accounts, make sure you use an Deployment on an

External Database (RDBMS)

If you have 50,000 or more accounts, consider using themethods outlined in the

Knowledge Base article "Managing Large Client Matter Databases andManaging

large client billing databases.

These recommendations improve:

account selection lookup and search speed on the popup client software

client popup speed after print

account selection speed on the copier/MFD embedded software

server load (using a scalable database)

Shared account scenario

East Beach High School has implemented PaperCut MF to control their printing. Students

are allocated a $5.00 amonth budget. Pre-paid cards are sold at the library for students

who need extra credit above this allowance.

Teachers and staff are given a small personal budget to cover casual printing with cur-

riculummaterial to be allocated to share accounts. Shared accounts exist for each faculty.

The network administrator has granted staff members access to the share account popup.

Access to faculty accounts is controlled via Active Directory groupmembership.
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Sarah is a Science and English teacher at the school. When she prints she is able to alloc-

ate the print job to either her personal account or either the Science or English shared

account via a drop-down list. She can also view the shared accounts balances from the

User web pages.

Tip: To educate the users about shared accounts, administratorsmight find the

Example 2: Printing with shared accounts (for staff) helpful.

4.5.1. Creating a shared account
Personal user accounts are automatically created when users are first imported into the sys-

tem. Shared accounts are createdmanually on an as-need basis. Normally shared

accounts are createdmanually via the administration interface, however, organizationswith

many accounts and good IT skills can automate the account creation process by importing

accounts. Import options include via a file (for example, Excel, or an export from a 3rd party

system) or by scanning an existing directory structure. For more information on automatic

importing, see Batch shared account import and update.

To create a shared account:
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1. Log in to PaperCut MF as an administrator (e.g. admin account).

2. Select theAccounts tab.

3. Click theCreate a new account action.

4. Enter an appropriate name for the account. Make the account names as descriptive

as possible.

5. Complete other details such as starting balance, restrictions status and notes as

appropriate.

6. ClickOK to save the changes and return to the accounts list.

By default shared accounts default to an unrestricted status. Thismeans that the account's

balance is allowed to drop below zero. Many organizations use shared account to track

printing expense. A common strategy is to start the account off at a zero balance and let it

count down into the negative. By setting the account to restricted and allocating an initial

starting balance, you can use shared accounts as a budget control system as printing to the

account is denied once credit is exhausted.

Tip: PaperCut MF has support for advanced parent/child account structures.

The subsequent account naming conventions section coversmany of the com-

mon practices. See Account NamingGuidelines for more details.
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Each account can also be assigned a PIN/Code that helps uniquely identify an account.

Many users use the codes to represent cost-centers, clients, projects, etc. These codes are

often also used in other systems (like the accounting system) to identify these accounts con-

sistently across the organization. Once defined, you can use these codes in the client soft-

ware to quickly search for accounts, and can also displayed in account-based reports.

The account PIN/code can be entered on both parent and sub-accounts. For example, it is

common to use parent accounts to represent clients and sub-accounts to represent projects

for those clients. In this scenario, the parent account code would represent a client code,

and the sub-account code would represent the project code.

4.5.1.1. The Template Account

The [Template Account] is designed to save time by applying themost common set-

tings to all newly created accounts. The [Template Account] is on theShared

Account List page of theAccounts tab.

Any settings applied to the template account are applied to new accounts when they are cre-

ated.
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Some examples of where the template account might prove useful include:

Applying common security settings. For example, if the Staff group should have

access to all accounts, adding the group to the template account ensures groupmem-

bers can also charge to future accounts.

Applying a starting balance. The starting balancemight represent the standard depart-

ment print quota or the amount of 'free printing' a customer has before they are billed

for the excess.

4.5.2. Account Naming Guidelines
Administrators are encouraged to create accounts as logically related groups. Doing so

makes for easier searching and charging, and better integration with existing accounting

systems.

Different account models can be adopted by organizations depending on their require-

ments. Commonmodels are:

Faculty or Department - a simple flat list familiar to schools, colleges and Universities.

Client / Matter model - familiar to legal and accounting firms

Project / Phasemodel - familiar to engineering and technology firms

Customer / Jobmodel - familiar to other customer based firms and common in

accounting software

The following sections describe how to configure PaperCut MF to best match the three

advancedmodels.
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4.5.2.1. Client / Matter Naming Model

The client / matter model is one with which legal and accounting firms are familiar. In this

model:

Top level accounts are created for each client

Sub-accounts are created for eachmatter under the relevant client

Usually, charging directly to a client (without amatter) is not allowed in thismodel. Instead

users should charge to the relevant matter. SystemAdministrators should set each top level

account to be inactive (disabled), and all sub-accounts to active, as shown in the following

image. This enforces use of sub-accounts only.

As shown in the example, the shared account code is used as the client code for the top

level client accounts, and thematter code for thematter sub-accounts. In the account list,
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the sub-account codes are displayed as [parentCode]-[subCode]. For the shared

account code to be visible, the optionMake shared account PIN / code visiblemust be

enabled. For more information see Advanced shared account options.

By including both the client/matter code and name, users are able to search for a particular

account by either client code, matter code, client name or matter name. The following

examples demonstrate this:

1. Searching by client name displays the client plus all matter codes for the client.
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2. Searching by client code displays the client plus all matter codes for the client.

3. Searching bymatter name displays thematchingmatters plus the client for each

matchingmatter.
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4. Searching bymatter code displays thematchingmatters plus the client for each

matchingmatter.
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4.5.2.2. Project / Phase Naming Model

Engineering and IT firms are familiar with the project / phasemodel:

Parent accounts are created for each project

Sub-accounts are created for each project phase or stage

Usually, charging directly to a project is not allowed in thismodel - instead users should

charge to the relevant project phase. SystemAdministrators should set each parent
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account to be inactive (disabled), and all the sub-accounts to be active, as shown in the fol-

lowing image.

When projects have a job or project number, it is recommended that it be included as the

shared account code. For the shared account code to be visible, the optionMake shared

account PIN / code visiblemust be enabled. For more information see Advanced shared

account options.

By including the project name, project number and phase name, users can search for a par-

ticular account using any of these fields. The following examples demonstrate this:

1. Searching by project name or number displays the project plus all phases for that pro-

ject.
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2. Searching by phase displays all matching project phases, plus the project name for

each phase.
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4.5.2.3. Customer / Job Naming Model

Organizations that deal with customers on a per-job basis are familiar with the customer /

jobmodel, as are those who use common accounting software packages. In thismodel:

Parent accounts are created for each customer

Sub-accounts are created for each job
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The basic principals of the customer / job namingmodel are the same as the project / phase

namingmodel. See Project / Phase NamingModel, substituting project for customer and

phase for job.

4.5.3. Client Security
By default all printing is automatically charged to the user's personal account. For a user to

be able to select a shared account the user needs to be granted access to the account selec-

tion popup.

Access to the account selection popup, as shown in the above figure, is controlled at the

user level on the user's details page. TheShow the account selection popup option

needs to be selected for each user that requires access to shared accounts. SystemAdmin-

istratorsmight find theBulk user actions section under theUser List screen convenient

for applying this change tomany users.
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Note: You can also automatically charge printing to a single shared account

without the need for the popup. This is useful in environments where a user only

ever needs to charge to a single shared account so the popup is not needed.

Important: Usersmust restart their workstation (or manually restart the Paper-

Cut client software) for this change to take effect. Users with theShow the

account selection popup option enabledmust run the client software at all

times. Print jobs do not print until the user has selected the account.

In addition to granting users access to the popup, they also need access to a shared

account. You can control shared accounts access using twomethods:

Network groupmembership

PINs (also known as security codes or passwords)

If an account is allocated a PIN (an alpha-numeric access code) users with knowledge of

the PIN can select the account. A PIN based systemwould be a sensible selection in an

organization when PINs are already in use for other systems such as photocopiers or door

access codes.

Tip: PINs/codes can also be used when using parent and sub-accounts. To

select a specific sub-account from the client software, both the parent and sub-
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account pins are required. Enter them in the format of: [parentPIN]-[sub-

PIN] (i.e. they are separated by a hypen).

An alternatemethod is to delegate access to the shared account via network groupmem-

bership. One advantage of group based control is that users do not have to remember

PINs. Most medium to large organizations already have their network structured into suit-

able groups representing their position, title, department or work area. Use these existing

groups to control access. Access to shared accounts can also be granted on an individual

user basis, however, best practice suggests group-basedmanagement for medium to large

networks.

Tip: In aWindowsActive Directory environment, Organization Units are treated

as special groups. Thismeans you can also use them to control access to a

shared account. Controlling access to shared accounts via groupmembership

rather than individual user accounts is recommended. By using group based con-

trol, new users created on the network inherit the correct account access by virtue

of their network groupmembership. This alleviates the need for additional user

modification inside PaperCut MF.

To grant access to a shared account for all members in a given network group:

1. Log in to the system as an administrator (i.e. admin account).

2. Select theAccounts tab.

3. Select the appropriate shared account from the list.

4. Click theSecurity tab.

5. Select the appropriate group from the drop-down list.
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6. ClickAdd.

Tip: To simultaneously change security settings of multiple shared accounts,

click theBulk account actions link on theAccounts tab. For more information,

see Bulk User Operations.

4.5.3.1. Using account security with PIN/codes

PIN/codes provide a convenient way to select shared accounts. However, this con-

venience can compromise security when short or guessable PINs are used. For this reason

PaperCut MF allows the user/group security to be also applied to PIN/code access. This

allows sites to use convenient and short codeswith confidence that only authorized users

are granted access.

To enforce user/group security for PIN/code access:
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1. Log in to the system as an administrator (i.e. admin account).

2. Go to theOptions tab, to theAccount Options section.

3. Change theAccess rules defined on shared account security tab apply to: set-

ting to both PIN/code and selection from list.

4. ClickApply.

With this setting changed, users can only select an account using PIN/code when they:

1. know the PIN/code; and

2. are in the shared account's user/group security

4.5.4. The Account Selection Popup
The account selection popup is a feature of the User Client that allows allocating printing to

shared accounts. There are two types of account selection popup:

Standard account selection popup

The standard account selection popup provides the basic features required to charge

to shared accounts. It's ideal for sites with simple account structures.

Advanced account selection popup

The advanced account selection popup includes additional features that are suitable

when shared accounts are used frequently, and especially whenmany shared

accounts exist.

Manager mode popup

Themanager mode popup is designed for "print managers" that allows charging print-

ing to any user or shared account, and apply adjustments to the job costs (e.g. for

charge for special paper, binding, etc). Themanager mode popup is often used in print

roomswhere staff perform printing on behalf of other users.

Automatically charge to a single shared account

This is a special mode that allows automatically charging all printing to a selected

shared account, without any user interaction or popup.
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4.5.4.1. Standard Account Selection Popup

The standard account selection popup offers four account selection types:

1. Charge to personal account.

2. Charge/allocate to a shared account selected by a PIN.

3. Charge/allocate to a shared account from list (taking into account security settings).

4. Perform print as another user (username and password required).

When a user selects a shared account, there is the option to:

1. Charge the print to a shared account.

2. Charge the print to personal account (and allocate to shared account for reporting).

The option to charge a to personal account allows printing to be tracked against shared

accounts while allowing the use of user-based quotas. When this option is selected, the
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cost of the print job is deducted from the user's personal account, but the job is allocated

against the shared account, which allows for account based print reporting.

You can set up theDefault shared account to speed up the process of selecting a com-

monly chosen account. When entered, the selected account is pre-selected in account

selection popups.

SystemAdministrators can control on a per-user basis what options are available in the

user's popup.

Note: Changes to the options available in the account selection popup come into

effect immediately. You do not need to restart the client software for these set-

tings to take effect.

TheCharge to personal account with popup notification option displays a popup with

no account selection features. This option is useful in environments where the System

Administrator desires to provide users with cost confirmation prior to printing.
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Tip: To educate the users about the popup confirmation window, administrators

might find the Example 1: Printing with the popup confirmation window helpful.

4.5.4.2. Advanced Account Selection Popup

The advanced account selection popup allows charging to personal or shared accounts,

and has the following additional features:

1. A searchable account list

You can search the account list by the account name or code, making it much easier

to find an account when there aremany in the list. The search can also be

remembered for next time.

2. Structured account list

The account list is hierarchical; that is, sub-accounts are shown indented from their

parent accounts for clarity.

3. A preferred list of accounts

You can save themost commonly used accounts to a list. This is a useful feature

whenmany accounts exist, but each user mostly just uses a few of them.

4. A list of recently selected accounts

The accounts that have been recently selected are saved to a list for quick selection.

5. Comments on print jobs
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The advanced account selection popup allows assigning a comment to a print job for

future reference.

6. Cost Adjustments

Cost adjustments offer the ability to apply various adjustments to the cost of a print

job. You can apply a percentage rate adjustment, a per job adjustment, or a per page

adjustment. For example, a 200% adjustment could be defined for manually loading

photo paper (charge twice the standard cost). Other common examples of adjust-

ments include; Mylar Film, draft paper, draft printingmode, discounts for "special" cus-

tomers/jobs, and extra for binding andmanual handling. Cost adjustments are

defined at either a global or printer level and are documented in detail in Cost Adjust-

ments.

7. Option to not show a print job on invoices

Sometimes there are print jobs that you want to allocate to an account but not include

on any invoice reports. The advanced account selection popup has an option to alloc-

ate a 'non invoiceable' print job to an account.
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As in the standard account selection popup, there are two charging options for shared

accounts:

Charge shared account

Charge personal account (and allocate to shared account for reporting)

You can set theDefault shared account to speed up the process of selecting a commonly

chosen account. When entered, the selected account is pre-selected in account selection

popups.
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Enabling the Advanced Account Selection Popup
For All Users
In a professional (client billing) installation, the advanced account selection popup is often

enabled for all users, so that every user is prompted for a shared account (client) to charge

when printing.

Once the client software is deployed on user computers (covered in User Client Deploy-

ment), you can enable the account selection popup. You can enable the popup on one user

at a time or for all users in bulk. To enable the popup for all users in bulk:

1. Log in to the admin interface.

2. Navigate to Users > Actions > Bulk user actions.

3. By default the action is applied to all users (the special [All Users] group). To

apply the action to a subset of users (a user group), select that group from the drop-

down list.

4. In the sectionChange settings, enable the optionChange account selection set-

ting and select the optionShow the advanced account selection popup from the

dropdown list.

5. If you do not want to allow users to charge printing to their personal account (i.e. they

must select a shared account) then disable the optionAllow user to charge to

their personal account.

6. ClickOK and confirm the operation. Once completed, the account popup is enabled

for selected users.

Once the popup is enabled for all users, perform some testing from users' computers. To

test, log in to a user computer, perform a print and confirm that the account popup is dis-

played and the job is logged as expected.

4.5.4.3. Manager Mode Popup

Themanager mode popup is designed to be used by authorized users to perform printing

on behalf of other users (e.g. in a school's print roomwhen jobs are emailed in with often

complex instructions such as binding, color paper covers, etc.). The approved user can
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charge printing to users' personal accounts or any shared account. This popup provides the

following features:

1. Charge printing to any user

Themanager enters the user's username or ID number. The printing is logged under

this user's account.

2. Charging to any account

The print job can be charged to the user's personal printing account or any of the

shared accounts in the system. Users can select the shared account from a list, or by

using the account code/PIN.

3. Standard cost adjustments

Standard cost adjustments provide a list of adjustments that can be applied to the

cost of a print job. The print manager can select one or more standard adjustments to

apply to a given print job. You can apply a percentage rate adjustment, a per job

adjustment, or a per page adjustment. For example, a 200% adjustment could be

defined for manually loading photo paper (charge twice the standard cost). Other

common examples of adjustments include; Mylar Film, draft paper, draft printing

mode, discounts for "special" customers/jobs, and extra for binding andmanual hand-

ling. You can define these adjustments on the server at a global or printer level and

are documented in detail in Cost Adjustments.

4. Custom cost adjustments

If none of the standard adjustments are applicable, the print manager can easily

apply a custom per page or per job adjustment. Examples could include special bind-

ing, delivery, etc.

5. Comments on print jobs

Allows assigning a comment to a print job for future reference. e.g. to explain the
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reason for the cost adjustments.

4.5.4.4. Automatically charge to a shared account

This special account selectionmode allows all printing to be automatically charged to a

single shared account, without user interaction or the User Client software running on the

workstation. Thismode is useful when a user only ever charges printing to a single shared

account and does not want the inconvenience of responding the account selection popup

then they print.

An example of where this would be useful is in a school or business environment where

shared accounts represent a department within the organization. In this situation, auto-

matically allocate user printing to a single shared account without any user interaction.

Although this canmostly be achieved with the standard account selection popup, it requires

the user to respond to each popup when they print.
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You can select this option for an individual user, set onmultiple users using theBulk User

Actions or set in the initial user settings in theGroup section. Once theAutomatically

charge to a shared account option is selected, then enter the account name to charge.

To select a sub-account the account namemust be entered in the parent\sub-account

format.

4.5.5. Account Selection in Non-Domain Envir-
onments (Workgroups)
Many small networks are not controlled via a central domain server. These networks are

sometimes referred to asworkgroups or peer-to-peer networks. On these networks users

cannot log on to their desktop, or computersmight be shared bymultiple users. TheAllow

user to perform printing as another user option is useful in non-domain/logon envir-

onments. User accounts can be set up in the system hosting the printers and users can

select their account using usernames and passwords for each print job, irrespective of

which user account is currently logged onto the workstation.
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Tip: PaperCut MF can also be configured tomanage its own set of user

accounts. See Internal users (usersmanaged by PaperCut NG) for more details.

4.5.6. Batch shared account import and update
The batch import and update feature allows the administrator to import accounts, and

optionally update existing account details by reading data from a simple text file or directory

structure. In addition to being able to create accounts, it enables administrators to update

the following account data:

Enabled / disabled status

Account PIN / Code

Credit balance

Restriction status

Users allowed to use the account

Groups allowed to use the account

Invoicing options

Comment options

Notes

Examples of where the batch import feature is useful include:
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When importing account and balance data from another external system (e.g. a pro-

ject management or accounting system).

To reset the account balances at the end of a billing period (year/term/semester).

To bulk update the users and groupswho are allowed to use/access the accounts

(security).

Tip: To update shared accounts from a tab delimited file on a regular basis, see

Shared account synchronization instead. You can also synchronize shared

accounts against the directory structure of a file system, for example, when there

is a separate folder for each department or customer.

To perform a batch import:

1. Manually inspect your file in a text editor and ensure it's in the prescribed tab-delim-

ited format as detailed at Batch account import file format.

2. Navigate to theAccounts section.

3. Click theBatch Import / Update tab.

4. ClickBrowse to select the file to import. (The format of the file is described in Batch

Account Import File Format).

5. Choose whether you want to delete accounts that exist in PaperCut MF but not in the

import file.

6. ClickTest Settings.

7. Thewindow displayed indicates how many lineswere processed, and how many

shared accounts will be imported, updated or deleted when you click Import.

8. If you are happywith the results of the test, click Import.

Tip: Consider testing your import file format with a small sample first (e.g. maybe

a copy of the file containing only the first five lines). This way any formatingmis-

take only propagates to a few accounts rather than all!

Some example shared account import files are located at [app-path]/server-

/examples/import/shared-accounts/ in both Excel and TSV (tab separated
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values) formats. Use the Excel format to produce the TSV format by saving as Text (Tab

delimited). Examples include a flat list of accounts using the example of departments in

a school (school-departments.tsv) and another with subaccounts using the

example of a client-matter layout for a business' clients (client-matter.tsv).

4.5.6.1. Batch Account Import File Format

The import file is in tab delimited format and contains the following fields in the given order.

No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

1. Parent

Account

Name

The name of this account's par-

ent. When creating a top level

account, leave the sub-account

name blank (this is the account's

name).

Mandatory Max. 255

characters

2. Sub-

account

Name

When creating a sub-account (1

level deep only), enter its name

here.

Optional -

account is

top level if

blank

Max. 255

characters

3. Enabled Whether or not this account is

enabled. (Y/N where Y = YES,

and N = No).

Optional -

account is

enabled if

blank

4. Account

PIN/Code

The account PIN/Code. For par-

ent accounts, the code must be

unique for all parent accounts.

For sub-accounts, the code must

unique amongst accounts with

the same parent account.

Optional -

PIN not set if

blank

Max. 50

characters

5. Credit Bal-

ance

The account balance.

When updating an existing

Optional -

Balance not

updated if

A number

with no cur-

Table 35: Shared Account Import File Format
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No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

user, a blank balance indicates

that the existing balance ismain-

tained without modification.

blank rency sym-

bol or sep-

arators,

using a full

stop for the

decimal

separator.

Correct:

1.23 Incor-

rect: $1.23

or 1,23 or

1,023.00

6. Restricted

Status

The account's restricted status.

(Y/N where Y = YES, and N =

No).

Optional - if

blank, set to

a con-

figurable

default

7. Users Modifies the users who are

allowed to select this account

from the list (no CODE/PIN

required). You can modify the

access list as follows:

To replace the previously

defined access list, use a pipe

(|) delimited list of usernames.

e.g. user1|user2|user3

sets the list to these three users

(removing any previously

defined).

To add users to the existing

Optional -

users are not

updated if

blank

No real

limit, but if

there are

many users

consider

using an

access

group

instead
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No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

access list, prefix the pipe delim-

ited user list with a plus sign (+).

e.g. +user1|user2|user3

adds these three users to the

access list.

To remove users from the exist-

ing user list, prefix the pipe

delimited user list with a hyphen

(-). e.g. -user-

1|user2|user3 removes

these three users from the

access list.

To remove all users from the

access list, enter a hyphen (-).

8. Groups Modifies the groups that are

allowed to select this account

from the list (no CODE/PIN

required). To reference the spe-

cial 'All Users' group, use the

syntax [All Users]. You can

modify the access list as follows:

To replace the previously

defined access list, use a pipe

(|) delimited list of groups. e.g.

group1|group2|group3

sets the list to these three

groups (removing any pre-

viously defined).

To add groups to the existing

access list, prefix the pipe delim-

Optional -

groups are

not updated

if blank
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No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

ited group list with a plus sign

(+). e.g. +group1|-

group2|group3 adds these

three groups to the access list.

To remove groups from the

existing group list, prefix the

pipe delimited group list with a

hyphen (-). e.g. -group1|-

group2|group3 removes

these three groups from the

access list.

To remove all groups from the

access list, enter a hyphen (-).

9. Invoice

Option

The invoicing option defines

how prints allocated to this

account are invoiced. Available

values are: ALWAYS_INVOICE -

prints allocated to this account

are always invoiced NEVER_

INVOICE - prints allocated to

this account are never invoiced

USER_CHOICE_ON - it is up to

the user whether or not to

invoice prints allocated to this

account. The default is yes.

USER_CHOICE_OFF - it is up to

the user whether or not to

invoice prints allocated to this

account. The default is no.

Optional -

set to

USER_

CHOICE_

ON if blank

10. Comment

Option

The comments option defines

whether or not comments are

Optional -

set to
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No. Field Description Optional? Limitations

added to prints allocated to this

account. Available values are:

NO_COMMENT - comments can-

not be added COMMENT_

REQUIRED - comments must be

added COMMENT_OPTIONAL - it

is up to the user whether or not

to add a comment

COMMENT_

OPTIONAL

if blank

11. Notes Notes about the shared account

(placed in the Notes field).

Optional -

notes not set

if blank

Max. 2000

characters

Other limitations:Although any actual limit to the size of an import file should be large

enough for any purpose, we recommend keeping the file size below 10MB.

Tip: A simple way to create a tab delimited file is to create a spreadsheet in

Microsoft Excel, and then save it in the Text (Tab delimited) format.

Import File Format Examples
The following lines shows importing all the above fields. (The fields are separated by tabs).

Maths Y 12 5 N user1|user2 group1|group2 ALWAYS_INVOICE

COMMENT_REQUIRED Science Physics Y 1620 100 Y user3 NO_

COMMENT A Note Science Biology N 16 12.50 N group3 USER_

CHOICE_OFF

The following lines show updating only the groups that can access the account. NOTE: The

tabs still exist for the enabled status, pin, balance, restriction and users fields, but each entry

is blank.

Maths group1|group2|group3 Science Physics group1 Science

Biology group3
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Tip: The shared account import process is triggered by the command-line script-

ing tool server-command. See Server Commands (server-command).

4.5.7. Shared account synchronization
The shared account synchronization feature allows the administrator to define an external

source for shared accounts. This is useful for situationswhere shared accounts areman-

aged by an external system, and allows PaperCut MF tomirror the accounts without any

additional administration.

To enable shared account synchronization:

1. Navigate to theAccounts section.

2. Click theAccount Sync tab.

3. Choose appropriate settings. For more information, see Synchronization Options.

4. ClickTest Settings

5. Thewindow displayed indicates how shared accounts were processed, and how

many shared accounts will be imported, updated, or deleted when you clickSyn-

chronize Now.

6. If you are happywith the results of the test, clickSynchronize Now. This triggers a

shared account synchronization, and synchronization continues at the chosen inter-

val.

4.5.7.1. Synchronization Options

You can synchronize shared accounts against two possible sources: a text file or a dir-

ectory structure. This is configured in the first option on theAccount Sync tab: Sync

source.

Text file - Synchronize shared accounts against a text file. For more information about

the format of this text file, see Batch Account Import File Format.

File SystemDirectory Scan - Synchronize shared accounts against a directory struc-

ture. Many organizations have a 'Customers' folder or similar in their file system that

contains one folder per customer. For example, given Customers/Client 1 and
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Customers/Client 2, synchronizing against the Customers directory imports

Client 1 and Client 2 as shared accounts.

Tip:
The location of the text file or directory (the sync source) is relative to the system

where PaperCut MF is installed, not the system being used to access the admin

interface. The sync source should either be physically on that system, or access-

ible via amapped / mounted drive. Additionally, the source should have per-

missions to be readable by the Local System account onWindows, or the

papercut account onMac or Linux.

The other options include:

File location / directory location - The location of the file or directory to sync against.

The location is relative to the server.

Perform sync - How often the account sync should take place. The available options

areHourly andOvernight. If new accounts are being added regularly throughout the

day,Hourly is probably the best choice. TheOvernight sync occurs nightly at approx-

imately 12:55am.

Treat subdirectories as sub-accounts - This option is only available with directory syn-

chronizing against a directory. When checked, subdirectories are treated as sub-

accounts. For example, a directory structure of Customers/Client 1/Project

1 produces a top level account called Client 1 and a sub-account of Client 1

called Project 1.

Delete accounts that do not exist in the selected source - This option deletes accounts

that exist in PaperCut MF but not in the sync source. Use this option to clean out 'old'

accounts. This option is not 'remembered' for the automatic synchronization, so

accounts can only be deleted by checking this box and clickingSynchronize Now.

Deleting is a destructive operation. Don't forget to perform a test first and a backup is

also advised!

4.5.8. Bulk shared account operations
A bulk shared account operation refers to an operation that is applied tomore than one

shared account. There are occasionswhere the same task needs to be performed on
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multiple accounts. With a large number of shared accounts, it can take too long to perform

the taskmanually on each one; this is where bulk account operations are useful.

Bulk account actions are in theActions list on theAccounts tab.

Some examples of where bulk account operationsmight come in useful include:

Resetting shared account balances at the start of a new billing period.

Introducing a new printing policy or account model that needs to be rolled out across

all shared accounts.

Temporarily disabling shared accounts. For example, over the holiday period when

there should be no shared account based printing.

Giving to a particular group access to all shared accounts.

Warning: The bulk account operations are one-way and cannot be undone.

Always carefully consider the operation before proceeding. If you are unsure of

the function or behavior, performing a backup prior to undertaking the operation

is advised.

You can perform the following tasks through bulk account operations:

Adjust of set the accounts' credit (perform a transaction)

Change the accounts' restriction status

Disable the accounts for a specified period of time

Change the invoicing option

Change the comments option

Change the cost multiplier

Change the security settings

Change quota scheduling settings

4.5.9. Shared account quota allocation
Sometimes organizationswant to control printing to shared accounts. You can do this by

allocating quotas on a periodic basis.
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To allocate a $100.00 weekly quota to Science account:

1. Navigate to theAccounts tab.

2. Select the account.

3. Under the Quota Scheduling section, select a period ofWeekly and enter 100.00 in

theSchedule amount.

4. ClickApply.

Quota for shared accounts gets allocated very similar to group quota. See Setting up quota

allocations for more details about quota scheduling.

For details about scheduling times, refer to Setting up quota allocations.

4.5.10. Shared account cost multiplier
Sometimes organizationswant to charge different amounts to different shared accounts.

You can set a cost adjustment multiplier on a shared account. For example, by setting the

Multiply cost by to 50%, then printing to the shared account costs 50% less. Setting the

Multiply cost by to 125% costs 25%more.

To provide a discount to the example "Administration" shared account, follow the steps lis-

ted below:

1. Navigate to theAccounts tab.

2. Select the "Administration" account.

3. Under the AdvancedOptions section, select the optionMultiple cost by and enter

50.

4. If you want to apply same cost adjustment to all it's sub accounts of "Administration",

then select the optionApply to all sub accounts.

5. ClickApply.

If you want to apply same settings tomultiple accounts you can useBulk account actions.

For more information, see Bulk shared account operations.
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4.5.11. Advanced shared account options
You can customize the functionality of shared accounts to suit a wide range of uses. There

are several advanced options available throughout PaperCut MF to control this cus-

tomization:

Make shared account PIN/code visible

When this option is active, the purpose of the shared account PIN is changed. Usually

the PIN is equivalent to a password, and can be required before a user is able to

charge to a shared account. When this setting is active, the PIN is treated as a 'code'

instead; that is, a unique identifier for a given shared account. For example, an organ-

ization dealing with projectsmight allocate a shared account the project code 123.

When this option is active it has several effects throughout PaperCut MF, including:

The shared account list (on theAccounts tab) includes the shared account

code.

Reports dealing with shared accounts display the code.

On the account selection popup dialogue of the User Client tool, the code is vis-

ible when entering (i.e. it is no longer hidden by stars). This allows charging to a

shared account by code, rather than scrolling through the dropdown list to find

the correct account by name.

To activate this option:

Go to theOptions tab

Check the optionMake shared account PIN/code visible

ClickApply

Apply to all documents in queue

This option is displayed at the bottom of both the standard and advanced account

selection popups.When checked, the settings being applied to the current print job

are applied to all waiting jobs automatically. The text lets you know how many jobs this

affects (e.g. "Jobs: 5").
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This setting is useful when printing a batch of documents for the same purpose. For

example, when printing a letter, diagram and spreadsheet for a client, the client

account can be selected on the account selection popup along with any other appro-

priate settings, and the settings are applied to all three jobs. This saves the time taken

to apply the settings for each job.

Changing the time after which jobs are deleted when awaiting popup response

If a user does not respond to the account selection popup after a defined time, their

print job is automatically deleted. This is to prevent a buildup of old jobs in the print

queue. For more information see User Client Options.

4.6. Advanced Printer Management
This section covers some of themore advanced printer management tasks. Advanced

printer management has the following high-level concepts:

Activitymonitoring

Encouraging appropriate use

Managing the addition of new printers

This section addresses thesemanagement areas and covers tools available in PaperCut

MF to assist administrators.

4.6.1. Adding and Removing/Deleting/Ignoring
Printers

4.6.1.1. On Windows

PaperCut MF tracks all print queues local to the system by default. Local print queues are

those that have been set up on the server running PaperCut MF with a local port, such as: a

TCP/IP connection to a network printer, an LPR connection, or a printer attached locally via

USB or LPT. StandardWindows print queues that are hosted on a different system, or re-

shared, are not tracked (you can track these queues by setting up a secondary print server,

see Configuring Secondary Print Servers and Locally Attached Printers).
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New print queues added to the system should show up automatically in PaperCut MF, how-

ever, in some rare situations the printer shows up only after the first print job is sent.

Under some situations youmight not want to track all printers. Some examples of why an

administrator might not want to monitor a printer include:

The printer is a virtual printer such as a PDF generator, FAX, or document man-

agement program.

The administrator might want to offer free printing on a selected printer and is not con-

cerned with monitoring (silent monitoring with a zero page cost also achieves this).

The printer might not be supported by PaperCut MF and needs to be ignored.

ThePrint Provider component is responsible for locating and tracking the printers. To

instruct it to ignore a printer:

1. On the computer system running the Print Provider component open the file [app_

dir]\providers\print\win\print-provider.conf in a text editor such

asNotepad.

2. Locate the line IgnorePrinters= and enter the full name of the printer on the

right-hand-side of the equals line. For example:
IgnorePrinters=Office Printer

Note: This is the printer's locally assigned name and not the name of its network

share.

If you havemultiple printers to ignore, then separate the each printer namewith a

comma. For example:
IgnorePrinters=Office Printer,Copy Room Printer

Wildcard expressions can also be used. Use '*' to ignore any span of characters, and

'?' to ignore a single character. For example, to ignore any printers that start with the

phraseCopyRoom:
IgnorePrinters=Copy Room*

3. Restart (stop then start) the PaperCut Print Provider component under

Start > Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Services

4. If the printer data is no longer required for reporting purposes, log in to PaperCut

MF's admin interface and select thePrinters section, then click the printer to be
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removed and selectDelete printer from theActions list.

5. Test the changes by printing to the deleted printer and ensuring the printer does not

re-register itself in the system. It if does, verify the name assigned under the

IgnorePrinters= setting is correct.

4.6.1.2. On Mac

The list of monitored printers is configured when installing PaperCut MF. To change the list

of monitored printers, run the script at /Applications/PaperCut MF/Control

Printer Monitoring.command. Read the script's instructions carefully and ensure

that thePrint Setup Utility is closed/quit when running this script.

After running the script, print a test document (i.e. using a text editor or printing a web page

fromSafari). The act of printing for the first time registers the printer with the primary server.

Log in to PaperCut MF as admin and verify that the printers are now listed under thePrint-

ers section. Perform a test print on each printer and verify that the jobs are tracked cor-

rectly.

Note: At the technical level, Mac systems use the CommonUNIX Printing Sys-

tem (CUPS). PaperCut MF tracks printing by integrating with CUPS. (For Sys-

temAdministrators familiar with CUPS, PaperCut MF integrates bywrapping or

proxying the CUPS backend). The Control Printer Mon-

itoring.command script edits the file /etc/cups/printers.conf and prefixes the

DeviceURI with papercut:, enablingmonitoring on the selected printer. Sys-

temAdministrators experienced with the terminal might prefer to edit the print-

ers.conf file directly with a text editor. SeeOn Linux for more details.

To delete a printer:

1. Double-click the Control Printer Monitoring.command script.

2. Choose to disablemonitoring on the printer(s) to delete.

3. If the printer data is no longer required for reporting purposes, log in to PaperCut

MF's admin interface and select thePrinters section, then click the printer to be

removed and selectDelete printer from theActions list.

4. Test the changes by printing to the deleted printer and ensuring the printer does not
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re-register itself in the system. It if does, verify that it is not beingmonitored using

Control Printer Monitoring.command.

4.6.1.3. On Linux

PaperCut MF tracks printing by integrating with the CommonUNIX Printing System

(CUPS), the printing system on Linux. For a printer to be tracked, CUPS needs to be told to

route print jobs through PaperCut MF before printing.

To do this, the printers.conf file must be edited. This can either be donemanually, or

assisted via the configure-cups script.

To use the script, run the script file at [app-path]/providers/print/linux-

*/configure-cups. Read the script's instructions carefully to enablemonitoring on the

desired printers.

To edit the file manually:

1. Open your printers.conf in a text editor such as vim. Onmost Linux dis-

tributions printers.conf is located at /etc/cups/printers.conf.

2. Prepend papercut: to the DeviceURI of the printers you want to track. After the

modification a DeviceURI linemight look like:
DeviceURI papercut:ipp://1.2.3.4/printers/My_Printer

3. Restart CUPS in the way appropriate to your distribution. E.g.:
/etc/init.d/cupsys restart

4. Perform a test print on each printer. This causes the printers to be registered. This

step is not required with the configure-cups script, because the script registers

the printers automatically.

5. The printers should now be registered. Log in to PaperCut MF as admin and verify

that the printers are now listed under thePrinters section. Verify that the test prints

sent previously were tracked correctly.

To delete a printer:

1. Double-click the configure-cups script (or manually edit printers.conf);

then select to disablemonitoring on the printer(s) to delete.

2. If the printer data is no longer required for reporting purposes, log in to PaperCut
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MF's admin interface and select thePrinters section, then click the printer to be

removed and selectDelete printer from theActions list.

3. Test the changes by printing to the deleted printer and ensuring the printer does not

re-register itself in the system. If it does, verify that it is not beingmonitored using con-

figure-cups.

4.6.2. The Template Printer
The Information Technology field is a rapidlymoving environment. Change is driven by two

main forces:

Business and end-user requirements

Technology advances

It is change that often consumes a network administrator's time. PaperCut MF endeavors to

alleviate some of themoremundane tasks via automation. TheNew User Initial Settings

section underGroups assists with the creation of new user accounts. The addition of new

printers, although less common, is also inevitable. PaperCut MF helps administrators

streamline new print setup using a concept of a template. A template is a pattern or initial

condition used as a starting point. PaperCut MF has a special virtual printer called the [tem-

plate printer]. This is not a real printer, but a special printer used as a template for

printers added in the future.

The [template printer] is best described by an example:

1. Jane is a network administrator at a local business. She has implemented a print

policy across all printers as follows:

a. The page cost for a standard page is $0.10.

b. Double sided printing is encouraged with a 40% discount.

c. A filter exists on all printers to prevent jobs of over 100 pages. This prevents

users from holding up the queueswith large single jobs.

2. Jane has set up her policy on all existing printers and then adjusted settings on a

printer-by-printer basis depending on the type and functions.

3. She has also set up this policy on the [template printer].
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4. Twomonths later Jane adds 4 new printers. No change in PaperCut MF needs to

take place as the printers automatically set themselves up based on the settings in

the [template printer].

5. When Jane has spare time later in themonth she fine tunes printer configuration as

required.

As the example shows, the template printer not only helps alleviate future configuration

work, but also ensures a consistent policy is applied on printers by default. It brings Paper-

Cut MF one step closer to the "zero-administration" goal.

It is recommended the administrators take a few minutes to configure the template printer

on any network of more than 100 users.

4.6.3. Copying Printer Settings
Another way to quickly configure printers and have a consistent charging policy is to copy

printer settings (costs, filters, etc.) from one printer to another.

Warning: Copying settings to printers is a one-way operation and cannot be

undone. Always carefully consider the operation before proceeding. If you are

unsure of the function or behavior, performing a backup prior to undertaking the

operation is advised.

To copy printer settings from one printer to another:

1. Navigate to thePrinters tab.

2. Select the printer you want to copy the printer settings from. ThePrinter Details
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screen is displayed.

3. Click theCopy settings to other printers action link.

4. Choose which settings to copy. There is a choice of the cost and the filter settings.

5. Select the printers / printer groups to copy the settings to.

6. ClickCopy to perform the copy.

4.6.4. Renaming a printer
To uniquely identify a print queue PaperCut MF uses a combination of the hostname the

print queue is hosted on and the printer's queue name. If either of these change, for

example, because if the print queue is renamed, or because the print queue wasmigrated

to a new print server, then a new entry is created for thePrinter List. Future print logs are

tracked against the new printer name, and the old printer name is still available along with all

its logs.

In some cases this is the desired behavior. In other cases, youmight prefer to rename the

"old" printer to its new name so that logs and settings aremaintained.
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To rename a printer, log in to the administration interface and:

1. Select the printer to rename via Printers > Printer List

2. ClickRename this printer from the Actionsmenu.

3. Enter the new server and print queue name.

Important: The print queue namemight not be the same as the print

queue's share name. OnWindows the print queue name is displayed in

Control Panel > Printers . OnMac the print queue name is displayed on

the printer'sPrinter Info sheet under Name & Location > Queue

Name . Take care to enter the name exactly as it is displayed in the OS, as

case is important.

4. If there is already a printer with the chosen name, for example, because the print

queue has already been renamed in the OS and was automatically added to Paper-

Cut MF, select the If a printer with the new name already exists, delete and

replace it check box.

5. ClickApply.

6. Perform a test print to ensure that printing is logged under the new name.

4.6.5. Disabling printers with time latches
Time latches allow a printer to be disabled for a predetermined amount of time. After the dis-

able time has expired, the printer is re-enabled without the need for manual intervention.

Some examples of where time latches are useful include:

Printer maintenance - A printer might be consistently jamming and requiremain-

tenance. The administrator can lock the printer for 24 hours until themaintenance is

performed. Users receive a notificationmessage if they try to use the locked printer.

Classroommanagement in schools - A teacher might want to disable printer use to

force students to focus on their work for the duration of the class. The printer can be

locked for the duration of the class. After the class has finished the printer is re-

enabled automatically ready for the next class.

The disable option is located on each printer under the printer configuration area.
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4.6.6. Managing printing using differential char-
ging
In a quota-based or charged environment, one of themost important tools at the admin-

istrator's disposal is the ability to charge different amounts for different types of documents

or on different types of printers. Printers are designed for a particular task and a particular

work rate. For example, an inkjet color printer is ideal for photos or the occasional color

page but should not be used print 1000-page black and white documents when the heavy

duty laser printer is located just down the corridor.

PaperCut MF allows administrators to:

Charge different cost-per-page amounts for each printer

Charge different amounts based on the type of document including:

Chargemore for color printing vs. black and white or grayscale

Chargemore for single-sided printing vs. double-sided or duplex

Chargemore for larger or non-standard paper sizes

Administrators can use differential charging to encourage users to use the correct printer

and printer settings for the task at hand. This ensuresmaximumutilization of the resources

available.

Example: David is a network administrator at a local university. The printer comparison

charts in PaperCut MF suggest that one of the printers on the 4th floor in the computer sci-

ence wing is only used half asmuch as other printers. Upon investigation he finds that
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students prefer to use the closer printer located in the corridor outside the lab. David

decides to relocate the printer at the end of semester. In themeantime he encourages its

use by reducing the price thereby taking load off the other printers.

4.6.6.1. Charging types available

PaperCut MF offers a range of charging types to cover the needs of most organizations.

Most people find that either Simple or Standard Chargingmeets their needs best.

Simple Charging
Simple charging is appropriate to all types of printers. It allows administrators to define a

simple cost-per-page setting only. For example, if the cost per page was defined at $0.10,

50 pageswould cost $5.00.

Standard Charging
Standard charging is the default and is ideal for printers that support advanced print attrib-

utes including:

Duplex or double-sided printing

Color or Black &White (grayscale) printingmodes

Multiple paper trays offering standard and large sizes

Standard charging allows administrators to define the exact charges per page for each

printing category and paper size in a spreadsheet-like table. Each row in the table specifies

the charges for a specified paper size. Rows for common paper sizes are added by default

and you can add or delete rows as required.

To add a row, select the desired paper size; then clickAdd.

To delete a row, click the trash can icon

The columns in the table represent the different printingmodes for each paper size.

Color: specify the cost per sheet for printing color single sided. This is normally the

most expensive option.

Grayscale: specify the cost per sheet for printing grayscale (black and white) single
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sided. This is normally less than Color.

Color duplex: specify the cost per side for printing color double sided.

Grayscale duplex: specify the cost per side for printing grayscale double sided. This is

normally the lowest cost option.

ClickApply after making any changes to save your changes to the database.

Charging by Category
Category based charging is an alternative to Standard charging for printers that support

advanced print attributes.

The difference with Category charging over Standard charging is that a base charge and

discounts are specified, rather than an exact charge per category. For example, you can

grant Black andWhite (grayscale) documents a discount over full color. An option also

exists to discount and encourage double-sided printing. You can apply discounts as either

fixed amounts or as a percentage of document cost.

A practical example, Mary has a color printer that supports letter and legal paper and

duplex. She wants to define rules to:

Charge $1.00 per page for letter (standard size) color printing.

Charge $0.40 per page if the users select grayscale (black & white) - a $0.60 discount

for grayscale

Charge an extra $0.80 if they use large legal size paper

Offer a 50% discount for duplex to encourage double sided printing.
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To accomplish this complex set of charging rules, Mary should set up the Advanced char-

ging options for the particular printer as defined in the screenshot below.

Charging by Paper Sizes
The charging by paper sizemode is designed for printers with multiple trays and a variety of

available paper sizes. Administrators have full flexibility to define cost for each of the paper

sizes support by the printer. For example, printing a letter size page would cost less than

printing a legal size page. Thismode includes options to enable discounts for grayscale

and/or duplex jobs. You can apply discounts as either fixed amounts or as a percentage of

document cost.

Charging by Paper Area
Thismode is designed for plan printers, plotters or printers that support a variety of paper

sizes. For example, many engineering firms use these types of printers for plotting CAD

design diagrams. Charging by area allows the cost of the print job to be a function of the

paper area.

Charging by Paper Length
Thismode is designed for plotters or printers that use a paper roll or fixed widthmedia.

Charging by length allows the cost of the job to be a function of the paper/plot length.
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4.6.6.2. How duplex discounts are calculated

Several of the supported cost modes allow a discount to be applied to printing duplex doc-

uments. The discount is entered as either a percentage or a constant amount per page. It is

important to understand that PaperCut MF counts a single side of printing as a one page.

For example, if you have a 50 pageWord document, PaperCut MF counts this as a 50 page

document, whether it is printed single-sided or duplex.

When calculating the cost of a job, the duplex discount is only applied to pageswhen there

is printing on both sides of a sheet paper. If a document contains an odd number of pages,

the duplex discount is not applied to the last page. For example, if a 11 page document is

printed as duplex, the duplex discount is applied to the first 10 pages, but not the last page.

Some printers allow multiple copies of a document to be printed as a single job. PaperCut

MF calculates the cost using the above rules. i.e. If a copy contains an odd number of

pages, it does not apply the discount to the last page of each copy.

4.6.7. Print filters: conversions and restrictions
PaperCut MF offers two categories of print filters: conversions and restrictions. Con-

versions change something about the print job, e.g. from color to grayscale. Restrictions are

used to ensure jobsmeet certain criteria (denying those that don't). Each printer has its own

set of filters.

Conversion filters include:

Convert to grayscale (for all users, or for users in specified groups)

Convert to duplex (for all users, or for users in specified groups)
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More details about conversion filters are available in Print Conversion Filters in Detail.

Restriction filters include:

Restrict printer access to one or more user groups

Restrict color printing access to one or more user groups

Define themaximum cost of a single print job

Define themaximumnumber of pages allowed in a single print job

Define themaximumnumber of copies allowed in a single print job

Allow only simplex or duplex jobs

Allow only color or grayscale jobs

Filter documents based on the file extension or name

Allow only selected paper sizes

Define themaximum spool size of a print job (to prevent large jobs blocking the

printer)

Detect and delete duplicate print jobs

By default restrictions only apply to restricted users. Optionally, you can apply restrictions

to all users by changing theRestriction Scope option.
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More details about restriction filters are available in Print Restriction Filters in Detail.

For more advanced functionality there is print scripting. While the options available on the

Filters & Restrictions tab are useful for rules that apply to all users or to some user

groups, scripting can take into account multiple factors. Examples include:

automatically convert all printed emails to grayscale (i.e. do a conversion based on the

application type)

automatically convert large documents to duplex

suggest or require that users print in grayscale if their job contains a large number of

color pages
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For more detail see Advanced Scripting (Print Scripting).

4.6.7.1. Examples

Filters and scripts are applied at the printer level (i.e. on a per-printer basis). The following

examples cover how to apply a filter/script to a single printer. Once a filter or script is applied

to one printer, you can copy it to other printers (see Copying Printer Settings).

Converting student print jobs to grayscale
You can convert all jobs that were sent by a student to grayscale from the Filters &

Restrictions tab as follows:

1. Ensure you have a Students group in your domain (or equivalent) that contains all

students.

2. Ensure the Students group has been added to PaperCut so that it is displayed on

theGroups tab. For more information about adding and removing groups see

Groups in PaperCut MF.

3. Navigate to Printers > [select printer] > Filters & Restrictions

4. Enable the optionConvert color jobs to grayscale for: and selectUsers in the

following groups: from the dropdownmenu.
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5. Enable theStudents group in the list of groups for selection.

6. ClickApply.

7. Test by printing a color job as a user in the Students group.

Converting printed emails to grayscale
Printing of emails is a prime candidate for reduction of paper and printing costs. Printing of

emails in color (when the colour is being used for blue links and email footers) is doubly so.

Having PaperCut automatically convert emails to grayscale requires a printer script asmul-

tiple factors are taken into account. The logic would read: when a user prints and the print is

an email, convert the print to grayscale.

There is a built-in recipe script to achieve this:

1. Navigate to Printers > [select printer] > Scripting

2. Click Import Recipe.

3. Find the recipe calledConvert all email printing to grayscale and click import

next to it. Note themessage at the top of the script about themethod it uses to detect

when an email is printed.
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4. ClickApply.

5. Test by printing an email in color.

More Examples
More examples are available in the application by clicking Import Recipe on theScripting

tab.

4.6.7.2. Print Conversion Filters in Detail

Conversion filters work bymodifying print jobs on the fly. For example, rather than denying

color printing access and asking the user to print again (as is done using a restriction filter),

a conversion filter can convert the job to grayscale automatically.

Possible uses include:

converting color jobs to grayscale to prevent accidental color printing

converting jobs on high volume printers to duplex to save paper

having student jobs automatically converted to duplex

Use print scripts for more advanced conversion functionality. For more information, see

Advanced Scripting (Print Scripting).

Important: After enabling a conversion filter on a new printer model it is always a

good idea to perform a test to ensure it is working as expected.

Using the PaperCut printer port for conversion fil-
ters on Windows (Advanced)
Conversion filters work bymodifying print jobs on the fly. OnWindows (when using stand-

ard printer ports) this is performed bymodifying a print job and submitting it as a new job.

An alternative is to configure the printers to use a PaperCut printer port. When using a

PaperCut port, print jobs aremodified in-place rather than copied. This has several advant-

ages:
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Processing is faster as there is no need to take a copy of the job.

When jobs are re-submitted the new jobmight look unusual (the owner is SYSTEM, the

document name has a special code in it). Using the PaperCut port avoids this and any

potential confusion from administrators about what those jobs are.

There is no need to disable the advanced printing features option on the print

queues.Without the PaperCut port this option can cause problemswith watermarking

and other advanced features. When the PaperCut port is used it can cater for this

option being enabled.

Processing ismore robust. Without the re-submission there are less steps, so less

things to go wrong!

Re-submitting can alter job ordering and priority (a feature ofWindows print queues).

Using the PaperCut port avoids this.

For information about setting up a new or existing printer to use the PaperCut port, seeWin-

dows printer queue configuration.

Changing the printer port is not required on other platforms such asMac, Linux or Novell as

the same limitations do not apply.

Troubleshooting

Disabling EMF printing (Windows print servers only)

Important: This section is not applicable if your print queue is using a PaperCut

port (see Using the PaperCut printer port for conversion filters onWindows

(Advanced) for details).

Print conversion filters work best with open standard languages such as PostScript and

PCL. Other manufacturer specific andGDI based languagesmight be supported, but most

of all it's important that print jobs spool in the printer's native language, and not the "EMF"

format. If your print server is runningWindows and documents are printing using the EMF

language (the default) then conversionswill not take place.
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To disable EMF printing on aWindows print server:

1. On the print server, navigate to: Start > Control Panel > Printers > [right-click

printer] > Properties > Advanced

2. Turn off (disable) the optionEnable advanced printing features.

3. Test printing and check the printer language to ensure that it is now something other

than EMF.

You can readmore about this setting on theMicrosoft website at: http://sup-

port.microsoft.com/?kbid=268093.

Updating Printer Drivers

When experiencing problemswith print conversion filters and there are new driver versions

available for your printer, updatingmight resolve issueswith the driver that caused con-

versions to not work.

When updating printer drivers, it is important to update the printer drivers on both the cli-

ent and the server.

Contacting Support

If the other troubleshooting steps do not assist with a print conversion filter related problem,

feel free to contact the PaperCut support team. Please include information about themake,

model and driver for the printer you are using.

4.6.7.3. Print Restriction Filters in Detail

Print restrictions provide network administrators with advanced control over printer usage.

Some common examples include:
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Reduce printer jams
Many printers expect print jobs to be on a single size of paper, or maybe two sizes if the

printer hasmultiple paper trays. A non-standard size causes the printer to enter amanual

load state causing the queue to halt. PaperCut MFFilters & Restrictions section allows

Administrators to select the allowed sizes. Non-standard sizes are automatically deleted

before they're sent to the printer. It's an effective way of reducing one of themost common

causes of queue jams.

Controlling documents on slow inkjets
Many inkjet printers have very low throughput rates. A large color document can hold up a

queue preventing other users from getting their "fair share" of print time. By setting an upper

page count via the printer'sFilters & Restrictions section, network administrators can pre-

vent large print jobs. The page count forces users to split up large documents and allows

other users access to the printer.

Automatically deleting duplicate jobs
PaperCut MF can alsomonitor the print queues and automatically delete duplicate print

jobs. This option is useful on networkswith novice users. New users often "double click" an

application's printer icon causing two identical print jobs to be sent to the queue. This

wastes paper and users' print quota. Network administrators can enable duplicate job detec-

tion via the Filters & Restrictions section. A popupmessage warns the user and the

duplicate job is removed from the queue.

Important: This option can affect multiple prints fromMicrosoft Excel and some

other applications. Users wanting to print multiple prints fromExcel might need to

reprint the document 30 seconds apart. When printing to a hold/release queue,

the filter does not apply until the jobs are released, not at the time of submitting the

print job. Consider whether this Filter and hold/release queues are the workflow

you require for your organization.
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Force sensible use
You can set restrictions to define amaximum cost per job. This prevents users from acci-

dentally spending all their credit/quota in one print job.

Automatically deny documents based on file exten-
sion or name
There aremany reasonswhy users should not print certain files. For example, maybe a

report from the accounting application consists of 400 pages. Usersmight not be aware of

this and "accidentally" print the report expecting only a few pages. You can configure Paper-

Cut MF tomatch this document via its name and automatically delete it from the queue.

Use the Filters & Restrictions keyword filter to implement this functionality.

Additionally it's also possible to filter documents based on file extension by entering a

keyword, such as, .htm or .pdf.

To filter a document name based on a regex (regular expression), enclose the keyword in

forward slashes. Note that the regexmatches the entire document name. For example:

To disallow printing of any documents ending in .htm:
/.*\.htm/

To disallow printing documents of the form account-12345.pdf:
/account-\d*\.pdf/

Important: This is not a security option. It is easy to circumvent the filter by

renaming the document. Some systemsmight not even report type information!

Control who can print in color (Advanced)
To control which group of users have access to color printing to a particular printer use one

of the followingmethods:

Method 1

1. On the print server, create a print queue.

2. Share the print queue as normal.
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3. Add the printers to PaperCut MF and define appropriate costs.

4. From the printer'sFilters & Restrictions tab in PaperCut MF select the groups that

should have access to color printing viaGroups With Color Access restriction.

For example:

To only allow group "staff" to print in color to this printer.

Method 2

Thismethod uses two print queues, each with different driver defaults. One queue is set to

grayscale only and the other have full color access. Group access is used to control who has

access to the color queue.

To implement:

1. On the print server, set up two print queues that point to the same physical printer.

Call one queueGrayscale Only and the otherColor. You now have two printer icons

(logical printers) each connected to the same physical printer.

2. Share the printers as normal.

3. SetWindows access permissions on each queue as required. Ensure Users who

require color access can print to the color printer and other users can access to the

"black and white" only printer.

4. Add the printers to PaperCut MF and define appropriate costs.

5. From the printer'sFilters & Restrictions tab in PaperCut MF ensure that theColor

Mode restriction is configured toAllow grayscale documents only on the gray-

scale printer.

Thismethod although beingmore complex tomanage, sometimes offer better user exper-

ience as users do not need to select driver color and black and white options for each print.
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Advanced Setups
PaperCut MF provides printer management features that you can easily extend tomore

advanced network setups including:

Environments with multiple print servers

Monitoring of locally attached network printers.

Central monitoring over Wide Area Networks (WAN) or VPN.

These topics are an advanced subject and covered in subsequent sections.

Tip: For more flexibility in filtering print jobs, one should consider the Advanced

Scripting capability. Advanced scripting allows filtering onmoremore attributes of

a print job or combinations of attributes. See Advanced Scripting (Print Scripting)

for more details.

4.6.8. Managing printer groups
Administrators use groups tomanage large number of users. Groups are used for all man-

ner of purposes such as reporting, access control andmanagement. PaperCut MF also

offers the ability to group printers offering administrators the same level of management

advantages they get from user groups. Printer groups aremost useful for organizations

with amedium to large number of devices.

Printer groups allow administrators to tag or group printers by attributes. Group names are

user definable and can represent any attribute appropriate for printer management.

Examples include printer type, location, make, function, owner, age, etc. PaperCut MF's

grouping is implemented using text based "tags" offering similar flexibility to that seen in

manymodern online systems such as Flickr - the popular photomanagement website.

Some examples of where printer groups are useful include:

Grouping by printer type allowing an organization to compare volume on inkjets vs.

laser printers.

Grouping by floor, departments, or work areas providing comparison reports to

identify areas that might need additional printers.

Quickly locate printers by attributes or tags defined by administrators.
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Implement fine grained access control by ensuring administrators can only apply

adjustments to devices under their ownership/responsibility.

Facilitate group-level management of devices settings, such as, copying new rules,

costs and policies between similar devices.

To group printers that support color output:

1. Locate and click a color printer via thePrinters tab.

2. On the printer details screen scroll down to thePrinter/Device Groups section.

3. Enter an appropriate group name such as Type:Color; then clickEnter to add.

Read best practises in Suggested best practises for naming printer groups

4. ClickOK to save the change.

5. Repeat step 1 and 2 selecting another color device.

6. This time, click in the list.

A list of all available printer/device groups is displayed.

7. Click Type:Color.

8. Repeat step 6 for all color devices.

Tip: An alternatemethod to apply a set of printer groups tomultiple printers is to

useCopy settings from printer to printer action.
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4.6.8.1. Suggested best practises for naming printer

groups

An important requirement of groupmanagement is to have clear and consistent naming

conventions for your groups. This convention needs to be followed by all involved in group

management. Being able to see a list of printer/device groups is a good way to ensure con-

sistency. A group name can contain any character except for ",". Administrators are

encouraged to use a key-colon-value format such as:

Type:Laser

Location:Floor1

Department:Science

Subnet:192.168.4.*

Office:NewYork

Prefixing the value with a typemakes it easier to compare and locate groups of interest.

Similar to user groups, it's important to keep printer groups up-to-date. Ensure someone is

tasked with assigning printer groupswhen new devices are added to your network.

4.6.9. Cost Adjustments
Cost Adjustments are used in conjunction with the User Client's Advanced Popup (see

Advanced Account Selection Popup) or Manager Popup (seeManager Mode Popup).

They allow an administrator to define a user selectable list of adjustments to apply to the cur-

rent print job. These adjustments can be in the form a percentage adjustment, a per job

fixed adjustment or a per page adjustment. Charge Rates are commonly used in the Engin-

eering and Architectural Drafting fields. Examples include:

Charging different rates for premium print material. For example, 150% for use of

Mylar drafting film.

Offering a discount of selected situations. A second copy of an architectural plan prin-

ted on draft quality paper can be charged at 50% normal rate.

Charging a fixed cost for services such as document binding. For example, binding
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might cost an additional $5.00.

Increasing the per-page cost of a job for color paper (e.g. an additional $0.20 per

page).

Cost adjustments are defined at both a global and printer level - allowing common adjust-

ments to be applied globally to all printers, with the flexibility to also define printer specific

adjustments. The adjustments are defined in the format:

adjust1:100%, adjust2:150%, adjust3:3.0pj, adjust4:0.10pp,

adjust5:1.0pc

(A comma separated list of rates in the format of "Name" and "Amount" separated by a

colon). The first rate listed is the default rate and is automatically selected in the Advanced

Client Popup. The format of the "Amount" depends on the type of adjustment. Each of the

formats is defined below:

Type Description Format Examples

Percentage Applies a percentage adjustment to the

job cost. Rates above 100% increase

the cost, while those below 100% dis-

count the job. (NOTE: When multiple

adjustments are applied with the man-

ager popup, the percentage adjust-

ments are applied last)

0.00% 120% -

increases

cost by 20%

75% - dis-

counts the

cost by 25%

0% - sets the

cost to zero

Per Page Adds/subtracts a fixed amount to each

page in the job.

0.00pp 0.10pp -

increases

cost by $0.10

per page -

0.05pp -

reduces cost

by $0.05 per

page

Table 36: Cost Adjustment Types
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Type Description Format Examples

Per Job Adds/subtracts a fixed amount to the

total job cost.

0.00pj 3.00pj -

increases

total cost by

$3.00 -

1.00pj -

reduces total

cost by $1.00

Per Copy Adds/subtracts a fixed amount to each

copy in the job.

0.00pc 3.00pc -

increases

total cost by

$3.00 per

copy -

1.00pc -

reduces total

cost by $1.00

per copy

IfAlways require manual selection is enabled, then the default selected rate is Select,

requiring that usersmanually select a charge rate every time they print.

Global cost adjustments are defined in Options > Client Software . These are available

for all printers. Any adjustments defined at the printer level are in addition to the global

adjustments. The printer level adjustments are defined in Printers > Summary >

Advanced Configuration > Define cost adjustments . If an adjustment with the same

name is defined at both the global and printer level, the printer adjustment takes pref-

erence.
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4.6.10. Popup authentication
PaperCut MF normally relies on the underlying operating system and the associated print

queues to perform authentication. For example, in normal operation, a user logs into a work-

station using a domain/network level authenticationmethod such as a username and pass-

word. The print queues also use this authentication and PaperCut MF can trust the

supplied identity. However, in some network environments, relying on network level authen-

tication is either not possible, or not reliable. Common examples include:

All users log in with a common generic username and passwordmeaning that it's not

possible to distinguish between users.

A print queue that does not enforce authentication.

For a detailed explanation of print authentication, see Print Authentication.

4.6.10.1. How does popup authentication work?

Popup authenticationmatches the source IP address of the print job with the user con-

firmed to be operating from the popup client IP address. The workflow is as follows:

The user initiates a print job to a server-hosted, PaperCut MF-managed, queue

(printer) via unauthenticated print protocol.

The print job arrives in the print queue and because of the unauthenticated protocol,

the username cannot be trusted.

PaperCut MF uses the job's source IP address to determine the PaperCut MF popup

client it should contact for authentication.

The user is prompted to enter their username and password, which are then verified

against PaperCut MF's configured directory source. If the credentials are correct, the

user is considered authenticated at that client.

The print job is attributed to the authenticated user.

Depending on configuration, the server might remember the association between the

IP address and the authenticated user for a period of time.
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4.6.10.2. Where and when should popup authentication be

used?

Some real life examples include:

The Student Lab
Some student labs are set up so everyone logs in using a generic username and password.

For example, username: student, password: student. This is common in AppleMac labs,

where enablingmulti-user authentication is complex and can often prevent selected applic-

ations from running correctly.

LPR/LPD or CUPS
The Line Printer Daemon print protocol, often used in UNIX environments, is a non-authen-

ticated system. The username associated with the print jobs is passed through to the print

queue, however, the name is not verified and can easily be forged. An extra level of authen-

tication is required.

CUPS, themodern print system often used on Linux, AppleMac and someUnix systems, is

often implemented in a non-authenticated fashion. Although CUPS can support authen-

tication, technical considerations such as the inability to interface with Active Directory

domain authentication often prevent its use.

Mac Print Queues
MacOS X server use the CUPS print system. Current Apple implementations prevent

administrators from enabling CUPS authentication. This is not usually a problem in an envir-

onment where you can control logins at individual workstation level. It does, however, pose

a problem if users have local admin access - for example, individual owned laptops. Paper-

Cut MF popup authentication provides a way to work around the non-authentication issue.

For more information, including a discussion of platform specific issues, see Print Authentic-

ation.
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Macs and popup authentication
Popup authentication is often required onMac networks supporting amix of lab systems

authenticated via a directory service and unauthenticated laptop systems. Advanced admin-

istratorsmight review Eliminating popup authentication via Mac Login Hook to streamline

login on the secured lab systems.

iPad / iOS Printing and popup authentication
PaperCut comeswith an iPad / iOS app that provides popup authentication and other func-

tionality. For more information see iOS Printing (iPad & iPhone).

4.6.10.3. What technical considerations do I need to

review before implementing popup authentication?

As a general rule, popup authentication should only be used in low-volume, low-complexity

scenarios when Protocol-Level Authentication is ruled out. By its design, Protocol-Level

Authentication is always themost secure which is why it is used inWindows and authen-

ticated protocols such asHTTP, SSH or Novell's iPrint protocol.

A good example of a situation where Protocol-Level Authentication is not ideal would be a

public-access PC in a library set to auto-logon as the insecure, generic account "public". In

this case the Protocol-Level Authentication is passing through the insecure user of "public".

PaperCut MF's client software and IP address authentication can overlay these insecure

user credentials and request authentication from the user at the time of print via a popup.

The following is a general guide to factors your System, Network and Security teams

should consider when implementing popup authentication:

Minimize IP address changes. If you are using DHCP, consider the lease time aswell

as the re-use rate of IP address and DNS scavenging timeouts.

Do not use any form of NAT between the clients and print server. NAT obscures the

IP address seen by the server.

Consider the authentication session time (TTL - Time To Live) options offered to your

users. This is detailed further in the popup authentication configuration page of the
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manual. TTL settings are a trade-off; the shorter the time, the smaller the window of

mismatch, but the greater the inconvenience to the user. There is no one-size-fits-all

answer, thismust be taken on a site-by-site basis.

Ensure that hostnames are resolved to IP addresses, both from the client and server.

In some situations, hostnamesmight be reported instead of IP addresses, and res-

olution results are key to correct behaviour.

Anymachine relying on popup authenticationmust have the PaperCut MF client run-

ning at all times for printing from that workstation to function.

Awareness of IP address spoofing. Large sites often activelymonitor this and/or

endeavour to prevent it, as IP address spoofing is something that affects network

application security in general.

Always reconsider your choice of popup authentication. Protocol-Level Authentication

can become viable with changes in technology, infrastructure or internal procedure.

Popup authentication is not a viable solution for simultaneousmulti-user systems,

such as Terminal Server or Citrix, asmultiple users are reported from a single IP

address.

A real-life an example of the practical difficulties
associated with popup authentication
In 2012 onemajor university user of PaperCut MF in the USA were using popup authen-

tication to support authentication on print jobs issued via the LPR protocol (for Unix desktop

systems). This setup had been in place successfully for 5 years with no reported problems.

The site's networking team (independent of the server team responsible for PaperCut MF's

management) decided tomake a few network infrastructure changes and enabled NAT for

some subnets. Thhis caused a subtle set of authentication issues that took a number of

days to detect and diagnose. During this time some jobswere incorrectly attributed.

4.6.10.4. Configuration

The following sections cover how to enable popup authentication on either the user account

level or the print queue level.
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Popup authentication and generic user accounts
The following notes explain how to enable popup authentication when a user logs in under

a generic user account - for example, student.

Add the account to the domain called student. Youmight already have this account

set up.

Perform aUser/Group Sync or print a job from this account so the username is listed

in PaperCut MF

Select the generic user and set the account to a zero balance and a restricted status.

This ensures that users can't charge against this account.

Select theUnauthenticated check box; then clickApply to save the changes.

Install client software on workstations. See User Client for details.

When a user logs in as the generic student, they are prompted for their domain level

username and password.
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Popup authentication on a print queue
The following notes explain how to enable popup authentication when a user attempts to

print to a non-authenticated printer such as one hosted via an LPR/LPD queue or a CUPS

print queue:

1. Add the printer to the system as normal. Perform a few test prints to ensure the

printer is functioning and tracking as expected.

2. Log in to PaperCut MF and check theUnauthenticated option under the relevant

print to enable the popup authentication.

3. Install the client software on anyworkstation that will print to this printer. See User Cli-

ent for details.

4. When a user attempts to print to this printer, they are prompted for their username

and password.

User Interaction
When running in popup authenticationmode, the client offers the following options:

Log out

Log in as another user

The Logout option is available onWindows via either the right-click option on the task try

icon, or when running onMac or Linux, via a right-click popupmenu (Option Click) access

via the icon on the balance window.

The Login as option ismade available if the client starts as an unauthenticated user. This

option allows users to authenticate or quickly switch user identity.

Advanced Popup Configuration
The login box displayed to the user offers the choice of how long their authentication details

should remain active. An administrator can control the options presented to the user by

modifying the following system configuration keys. These configuration keys are edited

under Options > Actions > Config editor (Advanced)
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Config name Description

client.config.auth.ttl-val-

ues

A comma separated list of values to display in the

popup authentication login box. Positive numbers

represent the number of minutes to remember the

authentication for. The value of 0 indicates that the

authentication is remembered for "this print job

only". The value of -1 indicates that the authen-

tication is remembered until the user logs out or

exits the client. The value of -2 indicates that the

authentication is remembered indefinitely, even

after restarting the client. For security reasons, you

need to make this change in the Config Editor, not

the client's config.properties and the client

does not save the password. Instead a server gen-

erated cookie is placed in a file in the user's home

directory. The default is: 1,5,15,30,60,-1

client.config.auth.ttl-

default-minutes

The default time-to-live value automatically selected

when the login authentication window is displayed.

client.config.auth.popup-

on-startup-if-unau-

thenticated

Determine if the client should request authentication

when the client starts if the operating system user is

unauthenticated. Set to Y (yes = enabled) or N (no =

off).

Table 37: User Client Popup Config Keys

Important: User client tools that are already running will pick up changesmade

via the Config Editor the next time they are restarted.

See Using the Config Editor to find out how to change config keys.

4.6.11. Color Detection
The color detection setting determines themethod used by PaperCut MF to analyze doc-

uments for the presence of color. Changing the detectionmethodmight require some
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additional printer configuration.

The standard way used by PaperCut MF to handle color in documents is to see if the

printer's driver has set the grayscale flag. When this flag is set on a document sent to a

color printer, the grayscale discount is applied. Otherwise, the document is charged at the

printer's standard rate. Thismight be an inconvenience for users when a large document is

printed with just a few color pages.

For example, a user prints a 21 page document to a color printer. The document is all gray-

scale except for a color header on the first page.When using standard color detection, the

user is charged for 21 pages at the color printer's standard rate. As a workaround, the user

could send the document as two print jobs (one with just the first page containing color, and

another with the rest of the document), but this is an inconvenience. An enhanced altern-

ative is to use page-level color detection. When this option is selected, the user would be

charged for one page at the color printer's standard rate, and receive the grayscale discount

for the other 20 pages.

PaperCut MF has three options for document color detection:

Grayscale only (for grayscale printers)

Standard color detection (also referred to as document-level detection)

Page-level color detection

The color detection setting is available for each printer controlled by PaperCut MF. To

access the setting, click a printer from thePrinters tab to bring up thePrinter Details

page.

'This is a grayscale printer'

This option indicates that the printer is not capable of printing color documents, so color

detection is bypassed. This ensures that the color page count for this printer is always zero.

'This is a color printer (use standard detection)'
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When this option is active, documents are treated as being either grayscale (where a

printer's driver has set the grayscale flag) or color. Thismode is available in almost all color

printers. Where users print documents containing both grayscale and color pages, this

option encourages users to use color printers only for their color printing.

'This is a color printer (use page-level detection)'

Page-level color detection scans each page of a document for traces of color. The gray-

scale discount is applied to any grayscale pages and other pages are charged at the

printer's standard rate.

PaperCut MF can perform page-level color detection with most modern color printers.

Important: To use page-level color detection:

1. Apply the page-level detection option for the printer in PaperCut MF.

Linux andMac systems pick up the change immediately.

OnWindows based servers the change takes up to 2minutes to propagate to the

Print Provider. You can speed up this process bymanually restarting (stop and

starting) the PaperCut Print Provider service via Control Panel > Admin-

istrative Tools > Services .

2. OnWindows print servers set theEnable advanced printing features on the

Advanced tab of the printer'sWindowsProperties page according to the type of

printer:

Disable the setting for PostScript, PCL,HPGL or XPS printers. (With these printers,

Page level detection works regardless of the advanced printing features setting, but

youmust disable the setting if you want to use advanced PaperCut features such as

Grayscale/DuplexConversion Filters andWatermarking.)

Enable the setting for other printer types. Onmost printers, this setting causes print

files to be spooled usingWindow's EMF format. PaperCut supports for page level

color detection for EMF. See below for limitations.

3. On non-Windows print servers page-level color detection is only available for

PostScript, PCL,HPGL andXPS printers.

4. Print a few test documents with both grayscale and color pages and ensure
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PaperCut MF is correctly charging the document. ThePrint Log under thePrinters

tab is a good place tomonitor the detection in real-time.

4.6.11.1. Printer Color Mode Auto-Detection

From version 14.1 onwards, when a printer is first added, PaperCut MF detects if it is gray-

scale or color and set its color detectionmode accordingly. Color mode auto-detection is per-

formed only once and can be overriddenmanually.

Color mode auto-detection workswell but youmight have a reason for not using it. You can

turn it off by setting the configuration key printer.detect.grayscale.printers to

N. See Using the Config Editor to find out how to change config keys.

4.6.11.2. Limitations of Page-Level Color Detection

Page level detection works by inspecting the contents of the document looking for color use.

The aim is to track down simple black and white only pages so it can offer the user the gray-

scale discount on these pages. There are a few situations that can cause a seemingly gray-

scale page to list as color - referred to as a 'false positive'. These situations are rare and are

discussed below:

The use of some image formats, even if they look grayscale, can detect as color. For

example, JPEG is a lossy format and artifacts as a result of compression can cause

speckles of color. PaperCut MF handlesmost of these situations but grayscale JPEG

images in PDF files can cause false positives.

The use of 'color' white-space inMicrosoft Word can cause a false positive with some

print drivers. For example, the user selects a color font, enters a single space or new-

line, and then changes back to black. PaperCut MF inmost cases, correctly filters out

the 'color space' but might experience problemswith some drivers leading to a false

positive.

TheWindowsEnable advanced printing features setting allows page level color

detection to work for many color printers by spooling print files in EMF format. The

accuracy of color detection is dependent on the particular printer driver in use. Our test-

ing has demonstrated excellent accuracywith newer printers and drivers, but poorer

results with some older drivers. If using an older printer, run a representative set of
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print jobs to verify that the color page countsmeet your requirement. Where possible,

select a PCL or PostScript driver if available for your printer.

4.6.12. Validating page counts using hardware
checks
PaperCut provides accurate tracking of printer usage by analyzing the printer spool file on

the server. Before the job is sent to the printer, PaperCut determines the job attributes

including the page count, color/grayscale, duplex, paper-size, etc. This up-front analysis

allows PaperCut:

To calculate the job cost and determine up-front whether the user has enough credit

to print.

To display the job details (e.g. the cost and page count) to the user in the print con-

firmation screens and Release Stations.

To apply filters and policy rules to print jobs (e.g. to disallow non-duplex jobs, or to

enforce print policy using the advanced printer scripting).

After the job is queued for printing, PaperCut logs this print job information and charges the

usage to the user.

If the job is sent to the printer but it does not print completely (e.g. if the user cancels the job

at the printer), then print job hardware checks allow PaperCut to determine the actual num-

ber of pages printed. These checks are performed at the hardware-level by communicating

with the printer via SNMP (Simple NetworkManagement Protocol).

The combination of up-front spool file analysis and post-job hardware verification of the

jobs provides the best of both worlds:

Accurate up-front page count and cost calculations; and

Verification of the printed pages after the job is completed.

4.6.12.1. Causes for differences in page counts

The printer can report a difference to the PaperCut server's spool file analysis for a variety

of reasons:
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The user cancels the job at the printer's panel - e.g. LCD screen or cancel button.

The printer goes into an error state (e.g. out of toner) after the job has partially printed.

The administrator can then cancel the job at the printer.

The print jobmight have become corrupted, causing the printer to print 100's of pages

of junk (e.g. PostScript code) instead of the user's document!

Configuration "strangeness", such as, the devices double-counting large pages or

counting the blank page at the end of a duplex job. Most of these corner-cases have

been worked around, however, like all things in Computing, some are bound to show

up again!

4.6.12.2. Requirements

PaperCut's hardware checks use the SNMP protocol to query the page counters of the

printer. This is a network protocol supported bymost network printers. To support hardware

checks the following is required:

A network printer that supports the SNMP protocol.

SNMP enabled in the printer (also ensure the "public" SNMP community is enabled).

The network/firewall allows SNMP UDP packets from the print server to the printers.

SNMP usesUDP port 161.

Some additional configuration of the printer queuesmight be required. See installation

instructions in Configuring hardware checks.

Only PaperCut should send jobs to the printer. If a job from another print server is sent,

the resulting statisticsmight be unreliable

4.6.12.3. How hardware checks work

The Printer SNMP standard allows querying of printer status and page count information

over SNMP. PaperCut makes use of this information to verify the number of pages printed

for each print job. This works as follows:

1. Before the print job is sent to the printer PaperCut confirms the printer is idle (i.e. not

printing).

2. A snapshot of the page counters is retrieved using SNMP.
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3. PaperCut waits for the job to complete by querying the printer status and page

counts. If the printer is in error (e.g. out of paper), then PaperCut continues to wait

until the printer error is resolved and the job completes printing.

4. Once the job is completed and the printer is idle, another snapshot of the page

counts is taken.

5. The total pages printed is calculated using the differences between the initial and the

post-job snapshot.

4.6.12.4. Configuring hardware checks

Printer hardware checks are not enabled by default in installations of PaperCut. Enabling

the checks requires some configuration within PaperCut and also some additional con-

figuration of the operating system's printer queues. You can enable/disable hardware

checks at the individual printer queue level, or alternatively you can apply the settings tomul-

tiple printers using the Copying Printer Settings.

Enabling hardware checks
To enable the print job hardware checks:

1. Navigate to the Printers tab.

2. Select the printer to configure.

3. Under theAdvanced Configuration setting, enable theEnable print job hard-

ware check option.

4. ClickOK orApply to save the changes.

Important: OnWindows print servers, youmust also configure the printer

to use aPaperCut TCP/IP Port. For instructions seeWindows printer

queue configuration.
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Tip: OnWindows print servers, this setting can take up to 2minutes to take

effect. You can speed this up by restarting thePaperCut Print Provider

service.

When a difference in page counts is reported by the printer, the administrator can choose

how this is applied to the print jobs. This option is configured using theWhen a difference

in page counts is detected: settings as follows:

'Show differences in the log status. Do not adjust'

The page count differences are recorded against the print job, but no adjustments aremade

to the page counts or job costs. This is the default option when hardware checks are

enabled.

Thismode is useful when you want to use the hardware check information to validate

refund request by users. In this case the administrator can verify that a user's job did not

complete printing and then refund the job.

The hardware check information is displayed in the print log status and also in the refund

screens.

'Apply differences and adjust the print cost automatically'

In thismode, the hardware check information is also recorded on the print jobs as described

above. However, any differences in page count and costs are automatically applied to the

job.

For example, if a user printed a 5 page document costing $0.50, and they cancelled the job

after only 3 pageswere printed, the job cost would be reduced to $0.30 and the user would

be refunded $0.20.

In rare situations, the hardware check can report an increased number of pages. For

example, thismight happen when a print job is corrupted and prints out 100's of pages of

"junk" instead of what the user printed. In this case, the hardware check reports an
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increased number of pages resulting in an increased cost. By default, PaperCut does not

apply the adjustments to the job if the cost would increase.

If you would prefer to apply the differences even if the cost is increased, then select the

Always apply cost adjustments option.

Tip: To enable the hardware page counts quickly onmultiple printers, use the

Copy settings to other printers action available on the left of screen.

Windows printer queue configuration
To perform printer hardware checks, configure theWindows printer queues to use the

PaperCut TCP/IP Port type. This port works the same as theStandard TCP/IP Port that

ships withWindows. ThePaperCut TCP/IP Port allows PaperCut MF to perform the

page count checks before and after printing the job.

To configure an existing printer queue to use aPaperCut TCP/IP Port

1. Open thePrinters list

2. Right-click the printer and selectPrinter Properties or Properties

3. Select thePorts tab.

4. ClickAdd Port.
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5. Select thePaperCut TCP/IP Port option. (Note: if this port is not displayed in the list

of available port types, then seeWhy is the PaperCut TCP/IP Port not available to be

chosen in port selection onWindows?.)

6. ClickNew Port.

7. Enter the printer IP address and port name.

8. ClickAdd Port to save the new port.
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9. ClickClose on each dialog window.

10. This printer is now configured to use the new port. Delete the previous port if it is no

longer in use by other printers.

To create a new printer queue to use aPaperCut TCP/IP Port:

1. Open thePrinters list

2. ClickAdd a Printer.

3. Choose to add a Local printer.

4. When prompted for the printer port, selectCreate a new port.

5. Select thePaperCut TCP/IP Port option, and clickNext.

6. Enter the printer IP address and port name.
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7. ClickAdd Port to save the new port.

8. Complete theAdd Printer wizard as normal choosing the drivers, etc.

Novell, Linux and Mac printer queue configuration
When using Novell, Linux or Mac there is no additional configuration of the operating sys-

tem required for hardware checks to be enabled. This function is controlled via the Paper-

Cut administration console and comes into affect automatically shortly after the hardware

checks are enabled. On Linux or Mac, the hardware checking is supported for the CUPS

backends of socket, ipp and lpd.

Changing the SNMP community string
By default, the hardware checks use the SNMP community string of "public". For a basic

level of security, one can change the SNMP community string that is used. Thismust also

be set in the configuration of the printer.

1. Open the file [app_dir]/providers/print/[platform]/print-pro-

vider.conf in a text editor such asNotepad.

2. Locate the line SNMPCommunity= and enter the new community string on the right-

hand-side of the equals line. For example:
SNMPCommunity=secretcommunity

4.6.12.5. Reviewing hardware check results

Hardware check results are recorded in PaperCut on the print log records. When a hard-

ware check is recorded theChecked status is displayed in theStatus column of the print

logs as shown below.

To see the basic details of the hardware check, hover your mouse over theChecked

status.
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When the hardware check detects a difference, click theChecked status link to seemore

detailed information.

Tomanually apply hardware checks to a print job (if this is not configured to apply auto-

matically):

1. Click theChecked status.

2. Review the hardware check information.

3. ClickApply Differences. This applies the page counts and any cost differences to

the print log.

4.6.12.6. Known Limitations

Hardware-level page count checks are not enabled by default. Sites should carefully con-

sider these limitations and known issues before implementing:
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Hardware-level checks slow down printing a little (a few seconds between each job).

The system needs to take a count snapshot before and after a job. The start/end of a

job is detected by the printer entering an idle state and stabilization on some devices

can take a few seconds (printing => idle). This process adds a small delay between

each job.

Copier functions that delay printing such as printing to a "Mailbox" will prevent Paper-

Cut from detecting the print job as it is expected that the print job is printed imediately.

Not all devices support SNMP and even some devices that do, do not support the abil-

ity to check page counts at the hardware level. Most major MPF/MFD devices support

SNMP, however, smaller printer brandsmight not. Make sure you test this option

across your device type(s) once enabled.

OnWindows, install/configure a different Printer Port to support this level of device

integration. Care has been taken to emulate the behavior of theStandard TCP/IP

Port, however, some driversmight complain if a non-default port is selected. Although

this is rare, it can cause issueswith some drivers. Always test the printer after chan-

ging the printer port. The development team is looking at ways to remove the depend-

ency on a custom port, however, at the current time thismethod has proven to be the

most reliable.

The use of non-PaperCut hold/release functionality on printers and copiers can cause

inaccurate hardware validation as it appears that the job never prints, or at least in a

timely fashion. It is recommended to use PaperCut based Release Stationswhere

required: (see Hold/release queues & Print Release Stations

If you havemany printers it's very time consuming to use theWindowsGUI to change

the ports! We have not found a reliable way to script this process.We recommend you

first test on a representative sample of your devices for a few days, then roll the port

change out across your fleet.

4.6.12.7. Troubleshooting
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The "Checked" status is not displayed on any print
logs

Verify that the printer supports SNMP and that SNMP v1 or v2 is enabled in the

printer's admin interface.

Ensure that your networks and firewalls allow SNMP traffic (i.e. UDP port 161)

between your print server and printers.

If using aWindows print server, check that the printer is configured to use thePaper-

Cut TCP/IP Port. SeeWindows printer queue configuration

Verify that hardware checks are enabled in PaperCut. See Configuring hardware

checks.

You can test that PaperCut can query SNMP data from the printer by running the fol-

lowing in a command prompt or terminal/shell:

Windows:

[app-path]\providers\print\[platform]\pc-print-mon-

itor.exe -p -h [printer-ip]

Mac/Linux/Novell:

[app-path]/providers/print/[platform]/pc-print-monitor

-p -h [printer-ip]

If SNMP data can be retrieved, some basic status information is printed. If not, an

error is displayed.

If you are still unable to diagnose the problem, then send the following log files in a sup-

port request:

Windows:

[app-path]\providers\print\[platform]\print-mon-

itor.log* [app-path]\providers\print\[platform]\print-

provider.log*

Mac/Linux/Novell:
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[app-path]/providers/print/[platform]/print-pro-

vider.log*

Why is the "Checked" status missing on some print
logs?

An intermittent networking problem between the print server and printer might have

stopped the SNMP page counts from being retrieved. E.g. the network was briefly

interrupted while PaperCut waswaiting for the print job to finish printing.

If the job is deleted from the print queue while in progress PaperCut cancels any hard-

ware checks and theChecked status is not displayed in the print log. To avoid this, it is

recommended to fix any problems (e.g. out of paper, etc) at the printer and then allow

the document to finish printing. This allows PaperCut to retrieve the page counts from

the printer after the job completes. Delete the job from the queue only if it stays stuck

even after the printer error is resolved.

Why is the PaperCut TCP/IP Port not available to
be chosen in port selection on Windows?

A possible reason why the PaperCut TCP/IP Port is not available is because the port

was unable to be installed due to a Security Policy disabling the installation of

unsigned drivers. A solution for this is to change the Security Policy for the unsigned

driver installation behavior to either allow unsigned driver installations or to warn but

allow their installation.

4.6.13. Watermarking/Job Annotation
Watermarking is a feature that allows a small portion of text to be written to the bottom (or

top) of every page.Watermarking is a powerful and flexible feature. Typical uses of water-

marking include:

adding a username to the bottom of every page to help identify the owner

writing jobmetadata in the footer such as print time, printer or document name

applying a digital signature to help track and verify documents
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You can apply watermark text to printers individually. Print scriptingmakes it possible to

change watermarks dynamically (see Advanced Scripting (Print Scripting)). Watermarks

can contain substitution variables allowing the insertion of document metadata such as

date/time, username, document name, etc.

A typical watermark is shown the picture immediately below. This watermark uses the

%user%, %date% and %signature% substitution variables described in the Substitution

Variables section.

Note: PaperCut MF watermarks print jobs bymodifying the print stream as jobs

spool via the print server. The watermark is injected into the job using advanced

PDLmethods such asmacros and overlays. This is the reason whyPaperCut

only supports standards based print languages such as PCL and PostScript -

PaperCut must understand the job and its data to perform this on-the-flymodi-

fication.

Important:Watermarking is a new feature that uses advanced printer tech-

niques that are implemented differently by each devicemanufacturer. Please

report any problems that you experience to our support team for investigation.

4.6.13.1. Typical Uses

1. Owner Identification.Add the username to each page so it is easy to find the

owner (e.g. uncollected print jobs).

SuggestedWatermark: Printed by %user%

2. Student Assignments.Add the username and time of printing to each page. This
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helps teachersmatch up student work and help students prove that assignments

were delivered on time.

SuggestedWatermark: Printed by %user% at %date% on printer

%printer%

3. Tracking an Organization's Physical Documents.Add a sequentially allocated

number to every document printed. This number is a document-level Bates number

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bates_numbering). It is recorded in the PaperCut MF

database and is useful for organizing document trails.

SuggestedWatermark: Document No.: %bates% composed of %pages%

pages

4. Identification and Source Tracking.Add a unique and secure digital signature to

each document. use this to verify the origin and generation details of a document.

(Note: see Digital Signatures in Detail section below if security is required).

SuggestedWatermark: %signature%

5. Protecting Value of Documents. Use the copy protection aspects of watermark

signatures described above to protect valuable documents where royalties apply.

SuggestedWatermark: Copyright ABC Corporation. All rights

reserved. Document Signature: %signature%

6. Behavioral Change. The cost of each print job is added to the bottom of each page.

This gives the user immediate feedback on the cost of their printing.

SuggestedWatermark: The cost of this print job is: %cost%

Tip: To configure watermarking based on the user (e.g. a user's groupmem-

bership) or job attributes, consider the Advanced Scripting feature. Advanced

Scripting allows the watermarking to be enabled/disabled and the watermarking

text to be adjusted tomeet any need. See Advanced Scripting (Print Scripting) for

more details.
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4.6.13.2. Requirements

Watermarking is currently available for printers using PostScript and PCL drivers. You

should ensure that the printer driver uses the PostScript or PCL language rather thanGDI

or other languages. You can verify this by observing the word PostScript, PCL5 or

PCL6 in the Job Log as shown in the screenshot below.

OnWindows systems, if the language lists as EMF, then turn offAdvanced Printing

Features as described in Troubleshooting.

4.6.13.3. Enabling Watermarking

Watermarking is enabled in a printer’sPrinter Details > Advanced Configurationset-

tings via the optionsApply watermarks to all pages.
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Options
Text is the text to be printed on the watermark. You can usemacro substitution variables,

such as %user% and %date%. Substitution variables are described in the Substitution Vari-

ables/Macros section below.

Gray level determines how dark or light the text will be. Medium is the default. Light is just

viewable.

Font size determines the watermark text size.

Position can be bottom left of page, top left of page, or custom. Custom is intended for

advanced situationswhere some tweaking is required due to differences in page printable

area. Custom positions are specified as the distance from the left of the page and distance

from the bottom of the page inmillimeters.

Substitution Variables/Macros

Field Description

%user% The name (username) of the user that printed the document.

%user_

primary_

card_id%

The user's primary ID code.

%user_sec-

ondary_

card_id%

The user's secondary ID code.

%user_full_

name%

The full name of the user that printed the document.

%user_

email%

The email address of the user that printed the document.

%date% The date/time that the document was printed. The date is

formatted in according the locale of the server. An example of

a %date% is 12/12/2010 3:12:37 PM.

Table 38: Substitution Variables/Macros
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Field Description

%document% The name of the document that printed.

%server% The server name that is hosting the printer that printed the

print job.

%printer% The name of the printer where the print job was printed.

%client_ip% The IP address of the workstation the job was sent from.

%client_

machine%

The name of the workstation that sent the print job.

%job_id% The PaperCut MF job id of the job.

%copies% The number of copies of the document that was printed.

%cost% The cost of the print job.

%pages% The total number of pages in the print job.

%bates% A sequentially incrementing number based on a Bates Num-

bering (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bates_numbering)

scheme. All pages in the document are stamped with the

same number. The number is recorded as a signature in the

print log.

%signature% A unique secure digital signature (in text form) generated via

an MD5 HMAC. The signature is recorded in the print log.

See Digital Signatures in Detail (Advanced) below for tech-

nical details.

%digest% A unique digital signature (in text form) generated using an

MD5 of various document attributes.

%sig_md5% Same as %signature%.

%digest_

md5%

Same as %digest%.

%sig_sha1% Same as %signature% but based on the SHA1 message

digest algorithm.
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Field Description

%digest_

sha1%

Same as %digest% but based on the SHA1 message digest

algorithm.

Restrictions and Limitations
To ensure a document that has a unique single signature, use only one digital signature

macro in a watermark. The digital signaturemacros are:

%bates%

%signature%

%sig_md5%

%sig_sha1%

4.6.13.4. Digital Signatures in Detail (Advanced)

Signature Algorithm
PaperCut MF document digital signatures are generated using a cryptographic technique

called an HMAC (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMAC). This works by taking various print job

attributes such as print time, username, printer name and document name and combining

themwith a secret key. The result is then passed through a digest algorithm such asMD5.

The resulting signature is unique to the document. The secret key portioning ensures that it

is not possible to predict a signature. Twomessage digest algorithms are available: MD5

And SHA1. MD5 is secure enough for print job signature applications, however, for cryp-

tographic completeness SHA1 is provided as an option. UsingMD5makes it easier to enter

keys to findmatching print jobs because the signatures are shorter.

Note:
The algorithm used is:

Digest = Hash(date time || username || server name

|| printer name || document name || job id)

Signature = Hash(Digest || Key)
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where

key is a random string generated on first use and stored in the config key

"print.signature.hmac-key" and hash is either MD5 or SHA1.

date time is formatted in ISO8601 basic format from year to second

("yyyyMMddTHHmmss"). The time is local time (not UTC). E.g.

"20100130T141059"

Verifying a Signature
If a document is located, for example, due to an information leak, you can use the signature

to track down the print event details such as the originating user, time of print, and other

details. This is done as follows:

1. Logs -> Job Log

2. Expand the filter section

3. Enter the signature in the signature signature field.

4. ClickApply. Thematching job should list.

For example, the following screenshot shows how to search for the print job with signature

b608c7a39f08643768051217f2f5315a in the job log.
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4.6.13.5. Troubleshooting

Watermarking requires print jobs to be printed in PostScript or PCL format. If your doc-

ument is printed in EMF youmight be able to print in PostScript or PCL by following the pro-

cedure listed in the EMF section below. For all other drivers, seeOther Printer Languages.

EMF
OnWindows systems, if the printer language for a job lists as EMF, then turn offAdvanced

Printing Features. Disabling this option causes print jobs to be rendered into their printer

language on the client side. Enabling it can result in rendering on the server side, which is

usually unwanted.

You can do this by following these steps:
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1. On the print server, navigate to: Start > Control Panel > Printers > [right-click

printer] > Properties > Advanced

2. Turn off (disable) the optionEnable advanced printing features.

3. Test printing and check the printer language to ensure that it is now PostScript or

PCL.

You can readmore about this setting on theMicrosoft website at: http://sup-

port.microsoft.com/?kbid=268093.

Other Printer Languages
If the printer language for a job is listed as a non-supported language, such as, ESC/P2

(Epson), then watermarking does not work. Themanufacturer might also support other lan-

guages, such as, PostScript as an option. Check the printer manufacturer's website down-

load page for details.

Updating Printer Drivers
When updating printer drivers, it is important to update the printer drivers on both the cli-

ent and the server.

4.6.14. Behavior on Server Connection Failures
There are various scenarios where the users want to print their print jobs but the PaperCut

Application Server is unable to receive the information about the printing, including when:

The Application Server'smachine is being rebooted,

The network link is down between a secondary print server on a remotemachine and

the Application Server,

The administrator has decided to shutdown the Application Server for maintenance.
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When this occurs PaperCut must decide on how to handle the print job without com-

municating with the Application Server. The administrator can configure PaperCut to

handle new jobs in 3 ways:

1. Allow new print jobs to print but do not log (default),

2. Allow new print jobs to print and log after reconnection,

3. Do not allow new print jobs to print but hold and wait for reconnection.

Each of these options offer different compromises, and the best option depends on the

needs and priorities of a particular installation. For example, if it's important to never inter-

rupt printing then select options 1 or 2. If it's important to strictly enforce quotas (i.e. allow

the job to be cancelled if they do not have enough quota) and it is acceptable to delay print-

ing until the connection is reestablished then choose option 3. These options are discussed

in detail below.

These configuration options are controlled under the Printers [select printer] > Failure

Mode .

4.6.14.1. Failure Mode Settings

Mode 1: Allow new jobs to print but do not log
This is the default mode and allows jobs to print when the connection to the server is down

(a "fail open"mode). The jobs printed during this period are not logged in the Application

Server. Use thismode when:

It is important to not interrupt printing when outages occur,

The setup needs to be simple and easy to understand,
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It is not important to log jobs printed during failures,

Strict quota enforcement is not required, Users will not be charged for printing that

occurred during the outage.

Mode 2: Allow new jobs to print and log after
reconnection
Thismode allows jobs to print when the connection to the primary server is down, but when

the connection is re-established these jobs are re-sent to the Application Server and logged

(a "fail open"mode with re-send/offlinemode). Use thismode when:

It is important to not interrupt printing when outages occur,

It is important to log/charge every job printed during failures,

Strict quota enforcement is less important. Users can usemore credit than they have

available.

In this failuremode the administrator can configure how these resent jobs are recorded in

the job log:

1. Leave the job information unchanged (i.e. log the job against the user that printed it),

2. Change the recorded user to another nominated user,

3. Change the charging of the print job to a nominated shared account.

The default reconnection option is 1, where logging and charging is done in the sameway

as if the recording was done live. The administrator might consider this unfair to charge the

user during this failure time (as there were no warning popups or ways of telling that the

user's quota was reaching its limit). It might bemore reasonable to use the reconnection

options of 2 or 3. With option 2, the administrator can choose a new user, such as,

"AppServerDown" to record the job as and in this way completely divorce the user from

jobs printed during the failure.

If the administrator wants to trackwho did the printing but thinks it is unfair to charge their

personal account, then choose reconnection option 3, and a new shared account such as

"AppServerDown", or an account corresponding to the department owning the printer can

be charged. Jobs are still recorded under the user's name.
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When the connection to the Application Server opens up again, the print jobs show up in the

Application Server's job log within a few minutes. They show upwith a special status and

icon in the job log (see figure below).

Mode 3: Do not allow new print jobs to print but
hold and wait for reconnection
In thismode all jobs are held in the queue while the connection to the server is down (a "fail

closed"mode). Once the connection to the server is reestablished the jobs are sent to the

server and printing is processed as normal. Use thismode when:

Strict quota enforcement is required,

Secure Print Release or Find-me printing is used and jobsmust not be printed until

released by a user.

4.6.14.2. Failure Mode Settings on Virtual Queues

When using virtual queues and Find-me printing (see Find-Me Printing and Printer Load

Balancing), it is recommended to hold the all jobs and wait for reconnection when the server

connection is down. By default, this setting is enforced by PaperCut to ensure the correct

operation of the virtual queue.

If jobs are released from the virtual queue when the server connection is down, the jobs

would be released to the configured printer (i.e. the configured printer port). If the queue is
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configured with a NULL port, the jobs are deleted. If configured for a non-existent printer

(e.g. LPT1) then the jobs go into an error state. If configured for a real printer, the jobs are

sent to the printer (contrary to the secure release / Find-me printing that the user expects).

It is for these reasons that the failuremode on virtual queues is set to hold all jobs.

Some organizations prefer to have the virtual queue pointing to a real/physical printer so

that if a failure occurs the jobs are printed. This is usually only acceptable if the organization

is happy that users jobs be printed on a single queue (bypassing any secure print release

function). To configure this, enable theOverride virtual queue failure mode option and

select one of the alternativemodes. This option is only visible on virtual queues.

4.6.15. Toner Levels (for supported printers)
Managing printer toner on a large fleet of printers can be a time-consuming task. The admin-

istrator must track toner usage and ensure that replacement toner cartridges are available

when printer toner runs out. Often the administrator is onlymade aware that a printer is out

of toner after receiving complaints from users. PaperCut MF can track the toner levels for

supported printers and provide toner level information in reports or email notificationswhen

the toner is low.

Armedwith this information the administrator can purchase toner supplies in advance and

replace toner cartridges before the printer runs out of toner. This saves the administrator

time and ensures that printer downtime isminimized.

For more information on low toner notifications see Low printer toner notifications.
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4.6.15.1. How toner level information is retrieved?

PaperCut MF retrieves toner information from supported printers using the SNMP network

protocol. Most modern network printers allow the toner information be queried via SNMP.

PaperCut MF can retrieve toner information for printers that meet the following require-

ments:

The printer is networked (i.e. it is connected to your network and not directly to a com-

puter with a USB or parallel port).

The printer supports SNMP and it is enabled.

The printer supports the SNMP standard for printers (RFC 1759) that allows toner

information to be retrieved in a standardized way. Most network printers support this

standard.

The PaperCut MF server can establish SNMP connections to the printer. Ensure that

your network (e.g. routers, firewalls, etc) allow SNMP connections between the Paper-

Cut MF server and your printers.

PaperCut MF regularly updates the toner information to ensure the data is kept up-to-date.

You can generate a report with 'Toner Status', 'Lowest Toner Value' and 'Toner Last

Updated on' fields from the Admin Console. Select the Printers tab to open the Printer List.

At the bottom of the list select Export / Print in Excel format.

Tip: The thresholds for low and very low toner level warnings visible on Dash-

board are configurable. Configure the threshold values using the following config

keys - toner.low-threshold and toner.very-low-threshold .

See Using the Config Editor to find out how to change config keys.
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4.6.15.2. How toner level information is retrieved?

PaperCut MF retrieves toner information from supported printers using the SNMP network

protocol. Most modern network printers allow the toner information be queried via SNMP.

PaperCut MF can retrieve toner information for printers that meet the following require-

ments:

The printer is networked (i.e. it is connected to your network and not directly to a com-

puter with a USB or parallel port).

The printer supports SNMP and it is enabled.

The printer supports the SNMP standard for printers (RFC 1759) that allows toner

information to be retrieved in a standardized way. Most network printers support this

standard.

The PaperCut MF server can establish SNMP connections to the printer. Ensure that

your network (e.g. routers, firewalls, etc) allow SNMP connections between the

PaperCut MF server and your printers.

PaperCut MF regularly updates the toner information to ensure the data is kept up-to-date.

You can generate a report with 'Toner Status', 'Lowest Toner Value' and 'Toner Last

Updated on' fields from the Admin Console. Select the Printers tab to open the Printer List.

At the bottom of the list select Export / Print in Excel format.
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Tip: The thresholds for low and very low toner level warnings visible on Dash-

board are configurable. Configure the threshold values using the following config

keys - toner.low-threshold and toner.very-low-threshold .

See Using the Config Editor to find out how to change config keys.

4.6.16. Printer Quick Reference
How do I view printing history?

You can quickly access printing history via a number of areas. Themost appropriate area

depends on the information required.

To view a user's printing history select the Job Log under the user's details page.

To view recent print jobs printed on a printer, select Job Log under the appropriate

printer's details page.

To view all print jobs printed on the network with advanced search and filtering

options, use the global Print Log under the Logs section.

How do I add a new printer?

OnWindows systems, new printers are added to the system automatically once the printer

is added to amonitored server. On aMac or Linux system, after PaperCut MF is enabled on

the printer, it is displayed in the administration interface after the first print. New printers are

assigned initial settings based on the configuration assigned to the [Template

Printer].

How do I delete a printer?

Once the printer is removed from the operating system's print list, you can delete the printer

fromPaperCut MF via the delete printer action under the printer's detail page. This action

removes the printer from themonitored list. Print history logs are still maintained allowing

access to historical data. Always confirm your action before proceeding with the delete!

How do I disable a printer?

You can disable printers indefinitely or for a specified time via theDisable option under the

printer's details section.

How do I tell PaperCut MF to ignore (not monitor) a printer?
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By default onWindows systems all printers are tracked by PaperCut MF. You can instruct

thePrint Provider to ignore a printer by setting the IgnorePrinters= attribute in the

print-provider.conf file. A restart might be required for this to take effect.

Note:
This setting only stopsmonitoring. The printer is still listed under the printer list

section until it is manually deleted via theDelete printer action.

For more information see Adding and Removing/Deleting/Ignoring Printers.

What can I use the printer notes field for?

TheNotes field under each printer is useful for tracking all manner of information. Typical

uses include:

Tracking configuration changes

Recordingmaintenance and/or toner replacements

Documenting problems

Leaving notes/comments to assist other administrators.

4.6.17. Refunding Print Jobs
Paper jams, toner problems, and print quality issues always occur. Larger organizations

require a policy to address these situations and under what conditions a print job can be

refunded. The assessment to give a refund or not is subjective and needs to bemanaged

by responsible administrators. To streamline and partially automate the process PaperCut

MF provides a browser based refundmanagement process.

Highlights include:

Users can request refunds via a simple form and track their status.

Administrators can quickly approve/deny requests with one click.

Administrators can be alerted via email when requests are pending.

Issue partial andmanual refunds.
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4.6.17.1. Enabling End-User Refunds

Users request refunds via the end user web pages. This feature is enabled as follows:

1. Log in to PaperCut MF admin interface.

2. Navigate to Options > General .

3. UnderUser Features, enable the optionAllow users to request refunds.

4. ClickApply.

End-users can enter a reason why they are requesting a refund. You can disable this fea-

ture, for example, to prevent users writing inappropriate comments. To disable end-user

comments/reasons, clear theAllow users to enter a reason for their request check

box.

It is recommended that organizations follow a formal refund policy. This policy is outlined via

theRefund policy/instructions option. This text can also include basic HTMLmarkup,

such as, a link to an external policy page.

4.6.17.2. Managing Refunds

The refund process is best described in the form of an example.

How users request refunds
John's print job failed to fully print due to a printer jam, forcing him to reprint the remainder of

the job on another printer. He has requested a refund of approx. 50% of his job cost for the

first failed job. John would place the request as follows:

1. Log in to the user web interface at http://[server_name]:9191/user using

his network username and password.
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2. Locate the first, failed print job on theRecent Print Jobs page.

3. Click the [Request Refund] link.

4. Enter a reason.

5. ClickSend.
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The administrator approval process
Jenny is an IT administrator at John's school. She has just received an email indicating that

refund requests are pending review. To approve John's request Jennywould:

1. Log in to PaperCut MF admin interface.

2. Navigate to Printers > Refunds .

3. Locate John's request and review.

4. Click theApprove link.

Jenny could have denied the refund request by clicking [reject] link. Clicking the [other]

option would have allowed Jenny to review John's previous requests for refunds, edit the

requested amount and write a comment.
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4.6.17.3. Admin Notifications

Administrators can receive regular emails about pending refund requests. Enable email

notifications via Options > Notifications > System Notifications > Pending refund

requests . For more information, see Pending refund request notifications.

Emails can be delivered hourly or daily. By default dailymessages are delivered at 7 a.m.

Configure the hour of the day via the config key notify.pending-refund-request-

s.daily-hour-of-day. For more information about changing config keys, see Using

the Config Editor.

4.6.17.4. User Notifications

Users can receive an email notification when their refund request is actioned by an admin-

istrator. To enable this feature:
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Enable the option at Options > General > User Features > Allow users to

request refunds > Email user when their request is processed .

Define an SMTP server so that emails can be sent (see Configuring Email Noti-

fications).

Either the user must have an email address defined, or the email suffixmust be

enabled.
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TheEmail subject andEmail body optionsmake up the subject and body of the email

that is sent to the user. TheApproved message andDenied message options are used

for the replacement marker %approved-or-denied-message% in the email body.

Other than the %approved-or-denied-message%marker, you can use the following

markers in any of the above four fields:

Field Description

%job.copies% The number of copies in the print job.

%job.cost% The original cost of the print job.

%job.date% The date the original print job was sent.

%job.document% The document name of the print job.

%job.pages% The number of pages in the print job.

%job.paper-size% The paper size of the print job.

%job.printer% The printer the print job was sent to.

%refund.refund-

amount%

The amount that was refunded.

%refund.request-

amount%

The refund amount requested by the user.

%refund.request-

date%

The date the user made the refund request.

%refund.request-

reason%

The reason the user gave for the refund request.

%refund.request-user-

name%

The username of the user making the refund request.

%refund.response-

date%

The date the refund was actioned.

%refund.response- The reason the admin user gave for approv-

Table 39: Fields available printer refund request user noti-

fications
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Field Description

reason% ing/denying the refund request.

%refund.response-

username%

The username of the administrator who actioned the

refund request.

%refund.status% The status of the refund request as it is displayed in

the Job Log.

4.6.18. Custom Printer Fields
To assist with devicemanagement, enable custom fields on printers. You can assign cus-

tom fields user-defined names and can represent any data you would find useful for printer

management in your organization. Common examples include recordingmetadata such as,

asset number, lease period, device status, date of acquisition, last maintenance date,

department ownership, etc.

You can define up to six custom fields. The names are set by the administrator as per the

site requirement. In turn, you can use these custom fields for many purposes, such as,

recording data, filtering lists, and creating/exporting reports.

4.6.18.1. Defining Custom Printer Fields

To define a custom printer field(s):

1. Log in to the PaperCut MF admin interface.

2. Navigate to Options > General .

3. Under Printer Options, selectEnable custom printer fields.

4. Enter an appropriate name for Name 1 and repeat for any other fields that you plan
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to use.

5. ClickApply.

Once enabled, the custom fields are visible in thePrinter Details page.

You can also use the custom field in other areas of the application, such as, filtering the

printer list, and applying ad-hoc reporting conditions.

4.6.19. Extracting Usernames in Enterprise Print
Environments (e.g. SAP, Unix)
It is common in an enterprise print environment using packages such as SAP, JD Edwards,

Oracle Financials or Unix systems for print jobs (e.g. batch reports) to be displayed in print

queues under a system account name rather than the instigating user’s account name. The

result is that all jobs printed from these programs are recorded in the PaperCut MF job log

as owned by the program/system account.

In most environments, you can configure these programs or systems to write the username

into the print spool file (PDL). For example, you can add the username as a PJL header. If

this is done, then PaperCut can extract the username and use it in place of the username

supplied to the print queue.

Tip: This feature is often combined with Username Aliases (enableUsername

aliasing under Options > Advanced ) when dealing with differences between

the usernames used in the PaperCut MF environment and the external system or

program that submits these jobs. For example, john.wayne in PaperCut MF

might have jwayne as a SAP user ID. For more information see Username Ali-

asing

The extraction process, when configured, applies the following rules:
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1. You can definemultiple patterns to extract the username. Thematching process

returns the first valid result found.

2. Username extraction at the current time is not supported on Novell.

3. The username is included in the first megabyte of the spool file.

4.6.19.1. Configuring PaperCut to Extract Usernames from

Spool Files

Username extraction from spool files is performed by the PaperCut Print Provider and as

such any configuration text described in the following steps needs to be inserted into [app_

path]\providers\print\win\print-provider.conf. After a change to the con-

fig ismade, restart the Print Provider service before testing.

Extracting Usernames using the Simple Method
The SimpleMethod uses prefix and suffix text as static bookends for the username that is

extracted. In the below example (which you can copy and paste into your print-pro-

vider.conf), the user john.wayne is extracted from the string @PJL COMMENT SAP_

USER="john.wayne". SimpleMatching is sufficient in themajority of customer envir-

onments.

#

# Extract username from spool files coming from our enter-

prise system.

# Look for a header that matches @PJL COMMENT SAP_USER-

R="john.wayne"

#

UsernameOverridePrefix=@PJL COMMENT SAP_USER="

UsernameOverrideSuffix="

Extracting Usernames using the Advanced Method
(Regular Expressions)
The Advancedmethod adds powerful regular expression pattern plus the ability to define up

to five of these patterns, labelled UsernameOverrideRegex1 to
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UsernameOverrideRegex5. Administrators using thismethod need to be familiar with

regular expressions. The username is extracted from the first bracketedmatch group (e.g.

$1).

In the example below two patterns arematched:

#

# Extract username from spool files coming from our enter-

prise system.

# Username may be defined in one of two formats:

# (john.wayne) XJXsetUserName

# /Author (john.wayne) def

#

UsernameOverrideRegex1=\((\S+?)\)\s*XJXsetUserName

UsernameOverrideRegex2=Author\s*\((\S+?)\)\s*def

The table below shows some further examples of username declarations seen in spool files

and corresponding regular expressions that can extract the correct username.

Username in Spool

File
Regular Expression to Extract Username

@PJL SET

USERNAME-

E="john.wayne"

@PJL\s+SET\s+USERNAME\s*=\s*"(\S+?)"

@PJL SET

USERNAMEW-

W="john.wayne"

@PJL\s+SET\s+USERNAMEW\s*=\s*"(\S+?)"

@PJL

XJAUSERNAME =

"john.wayne"

@PJL\s+XJAUSERNAME\s*=\s*"(\S+?)"

@PJL COMMENT

"Username:

john.wayne"

@PJL\s+COMMENT\s+"Username\s*:\s*(\S+?)"

Table 40: Examples of usernames seen in spool files and regular

expressions to extract them
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Username in Spool

File
Regular Expression to Extract Username

@PJL COMMENT

CANPJL SET

USERNAME-

E="john.wayne"

@PJL\s+COMMENT\s+CANPJL\s+SET\s+USERN-

AME\s*=\s*"(\S+?)"

@PJL COMMENT

"Username:

john.wayne;App

FileName: True Grit.-

doc"

@PJL\s+COMMENT\s*"Username\s*:\s*(\S+?)\s*;

@PJL

OKIAUXJOBINFO

DATA-

="Use-

erName=john.wayne"

@PJL\s+OKIAUXJOBINFO\s+DATA\s*-

*=\s*"UserName\s*=\s*(\S+?)\s*"

%%For: john.wayne %%For:\s*\(?([\w\.-=]+?)\)?\b

/USERNAME

(john.wayne) def

/USERNAME\s*\((\S+?)\)\s*def

/UserName

(john.wayne) def

/UserName\s*\((\S+?)\)\s*def

/Author (john.wayne)

def

/Author\s*\((\S+?)\)\s*def

(john.wayne) /RRCus-

tomProcs /ProcSet find-

resource begin

logusername end

\((\S+?)\)\s*/RRCus-

tomProc-

s\s*/ProcSet\s+findresource\s+begin\s+logusername

(john.wayne) XJX-

setUserName

\((\S+?)\)\s*XJXsetUserName
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4.7. Find-Me Printing and Printer Load
Balancing
This section covers two powerful features: printer load balancing and "findme" printing.

Find-Me Printing - solves the problem of finding the closest printer from a long list of

available printers. It is a roaming print service that allows print jobs to find users based

on their physical location. It's sometimes referred to as "Pull Printing", "Push Printing"

or "Follow Me" printing.

Printer Load Balancing - covers the act of automatically distributing print load between

multiple physical printers.

These topics are addressed together in this section as they both involve the concept of print

job redirection, where a job is taken from one queue and transferred to another.

The topics covered in this section are relatively advanced in nature and targeted towards

the administrator who is already comfortable with PaperCut MF and print queue con-

figuration. If implementing PaperCut MF for the first time it is recommended to plan a

simple configuration in the first phase, then return to implement findme printing or load bal-

ancing in a later phase once users and administrators are comfortable with the basic fea-

tures.

4.7.1. Find-Me Printing
Find-Me Printing is best described not bywhat it does but by the problem it solves. Con-

sider a large organization with hundreds of printers. The task of selecting the "best" printer

from the list at the time of print can be daunting. Organizations tend tomitigate this concern

using a number of methods:

Naming Conventions - use a printer naming convention that helps users locate the

best printer. A common convention is to use the room name or floor number. This is

usually complemented by a sign on the printer itself.

Location Adaptive Login Scripts - in many respects a location adaptive login script is a

most elegant solution. The login script automatically adds the printers to the work-

station based on the workstation's physical location (denoted by the computer name).

For example, anyworkstation containing "lvl2" in the name has the two printers on
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Level-2 by default. Users need to consult the full list of printers only on the rare occa-

sion that theywant to print to a printer outside their physical level/room.

Global Profile - administratorsmap the "best" printer based on location globally on the

workstation (e.g. using rundll32 printui.dll,PrintUIEntry /ga

/n\\server\printer onWindows). Any user that logs on to the workstation has

themost appropriate printer selected by default.

All thesemethods have their drawbacks and require careful planning on the part of admin-

istrators, and the need for end-users to understand conventions/processes. Find-Me Print-

ing solves the problem by "asking the job to find the user, rather than having the user find

the printer". It works as follows:

1. The user prints to a single site-wide global queue.

2. The user then walks up to a Hold/release queues & Print Release Stations logs in, loc-

ates their job and releases it.

Based on the configuration, you can release a job automatically.

3. The job then automatically prints to the closest physical printer.

Find-Me Printing is referred to by users as other terms such asFollow-me printing (because

print jobs follow you to a printer),Pull Printing (because the job is pulled from the global

queue) or Push Printing (because the Release Station pushes the job to the nearest

printer).

Before implementing a Find-Me Printing scenario, make sure you are familiar with Release

Stations (see Hold/release queues & Print Release Stations). Administrators also need to

consider and plan hardware and driver compatibility. Find-Me Printing works by re-directing

a job targeted at one queue to another so printer compatibility is important. For example, a

job designed to print on an inkjet photo printer is not usually suitable for printing on a laser

printer. The topic of printer/driver compatibility is discussed in detail in the section preceding

the examples below.

4.7.1.1. Implementation by Example

Implementing Find-Me Printing is best described byway of example. The following sections

cover some common scenarios for implementing Find-Me Printing.
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Example 1: Single Virtual Queue (High School)

Scenario

East Beach High School has seven high volume laser printers of the samemodel at various

locations throughout the campus.When sending a print job studentsmust currently select

the printer nearest to them before retrieving the document. Students often send jobs to the

wrong queue and rather than going to pick it up they re-send the document to a closer

queue and leave the original document uncollected.

The current print queues are named laser-1 through laser-7 with the number cor-

responding to a label on the printer. All printers are hosted on the print server called

print-server. All printers are the samemake andmodel (using the same driver).

In the library there are two printers, laser-6 and laser-7, side by side.

The goal is to implement one central queue to receive all print jobs. A Release Station is set

up next to each printer. Each Release Station allows users to have their job printed at the

nearby printer.

Implementation

The first step is to create a new print queue on the print server. This queue is a virtual

queuewith hold/release enabled.When students print to the virtual queue, their job is held,

and the Release Station the user releases the job at determines the printer to which the job

is sent (the job is pulled from the virtual queue to a printer near the user).

A new queue is called find-me-queue is created by the administrator on print-

server using the normal methods for the operating system in use. The queue is created

using the same driver that laser-1 through laser-7 use. The queue points to the IP

address of one of the printers - this is not strictly necessary as the "virtual queue" is just a col-

lecting queue that forwards jobs to real queues, however, some printer drivers "complain" if

they do not point to a real printer.

The administrator ensures that the print queue has registered itself with PaperCut MF by

checking thePrinters tab of the administration interface. For more information about

adding printers, see Adding and Removing/Deleting/Ignoring Printers.

After creating of the new virtual queue the administrator performs the following:
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1. Navigates to Printers > find-me-queue > Summary in the PaperCut MF admin-

istration interface.

2. Changes theQueue type option to This is a virtual queue (jobs will be for-

warded to a different queue). This reveals the Job Redirection Settings section.

3. The option Jobs may be forwarded to these queues: determineswhich queues

find-me-queue is capable of redirecting to. The queues print-server-

\laser-1 through print-server\laser-7 are selected.

4. Enables the optionEnable hold/release queue and setsRelease mode toUser

release (the default). This ensures that jobs are held in the virtual queue and not auto-

matically forwarded to one of the targets.

5. ClicksOK.

The next step is to configure the Release Stations:

1. The administrator first configures each Release Station as per Release Station Con-

figuration. The administrator decides that students should only be able to see and

release the jobs they have personally printed, so sets up the Release Station in

Securemode.

2. Configure each Release Station to release jobs on the printer it is associated with by

setting the releases-on option in the Release Station config file. E.g. for the

Release Station set up near the printer laser-4, set the option to:
releases-on=print-server\\laser-4

In the library (where there are two printers side by side) the administrator configures

a single Release Station to release to either printer by setting the option to:
releases-on=print-server\\laser-6,print-server\\laser-

7

In this case, when a user releases a job at the library Release Station, PaperCut MF

selects either laser-6 or laser-7 based on a load balancing algorithm (see

Example 1: Simple Load Balancing).

Now when students print from a lab computer to the virtual find-me-queue queue, their

job is held. The student can visit anyRelease Station and see their job. When the student

releases their job at a Release Station, the job is pulled from the virtual queue into the

queue or queues associated with the Release Station for printing. This setup is illustrated
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inthe image below. Administrators should also ensure that the find-me-queue queue is

set as the default queue on all workstations.

The administrator can now optionally un-share all but the virtual queue. This would enforce

that users use the "findme" process rather than printing directly to one of the target print-

ers.

Figure 41: Single Virtual Queue (High School)

Example 2: Multiple Virtual Queues (Different
Printer Types)
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Scenario

West Face University has aGraphic Design department who use two wide format plotters

and seven color laser printers. The two plotters and two of the laser printers are located in

the department print room, while the other laser printers are scattered around various loc-

ations. The plan is to addmore printers next year.

The two wide format plotter queues are named wf-plotter-1 and wf-plotter-2,

and the color laser printers are named color-laser-1 through color-laser-7.

Laser 1 and 2 are located in the print roomwith the plotters.

The goals of the project are:

Implement Find-Me Printing so users don't need to remember the names associated

with the ever growing list of printers.

Implement Release Stations. This ensures the student/staff member is there to collect

their workminimizing the chance of one person accidently collecting another's work.

Ensure the procedure is similar for all types of printers, meaning users only have to

learn one process.

Automatic load balancing in the print room to ensure all printers receive an equal load

and throughput ismaximized.

Implementation

This implementation differs from the previous implementation in that you have two distinct

printer types. It is not technically possible to have one "find-me-queue" as jobs rendered by

the application for the wide-format printer can't be printed on a laser printer and vice versa.

See Requirements For Job Redirection (Load Balancing or Find-Me Printing) for more dis-

cussion on compatibility.

The first step is to create a new print queue for each printer type on the print server. These

queues are virtual queueswith hold/release enabled.When a student prints to a virtual

queue, their job is held at displayed at the Release Station. When a student releases their

job, PaperCut MF knowswhich target queues are compatible (based on configuration) and

selects one of the available target queues using an intelligent load balancing algorithm.
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Two new queues called wf-plotter and color-laser respectively are created by the

administrator on the print server graphics-print. wf-plotter is created using the

same driver as the existing queues wf-plotter-1 and wf-plotter-2, and likewise

color-laser uses the same driver as its counterparts. Both new queues point to any

physical device of the same type, e.g. wf-plotter to wf-plotter-1. This last point is

not strictly necessary but some printer drivers complain if they do not point to a real printer.

The administrator ensures that both print queues have registered themselveswith Paper-

Cut MF by checking thePrinters tab of the administration interface. For more information

about adding printers, see Adding and Removing/Deleting/Ignoring Printers.

Following creation of the new queues the administrator performs the following:

1. Navigates to Printers > wf-plotter > Summary in the PaperCut MF admin-

istration interface.

2. Changes theQueue type option to This is a virtual queue (jobs will be for-

warded to a different queue). This reveals the Job Redirection Settings sec-

tion.

3. The option Jobs may be forwarded to these queues: determineswhich queues

wf-plotter is capable of redirecting to. The queues graphics-print\wf-

plotter-1 and graphics-print\wf-plotter-2 are selected.

4. Enables the optionEnable hold/release queue and setsRelease mode toUser

release (the default). This ensures that jobs are held in the virtual queue and not

automatically forwarded to one of the targets.

5. ClicksOK.

6. Repeats steps 2 through 5 for the color-laser queue, except the option Jobs

may be forwarded to these queues: in step 4 is instead set to graphics-

print\color-laser-1 through graphics-print\color-laser-7.

The next step is to configure the Release Station:

1. The administrator first configures a Release Station as per Release Station Con-

figuration. The administrator decides that students should only be able to see and

release the jobs they have personally printed, so sets up the Release Station in

Securemode.
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2. Configure a single Release Station to release jobs to the printers it is associated with

by setting the releases-on option in the Release Station config file. In the print

room the administrator sets the option to the four printers:
releases-on=graphics-print\\wf-plotter-1,graphics-

print\\wf-plotter-2,\

graphics-print\\color-laser-1,graphics-print\\color-

laser-2

3. A separate Release Station is also set up next to each of the five remaining laser print-

ers in the department. The releases-on is set to the single adjacent printer in each

case.

Now when a student prints from a lab computer to either virtual queue (wf-plotter or

color-laser), their job is held. The student can visit the Release Station and see their

job. When the student releases their job in the print room, the system automatically imple-

ments load balancing and select an available compatible printer. This setup is illustrated in

the image below.

Important: Load balancing is not appropriate on plotters if manual loading of

paper media is required, as it is not possible to know beforehand which target

printer will be selected. In this case a separate Release Station is required for

each plotter.
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Figure 42: Multiple Virtual Queues (Graphics Department)

Example 3: Multiple Location Specific Virtual
Queues (Large Company)

Scenario

Acme Inc. is a large organization with hundreds of printers located throughout. Theymain-

tain a common printer fleet of grayscale devices and a smaller but matching fleet of color

devices.

The existing grayscale devices use a naming scheme such as site1-server\B02_

F12_G04, where B02 represents "building 2", F12 represents "floor 12", G04meaning it is

the fourth grayscale printer on that floor. Color devices use the same naming scheme

except the G is replaced with a C.
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Each floor of each building has a print roomwith several grayscale devices and two color

devices. The organization also hasmultiple offices located and separate physical sites.

Each sites hosts their local print queues on their own local print server, however, all sites

exist in a singleWAN and shared domain.

Through trial testing, the IT administrators have confirmed that the Postscript drivers sup-

plied with the color devices also work with the lower cost grayscale-only version of the print-

ers. Thismeans that one common driver will work across the full fleet.

Themain goals of the project are:

Simplify the printing process for users, so that they do not need to decipher the naming

scheme to work out their closest available printer.

Implement a system/procedure common across all sites.

Reduce wasted printing by ensuring the user is physically present in the print room to

pick up their job when it prints.

Ensuring high uptime byminimizing single points of failure.

Implementation

This implementation differences from the previous implementation in that there is a large

number of printers and users spread acrossmultiple physical sites. Although it would be pos-

sible to implement one global virtual "Find-MeQueue", there are some benefits in imple-

mentingmultiple virtual queues - one per site:

Minimize network traffic - jobs should only spool on queues on the local server where

possible.

No single-point-of-failure - if an issues occurs on the single "findme queue", it would

affect printing on all sites.

Implementingmultiple virtual queues offers considerable benefits. Consider one queue per

site, or maybe even one queue per floor/department on larger sites as the benefits outweigh

the small additional overhead in administration/setup.

The first step is to create the new print queues that will become the virtual queues. The

administrator installs a separate queue for each site called "find-me-queue" on each of the
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site's servers. This queue is set up using the common Postscript driver that was confirmed

to work with all models in the printer fleet.

The administrator ensures that all print queues have registered themselveswith PaperCut

MF by checking thePrinters tab of the administration interface. For more information

about adding printers, see Adding and Removing/Deleting/Ignoring Printers.

After creation of the new queues the administrator performs the following on each new vir-

tual queue. (site1 example).

1. Navigates to Printers > site1-server\find-me-queue > Summary in the Paper-

Cut MF administration interface.

2. Changes theQueue type option to This is a virtual queue (jobs will be for-

warded to a different queue). This reveals the Job Redirection Settings sec-

tion.

3. The option Jobs may be forwarded to these queues: determineswhich queues

are compatible. Because this virtual queue is capable of forwarding to all printers in

the organization theSelect all printers is clicked.

4. Enables the optionEnable hold/release queue and setsRelease mode toUser

release (the default). This ensures that jobs are held in the virtual queue and not

automatically forwarded to one of the targets.

5. ClicksOK.

6. Repeats steps 2 through 5 for all other find-me-queue's on each Site Server.

The next step is to configure a Release Station for each floor's print room:

1. The administrator first configures a Release Station as per Release Station Con-

figuration. The Release Station is configured inSecuremode so that staff can only

see and release the jobs they have personally printed.

2. Configure the Release Station to release jobs to the printers it is associated with by

setting the releases-on option in the Release Station config file. The admin-

istrator sets the option to the full name of the printer(s) in each print room:
releases-on=site1-server\\B02_F1_G01,\

site1-server\\B02_F1_G02,site1-server\\B02_F1_C01

Configure all workstations to use the local find-me-queue on each site by default.
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Now when a staff member prints to either virtual queue, their job is held. The staff member

can visit the Release Station and see their job. When the staff member releases their job, it

is sent to any of the available and compatible devices in the floor's print room. This setup is

illustrated in the image below (Multiple Location Specific Virtual Queues (Large Company)).

Advanced:PaperCut MF can also support redirection between print queues in different

servers. In this example, it might occur when a laptop user that roams between sites prints.

Their laptopmight be configured to print to the virtual queue on site1, but they have

release their job on a printer hosted on the server in site2. Directing between different

servers is supported, however, some additional configurationmight be required. For more

information, see Cross-Server Job Redirection.

Figure 43: Multiple Location Specific Virtual Queues (Large Com-

pany)
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4.7.1.2. Find-Me Printing and Web-Based Release

The Find-Me printing examples covered above involve setting up a Release Station so that

users can release jobs to the printers at their current location. The web based release inter-

faces are also supported (via the user web tools, admin interface or full screen web based

release interface), although due to the lack of location information the user is asked to

select the destination printer.

When a user releases a job held in a virtual queue using one of the web based release inter-

faces they are presented with a list of target printers and their locations, as shown in the

image below.

When using web based release interfaces in conjunction with Find-Me Printing you should

populate the Location field on printers for the convenience of users.

4.7.1.3. Automatic detection of a virtual queue

You can configure PaperCut MF to automatically create a virtual queue for any printer that

has a specified keyword in its name (default is virtual). You can change the default

keyword to anything you want, or alternatively, you can turn off this feature.

Specifying a keyword has the same effect as settingQueue Type in theConfiguration

area on thePrinters > Printer Details > Summary page to This is a virtual queue

(jobs will be forwarded to a different queue). You do however, still need to select the

printers to which print jobs can be redirected in the Job Redirection Settings area.
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Change the keyword used to automatically detect a virtual queue

1. In Application Server, click Options.

2. In theActionsmenu, clickConfig editor (advanced).

3. InQuick find, enter keyword; then clickGo.

The virtual-queue.naming.keyword configuration key is displayed.
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4. In Value, type the keyword you want to use.
5. Click Update.

Turn off virtual queue auto-detection

1. In Application Server, click Options.

2. In theActionsmenu, clickConfig editor (advanced).
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3. InQuick find, enter keyword; then clickGo.

The virtual-queue.naming.keyword configuration key is displayed.

4. Click Remove.
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4.7.2. Global Print Driver
A global find-me print queue, combined with secure print release, provides convenience to

end-users. On the flip side it poses a number of technical challenges for the SystemAdmin-

istrator. One challenge is print driver selection in amixed brand environment.

A single global queuemeans one print driver, whose output must be compatible with N pos-

sible target printers. Finding a suitable driver is often a difficult trial and error exercise. The

available solutions are:

The PaperCut Global Print Driver
If your organization has amix of printer brands, the PaperCut Global Print Driver is the

most straightforward solution.

A brand independent maximum compatibility signed print driver.

Designed to work on the widest possible range of printers out of the box.

Supports all main print features (duplex, color, paper size and tray selection).
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Predominant Brand/Vendor Driver
If your organization has one predominant printer brand, it might be appropriate to use this

brand’s driver for the global queue, and use PaperCut’s adaptive transforms to enable com-

patibility on other brands.

4.7.2.1. About the PaperCut Global Print Driver

The PaperCut Global Print Driver should not be confused with "universal drivers" offered by

leading printer manufacturers. Manufacturer universal drivers are designed to work with

multiple models across a single brand. PaperCut’s Global Print Driver works acrossboth

multiple models andmultiple brands.

Windows:
The PaperCut Global Print Driver is a brand neutral, maximum compatibility PostScript

driver developed by PaperCut for Microsoft Windows. As a signed driver, it can be deployed

and installed like any standardWindows print driver. You can find the driver at:
[install-path]/providers/print/drivers/global/win/

Mac and Linux:
At this time PaperCut is not supplying aGlobal Print Driver for Mac and Linux, and instead

recommends the use of the "Generic PostScript Driver" included within these platforms.

PaperCut’s server software is designed to use the output of the generic driver and com-

plement it with adaptive transforms, to givemaximum compatibility with a wide range of pop-

ular printer brands.

How it works
The PaperCut Global Print Driver is a standards compliant PostScript driver developed to

produce PostScript output that is aswidely compatible as possible. If vendor specific exten-

sions are required to achieve functionality, the PaperCut server software works trans-

parently in conjunction with the driver to apply these extensions to each job. This is done in

the background using in-built Print Description Language (PDL) transforms.
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Benefits
Easy to deploy

Consistent user experience across brands

Familiar Windows print dialog design

Tradeoffs
Devices connected to the global queuemust support PostScript (other languages are

in development)

Advanced vendor specific extensions (e.g. color profiles) are not available via the

Global Queue

The broad set of capabilities available to the Global Print Driver might not be available

on the destination printer.

For example, an A3 or Tabloid job can be sent to a device that prints only A4 or Letter.

Depending on the target printer, the job can be scaled to A4 or Letter, cropped to size,

or rejected by the device entirely.

4.7.2.2. Installation & Setup

Setting up Find-Me printing with the PaperCut Global Print Driver onWindows is done as

follows:

Step 1: Set up each device queue using the manufacturer’s standard driver

(important).
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Step 2: Set up the Find-Me Printing using the PaperCut Global Print Driver.

Step 3: Configure Secure Print Release and Find-Me Printing

Step 4: Test the Global Print Driver with your printers, following the

guidelines in Compatibility Testing.

Important:
Make sure the Enable Advanced Printing Features option is dis-

abled in the virtual queue's properties dialog.
The PaperCut Global Print Driver should not be used on the indi-

vidual device queues. It should only be used on the global virtual

queue(s). It is important that the manufacturer's own driver is

installed on the device’s direct print queue. The reason for this is

that PaperCut uses the manufacturer's driver to identify the device

and determine the type of output required.

User Education
TheGlobal Print Driver should satisfy the vast majority of end users’ standard printing

requirements. Should a user require device-specific functionality, such as, color profile set-

tings, they can achieve this by printing to the direct device queue, which is set up with the

vendor’s driver (see Step 1 above).

Best practise is to set up theGlobal Virtual Queue as the desktop default printer.

4.7.2.3. Using Vendor Driver and Adaptive PDL Transforms

An alternative to using the PaperCut Global Printer Driver is to use a Vendor/Manufacturer

driver and adapt its output if required. This setupmight be preferred if there is a single dom-

inant vendor on the site and there are reasons to use the vendor’s own driver. In some

cases, vendor specific output does not work on another brand, such as differing tray names.

You can use PaperCut adaptive PDL Transforms to solve this problem.

This is an advanced subject. Unlike the PaperCut Global Print Driver, you need to configure

vendor specific transforms on a site-by-site basis. Transforms are defined using a transform

script. For more information, see PDL Transform Language. Professional services are avail-

able via Authorized Solution Centers and certified resellers.
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Supported transform environments
PDL transforms on remote target printers are only supported onWindows. In addition,

transforms are only applied when the virtual queue and the target printer are set up on the

same operating system type e.g. Windows toWindows, Mac toMac.

Source Print

Server

Destination Print

Server

Global Virtual Queue Loca-

tion

Windows Windows Local and Remote

Linux Linux Local only

Mac Mac Local only

Table 44: Supported transform environments

4.7.3. Requirements For Job Redirection (Load
Balancing or Find-Me Printing)
When redirecting a job from one queue to another, the job is rendered by the source

queue's driver, and printed by the destination queue's printer. It is therefore vital that the

destination printer is compatible with the source driver.

To be compatible, the source (or virtual) print queue and the destination print queuemust at

least use drivers that produce the same print language (e.g. PostScript to PostScript or

PCL5 to PCL5). However, due to the differences in the way eachmanufacturer uses a print

language, and even differences betweenmodels from the samemanufacturer, com-

patibility can be limited to printers of the same or similar models.

The ideal setup for job redirection is when all target printers are of the samemodel. If this is

not the case, yselect a driver for the virtual queue that gives the best result across your fleet

of destination printers.

A great way to achieve compatibility with a wide range of PostScript printers onWindows is

to use PaperCut's Global Print Driver on the virtual (source) print queue.

If instead you want to use amanufacturer driver for the virtual (source) print queue, pick a

simple lowest common denominator driver and test it for compatibility with each one of your

printers. On theMac the "Generic Postscript Driver" is a good choice. OnWindows select a

Color Postscript driver for amid range popular model. Always carefully test driver
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compatibility before implementing Find-Me Printing. Take care to address corner cases

such advanced graphics options, grayscalemode, paper sizes, duplexing, tray selection,

etc. If a common driver cannot be found, youmight need to implement multiple virtual

queues as discussed in Example 2 above. The following sections provide a simple pro-

cedure that you can follow to test printer compatibility.

Tip: Youmight be able to solve compatibility problemswith manufacturer drivers

using adaptive PDL transforms. See Using Vendor Driver and Adaptive PDL

Transforms.

4.7.3.1. Compatibility Testing

1. Select your candidate driver to use for your global virtual queue. Use it to set up a

print queue on the server, and share the queue.

2. Select the new printer in PaperCut MF and change it a virtual queue.

3. In the list of compatible queues, select the printers for which you want to test com-

patibility.

4. In theHold/Release Queue Settings area, select theEnable hold/release queue

check box.

5. Print a test document (e.g. print an email) to the virtual queue from a computer. The

job should hold in the virtual queue.

6. On the Jobs Pending Release tab under thePrinters section, release the held job.

Select a target queue to test when prompted.

7. Verify that the job printed correctly. Also check the App. Log sections for any error

reports.

8. Repeat the previous 3 steps for all printer types and using different document settings

and applications.

Make sure you test a variety of print options targeted at all device types. Problems canmani-

fest in various and subtle ways:

Error events logged in PaperCut MF'sApp Log.

Error status on the printer (e.g. a red light and failed print statusmessage).
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Or more subtle issues such as:

Truncated documents because of different devicemargin sizes (printable area).

Errors only when non-default options options are selected (e.g. finishing options).

Issues only on very large documents (due to printer memory limitations).

Errors/problemswhen certain paper sizes are selected.

If issues/problems/errors occur:

1. Try disabling theEnable Advanced Printing Features option inWindows on the

virtual queue on the server. This is accessed by right-clicking the printer, selecting

Properties, then theAdvanced tab. This change can improve redirection results

with some drivers and is required if using the PaperCut Global Print Driver.

2. If you continue to experience compatibility issues, consider setting upmultiple virtual

queues (for each printer type/class) as discussed in Example 2: Multiple Virtual

Queues (Different Printer Types).

4.7.3.2. Find-Me Printing Implementation Checklist

Setting up Find-Me Printing involves several configuration steps that youmust complete

before the setup will work. Following is a checklist that you can use to ensure that themain

requirements have been carried out. It can also serve as a troubleshooting guide in case of

unexpected results.

1. Create a new print queue to function as the virtual queue. Create this print queue

using the standardmethods or tools provided by the host operating system.

2. Conform that the driver in use by the virtual queue is compatible with the target print-

ers. The output produced by this driver is what is sent to the printer, so it must be com-

patible.

3. Configure the following settings in the PaperCut MF administration interface for the

virtual print queue:

a. Queue type—set to This is a virtual queue (jobs will be forwarded to a

different queue).
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b. Jobs may be forwarded to these queues—configure to reflect the possible

or compatible targets for redirection.

c. Enable theEnable hold/release queue check box.

4. When using Find-Me Printing, Release Stations are recommended because they can

automatically select the best nearby printer (based on amatch between the virtual

queue's configured compatible queues, the Release Station's configured "releases

on" queues and current printer load). If the web based release interface is used

instead, the user must select the desired printer from the list of all compatible queues.

5. Configure the releases-on option in the Release Station configuration file to

reflect where jobs released at this station can be sent. PaperCut MF compares this

list with the Jobs may be forwarded to these queues setting of the virtual queue

to find possible target queues. Take care to ensure the name is spelt exactly the

same as listed in the printer list.

6. The show-jobs-from-queues option in the Release Station configuration file

can optionally be configured to limit the jobs shown in the Release Station to one or

more queues. This is useful for situationswith multiple virtual queues and Release

Stations running inRelease Anymode.

7. If there aremultiple print servers and the ability to redirect jobs across print servers is

required, ensure that the requirements in Cross-Server Job Redirection aremet.

4.7.4. Advanced Configuration

4.7.4.1. Overriding cost and filter settings

The default (and recommended) setup is to have the filter and cost settings applied to the vir-

tual queue, For example, the global "find-me-queue" as explained in the examples. This

ensures that you have a common cost and access policy across all printers associated with

that queue - amodel that your end-users can easily understand. Theremight, however, be

some special caseswhere you want to apply cost and filter settings based on the target

queue/printer selected instead :

A printer might have lessmemory than others and jam/error on large jobs. Imple-

menting a page or job size filter at the target queue level can help prevent problems.
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A printer might not support the full range of paper sizes and can jam if an incorrect

paper size is selected.

The settings are overridden by the optionCost and filter settings are overridden by

the target queue. Use this option with care and careful consideration.

Important: If used incorrectly, theCost and filter settings are overridden by

the target queue option can be very confusing to end-users. For example, the

cost that is displayed in the Release Station and/or client popup is as calculated

by the virtual queue settings. If, after the job is redirected, the cost changes, the

user might become confused. As a general rule, don't override the cost, or if it

must be overridden, communicate this situation to your users beforehand.

4.7.4.2. Mixed Color and Grayscale Printers

When the organization has amix of grayscale and color printers it is important to configure

Find-Me Printing carefully. Often the simplest approach is to configure 2 virtual queues: one

configured as a color queue and the other as a grayscale queue. Thismakes it simpler for

users to understand where to print and what they'll be charged if they need color or gray-

scale printing. Configure the queues as follows:

Grayscale virtual queue - configured to default to grayscale printing, the color mode

detection set to This is a grayscale printer, and can release on all printers (includ-

ing color printers).

Color virtual queue - configured to default to color printing, and can only release to

color printers.

Using a single virtual queue is also a valid option. There are no technical problemswith this

approach, however, it is a little more complicated for users to understand.

Important: If a physical printer is a grayscale printer then it is recommended that

you set the color detectionmode to This is a grayscale printer in PaperCut

MF. This ensures the job is logged as grayscale, and the user is charged correctly

(i.e. not charged for color). This also applies if there is a single virtual queue. If the

job is released to a grayscale printer it is logged and charged as a grayscale job.
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4.7.4.3. Cross-Server Job Redirection

PaperCut MF supports redirecting print jobs across print servers, but due to technical lim-

itations the print serversmust be running the same operating system (e.g. Windows toWin-

dows, Mac toMac, etc.).

Cross-Server Job Redirection On Windows
To enable redirection of print jobs from oneWindows print server to another some addi-

tional configuration is required. This section covers the steps necessary to set it up.

The PaperCut Print Provider service is theWindows service responsible for inter-

action with print queues. For security reasons this service, as for most other Windows ser-

vices, runs as the SYSTEM account. This account does not have the privileges required to

access another system and place a print job in one of its queues. Therefore to enable this

functionality the privileges of the PaperCut Print Provider servicemust be escal-

ated.

The recommendedway to escalate the privileges of the PaperCut Print Provider

service to the required level is as follows. First a service account is created with permission

to create new print jobs:

1. Create a new domain user called papercut_service (or something suitably

descriptive). This account has permission to print on both/all print servers.

If there aremultiple domains involved it might be easier to create local users on each

print server that all have the same username and password.

2. Ensure that thePassword never expires option is enabled.

3. Grant this user local administrator rights on the print server where it is installed. This

gives the papercut_service the same privileges as theWindows SYSTEM

account.

4. Ensure this user has the rights to print on all remote printers.

Next the PaperCut Print Provider service on each print server is configured to run

as the new service account (changed from default SYSTEM to papercut_service):
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1. Open theWindowsServices list.

2. Stop the servicePaperCut Print Provider.

3. Right-click thePaperCut Print Provider service and select > Properties.

4. Select the Log On tab.

5. Select the option This account.

6. Enter the username and password of the newly created service account.

7. ClickOK.

8. Start thePaperCut Print Provider service.

Now PaperCut MF has the ability to redirect jobs to the remote print queues to which it has

access. Test by setting up a simple job redirection scenario, such as that described in

Example 1: Simple Load Balancing.

4.7.5. Printer Load Balancing
Printer load balancingmeans distributing the printing load between two or more printers.

While this can be implemented quite effectively by relying on users to pick a printer that is

free, thereby distributing the load, the term generally refers to automaticallymanaged load

balancing.

You can implement load balancing in PaperCut MF as part of Find-Me Printing as dis-

cussed in the preceding section, or separately without the need for Release Stations in a dir-

ect printing environment. This section discusses load balancing in general including how it

works, as well as how to set it up in a direct printing environment (without Release Sta-

tions).

You can implement load balancing at several different layers (none of which are usually

mutually exclusive), including:

the hardware/network layer, otherwise known as clustering (see Clustering and

High Availability).

the operating system layer, known as printer pooling inWindows and Novell envir-

onments, and CUPS classes inMac and Linux.

within PaperCut MF itself, which is the topic of this section.
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PaperCut MF adds value to the load balancing available in clusters and operating systems

by ensuring equal load between printers. For comparison the primary objective ofWindows

printer pools is to provide fault tolerance while load balancing is secondary and to a large

extent non-existent. Printer pooling onWindows often picks the first available printer in a

predefined order. The result is that wear and tear of printers is not even; the first printer in

the group has the heaviest usage and the othersmight bemostly idle. SystemAdmin-

istrators oftenmitigate this by rotating printers periodically. With load balancing in PaperCut

MF none of this is necessary: jobs are distributed evenly between queues based on intel-

ligent algorithms taking into account several factors:

An estimate of the current print load (i.e. pages remaining to print) by inspecting past

print history. The estimate is done by using a Pages Per Minute (PPM) for an average

printer, however, PaperCut MF improves on the PPM value by "watching" the printer

and learning over time.

The printer that is likely to get the job done quickest is selected.

If all printers are currently equal (e.g. all idle), then a random printer is selected. This

ensures that over time, load is distributed evenly.

Printers currently in an error condition are avoided if possible.

(Optionally) Printers a user has recently printed to.

Find-Me Printing alsomakes use of printer load balancing while giving users the option of

where to send their print job. For more information about Find-Me Printing see Find-Me

Printing.

Implementing load balancing in PaperCut MF is best described byway of example. The fol-

lowing section covers a common scenario for implementing printer load balancing.

4.7.5.1. Example 1: Simple Load Balancing

Scenario
The science department at East Beach High School has a computer lab with a high volume

of printing. Students send their print jobs to the nearby print lab, which hosts two high

volume laser printers of the samemodel.
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The current print queues are named sci_laser_1 and sci_laser_2, and are hosted

on the print server called science-lab. Both queues use the same printer driver and set-

tings.

In this scenario there is some natural form of load balancing, as students can select a

queue at random or perhaps know which queue is available. Ideally this load balancing

would be automatic, and students do not need to worry about which queue to select.

Implementation
The first step is to create a new print queue on the print server. This queue will be a virtual

queue. Students will print to this virtual queue, and PaperCut MF handles the load bal-

ancing to the target ("real") queues.

A new queue called sci_laser is created by the administrator on the science_lab

print server using the normal methods for the operating system in use. The queue is cre-

ated using the same driver that sci_laser_1 and sci_laser_2 use. The queue points

to the same physical printer that sci_laser_1 points to. This last point is not strictly

necessary but some printer drivers complain if they do not point to a real printer.

The administrator ensures that the print queue has registered itself with PaperCut MF by

checking thePrinters tab of the administration interface. For more information about

adding printers, see Adding and Removing/Deleting/Ignoring Printers.

Following creation of the new queue the administrator performs the following:

1. Navigates to Printers > sci_laser > Summary in the PaperCut MF administration

interface.

2. Changes theQueue type option to This is a virtual queue (jobs will be for-

warded to a different queue). This reveals the Job Redirection Settings sec-

tion.

3. The option Jobs may be forwarded to these queues: determineswhich queues

sci_laser is capable of redirecting to. The queues science-lab/sci_

laser_1 and science-lab/sci_laser_2 are selected.

4. ClicksOK.
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Now when students print from a lab computer to the virtual sci_laser queue PaperCut

MF intelligently redirects the job to either sci_laser_1 or sci_laser_2, as illustrated

by the image below (Simple Load Balancing).

The administrator can now optionally un-share the sci_laser_1 and sci_laser_2

queues. Doing so ensures that all printing is via sci_laser and therefore, load balanced.

Figure 45: Simple Load Balancing

4.7.5.2. Configuring user's auto release jobs upon device

login

Administrators can override the device setting, by selecting theAlways release user's

jobs upon device login check box for a user or group.

By doing so, a user can log in to a device and bypass the held print jobs dialog, releasing the

print jobs automatically. This functionality is available for a device set up as a Release Sta-

tion, and supporting print release.
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Note:
The user setting has no effect if a device is already set to automatically release

user jobs upon log in.

4.7.5.3. Bypassing Load Balancing For Recent Print Jobs

Students printingmultiple documentsmight not want their print jobs distributed between

multiple printers - especially when they're at opposite ends of the lab! PaperCut provides

the capability to bypass Load Balancing for multiple recent print jobs.

By default, this feature is enabled and is set to a window of 20 seconds, that is, a print job is

not considered for Load Balancing if a user has printed up to 20 seconds ago, and is sent to

the previous job's destination instead.

To configure this setting, navigate to Options > Config Editor (Advanced) andmodify

the config setting print.load-balancer.default.reuse-printer-window-

seconds.

Set this value to 0 to disable this feature.

4.7.6. Find-Me Printing and Printer Load Balancing
FAQ
Why do redirected jobs have document names starting with R:123456:?

This is a security feature. PaperCut MFmarks redirected jobswith a special token in the

document name to both distinguish between regular jobs and prevent circumvention by

users.

When jobs are redirected are they logged in PaperCut MF against the virtual

queue or the target queues?

Jobs are logged against target queues. Virtual queues do not represent real printers so do

not have printing associated with them. This is why the Job Log and Statistics pages are dis-

abled when viewing a virtual queue.
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4.8. Hold/release queues & Print Release
Stations
In a standard network printing environment, when a user prints from an application, the job

is sent directly to the printer and starts printing immediately. In some environments it might

be advantageous to place the job in a holding state prior to printing. Some common

examples include:

Secure Printing - In a secure printing environment jobs are only printed when the user

arrives at the print area and confirms his or her identity. This ensures the user is there

to collect the job and other users can't "accidentally" collect the document.

Approved Printing - In some organizations it might be appropriate to hold jobs until

they are approved by selected individuals. A good example would be a teacher approv-

ing printing on an expensive color printer.

Authentication - use hold/release queues as a form of authentication in an unau-

thenticated environment. Usersmust authenticate prior to releasing their jobs allowing

PaperCut MF to confirm their identity.

PaperCut MF provides the framework and software interface to implement hold and

release queues.

Users can interact with the hold/release queues (e.g. release their jobs) in a number of

ways. This normally takes the form of aRelease Station - a dedicated computer terminal loc-

ated next to the printers, however, other interactionmethods include access via a browser-

based interface. Hold/release queues are used for a wide variety of purposes depending on

the requirements of the organization. This section outlines a number of these scenarios,

and also how to install and configure the release interface.

The simplest way to get started with hold/release queues is to read through the scenarios

below (see Hold/release usage scenarios), and decide which best suits your needs. These

scenarios outline the steps required to configure andmanage a queue.

Tip: You can use the hold/release queues to implement a Find-Me printing envir-

onment. See Find-Me Printing and Printer Load Balancing for details.
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4.8.1. Release Station Interfaces
PaperCut MF includes four different interfaces tomanage hold/release queues. Three of

these are variations of a web-based interface and one is a software version that is typically

used for dedicated Release Stations. These interfaces are described below.

4.8.1.1. Standard Release Station

The standard Release Station is typically used on dedicated workstations located near-by

the printers. It usually runs in a full-screenmode that cannot be exited. You can run the

Release Station in a number of modes that changes its behavior depending on your needs.

Thesemodes are described in Release StationModes.

For more information regarding deployment of the Standard Release Station see the

[app-path]\release\README.txt file. For information regarding configuration of

the Standard Release Station see Standard Release Station Configuration.

The Release Station scenarios below describe whichmode to use for different situations.

Tip: To educate users about printing using a Release Station, administrators

might find the Example 3: Printing using a Release Station helpful.
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4.8.1.2. Manager-mode web-based Release Station

Themanager-mode web-based Release Station provides functionality equivalent to the

standard Release Station running in "Manager mode". However, the web-based Release

Station can bemore convenient because you can run it from anywhere using a web

browser. It allows releasemanagers and PaperCut administrators tomanage held jobs and

release or cancel jobs printed by any user.

You can apply a filter to the jobs table. The default filter is the one that was last used by the

user (except for the default admin user).

Access the web-based Release Station by visiting the following URL, and logging in as a

user with admin or Release Stationmanager permissions.

http://[servername]:9191/release

where [servername] is the name of the PaperCut MF server. Tomake a user a hold/release

queuemanager see Hold/release queuemanagers.

Tip:Want to know more about the Override action? SeeOverride/Change

Account Selection during AdminWebRelease.

4.8.1.3. Web-based Release Station within the admin

pages

When logged into the admin pages, an administrator can view all jobs held byRelease Sta-

tions by:
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Navigating to thePrinters section.

Selecting the Jobs pending release tab.

This interface is identical to the full-screen web-based Release Station, but can bemore

convenient for users already logged into the administration pages.

4.8.1.4. End-user web-based Release Station

When end-users are logged into the user web interface, they can view their print jobs that

are currently held pending release. The administrator can decide whether this interface is

visible to end users, and which type of jobs a user can release. For more information, see

End-User Web Based Release Interface Configuration.
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4.8.1.5. Mobile Print Release

This print release interface allows end-users to release their own jobs via their mobile

device. This allows administrators to provide secure print release without the need for ded-

icated hardware. For more information, seeMobile Print Release - Releasing print jobs on

your mobile chapter.

4.8.2. Hold/release usage scenarios
This section describes various usage scenarios discussing why and how to use a hold-

/release queue. They provide a good starting point for your own implementations.

4.8.2.1. Saving paper and toner

A large source of wasted paper in organizations are documents that were never collected

from the printer. Some of these uncollected documents are caused by accidental printing,

and others were just forgotten. But themajority of these documents end up in the bin.
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If the document is not printed until a user walks to the printer to collect it, then this source of

waste can bemostly eliminated.

To implement a Release Station to save paper:

Set up a low-end workstation near the printer(s).

Run the Standard Release Station in the default mode (Release Anymode). For

more information, see Release StationModes.

In PaperCut MF, enable the printer(s) for Release Station use. For more information,

see Enabling hold/release support on a printer.

To allow users to release jobs via the end-user web based Release Station, also

enable Release Anymode for the web tools interface. For more information, see End-

User Web Based Release Interface Configuration.

4.8.2.2. Secure Printing

When users print documents that contain sensitive information, it is important that no one

else picks up the document from the printer. Even when the printers are close-by, people

can accidentally leave sensitive documents on the printer. Use print Release Stations to

implement Secure Printing, which ensures that a document can only be released by the per-

son who printed it and only when that person is standing near the printers.

Secure printing is implemented as follows:

Setup a low-end workstation near the printer(s).

Run the Standard Release Station in "Secure" mode. For more information, see

Release StationModes.

In PaperCut MF, enable the printer(s) for Release Station use. For more information,

see Enabling hold/release support on a printer.

Mobile Print Release - Releasing print jobs on your mobile for secure printing without

dedicated hardware.

Secure printing requires users to be authenticated on the network when printing (i.e. an Act-

ive Directory domain). This allows the Release Station to enforce the secure printing so

that users can only release documents they print.
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4.8.2.3. Pay per print (e.g. Library or Internet Cafe)

Libraries and Internet cafes usually only allow printing once a user has paid for the cost of

the printed document. Previously, implementing pay-per-print often involved deploying

expensive card-based payment solutions, however, PaperCut MF Release Stations allow

this to implemented in amore cost effective way.

An example of how print Release Stationswould be used in this scenario is:

1. Users print documents from aworkstation without any assistance from staff.

2. The printed documents are held in the queue until released by a staff member.

3. The user goes to the staff desk and asks for the document to be released.

4. The staff member opens a Release Station (the program or a web page), finds the

user's job, notes the cost and collects the payment from the user.

5. The staff member clicksPrint, allowing the job to be printed.

6. The user then collects the printed document from the printer.

If the user does not pay for a print, then the print job is automatically deleted without any

staff interaction.

To implement a pay-per-print hold/release queue:

In PaperCut MF, enable the hold/release option on the printer(s). See Enabling hold-

/release support on a printer.

In PaperCut MF, setup the staff to be a "hold/release queuemanager". This allows

them to log in to the "manager mode" Release Stations. See Hold/release queueman-

agers.

On the staff deskworkstations, run the Release Station in "Manager mode". See

Release Stationmodes.

There are two release interfaces:

Standard Release Station in "Manager mode" - requiresminimal setup.

Web-based release interface - requires only a web browser.
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4.8.2.4. Expensive Printers (Approved Printing)

At times it is necessary to restrict access to an expensive printer (like a color laser printer),

or other printer that should only be used with an administrator's permission. Instead of lock-

ing the printer awaywhere no one has access to it; you can configure the printer so that

only administrators or hold/releasemanagers can release print jobs. In this situation:

1. The user prints the document to the restricted printer.

2. The document is held in the queue awaiting approval by an authorized person.

3. The user talks to the administrator (or approved user) who would decide whether the

user is allowed to perform the print.

4. The administrator logs into the web-based release interface from anymachine on

the network, and "Release" or "Cancel" the job as appropriate.

To implement admin/manager only release interface:

In PaperCut MF, enable the hold/releasemode on the printer(s), and select the

"Admin/Manager only release"mode. See Enabling hold/release support on a printer

for more info.

You do not need to set up a dedicated Release Station near the printer, because the

web-based release interface can be used from anymachine on the network.

It is also a good idea to put a notice on the printer that tells users how to have their doc-

uments released.

4.8.2.5. Delegated Print Release

It is sometimes useful to allow a user to release jobs printed by other users. This is called

Delegated Print Release. An example scenario is when a teacher needs to view and

release both their own jobs and also jobs printed by their students. You can achieve this by

making each teacher a hold/release queuemanager, but this allows them to view and

release any job. By using Delegated Print Release, teachers can view and release only the

print jobs they need tomanage.

In this situation:
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1. A student prints a document.

2. The document is held in the queue awaiting approval by a teacher.

3. The student talks to their teacher who will decide whether the document should be

allowed to print.

4. The teacher logs into their end-user web-based release interface from anymachine

on the network and releases or cancels the job as appropriate.

To implement Delegated print release:

1. In PaperCut MF, enable the hold/release option on the printer(s). See Enabling hold-

/release support on a printer.

2. Select the teacher's account viaUsers section

3. Select the optionAllow this user to release jobs printed by others (Delegated

print release) underAdvanced Options.

4. Enter a list of student usernames delegating print release to the teacher. Alternatively

enter an existing group name underGroups. For example, if all students belong to

"students" group, you can enter "students".

5. ClickApply . Now this teacher can release delegated jobs via the end-user web-

based release interface.

6. To apply this setting tomultiple teachers, useBulk User Actions link underUsers

tab. See Bulk User Operations

To prevent students from viewing/releasing their own jobs, only allow group "teachers" to

view held jobs. To do that:

1. Select the optionAllow users to view held jobs (hold/release queues) via end-

user interface under Options > General > User Features

2. Select the optionOnly allow users in this group to view held jobs:

3. Set the group name to "teachers".
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4.8.2.6. Override/change account selection during Admin

Web Release

Many educational organizationswant to charge for printing, whichmeans that some users

might not be able to print because of a low balance. Thismeans that the print job waits in

the Secure hold/release queue until it is either canceled, times out or the user obtains suf-

ficient credit to release the job.

A hold/release queuemanager (see Hold/release queuemanagers) can use the Admin

WebRelease interfaces to override the selected account (shared account or personal bal-

ance) and charge the print job to a specific shared account, moving the cost of the print job

from the user's selected shared account or personal balance to a shared account that the

hold/release queuemanager has access to.

Important: The hold/release queuemanager'smust have access to the desired

shared account for feature to work. They do not require the standard account

selection popup to be used.

In this situation:

1. A student prints a document.

2. The document is held in the queue awaiting additional funds.

3. The student talks to their teacher who will decide whether the document is allowed to

print.

4. The teacher logs into their end-user web-based release interface from anymachine

on the network and selects the [override] action for the job.

5. The teacher then selects a shared account to charge the job to, optionally enters a

job comment and clicksPrint.
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To implement Override Print Settings to charge to a shared account:

1. In PaperCut MF, enable the hold/release option on the printer(s). See Enabling hold-

/release support on a printer.

2. Select the teacher's account viaUsers section

3. Select theAccount section and clickCreate a new account.

4. Give the shared account a name. Determine if this is to be a restricted shared

account (e.g. cannot have a negative balance, limiting the amount of use) or if it is

unrestricted and allowed to accrue a negative balance.

5. ClickApply then select theSecurity tab.

6. Find the teacher's user account in the Users: option and clickAdd.

7. Now this teacher canOverride jobs via the web-based release interface.

4.8.2.7. Unauthenticated printing

In some environments it is not possible (or very difficult) to have users authenticated when

printing. This could be due to a technology constraint (like usingMacs inmainlyWindows
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environment) or could be for convenience (like having kiosk computers in the library that

people can use without logging in).

In these scenarios, print jobs are printed under one name, but charging is allocated to

another. For example, a job is printed by a generic "library user", but you need to charge to

the user's real account. In order to charge the correct user for printing, PaperCut MF needs

to identify the user to charge. You can achieved this using a Release Station in "Release

Any"mode.

This works as follows:

1. The user prints from aworkstation but is not authenticated, so jobs are allocated to a

generic user.

2. The print job is held in the queue awaiting release.

3. The user walks to the Release Station and enters a username and password. Altern-

atively the user can log in to the PaperCut MF web interface and select Jobs Pend-

ing Release.

4. All jobs held are listed. Jobs can be identified by document name or workstation

machine name.

5. The user selects his or her jobs. Any jobs released are charged to that user's

account.

To implement unauthenticated printing using a Release Station:
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Set up a low-end workstation near the printer(s).

Run the Standard Release Station in "Release Any"mode. See Release Station

Modes.

In PaperCut MF, enable the printer(s) for Release Station use, and select the "User

release"mode. See Enabling hold/release support on a printer.

To allow users to release jobs via the end-user web based release interface, also

enable Release Anymode for the web tools interface. For more information, see End-

User Web Based Release Interface Configuration.

To implement unauthenticated printing using the browser interface:

In PaperCut MF, enable theHold/Releasemode on the appropriate printer(s). See

Enabling hold/release support on a printer.

Ensure end-users have the ability to view held jobs and can release any job (char-

ging to their account). For more information, see End-User Web Based Release

Interface Configuration.

4.8.3. Release Station Configuration
This section describes various aspects to configuring Release Stations.

Some additional installation notes can also be found in the Release Station README file

located here:

[app-path]\release\README.txt

4.8.3.1. Enabling hold/release support on a printer

By default, print jobs are sent directly to the printer and are not held. To turn on hold/release

support on a given printer:

1. Log on to the administration section.

2. Navigate to thePrinters section.

3. Select the printer.

4. Select the option toEnable hold/release queue.

5. Choose the appropriate releasemode for your needs.
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The two releasemodes available are:

User Release - this is the standardmode that allows users to release and view only

the jobs printed under their name/user account.

Admin/Manager only release - in thismode, jobs can only be released by admin-

istrators or hold/release queuemanagers.

Tip: To configuremultiple printers with hold/release queue support, use the

Copy settings to other printers function. To use this, configure one printer as

required, clickCopy settings to other printers; then select the printers to copy

the settings to.

4.8.3.2. Hold/release queue managers

A hold/release queuemanager is a user that has additional privileges tomanage Release

Stations and jobs held in hold release queues. Managers can:

Log on to the "manager mode" Release Stations (both the software and web-based

Release Station).

Log on to the "securemode" Release Stations, which switches them intomanager

mode so that users' print jobs can be released.

Release jobs that can only be released bymanagers or administrators.

Can close the Standard Release Station when running in full-screenmode.

Use theOverride Print Account selection in the web-based Release Station.

To assign a hold/release queuemanager role to a user or group:

1. Log on to the administration pages.

2. Navigate to the Options > Admin Rights .

3. Assign administrator access to a user or group.

4. Restrict the held jobs that a hold/release queuemanager can view based on user

and printer groups.
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To restrict them to a group of users:

a. ChangeAllow job releases for to Users from the following

groups.

b. Select at least one user group from the list.

To restrict them to a group of printers:

a. ChangeAllow job releases for to Printers from the fol-

lowing groups

b. Select at least one printer group from the list.

If both user groups and printer groups are selected, then the hold/release queue

manager is restricted to only jobs that meet the user and printer group criteria.

5. To restrict their access to only the Release Station interface, deselect all the other

admin rights.

6. ClickApply to save the changes.

To get more information about assigning admin rights see Assigning Administrator Level

Access.

It is also possible tomake a user a hold/release queuemanager by following the steps

below:

1. Log on to the administration pages.

2. Navigate to theOptions section.

3. Find theRelease Station security section.

4. InHold/Release Queue Managers, enter the user's username. To enter multiple

users, separate usernameswith a comma (,).

Note:
This is a way of assigning hold/release queuemanager permission gives unres-

tricted access to held print jobs.
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4.8.3.3. Standard Release Station Configuration

The Standard Release Station is configured using a configuration file located in the dir-

ectory where the Release Station executables are located. The default configuration file is:

[app-path]\release\config.properties

This configuration file allows you to configure the behavior and look of the Release Station

in a number of ways. Each of the configuration items are described in the table below:

** Note: There are further more advanced options listed in the config.properties file - if you

don't see what you're looking for in the table below, take a look through the config file to

check if the option is listed there instead **

Config name Description

mode The mode changes the behavior of the

Release Station depending on the need. The

available modes are described in Release Sta-

tion Modes.

use-username-authentication (Y/N) - Enable username authentication. Users

are required to enter their domain username to

log in to the Release Station. They might also

be required to enter their password, depending

on the 'mode' setting. Default: Y (Yes).

use-card-authentication (Y/N/USERNAME) - Enable card-based authen-

tication. This is designed for use with dedicated

hardware card readers. If Y: The card number

is validated against the user's card-number

field. If USERNAME: The card value is inter-

preted as a username. The user is prompted for

a password if required. Default: N (No).

show-jobs-from-queues Filters the list of jobs to only those print queues

Table 46: Standard Release Station config settings (for other

advanced config settings, see the config.properties file)
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Config name Description

listed. This is a comma separated list of full

printer names (i.e. server\printer). This is useful

when there are multiple Release Stations, each

managing the queues of a different set of print-

ers.

releases-on This option applies to installations using Find-

Me Printing and sets the behavior of jobs

released from a virtual queue. For more inform-

ation see Find-Me Printing and Printer Load

Balancing. This setting defines the printer (or

list of printers) that the jobs are printed to when

released. This is usually the printer(s) in close

proximity to this Release Station.

confirm-printing When enabled (Y) and users release a job that

is charged to their personal account, a con-

firmation dialog is displayed to confirm that the

user wants to print and be charged for the job.

When disabled (N) the confirmation dialog is

never displayed.

display-columns Used to customize the columns displayed and

the order they are displayed in the list of print

jobs. The default value is: date,user-

,printer,document,machine,pages,cost

display-column-widths Used to customize the width of columns dis-

played. The setting can only be used if the dis-

play-columns is defined. The number of

values must match the number of values in the

display-columns setting. The default value

is: 8,12,25,30,15,8,8

hide-printer-server-names (Y/N) - Used to hide the printer server names
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Config name Description

from the list of print jobs. Default: N (No)

show-print-all (Y/N) - Indicates whether Print All is displayed.

Default: Y (Yes)

show-cancel-all (Y/N) - Indicates whether Cancel All is dis-

played. Default: Y (Yes)

max-idle-secs The number of seconds without user input,

before the user is logged out of the Release

Station. The default is 30 seconds.

show-user-balance (Y/N) - Indicates whether to hide the user bal-

ance information when a user logs into the

Release Station. Default: Y (Yes)

background-color Allows for customizing the background color of

the Release Station to match the organization's

colors. The color format is the hexadecimal

color code used in HTML - #RRGGBB (where

RR is the red component, GG is the green com-

ponent and BB is the blue component).

font-color Allows for customizing the font/foreground color

used in the Release Station. The color format is

the hexadecimal color code used in HTML.

locale Allows to override the default language used

for the Release Station. The value is a valid

ISO language code. E.g. en, zh_HK.

title The title that is displayed at the top of the

Release Station screen.

instructions The instructions to display at the login page.

Include a <br> to start a new line.

card-and-username-instruc- The instruction text that is displayed when
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Config name Description

tions using both card authentication and username

authentication, displayed in-between the card

entry and username entry fields. Include a

<br> to start a new line.

username-label Override the label text for the Username field.

password-label Override the label text for the Password field.

logo-image Allows a custom logo image to be displayed.

For best results the image should be between

50 and 80 pixels in height. PNG, JPG or GIF

images are allowed.

scale-factor Allows to adjust the size of text displayed in the

Release Station. Higher value increases the

text size. Larger text might be preferable on

high resolution screens or touch screens. The

default is 1.5.

release-cancel-gui-style Allows to set the GUI style of the Release Sta-

tion actions. The valid styles are link and

button. Setting it to button is useful when

running Release Station on touch screens. The

default is link.

enable-card-self-association (Y/N) - Enable or disable card self-association.

This allows users to associate their card with

their account without needing any administrator

assistance. Default: N (No)

enable-on-screen-keyboard (Y/N) - Enable or disable the on-screen (soft-

ware) keyboard. Use of the on-screen keyboard

is recommended for touch-screen devices. Sup-

ported on Microsoft Windows only, via the on-

screen keyboard utility (osk.exe) or an alternate
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Config name Description

application. Default: N (No)

on-screen-keyboard-path Specify an alternate on-screen keyboard applic-

ation to the Microsoft Windows default. Sup-

ported on Microsoft Windows only. Default:

(none)

Tip:When running Release Stations from the \\server\PCRelease share,

each workstation can have its own configuration file. The "config.properties" is

used for default settings for all Release Stations, but you can override settings by

defining another configuration file for each Release Station. Put these files in the

same directory and use the following naming convention: config.[machine-name].-

properties where [machine-name] is the name of themachine running the

Release Station. Since themachine specific configuration file overrides the

default settings, if you want to clear a setting then it must be unset or commented

out in both configuration files. Apple OSX serversmight require the fully qualified

domain name of themachine running the Release Station rather than the short

name. A custom configuration file can also be specified as a startup command-

line option using the following syntax: pc-release.exe --config "[config file path]"

Release Station Modes
TheRelease Stationmodes available are described below. The Release Stationmode is

changed in the configuration file as described in Standard Release Station Configuration.

Mode Description

ReleaseAny This is the default mode. It allows a user who logs onto the

Release Station to release any held jobs. Any jobs released are

charged to the logged in user.

Manager Manager mode allows only administrators or hold/release

queue managers to log in to the Release Station. In Release

Station mode, all jobs are listed and users are not automatically

Table 47: Standard Release Station modes
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Mode Description

logged out due to inactivity.

Secure Secure mode allows users to only see and release print jobs

that they have printed. Release Station managers can see and

release all users' print jobs.

NoPassword This works similar to the secure mode, however, users don't

need to enter the password to view jobs.

In all modes except Manager mode, users are logged out automatically after a period of

inactivity defined in the configuration file, the default being 30 seconds.

p

Card-based User Authentication
In some environments, users are issued with identity cards that are used for authentication.

The cardsmight be used to gain entry to buildings, or borrow from a library. The cards can

also be used to authenticate users at the standard Release Station. Using a card is often

muchmore convenient and less error-prone than entering a username and password.

To use card-based authentication an appropriate hardware card-reader is required. The

card reader must be connected to themachine running the Release Station and act as a

keyboard. i.e. when the user swipes/scans their card, the card reader outputs the digits just

as if someone entered them using the keyboard. There are card readers that can do this for

all commonly used card types (e.g. magnetic stripe, barcode, etc). An easyway to test a

card reader is to open a text editor and place the cursor in a new text document. Then when

a card is swiped the card number is displayed in the text file.

The card numbers entered at the Release Station are validated against theCard/Id num-

ber field for the user. This is located at the bottom of theUser Details screen in the admin

interface. Before card authentication can be used, the users' card numbersmust be asso-

ciated with the user record in PaperCut MF. You canmanually enter the numbers, auto-

matically synchronized fromActive Directory or LDAP (see Card/Identity Numbers Sync) or

imported in bulk using the Batch User Import file (see Batch User Data Import and Update).

Once card numbers are associated with users, you can enable the card-based authen-

tication in the Release Station by setting the use-card-authentication to Y in the
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Release Station's config.properties file. Once the Release Station is restarted it is in

card-authenticationmode, and can be tested by swiping a card through the card-reader.

Alternatively, users can self-associate card numbers at the Release Station. Enable this

functionality by setting enable-card-self-association to Y. Note that this also

requires use-card-authentication to be enabled aswell.

The config.properties file has some other settings to change how the card-number

is read from the reader. For example, you can change the header and trailer characters

used by some card readers to indicate the start and end of the card number. See the config

file for details.

Friendly client machine aliases
In some environments (for example, public libraries), it is important for users to identify print

jobs by the client machine fromwhich theywere printed. By default, the Release Station

lists either the IP address or themachine's unique network nameNeither of these are help-

ful to Release Station users. To avoid this problem the administrator can define a list of ali-

ases, that map the unfriendly names to amore user-friendly name.

For example, print jobsmight be displayed in the Release Station as 192.168.1.100 or

winpc0076, but would bemoremeaningful for the user to be displayed as Public PC

1.

These aliases are defined in the [app-path]/release/client-machine-ali-

ases.properties file. The entries are in the format:
[machine]=[alias]

It is also valid to havemultiple entries that map to the same alias. So to add aliases for the

example above the following lineswould be added to the client-machine-ali-

ases.properties file:
192.168.1.100=Public PC 1 winpc0076=Public PC 1

Job timeout
If a user does not release their held job after a defined time, their job is automatically

deleted. This prevents a buildup of old/abandoned jobs in the hold/release queue. The

default timeout is 30minutes. To change the timeout:
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1. Navigate to Options > General > Hold/Release Queues and find the option

Delete held jobs if not released after.

2. Enter the number of minutes to wait for users to release their job before it is deleted.

3. ClickApply

4.8.3.4. End-User Web Based Release Interface Con-

figuration

Configuration options for the end-user web based release interface are in the administrative

interface at Options > General > User Features . These options control the availability of

the Jobs Pending Release option available to end users. The available options are:

Allow users to view held jobs - this option enables the Jobs Pending Release screen

in the user web tools. When this option is disabled, no related functionality is available

from the user web tools interface.

Users have permission to: - this option changes the type of jobs users can see and/or

release. The available options are:

view their own jobs only - users see their own jobs that are held in the hold-

/release queue. Jobs printed by other users are not displayed. They can cancel

their own jobs, but cannot release them. This is useful if users are required to be

physically at the printer to release a job, where a standard Release Station is run-

ning.

release their own jobs - users can release or cancel their own jobs. Jobs prin-

ted by other users are not displayed.

release any jobs (charged to their account) - users can release or cancel
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any job that is being held, including jobs from other users. If a user releases a job

that was sent by a different user, the releasing user is charged for the job. This

option is equivalent to the Release Anymode used in Release Station and is

ideal for authenticating printing in a unauthenticated environment.

Enable the 'Release All' and 'Cancel All' buttons - enabling this option allows users to

release or cancel all held jobs by clicking one button.When this option is disabled,

usersmust release or cancel jobs individually.

This option is purely for the convenience of the users. It can save a user a few clicks

when theywant to release all their jobs at once. However, if the user is able to release

jobs other than their own, a user might accidentally release (and be charged for) many

other users' jobs.

4.8.4. Mobile Print Release Configuration
Mobile Print Release configuration is detailed in theMobile Print Release - Releasing print

jobs on your mobile.

4.9. Copier Integration

4.9.1. Overview
PaperCut MFmonitors photocopiers by either using third-party hardware terminal devices

connected to the copier, or bymaking use of the internal "embedded"monitoring functions

and display panels offered by some copier models. PaperCut MF connects to these

devices to determine how much copying is performed, and deny copier usage if the user

has no credit available.

On selectedmodels with internal "embedded"monitoring functions, PaperCut MF addi-

tionallymonitors fax and scanning activity aswell as deny faxing or scanning when the user

is out of credit.

If the copier is also a printer (e.g. aMultifunction Device), then PaperCut MF alsomakes it

possible to use the connected hardware terminal devices or internal display panels as a

print Release Station, avoiding the need for dedicated PC-based Release Stations.
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4.9.2. Setup
Setting up copiers for monitoring and/or print release requires detailed instructions depend-

ent on the devices involved. These steps are covered in a set of separatemanuals delivered

with the product, one for each type of device included in the setup.

4.9.3. Device List and Statuses
TheDevices tab provides an overview of all copiers and can include additional devices con-

nected to PaperCut MF such as value loaders and payment gateways. Refer to theStatus

column for a quick overview of which devices are currently in error. For devices in error,

hover over the details link to see the cause of the error.

A more detailed statusmessage including the time the last status was reported is displayed

on theDevice Details page. The device status is reported in theExternal Device Set-

tings section. Click theRefresh link under the status to update it.

4.9.4. Managing Copiers
In most aspects copiers aremanaged in the sameway as printers. See the respective sec-

tions in the printer management section for details:
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Copying Printer Settings

Disabling printers with time latches

Managing printing using differential charging

4.9.5. Authentication Methods
PaperCut MF offers several methods to authenticate copier users. The authenticationmeth-

ods supported by your copier are listed as options in theExternal Device Settings section

of itsDevice Details page:

Username and password, as specified in an external user directory source such as

Active Directory or LDAP (except for internal users; see Internal users (usersman-

aged by PaperCut NG)).

Identity number, see User card and ID numbers.

For two-factor authentication, you can require users to also enter a PIN. Users

without a PIN are asked to enter a PIN the first time they log in at the copier (set ext-

device.allow-new-pin-for-id-num to N to disable this; see Using the Config

Editor).

You can alsomask the identity number (like a password) as the user enters it on the

copier. This is particularly useful when no PIN is required.

Swipe card, see User card and ID numbers.

This requires either a card reader connected to the copier, or a network card reader

with a given host/IP address.

For two-factor authentication, you can require users to enter a PIN after swiping a

card. Users without a PIN are asked to enter a PIN the first time they log in at the

copier.

Some copiers allow self-association, where the copier prompts for a username and

password after a user swipes an unrecognized card, in order to associate the card to

the user's account.

You can control whether or not a card swipe can also be used to log the user out of the

copier.
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Some copiers have an offlinemodewhere they continue to operate while the Applic-

ation Server is unavailable, seeOfflinemode below.

Anonymous (no login required), where users can use the copier without identifying

who they are. All copier activity is associated with the specified user.

At least one of the abovemethodsmust be enabled. If anonymous authentication is

enabled, all other authenticationmethodsmust be disabled.

4.9.5.1. Offline mode

Server or network downtime usuallymeans that the PaperCut Application Server is unavail-

able and copiers cannot be used. Offlinemode, if available, offers continued use of copiers

without a server connection.

When the copier is working in offlinemode, users can log in to the copier with a swipe card,

and activity is logged against the card number. This activity is not restricted.When con-

nection to the server is restored, the activity is logged against the user with that card num-

ber. If no user is found for the card number, the activity is logged against the username

unknown (edit ext-device.unknown-offline-username to change this; see

Using the Config Editor). A warning is displayed in theApp.Logwhen this happens. If there

is no account for the unknown user, one is created automatically.

It is important to note that in offlinemode, the copier is not able to:

authenticate users anonymously or via username, identity number or PIN

associate swipe cards or PINswith users

access shared accounts

check account balances

apply restrictions

release print jobs
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You can specify a delay between the time the copier first fails to contact the server and the

copier going offline. This is useful to avoid switching to offlinemode just for brief periods of

server unavailability, e.g. a server reboot.

Carefully consider offlinemode before it is enabled as it allows overrunning of account bal-

ances on restricted user accounts. You can configure offlinemode based on the envir-

onment, including an option to set up an administrative unlock code. This allows offline

mode to be set up in environments such as schools where administrative oversight is

required before each activation of offlinemode.

Commercial environments
You can set up offlinemode for commercial environments where the tracking of print usage

to users, groups or departments is important and charging is not a factor. You can con-

figure the copier to go into offlinemode automatically when it fails to contact the Application

Server.

Education organizations
For added security, you can require offlinemode to be unlocked before users can log in to

the copier with a swipe card. Unlocking offlinemode involves entering the specified code at

the copier and choosing to unlock the copier for a single use or until connection to the

server is restored. This is specifically useful for education organizationswhere a supervisor

or teacher can enter this code before users can use the copier in offlinemode.
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4.9.6. Using filters and restrictions
PaperCut MF offers filter options to provide network administrators with the ability to restrict

what users can do with the copier. Options available include:

Restrict copier access to one or more user groups

Restrict color copying to one or more user groups (only on selectedmodels)

Each copier has its own set of restrictions. Not all options are available on all copier models.

4.9.7. Advanced Configuration
TheAdvanced Config tab of theDevice Details page allows for some adjustments to the

operation of themulti-functon device. Platform-specific details are included in the individual

documentation for each solution. The following list applies to all devices, irrespective of man-

ufacturer.

ext-device.personal-account-charge-priority

A comma-separated list of personal account names, whenmultiple personal accounts

are enabled (refer to Configuration), used to charge for the job unless the job is

already allocated in the Print Provider.

The order of accounts in this list overrides the order specified by the administrator in

the personal accounts administration page. If only one account is listed then only that

account can be charged on the device.

4.9.8. Release Stations and Find-Me printing
If the copier is aMultifunction Device and is configured as a print Release Station, the

Device Details page offers settings to define the operation of the Release Station. Gaining

familiarity with stand-alone Release Stations as documented in Hold/release queues &

Print Release Stations is recommended prior to operating a device as a Release Station.

The device usually only provides print release functionality for the print queue associated

with its own printer function; however, it could also act as a print Release Station for printers

located nearby. The optionDisplays jobs for release from the selected queues allows

for selection of the device's associated print queue and possible additional printers.
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Devices providing print release functionality display a button to release all pending print

jobs. On some devices, the visibility of this button is configurable.

By default, print release via aMultifunction Device is operated in "secure" mode, i.e. users

can only release documents submitted under their own name. TheUsers have per-

mission todrop-down includes the option release any print jobs, which operates the

device in "release any" mode. "Release any" mode provides authentication in unau-

thenticated printing scenarios and is described in detail in Unauthenticated printing.

When operating as a Release Station, theMultifunction Device can also act as part of a

Find-Me Printing scenario as described in Find-Me Printing. To enable Find-Me Printing,

select a 'virtual' print queue underDisplays jobs for release from the selected queues

on theDevice Details page and check the optionEnable find me printing support

underneath. Aswith basic Release Station operation, theMultifunction Device usually only

releases print jobs to itself, so leave the default optionWhen released, jobs print on:A

single queue and set Select the queue to release to: to the print queue associated with

the device's printer function.
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In the rare case when oneMultifunction Device also acts as a Release Station for additional

printers located nearby, setWhen released, jobs print on: toOne of the following

queues (load balancing); then select the device's own print queue aswell as additional

queues.

4.10. Integrated Scanning

4.10.1. Introduction

4.10.1.1. Integrated Scanning overview

The PaperCut MF software application for Multifunction Devices provides secure Integ-

rated Scanning. PaperCut MF Integrated Scanning offers a simple, one-touch scanning

experience, providing themost common scan job settings, and a consistent interface across

Multifunction Device (MFD) brands. You can easily control, track and report on all scan

actions on your devices using this scan control application.
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You can use this scanmanagement software to create scan actions that control the scan

settings and deliverymethods available to your users. These scan actions can be set up

once and used across all supported devices, providing a consistent experience for your

users. You can control access to each scan action at the user or group level. Users can

select a scan action to quickly and easily perform scan jobs and charge the job to an

account.

PaperCut MF can also generate XMLmetadata for scan jobs (including filename, date and

time) for Electronic Document Management (EDM) purposes. You can use thismetadata

to integrate scanned documents into your existing business systems. For example, you can

set up your document management system to watch a network folder to which scanned

PDF documents are delivered.When a new scanned file is added to the folder, the doc-

ument management system can upload the file and the associated XMLmetadata.
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Supported Multifunction devices
Integrated Scanning is currently supported on the following devices:

SharpMFD (minimum10 inch display)

KyoceraMFD (minimum7 inch display)

For more information about whichmodels are supported and the device requirements, refer

to the embeddedmanual for the device or contact PaperCut MF support.

4.10.1.2. Multifunction Device interface

Multifunction Device home screen
When a user logs in to aMultifunction Device that supports Integrated Scanning, the Paper-

Cut MF home screen is displayed. This screen allows users to choose from the following:

Release all—quick release of all print jobs. This option is available only if print release

is configured and there are print jobs awaiting release.

Print release—secure print release and Find-Me printing

Device functions—access the native copier interface

Scan—secure Integrated Scanning
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Important: The PaperCut MF home screen is not displayed if Integrated Scan-

ning is not configured.

Integrated Scanning menu
When a user selectsScan on theMultifunction Device home screen, the following Scan

Actionsmenu is displayed.

Users can securely scan and send documents (without additional authentication) to:
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their own email address

their own network home folder

a specified email address

a network folder destination

However, the options available on thismenu are dependent on the scan actions you con-

figure.
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The default settings for the selected scan action are displayed. An administrator can select

whether or not users can change these default settings. Scanning is very simple with these

predefined settings; users simply need to clickStart.

4.10.1.3. Implementation by example

You can set upmultiple scan actions to suit the needs of different user groups.

Education site

Requirements

West Face University want to implement Integrated Scanning for both the teachers and the

students. The teachers have their own networked home folders, but students do not. Teach-

ers need to be able to scan to either their home folder or to their school email address. Stu-

dents should only be able to scan to their school email address.

Implementation

In this situation, you would set up the following scan actions:

Scan to home folder—only available to teachers

Scan to user’s email—available to all students and teachers

You could set up a group for teachers and a group for students to easily assign access per-

missions. The user details for all usersmust include their school email address, and all

teachers need a configured home directory.
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Professional site

Requirements

SandComp is a largemanufacturing company implementing Integrated Scanning. They

want to streamline the delivery of scanned files to the HR and Finance departments. They

also use SharePoint as a Content Management System, which they use to store data.

Implementation

In this situation, you would set up the following scan actions:

Email to HR—available to all employees and is delivered to a generic HR email

address.

Email expense claim—available to all employees and is delivered to themember of

the Finance teamwho is responsible for expense reimbursements.

Scan to home folder—available to all employees for their own purposes.

Scan to CMS—available to all employees and delivers the scan job to a networked

folder fromwhich it can be uploaded to a Content Management System.

Confidential scan—available only to executives

The user details for all usersmust include an email address and a home directory.

Since the Scan to CMS scan action delivers scan documents that are uploaded to a Con-

tent Management System (SharePoint), this scan action needs to generate XMLmetadata.
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4.10.2. Preparing for Integrated Scanning imple-
mentation
Before you set up PaperCut MF for Integrated Scanning, perform the following set up

tasks. This guide describes how to:

configure PaperCut MF for email notifications

add user home directory and email details

determine if and how you will use user groups

provide access to network directories (for Scan to Folder scan actions only)
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Important: Depending on your device, youmight also need to configure the

device for Integrated Scanning. For more information, see the embeddedmanual

for the device.

4.10.2.1. Configure PaperCut MF for email

If you want scan actions that deliver to an email address, youmust ensure that PaperCut

MF is configured for email notifications. For more information, see SystemNotifications and

Emailing.

4.10.2.2. Add user home folder and email details

Youmust ensure that all users have:

a home folder specified for theScan to Home Folder scan action

an email address specified for theScan to My Email scan action.

For more information about adding user details, see Advanced: Add user home folder and

email details.

4.10.2.3. Determine if you need to set up user groups

Before you set up your scan actions, you should identify the user groups to which you want

to allow access to each scan action.

For example, for educational sites, youmight want to have a user group for all students and

another user group for all teachers. The students group could have access to aScan to my

Email scan action. The teacher group could have access to aScan to my Home Folder

scan action aswell as theScan to my Email scan action.

For a corporate site, youmight want to set up a group for executives so they can scan con-

fidential documents to a network folder that has restricted access.

4.10.2.4. Provide access to network folders (Scan to Folder

actions only)

If you want scan actions that are delivered to a network folder:
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determine the scan delivery folders

change the PaperCut MF service account

provide access to scan delivery folders

Determine the scan delivery folders
Before you set up your scan actions, identify the folders to which scan jobs can be

delivered. The PaperCut MF service account needs access to all of these network folders.

Thismight include:

user’s home folder—if all user folders are under one root folder, use an inherited per-

mission for that folder.

network folders specified in PaperCut MF scan actions

Provide access to scan delivery folders
The account that runs the PaperCut MF service needs read and write access to the net-

work folders or Network Attached Storage (NAS) to which scanned files will be sent. Only

the PaperCut MF Application Server needs access to these folders.

By default, the account that runs the PaperCut MF service is:

Windows—SYSTEM account

Mac—papercut account

Linux—papercut account

This account does not have read and write permission to network folders. Create a user

account that can run services and has read and write access to all required folders.

Change the PaperCut MF service account
The account that runs the PaperCut MF Server services by default does not have read and

write permission to network folders. Replace this PaperCut MF service account with the

service account you created.
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On Windows

1. In theServices console, stop the PaperCut MF Application Server service.

2. Right-click the PaperCut MF Application Server service, then select > Properties.

3. Click the Log On tab.

4. Select This account.

5. Enter the service account name and password.

6. ClickOK.

7. Start the PaperCut MF Application Server service.

On Linux and Mac OS X

On Linux andMacOS X, make sure the PaperCut MF account has read and write access

to the appropriate networkmounted volumes. This depends on your local network setup

and the network file system you are using. For more information, refer to your local doc-

umentation.

4.10.3. Setting up Integrated Scanning
To set up Integrated Scanning:

set up at least one scan action

enable Integrated Scanning on a device

4.10.3.1. Set up scan actions

Predefined scan actions or scanning workflowsmake the scanning process simpler and

faster for your users. A scan action defines the following default settings for a scan job:
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destination—whether the scanned document is directed to an email recipient or a net-

work folder.

document details—file name and email subject (if delivery action is email).

input configuration—page orientation and duplexmode.

default output configuration—file type, DPI and color mode.

access—which users and user groups have access to the scan action.

You can create any number of scan actions tomeet your needs.

Set up a scan to email action
You can set up an email scan action to send a scanned document to either:

the user’s primary email/inbox

a predefined email address

1. SelectDevices > Scan Actions.

A list of all Scan Actions is displayed.

2. In the Actionsmenu, clickCreate new.

TheScan Action Details page is displayed.
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3. In theDestination area, complete the following fields:

Type—selectEmail.

Label—enter a name for the scan action (maximum25 characters). This label is

displayed on the device to the user.

Tip: Make your labels as short and intuitive as possible so that users

know what the action is on the device. For example,Scan tomy email

or Email to Finance.

To—select one of the following:

User’s email address—the scan job is delivered to the user’s email

address.

An email address—select this option, then specify the email address to

which you want the scan job delivered, for example, invoices@-

mycompany.com.
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Note: Email destinations are assigned to scan actions by the System

Administrator for security reasons. A user cannot specify an email

address. This prevents unsecured scan jobs from being sent. For

example, users cannot accidentallymistype an email address and

send information to the wrong person.

Subject—enter the default email subject. You can use substitutionmacros,

such as %Label% in the email subject. For more information about the avail-

ablemacros, clickMore Information in theDestination area or see Sub-

stitution variables/macros.

User can edit—select this check box if you want to allow users to change the

default email subject at the device.

4. In theDocument area, complete the following fields:

Display label—the label for the filename field on the device. If you change the

default value of Filename, the label in the next field is also changed. You can

change the label to providemore specific guidance to the user about the format

of the filename. For example, if you have a scan action to email invoices to the

Finance department, and you want the scanned invoice file to be named accord-

ing to the invoice number, you could change the label to Invoice No..

Filename—the default value for the filename. You can use substitutionmac-

ros, such as %Label% in the filename. For more information about the avail-

ablemacros, clickMore Information in theDocument area or see

Substitution variables/macros.

User can edit—select this check box if you want to allow users to change the

default filename at the device.

Advanced: Include scanned metadata (as XML file)—select this check box

if you want to generate an XMLmetadata file. For example, youmight want to

upload the scanned documents to a Content Management System.

The XMLmetadata file includes the:
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shared and personal account name

local date and time of the scan

device used for the scan

email address to which the file was sent

filename

scan job id

username

For more information about the XMLmetadata file, see XMLmetadata file.

5. In the Input settings area, complete the following fields:

Orientation—selectPortrait or Landscape.

Duplex mode—select 1-sided or 2-sided.

6. In theDefault output settings area, complete the following fields:

File type—select the type of file to create from the scan (PDF, JPEG or TIFF).

DPI—select the resolution of the scan (100, 200, 300, 400 or 600DPI).

Color mode—select whether you want to useColor,Grayscale orB&W

(black and white).

User can edit—select this check box if you want to allow users to change any

of the default output settings at the device.

Note: Some devices do not support all available settings. In these cases

the default settingsmight be different to those you select.

7. If you want to include any notes about the scan action, enter them in theAdmin

Notes area. For example, if you have specified an email address, youmight want to

explain who the email is being sent to.

8. ClickSave & configure access.

TheAccess List page is displayed.
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9. Select the groups and users to whom you want to make this scan action available:

Select the group or user from the drop-down list.

ClickAdd.

For more information about setting up groups, seeGroups in PaperCut MF.

Set up a scan to folder action
You can set up a folder scan action to send a scanned document to either:

the user’s home folder/personal directory

a predefined network path

Important: The network foldersmust be accessible from the PaperCut MF

server. For more information, seeGroups in PaperCut MF.

1. SelectDevices > Scan Actions.

A list of all Scan Actions is displayed.
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2. In the Actionsmenu, clickCreate new.

TheScan Action Details page is displayed.

3. In theDestination area, complete the following fields:

Type—select Folder.

Label—enter a name for the scan action (maximum25 characters). This label is
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displayed on the device to the user.

Tip: Make your labels as short and intuitive as possible so that users

know what the action is on the device. For example,Scan tomy

Home Folder or Scan to Finance.

Path—select one of the following:

User’s home folder—the scan job is delivered to the user’s home folder.

Note: Maximum length is 256 characters.

A folder path—select this option, then specify the path to which you want

the scan job delivered, for example, N://finance/docs/.

Note: Maximum length is 1000 characters.

4. In theDocument area, complete the following fields:

Display label—the label for the filename field on the device. If you change the

default value of Filename, the label in the next field is also changed. You can

change the label to providemore specific guidance to the user about the format

of the filename. For example, if you have a scan action to send invoices to a spe-

cific folder, and you want the scanned invoice file to be named according to the

invoice number, you could change the label to Invoice No..

Filename—the default value for the filename. You can usemacros, such as

%Label% in the filename. For more information about the availablemacros,

clickMore Information in theDocument area or see Substitution vari-

ables/macros.

User can edit—select this check box if you want to allow users to change the

default filename at the device.

Advanced: Include scanned metadata (as XML file)—select this check box

if you want to generate an XMLmetadata file. For example, youmight want to
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upload the scanned documents to a Content Management System.

The XMLmetadata file includes the:

shared and personal account name

local date and time of the scan

device used for the scan

email address to which the file was sent

filename

scan job id

username

For more information about the XMLmetadata file, see XMLmetadata file.

5. In the Input settings area, complete the following fields:

Orientation—selectPortrait or Landscape.

Duplex mode—select 1-sided or 2-sided.

6. In theDefault output settings area, complete the following fields:

File type—select the type of file to create from the scan (PDF, JPEG or TIFF).

DPI—select the resolution of the scan (100, 200, 300, 400 or 600DPI).

Color mode—select whether you want to useColor,Grayscale orB&W

(black and white).

User can edit— select this check box if you want to allow users to change any

of the default output settings at the device.

7. If you want to include any notes about the scan action, enter them in theAdmin

Notes area. For example, if you have specified an email address, youmight want to

explain who the email is being sent to.

8. ClickSave & configure access.
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TheAccess List page is displayed. This page allows you to set the scanning per-

missions.

9. Select the groups and users to whom you want to make this scan action available:

Select the group or user from the drop-down list.

ClickAdd.

The user or group is added to the AccessControl List (ACL).

For more information about setting up groups, seeGroups in PaperCut MF.

4.10.3.2. Enable Integrated Scanning for a device

For each scanning device, youmust enable Integrated Scanning.

Important: Ensure your Multifunction Device is configured for Integrated Scan-

ning. For more information, see the embeddedmanual for the device.

1. Select Devices.

TheExternal Device List page is displayed.

2. Click the device for which you want to enable Integrated Scanning.

TheDevice Details page is displayed.

3. In the Integrated Scanning area, select theEnable Integrated Scanning check

box.
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Note: This option is not available if your device does not support Integrated

Scanning.

4. ClickOK.

4.10.4. Advanced configuration
PaperCut MF has default settings for Integrated Scanning that you can change tomeet

your needs. You can:

modify the default scanning system settings

configure scanning notifications

4.10.4.1. Modify the default scanning system settings

The following scanning system configuration keys are available fromOptions > Config

editor (advanced):

Key Description

system.scan.jobs-folder A relative path in which scan and XML

files are stored temporarily before the

scan job is delivered. The path is rel-

ative to the /server/data folder in

the PaperCut MF install directory, for

example, C:/Program

Files/PaperCut MF/server-

/data/. Alternatively, you can enter a

full path to which the server has

access. The default path is scan/-

jobs. This value is mandatory.

system.scan.failed-folder A relative path in which failed scan

and XML files are saved. The path is

relative to the /server/data folder

Table 48: Integrated Scanning system configuration keys
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Key Description

in the PaperCut MF install directory, for

example, C:/Program

Files/PaperCut MF/server-

/data/. Alternatively, you can enter a

full path to which the server has

access. The default path is scan/-

failed. This value is mandatory.

system.scan.backup-folder A relative path in which scan and XML

backup files are saved. This path is

used only if system.scan.backup-

days is greater than 0. The path is rel-

ative to the /server/data folder in

the PaperCut MF install directory, for

example, C:/Program

Files/PaperCut MF NG/server-

/data/. Alternatively, you can enter a

full path to which the server has

access. The default path is scan/-

backup. This value is mandatory.

Important: The PaperCut MF

administrator has full read and

write access to this folder, which

might contain confidential inform-

ation.

system.scan.backup-days The number of days to keep the scan

and XML backup files. For example, if

the value is set to 7, backup files are

kept for 7 days. A daily maintenance

task cleans the old files from the dir-

ectory. If you set the value to 0,
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Key Description

scanned files are not backed up. The

default value is 0. This value is man-

datory.

system.scan.home-sub-folder A subfolder under the user’s home

folder to save scan and XML files. If

you do not specify this value, the scan

files are saved in the root of the user's

home folder as defined in PaperCut

MF. You can specify only one level of

subfolder, for example, Scans is valid,

but PaperCut MF/Scans is not. The

default value is Scans. This value is

optional. If it is not set, the top level

user’s home folder is used

system.scan.email-max-job-

size-kb

The maximum email size (in KB) for an

email scan job. If a scan job has mul-

tiple files, the files are sent in a single

email. The default value is 20480

(20MB). This value is mandatory.

system.scan.folder-max-job-

size-kb

The maximum size of a scan job (in

KB), including all scanned documents

and XML files, when the scan des-

tination is a folder. The default value is

51200 (50MB). This value is man-

datory.

system.scan.delivery.email-

body

The default email body to use (if the

email body is not specified) when deliv-

ering scan files to an email address.

You can include the following macros:

%user% and %username%—the user-
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Key Description

name of the user sending themes-

sage.

%date% and %time%—the date and

time themessage was sent.

%full_name%—the full name of the

user sending themessage.

%id_num%—the primary Card/Iden-

tity Number of the user sending the

message.

%client-url%—theURL of the

user's page on the server, (for

example, http://host-

name:9191/user)

This value is optional and is empty by

default.

system.scan.delivery.allow-

overwrite

Whether or not to overwrite existing

scan files in the destination folder, if

the file name is identical. The default

value is N to not overwrite existing

files. In this case, an incrementing num-

ber (for example, 0001) is appended to

the filename for each subsequent scan

with the same name. If you set this

value to Y, existing files with the same

name are overwritten. This value is

mandatory.

4.10.4.2. Configure scanning notifications

You can configure notifications to be delivered to users for different scan job events. For

example, you can set up a notification to be sent to a user if a scan job fails. Notifications
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can be either sent by email or displayed in the PaperCut MF client.

You can set up notifications for the following events:

the first attempt at a scan delivery fails

scan job failure

scan job exceeds amaximum size limit

scan job successfully delivered

For each of these notifications, you can set the following details:

whether or not the notification is enabled

themessage contained in the notification

the subject of the notification

whether or not the notification is emailed to the user

whether or not the notification is displayed in the PaperCut MF client

Note: If you want to send scan job email notifications, youmust ensure that Paper-

Cut MF is configured for email notifications. For more information, see Con-

figuring Email Notifications .

The following scanning notification configuration keys are available fromOptions > Config

editor (advanced):

Key Description

notify.scan-delivery-

first-retry.enabled

Notify the user when the first attempt at a

scan delivery fails. The default value is Y.

notify.scan-delivery-

first-retry.message

The notification text sent in the body of the

email when the first attempt at a scan deliv-

ery fails. The default value is: Your

scanned document is on its way. This

value is optional.

Table 49: Integrated Scanning notification configuration keys
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Key Description

notify.scan-delivery-

first-retry.subject

The subject of the email when the first

attempt at a scan delivery fails. The default

value is: Sending your scanned doc-

ument This value is optional.

notify.scan-delivery-

first-retry.-

method.email

Whether or not the notification for the first

failed attempt at scan delivery is emailed.

The default value is Y.

notify.scan-delivery-

first-retry.-

method.client

Whether or not the notification for the first

failed attempt at scan delivery is displayed

in the PaperCut MF client. The default value

is Y.

notify.scan-delivery-

failed.enabled

Notify the user when a scan fails. The

default value is Y.

notify.scan-delivery-

failed.message

The notification text sent in the body of the email

when a scan fails. The default value is:

There seems to be a problem sending your

scanned document:%files%If this persists,

please contact your System Administrator.

This value is optional.

notify.scan-delivery-

failed.subject

The subject of the email sent when a scan

fails. The default value is: Failure to send

your scanned document This value is

optional.

notify.scan-delivery-

failed.method.client

Whether or not the notification sent when a

scan fails is displayed in the PaperCut MF

client. The default value is Y.

notify.scan-delivery-

failed.method.email

Whether or not the notification sent when a

scan fails is emailed. The default value is Y.

notify.scan-max-job- Notify the user when a scan fails due to job
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Key Description

size-exceeded.enabled size exceeding the specified maximum job

size limit. The default value is Y.

notify.scan-max-job-

size-exceeded.message

The notification text sent in the body of the email

when a scan fails due to job size exceeding the

specifiedmaximum job size limit. The default value

is:

Your scanned document is too big:%-

files%You can try reducing the scanned doc-

ument size by using a lower resolution, or

switching color mode to grayscale or black

and white. Alternatively, you can try splitting

your job.If you need to send a larger scanned

document, please contact your System

Administrator.

This value is optional.

notify.scan-max-job-

size-exceeded.subject

The subject of the email when a scan fails due to

the job size exceeding the specifiedmaximum job

size limit. The default value is:

Your scanned document is too big:%-

files%You can try reducing the scanned doc-

ument size by using a lower resolution, or

switching color mode to grayscale or black

and white. Alternatively, you can try splitting

your job.If you need to send a larger scanned

document, please contact your System

Administrator.

This value is optional.

notify.scan-max-job-

size-exceeded.subject

The subject of the email when a scan fails

due to the job size exceeding the specified

maximum job size limit. The default value is:

Failed to send your scanned document
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Key Description

This value is optional.

notify.scan-max-job-

size-exceeded.-

method.client

Whether or not the notification sent when a

scan fails due to the job size exceeding the

specified maximum job size limit is dis-

played in the PaperCut MF client. The

default value is Y.

notify.scan-max-job-

size-exceeded.-

method.email

Whether or not the notification sent when a

scan fails due to the job size exceeding the

specified maximum job size limit is emailed.

The default value is Y.

notify.scan-delivery-

completed.enabled

Notify the user when scan delivery is com-

plete. The default value is Y.

notify.scan-delivery-

completed.message

The notification text sent in the body of the

email when scan delivery is complete. The

default value is: Your scanned document

has been delivered:%files% This value is

optional.

notify.scan-delivery-

completed.subject

The subject of the email when scan delivery

is complete. The default value is: Suc-

cessful delivery This value is optional.

notify.scan-delivery-

completed.method.client

Whether or not the notification sent when a

scan delivery is complete is displayed in the

PaperCut MF client. The default value is Y.

notify.scan-delivery-

completed.method.email

Whether or not the notification sent when a

scan delivery is complete is emailed. The

default value is Y.
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4.10.4.3. Advanced: Add user home folder and email

details

Before a user can use a scan action, ensure the following user details are set up:

valid primary email

network home folder

You can set up these details in one of the following ways:

synchronize user details from an external source

batch import user details

manually add user details

Synchronize user details from an external source
You can synchronize your user details from one of the following external sources:

Microsoft Active Directory (AD)

LDAP

For more information, see User andGroup Synchronization.

Microsoft Active Directory

Home folder—use the homeDirectory attribute. This specifies the home directory

for the account. There are two ways to set the home directory. You can use the:

local path, which resolves to a full UNC path, including a drive letter, for example,

c:\users\joe.

a full UNC network path, for example, \\server\users\joe.username

This value can be a null string.

Email address—use the mail attribute. Set mail to the user’s email address.
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LDAP

Home folder—use the homeDirectory attribute. This specifies the fully qualified

local path including the drive letter.

Email address—use the mail attribute. Set mail to the user’s email address.

Synchronize user details

After you set up the details in Microsoft Active Directory or LDAP, synchronize the details

with PaperCut MF:

1. In PaperCut MF, selectOptions > User/Group sync.

2. ClickSynchronize now.

The new attribute is synced with your PaperCut MF users.

3. ClickClose.

Batch import user details
You can import the user’s home folder and email details from a text file using the Batch

User Data Import. For more information, see Batch User Data Import and Update.

Manually add user details
If you do not havemany users, you canmanually add the user details.

1. Select Users.

TheUser List page is displayed.

2. Click a user.

TheUser Details page is displayed.

3. Add the following details:

Primary Email

Home directory
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Verify the user home directory in PaperCut MF
When the user’s home directories have been synced, check if PaperCut MF can write a file

to that destination.

1. Select Users.

TheUser List page is displayed.

2. Click a user.

TheUser Details page is displayed.

3. In theDetails area, clickTest below Home directory.

If the home folder is reachable, a green tick is displayed next to this link.

4.10.5. Reporting
Integrated Scanning jobs are included in the existing PaperCut MF reports when you track

and control scanning, and are reported on in the sameway as native scanning jobs. For
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more information, see Reports.

4.10.6. Substitution variables/macros
You can usemacro substitution variables, such as %user% and %date%, in the scan File-

name field and the emailSubject field. The followingmacros are available:

Name Description

%user% The username.

%date% The current date and time.

%label% The name of the scan action.

%account% The selected account. If the account is a personal account, the

substitution macro is replaced with personal.

Table 50: Integrated Scanning notification configuration keys

4.10.7. XML metadata file
You can generate an XMLmetadata file for every scan job delivery. You can upload this

XML file to your document management system tomake document upload easier.

To generate an XMLmetadata file, selectDevices > Scan Actions; then select the

Include scanned metadata (as XML file) check box.

For more information, see Setting up Integrated Scanning. An XML file with the same

name as the scanned image(s), is delivered to the scan job destination, that is, the scan job

email or network folder.

The following elements can be included in a generated XMLmetadata file under the scan

root element:
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Element Description

accountName The name of the PaperCut MF shared or personal

account from which the scan was sent. This is the

account the user selected on the Multifunction

Device.

date The local date and time at which the file was cre-

ated.

deviceName The name of the device used to create the doc-

ument.

fields The list of scan action fields.

fields.field The details of the scan action field.

fields.field.label The display label for the scan action field.

fields.field.value The value for the scan action field.

files The list of files produced by the scan job. Each

scan job can have multiple files.

files.file The filename for the file.

jobId A unique identifier for the scan job.

name The scan action label.

settings The list of settings for the scan job.

settings.fileType The type of file being sent (PDF, JPG, or TIFF).

type The type of scan action (email or folder).

user The user’s information.

user.department The user’s department. This element can be empty.

user.email The user’s email address. This element can be

empty.

Table 51: Integrated Scanning XML metadata elements
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Element Description

user.groups The list of groups to which the user belongs. This

element can be empty. PaperCut MF's auto-gen-

erated groups All Users and Internal Users are

excluded from this list.

user.groups.group The name of the group.

user.name The user’s username.

user.office The user’s office name. This element can be empty.

Below is an example of generated XMLmetadata:
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4.11. Mobile & BYOD Printing
BYOD (Bring Your Own) Mobile devices are now accepted as playing an essential role in

many organizations and are here to stay. However, providing printing support across the

varied devices available is challenging as there aremany competing technologies with no

standardization. Current mobile printing solutions are problematic because:
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There are lots of choices

Theymight not be compatible with your printing infrastructure or are difficult to integ-

rate

They keep changing

There is no current "standout" mobile printing solution that is the best for all platforms.

Rather, each platform has its own native or preferred option. PaperCut harnesses each of

the native printing solutions to create a unified solution for your organization. PaperCut's

approach is to:

Integrate with the native printing solutions on each platform,

Ensure that all of PaperCut's core print management features are available,

Provide a natural print experience across all devices,

Allow organizations to re-use their existing print infrastructure (no need for special

printers),

Ensure that all users can be accommodated by providing simple options, such as,

Email to Print andWeb Print.

This section describes the various tools that PaperCut provides for mobile users and how

they canmap to your organization's needs, nomatter how many users you are supporting.

In addition it provides some guidance on how to approach deployment and troubleshooting.

The Process:

STEP 1 - Understand the tools

STEP 2 - Understand your users

STEP 3 - Develop your strategy and deployment plan

4.11.1. STEP 1 - Understanding the tools
Before planning your deployment, you need to have a good understanding of the tools and

technologies. A number of these technologiesmight already be in place in your organ-

ization, while others aremade possible with PaperCut. The key technologies are:
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Nativemobile print technologies

iOS Printing (iPad & iPhone)

Google Cloud Print

Windows 8 Tablets &WindowsRT Printing

PaperCut-provided technologies

Email to Print

Web Print (Driver-less printing via a web browser)

PaperCut integrateswith existing systems to complement native print technologies with

print management functionality. Additionally, PaperCut technologies such as Email to Print

provide alternatives on platformswhere a native approach is not available or practical.

Technology Benefit

iOS Printing

(iPad &

iPhone)

iOS provides users with a native and mature print experience on

iPhones and iPads. Users can select various printing options,

such as, copies and grayscale, and can print from many applic-

ations without the need for additional software. Users can use

PaperCut via the Mobile Client app.

Google

Cloud Print

(GCP)

GCP is Google's preferred mobile and Chromebook (Chrome

OS) printing experience. It is the native printing experience for

Android, Chromebooks, and Google applications on iOS. GCP

is also an option for laptop users (when using the Chrome

browser or a custom driver/service). All of PaperCut's print man-

agement features integrate with GCP.

Email to

Print

A lowest common denominator, and simplest solution that works

on any device that's able to send email attachments. PDF, pic-

ture files or Microsoft Office document attachments are con-

verted to print jobs.

A simple web based experience suitable for any BYOD laptop

or Netbook users. End-users upload their document via a stand-

Table 52: Technology Benefits
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Technology Benefit

ard browser form. No special or client print driver setup required.

The remaining parts of this section cover each of these technologies in detail. Ultimately

hands-on experience is the best way to understand the approaches and technologies. Your

deployment plan, discussed below, will likely have a testing period to help you understand

and assess the technologies before committing to them. This is discussedmore in the fol-

lowing steps.

4.11.2. STEP 2 - Understand your users
Every organization has a different mobile & BYOD strategy. Small organizationsmight

implement one technology, while larger organizationswith dedicated IT departmentsmight

have amulti-faceted approach. Your strategy is driven by your particular environment and

user needs. The range of end-user drivers is diverse - some examples:

Many education organizations are now allowing students to bring their own laptops, or

are considering supplying Chromebooks or iPads.

In business it's no longer 'one person - one device'. It's now desktop, laptop, tablet

andmobile. Some have standard operating environments, while others support a

broader spectrum or even a BYOD policy.

And then there are the unexpected needs, such as Joe Exec turning up with his new

Christmas present (a tablet) expecting to print.

After reviewing the user needs for your organization you'll know your device profile. Each

device platform has preferred and supported approaches to printing. Use your device pro-

file and the priorities of your user base to help determine the best technologies:

iOS Printing Web Print
Google

Cloud Print

Email to

Print

Android N/A N/A Preferred Supported

iPhone/iPad Preferred N/A Preferred in

Google iOS

Supported

Table 53: Technology Options
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iOS Printing Web Print
Google

Cloud Print

Email to

Print

Apps

Chromebooks

(Chrome OS)

N/A Supported Preferred Supported

Netbooks N/A Preferred Supported Supported

BYOD Laptops N/A Preferred Supported Supported

Windows RT &

Windows 8 tab-

lets

Use standard Win-

dows Printing with

Mobile Client

Supported Supported Supported

Google Mobile

Apps (many

devices)

N/A N/A Preferred Supported

Other (e.g. Smart

Phone)

N/A N/A N/A Supported

4.11.3. STEP 3 - Develop your strategy and deploy-
ment plan
Aswith most IT projects keeping the solution simple as possible but satisfying themajority of

users is the preferred approach.

Smaller teams need to balance the needs of their users against the complexity of imple-

mentingmultiple technologies.

Larger organizationswith dedicated IT teams have the benefit of scale. Offering choice to

support the widest range of devicesmight be the project goal.

Each organization differs in terms of rollout strategy. Here's a few checkpoints to work

through tomake sure everything is in place:

Setup - Can this be done without impacting current users? Are there network or hard-

ware requirements such as purchasing aMac, or managing user accounts in Google
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to useGCP?

Test - Before advertising any new feature, can you test it with a small group of users?

Maybe you have a small group that's been requesting the feature. Theywill be eager

to test it, and will hopefully come backwith fresh feedback.

Communicate - Before you roll out functionality, think about how you canmost effect-

ively communicate this to your users. Maybe a step-by-step guide via email is a good

place to start.

Rollout - Execute your plan. Larger organizations implementing amulti-plat-

form/technology plan will conduct the rollout in phases.

Manage - Don't forget to keepmanagement in the loop with the different stages of the

project. PaperCut has in-built reports onmobile print usage. These are useful tools.

Evaluate - Continue tomonitor usage and user requirements. If you introduce new

device types in the future, it might be time to consider introducing different methods to

print.

At a technical level, it's also important to understand IT infrastructure requirements and the

impact your choices have on your data and security policies. The table below hightights

some of these considerations.

Technology Data Flow Print Options
Basic Require-

ments

Other Lim-

itations

iOS Printing Internal Basic options,

provided by

iOS. Usually:

Page Size

Color

iOS devices.

Mac print

server with

PaperCut, or

3rd party Win-

dows app.

Multiple sub-

net con-

figuration can

be chal-

lenging

without 3rd

party utilities.

Google

Cloud Print

Internal /

external

All options,

provided by

Google Cloud

Users must

have a Google

Account.

Depending on

configuration,

users might

Table 54: Technology Options
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Technology Data Flow Print Options
Basic Require-

ments

Other Lim-

itations

Print. Usually

at least:

Page Size

Duplex

Color

not be able to

print from all

applications.

Exporting to

PDF and print-

ing from a

browser is a

common work-

around.

Email to

Print

Internal

(maybe

external

depending

on mail

server con-

figuration)

OS print

queue

defaults only

(currently

theree are no

options selec-

ted by the

user). You can

create mul-

tiple OS print

queues with

different

defaults e.g. a

'duplex

queue'.

POP3 or IMAP

email server.

Optional sand-

box machine /

VM running

Microsoft

Office apps.

PDF and pic-

ture files only

or PDF, pic-

ture files and

Microsoft

Office doc-

uments if a

sandbox is

configured.

Web Print Internal Poss-

ible to make

external by

exposing the

PaperCut

user web

Number of

copies only,

other settings

use OS print

queue

Optional sand-

box machine /

VM running

Microsoft

Office apps.

PDF and pic-

ture files only

or PDF, pic-

ture files,

Microsoft

Office and
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Technology Data Flow Print Options
Basic Require-

ments

Other Lim-

itations

interface to

the internet.

defaults. You

can create

multiple OS

print queues

with different

defaults e.g. a

'duplex

queue'.

XPS doc-

uments if a

sandbox is

configured.

Detailed information on each technology is provided in subsequent sections.

4.11.4. Common questions that come up during
planning
Do I have to turn on all of these mobile solutions at once?

No. It's best to pick the ones that are suitable for your environment, and perform a con-

trolled rollout of the new feature.

Email to Print works with all platforms. Why would I not just implement this?

This is a viable option and one that many organizations adopt. Our recommendation is to

look at native print options first where possible. The benefit for native print options is that

they offer a richer andmore familiar end-user experience.

What does it cost to add BYOD features to my PaperCut installation?

All BYOD features are included in the standard PaperCut license. There are no additional

licensing costs.

I want to allow printing, but I don't allow mobile devices to connect to our net-

work. Is there an option?

Google Cloud Print and Email to Print work without requiring users to connect to your net-

work.

I want to use Google Cloud Print, but don't want users sending documents via
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Google's servers. Is there a version that I can run on my own server?

AlthoughGoogle Cloud Print uses open protocols (and upcoming standards), Google is the

only server provider we're aware of at the time of writing. By contrast, Email to Print

involves documents routing via your email server, and iOS Printing (if you are supporting

mainly Apple devices) is network-internal.

4.11.5. Google Cloud Print

4.11.5.1. Early Access Program

Note:
Google Cloud Print integration is currently offered under an Early Access Pro-

gram.

TheGoogle Cloud Print integration was extensively tested prerelease and there is

a high level of confidence in its quality. However, there aremany combinations of

printers, printer drivers and servers that cannot all be tested. In addition, the

Google Cloud Print interfaces continue to rapidly change and evolve.

We seek the assistance of our customers and partners to help ensure that any

problems or feature gaps encountered are reported and addressed.We ask that

customers:

1. Be aware that some issues exist with Google Cloud Print

2. Workwith PaperCut Software to quickly address issues if they occur

During the early access period you should check the following PaperCut know-

ledge base article discussing any known issues: https://www.pa-

percut.com/kb/Main/KnownIssuesGCP

4.11.5.2. Overview

Google Cloud Print (GCP) is a cloud based printing service fromGoogle that lets people

print anywhere from any device. Users are increasingly bringing their ownmobile devices

(BYOD) to the workplace and need a printing solution. Google Cloud Print provides a way

to print from anymobile phone or tablet, running Android or iOS.Whilst almost any device,
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includingmobile and desktop computers can print to Google Cloud Print, for some devices,

such as theGoogle Chromebook, Google Cloud Print is the only printing solution available.

On its own, Google Cloud Print provides untracked printing only to Google Cloud Print

enabled printers. Coupled with PaperCut, Google Cloud Print becomes a powerful mobile

and BYOD printing solution for organizations of any size:

1. PaperCut tracks and controls Google Cloud Print jobs the same as any other Paper-

Cut print job.

2. Google Cloud Print deployment ismanaged centrally, using the PaperCut admin con-

sole to publish and deployGoogle Cloud Print on selected printers.

3. Rich enterprise PaperCut features such as Find-Me Printing (see Find-Me Printing

and Printer Load Balancing) work alongside Google Cloud Print.

4. UseGoogle Cloud Print with your existing printers. With PaperCut you do not need

to haveGoogle Cloud Print Aware printers.

Supported Environments

Note:
Google Cloud Print is not available on direct print queues. To offer this service to

your users, set up a server queue for this device/printer.

Users can print to Google Cloud Print in manyways:

1. From aChrome browser (mobile or desktop) or Chromebook device

2. From an iOS or Android device with a Google Cloud Print enabling app installed

3. FromGoogle applications, such asDrive, Gmail on all platforms

4. From aWindows or Mac desktop using the Cloud Printer app

A current list of compatible printing applications is available at
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https://www.google.com/cloudprint/learn/apps.html.

How it works

Google Cloud Print and PaperCut

The diagram showsPaperCut as the bridge between an organization's printers and the

Google Cloud Print service.

1. PaperCut publishes selected printers to Google Cloud Print, making them available

to Google Cloud Print user applications.

2. Amobile or desktop user prints a document or email using Google Cloud Print and

selects a published printer.

3. PaperCut is notified and downloads the print job from the cloud.

4. PaperCut authenticates the user sending the job, then renders and spools the job to

the specified printer.
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5. PaperCut tracks andmanages the print job in the sameway as any normal print job.

6. PaperCut informsGoogle that the job is complete.

PaperCut takes care of publishing printers with Google, downloading jobs from theGoogle

cloud, andmanaging the print work-flow. Thismakes it very easy to integrate Google Cloud

Print into your existing print service.

Printersmust be published to Google Cloud Print to make them available for users to print.

OnceGoogle Cloud Print is enabled, a single click is all that is needed to publish a printer.

PaperCut manages anyGoogle Cloud Print print jobs on behalf of the printer, and jobs are

processed by the normal PaperCut work-flow.

Tip: Some internet printers aremarketed asCloud Print Ready and can be con-

nected directly to Google Cloud Print. However, if you directly connect a printer to

Google Cloud Print, you cannot track and control print jobs fromGoogle. We

recommend you use PaperCut to connect your printers with Google Cloud Print.

Cloud Print Ready printers are not required.

Requirements
The following requirementsmust bemet for a successful Google Cloud Print integration:

1. Google Cloud Print is supported by PaperCut Print Providers running onWindows,

Linux or MacOS. Printersmanaged by a Novell print server cannot be published to

Google Cloud Print.

2. The Print Provider softwaremust be running a version of PaperCut that supports

Google Cloud Print.

Google Cloud Print support was first introduced with PaperCut release 13.5.

Printersmanaged by an older version of the Print Provider cannot be published to

Google Cloud Print.

3. Some printers and printer drivers do not respect all printer settings, such as, color or

grayscale, single sided or duplex as specified by the user in the Google Cloud Print

User Client. If you observe issues in this area, try upgrading to the latest drivers, as

Google is working with the printer manufacturers to resolve any such issues.
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4. TheMobile Client must be used to performAccount Selection for Google Cloud Print

jobs (seeMobile Client).

5. The PaperCut Application Server must be able to connect to the internet to com-

municate with Google Cloud Print servers. Youmight need tomake ports or excep-

tions in firewalls or proxy servers. The full details are: TCP (HTTPS) port 443

connections to https://www.googleapis.com/*, https://ac-

counts.google.com/* and https://www.google.com/cloudprint/*,

as well as a TCP port 5222 (XMPP with STARTTLS) persistent connection to

talk.google.com.

4.11.5.3. User Authentication and Printer Sharing with

Google Cloud Print

Google Cloud Print usesGoogle's OAuth based system for identifying users and printers.

Thesemust be reconciled with the users and printersmanaged by PaperCut so that you

can trackGoogle Cloud Print jobs as normal PaperCut jobs and allocate them to the correct

PaperCut user.

This integration betweenGoogle Cloud Print and PaperCut domains ismanaged as fol-

lows:

1. A Google account is set up for Google Cloud Print administration. PaperCut uses this

account to publish printers and communicate with Google Cloud Print over the inter-

net.

2. User's Google accounts are added to the PaperCut user database as secondary

email addresses. This can be done either manually or via an automated email veri-

fication process.

3. Printers are published using PaperCut then shared with users using Google's shar-

ing tools.

Each of these topics are covered in detail in the sections below:

Administrator Authentication
You need aGoogle administrator account
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WhenGoogle Cloud Print is enabled in the PaperCut administrator interface, you are

asked to authenticate with Google credentials. All printers are published by PaperCut using

these credentials. The use of one set of credentials to register all printers is in line with

Google's best practice recommendations.

You can use anyGoogle account for this purpose, but we recommend that you set up a ded-

icated account for Google Cloud Print administration. A personal account is not recom-

mended as it might be deleted if an employee changes role or leaves your organization.

When you first enable Google Cloud Print, you are asked to log in to your Google admin-

istrator account and authorize PaperCut to have access to the Google services needed to

manage Cloud Print. After accepting this request, PaperCut permanently stores an access

token, whichmeans you do not need to authenticate each time.

User Authentication
EachGoogle Cloud Print user must have aGoogle account associated with their PaperCut

account.

EachGoogle Cloud Print user requires aGoogle account. This account might be self-

registered, or provided to the user under a Google Appsmanaged environment.

PaperCut must map each user's Google account used for cloud printing to a PaperCut

user. For example, Googlemight know a user as joeadams@gmail.com, whereas the

same user in PaperCut might be adamsj with an email joe.adams@myorg.com.

Aswith this scenario, PaperCut allowsmultiple email addresses to be associated with a

user. Each user can have one primary email address andmultiple secondary email

addresses. All addressesmust be unique across the system.

PaperCut provides two ways to populate the secondary emails on behalf of each user. You

should select whichmethod is best for your organization:

1. Manual configuration. An administrator can add and remove secondary email

addresses on behalf of a user in theUsers tab of the PaperCut Admin interface.

2. Self registration through automatic email verification.
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When a print job arrives fromGoogle, PaperCut finds the user with a primary or secondary

email addressmatching the address of the sender. Thematching user is then associated

with the incoming print job.

If nomatching user is found, you can choose to have PaperCut cancel the job, or hold the

job and perform automatic email verification. Cancelling the job is the appropriate response

if you are choosing tomanually configure the secondary email addresses.

Automatic email verification works as follows:

1. When a job arrives from an unknown user, the job is held and an email is sent to the

originating Google email address asking for the user to click a link to validate their

account.

2. The link takes the user to the login screen for the PaperCut web interface.

3. The user logs into their PaperCut account and theGoogle address is automatically

associated with this account.

4. The job proceeds to print as the verified PaperCut user.

Publishing and Sharing Printers
Each printer must be published and Shared with end users.

Printers are published to Google Cloud Print in order to make them available for Cloud print-

ing. By default, printersmanaged by PaperCut are not published to Google Cloud Print. To

publish a printer after enabling Google Cloud Print:

1. On thePrinter Details page, clickPublish to Google Cloud Print.

Publishing Printer
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PaperCut publishes printers by using your chosenGoogle administrator account. By

default only that account has access to the printers for printing. Tomake printers available

to your Google Cloud Print users, youmust share your printers.

Printer sharing is a Google feature and is administered in Google's Cloud Print web inter-

face (https://www.google.com/cloudprint#printers), not in PaperCut.

You can share printers with individual users by specifying a list of Google email addresses.

You can also share printers with a Google Group. For example, you could set up aGoogle

Group for Students and another group for Teachers and share printers to those groups.

Users can self-register with the appropriate Google Groups, but youmight need tomod-

erate these registrations. Google providesmechanisms for people to request membership

to a Google Group and for amoderator to accept or reject those requests.

Tip:When a printer is shared with a user, the user must accept the sharing invit-

ation before they are able to use the printer for printing. This is done within

Google's web interface and at the time of writing is not available on somemobile

devices.We recommend you test the sharing of printers at your site and provide

users with any guidance needed to ensure they are able to successfully accept

printers shared with them. Peoplemight need to use a computer browser to

accept the sharing invitation.

4.11.5.4. Setting up Google Cloud Print

Setting upGoogle Cloud Print in PaperCut is straightforward. First youmust create an

administrator Google account (see Administrator Authentication). Then:

1. Enable Google Cloud Print in Options > Mobile & BYOD > Google Cloud Print

.

2. Publish printers to Google Cloud Print and share with your users.

3. Test your major user printer scenarios on a range of devices and printers.

These steps are covered in detail below:

Enabling and Configuring Google Cloud Print
Google Cloud Print is enabled in Options > Mobile & BYOD > Google Cloud Print .

On checking "Enable" a wizard dialog is displayed to lead you through the process.
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Google Cloud Print Setup Wizard

The first step in the process is to authorize PaperCut to use your administrator Google

account. (See Administrator Authentication.) Give PaperCut permission to use your Google

account to obtain an authorization code. The authorization code is needed for PaperCut to

use your administrator account to manage your printers with Google Cloud Print on your

behalf.
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Google Request for Permissions Window

Note: Youmust grant permission for your PaperCut Application Server to use

your administrator Google account to work with Google Cloud Print on your

behalf. You are not granting permission for any third party, including PaperCut

Software, to access your account. Your authorization only applies to your Paper-

Cut Application Server instance.

Once your Google Cloud Print administrator account is authorized, you can publish a

printer to Google Cloud Print and test. Printers are published using a button on thePrinter

Details page. See Publishing Printers to Google Cloud Print via PaperCut for more inform-

ation.
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There are several choices tomake on how PaperCut processGoogle Cloud Print jobswith

respect to user authentication and client popup reminders.

1. Configure what PaperCut should do when a job arrives from an unknown email

address.

PaperCut searches the user database for the originating email address of each job. If

the email address is not found, you can choose to have PaperCut cancel the job or

hold the job and email the user with instructions for verifying their Google email

address. (See User Authentication.)

Youmight want to cancel the job if you have decided tomanually configure the user

Google email addresses on the Users page.

2. Choose whether to send a reminder email for jobs requiring a popup response. (See

Mobile Client.)

Publishing Printers to Google Cloud Print via Paper-
Cut
Before a printer can be used with Google Cloud Print it must be published to Google and

shared with users. Publishing a printer to Google Cloud Print makes the printer known to

Google and enable access fromGoogle's Google Cloud Print user interfaces.

1. Printers are published to Google Cloud Print on the printer details page for a selected

printer in the Printers tab. ClickPublish to Google Cloud Print to publish a printer.

The printer remains published indefinitely.

If you do not see aGoogle Cloud Print section on the printer details page, check that

Google Cloud Print is enabled under Options > Mobile & BYOD > Google Cloud

Print .

2. Once published, youmust share your printer with users, using your Google admin-

istrator account to log in to the Google Cloud Print printer management page:

https://www.google.com/cloudprint#printers
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Printer published to Google Cloud Print

You can unpublish a printer by clickingDelete from Google Cloud Print.

Sharing a printer sends a sharing invitation to each invited user. Each user must

respond by accepting the invitation by logging in with their ownGoogle account to the

Google Cloud Print printer management page: https://www.-

google.com/cloudprint#printers

The printer sharing process is provided byGoogle as their solution for printer security

and access control. This is not included in thismanual asGoogle's interfaces for shar-

ing printers are likely to change. For example, at the time of writing, the sharing inter-

faces require a computer or Chromebook browser.

You should test sending and accepting printer sharing invitations at your site, using

your targetedmobile devices, and document any required steps for your users.

Tip:
You can list only those printers published or not published to Google Cloud Print

using a filter:

1. Go to the Printers tab to see a list of printers.

2. Click [edit] to edit the filter.
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3. FromPublished to Google Cloud Print select Yes or No and clickApply Fil-

ter.

Testing Google Cloud Print
You should test the operation of Google Cloud Print before rolling out the system to your

users. Your test plan should factor in the following items:

1. Sharing and accepting printer sharing invitations. Share your printers and test using

your targetedmobile devices and applications.

2. Printing to a range of printers, page sizes, duplex and color settings.

3. Automatic email verification (if used). Send a print job from an unknownGoogle

account and check that a verification email is sent. Follow the steps in the email to

associate the account with a PaperCut user and print the job.

4. Tracking and control of Google Cloud Print jobs. Verify that print jobs fromGoogle

Cloud Print are associated with the correct user and are being tracked in the print log.

You should take into account the requirements listed in Requirements when creating your

test plan.

4.11.5.5. Troubleshooting Google Cloud Print Problems

Troubleshooting Printer Publishing Problems
Some printersmight not be able to successfully publish to Google Cloud Print. There are

several possible causes:

1. The PaperCut secondary print server is running on Novell

For various technical reasons, PaperCut does not currently support Google Cloud

Print on Novell print servers.

2. The secondary print server is aWindows desktopmachine
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When running the Print Provider on aWindows desktop, PaperCut disables by

default the server events needed for Google Cloud Print operation. This is done for

performance reasons for sites runningmany desktop Print Providers.

You can enable server events on a desktop Print Provider machine by adding the fol-

lowing line to the print-provider.conf file and restarting the Print Provider service:

ServerEventsEnableOnDesktops=on

Theremight be performance implications if this change ismade on a large number of

desktops.

3. The secondary print server is running an older version of PaperCut

The Print Provider must be running a version of PaperCut that supportsGoogle

Cloud Print.

Google Cloud Print support was first introduced in PaperCut release 13.5.

4. A connection from the Application Server to the Internet is unavailable

The Application Server must be connected to the Internet to publish printers and pro-

cessGoogle Cloud Print jobs.

5. Google access has been revoked

Thismight occur if the Google administrator account used to publish printers has

been deleted or PaperCut's access to this account has been revoked. To recover

from this scenario, disable and re-enable Google Cloud Print in Options > Mobile

& BYOD > Google Cloud Print and re-publish and share your printers.

Troubleshooting Printing Problems
Print jobs printed to Google Cloud Print might not print correctly. If this occurs, check the

App Log for error or warningmessages. The user should also checkGoogle's print job

page https://www.google.com/cloudprint#jobs for job status information. If the job was sub-

mitted, but has not printed, some causes are listed below:

1. The job is from an unknown user

PaperCut must map theGoogle email originating the job with a PaperCut user. If no

user ismatched, the job is cancelled. See Enabling and Configuring Google Cloud
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Print. To resolve, manually add theGoogle email as a user's secondary email

address in theUser Details page. Or you can enable automatic email verification.

2. The job requires a popup response and no response received

If a job requires popup response, for example, to select an account to charge, and no

response is received, PaperCut waits up to 10minutes before cancelling the job.

Usersmust respond using theMobile Client - seeMobile Client. PaperCut sends a

reminder email to use theMobile Client. If a user has not received this email, check

that the reminder setting is on, and that the email is not being diverted to the user's

spam/junk folder.

3. The print driver is not capable of rendering the job

When printing using CUPS (Linux andMacPrint Providers), the print driver is

responsible for rendering the PDF document fromGoogle Cloud Print. Some drivers,

such as a generic Postscript driver, might not be able to render a PDF document. If

you are using a generic Postscript driver as pass-through, youmight need to set up a

separate queue for Google Cloud Print using the proper printer driver for your printer.

4. The print driver does not perform as expected

Some print driversmight not fully comply with the print ticket fromGoogle Cloud Print.

This can result in the printed output not respecting the requested paper size, color or

duplex setting. Google is working with printer manufacturers to resolve such prob-

lems. The first course of action is to update the printer driver to the latest version to

see if the problem has been resolved. Otherwise, you can report the issue to our sup-

port team.

If the PaperCut page counts or color page counts are incorrect, contact our support

team.

5. The PaperCut Application Server has lost connection with the Internet

The Application Server must be connected to the Internet to publish printers and pro-

cessGoogle Cloud Print jobs.

6. The printer or secondary print server is down
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A printer can still appear available in Google Cloud Print even if the printer is cur-

rently down or the Print Provider managing the printer is unavailable. The job will

print when the Print Provider is brought back up.

4.11.6. iOS Printing (iPad & iPhone)
PaperCut's iPad / iPhone Printing support enables printing to all your PaperCut managed

printers across your enterprise (and iOS devices - iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch). Aswell as

enabling printing, the PaperCut iPad / iPhone App also provides the rich functionality

desktop users are used to, such as authentication, balance display and selecting / charging

to Shared accounts when printing.

The PaperCut iPad / iPhone App is able to be deployed / installed in a pre-configured form

for your network via a simple URL.

PaperCut's iPad / iPhone Printing support works by providing two key parts:

1. The PaperCut Printer Advertiser - advertises the Apple CUPS printersmanaged by

PaperCut using Bonjour/mDNS (so the iPads / iPhones users can find the PaperCut

controlled queues).

2. The PaperCut iOS App, providing support for print authentication, balance display,

account selection and other features.

At the time of writing there is no built-in option provided by Apple to print from an iOS device

to server shared print queues. PaperCut uses existing technologies built into MacOS (Bon-

jour/mDNS) to advertise PaperCut managed server shared print queues so you an track

and control iPad / iPhone printing. Some printers include built-in support for AirPrint®

Note: "AirPrint" is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.

(for printing direct from iOS devices to the printer), however, the nature of print con-

trol/accounting requires that print jobs are intercepted by a central server. Additionally,

most larger organizationswant to leverage their existing print infrastructure, policies and

print rules rather than change them. PaperCut's solution for iPad / iPhone Printing now

allows you to leverage your existing network and PaperCut setup.
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4.11.6.1. Requirements

1. MacOS X 10.8 or greater system to share the print queues (computer version is fine,

server tools not required)

2. Apple iOS 5 or greater devices to print from

3. Wireless network

The PaperCut Printer Advertiser is a part of the PaperCut primary and secondary server

installation and advertises the PaperCut print queues to iOS devices.

For Windows, Linux or Novell sites (or sites with aMacOS 10.6 or older print server they

would prefer not to upgrade), you can configure a separate (secondary) MacOS 10.8 print

server to share print queues. This can be as simple as purchasing aMacMini system and

making it accessible from the wireless network.

Alternatively, you can use third party applications, such as, Presto, which can share printers

on aWindows server to mobile devices across your network. PaperCut Software has

worked with these vendors to ensure compatibility and an improving solution over time. The

Presto application also provides a solution for advertising printers over multiple subnets.

4.11.6.2. Sharing Printers to iOS Devices

1. Set up aMacOS 10.8+ system to act as your iPad / iPhone print server. This can be

your existingMac print server (if it meets the system requirements), or a separate

(secondary) print server (see Configuring aMacintosh secondary print server for

details).

2. Install the print queues and drivers for the printers you want to share to your iOS

devices. These print queues should point directly to the printer, not another print

server.

3. Test printing from a local application (e.g. Safari) to ensure that the drivers and print-

ers are functioning correctly.

4. Install PaperCut. If you are setting up a secondaryMac print server (i.e. the primary

PaperCut server is on another system), follow the steps at Configuring aMacintosh

secondary print server.
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Ensure that your Mac server is connected to the same subnet as the wireless net-

work that the iOS deviceswill connect to. Without further configuration, the pub-

lishing protocol Bonjour broadcasts to the local subnet only and devices on other

subnets will not see your printers.

You can overcome the single subnet limitation by connecting your Mac server to mul-

tiple subnets. If you are using a cabled network, your Mac needs a separate Ethernet

interface for each network connection. However, if you are using a wireless network,

you can addmultiple IP addresses, one for each subnet, to the same network inter-

face. To addmultiple addresses to a wireless interface:

a. OpenNetwork Preferences ( System Preferences > Network ) and select

your wireless interface.

b. Click the gear icon underneath the interface list; then selectDuplicate Ser-

vice.

c. Enter a name for your new network; then click Duplicate.

d. Select the duplicated network connection and clickAdvanced.

e. Click the TCP/IP tab; then selectConfigure IPv4 Manually.

f. Enter an IPv4 address for the subnet you want to connect to.

Your chosen IP addressmust be unique. Make sure you choose an IP

address outside the DHCP address allocation range so there are no address

conflicts. Alternatively, you can configure DHCP to permanently reserve the

chosen address for your MacServer. (DHCP configuration is normally per-

formed on your network router.)

5. Share all the printers that you want to publish to iOS devices: System Preferences

> Print & Scan > [select printer] > Share this printer on the network (to do

this, Printer Sharingmust first be enabled in theSharing pane).
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6. Run /Applications/PaperCut MF/Control Printer Mon-

itoring.command; then choose to disable print tracking on the print queues that

will be shared (seeOnMac for details). This allows you to test iOS Printing func-

tionality without PaperCut'smonitoring involved (to limit what is being tested).

7. Print a document from your iOS device e.g. open Safari, load a web page, touch the

"arrow"menu and selectPrint. When selecting a printer, the queues shared from

your Mac print server are displayed (if not, see Troubleshooting). The job should print

correctly.

8. Test printing across a number of printers and apps such asMail, Safari, Photos and

iBooks / PDFs. Not all printers are capable of supporting all formats. Take the time to

test and ensure the printers that you aremaking available produce acceptable res-

ults.

9. Re-enable PaperCut tracking using /Applications/PaperCut MF/Control

Printer Monitoring.command (seeOnMac for details).

You now need to install the iPad / iPhone app (Mobile Client) to print. See the next section

for details.
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4.11.6.3. The PaperCut iPad / iPhone App (Mobile Client)

The PaperCut App for iPad / iPhone (also known as theMobile Client) is required for print-

ing to PaperCut managed printers. The App authenticates each print job - effectively linking

up users with their print jobs. It can also provide balance display, print job confirmation,

Shared accounts selection andmessage notification.

Deployment
Deploying the App to iOS devices involves the user accessing a URL of the form http://

[primary-server]:9191/ios/install, where [primary-server] is the preferred hostname

or IP address of your primary PaperCut server.

Tip: For easier distribution of the installation URL, try adding a link on an intranet

page, sending it in an email or printing the URL on posters. It might help to add a

short DNS name for your print server or even set up a simple redirect URL (e.g.

http://myorg/ios/install -> http://print-server.myorg.edu:9191/ios/install).

After accessing the installation URL on an iPad / iPhone (iOS device) an Install Profile dia-

log is displayed. Follow the prompts to install the App. Afterwards, aPrinting App (aWeb

Clip) is available on the home screen.
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For alternative and advanced deployment options, see Advanced AppDeployment.

Usage
The PaperCut App for iPad / iPhone (Mobile Client) is used to:

Authenticate the user and their print jobs.

Display the user's balance.

Perform print job confirmation.

PerformShared accounts selection.

Display Advanced Scripting (Print Scripting) messages.

Perform other functionality such asmessage notification.
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The following examples illustrate typical usage of the App for a student (immediate print)

and a staff member (account selection).

Scenario: Student Printing

1. The student prints from their selected app.

2. The student closes the app and opens the Printing (PaperCut) app.
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3. The student enters their username and password. On a personal device this step

only needs to be performed once. Future logins are performed automatically through

the use of an authentication cookie.
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4. The student's print job is authentication and proceeds to print. The student can see

their job's progress in the app.
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Scenario: Staff Printing (Account Selection)

1. The staff member prints from their selected app.

2. The staff member closes the app and opens the Printing (PaperCut) app.
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3. The staff member enters their username and password. On a personal device this

step only needs to be performed once. Future logins are performed automatically

through the use of an authentication cookie.
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4. The print job is authenticated and is ready for account selection. The account selec-

tion dialog is displayed.
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5. The staff member selects their chosen shared account and touchesPrint. The job

prints, and the staff member can see their job's progress in the app.
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4.11.6.4. Troubleshooting & FAQ

Jobs won't print.

1. Are you printing double sided? Try turning double sided off. There seems to be issues

with double sided printing on some iOS devices, as of iOS 5.0.1.

2. Try printing with PaperCut tracking disabled (using /Applications/PaperCut

MF/Control Printer Monitoring.command) to help diagnose the problem

(seeOnMac for details).

Can I have multiple Mac print servers running PaperCut's iPad / iPhone App (e.g.

to provide different printers to different subnets)?

Yes! Alternatively, to provide the same printers tomultiple subnets, consider using Bon-

jour/mDNS "reflectors" (left as an exercise for the reader ;-)

My printers don't show up on the iOS devices when selecting a printer.

1. Ensure that the printers are shared on theMac server.

2. Ensure that PaperCut is installed on theMac server (primary or secondary server

install).

3. It can take a few minutes before the printers show up on the iOS devices. Has it been

that long since sharing the printers?

4. Ensure that theMac server is on the same subnet as the iOS devices. Bon-

jour/mDNS, the protocol used to publish/advertise the print queues, is broadcasted

only to the local subnet without further configuration (a "reflector", the configuration of

which is beyond the scope of the documentation).

You can overcome this limitation by connecting a wireless interface on your Mac

server to multiple subnets. For more information, see Sharing Printers to iOS

Devices.

5. Try rebooting theMac server. This refreshes the list of available printers and restarts

the Bonjour services that publish them.

My jobs do not show in the iPad / iPhone App.

PaperCut uses the IP address of your iOS device to determine which jobs to display. If you
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access PaperCut via a proxy server, the remote IP addressmight not be immediately

accessible and jobswill not be displayed.

Some proxy servers retain the remote IP address in an X-Forwarded-For header. Paper-

Cut can use this header to obtain the remote IP address, but for security reasons youmust

first add your proxy servers to PaperCut's list of trusted proxy servers.

In PaperCut's admin interface:

1. Go to Settings > Advanced > Security

2. Add the IP addresses of your proxy servers to the Trusted Proxy Servers list and

clickApply.

Other users' jobs are showing up in the PaperCut iPad / iPhone App.

1. The IP addresses of the iOS devicesmust be unique. Ensure that the devices are not

behind a NAT relative to theMacPrint Server sharing the print queues.

2. If just one other user's jobs are showing up, ensure that the DHCP lease times aren't

too short.

Why isn't PaperCut iPad / iPhone Printing App supporting Windows print serv-

ers?

PaperCut supportsWindows print servers by integrating with best-of-breed solutions, such

as, Presto. For sites that would prefer a 100%Apple solution, you can add a secondary

Mac print server (e.g. aMacMini) to provide iOS printing support.

I changed a printer's Location field and it's not reflected on the devices.

Changes to the printer's location and name are not reflected immediately. Youmight need

to restart the system or services to promptly broadcast these changes.

Under what username do jobs from iOS devices arrive in the print queue?

guest. The CUPS web interface displays this username asWithheld.

Jobs are printing as [generic account], e.g. "guest".

Ensure that [generic account] is marked asUnauthenticated in PaperCut.

How do I uninstall / reinstall the PaperCut App on my iPad / iPhone?
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1. Delete thePrinting app (WebClip) (hold your finger down over the app until the

icons "go wobbly", then touch the cross icon next to the app).

2. Delete thePrinting profile via Settings > General > Profile > Printing >

Remove It is important that the app /WebClip is deleted before deleting the profile

(if not, problems have been reported such asmultiple blank icons returning once the

profile is reinstalled, as of iOS 5.0.1).

3. To reinstall, follow the installation procedure again.

How do I prevent a printer being shared?

See Limiting Printer Deployment.

How do I disable or re-enable iOS printing support on a Mac Print server?

There are two commands that you can run from theOS X termninal or the OS X Finder:

[app-path]/providers/iosprint/mac/disable-iosprint.command.

Stops (and disables) the iOS print service and creates amarker file that is used during

susbquent upgrades to respect the iOS print status.

[app-path]/providers/iosprint/mac/start-iosprint.command.

Enables (and starts) the iOS print service and removes themarker file.

Can the PaperCut App for iPad / iPhone Printing display print scripting popups?

Not yet. Scripting popups for the PaperCut App are planned for a future release.

4.11.6.5. Advanced iPad / iPhone Printing Setup

iPad / iPhone Printing Technical Description
PaperCut for iPad / iPhone Printing works by providing four distinct parts:

1. PaperCut enablesMacOS's built-in Bonjour/mDNS publishing to advertise/publish

PaperCut managed/tracked shared print queues, so that they are displayed in the

Printmenu on iOS devices (on the same network).

2. CUPS onMacOS accepts print jobs (as PDF) and renders them into the queue's tar-

get printer language (generally PostScript).
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3. PaperCut identifies the print jobs, generally arriving as user guest, as being unau-

thenticated. The device IP address is used to identify the device sending the print job.

4. The PaperCut App on the iOS device is used to authenticate the user from their

device IP address, linking their print jobswith their username.

5. The App receives directions from the PaperCut server, such as to display print job

details or account selection.

Limiting Printer Deployment
When PaperCut is installed on aMacOS 10.8+ print server, all PaperCut MFmanaged and

shared printers are published (made available) to iOS devices by default (see Sharing Print-

ers to iOS Devices for details). If you want to share printers to OS X (desktop) systems but

not to iOS devices, you can turn off broadcasting/advertising by adding "No iOS" any-

where in the printer's location field, then restarting the system e.g.:

1. Navigate to System Preferences > Print & Scan > [select printer] > Options

& Supplies > Location

2. In Location, enter the text "No iOS" te.g. "Lab G4.01 (No iOS)".

3. Restart the system for this change to take effect.

Advanced App Deployment
Large deployments such as universities, school districts or corporationswith organization-

wide iPad / iPhone deploymentsmight want to consider more advanced app deployment

techniques. Other than the standard URL based (Configuration Profile) deployment

covered in Deployment, there are several other deployment options, all of which are com-

patible with PaperCut:

If you are using the iPhone Configuration Utility to distribute Configuration Profiles to

your iOS devices, you can aWebClip to them. Use a URL of the form http://[primary-

server]:9191/ios. If you are using an SSL certificate with PaperCut that is trusted by

your iOS devices, you can use an HTTPS URL of the form https://[primary-server-

]:9192/ios. You can find an icon at http://[primary-server-

]:9191/images/icons2/72x72/web-client.png.
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If you are using aMobile DeviceManagement (MDM) server to send configuration to

your iOS devices, you can add distribution of the PaperCut App as aWebClip. Use a

URL of the form http://[primary-server]:9191/ios. If you are using an SSL certificate

with PaperCut that is trusted by your iOS devices, you can use an HTTPS URL of the

form https://[primary-server]:9192/ios. You can find an icon at http://[primary-server-

]:9191/images/icons2/72x72/web-client.png.

You can access the PaperCut App for iOS devices fromSafari using a URL of the

form http://[primary-server]:9191/ios. From here, you can either continue to use the

app in Safari, or selectAdd to Home Screen from the "arrow"menu. Launching the

App from the home screen is recommended for the best experience.

4.11.7. Email to Print
Email to Print allows users to print by emailing their documents to a special address. No cli-

ent software or drivers are required, providing a simple way for your organization to print

from any device that can send an email.

Email to Print is part of a collection of solutions tomanagemobile and BYOD printing. For

more information seeMobile & BYOD Printing.

Note:
Email to Print is not available on direct print queues. To offer this service to your

users, set up a server queue for this device/printer.

4.11.7.1. How Does it Work?

Each printer has a unique email address e.g.printing@example.org

Users compose an email, attach printable document(s), and email to the printer's

address.

PaperCut receives the email and prints the documents on behalf of the user.
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Figure 55: workflow

4.11.7.2. Solution Summary

Easy to use, easy to set up.

Workswith nearly any device (anything that can send an email with an attachment).

Supports PDF and picture file attachments. Additionally supportsMicrosoft Office

attachments when aWeb Print Sandbox is configured.

All print options are locked to the OS print queue defaults.

Tip: You can set upmultiple OS print queues for the one printer with different

default settings e.g. one for single-sided, one for double-sided.

Tip: You can use Email to Print in conjunction with Find-Me Printing and Printer

Load Balancing. Rather than one email address per printer, you can use a single

address for multiple printers. Users could then release their jobs at the printer of

their choice.
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Tip: You can use Email to Print in conjunction with PaperCut internal users. This

allows users without a domain account to register their own account with an email

address. For more information, see Internal users (usersmanaged by PaperCut

NG) for details. You can also use Email to Print to create a guest printing solution

for visitors and guests with BYOD devices. See Anonymous guest printing for

details.

4.11.7.3. Before You Start: Aliases

When processing Email to Print jobs, PaperCut connects to a singlemailbox on amail

server. Themailbox receives the emails of all printers, where each printer has its own email

alias. This is achieved in one of three possible ways:

1. Email forwarding - If options 1 and 2 are not possible with your email server,

another option is to configure onemailbox per printer. Eachmailbox could then for-

ward all mail to the "main" mailbox e.g. library@example.org is a mailbox that

forwards to printing@example.org.

2. Dynamic aliases - Many email servers support the dynamic alias "+ syntax" e.g.

printing+library@example.com gets delivered to the printingmailbox.

This is the simplest option to set up andmaintain. However, removing or renaming a

dynamic alias doesn't stop emails for the now defunct printer name. Also, the email

addresses are arguably not as nice to look at!

3. Server-side aliases - The email address for each printer is an email alias of themail-

box e.g. library@example.org is an alias of printing@example.org. This

is the recommended approach when using Google Apps (gmail) andOutlook.com.

Pick a strategy that suits your environment and you are ready to start.

4.11.7.4. Prepare the PaperCut Server

1. Configure your SMTP server details in PaperCut at Options > Notifications .

This is required so PaperCut can respond to user emails e.g. to let them know their

job has been received.
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Tip:When configuring your SMTP settings, use a real, attended From

address. Users can reply to this address to ask questions. Theywill have a

better experience if they receive a reply.

2. Configure a user facing server address at Options > Advanced > Server

Address > Server address presented to users .

Email to Print sends emails to users that include links to the PaperCut server, so it

needs to know the server's network address. If you want to support Email to Print

from the internet, this address needs to resolve both internally and externally to your

network i.e. a fully qualified public DNS name.

For more details see Server address presented to users.

4.11.7.5. Setting up a Mailbox

1. Set up a new mailbox on your email server. Email to Print supportsmailboxeswith

either POP3 or IMAP protocols.

Thismailbox receives all emails for Email to Print. Each email is deleted from the

email server after it is processed, so the storage requirements should not be large.

Tip:
If you are using Gmail to host your mailbox, there are default actions for

emails deleted. These actions are based on the protocol being used. POP3

keeps a copy of the email in the Inbox, while IMAP archives it. If you prefer

a different behavior, you can log in to the Gmail account and change the fol-

lowing settings: Settings > Forwarding and POP/IMAP > POP Down-

load > When messages are accessed with POP - Delete, Mark or

Archive [your org's] copy Settings > Forwarding and POP/IMAP >

IMAP Access > When a message is marked as deleted and

expunged from the last visible IMAP folder - Archive, Move to

the Bin or Delete forever

Important:
Do not use your personal email address for testing, unless you want to
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print every PDF ever sent to you! One of our developers did this. It wasn't

pretty.

2. Navigate to Options > Mobile & BYOD > Email to Print and checkEnable

Email to Print.

3. Configure the sectionReceiving Email Account / Mailbox according to your mail

server and newly createdmailbox. Note that with some email servers, theUsername

might not be in the email address format.

The remaining settings are discussed later in this section. The default valueswill suffice for

testing.

4.11.7.6. Testing Email to Print

1. Navigate to Printers > Printer List ; then select a printer for Email to Print testing.

2. In theEmail to Print section, give the printer a unique and simple email alias.

3. Depending on your chosen alias type, configure the email server to point the new
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email alias to the Email to Print mailbox (see Before You Start: Aliases).

4. Pick a test user account from theUsers tab and ensure it has an associated email

address you can send an email from (Primary email orOther emails). If you don't

have a test email account, you can temporarily assign your own email address to the

test user.

5. From the test user's email address, compose a new email, attach a PDF, and send it

to the printer's email address (the alias, not themailbox).

6. In a short time you should receive a verification email (see Customization). Click the

link in this email. Your job should now print!

Note:
Jobs can be held pending further action when features, such as, The

Account Selection Popup or Hold/release queues & Print Release Stations

are in effect. You need to address this as per a normal print job. See Inter-

action with other features for details.

7. Check your job printed successfully, and inspect the print log at Printers > Job Log

.

If you want to support Microsoft Office document attachments in addition to PDF and pic-

ture files, see Adding support for Microsoft Office Documents.

Continue with Customization below to tweak settings to your site's needs.

4.11.7.7. Customization

The following customization settings are in Options > Mobile & BYOD > Email to Print.

Sender Verification

This option controls how PaperCut respondswhen it receives an Email to Print job

from a user.

The default setting,Verify sender. Users must click a verification link., sends an

email with a link the user must click before their job is printed (or proceeds to the next

stage, such as a Hold/release queues & Print Release Stations). The purpose of this

setting is to verify the sender of the email actually owns the email address, as it is often
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trivial to fake/forge/spoof the sender address. In theEmail body for this setting, the

special replacement marker %verify-link% is required.

If verification of the sender address is not important, you can use the settingDo not

verify sender. Respond to job with confirmation.. When this setting is used, jobs

are processed immediately, and the user receives an email to let them know their job

was received. In theEmail body for this setting, use the special replacement marker

%client-url% as a link to theMobile Client, which shows the job's status.

Anonymous/Guest Submission

This item enables the sending of Email to Print jobs from anonymous guest users.

These jobs are sent to a special guest printer alias. Jobs are logged to the specified

user (default is guest-user.)

See Anonymous setup for more information.

Error Responses

These options allow the customizing of response emails sent to users when things go

wrong.

Nothing to print (no valid attachments) - Used when an email is received but no

valid attachments were found. The user might have forgotten to attach their document,

or perhaps attached an unsupported document type.

Other - Used when any other problem occurs e.g. if the document was corrupt and

couldn't be printed, or something went wrong with the print driver attempting to print.

See Self association for emails and email verification/validation for additional customization

settings that apply to both Email to Print andGoogle Cloud Print.

4.11.7.8. Interaction with other features

Popups (account selection, confirmation, print
scripts)
When users have popups configured, jobs hold until the popup is addressed e.g. for shared

account selection, the user must select an account to allocate the job to, before it is printed.

When using Email to Print, you can address popups using theMobile Client. Tomake this
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easy, the default job response templates include links to theMobile Client. If most or all of

your users have popups configured, you can tweak the templates to indicate theymust fol-

low the included link to progress their job.

For more information about theMobile Client seeMobile Client.

Hold/release queues
Hold/release queues allow jobs to be held in a queue and later released by a user. This can

be used, for example, to require that users are physically at the device to collect their job

("secure print release").

You can use hold/release queueswith Email to Print in the sameway as other job types.

For more information on hold/release queues, see Hold/release queues & Print Release

Stations.

Find-Me Printing
Find-Me Printing removes the need for a user to select a printer when printing their job.

Instead they print to a "virtual", sometimes called "global", queue. They then release their

job at the device of their choosing. PaperCut handles routing of the job to the right printer.

You can use Find-Me Printing with Email to Print in the sameway as other job types. For

more information see Find-Me Printing and Printer Load Balancing.

Internal users
Internal users are users who exist only in the PaperCut database, not in the organization's

domain. They allow you to quickly set up users for printing (or have users set up their own

account) without having to go through the normal process of creating full domain accounts.

You can combine internal Users with Email to Print, allowing users to register their own

account (and email address) to set themselves up for printing. The recommended

approach is as follows:

1. Enable internal user self-registration (see Internal users (usersmanaged by Paper-

Cut NG). This adds a link to the login screen for users to create a new username,

password and email.
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2. Enable email self-association (see Unknown emails and email self-association). This

allows jobs from unknown email addresses to be held until the email "becomes

known". When the user sends their first job via Email to Print, theywill receive a

response email asking to verify their email address by logging in. Change this default

template to be "If you do not have a username, create one using the Register link on

the login screen" or something similar.

After the user has verified their email address, their job continues to print. Future jobs print

as per normal.

Adding support for Microsoft Office Documents
Email to Print prints PDF and picture file attachments by default (See Supported Applic-

ations and File Formats for full details). You can add support for Microsoft Office document

attachments by configuring aWeb Print Sandbox runningMicrosoft Office. TheWeb Print

Sandbox functions as a document conversion service. Incoming email attachments are sent

to the sandbox, and the associatedMicrosoft Office program automatically converts the

source document to a PDF file, which is then sent to the printer.

See SandboxMode Setup for information on how to set up aWeb Print Sandbox running

Microsoft Office.

4.11.7.9. Rollout

The following is a list of considerationswhenmoving from a test Email to Print environment

that is working as desired, to a wider or organization-wide rollout.

Create and publish printer aliases for all printers available via Email to Print. This could

involve:

Adding the printer's email to a sign on the printer

Publishing a web page with email addresses for all printers

Adding printer email addresses to a shared address book

Modify the procedure for creating new printers in PaperCut to optionally include an

Email to Print alias.
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4.11.7.10. Advanced Configuration

The following Email to Print settings are for advanced users or special cases, and does not

normally need to change. They are found in the PaperCut Config Editor. See Using the

Config Editor for more information on advanced configurations.

Config Name Description

email-print-

ing.attachment-min-

image-bytes

Often emails have small images attached as part of the

email signature, which users are not likely to want prin-

ted. To avoid printing these images, Email to Print

ignores image attachments smaller than this value. The

default value is 20000 bytes.

email-print-

ing.debug

Set this to Y to enable detailed logging of Email to Print

emails received, emails sent, and how PaperCut is con-

necting to the email server.

email-print-

ing.service-freq-

secs

By default, PaperCut checks (poll) for new emails every

20 seconds. This config item can change the polling fre-

quency. Less than 20 seconds is not recommended so

not to burden the email server. If this value is too large,

users will find that sometimes jobs will take a long time

to print. How long "too long" will vary between sites.

email-print-

ing.imap-read-

folder

By default, PaperCut looks at the 'Inbox' folder of the mail-

box. This is usually the right setting for most mailboxes.

When using IMAP as the protocol, emails can be from

any folder on the mail server; so if you want to read

emails from a specific folder (e.g. setting a rule to forward

emails with attachments to a pre-defined 'PrintQueue'

folder) you can set the folder name here.

Table 56: Email to Print Advanced Configuration
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4.11.7.11. Print Options

As the user communicateswith Email to Print through emails, there is little opportunity for

setting print options. Instead, PaperCut attempts to use default settings for the printer.

Setting Printer Defaults
Email to Print printing is performed by the PaperCut Print Provider running on the print

server for the target printer.

On CUPS print servers, Email to Print uses the default printer settings.

OnWindows print servers, default printer settings are configured under: Start > Devices

and Printers > your printer > Printing Preferences

However, these printer settings are not available when the Print Provider service is running

under the SYSTEMaccount, which is the default. If you want Email to Print to use theWin-

dows printer defaults (Printing Preferences), run the Print Provider service under a user

account that has access to theWindows printer settings.

You can do this in: Start > Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Services . Find the

PaperCut Print Provider service and select Properties > Log On . Set a user

account that has access to theWindows printer settings.

Image Print Scaling
When printing large image file attachments, Email to Print might need to rotate and/or scale

the image tomake it fit on the page.

To do this, Email to Print assumes a page size of either A4 or Letter. If an image is too large

to fit on an A4 or Letter sized page, Email to Print rotates and/or scales down the image as

needed to fit.

4.11.7.12. FAQ

Can multiple documents be printed at once?

Yes, all attachments are printed (when the attachment type is supported).

Can a job be printed on more than one printer at a time?

Yes, the job is printed to each printer in the To or CC field of the email.
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Will you add support for HTML formatting in the reply emails?

Probably. Email support to let us know you're interested!

I encrypt/sign my emails, do you support PGP and similar features?

At this time PaperCut MF supports plain emails. If you need support of other features, email

support to let us know you're interested!

I want to support Email to Print without assigning email addresses to users (and

without requiring users to associate their own address with their account) i.e. to

allow printing without user-level control. Will you add support for this?

Probably. One possible solution would be to allocate all jobs from unknown emails to a spe-

cial user account (e.g. guest). Please email support to let us know you're interested!

My email server supports SPF (Sender Policy Framework) header checking. Can

you add functionality to send a confirmation response when it checks out, and a

verification response when it doesn't?

Maybe. Please email support to let us know you're interested!

4.11.7.13. Troubleshooting

My users are having my Email to Print response emails flagged as spam. How

can I prevent this?

1. Ensure you have configured a public DNS name for your PaperCut server and have

configured it at Options > Advanced > Server Address > Server address

presented to users , so your response emails do not contain (internal) IP

addresses.

2. Ensure you are using a valid SMTP 'From' address ( Options > Notifications >

Email Options > From address ). For the best user experience, use an attended

email address.

The links in my PaperCut response emails contain IPs. How can I use a DNS

name?

Configure the public DNS name for your PaperCut server at Options > Advanced >

Server Address > Server address presented to users .
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The Email to Print status in the admin interface says there is an error. What

should I do?

1. Check theApp. Log tab for any obvious errors.

2. Check your Email to Print mail server configuration. Ensure the server name, user-

name, password etc. are all correct.

3. If there is no obvious cause, contact support for assistance.

Email to Print jobs are not coming out of the printer, but the status in the admin

interface says OK. What should I do?

1. Check theApp. Log tab for any obvious errors.

2. Check theRealtime Activity section on theDashboard tab. This contains a lot of

information about the state of print jobs. Try sending a new Email to Print job while

watching this status area. Look for messages about the job being held in a hold-

/release queue, etc.

3. Is the job:

canceled, because the email addresswas unknown?

canceled due to filters or not enough credit?

awaiting the user to verify their email?

awaiting the user to click a job verification link? (is the email in the user's spam

folder?)

awaiting account selection, job confirmation, or a print script popup? (try open-

ing theMobile Client)

held in a hold/release queue?

4. If it's still a mystery, contact support for assistance.

4.11.8. Web Print (Driver-less printing via a web
browser)
WebPrint is a driver-less printing service that allows users to print by uploading documents

from aweb browser. No client software or driver installation is required.Web Print provides
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a simple way to enable printing for laptop, wireless and anonymous users without the over-

head of installing printer drivers andmanaging server authentication.

Note:
WebPrint is not available on direct print queues. To offer this service to your

users, set up a server queue for this device/printer.

The recent growth in popularity of laptops and other small devices such asNetbooks and

smart phones is changing the landscape of network printing. Where it was previously nor-

mal to allow printing only from in-house systems, there is now a growing need to support

casual printing from user-owned devices. Providing users with information about how to

configure these devices can be inconvenient and complicated, due to issues such as

drivers and authentication, and in some situationsmight not be possible at all.

Due to this complexity, many organizations disallow printing from user-owned systems. A

commonworkaround in these environments is for users to send themselves a document

(e.g. via email, on a USB drive) and print from an in-house system.Web Print works in a

similar way: it allows a user to upload their file to an in-house system (known as aWeb Print

server) and have this system perform the printing on their behalf.

WithWeb Print, users are authenticated when they log in to the PaperCut MF end-user

web interface. Any documents they upload can then be tracked against their user name.

Users have access to the standard selection of features normally available for in-house

printing, including access to shared accounts.
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Figure 57: Web Print architecture overview

4.11.8.1. Key Features

Some of the key features of PaperCut'sWeb Print solution include:

Simple wizard style interface, accessed from anyweb browser.

Users authenticate with their regular (network / domain) logins.

100%web based. No drivers, client software, or browser plugins required.

File uploadswith progress indicator (in the style of GMail attachment uploads).

Supports popular document formats including PDF, DOC/DOCX (and other Microsoft

OfficeWord formats), XLS/XLSX (and other Microsoft Office Excel Formats),

PPT/PPTX (and other Microsoft Office PowerPoint formats) andMicrosoft XPS (XML

Paper Specification). Web Print also supports common image formats including JPG,

GIF, PNG, TIFF and BMP.
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Users select printers from an auto-generated list or a clickable printer map, which you

can design or import using open standards and free software.

4.11.8.2. Introduction to Web Print

WebPrint works in two ways.

It can print PDF and picture files directly.

It can accept popular file formats and convert them to print jobs using common

external applications. This is done by orchestrating applications such as Adobe

Reader TM, Microsoft Office TM and theMicrosoft XPS Viewer as background

server-side tasks. Using this approach ensures that maximumprint compatibility and

quality ismaintained.

Important: Adobe Reader, Microsoft Office and XPS Viewer are not supplied

with PaperCut. It is your responsibility to purchase and conform to the licensing

requirements of any third party software.

Supported Applications and File Formats
The following table lists the supported document types and associated applications that

Web Print can use to render and print jobs. Before some file formats can be accepted as an

upload, youmust install its supporting application.

Document

Type

File

Format

(s)

Direct

Printing
Supported External Applications

Portable

Document

Format

PDF Support

built-in (all

platforms)

Adobe Reader 9, Adobe Reader X (10),

Adobe Reader XI (11)

Picture File JPEG,

TIF,

BMP,

Support

built-in

(Windows

only)

Table 58: Web Print File Formats and Applications
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Document

Type

File

Format

(s)

Direct

Printing
Supported External Applications

PNG,

GIF

Spreadsheet XLS,

XLSX,

etc.

External

application

required

Microsoft Office Excel 2007, 2010, 2013

Presentation PPT,

PPTX,

etc.

External

application

required

Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007, 2010,

2013

Word Docu-

ment

DOC,

DOCX,

etc.

External

application

required

Microsoft Office Word 2007, 2010, 2013

Microsoft

XPS

XPS External

application

required

Microsoft XPS Standalone Viewer

(Essentials Pack) - For more information

see XPS Viewer Installation Instructions

Security Considerations
Before setting upWeb Print it is worth considering any security implications. BecauseWeb

Print allows any user with access to the PaperCut MF user web interface the ability to

upload a document for printing, it naturally increases surface area for attack.

More specifically, security vulnerabilities that might usually be considered local, because

they are triggered by opening a document in aMicrosoft Office application or Adobe Reader

can become a remote vulnerability. This is because these same applications are used to

render print jobs on the server after the user has uploaded their document.

You canmitigatemuch of the security risk through security best practice, such as regularly

applying security updates to the orchestrated applications. Organizations that are very

security consciousmight consider the sandbox approach. Sandboxing theWeb Print server

provides an extra layer of protection/isolation.
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4.11.8.3. Setting Up Web Print

You can configureWeb Print in one of two possible modes:Default Mode or Sandbox

Mode.

Default Mode involves running theWeb Print software on the same system as the Paper-

Cut MF primary server. OnWindows, it runs as a Service. This is the fastest and easiest

way to getWeb Print working. However, only printing of PDF documents (and picture files

onWindows) is supported in thismode.WhenWeb Print is running in Default Mode,

Microsoft Office applications are not available due to limitations in the applications. (See

Default Mode Setup.)

SandboxMode uses a sandboxed or virtualized system, isolated and dedicated to the task

of processingWeb Print jobs or converting documents for Email to Print.SandboxMode

takes a little more time to configure but offers several advantages, including improved secur-

ity andmore supported document formats. (See SandboxMode Setup.)

primary server

Type
Default Mode Sandbox Mode

Microsoft Windows Yes (PDF and picture files

only)

Yes. All formats sup-

ported

Apple Mac Yes (PDF only) Yes. All formats sup-

ported

Linux running

CUPS

Yes (PDF only) Yes. All formats sup-

ported

Novell OES Linux No. Default Mode not sup-

ported

Yes. All formats sup-

ported

Table 59: Web Print Setup Options (by platform)

Default Mode Setup
Default Mode involves running theWeb Print software on the same system as the Paper-

Cut MF primary server. It is the fastest and easiest way to getWeb Print working. It is suit-

able for testingWeb Print functionality or where only PDF support is required.
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InDefault Mode theWeb Print software runs as a service (background process or daemon)

that is responsible for watching a directory for documents submitted by users e.g. PDFs.

When a new document is detected, the background process opens the document and prints

it.

Web Print Default Mode Setup for Windows Servers (PDF

and picture files Only)

This section describes how to configureWeb Print on the sameWindows system as the

PaperCut primary server. This is the fastest and easiest way to getWeb Print up and run-

ning on aWindows system. Due to the inability of Microsoft Office or XPS Viewer applic-

ations to run as a system service, these file formats are only available onWindowswhen

Web Print is configured in sandboxmode. See SandboxMode Setup for more information.

Web PrintDefault Mode supports the printing of PDF documents and picture files by default

onWindows systems. No additional configuration is required.

Important: Check inWindowsServices, that theWeb Print service is configured

to start automatically. Also, start the service now, if needed.

To confirm that everything is configured correctly, check theWeb Print Status section

under Options > Mobile & BYOD > Web Print . The status is listed as OK. Enable the

Web Print option on at least one printer. If there are any status issues, or if basicWeb Print

testing produces some errors, consider these limitations/requirements:

The printers targeted for use viaWeb Print must be queues that aremanaged by the

Primary PaperCut Server. This includes print servers with the PaperCut secondary

server installed.

If you want to print to remote printers, then the PaperCut MFWeb Print server needs

to run under a user account that has permission to access these printers.

Create a new user account called webprint (or equivalent). If it is not possible to cre-

ate a domain user or the system is not amember of a domain, then create a local user

account instead.Set the password for this account to never expire.At aminimum, this

account needs access to all the printers you want to print to.

The printers (as configured on the server) must have working compatible drivers.
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Administratorsmight find the following log file useful in diagnosing issues: [app-

path]/providers/web-print/[platform]/logs/web-print.log

As a final step, enableWeb Print for each printer via thePrinters > [PrinterName] >

Advanced Config > Enable Web Print check box.

Web Print Default Mode Setup for Mac and Linux Servers

(PDF Only)

TheWeb PrintDefault Mode supports PDF documents by default onMac and Linux sys-

tems (running CUPS). No additional configuration is required. To confirm that everything is

configured correctly, check theWeb Print Status section under Options > Mobile &

BYOD > Web Print . The status is listed as OK. Enable theWeb Print option on at least

one printer. If there are any status issues, or if basicWeb Print testing produces some

errors, consider these limitations/requirements:

The printers targeted for use viaWeb Print must be queues that aremanaged by the

Primary PaperCut Server. This includes print servers with the PaperCut secondary

server installed.

The printers (as configured on the server) must have working compatible drivers.

Linux: The primary server must be running CUPS version 1.2 or higher.

Administratorsmight find the following log file useful in diagnosing issues: [app-

path]/providers/web-print/[platform]/logs/web-print.log

Default Mode for Novell OES Linux and iPrint is not available. Novell OES users should

implement the SandboxMode (in the following section).

Sandbox Mode Setup
AWeb Print Sandbox (inSandboxMode) runs theWeb Print software in a dedicatedWin-

dows system, often a virtual machine. Documents are opened and rendered by standard

GUI applications such as Adobe Reader andMicrosoft Office applications.

UseSandboxModewhen you need to:
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1. Support printing of Microsoft Office documents fromWeb Print

2. Support printing of Microsoft Office documents fromEmail to Print

3. Render documents in a secure, sandbox environment away from your main server.

SandboxMode takes a little more time to configure but offers several advantages, such as

support for Microsoft Office formats and improved security. Security is gained by opening

and printing documents on an isolated system, separate from the PaperCut primary server;

with the only connection between the two being a simple file share / mapped drive.

Tip: PaperCut is shipped with a high quality rendering engine for PDF doc-

uments. However, if you require documents to be rendered by Adobe Reader,

this is also supported. Simply install Adobe Reader in your Web Print Sandbox.

Prerequisites:

A dedicated, standalone, cleanly installed system or virtual machine.

Windows operating system (suggested:WindowsVista or later).

Adobe Reader 9 or later (optional)

Microsoft Office 2007, 2010 or 2013 (to support Office formats)

Microsoft Standalone XPS Viewer / XPS Essentials Pack (to support Microsoft XPS) -

download here

To set up Web Print in Sandbox Mode:

1. Make sureDefault Mode is disabled. See Important box below:

Important:
First, before setting upWeb Print inSandboxMode, ensureWeb Print in

Default Mode is disabled as follows:

OnWindows, stop and disable the PaperCut Web Print

Server SystemService (set itsStartup type toDisabled).

OnMac and Linux, use a text editor to edit the file [app-path]
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/providers/web-print/[platform]/web-print.conf

and change setting enabled to enabled=off.

Remove theWeb Print status files (named web-print-serv-

er.activity and web-print-server.status) located in the

hot-folder /Applications/PaperCut MF/server-

/data/web-print-hot-folder.

Restart the server (or services) to ensure the change is applied.

2. Set up a new virtual machine using VMware Server, Microsoft Virtual Server or Vir-

tualBox, or set up a standalone system e.g. a dedicated desktop PC. This system

houses theWeb Print server software and any required printing applications, and is

called theWebPrint server.

This system does not need access to all network resources, but needs access to the

hot folder share. This is created later. It also needs access to printer shares if used

for Web Print (not Email to Print).

Important:
Ensure that the system clocks on the primary server and theWeb Print

sandbox are synchronized to a common clock. Time differences between

these systems can cause problemswith theWeb Print system.

3. Create a new user account called webprint (or equivalent).Set the password for

this account to never expire.At aminimum, this account needs access to the print-

ers, the ability to run local programs, and the ability to access the hot folder share

(created in step 7).

4. Skip this step if using the Sandbox for Email to Print only. Log in as the webprint

user. Add print queues for the printers that you want to make available to users via

Web Print. Add the print queues in the sameway theywould to a computer. They

should point to the print queues hosted on the print server, i.e. a Network Printer

mapped to \\server\printer-share. It is important that the jobs pass via the

queue on the server - do not add a Local Printer. You should also add the printers

using the print server'smachine name and not an IP address.
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5. Install one or more of the applications listed in step 7. The applications installed

determine which file formats are available to users for printing.

As the webprint user, open a file in each of the installed applications and print to

several different printers, ensuring that all works as expected. IMPORTANT:Make

sure you permanently acknowledge any license agreement screen, initial-run wizard,

or customer experience program dialog during this process.

Tip:
When installingMicrosoft Office applications, select all optional com-

ponents for installation. This prevents printing issues occurring due to

missing components.

Adobe Reader X introduced a ProtectedMode setting, which pre-

vents printing from the command interface used byWeb Print. Using

Adobe Reader therefore requires the ProtectedMode feature to be

disabled.Web Print automatically disables ProtectedMode for your

webprint user. (You can also disable ProtectedModemanually by

disabling the Enable ProtectedMode at startup setting in Adobe

Reader under Edit > Preferences > Security (Enhanced) )

6. Configure theWeb Print server to automatically log in as the webprint user on star-

tup. The service then runswhenWindows is started, and be logged in as this user.

Automatic logon for WindowsVista/7

Tip:WindowsVista/7machines on a domainmight require direct edit-

ing of the registry as described here: Microsoft Technet - Configuring

Accounts to Autologon. Youmight want to consider a Group Policy

Object (GPO) tomake the registry changes.

Automatic logon for WindowsXP

7. The primary server and the software on the sandboxedWeb Print server com-

municate via a standard network file share. On the PaperCut primary server, share

the folder web-print-hot-folder located at [app-path]\server-

\data\web-print-hot-folder\. The hot folder facilitates communication
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between the primary server and theWeb Print server.

Tip: By default, Web Print uses this folder, not a sub-folder. You do not

need to create a sub-folder in this folder.

Samba sharing on Linux

On the Linux PaperCut primary server, name the share PCWebPrint, and adjust

both theSharing andSecurity (NTFS/file) permissions of the PCWebPrint share

to allow the webprint user read and write access.

The following Samba configuration settingsmight be useful.
[PCWebPrint]

comment = PaperCut Web Print Hot Folder

path = /home/papercut/server/data/web-print-hot-

folder/

public = no

writeable = yes

read only = no

valid users = webprint

You also need to add the webprint username to Samba via smbpasswd -a

[username] and you should consider disabling the [home] shares in your smb.-

conf.

Important: Ensure that your umask and Samba settings allow for the

papercut linux user to be able to read and write to all files in the web-

print-hot-folder. When using Novell and Linux, theWeb Print Sand-

boxmight create files owned by a different user than the PaperCut Applic-

ation Server runs as, preventing the files from being accessed.

Samba sharing on Mac

On theMacPaperCut primary server, adjust both theSharing andSecurity (NTFS/-

file) permissions of the PCWebPrint share to allow the webprint user read and

write access.
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a. Create a user inUsers & Groups. This user will be used to read and write to

the shared folder. Name the user webprint and assign it to the admin

group.

b. InSharing -> File Sharing, share the folder [app-path]\server-

\data\web-print-hot-folder\; then add Read &Write permissions

for the webprint user.

c. ClickOptions on the samemenu; then check the webprint user underWin-

dows File Sharing.

d. Set read access to everyone on theWeb Print hot folder and any files under it

by creating a new ACL. Open the Terminal app and type under [app-path]

\server\data folder:

sudo chmod +ai "everyone allow read,file_inherit"

web-print-hot-folder

8. Log in to theWeb Print server as the webprint user. Map the W: drive to the hot

folder share you have defined. Ensure that the optionReconnect at logon is selec-

ted whenmapping the drive. If your webprint user's credentials on the PaperCut

primary server are different from theWeb Print Sandbox's user, clickConnect

using different credentials and enter them.

9. Test that the file share can be accessed and written to from theWeb Print server (e.g.

by creating a new text file on W:). It is also recommended to test in the other direction

aswell, and confirm that files created on the primary server in the folder web-

print-hot-folder can be opened/seen by theWeb Print server.

10. Run themain PaperCut MF installer on theWeb Print server, and select theWeb

Print server installation (sandbox mode) install option.

11. Configure the webprint user to run [app-path]\providers\web-

print\win\pc-web-print.exe at login i.e by adding a shortcut to the user's

Startup folder.

12. Reboot the system. Ensure the system automatically logs in as the webprint user

when it starts up, and that thePaperCut Web Print dialog is displayed shortly after-

wards.
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See TroubleshootingWeb Print Problems for assistance if the dialog indicates an

error.

13. Log in to the PaperCut MF admin interface and navigate to Options > Mobile &

BYOD > Web Print .

In the section titledWeb Print Server, ensure that theStatus isOK. If the status

indicates an error, see TroubleshootingWeb Print Problems for assistance.

If your sandbox is for Email to Print only, you should see the full set of supported doc-

ument types in the Email to Print set up section. If there is a problem, you should tem-

porarily enableWeb Print so you can take advantage of the additional status

information provided in theWeb Print setup.
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14. TheWeb Print setup is now complete and ready for testing. Continue atWeb Print

Testing and Feature Tour to submit a test print job and test functionality.

15. As a final step, enableWeb Print for each printer via thePrinters > [PrinterName]

> Advanced Config > Enable Web Print check box.

4.11.8.4. Web Print Testing and Feature Tour

This section covers the usage andmain features ofWeb Print. For detailed configuration,

seeWeb Print Configuration.

1. Log in to the PaperCut MF user interface and click theWeb Print link in the nav-

igationmenu.
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2. The front page contains a list of active and recently submittedWeb Print jobs for the

logged in user. At first, the list is empty. Later, the list shows the status of submitted

jobs.

You can customize themessage at the top of this page e.g. to include site specific

information or other details users need to know. See the Introductory message

option in .

The administrator can restrict access to theWeb Print feature by group, by IP

address/range, or disable the feature entirely. See AdvancedWeb Print Con-

figuration for details.

3. ClickSubmit a Job to start theWeb Print wizard.

4. The first step of theWeb Print wizard is selecting a printer. This is the printer to which
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the uploaded document will print.

The printers available for Web Print are chosen by the administrator. See for details.

You can replace the printer list with a clickablemap or other custom content. See

Designing Printer Maps / CustomPrinter Selection Lists for details.

Tip:WebPrint works great in conjunction with Hold/release queues & Print

Release Stations and Find-Me Printing and Printer Load Balancing.

5. After selecting a printer, the second step is to select the print and/or account selection

options. Most users will see an option to select the number of copies to print:

Themaximumnumber of copies a user can submit is configurable via the user-

.web-print.max-copies Config Editor key. See AdvancedWeb Print Con-

figuration for details.
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Users with print account selection optionswill see additional options on this page,

equivalent to what theywould see on their popup:

Note:
The developers hope to be able to support grayscale and duplex print

options in the near future.

6. After selecting the print options and/or account selection settings, the third and final

step in theWeb Print wizard is to upload a document to print. This page lists the

applications and associated file extensions that are supported.
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If a supported application/file extension listed in Supported Applications and File

Formats is not shown on this page but you expect it should be, see Troubleshooting

Web Print Problems for assistance.

Once you select a document and clickUpload & Complete », the file upload to the

server.
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Themaximum file size a user can upload is configurable, with a default of 100MB.

See the optionMaximum document/file upload size in AdvancedWeb Print Con-

figuration for details.

7. Once the document upload is complete, the user is returned to the frontWeb Print

page. The table displays the status of the user's job. The status changes to indicate

the progress of the job from rendering to printing, and job details such as cost and

number of pages are populated when known. The user can stay at this page to track

the status of the job, or navigate away / close their browser - the job is not affected.

At this stage the PaperCutApplication Server accepts the uploaded document and

sends it to theWeb Print server. TheWeb Print server renders the document into a

print queue by automating the process of opening the application (e.g. Adobe

Reader) and printing to the target printer.

4.11.8.5. Web Print Configuration

Administrator Settings
Administratorsmust nominate which printers are available withWeb Print. Smaller organ-

izationsmight want to make all printers available, while larger organizationsmight want to

restrict to a subset e.g. limiting access to printers located in public areas. You can enable
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WebPrint on a printer via Printers > [select printer] > Advanced Configuration >

Enable Web Print (users may upload documents to print).

Tip:
To easily enable all printers for use withWeb Print:

1. SelectEnable Web Print (users may upload documents to print) on

the The Template Printer.

2. Copy the setting to all other printers using Copying Printer Settings.

GeneralWeb Print configuration settings are in the admin interface at Options > Mobile &

BYOD > Web Print .

Setting Description

Enable Web

Print (allow

users to

When enabled, aWeb Print item is displayed in the navigation

menu of the user web interface, and users are able to use Web

Print functionality. When disabled, this item is not visible, and

Table 60: Web Print Settings
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Setting Description

uploads doc-

uments for

printing)

the Web Print functionality is not available to users.

Maximum

document/file

upload size

If a user uploads a document greater than the specified size (in

MB), their upload is rejected.

Only allow

uploads from

users in this

group

Use this option to restrict Web Print access to a particular group

of users. When this option is enabled users not in the specified

group do not see theWeb Print item in the navigation menu.

Allowed user

IP addresses

Use this option to restrict Web Print access to a selected IP

address range. For example, access might be limited to sys-

tems on a wireless network (i.e. force users on the wired net-

work to use standard print queues). Address ranges are entered

in the format: 1.2.3.0/255.255.255.0.

Introductory

message

This message is displayed on the first page after a user clicks

theWeb Print item. Use this message to explain the service,

offer site-specific advice or other information to assist the user.

HTML is supported, e.g. use <p> tags to start a new paragraph,

or an <a> tag to provide a link.

Print Options for Web Print Jobs
The print options selected during theWeb Print wizard are currently limited to the number

of copies to print. Other print options such as grayscale, duplex, paper size etc. are selected

based on the default options of the print queue.

When printing an image file, Web Print rotates and/or scales down the image if needed so

that it fits on the page.

If it is important to provide the user with a print option choice (e.g. when the same printer

has trays for Letter and Legal paper). You would create two print queues each with
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different default settings e.g. one print queue called Library Printer (Letter)

defaulting to the Letter size and tray, and a second print queue (pointing to the same phys-

ical printer) called Library Printer (Legal) defaulting to the Legal size and tray.

Designing Printer Maps / Custom Printer Selection
Lists
Part of theWeb Print wizard involves selecting the target printer from a list. This is great for

most environments, but organizationswith many printers or large sitesmight prefer some-

thing that provides users with more context about the printer they are selecting.

Using a graphical map can assist users to find themost convenient printer. A map allows a

user to select a printer by location, rather than guessing the printer's location based on its

name. Using printer maps or other types of custom printer lists in PaperCut MF does not

require any special or proprietary software - they can easily be implemented using open

standards and free software.
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Custom content is loaded in place of the printer list, by placing the appropriate file at [app-

path]/server/custom/web/ as described in the following table:

File Name Description

printer-

map.html

If this file exists, it is loaded as an HTML page and displayed in

an in-line frame (iframe), in place of the printer selection list. The

HTML can contain any content or images, including links to other

pages (which are also loaded in the iframe by default).

printer-

map.svg

If this file exists, it is loaded as an SVG page, and displayed in an

iframe in place of the printer selection list. The SVG can contain

links to other pages or other SVGs. You can create an SVG using

software such as Microsoft Visio or the free/open source Ink-

scape, and is a convenient way of displaying a map or floor plan

with clickable links.

Table 61: Files used for custom printer selection in the Web Print

wizard
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Tip:
You can access any custom content placed in [app-path]

/server/custom/web/, such as additional images, a URL

beginning with /custom/. For example, if a file named floor-

plan.png is placed in [app-path]/server/custom/web/ it

is accessed via the URL /custom/floor-plan.png.

The custom printer map is displayed in an iframe with dimensions

776px x 400px. If the content is larger than this, then scrollbars are

visible (the area will not expand to fit the content).

Example 1: Creating a Printer Map Using an HTML Image

Map

1. Create a file named printer-map.html at [app-path]/server-

/custom/web/. This file is loaded as an HTML page in an iframe in place of the

default printer selection list, and can contain any content you choose; including links

to further pages. Open this file in a text editor.

2. Add the site plan image:

<img src="site-plan.png" usemap="#buildings"

style="width: 422px; height: 190px; border: none;" />

The usemap="#buildings" attribute tells the image to look for an imagemap

with the name buildings. Imagemaps allow you tomake parts of an image "click-

able". For more information about the HTML <map> element see xhtml.com'smap

element reference.

3. Define the imagemap.

<map name="buildings">

<area shape="poly" coords="" href="building-a.html"

alt="Building A" title="Building A" />

<area shape="poly" coords="" href="building-b.html"

alt="Building B" title="Building B" />

</map>
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This defines a new imagemap called buildings, with two clickable areas. These

areas are polygon shapes (shape="poly"), whichmeans you can specify a list of

points that form the outline of the clickable area (i.e. the area inside the points is click-

able).

Clicking the first area loads the page building-a.html. The alt and title

tags provide information about the link, and display a tooltip when the user hovers

over the area.

4. You have defined two areas and the pages they link to, but you have not yet defined

the coordinates for these areas. This is done using the coords attribute of the two

area tags. Using an image editor, you can find coordinates for the outline of the two

areas. Most image editors, includingMS Paint, display pixel coordinateswhen hov-

ering themouse over the image.

Using the image editor, find the following points for Building A (the lefthand building),

starting from the top left corner, in (x,y) format: (0,48), (84,0),

(143,34), (143,142), (60,190), (0,155). Pixels are counted from the

top-left corner of an image, so the coordinate (60,190)means "60 pixels from the

top, 190 pixels from the left".

5. Repeat the previous step for the second building to get coordinates similar to:

(242,50), (320,4), (422,63), (422,135), (332,190),

(226,131).

6. Now that you have the clickable area coordinates, you can define them in the image

map.

The definition for the area tag when using a poly type shape, tells you that the

coordinates are specified in a list of x,y coordinates (i.e. "x1,y1,x2,y2...xn,yn"), so you

enter the coordinates in the coords attributes as follows:

<map name="buildings">

<area shape="poly"

coords="0,48,84,0,143,34,143,142,60,190,0,155"

href="building-a.html" alt="Building A"

title="Building A" />

<area shape="poly"
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coords="242,50,320,4,422,63,422,135,332,190,226,131"

href="building-b.html" alt="Building B"

title="Building B" />

</map>

7. Open printer-map.html in a web browser to display the site plan image. Hover-

ing themouse over each building displays the link cursor, and indicates a link to the

respective pages.

8. Create the building-a.html page. Using a similar process to the existing page,

add floor-plan.png and create an imagemap for it:

<div>Building A (<a href="printer-map.html">back</a>)

</div>

Thismap ismostly similar to the previous one, except that you have defined five rect-

angle shapes (shape="rect") and provided a link back to themain site plan

(printer-map.html).

Rectangle shapes in an <area> element are defined with the coordinates of top-left

and bottom-right corners ("x1,y1,x2,y2").

9. Now you have the images and shapes in place for the site plan and one building's

floor plan. To finish off this building, define what happenswhen each printer is

clicked. This is done using a JavaScript function selectPrinter. Calling

selectPrinter('my-server', 'Library Printer') submits the form

on this step of theWeb Print wizard, selecting the printer called Library

Printer, hosted on the print server called my-server.

Call this JavaScript function when one of the defined areas is clicked by setting the

href attribute as follows:

<area shape="rect" coords="4,289,22,307"

href="javascript:parent.selectPrinter('building-a',

'Printer 1');"

alt="building-a\Printer 1"

title="building-a\Printer 1" />

10. Repeat the previous step for the remaining printers, taking care that the server and
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printer names are entered correctly. Note that the printer name is the printer's unique

name on the print server, and can be different to the printer's "share name".

11. Repeat the steps for creating building-a.html to create building-b.html

(or copy the file andmodify to suit).

12. Test theWeb Print wizard to ensure that clicking a building takes you to that build-

ing's floor plan, and clicking a printer submits the form to select that printer. Note that

if the names you've used for the printers don't actually exist in your PaperCut MF

server, then you'll see an error message about the printer not being available. You

might want to modify the details for one of the printers tomatch a real printer so that

you can test the wizard end-to-end.

The source for this example contains some additional tweaks to improve browser

consistency, such as removing the border and white background of the iframe in

Internet Explorer.

Example 2: Creating a Printer Map Using SVG

This example explains how to use an SVG image for a clickable printer map. Thismethod is

most suitable if you have plans or drawings in a vector format that can be saved as SVG.

Otherwise Example 1: Creating a Printer MapUsing an HTML ImageMapmight bemore

suitable.

An example SVG floor plan with clickable printers is located in [app-path]/server-

/examples/printer-maps/html-image-map/.

Modern web browsers are capable of displaying an SVG file in a similar way to displaying a

web page. Mozilla Firefox andOpera can display SVGs "out of the box", andMicrosoft Inter-

net Explorer can display SVGs using the Adobe SVGViewer add-on. In addition to drawing

the image, you canmake parts of the image "clickable" to provide links to other pages or, as

in this case, to call a JavaScript function that selects a printer.

This example describes how to take an existing SVG image, andmake parts of it clickable

so you can select printer.

Tip:
You can save aMicrosoft Office Visio drawing as SVGand used in this example.
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1. Download and install Inkscape, the free/open source vector graphics editor, and use

it to open your SVG.

2. Select the object that you want to be "clickable". A dotted background is displayed

around the object.

3. Right-click the object and selectCreate Link.

4. Right-click the object and select Link Properties. The Link Properties dialog box is

displayed.

5. InHref, enter a value such as: javascript:parent.selectPrinter

('server', 'printer');, where server is the name of the print server, and

printer is the name of the print queue.

6. Repeat to create links for each printer in the image.

7. Select File > Save As; then select a file type of Plain SVG (*.svg). Save the

image to [app-path]/server/custom/web/printer-map.svg on the

PaperCut MF server.

8. Try testing with theWeb Print wizard. The SVG is visible on the first step of theWeb

Print wizard, in place of the printer list. Clicking a printer shouldmove on to the next

step.

Advanced Web Print Configuration
The following advanced configuration options are available via the Config Editor. See Using

the Config Editor for information about using the Config Editor.

Config

Name
Description

web-print.-

job-idle-

timeout-

mins

If a Web Print job remains unchanged for longer than this period of

time, it is considered finished and is "cleaned up". The document

and associated files are removed, and the job is no longer dis-

played in the user's list of current Web Print jobs. The default idle

job timeout is 20 minutes.

Table 62: Web Print Config Editor Keys
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Config

Name
Description

web-print.-

job-ren-

dering-

timeout-

mins

The Web Print server is given this length of time to render a Web

Print document. If a print job has not been generated from the doc-

ument after this time, the job is marked as errored and associated

files are removed. The default job rendering timeout is 5 minutes.

web-

print.max-

copies

This is the maximum number of copies a user can print via Web

Print. This option exists to prevent users accidentally (or thought-

lessly!) printing too much.

web-

print.hot-

folder

When a user uploads a file via the Web Print interface, it is written

into the "hot folder", along with a .metadata file containing

information about how to print the job (the data selected by the

user in the Web Print wizard). The Web Print server looks for new

files in this folder, and prints them as required. The default hot

folder location is [app-path]/server/data/web-print-

hot-folder/. You can specify an alternate location using this

config key. The location must be local to the PaperCut MF primary

server (it cannot be a network share or mapped drive due to Win-

dows denying share access to the SYSTEM account).

The following configuration options are available in theWeb Print server configuration file,

located at [app-path]/providers/web-print/[platform]/web-print.-

conf.

Config

Name
Description

hotfolder The location of the Web Print hot folder. This is generally a

mapped drive letter (Windows) or a mount point that maps to a file

share (Mac, Linux). It might also be a local path, if the Web Print

server software is running on the same system as the PaperCut

Table 63: Web Print Server Config File
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Config

Name
Description

MF primary server.

debug Set to on to enable debug logging.

options.pdf Set to xpdf to force PDF printing to use the built-in PDF printing

routines. Set to acrobat to force PDF printing to use Adobe

Reader.

4.11.8.6. Troubleshooting Web Print Problems

Why are some file formats not available? (Supported file formats listed in Sup-

ported Applications and File Formats are not listed under Options > Mobile &

Print > Web Print > Status page, or not accepted when uploading a file.)

First, check Supported Applications and File Formats to see that the file format is supported

in themode that theWeb Print server is running in. Some file formats are only supported in

sandboxmode.

Next, ensure that the associated application is installed and working. If running in sandbox

mode, log in as the webprint user, then open and print a document with the application to

ensure the user has the correct permissions.

The next step is to check theWeb Print log files. TheWeb Print server has a handler for

each supported application. Each handler has a log file, which can providemore information

about why the file format is not available. The handler log files are named web-print-

handler-*.log, where * is the name of the application. See below for the location of the

Web Print logs folder.

Open the log file that matches the application of interest in a text editor (e.g. web-print-

handler-mso-word.log for Microsoft OfficeWord documents). Check the log file for

any obvious errors, such as not being able to find the application or problems launching it.

For further assistance, contact support.

The status in the admin interface or on the Web Print dialog is indicating an

error. What can I do?

The Web Print server is not running or could not be contacted
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When running inDefault Mode:

The service PaperCut Web Print Server should be running.

When running in sandboxmode:

TheWeb Print dialog should be visible on theWeb Print server, and theStatus

should not indicate any error.

While logged onto theWeb Print server as the webprint user, ensure that the

mapped W: drive is accessible andmaps to [app-path]/server/data/web-

print-hot-folder/ on the PaperCut MF primary server.

Open [app-path]/providers/web-print/[platform]/web-print.-

conf on theWeb Print server in a text editor, and ensure the hotfolder= option is

set to W:.

For further assistance, contact support.

The Web Print service is running as the SYSTEM account, and does not have

access to render print jobs.

Default Mode

If runningWeb Print inDefault Mode, check if the printer being printed to is running on the

local computer. The SYSTEMaccount does not have privileges for printing to remote print-

ers.

If the printer is remote, then check the steps listed in Default Mode Setup to ensure that the

service is correctly configured to run as the webprint user account.

If the printer is local, then check the printer's privileges allow the SYSTEMaccount to print

to it.

If the above steps do not fix the problem, then the failure is logged in [app-path]/pro-

viders/web-print/[platform]/logs/web-print-handler-pdf.log. Tech

support will analyze this file, and help you find out the cause of the failure.

Sandbox mode

If runningWeb Print inSandboxMode, this error can indicate that the service PaperCut

Web Print Server is running. This service is not required in sandboxmode, and

should be disabled.
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No valid handler programs installed/defined

SeeWhy are some file formats not available? (Supported file formats listed in the section

called “Supported Applications and File Formats” are not listed under Options→Mobile &

Print→Web Print→ Status page, or not accepted when uploading a file.)

The configured hot folder location is not writable.

Check that the location indicated byHot folder on theWeb Print dialog is correct.

As the webprint user, navigate to the drive/directory that ismapped to the PCWe-

bPrint share (W: onWindows). Try creating an empty text file. If this action fails,

there is a problemwith permissions. Check theSharing andSecurity (NTFS/file) per-

missions for the PCWebPrint share on the PaperCut primary server. Allow the web-

print user read and write access.

For further assistance contact support.

Other error messages

Check theWeb Print server log file web-print.log. SeeWhere is theWeb Print logs

folder? for the location of the logs directory. For further assistance, contact support.

Where is the Web Print logs folder?

The logs folder is located on the system running theWeb Print server software.

OnWindows the location of the logs folder depends on configuration and theWindows edi-

tion. Logs can be written to [app-path]\providers\web-print\win\logs\, or to

%USERPROFILE%\web-print-logs\ (e.g. C:\Users\[username]\web-print-

logs\ onWindowsVista/2008. For a definitive answer, open the file [app-path]

\server\data\web-print-hot-folder\web-print-server.status on the

primary PaperCut MF server in a text editor, and check the line beginning with serv-

er.log-file=.

Why is my print queue "currently not available"?

When using theWeb Print interface, some print queuesmight display the following error

message:

Errored: Printer '\\servername\queuename' is currently not available.
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This can be caused by trying to useWeb Print on a print queue that has been deleted, or by

trying to print to a print queue that is not installed on theWeb Print Sandbox. Confirm this

by logging into theWeb Print Sandbox as theWeb Print user, and attempting to print to the

above print queue.

Note:
It is important that the jobs pass via the queue on the server - do not add a Local

Printer. You should also add the printers using the print server'smachine name

and not an IP address.

4.11.8.7. XPS Viewer Installation Instructions

Microsoft WindowsXP and Server 2003 administrators can easily install theMicrosoft XML

Paper Specification Essentials Pack (XPSEP), which contains the XPS viewer from the

Microsoft website. Versions for both 32bit and 64bit are available. By default, Windows

Vista andWindows 7 includes a compatible XPS Viewer if .NET Framework 3.0 is already

installed.

Microsoft XML Paper Specification Essentials Pack

Customers runningMicrosoft WindowsServer 2008, must install the XPS Viewer from the

Featuresmodule of the Server Manager MMC snap-in.

1. Load the Server Manager MMC snap in via Start menu > Administrative Tools >

Server Manager .

2. Right-clickFeatures; then selectAdd Feature.

3. Select theXPS Viewer check box; then clickNext.
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4. On theConfirm Installation Selections dialog box, click Install .

5. When the installation is complete, clickClose .

4.11.9. Windows 8 Tablets & Windows RT Printing
With theWindows platform being adopted onmore andmore device types, organizations

are seeking knowledge and information on how to support printing and integration with

PaperCut. This section discussesWindowsmobile device printing and shares some hints

and tips.

Note:
This is not a step-by-step guide on everythingWindowsMobile. Rather, it covers

themain concepts that help administrators integrateWindowsRT andWindows 8

tablet devices into existing print infrastructure. The following information comes

from our own experiences and customer feedback.
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In most casesWindows devices are able to print and use existingWindows server-based

print queues. The best approach for supporting users and devices vary depending on the

device type and purpose:

Windows 8 Intel-based devices predominantly used inDesktopMode

Windows 8 Intel-based devices predominantly used in Tile Mode

WindowsRT devices

4.11.9.1. Client Software

Windows 8 Intel-based devices predominantly used in desktopmode are best treated in the

sameway asWindows laptops. If the user requires the client software (e.g. for shared

account selection), install the PaperCut User Client software locally.

If the device isWindowsRT based, or is predominantly used in Tile Mode, bookmark or pin

theMobile Client to the Start Screen. TheMobile Client is located at the URL:

http://[server-name]:9191/client

TheMobile Client providesmost of the functionality of the desktop client software, but does

not require local installation, as it runs in a web browser. If your users need to interact with

the client (e.g. for shared account selection), instruct them to open the client after printing

their job.

4.11.9.2. How do I print via a server with Windows RT?

You need:

A print server runningWindowsServer 2012 or higher, or Windows 8 or higher

A printer that is supported by one of the "class drivers" built intoWindowsServer

2012,Windows 8 and above.

WindowsRT comeswith many in-built or in-OS drivers. These are called class ormode 4

drivers. Printers that require specialized drivers do not work.

Tip: If your primary print server runs an older version ofWindows and you are not

able to upgrade it, consider setting up a new secondary print server to support
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WindowsRT. PaperCut is able to track printing onmultiple servers andmultiple

operating systems.

When selecting a print driver to use for the printer, find a compatible "Class" driver as shown

below.

Thismanual does not address how to best deploy these printers to your WindowsRT users.

A manual approach is, however, adopted bymany organizations.

If you want to read the latest information onWindowsRT, or want to share your preferred

deployment method, check out PaperCut's Knowledge Base article on the topic .

I want to continue to use my standard driver on
other systems. Is this possible?
At the time of writing, the suitability of mode 4 drivers with regards toWindowsXP, Vista

andWindows 7 is unknown. In this situation, you could consider setting up duplicate printer

queues on theWindowsServer 2012machine, perhapswith "RT" on the end of them, such

as:
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\\printserver\library \\printserver\libraryrt

You can then select the different "class" driver on the RT specific queue. To help with

reporting, consider using PaperCut's inbuilt "Printer Groups" or physical printer reports to

consolidate usage information from both queues.

4.11.9.3. Other Options for Windows RT and Windows 8

tablet devices

and Email to Print have both been successfully deployed and are in active use inWindows

RT andWindows 8 tablet environments. Although the print experience is not native, the sim-

pler setup andmanagement might be attractive tomany organizations.

4.11.10. Mobile Print Release - Releasing print
jobs on your mobile
Document security is an important requirement in themodern print environment. In a stand-

ard environment a user's job prints immediately and can accidentally be collected by

another user. This problem is usually addressed with Hold/release queues & Print Release

Stations by implementing dedicated Release Stations, embeddedMFD applications, or

specialist hardware. PaperCut MF'sMobile Print Release provides an alternate cost effect-

ive solution that leverages the powerful devices that exist in almost everyone's pocket - the

mobile phone.

Features:

Release held jobs from any print queue with hold/release enabled

Simple intuitive interface, optimized for touch screens

Designed to work with most modern cell and tablet devices

Quickly locate printers with keyword searching (location, name or code)

Can be used in environments with Find-Me Printing configured, giving the user ulti-

mate control over where and when their jobs are released

Support for QR code printer location/lookup

Requirements:
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iPhone iOS 5 and newer (both iPhone and iPad)

Android ICS and newer (Chrome recommended)

Other modernmobile web browsers

4.11.10.1. Usage and features

Once logged in, the user is able to see a list of printers that are available to them. The

printer's name, location, and alternate ID (if set) are displayed. Mobile Print Release also

displays recently used printers, as well as popular printers.

Selecting a printer shows the held jobs that the user can release on the printer. The list

includes jobs held in virtual queues that redirect to the selected printer. In the screenshot

below there are no jobs available for release.
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In the screenshot below you can see there aremany jobs available to release. Simple

details such as the job name, cost, number of pages, and time that it was queued are dis-

played.
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Clicking the arrow next to a job displaysmore detailed information about the job. In the case

where there aremultiple jobswith similar names, users can use this information to dif-

ferentiate jobs.
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If the user only wants the perform an action on a subset of jobs, they can use the check-

boxes to the left of the job titles to either select or deselect them. By default, all jobs in the

list are selected. Users can release or cancel the selected jobs by clicking either the green

or red buttons at the bottom of the screen.
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Other highlights for Mobile Print Release include:

Avoid logging in every time with the "Remember Me" option

Search for printers using name, location or alternate ID

Jump straight to your favorite printer by bookmarking the page (or adding to home

screen)

4.11.10.2. Mobile Print Release Deployment/Install

One of the benefits of Mobile Printer Release is that it allows you to offer secure release on

any type of printer. There is no need for any dedicated hardware. A common configuration

is to have two queues for a physical printer; one direct queue (normal printing) and one

secure queue (a hold/release queue). When document security is important users can

select the secure queue and release the job from their mobile phone. Alternatively, many

sites want for a 100% secure environment, mandating release on every job. Mobile Print

Release leverages the existing hold/release functionality in PaperCut MF. You need to set

up Hold/release queues & Print Release Stations to useMobile Print Release.
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Mobile Print Release is a core feature included in PaperCut MF. It's amobile web applic-

ation, whichmeans there's no need for users to install 3rd party applications or access an

off-site App store (such as Apple's iTunes store). The advantage of thismodel is that all net-

work traffic and application deployment ismanaged securely in your own network.

You can access the application by opening the phone's Internet browser (while connected

to your network's localWiFi) and going to any of the follow URLs:

HTTPS

https://[servername]:9192/mr

https://[servername]:9192/mobile/release

HTTP

http://[servername]:9191/mr

http://[servername]:9191/mobile/release

"/mr" is a shortened version provided for convenience. HTTPS is highly recommended, as

users will authenticate themselves via this connection. By default PaperCut MF installs with

a self-signed certificate and raiseswarnings in secure browsers. Consider installing a

SSL/HTTPS KeyGeneration, or use the HTTP URL.Wewould recommendHTTP only as

a secondary option, and only on securedWiFi.

Users can bookmark or "Add to HomeScreen" theMobile Print Release app on their

device to quickly access the application. Held job pages can also be bookmarked, which is

convenient for users who often release from the same device.

Tip: You can also deployMobile Print Release to iOS devices as an App. The

user needs to access https://[servername]:9192/mr/install. This

installs a web profile that automatically creates the home screen icon, which

might be preferred tomanual bookmarking on some sites.

iOS users can also print directly from their device using iOS Printing (iPad & iPhone). Use

these two applications together to provide a comprehensivemobile printing solution.

4.11.10.3. Management tips for large networks

Here are some tips to help educate your users to get themost out of Mobile Print Release:
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User education
When implementingMobile Print Release across a large network, it can be hard to educate

the users of how and when to use the application. Many administrators have used stickers

with URLs printed on them to direct users to access the application. Informational posters

give administrators amore noticeable and detailed space to explain the enhanced printing

architecture.

Power features
Regular users of Mobile Print Release can improve their experience by bookmarking the

printers that they use themost. When used in conjunction with the "Remember Me" option,

users can release their jobs extremely quickly. This allows users to click a single icon on

their mobile device and go straight to the held job list fromwhich their print job can be

released.

Quick printer location
Sites with hundreds of printers should educate their users to use the search function in

Mobile Print Release. TheMobile Print Release printer search field provides a quick way for

users to find their desired printer. The search terms arematched against the printer's name,

location and alternate ID. The alternate ID is a short admin-defined code that you can

assign to a print queue. Printer names are usually designed to be read on a computer,

assigning an alternate ID gives users identifiers that are easy to remember and type on a

mobile device. A suggested approach is to use a 4 digit code (eg 1234) as the alternate ID.

You can label printers with stickers with the alternate ID to indicate what term users should

search for.

You can use the location or alternate ID to access the printer'sMobile Print Release page

directly:

https://[servername]:9192/mr/[location]

https://[servername]:9192/mr/[alternate_id]
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Using QR Codes
While your users can use printer search to locate a device, QR codes provide amechanism

to launchMobile Print Release directly with the printer automatically selected. The process

would work as follows:

1. The user scans theQR code using their mobile.

2. Themobile's browser openswith a list of their print jobs (if they have not previously

authenticated, they are prompted to do so).

3. The user selects their jobs; then clicksRelease. The jobs print immediately.

Below is an example of a sticker that could be adhered to a printer. TheQR code results in

the URL https://printerserver:9192/mr/1234. Note that this URL uses the

alternate printer ID of 1234 (See above).

4.11.10.4. Advanced Options

The followingMobile Print Release configuration keys are available. You can edit Con-

figuration keys at Options > Actions > Config editor (advanced) .
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Config name Description

mobile-

release.max-

recent-printers

The maximum number of recently used printers displayed in

Mobile Print Release interface. These printers are the ones

that have been recently used to release jobs via Mobile Print

Release. It helps users in selecting their preferred printer

quickly. The default value is 4.

mobile-

release.max-

popular-printers

The maximum number of popular printers displayed in

Mobile Print Release interface. These printers are organ-

ization's popular printers. The default value is 3.

mobile-

release.session-

timeout-mins

Inactivity timeout for Mobile Print Release interface. The

value of 0 indicates that the session will never time out. The

special value DEFAULT indicates that the PaperCut's

default value will be used. The default value is 1440

minutes (24 hours).

Table 64: Advanced Mobile Print Release Config Keys

SeeUsing the Config Editor to find out how to change config keys.

Mobile Release Customization
It is also possible to customize the logos and the look of Mobile Print Release. See Cus-

tomizingMobile Print Release for details.

4.11.11. Mobile Client
When printing from a desktop or organization-owned laptop, the User Client provides a

range of functionality such as

showing the user their balance / quota,

delivering notificationmessages,

confirming the cost of jobs and

allocating jobs to shared accounts.
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For user-owned andmobile devices it might not be possible or practical to deploy (or have

the user install) the desktop client. Instead, theMobile Client offersmost of the same func-

tionality and can run in a web browser on nearly any device.

In most cases use of theMobile Client is optional and serves only to provide information to

users about their print jobs. Its use is required when

user interaction is required, such as popups for confirmation, account selection or

from a print script,

printing from an iOS device, where theMobile Client is required to authenticate the

user.

TheMobile Client can be accessed from aweb browser at http://[server-

name]:9191/client. Rather than have users type the URL into their browser, we

recommend providing a prominent link, for example, on an intranet page, or deploying a link

to deviceswhere possible. Specific instructions for deploying to iOS devices are available in

The PaperCut iPad / iPhone App (Mobile Client).

In caseswhere user interaction is required, usersmight require some prompting to remind

them to use theMobile Client. For Google Cloud Print and Email to Print jobs, a reminder

email message can be sent if no action is taken for some time (90 seconds after submitting

the job by default). Configure this functionality at Options > Mobile & BYOD > Common

Mobile Printing Options > Send a reminder email when a job requires user action

(e.g. account selection) .

4.11.12. Self association for emails and email veri-
fication/validation

4.11.12.1. Unknown emails and email self-association

Whenmobile printing technologies identify job owners by email address, PaperCut needs a

way to identify and authenticate the email's owner. E.g. with Google Cloud Print, jobs are

"owned" by aGoogle Account, which is an email address.With Email to Print, the job's

owner is identified by the sending email address.

PaperCut provides threemain ways to populate email addresses. Select themethod that

best suits your organization.
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1. Email addresses are automatically imported from the user directory. If you have con-

figured organization / "official" addresses in your user directory then these are impor-

ted to PaperCut and further configurationmight not be required.

2. Manual configuration. An administrator can add and remove email addresses on

behalf of a user in theUsers tab of the PaperCut Admin interface.We recommend

using theOther emails section for this purpose if you are adding "official" organ-

ization addresses in case you later decide to add them to your user directory.

3. Email self-association, allowing users to add an email address to their user account

by themselves.

If a job arrives from an email address that is not known to the system, you can choose to

have PaperCut cancel the job, or hold the job and offer the user to verify (self-associate)

their address. Canceling the job is the appropriate response if you are choosing tomanually

configure the email addresses.

This option is available at Options > Mobile & BYOD > Common Mobile Printing

Options > When a job arrives from an unknown email address . Email self-asso-

ciation is enabled by setting this option toHold the job and email the user with instruc-

tions for verifying the address.

Email self-association works as follows:

1. When a job arrives from an unknown user, the job is held and an email response is

sent to the user that includes a link.

2. Clicking the link prompts the user to log in.

3. The user logs into their PaperCut account and the email address is added to their

account. When viewing the user in the admin interface, it is displayed underOther

emails.

4. The job is assigned to the verified user and proceeds to print.

5. Future jobs are automatically assigned to the verified user.
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4.12. TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards
Many organizations run PaperCut MF in either a silent loggingmode or as a way of enfor-

cing sensible quotas. On the other hand, other organizations choose to run PaperCut MF in

chargingmode requiring users tomake payments in advance. Recording and entering pay-

ments can be a time consuming process for staff or systemmanagers. PaperCut MF offers

a web interface for user account management to assist with the process, however, there is

still the need for someone tomanually assign credit. The TopUp/Pre-Paid Card system

included with PaperCut streamlines the payment process andmovesmuch of themanual

handling over to the end-user.

Cards are also known as:

Vouchers

Re-Charge Cards

Pre-Paid Cards

4.12.1. Cards by Example
The card system is best described bywalking through the payment process:

4.12.1.1. The User's Perspective

Amy is a student at a local high school. The school uses PaperCut MF for their charging.

Amy is allocated $5.00 a week for printing. This week she has used all her allocation but still

has one assignment to print on Friday. She purchases a $5.00 Card from the school

canteen. The card contains a 16-digit identification number. She logs onto the schools

intranet site, enters the PaperCut section, and enters the card's ID number. Her account is

automatically credited $5.00.

4.12.1.2. The Administrator's Perspective

Andrew is a SystemAdministrator at the same high school. At the start of the term he used

the PaperCut MF card wizard to generate 500 TopUp/Pre-Paid Card of $5.00 value.

These were generated in 2 batches. The first batch was prefixed with C1 and the second

batch L1. The C1 batch was sold at the school canteen and the L1 batch sold at the school

library. The cards are kept secured at these locations.
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The card wizard generated a number definition file for each batch. Andrew imported these

numbers into PaperCut. Andrew took the time to customize the look of the cards to include

the school logo and simple instructions on how to redeem the card.

During the year Andrew is able to track the cards sold and uses the batch prefixes to track

where students purchase cards. Andrew also keeps an eye on the event log and has dis-

ciplined students attempting to guess card numbers.

4.12.2. The Card System
PaperCut Software International Pty. Ltd. hasworked with a number of organizations to

design the TopUp/Pre-Paid Card system. A number of payment technologies were eval-

uated over the period of two years. These technologies included vendingmachines, smart

cards, micro-payment systems, andmanual processing. The card system proved to be the

most successful and cost effective solution. The card concept is now the de facto standard

in other industries such as pre-paidmobile phones.

The PaperCut MF card system is 100% software based. There is no need for special hard-

ware such as smart card readers or special vendingmachines.

The card system is included as standard with PaperCut MF. The system includes:

A card wizard application for assisting with the process of creating new cards.

A web page for end-users to enter card numbers.

A security framework for tracking card redemption and implementing fraud prevention.

4.12.3. Creating New Cards

4.12.3.1. Overview and Definitions

Cards are generated using theCardWizard. The card wizard is aMicrosoft Windows applic-

ation that integrateswith Microsoft Word. You can download the card wizard install from

inside the PaperCut MF administration login under the Card section. The download link is

located in theActions area.

Important: TheCardWizard integrateswith Microsoft Word. Ensure that

Microsoft Word is installed before using theCardWizard.
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Term Definition

Card Wiz-

ard

A tool to help administrators produce a set of cards. The wizard

generates cards ready for printing and a number definition file suit-

able for importing into the PaperCut MF system.

Card Num-

ber

All cards are designated a random unique number. PaperCut

uses this number to identify the card and its value. Users enter

this number to allocate the credit to their account. An example

number:
P0409-1945-4833-5750-4452

Batch ID A batch ID is a user-defined ID or number assigned to all cards in

a batch. The batch ID prefixes all card numbers and are used to

identify the source of a card. Assign a unique number to each

batch.

Valid Till

Date

(Expiration

Date)

Define the date on which a card can no longer be used. It's ana-

logous to a use by date on a gift certificate. Expiration dates

ensures cards only remain in circulation for a limited period of

time. A six to 12 month period is recommended. In a school envir-

onment it is useful to define an expiration date as the last day of

the semester.

Mail

Merge

Mail merge is an advanced feature of Microsoft Word. The mail

merge feature takes a design template and a data source, and

merges the two together to construct a composite document. In

the card wizard's case, the number list is the data source and the

design template is the template Microsoft Word document.

Number

Definition

File

The number definition file contains information on all cards in a

batch including a list of card numbers, their expiration date, and

value. The card wizard creates this file during the generation pro-

cess and the System Administrator can import this file into the

Card administration section.

Table 65: Card Terminology
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Term Definition

Card Num-

ber Entry

Page

The card web entry page is a designated page inside the user

login section.

4.12.3.2. Using the Card Wizard

This section describes how to create a batch of TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards. The example cov-

ers creating a batch of 100 cards of value $10.00 each.

The Cards feature is accessed via theCards tab. By default there is noCards tab in the

Professional (Client Billing) installation. You can enable theCards tab by navigating to the

Options section and selectingEnable use of TopUp/PrePaid Cards. ClickApply.

Step 1 - Install the card wizard
Log onto a desktop systemwithMicrosoft Word installed (normally not the server!). Open a

web browser at:
http://[server_name]:9191/admin

Log in to PaperCut MF as admin and navigate to theCards section. Download the card

wizard from theDownload card wizard action. Run the install program and complete the

installation process.

Step 2 - Welcome
Open theCardWizard from the start menu, and clickNext>.

Step 3 - Batch ID & Format
Enter a unique batch ID to define this batch and clickNext>. We recommend adapting a

consistent convention. For example, choose numbers representing the date, or a sequential

numbering scheme.

The wizard offers a choice of two popular card number formats. TheNumeric format is the

most secure and generates long numbers. TheAlphanumeric format produces a shorter

format consisting of letters and numbers. The Alphanumeric format is a little less secure due
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to the reduced number of possible permutations, however, it does offer a shorter, more con-

venient entry format.

Step 4 - Card Attributes
Ensure that the number of cards is set up to 100 and the value of each card is $10.00. By

default the valid till date is set 6months in the future. We recommend defining an appro-

priate date that corresponds to a fixed event such as the end of the year, budget year, term

or semester.
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Step 5 - Design
To produce a set of standard cards, custom design is not required. ClickNext> to move to

the next step. Modifying the custom design requires knowledge of Microsoft Word'smail

merge functionality. See the TopUp/Pre-Paid Card Tips for further details.
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Step 6 - Generate Numbers
ClickNext> to generate the card numbers. The card wizard prompts you for a location to

save the number definition file. Save the file on the local hard driver or a secure network

drive.

Step 7 - Create Cards
The card wizard now generates amergedMicrosoft Word document. Before generating

theWord document, the card wizard asks you if Macros have been enabled inMicrosoft

Word. If the answer is no, or you are unsure, selectNo and the card wizard guides you

through the process of enablingMacros. The card wizard usesWordMacros to automate

much of the card generation process.

If usingWord 2007, after opening the document a Security warning is displayed on theMes-

sage Bar. Enablemacros by selectingEnable this content after clickingOptions on the

Message Bar.
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Step 8 - Printing Cards
A new Microsoft Word document opens, listing all 100 cards. The cards are standard busi-

ness card size suitable for printing on heavy paper and cutting with a paper cutter. For a pro-

fessional look, consider forwarding a PDF version to your local printing shop. See

TopUp/Pre-Paid Card Tips for more ideas.
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Step 9 - Importing
The final step is to activate the cards by importing the number definition file in the PaperCut

MF admin section.

1. Navigate to theCard section.

2. Select the Import New Cards action.

3. ClickBrowse and locate the number definition file as saved in step 5 above.

4. ClickUpload.
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Step 10 - Testing
It is good practice to test the card process by using one of the cards on a test account (stand-

ard user level). Remember to destroy the spent card used for the test!

4.12.3.3. TopUp/Pre-Paid Card Tips

Security
The PaperCut MF card system is designed with security in mind. All fraudulent card redemp-

tion attempts are detected, trapped and logged. The number allocation system is highly

secure and guessing a number is statistically impossible. With 1,000 cards in circulation, the

chance of guessing a number is 1-in-10,000,000,000,000, or in non-mathematical terms, it

would take over 300,000 years to guess a number if a person enters one number every

second!
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Likemany IT security systems, the weakest link in the system is the human interface. Cards

are a form of virtual currency. Take care to protect the cards from unauthorized access and

disclosure.

Ensure the generatedMicrosoft Word document is deleted or saved in a secure place

after the cards are printed.

Always delete the number definition file after importing the batch into PaperCut.

Never leave the cards in an unsecured or visible location. Consider sealing cards in

envelopes.

Check the PaperCut MF application event log on a weekly basis for securitymes-

sages. PaperCut logs and traps unauthorized card use.

Use the card log to track card redemption and allocation.

Cancel/Expire lost or stolen cards by batch number as soon as the problem is repor-

ted.

Important:
The cards are similar to cash and should be treated with the same care. Make

sure the cards are carefully secured.

Cards Design
TheEdit Template button in Step 4 of the card wizard opens the standard card template

for editing. The card wizard is able to use any standardmail merge design. It's even pos-

sible to convert the template layout to letters rather than cards. Microsoft'smail merge sup-

port is designed for Word power users. Consider taking the step-by-stepmail merge

tutorial provided with Microsoft Word help if you do not have experience withWord'smail

merge functionality.

Consider keeping your customizations initially simple and work up towardsmore complex

configuration.

To change the logo graphic:

1. ClickEdit Template in step 5.

2. SayYes toEnable Macros.
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3. Select the standardPaperCut logo on the first card; then click theDelete button on

the keyboard.

4. Select Insert > Picture > From File.

5. Locate the desired logo and click Insert.

6. If using pre-2007MSWord clickPropogate Labels on themail merge tool bar. The

new logo should propagate across all cards on the page.

In MSWord 2007, clickUpdate Labels on theMailings tool bar.
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7. Repeat the steps above to change other working and layout as required. Always

change the first card then clickPropagate Lables orUpdate lables to apply the

changes to all cards. IMPORTANT:Do not accidently delete the special <<Next

Record>> field as this cause themerge tomove to the next card number before

printing the next card. Removing this results in all cards displaying the same card

number.

8. ClickFile > Save and closeMicrosoft Word.

9. Test the template by running a batch in the card wizard.

Tip:
Design Recommendations:

Consider changing the logo and adding your organization name

Change the URL reference to point to your intranet site or event your net-

work/card policy page.

Provide basic instructions on how to redeem the card or the location of an

information page.

4.12.4. Using a Card
Distribute the following information to end-users - for example, via the "Print Policy" page

on your organization's intranet site.

To redeem a TopUp/Pre-Paid Card:

1. Purchase a card from the appropriate person or place. The network administrator

creates cards specific for your organization. In schools, cards are often sold at the lib-

rary, general office or school cafeteria.

2. Open a web browser and navigate to the PaperCut MF user login page. After
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logging in, your account status should display.

3. Click theRedeem Card link on the left-hand navigation bar.

4. Enter theCard Number in theCard Number box; then clickRedeem Card. Take

care to enter the number exactly as listed including any dashes (-).

5. If the card's number is valid, the credit as listed on the card is transferred to your

account and this is displayed in your transaction history.

Tip: To educate the users about redeeming their TopUp/Pre-Paid Card, admin-

istratorsmight find the Example 5: Adding credit using a TopUp/Pre-Paid Card

helpful.

4.13. Reports
A report is a representation of data, often in a printable tabular format. PaperCut MF

provides a set of built-in reports. These include simple pre-built reports accessed via one-

click, up tomore advanced reports constructed using custom filters.
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Tip:
PaperCut MF is an open system. SystemAdministrators with databaseman-

agement experiencemight run the system on an external database system. 3rd

party reporting tools can then be used to construct custom reports. The PaperCut

Software Development team can also consult on custom report development.

PaperCut MF reports are generated for a single Application Server. If your site

hasmultiple Application Servers and you want consolidated reports, see Central

Reports.

You can produce reports by selecting the date range and then clicking one of the report

format icons. You can select common date ranges, such asLast 30 days, Yesterday and

Previous Month via the drop down box. Use theAd-hoc option to generate the reports

with custom date ranges and filters (e.g. generate aUser printing - summaryreport lim-

ited to a particular department). You can see a sample of each report by clicking theShow

sample link. A sample report gives an indication of what the final report will look like.
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4.13.1. Report types
The following types of one-click reports are available under theReports section:

4.13.1.1. User Reports

These are reports producing information about users. They range from a list of users, their

names and current account balance, to detailed reports listing all print jobs printed by a user

over a particular time-frame.

4.13.1.2. Printer Reports

Printer reports produce information on printers including configuration, usage summaries

and statistics.

Note:
If you are using Direct Printing, the information for each print queue linked to a

printer is consolidated and presented as a summary for the printer.
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4.13.1.3. Print Log Reports

The print log is a detailed list of all printing performed on the network. The print log reports

allow administrators to produce reports list all jobs over a given date range with simple one-

click version for today's print jobs and largest print jobs.

4.13.1.4. Group Reports

These reports group printer usage by network group allowing SystemAdministrators to

determine which group of users performs themost prints. These reports are ideal for gain-

ing a quick overview of printing costs performed bywork area, department, floor, man-

agement level, etc.

4.13.1.5. Shared accounts reports

Administrators can use the shared account reports to track printing allocated to shared

accounts via the popup.

4.13.1.6. Transaction Reports

These provide a summary of the transactions / balance adjustments.

4.13.1.7. Environmental Impact Reports

These reports summarize the environment impact of printing.

4.13.1.8. Ratio Reports

These reports compare relative printing usage.

4.13.1.9. Period Comparison Reports

These reports compare printing activity between two periods.
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4.13.2. Report Formats
All reports are available in three different formats. Access to all formats depends on the soft-

ware installed on your system. Alternate formats are accessed via the three icons located

next to the report period drop down box.

There are three report formats available.

Format Description

PDF

Reports

PDF is the most appropriate format for printing. To view these

reports your computer must have a PDF viewer installed. Adobe

Acrobat Reader is a free PDF viewer available from adobe.com.

HTML

Reports

HTML Reports work on all systems and don't require an external

PDF viewer. These reports might not print or format as well as the

PDF versions and are designed for either a quick review of data or

for systems that don't have a PDF viewer.

CSV/Excel

Reports

Use the CSV/Excel reports to access the data in plain text format.

The format is suitable for importing data into programs such as

Microsoft Excel.

Table 66: Report Formats
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4.13.3. Combining Filters and Reports
All data list views in PaperCut MF have export/print option linked at the bottom of the list.

The export/print links run a report over the data currently displayed in the list. The lists

column order and filter options are taken into consideration when generating the report

data. Use this functionality to produce ad-hoc or custom reports. This functionality is best

described by example.

To run a report to see who and how much people have printed against a shared account

over themonth of September:

1. Navigate to theAccounts.

2. Click the appropriate shared account.

3. Select the Job Log tab.

4. Click theShow Filters link.

5. Select the 1st of September in the from date and enter the 30th of September in the

to date.

6. ClickApply Filter. All print jobs printed against this shared account for themonth of

September is displayed in this list.

7. Click theSummary by user link to produce the PDF report.

To run a report listing all transactions issued against a user's account over themonth of

September ordered by transaction amount:
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1. Navigate to theUsers tab.

2. Click the appropriate user account. The user details page is displayed.

3. Select the Transactions tab.

4. Click theShow Filters link.

5. Select the 1st of September in the from date and enter the 30th of September in the

to date.

6. ClickApply Filter.

7. Click theAmount column to order the data by amount value.

8. ClickExport/Print at the bottom of the list to produce the report.

4.13.4. Scheduling and Emailing Reports
The one-click reports in the PaperCut MF web interface are good for finding important data

fast, however, sometimes it ismore convenient to have important data 'pushed' to inter-

ested parties. You can achieve this with scheduled reports.

PaperCut MF can schedule reports to run periodically and have them automatically sent out

via email or saved to a folder. You can schedule reports for a variety of purposes, for

example:

Sending a department manager a summary of the department staff's printing.

Sending a teacher a summary of printing for each student in their class.

Producing and using a CSV report saved to disk to import into an external system,

such as an accounting package.

Producing a regular report for billing or invoicing purposes.

4.13.4.1. Usage

To view yhe scheduled reports page, select Reports > Scheduled Reports.
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Important: Before scheduled reports can be sent via email, PaperCut MF needs

to know where to find a SMTP server (outgoing email server). For information

about how to configure email notifications, see Configuring Email Notifications.

To create a scheduled report, select the desired report options; then clickAdd. The pro-

cess is best described byway of example:

Example 1: Faculty based reporting in education
Joe is head of the science faculty at a university. Faculty staff have the ability to charge

printing back to the faculty. Joe wants to see, on a regular basis, how much printing each

user charges to the faculty.

To do this:
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1. Navigate to theScheduled Reports page.

2. ClickSchedule a new report if the panel is not already displayed.

3. Choose the report Type of Shared account printing - user summary.

4. Under Optional parameters > Account name , enter Joe's faculty shared

account name,Science.

5. Change the report title to "Science Faculty Account Printing".

6. Leave the report Format asPDF.

7. Make the report deliverable every week by settingReport toWeekly.

8. Set theDelivery toBy email.

9. Enter Joe's email address underRecipients.

10. ClickAdd.

The report is now scheduled to run every week, and should now be shown in the table on

the bottom of the page. Joe will receive an email every Sunday showing the previous

week's printing in his faculty. To find out exactly when the report will be sent, see Details. To

see an example of what the report will look like, click [show example] next to the report. To

manually run the report (generate it and email to Joe now), click [run now]. The

The [run now] operation also provides a convenient way to resend the previous period's

report if the original delivery failed or if the email was accidentally deleted.

Example 2: Division based reporting in business
Mary is head of themarketing division at a company. She wants to see which printers her

staff usemost, to make decisions about printer redistribution and purchasing. Also of

interest are the sizes of paper being used, and how much color printing is being performed.

To do this:

1. Navigate to theScheduled Reports page.

2. ClickSchedule a new report if the panel is not already displayed.

3. Choose the report Type ofGroup printing - printer summary.
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4. Under Optional parameters > Group name , enter Mary's division group name,

Marketing.

5. Leave the report Format asPDF.

6. Make the report deliverable every fortnight by settingReport to Fortnightly.

7. Set theDelivery toBy email.

8. Enter Mary's email underRecipients.

9. ClickAdd.

The report is now scheduled to run every fortnight, and should now be shown in the table

below. Mary will receive an email every second Sunday showing the previous fortnight's

printer usage by her division.

Example 3: Create reports to import into external
system
John is the head of the accounting department in the organization and wants to charge his

clients for invoiced printing allocated to their account. He wants that data in the external

accounting system. He can schedule shared account printing - summary report to be

saved to disk so that he can access the same file periodically and import the data into his

external system.

1. Navigate to theScheduled Reports page.

2. ClickSchedule a new report if the panel is not already displayed.

3. Choose the report Type of Shared account printing - summary .

4. Under Optional parameters > Invoiced , select, yes.

5. Change the report Format toCSV.

6. Make the report deliverable every week by settingReport toWeekly.

7. Set theDelivery to To file.

8. Enter a file name client-summary. This is the name under which the file is saved on
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the disk.

9. ClickAdd.

Tip: Selecting the optionAppend datestamp to file name is optional. If the

option is selected, then the report is saved with a unique name, including the date

every time, otherwise the report is overwritten periodically.

The report is now scheduled to be written to disk every week, and should be shown in the

table below. A new report is generated under the name of client-summary.csv, every week

under [app-path]/server/data/scheduled-reports.

4.13.4.2. Details

Each reportPeriod determineswhen the report will run. When the report includes date

based usage information (such as printing usage), the period also determines the date

range of the data to include.

Period Report Run Time
Report Date

Range

Daily Early every morning, about 12:55am. The previous

day.

Weekly Every Sunday in the early morning, about

12:55am.

The previous

week, from

Sunday to

Saturday

Fortnightly Every second Sunday in the early morning, about

12:55am. Fortnightly reports are run on even

weeks, i.e. the second week of the year, the

fourth week of the year, etc.

The previous

fortnight, from

two Sundays

ago to

Saturday.

Monthly Early morning on the first day of every month,

about 12:55am.

The previous

month.

Table 67: Scheduled reports delivery times
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Period Report Run Time
Report Date

Range

Quarterly Early morning on the first day of every quarter,

about 12:55am. Each quarter of an year is 3

months long. For example: First quarter of the

year is from 1st of January to 30th of March.

The previous

quarter.

Yearly Early morning on the first day of every year ,

about 12:55am

The previous

year.

Tip: Reports scheduled to write to a file are alwayswritten to a folder on the

server located at [app-path]/server/data/scheduled-reports. This

is a local folder on the server where PaperCut MF is installed. It is not possible to

change this target location to point to say a network share on another system.

The reason for this is that PaperCut runs as a system service/daemonwith lim-

ited rights so it does not have access to other locations/servers. If the file needs to

be accessible/consumed from another system, consider sharing the target folder,

or using a scheduled task running as a privileged user (e.g. Windows Task or

Cron job) to copy the file.

Tip: If a user has their email address set in PaperCut MF, you can enter their

username inRecipients instead. For example, instead of entering joe123@-

domain.org, enter just joe.

4.13.5. Advanced Reporting Options
The following Advanced Reporting configuration keys are available. You can edit con-

figuration keys at Options > Actions > Config editor (advanced) .

Config

name
Description

reports.max-

rows

The maximum number of rows that a report produces. Once the

number of rows in a report reaches this value, the data in the

Table 68: Advanced Reporting Config Keys
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Config

name
Description

report is cut short (and the report will contain a message to indic-

ate this has happened). This is a 'sanity limit', intended to avoid

producing overly large reports by accident. The default value is

10000.

reports.top-

x-rows

The number of rows to display in 'top X' reports, such as the

Largest print users report. The default value is 100.

scheduled-

reports.day-

of-month

The day of the month when the monthly scheduled reports are

run. By default, the monthly scheduled reports are set to run on

the first day of the month. So, the default value is 1. The other

valid values are between 2 to 28.

reports.csv-

display-com-

ment-head-

ers

Determines whether to display the comment headers in CSV

reports (e.g. The report name and report parameters in the first

few rows of the file). You might want to remove the headers if the

CSV files are to be post processed or imported into a 3rd party

system, such as, an accounts database. To display comment

headers set the value to Y, to hide set the value to N.

SeeUsing the Config Editor to find out how to change config keys.

4.14. Advanced Scripting (Print Scripting)
PaperCut's advanced scripting interface is a powerful and flexible feature that you can use

to define and fine tune your printing policy. While there aremany features that you can

enable by selecting check boxes and changing options in the admin interface, scripting your

own behavior introduces a whole new level of customization.

The functionalitymade possible by scripting is varied and is constantly being extended

based on customer demand. Some common uses include:

Displaying a popupmessage if a user forgets to select duplex on large jobs.

Showing a dialog that displays environmental impact statistics about a user's print job
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such as the amount of carbon dioxide equivalent greenhouse gases produced.

Prompting the user to confirm large jobs before printing.

Automatically routing large jobs tomore efficient high volume printers.

All of the above is possible bywriting a small script directly into a code editor in the admin

interface. In fact, the above functionality is a pre-built recipe ready to use.

Other usage examples include:

Requesting job data/security classification.

Giving discounts during off-peak times.

Charging printing to departments during class-time.

Displaying warningmessages under selected conditions.

andmany, manymore.

At a high level, advanced scripting provides the ability to:

Adapt logic based on print job attributes such as cost, pages, document name, time,

etc.

Modify job attributes and behavior such as routing the job to another printer, influ-

encing job cost and account charged, and appendingmetadata such as comments.

Interactwith end users via client messages and popups/dialog boxes.
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4.14.1. Prerequisites
Writing print scripts bringsmany possibilities but also introduces the possibility that writing a

buggy print script results in unexpected behavior. Previous experience with scripting or pro-

gramming is strongly recommended. PaperCut MF does provide a number of tools to assist

with script development, however, including:

A mini JavaScript editor with basic error checking and syntax highlighting.

Quick access to a code cookbook containing dozens of best-practice recipes.

Pre-canned "code snippets" demonstrating the use of key functions.

Simple debugging tools such as logging and runtime error reporting.
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All of PaperCut MF's advanced scripts are written using the world'smost popular scripting

language, JavaScript (also known as ECMA-262 ECMAScript... apparently ;).

Note:Why JavaScript? JavaScript was selected as PaperCut MF's scripting lan-

guage after careful consultation with the existing user base. JavaScript was the

language common to SystemAdministrators across all platforms (Windows, Mac

and Linux). Its popularity in HTML programming alsomeant most administrators

already had extensive exposure to the language. Internally PaperCut uses the

Rhino scripting enginemaintained byMozilla.org, makers of the popular Firefox

browser. It is highly performant and allows PaperCut MF to leverage advanced

scripting without compromising system scalability. This is done using advanced

techniques such as just-in-time compilation.

4.14.2. How to Use Print Scripts
Print scripts are segments of code that are run whenever a new print job arrives in the

queue. The script is defined using the concept of a "hook". A hook is a JavaScript function

(e.g. function printJobHook(inputs, actions) { }) that is called for each

new job. Your print script defines thismethod, its behavior and its actions.

Print scripts are defined via Printers > [select printer] > Scripting .
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All scripts are defined on a per printer basis allowing each printer to have its own logic

(although you can share/copy a common script between printers, see Copying Printer Set-

tings). Enter script code into the editor and once completed, clickApply to save. Errors

raised by the script are displayed on this page.

Tip: One good way of experimenting with print scripting is to apply your script ini-

tially on a test printer (or fake print queue such as a print queue pointing to an

unused LPT port). This allows you to test and experiment, and when the logic is

right, copy/deploy across to other live printers.

Error messages are classed into two groups:

Syntax errors - these are detected and displayed when a script is applied. The script

does not save until all syntax errors are addressed.

Runtime errors - these are errors that only occur when a script is executed for a print

job. Runtime errors are also listed on theScripting tab in red. Refresh the page to see
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runtime errors. Runtime errors are also logged and are displayed on theApp Log

tab.

Where possible the error message indicates the line number on which the error

was found and the relevant line is highlighted.

The best way to start out writing print scripts is to first experiment with some of the recipes.

Try importing a recipe on a test/non-production printer by clicking Import Recipe. Recipes

demonstrate best practice and should be considered as a starting point for development of

your own scripts.
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Code snippets are small code fragments that demonstrate how to usemake best use of the

scripting API (inputs, functions andmethods). Consider using snippets as a base for adding

functionality to your script. Snippets are inserted at the current cursor location and accessed

via the Insert Snippet at Cursor button.
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4.14.3. Advanced Print Scripting - Global Include
Script
Large organizationswith advanced print scripting requirementsmight need to share com-

mon code between different print scripts. Use advanced scripting techniques to build these

common libraries.

Writing a common script allows reuse of JavaScript code and functionswithout needing to

copy script code to all printers. Write the common script code in a file named print-

script-common.js and save it in the [install-path]/server/custom dir-

ectory. This script is included and executed automatically and functions created in this file

are accessible from all print scripts.

Errors in the common print script are detected and displayed in theScripting tab. The

error message contains the name of the common script file, the error, and the line number
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where the error occurred. Refresh the page to see these errors. These errors are also vis-

ible in theApp. Log tab.

4.14.4. Tips for Print Scripts
1. Use snippets and/or recipeswhere possible. They are tested and demonstrate best

practice.

2. Start out small and aim high. Don't try building your script all in one go.Write a bit,

test, thenmove on. Large scripts written in one go are hard to debug.

3. Always test your scripts! Just because a script compiles does not mean it is bug free.

Take time to test your script and exercise all logic paths. For example, if your script

applies an action to jobswith more than 100 pages, test it by printing jobs that are

bothmore and less than 100 pages.

4. Check all your scripts from time to time for runtime errors and/or enable error level

event notifications to receive an email when errors occur (see Error level event noti-

fications).

5. Take some time to explore the list of methods in the reference API documentation

(see Print Script API Reference). Knowing what is possible can open up ideas.

6. Use actions.log.debug() or actions.client.sendMessage() to assist

with "print line" style debugging.

7. If your scripts interact with end-users, perform some usability testing to ensure they

understand your messages and intentions.

8. Consider using HTMLmarkup to pretty up your dialogmessages (see the snippet

titledShow a dialog with HTML formatting).

4.14.5. Print Script API Reference
Print scripts are segments of code that are run whenever a new print job arrives. The script

is defined using the concept of a "hook". A hook is a JavaScript function that is defined by

you, the script writer. It is also commonly referred to as an entry point or method. A number

of print hooks (entry points) are available and each differ by the point in the print workflow

when they are called. For example, a hook early in the workflow has the ability to influence

behavior later in the flow, while scripts late will correspondingly have access to additional
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information that would not be available earlier. In most cases the genericmain hook sat-

isfiesmost requirements.

Note: This API reference describing the all the properties and functions available

to print scripts. Many of these inputs and functions reference JavaScript objects

(e.g. String, Boolean, Date etc.). A good JavaScript reference will assist with mak-

ing use of and formatting these objects. For more information, see theMozilla

Developer Center here: https://developer.mozilla.org/en/JavaScript/Reference.

4.14.5.1. Script Hooks (Entry Points)

The available print hooks are:

Hook Description

printJobHook(inputs,

actions)

This is themainmulti-purpose hook and is

suitable for most situations.Point of Call:

Immediately before account selection popup

displays.Suitability:Most situations as all

print job inputs andmost actions are avail-

able. Limitations:

Can't influence popup authentication

behavior

End-user account selection information

is not available

printJobAfter-

AccountSelectionHook(inputs,

actions)

This hook should only be used to perform

actions that use the result of the account

selection popup (i.e. accesses input-

s.job.selectedSharedAccountName

). Point of Call: Immediately after account

selection popup displays (or would display if

enabled).Suitability:Only use when the res-

ult of the account selection is required. Lim-

itations:

Table 69: Print Workflow Hooks
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Hook Description

Can't influence account selection popup

behavior or selected results (because

it's already been completed)

Can't influence popup authentication

behavior

Other Hooks If you have the need for another hook (e.g.

pre-authentication), explain your require-

ments to the support team. Your input can

influence the development of future scripting

features.

All print job hooks have access to job, printer and user information and can perform a variety

of actions that affect the job processing. The scripts have access to these through the two

function arguments:

inputs -Read-only access to the print job, user and printer information.

actions - Access to perform actions that can influence the job processing, e.g. to

cancel a job or send amessage to the client software.

inputs are read-only and anymodification to variables do not affect the print job. All

actions (also known as side-effects) must be performed via the available actions. All avail-

able inputs and actions are listed below.

4.14.5.2. Script Inputs

Job Info (inputs.job)

Property/Method Description

inputs.job.date (date) The date/time the job was prin-

ted.

inputs.job.username (string) The username of the user

that printed the job.

Table 70: Job Info Script Reference (inputs.job)
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Property/Method Description

inputs.job.printerServerName (string) The name of the server the

print queue is hosted on.

inputs.job.printerName (string) The printer name.

inputs.job.fullPrinterName (string) The full name of the printer

including the server name, in the

format server\printer.

inputs.job.documentName (string) The document name.

input-

s.job.isAnalysisComplete

(boolean) Indicates that the print job

has been completely analyzed.

Before the job analysis is completed,

only basic job information is avail-

able (e.g. date, username, printer,

document name, client machine,

etc). The detailed job information,

such as, page counts, paper size,

costs, etc are only available after

analysis is completed. If scripts

require access to the detailed inform-

ation, they should only access these

once the job analysis is completed.

This is achieved by placing the fol-

lowing snippet at the start of the print

hook function:
if (!in-

put-

s.job.isAnalysisComplete)

{ return; }

This snippet exits the script if ana-

lysis is not complete. Once analysis

is completed the script is called

again and continue past this point.
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Property/Method Description

inputs.job.isWebPrintJob (boolean) Determines if the job has

been submitted by Web Print.

inputs.job.jobSourceName (string) The machine name of the cli-

ent workstation where the job was

printed, or the type of job if ori-

ginating from Google Cloud Print

(GOOGLE_CLOUD_PRINT), Web

Print (WEB_PRINT) or Email to Print

(EMAIL_PRINTING). Can be blank if

the client machine name is not

known.

inputs.job.clientIP (string) The IP address of the client

workstation where the job was prin-

ted. This might not be populated if

the client IP address is not known.

inputs.job.clientMachineOrIP (string) The machine name or IP

address of the client workstation

where the job was printed. If both the

machine name and the IP address

are known, the machine name are

returned.

input-

s.job.se-

lectedSharedAccountName

(string) The full name of the selected

shared account. If no shared account

is selected the an empty string is

returned ("") (available only after the

account selection is completed. i.e.

from within the printJobAfter-

AccountSelectionHook hook) .

inputs.job.totalPages (number) The total number of pages

in the print job. (available only when
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Property/Method Description

job analysis is complete. i.e. isAna-

lysisComplete is true.)

inputs.job.totalSheets (number) The total number of sheets

of paper produced by the job. (avail-

able only when job analysis is com-

plete. i.e. isAnalysisComplete

is true.)

inputs.job.totalColorPages (number) The total number of color

pages in the print job. (Only avail-

able when job analysis is complete.

i.e. isAnalysisComplete is

true.)

input-

s.job.totalGrayscalePages

(number) The total number of gray-

scale pages in the print job. (Only

available when job analysis is com-

plete. i.e. isAnalysisComplete

is true.)

inputs.job.isGrayscale (boolean) Determines if the job is

grayscale (i.e. contains no color).

(Only available when job analysis is

complete. i.e. isAna-

lysisComplete is true.)

inputs.job.isColor (boolean) Determines if the job is

color (i.e. contains at least one color

page). (Only available when job ana-

lysis is complete. i.e. isAna-

lysisComplete is true.)

inputs.job.isDuplex (boolean) Determines job is duplex.

(Only available when job analysis is

complete. i.e. isAna-
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Property/Method Description

lysisComplete is true.)

inputs.job.cost (number) The cost of the job. (Only

available when job analysis is com-

plete. i.e. isAnalysisComplete

is true.)

inputs.job.copies (number) The number of copies. The

totalPages attribute already takes

the copies into account. (Only avail-

able when job analysis is complete.

i.e. isAnalysisComplete is

true.)

inputs.job.spoolSizeKB (number) The size of the spool size

in kilobytes (KB). (Only available

when job analysis is complete. i.e.

isAnalysisComplete is true.)

inputs.job.paperSizeName (string) The paper size name (e.g.

Letter, Tabloid, A4, A3). (Only avail-

able when job analysis is complete.

i.e. isAnalysisComplete is

true.)

inputs.job.printerLanguage (string) The printer language of the

print job (e.g. PostScript, PCL5, etc).

(Only available when job analysis is

complete. i.e. isAna-

lysisComplete is true.)

inputs.job.paperSizeHeightMM (number) The height of the paper

size in millimetres (mm). (Only avail-

able when job analysis is complete.

i.e. isAnalysisComplete is

true.)
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Property/Method Description

inputs.job.paperSizeWidthMM (number) The width of the paper size

in millimetres (mm). (Only available

when job analysis is complete. i.e.

isAnalysisComplete is true.)

input-

s.job.environmentBulbHours

(number) The amount of energy

used by this job in terms of the num-

ber of hours of use of a 60W light

bulb. (Only available when job ana-

lysis is complete. i.e. isAna-

lysisComplete is true.)

inputs.job.environmentTrees (number) The amount of paper used

by this print job in terms of number of

trees. (Only available when job ana-

lysis is complete. i.e. isAna-

lysisComplete is true.)

input-

s.job.environmentGramsCO2

(number) The amount of carbon diox-

ide (C02) produced by this print job.

(Only available when job analysis is

complete. i.e. isAna-

lysisComplete is true.)

input-

s.job.-

calculateCostForPrinter

(printerName)

Calculates the cost of printing this

job on another printer. Use this to

determine the "Least cost route" for

this job. This returns the cost of the

job. Parameters:

printerName (string) - The name

of the printer to calculate the cost of

the job for. Enter this as server-

\\printer or without the server

name. If the server name is ommit-
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Property/Method Description

ted it is assumed the printer is on the

same print server as the current job.

NOTE: The input-

s.job.calculateCostForPrinter input

requires the double \ character.

User Info (inputs.user)

Property/Method Description

inputs.user.username (string) The username of the user

that printed the job.

inputs.user.fullName (string) The full name of the user

that printed the job (if known).

inputs.user.email (string) The email address of the

user that printed the job (if known).

inputs.user.office (string) The office of the user that

printed the job (if known).

inputs.user.department (string) The deparment of the user

that printed the job (if known).

inputs.user.restricted (boolean) Determines if the user is

restricted. i.e. printing is denied

when they have no credit.

inputs.user.balance (number) The user's current account

balance.

inputs.user.getBalance(accoun-

tName)

(number) The user's current account

balance. Parameters:

accountName (string) - This is

only valid whenMultiple Personal

Table 71: User Info Script Reference (inputs.user)
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Property/Method Description

Accounts is enabled. This is an

optional parameter to specify the

personal account name. If not spe-

cified, it retrieves the user's total

account balance.

inputs.user.isInGroup

(groupName)

Determines if the user belongs to

the given group name (as defined

on the Groups tab). Returns true

if the user belongs to this group.

Parameters:

groupName (string) - The name of

the group to check. NOTE: The

group name is case-sensitive.

inputs.user.getProperty

(propName)

Return a value as a string asso-

ciated with a persistent custom-

defined property saved on the user,

or null if there is no such value.

Parameters:

propName (string) - The name/key

of a user property to look-up.

For more information using storage

properties see User Defined Per-

sistent Properties (Storage).

inputs.user.getNumberProperty

(propName)

A convenience method to return a

value as a number associated with

a persistent custom-defined prop-

erty saved on the user, or null if

there is no such value. Parameters:

propName (string) - The name/key

of a user property to look-up.
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Property/Method Description

For more information using storage

properties see User Defined Per-

sistent Properties (Storage).

Client Info (inputs.client)

Property/Method Description

inputs.client.isRunning (boolean) Determines if the user who printed

the job is running the User Client software.

Use this to adapt the script to handle when a

client isn't running. e.g. Only display a

popup question when the client is running.

The client is considered "running" if there

was activity from that client within the last 5

minutes.

Table 72: Client Info Script Reference (inputs.client)

Printer Info (inputs.printer)

Property/Method Description

inputs.printer.serverName (string) The name of the

server where the printer is

hosted.

inputs.printer.printerName (string) The name of the

printer.

inputs.printer.fullPrinterName (string) The full name of the

printer in format server-

/printer.

inputs.printer.isVirtualQueue (boolean) Determines if this

printer is a virtual queue.

Table 73: Printer Info Script Reference (inputs.printer)
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Property/Method Description

inputs.printer.isDisabled (boolean) Determines if this

printer is currently disabled.

inputs.printer.isStatusError (boolean) Determines if this

printer is currently in an

error state (e.g. paper jam,

offline, etc.)

inputs.printer.statusInErrorSince (date) The time when the

printer went into this error

state.

inputs.printer.statusInErrorSeconds (number) The number of

seconds the printer has

been in error.

inputs.printer.groups (Array) An array of all the

printer groups that this

printer is a member of.

inputs.printer.isInGroup(groupName) (boolean) Determines if the

printer belongs to a particular

printer group. Returns true if

the printer belongs to this

group.

Parameters:

groupName (string) -

The name of the printer

group to check.

inputs.printer.getProperty

(propName)

Return a value as a string

associated with a persistent

custom-defined property saved

on the printer, or null if there

is no such value.
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Property/Method Description

Parameters:

propName (string) - The

name/key of a printer

property to look-up.

For more information using

storage properties see User

Defined Persistent Properties

(Storage).

inputs.printer.getNumberProperty

(propName)

A conveniencemethod to

return a value as a number

associated with a persistent

custom-defined property saved

on the printer, or null if there

is no such value.

Parameters:

propName (string - The

name/key of a printer

property to look-up.

For more information using

storage properties see User

Defined Persistent Properties

(Storage).

Utilities (inputs.utils)

Method Description

inputs.utils.formatBalance

(amount)

Formats the balance amount based on

the server currency settings. Returns a

string.

Table 74: Utilities Script Reference (inputs.utils)
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Method Description

Parameters:

amount (number) - the amount

to format.

inputs.utils.formatCost

(amount)

Formats the cost amount (e.g. a job

cost) based on the server currency set-

tings.

Returns a string.

Parameters:

amount (number) - the amount

to format.

inputs.utils.formatNumber

(amount, decimals)

Formats a number with the given num-

ber of decimal places.

Returns a string.

Parameters:

amount (number) - the amount

to format.

decimals (number) - The num-

ber of decimal places to format.

inputs.utils.getProperty

(propName)

Return a value as a string asso-

ciated with a persistent custom-defined

global property, or null if there is no

such value.

Parameters:

propName (string) - The

name/key of a global property to

look-up.

For more information using storage

properties see User Defined Persistent
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Properties (Storage).

inputs.utils.getNumberProperty

(propName)

A conveneincemethod to return a

value as a number associated with a

persistent custom-defined global prop-

erty, or null if there is no such value.

Parameters:

propName (string) - The

name/key of a global property to

look-up.

For more information using storage

properties see User Defined Persistent

Properties (Storage).

4.14.5.3. Script Actions

Job Actions (actions.job)

Method Description

actions.job.addComment(com-

ment)

Appends a comment to the job. This is

logged to the database and is avail-

able in the job logs and reports. If the

job already has a comment (e.g. set

by the user with the advanced client)

then this appends to the existing com-

ment. Parameters:

comment (string) - The comment to

add to the print job.

actions.job.setCost(cost) Sets the cost of the print job. NOTE: If

there are other cost adjustments con-

Table 75: Job Actions Script Reference (actions.job)
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figured (e.g. user cost overrides),

these can further modify the job cost

later in the job processing. Para-

meters:

cost (number) - The cost of the job.

Must be greater than or equal to 0.

actions.job.cancel() Cancels the current print job so that it

is not printed. It does not log the can-

celled job. To log the job use action-

s.job.cancelAndLog. The script

should typically exit using return

after cancelling the job.

actions.job.cancelAndLog

([comment])

Cancels the current print job and logs

it under job logs. It can also add a

comment to the job, which is then

available in the job logs and reports.

The script should typically exit using

return after cancelling the job. Para-

meters:

comment (string) - An optional para-

meter to add a comment to the print

job.

action-

s.job.chargeToPer-

sonalAccount()

Disables any client popups and

account selection, and charges the

job to the user's personal account.

NOTE: If you're using this in con-

junction with e.g. input-

s.job.jobSourceName to suppress

popups when processing e.g. Google

Cloud Print jobs, you'll need to
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remove the initial loop in the script

that checks for input-

s.job.isAnalysisComplete being true.

If this action happens after the ana-

lysis completes, that might be too late

to suppress the client popup.

action-

s.job.chargeToSharedAccount

(accountName)

Disables any client popups and

account selection, and charges the

job to the specified shared account.

Parameters:

accountName (string) - The name of

the shared account. If the shared

account is a sub-account then the

account namemust be provided in the

format parentName\\subName.

NOTE 1: The action-

s.job.chargeToSharedAccount action

requires the double \ character.

NOTE 2: If you're using this in con-

junction with e.g. input-

s.job.jobSourceName to suppress

popups when processing e.g. Google

Cloud Print jobs, you'll need to

remove the initial loop in the script

that checks for input-

s.job.isAnalysisComplete being true.

If this action happens after the ana-

lysis completes, that might be too late

to suppress the client popup.

actions.job.redirect(print-

erName[, options])

Schedules the job to be redirected to
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the given printer queue. The job is

redirected after it has completed pro-

cessing (e.g. after print popups are

acknowledged, filters are run, and the

job is released from the hold/release

queue). NOTE 1: Jobs should only be

redirected between compatible print-

ers (e.g. those that support the same

printer language and features). For

more information see Requirements

For Job Redirection (Load Balancing

or Find-Me Printing). NOTE 2: By

default, once a job is redirected it is

printed on the destination queue. You

cannot run another script or use print

popups at the destination queue. If

you want the job to be held at the des-

tination queue, you must specify the

option: allowHoldAtTarget:true. Para-

meters:

printerName (string) - The name of

the printer to redirect to. Enter this as

server\printer or without the

server name. If the server name is

omitted it is assumed the printer is on

the same print server as the current

job.

options (object/dictionary) - An

optional parameter defining the addi-

tional options to the redirect com-

mand. Options include:
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allowHoldAtTarget

(boolean) - Determineswhether

the job holds in the destination

printer's hold/release queue if

present. Although the job is dis-

played in the destination's hold-

/release queue, it is not

physically redirected until prin-

ted. Default: false.

recalculateCost (boolean)

- Determineswhether to recal-

culate the cost based on the set-

tings of the destination printer.

Default: false.

Example 1: Redirect to a printer

named "server\Fast Printer".
actions.job.redirect

("server\\Fast Printer");

Example 2: Redirect to a virtual

queue named "server\Utility Room".

The job holds at the Release Station.
actions.job.redirect

("server\\Utility Room",

{allowHoldAtTarget:

true});

Example 3: Redirect to a virtual

queue named "server\Utility Room",

recalculating the cost based on the

cost settings of the destination printer.
actions.job.redirect

("server\\Utility Room",

{allowHoldAtTarget: true,
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recalculateCost: true});

NOTE 3: The actions.job.redirect()

action requires the double \ char-

acter.

action-

s.job.bypassReleaseQueue()

Allows this job to pass through the

queue without being held in a hold-

/release queue.

action-

s.job.holdInReleaseQueue

([mode])

Holds this job in a hold/release queue

that it was printed to. If the mode argu-

ment is omitted the job is held in

"User-release" mode. Parameters:

mode (string) - An optional parameter

defining the Release Stationmode. If

set to user-release, the user can

release the job. If set to manager-

release, only an admin or print

releasemanager can release the job.

Default: user-release

actions.job.bypassFilters() Allows this job to pass through the

queue without being denied by the

configured print filters/restrictions.

action-

s.job.convertToGrayscale()

Convert this job to grayscale (if it is

not already grayscale). The job's cost

is recalculated after conversion to

grayscale. For more information and

troubleshooting with job conversions,

see Print Conversion Filters in Detail.

actions.job.convertToDuplex

()

Convert this job to duplex (if it is not

already duplex). The job's cost is

recalculated after conversion to
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duplex. For more information and

troubleshooting, see Print Conversion

Filters in Detail.

action-

s.job.changeNumberOfCopies

(newCopies)

Change the number of copies in this

job. E.g. change to print 4 copies

instead of 1 copy. This should only be

used to increase the copy count from

1, not to reduce the count or change in

other ways. The job's cost is recal-

culated after the number of copies is

changed. This feature might not be

available for all print drivers. For more

information and troubleshooting, see

Print Conversion Filters in Detail.

Parameters:

newCopies (number) - The new

number of copies to print.

Note: Changing the number of copies

is experimental and might not work on

all devices. If you experience prob-

lems and the steps in Troubleshooting

do not assist, please contact support

for assistance.

action-

s.job.changeDocumentName

(documentName)

Changes the name of the document

that is logged in the database. Para-

meters:

documentName (string) - The new

name of the document.

actions.job.changeUser(user-

name)

Changes the user associated with the

job (i.e. the user is logged as the user
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that printed the job). Parameters:

username (string) - The username

of the user.

action-

s.job.changePer-

sonalAccountChargePriority

(accountNames)

Allows overriding which of a users'

personal accounts to charge and in

which order/priority. This is useful

when a printer can only be used when

credit is available in a particular sub-

set of user personal accounts (e.g.

department allocated quotas). Only

those accounts listed are charged for

the job. If credit isn't available in the

listed accounts the jobs is denied.

NOTE: This is only valid when Mul-

tiple Personal Accounts is enabled.

See Multiple Personal Accounts.

Parameters:

accountNames (array of strings) -

the list of personal account names (as

configured inOptions > Advanced.)

in the order they are charged. e.g.

["Default", "Cash"]. When

searching for the account names the

case differences are ignored. If any of

the accounts supplied to do not exist

then an entry is written to the server

log. If no valid accounts are found

then the personal account charge pri-

ority is unchanged.

Example: To allow the jobs to be only

charge to the accounts "Science
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Department" and "Cash" (in that

order)
action-

s.job.changePer-

sonalAccountChargePriority

( ["Science Department",

"Cash"]);

action-

s.job.disableArchiving()

Disable print job archiving if it's been

enabled for this job.

actions.job.setWatermark

(text)

Sets the watermark text for this job.

Watermarking allows text to be added

on each printed page, e.g. the date

and name of the user who printed the

job. NOTE: Using an empty string dis-

ables the watermark, overriding a

queue-level setting. Example: action-

s.job.setWatermark(""); Parameters:

text (string) - the watermark text to

add to each page of the job. The text

can include replacement variables

such as "%user%" (replaced with the

username of the user who printed the

job). An empty string disables water-

marking for this job.

For more information about water-

marking and the replacement vari-

ables that you can use in text see

Watermarking/Job Annotation.

action-

s.job.setHoldReleaseTimeout

(timeoutMins)

Sets the timeout in minutes for a hold-

/release job, which overrides the sys-

tem setting. Parameters:
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timeout (number) - the time, in

minutes, that a hold/release job is

held in the queue before it is can-

celled. Theminimum timeout is 5

minutes.

Client Actions (actions.client)
The client actions allow a script to sendmessages to the User Client and prompt the user

for a variety of questions. These require that the user is running the client software.

Method Description

actions.client.sendMessage(mes-

sage)

Sends amessage to the user. This

message is typically displayed as a

task tray popup onWindows.

Unlike the prompt actions, the user

does not need to acknowledge the

message to allow the job to print.

Parameters:

message (string) - themes-

sage to display to the user.

actions.client.promptOK(message

[, options])

Prompts the user with themessage

dialog that displays anOK button.

Returns a string:

"OK" - if the user clicksOK.

"TIMEOUT" - If the user does

not respond within the timeout

period.

Parameters:

Table 76: Client Actions Script Reference (actions.client)
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message (string) - themes-

sage to display to the user.

For information on formatting

messages see Client Prompt

Message Formatting.

options (object/dictionary) -

Options to change the beha-

vior of the prompt.

For the standard prompt

options see Client Prompt

Standard Options.

actions.client.promptOKCancel

(message[, options])

Prompts the user with amessage

dialog that displaysOK and

Cancel.

Returns a string:

"OK" - if the user clicksOK.

"CANCEL" - if the user clicks

OK.

"TIMEOUT" - If the user does

not respond within the timeout

period.

Parameters:

message (string) - themes-

sage to display to the user.

For information on formatting

messages see Client Prompt

Message Formatting.

options (object/dictionary) -

Options to change the beha-

vior of the prompt.
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For the standard prompt

options see Client Prompt

Standard Options.

actions.client.promptPrintCancel

(message[, options])

Prompts the user with amessage

dialog that displaysPrint and

Cancel.

Returns a string:

"OK" - if the user clicksOK.

"CANCEL" - if the user clicks

OK.

"TIMEOUT" - If the user does

not respond within the timeout

period.

Parameters:

message (string) - themes-

sage to display to the user.

For information on formatting

messages see Client Prompt

Message Formatting.

options (object/dictionary) -

Options to change the beha-

vior of the prompt.

For the standard prompt

options see Client Prompt

Standard Options.

actions.client.promptYesNo(mes-

sage[, options])

Prompts the user with amessage

dialog that displaysYes andNo.

Returns a string:

"YES" - if the user clicksYes.
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"NO" - if the user clicksNo.

"TIMEOUT" - If the user does

not respond within the timeout

period.

Parameters:

message (string) - themes-

sage to display to the user.

For information on formatting

messages see Client Prompt

Message Formatting.

options (object/dictionary) -

Options to change the beha-

vior of the prompt.

For the standard prompt

options see Client Prompt

Standard Options.

actions.client.promptYesNoCancel

(message[, options])

Prompts the user with amessage

dialog that displaysYes,No and

Cancel.

Returns a string:

"YES" - if the user clicksYes.

"NO" - if the user clicksNo.

"CANCEL" - If the user clicks

Cancel.

"TIMEOUT" - If the user does

not respond within the timeout

period.

Parameters:
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message (string) - themes-

sage to display to the user.

For information on formatting

messages see Client Prompt

Message Formatting.

options (object/dictionary) -

Options to change the beha-

vior of the prompt.

For the standard prompt

options see Client Prompt

Standard Options.

actions.client.promptForText(mes-

sage[, options])

Prompts the user with amessage

dialog that prompts the user to

enter text, and showsOK and

Cancel.

Returns a string:

[user entered text] - if

the users enters text and

clicksOK.

"CANCEL" - If the user clicks

Cancel.

"TIMEOUT" - If the user does

not respond within the timeout

period.

Parameters:

message (string) - themes-

sage to display to the user.

For information on formatting

messages see Client Prompt

Message Formatting.
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options (object/dictionary) -

Options to change the beha-

vior of the prompt.

For the standard prompt

options see Client Prompt

Standard Options.

Additional options include:

defaultText (string) -

The text that pre-pop-

ulates the text entry field.

fieldLabel (string) -

The label displayed on

the left side of the text

field. By default no field

label is displayed, and

the text-box fills the full

width of the dialog.

actions.client.promptForPassword

(message[, options])

Prompts the user with amessage

dialog that prompts the user to

enter a password, and showsOK

andCancel. User input ismasked.

Note that this functionmasks user

input - it does not perform any

actual password authentication.

Returns a string:

[user entered text] - if

the users enters text and

clicksOK.

"CANCEL" - If the user clicks

Cancel.
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"TIMEOUT" - If the user does

not respond within the timeout

period.

Parameters:

message (string) - themes-

sage to display to the user.

For information on formatting

messages see Client Prompt

Message Formatting.

options (object/dictionary) -

Options to change the beha-

vior of the prompt.

For the standard prompt

options see Client Prompt

Standard Options.

Additional options include:

defaultText (string) -

The text that pre-pop-

ulates the text entry field.

fieldLabel (string) -

The label displayed on

the left side of the text

field. By default no field

label is displayed, and

the text-box fills the full

width of the dialog.

actions.client.promptForChoice

(message, choices[, options])

Prompts the user with amessage

dialog that prompts the user to

select from one or more choices

from a drop-down list, and shows
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OK andCancel.

Returns a string:

[user selected

choice] - The selected

choice item.

"CANCEL" - If the user clicks

Cancel.

"TIMEOUT" - If the user does

not respond within the timeout

period.

Parameters:

message (string) - themes-

sage to display to the user.

For information on formatting

messages see Client Prompt

Message Formatting.

choices (array of strings) -

the list of choices to display in

the drop-down list. e.g.

["Unclassified",

"Restricted", "Top

secret"]

options (object/dictionary) -

Options to change the beha-

vior of the prompt. For the

standard prompt options see

Client Prompt Standard

Options.

Additional options include:
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defaultChoice

(string) - The default

choice, which is pre-

selected for the user.

Thismust match one of

the provided choices.

fieldLabel (string) -

The label displayed on

the left side of the drop-

down box. By default no

field label is displayed,

and the drop-down fills

the full width of the dia-

log.

actions.client.promptForForm(htm-

lForm[, options])

Prompts the user with a dialog con-

taining amultiple input field form.

The dialog also showsOK and

Cancel. The input fields and layout

are defined using HTMLwith form

elements. The htmlForm para-

meter must contain valid HTML

including at least one or more form

elements such as <input>. When

the user clicksOK, the form data is

returned in a JavaScript object

where the values can be retrieved

using the field name. e.g.

response['fieldName']:

[JavaScript object

containing form data]

- when the users enters text;

then clickesOK. To retrieve
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the value of the fieldName

field, use response

['fieldName'].

"CANCEL" - If the user clicks

Cancel.

"TIMEOUT" - If the user does

not respond within the timeout

period.

Parameters:

htmlForm (string) - the

HTML form/message to dis-

play to the user. The HTML

needs to include one or more

HTML input elements - includ-

ing text fields (normal, pass-

word or multi-line), radio

boxes, check boxes and

choice lists. Each form ele-

ment must have a unique

name that is used to identify

the field when the user's input

is returned to the server. For

information on formattingmes-

sages see Client Prompt Mes-

sage Formatting.

options (object/dictionary) -

Options to change the beha-

vior of the prompt.

For the standard prompt

options see Client Prompt

Standard Options.
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Use of promptForForm is

demonstrated in a code snippet

and in a recipe.

Client Prompt Standard Options

All the client prompt options have an options parameter to customize the prompt beha-

vior. Some prompt types have additional options, but all prompt types have the following

options:

dialogTitle (string) - The title of the dialog.

dialogDesc (string) - The brief one-line description to complement the dialog title.

hideJobDetails (boolean) - Used to hide the job details from the user. e.g. doc-

ument name, printer name, pages, cost, etc. Default: false - the job details are dis-

played.

timeoutSecs (number) - The number of seconds to wait for a response from the

user. Once this time elapses, the prompt method returns "TIMEOUT". The default

timeout is 5minutes (300 seconds).

questionID (string) - Uniquely identifies a question for a given print job and script.

Once a user has responded to a prompt with a given questionID, the result is

remembered and the user is not prompted again for this job. This is important as the

print script can be called repeatedly if jobs are held awaiting prompts, popups or are

held in a release queue. If the questionID is not provided, the question ID is auto-

matically generated based on the prompt parameters (e.g. message, buttons,

choices, etc).

The questionID is rarely required, only in the following cases:

If the same prompt/question is requiredmultiple times for a single script, and the

user must answer each time. Assigning a different questionID to each prompt

ensures that the user is re-prompted.

If themessage of a prompt changeswith each call. e.g. if themessage included
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the current time it would change each time the prompt was called. Another

example is if themessage includes the user's balance, thismight change if they

are printingmultiple print jobs. Both of these would cause themultiple prompts to

be displayed. Assigning a questionID avoids this re-prompting.

When performing validation of user-entered text from a text prompt in a while

loop. Assign a unique questionID with each loop iteration, otherwise the user

will not be reprompted and an infinite loop will occur (PaperCut MF detects this

and cancel the script execution).

fastResponse (boolean) - When set to truePaperCut enables fast response

mode to retrieve the response to the client prompt more quickly. This is useful only

when displaying a sequence of prompts, and causes the next prompt to displaymore

quickly.

Important:
This setting is useful only when displaying a sequence of prompts. Take care

when enabling this option as it can cause increased load on the server.

Youmight also want to consider displaying amulti-input form instead of separate

prompts. See actions.client.promptForForm() for details.

Client Prompt Message Formatting

The client prompts allow the administrator to display amessage to the user and ask for user

input. The dialogmessages provide a subset of themost useful HTML formatting options.

You can use them tomake your message stand out and grab the user's attention.

Plain text formatting:

To use plain text formatting, provide a standard JavaScript string as the message para-

meter. To start a new line, use the new line character \n. e.g.

actions.client.promptOK("First line\n\nSecond line");

HTML formatting:

The dialogsmessagesHTML formatting that provides a large subset of themost useful

HTML formatting options. So you can get creative andmake your message stand out and

grab the user's attention.
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To enable HTML formatting, surround themessage text in <html> and </html> tags.

Below is a very simple example that shows the word bold in bold.

actions.client.promptOK("<html>This is

<b>bold</b></html>");

The client dialogs support many of the commonly used HTML features/elements including:

Bold text - <b>

Colored text - <span style='color: red'>

Images - <img src='http://host.com/image.jpg'>

Line breaks - <br>

Font sizes - <span style='font: 14px'>

Bullet lists - <ul> / <li>

Numbered lists - <ol> / <li>

Horizontal rule - <hr>

Text Field Input - <input name="comment"> (only valid in action-

s.client.promptForForm)

The dialog below showsmost of the formatting options outlined above. The code for this dia-

log is available in the "Show a dialog with HTML formatting" snippet.
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Tip:
To reference an image stored in the directory [app-path]/server-

/custom/web/my-image.jpg use the HTML:

<img src='http://%PC_SERVER%/custom/my-image.jpg'>

The special substitution variable %PC_SERVER% is expanded to the name and

port of your active PaperCut server.
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Log Actions (actions.log)

Method Description

actions.log.info

(message)

Logs an informational message to the App. Log.

Parameters:

message (string) - themessage to log.

actions.log.warning

(message)

Logs an warning message to the App. Log. Para-

meters:

message (string) - themessage to log.

actions.log.error

(message)

Logs an error message to the App. Log. Para-

meters:

message (string) - themessage to log.

actions.log.debug

(message)

Logs a message to the server's text-based log file

([app-path]/server/logs/server.log).

This is helpful to diagnose problems with print

scripts. Parameters:

message (string) - themessage to log.

Table 77: Log Actions Script Reference (actions.log)

Utility Actions (actions.utils)

Method Description

actions.utils.sendEmail(recipient,

subject, body)

Sends an email to an

email address or user-

name. Parameters:

recipient (string) -

either the email address

or username of the email

recipient.

Table 78: Utility Actions Script Reference (actions.utils)
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Method Description

subject (string) - sub-

ject text of the email.

body (string) - body text

of the email.

actions.utils.sendEmail(recipients,

subject, body)

Sends an email to one or

many email addresses or

usernames. Parameters:

recipients (array of

strings) - either the email

addresses or user-

names of the email recip-

ients.

subject (string) - sub-

ject text of the email.

body (string) - body text

of the email.

Example: to send an

email to many email

addresses or usernames
action-

s.utils.sendE-

mail( 

["Admin-

istrator", "sup-

port-

staff@myuniversity.edu"],

"Oh no!",

"we're out of

print credit!");

action-

s.utils.onCompletionSaveProperty

Saves a global value as a

string associated with a
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Method Description

(propName, value[, options]) persistent custom-defined

property. This operation is

performed once the print

script completes and the

print-job is printed. Para-

meters:

propName (string) - the

name/key of the prop-

erty to set.

value (string) - the

property value. Note:

Numbers are converted

to a string.

options (object/-

dictionary) - options to

modify behavior of the

command.

saveWhenCan-

celled (boolean)

- If set to true, the

operation is per-

formed even if the

print job is can-

celled (eg. insuf-

ficient credit). By

default, this is set to

false.

For more information

using storage properties

see User Defined Per-

sistent Properties (Stor-
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Method Description

age).

action-

s.utils.onCom-

pletionIncrementNumberProperty

(propName, value[, options])

A convenience method to

increment a global num-

ber value associated with

a persistent custom-

defined property. This

operation is performed

once the print script com-

pletes and the print-job is

printed. Parameters:

propName (string) - the

name/key of the prop-

erty to set.

value (number) - the

amount to increment by.

A negative number will

decrement.

options (object/-

dictionary) - options to

modify behavior of the

command.

saveWhenCan-

celled (boolean)

- If set to true, the

operation is per-

formed even if the

print job is can-

celled (eg. insuf-

ficient credit). By

default, this is set to

false.
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Method Description

For more information

using storage properties

see User Defined Per-

sistent Properties (Stor-

age).

User Actions (actions.user)

Method Description

actions.user.onCompletionSaveProperty

(propName, value[, options])

Saves a value on

the user as a

string associated

with a persistent cus-

tom-defined prop-

erty. This operation

is performed once

the print script com-

pletes and the print-

job is printed. Para-

meters:

propName

(string) - the

name/key of the

property to set.

value (string) -

the property

value. Note: Num-

bers are con-

verted to a string.

options (object/-

Table 79: User Actions Script Reference (actions.user)
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Method Description

dictionary) -

options tomodify

behavior of the

command.

saveWhenC-

ancelled

(boolean) - If

set to true,

the oper-

ation is per-

formed even

if the print

job is can-

celled (eg.

insufficient

credit). By

default, this

is set to

false.

For more inform-

ation using storage

properties see User

Defined Persistent

Properties

(Storage).

action-

s.user-

.onCompletionIncrementNumberProperty

(propName, value[, options])

A convenience

method to increment

a number value on

the user associated

with a persistent cus-

tom-defined prop-

erty. This operation
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Method Description

is performed once

the print script com-

pletes and the print-

job is printed. Para-

meters:

propName

(string) - the

name/key of the

property to set.

value (number)

- the amount to

increment by. A

negative number

will decrement.

options (object/-

dictionary) -

options tomodify

behavior of the

command.

saveWhen-

Can-

celled

(boolean) - If

set to true,

the oper-

ation is per-

formed even

if the print

job is can-

celled (eg.

insufficient

credit). By
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Method Description

default, this

is set to

false.

For more inform-

ation using storage

properties see User

Defined Persistent

Properties

(Storage).

Printer Actions (actions.printer)

Method Description

actions.printer.onCompletionSaveProperty

(propName, value[, options])

Saves a value on the

printer as a string

associated with a per-

sistent custom-

defined property. This

operation is per-

formed once the print

script completes and

the print-job is printed.

Parameters:

propName

(string) - the

name/key of the

property to set.

value (string) -

the property

value. Note:

Numbers are

Table 80: Printer Actions Script Reference (actions.printer)
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Method Description

converted to a

string.

options

(object/-

dictionary) -

options tomodify

behavior of the

command.

saveWhen-

Can-

celled

(boolean) -

If set to

true, the

operation is

performed

even if the

print job is

cancelled

(eg. insuf-

ficient

credit). By

default, this

is set to

false.

For more information

using storage prop-

erties see User

Defined Persistent

Properties (Storage).

action-

s.print-

A convenience

method to increment a
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Method Description

er.onCompletionIncrementNumberProperty

(propName, value[, options])

number value on the

printer associated

with a persistent cus-

tom-defined property.

This operation is per-

formed once the print

script completes and

the print-job is printed.

Parameters:

propName

(string) - the

name/key of the

property to set.

value (number)

- the amount by

which to incre-

ment. A negative

number will

decrement.

options

(object/-

dictionary) -

options tomodify

behavior of the

command.

saveWhen-

Can-

celled

(boolean) -

If set to

true, the
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Method Description

operation is

performed

even if the

print job is

cancelled

(eg. insuf-

ficient

credit). By

default, this

is set to

false.

For more information

using storage prop-

erties see User

Defined Persistent

Properties (Storage).

4.14.5.4. User Defined Persistent Properties (Storage)

Print scripts have the ability to store or save information between executions. They allow

script authors to implement advanced logic that takes advantage of not just the current print

event information, but any information that has been stored by previous script events. Prop-

erties can also be used to share data between different scripts. Some ideas that can be

implemented with print script properties could include:

Rate limits – knowledge of previous jobs in the given period need to be stored/known.

Detecting duplicate events/situations over time.

Detecting repeatable user behavior. e.g. how many times a user uses duplex in a row.

Shared settings between scripts . e.g. Global defined configuration variables/settings.

Properties are key-value pair storage that are associated with a user or printer, or option-

ally can be global. Keys are Strings that uniquely define the property. Values are stored as
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strings and are any data that can be converted to and from a string. Themaximum length of

a key is 70 characters, and the value is 1,000 characters.

Working with properties
Properties are fetched via the getProperty call on the associated source. For example,

to fetch a property stored on the user associated with the print job, use input-

s.user.getProperty("my-key"). Printer properties are fetched via input-

s.printer.getProperty(), and global via inputs.utils.getProperty().

There exists a set of conveniencemethods called getNumberProperty() if dealing

exclusively with a number.

By default, properties are only saved (to the database) after the print script completes and

the job is printed (i.e. not cancelled or denied). If saving/incrementing properties on job can-

cellation is required (e.g. the user has insufficient credit, or actions.job.cancel is

called, use the saveWhenCancelled optional argument. For example, to set a property

on the user, use:

actions.user.onCompletionSaveProperty("my-key", "my-value")

The same commandwith "save on cancellation" behavior enabled is:

actions.user.onCompletionSaveProperty("my-key", "my-value",

{'saveWhenCancelled' : true})

Tip: Global properties are stored as PaperCut config settings so any priviledge

SystemAdministrator can edit them. You can find your properties viaOptions >

Actions > Config editor (Advanced). All script properties are prefixed with

script.user-defined. and are searchable by name. Global properties are

a great way to define editable configuration values that are shared between

scripts.

Implementing Counters (Advanced)
There are two ways to implement a counter (e.g. a page number count). One approach is to

get the current value, increment, then save. On high volume networks there exists the pos-

sibility of another event overwriting the value. Print scripts provide a convenient method that
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avoids this called onCompletionIncrementNumberProperty(). See the recipe

"Prevent overuse of lab printers (rate limiting)" for an example.

4.14.5.5. Print Script Requirements (Advanced)

These notes are intended for advanced developers "pushing the limits" of print script func-

tionality. All print scriptsmust conform to the following technical requirements:

1. Timeouts:All scripts execution logic should complete within 5 seconds of CPU time.

Failure to comply (for example, due to an infinite loop), results in the script ter-

minating and raising a runtime error. Five seconds is adequate as even themost

advanced example recipes complete within a few milliseconds.

2. Reentrant and Idempotent:All scripts should be reentrent - designed to be calledmul-

tiple times for the same job, each time producing the same result/behavior. For

example, your script is calledmultiple times at various stages of analysis and it's

expected to provide the same output given the same input. Side-effects based off

logic other than the inputs are not recommended. For example, logic based off the

result of Math.random() would violate this principle.

3. New APIs: If you have a need for new APIs, please email the developers. We have a

number planned such as the ability to influence account selection popup behavior,

options to store/persist attributes on users and printers, exec external processes,

andmore layout options for dialogs. Please share your ideas!

4.14.5.6. Print Script Frequently Asked Questions

1. I'm gettingmultiple popups for questions I've already answered.

It's possible that the script has been written with multiple questions or has an issue

with the syntax of the script itself. Consider creating a simpler script and working in

additional complexity as you go.

If the data used in the popup changes, such as a users balance when releasingmul-

tiple jobs or printingmultiple jobs, then the script triggers the popup again as the con-

ditions have changed. You can avoid this by using the questionID option

explained above in Client Prompt Standard Options.
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4.15. Advanced Customization
PaperCut MF is an important part of network infrastructure at many thousands of organ-

izations. Having the ability to seamlessly integrate PaperCut into an existing network is

important. There are a number of ways to ensure end-users see the system as part of the

network rather than an add-on. These include:

Implementing Single SignOn (SSO) to integrate PaperCut into your organization's

Intranet portal.

Changing the URL or link on the User Client window

Customizing the look and feel of the user web pages

Using the PaperCut MF back-end data in other procedures such as custom reports

This section covers some of the customization options available within PaperCut MF. For

Single SignOn, seeWeb Browser Single Sign-On (SSO). For general information about

the User Client, see User Client.

4.15.1. Customizing the User Client Tool window
The pc-client.exe program displays a small window highlighting the current logged in

user's current account balance. This window contains two links. One calledDetails that

takes the user to theUser Pages login. The other defaults to the PaperCut Software web-

site. You can replace the link to the PaperCut Software website. Some suggestions include

linking to your organization's website or intranet site, or linking to a page containing your

organization's network usage policy. The logo used on the window can also be customized.

To change the link on the User Client window:

1. Log in to the system as an administrator (e.g. the built-in admin account).

2. Navigate to theOptions section.

3. Scroll down to theClient software section.

4. Select the optionChange link on client software.

5. Enter aDestination URL pointing to your new destination. The link should be a
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complete URL including the http:// component. e.g. http://www.my-

organization.com/printpolicy.htm.

6. Under Link text enter the text to be displayed. e.g. Print Policy.

7. ClickApply to the right to apply the changes.

The next time the client tool is started on one of the workstations, the new link is dis-

played.

There are other configuration keys that allow an administrator to customize the User Client

for their organization. The table below outlines all of the client customization config keys

available. You can update the value of these config keys using the Config Editor. See Using

the Config Editor to find out how to change config keys.

Config name Description

client.config.show-

link

Indicates whether the link at the top of the User Client is

displayed. To display, set the value to Y. To hide, set the

value to N.

client.config.show-

details-link

Indicates whether the "Details" link that points to the

user web interface is displayed. To display the link set

the value to Y, to hide set the value to N.

client.config.show-

document-cost

Determines whether to show the document cost to the

user in print popup notifications. To show the cost set the

Table 81: User Client Customization Config Keys
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Config name Description

value to Y, to hide set the value to N.

client.config.default-

advanced-tab

The default tab to display when a user is configured with

advanced account selection. Values: DEFAULT (All

Accounts), ALL (All Accounts), PREFERRED

(Preferred List), RECENT (Recent Selections)

The logo used on the User Client balance window and the account selection dialog can also

be customized by placing a file called client-logo.png in the directory [app-path]

/client/[platform] - the same directory as the executable. The imagemust satisfy

the following requirements:

Comply to the PNG (Portable network graphic) format.

A size of 64px by 64px.

Display correctly on different background colors (make use of transparencies or alpha

channels).

On the AppleMac platform the process is a little more involved. The image needs to be

placed inside the App package at: PCClient.app/Content/Resources. To access

this directory, Option-click the PCClient icon and selectShow package contents.

The User Client can also be configured by passing command-line parameters to the pro-

gram. This is described in User Client Options.

4.15.2. Limiting the list of interface lan-
guages/translations
PaperCut MF has been translated into a number of languages. Some of these translations

are complete and done at an official level while others are partial and done by PaperCut MF

users working in cooperation. Many of these languagesmight not be appropriate for your

environment so it makes sense to limit the list - the user selects the language in the drop-

down list on the web login screen. Set the list of available languages by changing config key

language.available to a comma-separated list of ISO language codes. The list must

be a subset of:
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ca,cs,da,de,es,es_ES,fi,-

fr,hr,hu,it,iw,ja,ko,lt,lv,nl,no,pl,pt,pt_PT,ru,sl,s-

r,sv,tr,zh_CN,zh_HK,zh_TW

For example, setting language.available to en,de would limit the list to English and

German only.

See Using the Config Editor to find out how to change config keys.

4.15.3. Customizing the User web pages

4.15.3.1. Look & Feel

The user pages display information about the user's account and provide access to fea-

tures such as TopUp/Pre-Paid Cards. You can tailor the visual design of these pages to

make them fit into the look and feel of an existing internet or intranet site. This gives the

pages an official look ensuring your users see the system as an important part of your

organization's network.
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PaperCut Software International Pty. Ltd. offers a service where they design an interface

based on an existing website. If you want assistance with the customization, please email

the PaperCut Software International Pty. Ltd. support team.

If your organizations has good to advanced HTML experience, you can customize the

pages in-house.

The design of the user pages is controlled via HTML "include" files for the header and footer

areas of the page, with page styling controlled via Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). Placing

the following files in the PaperCut MF directory structure at [app-path]/server-

/custom/web overrides page layout and style.
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Filename Description

user2.css If this file exists, the contents of user2.css is included as

an overriding stylesheet. Use the styles in this file to define

fonts, colors and sizes.

header2.inc If the header include file exists, the HTML in the header area

of the pages is replaced with the contents of the file. Save this

file in UTF-8 encoding for international characters to be dis-

played correctly.

footer2.inc If the footer include file exists, the HTML in the footer area of

the page is replaced with the contents of the file. Save this file

in UTF-8 encoding for international characters to be dis-

played correctly.

login-

logo.png

If this file exists, the logo on the web-based login page is

replaced with the supplied image. The file should be an

image of size 250px by 64px in PNG format.

Table 82: Files used to customize the user web pages

Tip: Any custom content placed in [app-path]/server/custom/web/,

such as additional images, can be accessed via a URL beginning with

/custom/. For example, if a file named header.jpeg is placed in [app-

path]/server/custom/web/, you can access it via the URL /cus-

tom/header.jpeg.

Tip: To save a file in UTF-8 encoding onWindows using Notepad, change the

Encoding option toUTF-8 on the > Save As dialog.

Note:Why the "2" in user2.css etc.? In previous versions of PaperCut these

files did not contain a number. The numbers are there tomaintain backwards com-

patibility for existing user web interface customizations, so that as the default look

of the interface is updated in new versions, your customized look ismaintained.

Remove the "2" for older installations.
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4.15.3.2. Login Instructions

You can provide additional log in instructions to users. This is useful for explaining which

username or password to use (in the case there aremultiple logins or passwords at the

site).

The following config keys allow you to customize the login page:

Config name Description

display.login-

instructions

A HTML friendly message to be displayed on the login

screen, above the username and password fields.

auth.web-

login.autocomplete

Specify Y to enable browser auto-completion of the login

fields as a convenience to users. By default, the browser

is requested to not use auto-completion.

Table 83: Config Keys for Customizing the Login Page

SeeUsing the Config Editor for more information about changing the value of config keys.

4.15.3.3. Additional Links in the Navigation Menu

The navigationmenu in the user web interface contains links for the PaperCut services that

are enabled and available to the user. In some cases, youmight want to add additional

external links to thismenu. Examples include:
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Linking to a print policy page on the organization's intranet.

Linking to a page with key contact details.

A link to return to the "main" intranet page/portal.

Custom links are displayed above the Log Out item.

To add a custom link:

1. Log in to the admin interface and navigate to Options > General > User Features

.

2. Enable the optionAdd custom links to the user web navigation menu.

3. ClickAdd custom link.

4. Complete the following fields:

Label/Text—the text that is displayed in the navigation menu.

URL—the destination of the URL when clicked.

The link is now displayed in the user web interface.
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Existing custom links are displayed in the admin interface under theAdd custom links to

the user web navigation menu option. To delete a link, click the [delete] link next to the

relevant link.

The URL in custom navigation links can also contain special replacement fields. E.g. the

%user% in http://example.edu/print-policy?u=%user% is replaced with the

logged in username to create a URL such as http://example.edu/print-poli-

cy?u=tom.

The available special replacement fields are as follows:

Field Description

%user% The username of the logged in user.

%user_full_

name%

The full name of the logged in user.

%user_id% The id/card number of the logged in user.

%user_

email%

The email address of the logged in user.

%user_

office%

The office of the logged in user.

%user_

department%

The department of the logged in user.

%return_ A URL that sends the user back to the user web interface. The

Table 84: Fields available for replacement in custom navigation

links in the user web interface
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Field Description

url% user is sent back to the Summary page as if they had just

logged in, assuming their session has not timed out.

4.15.3.4. Custom Printer Maps for Web Print

You can use a graphical map or other custom content instead of the default printer selection

list in theWeb Print wizard. For more information see Designing Printer Maps / Custom

Printer Selection Lists.

4.15.4. Customizing the Administration Web Inter-
face
As the PaperCut MF administration interface is designed for use by administrators, you gen-

erally don't need to customize it to the extent of the user web interface (for information about

customizing the user web interface see Customizing the User web pages). However, you

can display an organization logo or other image in the header of the administration inter-

face. The available customizations are:

Replace the existing administration logo

Add an image of your choice to the right of themain administration logo

Add a custommessage to the dashboard

Add logos to customize the look of the admin interface. You can customize these by placing

the following files in the PaperCut MF directory structure at [app-path]/server-

/custom/web/.
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You can add your own content to the dashboard by placing an HTML file in [app-path]

/server/custom/web/ called dashboard-notice.inc. This could be used to dis-

play a short message for the attention of other administrators. Other examplesmight

include:

Guidelines for administering printers

Policies for handing refunds

Contact details for key people

Or even your ownwidget that loads content from elsewhere
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Tip: Change the title of the custom dashboard widget by setting the config key

dashboard.gadget.custom.title. For information about setting config

keys, see Using the Config Editor.

Filename Description

admin-

logo.png

If this image exists it is displayed to the right of the existing

application logo. The image must be in PNG format and for

best results should be sized 250px by 42px.

admin-main-

logo.png

If this image exists it replaces the standard application logo in the top

left corner. Changing the standard logo displays a "Powered by Paper-

Cut" image beside it. The imagemust be in PNG format and for best res-

ults should be sized 280px by 42px.

dashboard-

notice.inc

HTML contained within this file is displayed on the admin-

istration dashboard page.

Table 85: Files used to customize the administration web pages

4.15.5. Customizing Report Headers
You can replace the standard PaperCut MF report header logo with an alternate image.

Use this to include an organization logo and address for example, which is useful when

attaching reports to customer invoices, or just to make reports lookmore professional.
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To use a custom report header logo, place an image at [app-path]/server-

/custom/web/report-header.png. The image should be 250px by 80px in PNG

format.

4.15.6. Data Access and Custom Reports
The default PaperCut MF installation stores data in an internal database. For the interested

person, the database is Apache Derby - an open source database written by IBM and

based on their DB2Cloudscape Database. The internal database is optimized for embed-

ded use, is very robust, ACID compliant and scales well. The internal database, however,

is not designed for multi-application access. To access the data from an exteral source,

such as, a reporting program, consider running PaperCut MF on an external database

(RDMS) designed for multi-user andmulti-applicaiton user access. Common database

solutions includeMicrosoft SQL Server, Oracle, PostgreSQL andMySQL. For more inform-

ation see Deployment on an External Database (RDBMS).

The PaperCut MF data structure is relatively simple and people with Crystal Reports, MS

Access or SQL experience should have no problems extracting data or written custom

reports. Report developers should keep inmind:

Access the data only in read-onlymode. Modifying data directly underneath the applic-

ation can cause unpredictable behavior.

Always test any custom reports after an upgrade as the underlying data format might

have changed. PaperCut Software developers try to minimize data structure changes

but they are expected to occur in major upgrades.

You can find a database schema diagram in the PaperCut MF knowledge base located at

Database SchemaDiagrams.
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4.15.6.1. Plain Text Print Log

In addition to storing print log information in the database, a real-time, plain text log is also

written into the directory:

[app-path]/server/logs/print-logs

The log file is in a tab delimited format and a new log is created for each day. Files are

namedwith the format printlog_yyyy_mm_dd.log and files are archived for 30-days.

The tab delimited file can easily be imported into programs such asMicrosoft Excel,

Microsoft Access or other database.

Field Description

Field

1

Date in format yyyy-MM-dd\th:mm:ss a/p

Field

2

Server Name

Field

3

Printer Name

Field

4

User who printed the document

Field

5

Account charged (usually the user's personal account but could be a

shared account)

Field

6

Client/Workstation Name

Field

7

Document name

Field

8

Total number of pages

Field

9

Total number of color pages

Table 86: Text print log file format
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Field Description

Field

10

Number of copies (this has already been used to calculate the total

pages).

Field

11

Cost

Field

12

Duplex status

Field

13

Grayscale status (Color mode)

Field

14

Paper Size (e.g. Letter, A4)

Field

15

Paper Height in Millimetres (divide by 24.5 for inches)

Field

16

Paper Width in Millimetres (divide by 24.5 for inches)

Field

17

Print job size in KB

Field

18

Printer Language

Field

19

Cost Adjustments (comma separated)

Field

21

Job Type (PRINT)

4.15.7. Automation and Scripting
PaperCut MF provides a detailed set of server commands andWeb Services API's. Use

these services to automate common operations andmanagement tasks. Some examples

of where an administrator would use scripting/automation include:
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Automate tasks such as backups and domain user/group synchronization.

Integrate account creation andmanagement into existing scripts or processes.

Manage account balances and transactions outside the application.

The automation and scripting tools are written for software and script developers. It is expec-

ted that readers intending on using these tools are comfortable with developing systemman-

agement and server monitoring programs.

The server-command andWeb Services API's are included as standard with PaperCut

MF. More information on using these tools is detailed in Tools - database, server-command

scripting, and APIs (Advanced) in Server Commands (server-command) and The XML

Web Services API.

4.15.8. Custom User Directory Information Pro-
viders
PaperCut MF is amodern application designed with amodern architecture. It supports

plug-ins and extensions at a number of different levels. One such layer is the User Directory

source. Organizationswith very complex domains, such as those seen in large universities,

can use either with the standard options, or if the standard options are not sufficient, via a

custom plug-in.

For example, a Universitymight havemultiple domains, one running Active Directory and

the other LDAP/NIS. A custom plug-in could support this by first querying Domain A, and if

the user is not found, the query Domain B via LDAP. The PaperCut MF development team

is happy to provide API documentation and sample source code to assist organizationswith

custom requirements.

For someworking examples available in your current installation, look in: [app-path]

/server/bin/linux-[x64|i686]/sambauserdir, [app-path]/server-

/bin/linux-[x64|i686]/authsamba and [app-path]/server/bin/linux-

[x64|i686]/src/ .

4.15.9. Enabling ports 80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS)
By default, PaperCut listens to ports 9191 and 9192 for HTTP and HTTPS communication

respectively. These ports have been selected as they're generally unused by other applic-

ations. Because PaperCut is a web application, youmight want to have the interface
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available on the standard HTTP and HTTPS ports (80 and 443 respectively). One reason

for doing so is to simplify URLs communicated verbally (as the user does not need to supply

a port number).

The configuration procedure is different for each operating system. See below for instruc-

tions. Important:Before you begin, first ensure no other applications (such as IIS, or

Apache) are currently installed and using ports 80 or 443 on the server hosting PaperCut.

Important:
The following directions detail how to enable port 80 in addition to port 9191.

Enabling an additional port is recommended over changing the existing port. Port

9191 is also used for server-to-server and client-to-server communication so it's

important that this port continue to bemade available.

Alsomake sure you you enable the 80 and 443 firewall ports if users access

PaperCut across firewall devices.

4.15.9.1. Windows

1. Stop the PaperCut MF Application Sever, under Control Panel > Administrative

Tools > Services .

2. Open the file: [app-path]\server\server.properties

3. Enable port 80 (and 443) by changing the appropriate settings from a N to a Y. They

should look like:

server.enable-http-on-port-80=Y

server.enable-https-on-port-443=Y

4. Restart the PaperCut MF Application Server stopped in Step 1.

5. Test and ensure the web interface is working. e.g. http://[myserver]/admin

4.15.9.2. Linux

On Linux systems, only privileged programs that run as root can use ports under 1024. In

line with security best practice PaperCut runs as a non-privileged user. To enable port 80

and 443, use iptables (or ipchains on old systems) to port-forward 80 to 9191. The fol-
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lowing commands provide an example. Consult your distribution's documentation to see

how to persist the iptables rules between system restarts:

/sbin/iptables -t nat -I PREROUTING --src 0/0 --dst

<server_ip> \

-p tcp --dport 80 -j REDIRECT --to-ports 9191

/sbin/iptables -t nat -I PREROUTING --src 0/0 --dst

<server_ip> \

-p tcp --dport 443 -j REDIRECT --to-ports 9192

(These commandswould typically be place these in an rc init script or the iptables star-

tup config script as provided by your distribution.)

4.15.9.3. Mac

The approach onMac systems is similar to Linux.With the release of MacOS X 10.11 (El

Capitan) and the inclusion of System Integrity Protection (SIP) modifications to /System/

are disabled by default and disabling this feature is not recommended. The following inform-

ation works for MacOS X 10.10. For MacOS X 10.10 and later, the support for the IPFW

firewall has been removed in favor of PF.

Mac OS X 10.10
FromMacOS X 10.10, youmust use the pfctl command tomodify theMac firewall.

1. Create the anchor file:

sudo vi /etc/pf.anchors/com.papercut

2. Modify the /etc/pf.anchors/com.papercut file by adding the following lines:

rdr pass on lo0 inet proto tcp from any to self port

80 -> 127.0.0.1 port 9191

rdr pass on en0 inet proto tcp from any to any port 80

-> 127.0.0.1 port 9191

rdr pass on en1 inet proto tcp from any to any port 80

-> 127.0.0.1 port 9191

3. Test the anchor file:
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sudo pfctl -vnf /etc/pf.anchors/com.papercut

4. Add the anchor file to the pf.conf file:

sudo vi /etc/pf.conf

Then add in the following lines under each corresponding section - e.g. the rdr-

anchor line under the current rdr-anchor line, and the load anchor under the current

load-anchor statement:

rdr-anchor "port80"

load anchor "port80" from "/etc/p-

f.anchors/com.papercut"

5. Load the pf.conf file automatically at startup by editing the current daemon for pf:

sudo vi /Sys-

tem/Library/LaunchDaemons/com.apple.pfctl.plist

Then within the section detailing the program arguments <key>Pro-

gramArguments</key>, add in an extra string with -e, which enables the config,

as per:

<string>pfctl</string>

<string>-e</string>

<string>-f</string>

<string>/etc/pf.conf</string>

Then save the file, exit and restart the server to test.

6. To test thismethodmanually (no restart required) you can use the pfctl command:

sudo pfctl -ef /etc/pf.conf

This loads and enables the pf.conf file, which then calls the com.papercut

anchor file.

Mac OS X 10.9 and earlier
In MacOS X 10.9 and earlier, one needs to use the ipfw command tomodify theMac fire-

wall:
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sudo /sbin/ipfw add 102 fwd 127.0.0.1,9191 tcp from any to

any 80 in

See the ipfwman page for all the scary details!

4.15.10. Customizing Mobile Print Release
You can tailor the visual design of theMobile Print Release - Releasing print jobs on your

mobile bywriting a customCascading Style Sheet (CSS) or creating custom images. Use

this to change the colors of the header, footer and the header image. It is also possible to

change the icon shown on the iOS home page. Placing the following files in the PaperCut

MF directory structure at [app-path]/server/custom/web to override the page lay-

out and style.

File name Description

mobile-

release.css

If this file exists, the content of this file is included as an over-

riding stylesheet. Use the styles in this file to define the colors of

the header and footer. You can customize the header image by

placing your header image file under the custom directory and

by defining the following rule in the CSS file. #top-bar-

logo { background-image: url('/custom/mobile-

release-logo.png'); } The header logo should be an

image 130px wide and 25px high.

mobile-

release-icon-

114x114.png

If this file exists, you can replace the home page icon on iPad.

The file should be a PNG that is 114px wide and 114px high.

mobile-

release-icon-

72x72.png

If this file exists, you can replace the home page icon on

iPhone. The file should be a PNG that is 72px wide and 72px

high.

Table 87: Files used to customize Mobile Print Release
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4.16. Web Cashier
TheWebCashier is a simple web interface that provides a till/cashier to facilitate simple

transactions using PaperCut MF accounts. It's specially designed for non-technical staff in

educational organizations. For example, the cashier user may:

Charge end-user accounts, or shared accounts, for ad-hoc services such as lam-

inating, binding or library fines.

Deposit funds to a user's personal printing account, usually after receiving a cash or

electronic payment.

Although an administrator can perform account adjustments at any time, theWebCashier

interface is a simpler interface designed specifically for non-technical users such as office

administration staff, library staff and service counter staff.

You can useWebCashier in a variety of ways. Some examples:
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The library teacher can useWebCashier to charge students for various services such

as document binding, laminating, or library feeswithout handling cash. Services are

charged to the user's balance and they receive an itemized transaction acknow-

ledgment slip, which can be printed or automatically emailed if needed.

Office staff can accept payments from users and then credit the user's balance using

the simpleWebCashierDeposit screen (e.g. add extra quota or top-up an account

over the counter). WebCashier screens are simple and only present information

tailored specifically to the cashier user's role. (Purchase, Deposit or Both). This

approach is ideal for smaller organizationswho do not have the transaction volumn to

justify Pre-Paid TopUp cards or an online payment gateway (see TopUp/Pre-Paid

Cards).

When people leave an organization they can be provided with the balance of their

account and the transaction can be recorded as a "refund" item, created by the Paper-

Cut MF administrator. The items are configurable and depend on the services the

organization wants to provide.

4.16.1. Setting Up Web Cashier
WebCashier is not enabled by default andmust first be set up by the PaperCut MF admin-

istrator. To set upWebCashier:

1. Select Options > General > Web Cashier.

2. ClickEnable and set up Web Cashier .

3. To set upWebCashier to sell ad-hoc services or products (items) the administrator

should first define them. To add an item:

a. ClickAdd New Item.

b. Give the item a name or short description.

c. Enter a default cost.

d. ClickAdd Item.

e. To delete an item clickdelete. You can change the default cost of the item
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later.

4. Optionally customize the text displayed on thePurchase andDepositscreens or

header of acknowledgment slips. Examples are provided. For more configuration

details see AdvancedWebCashier Configuration.

5. AccessWebCashier using the URL http://[server-name]:9191/web-

cashier. This is the URL you provide to your WebCashier users later (e.g.

Office/Admin/Service-desk staff).

6. Perform some test transactions and ensureWebCashier is set up to your require-

ments.

7. GrantWebCashier user privileges to the users who require access (i.e. teacher,

office staff, librarian, etc.). To readmore about assigningWebCashier access to

users or groups see AssigningWebCashier User

4.16.2. Purchasing Items
To charge Tom's personal account for "Binding" and "Postage" theWebCashier user will:

1. Log in to the PaperCutWebCashier using the URL http://[server-

name]:9191/webcashier.

2. Enter your network credentials.

3. Search for the user by entering their username or full name. It displays user's full
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name and current balance on the left.

4. Select the "Personal account".

5. Now select "Binding" from the item list.

6. The default item price is visible when you select the item. You canmodify this if

needed. (e.g. give discount for teaching staff)

7. Enter the quantity. PaperCut calculates the total item price.

8. Now add a second item - "Postage"

9. Give a discount by changing the cost (per item).

10. Enter an optional comment. For example, the reason for an excep-

tion/discount/charge.

11. ClickPurchase. Tom's balance is debited with the transaction value and an entry is
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made in the account's transaction history.

12. AnAcknowledgement slip is displayed on the screen. To print the Acknowledgement

slip, clickPrint.

The text displayed on the top of the acknowledgement slip is configurable. See

AdvancedWebCashier Configuration for more information.

If previoulsy configured by the PaperCut MF adminstrator, Tom is automatically

emailed a copy of the acknowledgement slip. To set up a SMTP server see Con-

figuring Email Notifications.

4.16.3. Depositing Funds
Deposit $10.00 to a user's personal account.

1. Log in to PaperCutWebCashier using the URL http://[server-

name]:9191/webcashier.

2. Enter your network credentials.

3. Navigate toDeposit tab.
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4. Search for the user by entering their username or full name. It displays user's full

name and current balance on the left.

5. Collect $10.00 cash from the user and enter $10.00.

6. Select one of the predefined payment methods. (i.e. Cash in this example)

7. Enter an optional comment.

8. ClickDeposit. User's personal balance is credited with $10.00.

9. An Acknowledgement slip is displayed on the screen. To print an Acknowledgement

slip, clickPrint.

The text displayed on the top of the acknowledgement slip is configurable. See

AdvancedWebCashier Configuration for more information.
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User Tom is automatically emailed a copy of the acknowledgement slip if configured,

or it can be printed. $10.00 is immediately added to Tom's account and available for

use.

4.16.4. Web Cashier Order History
A history of WebCashier orders is displayed on theOrder History tab. This useful screen

allows theWebCashier to:

Validate the existence of a transaction/order by searching (e.g. on a reference num-

ber).

Bring up an order/transaction history for a given user or for a given account.

Quickly review recent transaction.

Access basic reports or export data.

You can view previous acknowledgement slips by clicking the reference number. You can

also set up a filter. e.g. to view the transactions for a specific user. Export the list of orders

using theExport / Print link.

You can access all WebCashier reports via the PaperCut admin interface by navigating to

Reports > Transaction . (SeeWebCashier Reports for more information.)
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4.16.5. Advanced Web Cashier Configuration

Setting Description

Purchase page

instructions

This text is displayed on the Web Cashier Purchase tab. It

might include information on how to charge users. It sup-

ports basic HTML markup.

Purchase acknow-

ledgement slip

header

This text is displayed on top of the Web Cashier Purchase

acknowledgement slips. It supports basic HTML markup.

Deposit page

instructions

This text is displayed on the Web Cashier Deposit tab. It

might include information on how to charge users. It sup-

ports basic HTML markup.

Deposit acknow-

ledgement slip

header

This text is displayed on top of the Web Cashier Deposit

acknowledgement slips. It supports basic HTML markup.

Payment methods This is a comma separated list of user-defined payment

methods used for crediting users' accounts. (i.e. Cash). It

can be left blank.

Copy acknow-

ledgement slip to

user via email

Select this option to send acknowledgement slips to users

via email. To set up a SMTP server see Configuring Email

Notifications.

Table 88: Web Cashier Settings

Tip: Most text configuration options supports HTMLmarkup. For example, this

allows custom font colors, size and reference images (e.g. logos). To bold text,

surround the text with <strong> tags. If you are not familiar with HTML, your

webmaster or website administrator can offer some advice.
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4.16.6. Assigning Web Cashier User
Web Cashier users are administrator type users who usually have limited rights. For

example, aWebCashier user might be a service desk staff member and you grant them

access to theWebCashier option only and not other administrator rights. WebCashier

users are assigned via Options > Admin Rights

To assign a user or group as aWeb Cashier user:

Add a user/group as an administrator.(See Assigning Administrator Level Access for

more information.)

If you only want to provide them access to theWebCashier then clear all the other
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options and only selectWeb Cashier user.

You can allow users to performPurchase orDeposit only. For example, library or

print room staff might have rights to apply purchases (e.g. binding or bulk printing),

while not being given access to deposit money onto accounts for security reasons.

Important: ManyWebCahsier users are non-technical staff. After setting up a

new user as aWebCashier user make sure you provider themwith the browser

accessURL (i.e. http://[server-name]:9191/webcashier) and take a

few moments to demonstrate common functionality such as performing a pur-

chase/deposit.
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4.16.7. Web Cashier Reports
All theWebCashier reports are accessible via Reports > Transaction > Web Cashier

Transaction Reports . To see a sample clickShow sample.

Report name Description

Web Cashier orders It is a list of all the Purchase and Deposit orders

sorted by date.

Web Cashier purchases

- details

It gives detailed information for all purchases done

via Web Cashier.

Web Cashier items -

summary

It is a summary of all the items purchased within a

certain period.

Table 89: Web Cashier Reports

To know more about reports see Reports.

Tip: You can schedule these reports to be automatically emailed via Reports >

Schedule on a daily, weekly or monthly basis to designated staff as appropriate.

4.17. Central Reports
Organizationswith multiple sites typically follow one of two deployment strategies: cent-

ralized or decentralized. This includes businesseswith offices in multiple cities and edu-

cation institutes with international campuses. Eachmodel comeswith its own pros and

cons.

One advantage of the decentralizedmodel is that a SystemAdministrator at one site can't

inadvertentlymake changes that affect the other sites. Poor inter-site link reliability and sim-

plified site administration are other motivators for adopting the decentralizedmodel. The

main disadvantage of decentralization is the difficulty of gaining a unified view of print data

and reporting. Central Reports solves this problem.

This section covers how Central Reports provides you with a consolidated data and report-

ing view acrossmultiple primary/application servers (decentralizedmodel). If you are using
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a single Application Server (centralizedmodel) this is not required as the regular reports

provide the data you need - seeReports.

A typical scenario is an organization with multiple sites and one Application Server per site.

With Central Reports, organizations such as this can access consolidated reports for the

entire organization.

Figure 90: Central Reports across multiple Application Servers

Central Reports works by running the same SQL query on all remote PaperCut databases

and consolidating the result. This is done by first concatenating the result data from all data-

bases, then grouping, sorting and aggregating as appropriate. For this purpose, entities

such as users, groups, printers and accounts arematched by name. For example, if print

usage recordsmatching username "Mary" are received frommultiple sites, they are all con-

sidered as coming from the same user and are aggregated. In other words, users (and

some other entities) are considered to be unique across all sites.

Most reports that are suitable for aggregation across systems are available in Central

Reports. This includes the Executive Summary report andmost usage reports. Not

included are configuration reports, transaction reports and print log reports.

You can schedule Central Reports for automatic generation and email distribution just like

standard reports.

Tip: Central Reports is not a centralizedmanagement system. Your multiple

PaperCutApplication Serversmust continue to be operated andmanaged inde-

pendently. All configuration and balances remain local to each Application Server,

including user and shared account configuration, admin rights and user balances.
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4.17.1. Prerequisites for Central Reports
Your organization needs at least two production Application Servers to use Central

Reports. You can configure Central Reports on one or both of these Application Servers.

You can also configure Central Reports on a separate PaperCut installation used solely for

the Central Reports feature.

In addition:

1. Each PaperCutApplication Server (including the reporting server) must be con-

figured with an external database (see Deployment on an External Database

(RDBMS) in the external database section). This databasemust be accessible for

read access from the central server by a nominated URL, user and password.

Central Reports works by running SQL queries on the remote PaperCut databases

directly. It is therefore possible as an alternative approach to use other mechanisms

to replicate the remote databases to your reporting server and run reports from the

local read-only replicas. Thismanual, however, documents only the usual approach

of accessing remote databases directly.

2. All databasesmust be of the same type. For example, if you useMicrosoft SQL

Server at one site, this database typemust be used at all sites, including the site

doing the reporting.

3. You should ensure the same PaperCut version is installed at each location, including

the central reporting location. More specifically, the databases at all sitesmust use

the same database schema (which can change between PaperCut versions).

4. By default, Central Reports do not generate reports if any remote databases are

unavailable or return errors. It is often better to log these events as errors rather than

generate potentially incomplete andmisleading reports. Central Reports has a

Status page that gives you a quick snapshot of the readiness of the system and flags

any errors.

You can instruct central reports to generate reports even if some remote databases

are unavailable. To configure, see Server Configuration.
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4.17.2. Setting up Central Reports
Before setting up Central Reports, review the prerequisites in the previous section. If you

have not yet set up your external databases at each site, including the reporting site, you

must do this first by following the instructions in Upsize to an External RDBMS.

1. Select a server as your reporting server. This is the server on which you will configure

and run Central Reports. You can choose which ever server ismost convenient for

you. In fact, you can configure several or all servers to be able to run Central Reports.

2. On the server, open the server config file [app-path]/server-

/server.properties in a text editor (e.g. Notepad).

3. At the bottom of the file, add central-reports configuration statements as doc-

umented in Server Configuration below and save the file

4. Log in to the PaperCut admin interface to configure admin rights and email noti-

fications:

To grant Central Reports admin rights to users who need access:

a. Navigate to the Options > Admin Rights page.

b. Select the group you want to add Central Reports rights for and clickAdd

Group. Or if adding a single user, enter the user and clickAdd User.

c. By default the group or user you added will have access to all features. To

change this, click the edit link to the right of the group or user entry. You can

then select the specific rights you want to apply. In particular, ensure that

Access Central Reports is checked and clickApply to save your changes.

Enabling an email (SMTP) server allows scheduled Central Reports to be sent. Addi-

tionally, enabling email error notifications is recommended so that administrators are

notified of any issues that would prevent Central Reports from running successfully).

E.g. if a scheduled central report fails, this allows administrators to be notified by

email rather than needing to log in to the admin interface and check theApp. Log

tab. To enable email notifications, navigate to Options > Notifications and:
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a. Under SMTP Server Options, enter an SMTP server and other details so

that PaperCut can send emails.

b. Recommended: under System Notifications, enableError level events.

5. Log in to the Central Reports interface using the URL https://[server-

name]:9192/central-reports and check theStatus page for any errors. If

this page is not available, check that you have added Central Reports admin rights to

your login.

6. Select theCentral Reports tab and run several reports to test. Verify that the

reports run and that the results are as expected.

4.17.2.1. Server Configuration

Central Reports is enabled by configuration statements in [app-path]/server-

/server.properties. Changes to the Central Reports related settings in this file do

not require a restart of the PaperCutApplication Server (althoughmost other settings in this

file do).

This file should include template examples for configuring Central Reports. If it does not

then you can see the [app-path]/server/server.properties.template

(which is kept up to date with every upgrade) and copy the Central Reports related settings

into your server.properties file.

As an example, if usingMicrosoft SQL Server as the external database, the following state-

ments configure aMelbourne Application Server to run consolidated reports across theMel-

bourne, Perth and Sydney sites:

central-reports.enabled=Y

central-reports.database.local.include=Y

central-reports.database.local.label=Melbourne HQ

central-reports.require-all-databases-online=Y

central-reports.database.1.label=Perth Branch

central-reports.data-

base.1.url=jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://per1.example.com/papercut

central-reports.database.1.username=admin central-

reports.database.1.password=xJf56gy

central-reports.database.2.label=Sydney Branch
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central-reports.data-

base.2.url=jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://syd1.example.com/papercut

central-reports.database.2.username=admin central-

reports.database.2.password=dF95FCd

Note that in this example the server.properties file is for the "Melbourne HQ" site,

and it would contain configuration for its own SQLServer database above (as documented

in Upsize to an External RDBMS).

The database statements detailed below must be specified for each remote server. Where

specified, n is a numeric ID (e.g: 1, 2, 3) used to associate statements for the same site, as

per the example above.

Key Description

central-reports.enabled Central Reports is enabled (but

not configured) by default. The

purpose of this setting is to allow

you to disable Central Reports if

required. This results in users not

being able to log in to the Central

Reports interface, and scheduled

Central Reports will not run. Val-

ues: Y or N. Default: Y.

central-reports.data-

base.local.include

Specify whether to include the

local server in the aggregated

Central Reports. Values: Y or N.

Default: Y. You would specify N if

your local server was set up for

running reports only and is not to

be used as a Paper-

CutApplication Server.

central-reports.data-

base.local.label

Provide a meaningful name for

the local site. Default: "Local

Table 91: Central Reports statements in server.properties
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Key Description

Site".

central-reports.require-all-

databases-online

This option configures whether or

not all databases must be online

to create reports. If set to N,

reports are created even if some

remote databases are not avail-

able, but the aggregated reports

will not include data from those

databases. Values: Y or N.

Default: Y.

central-reports.database.n.la-

bel

A text label to identify the remote

server n, in the Central Reports

status page and reports.

central-reports.database.n.url Specify the JBDC URL providing

remote access to your database.

This URL is specified in the same

way as for the external database

you have already configured on

this system.

central-

reports.database.n.username

A database username providing

read access to the remote data-

base.

central-

reports.database.n.password

A database password for the sup-

plied username.

4.17.3. Running Central Reports
AccessCentral Reports at the URL https://[server-name]:9192/central-

reports. The following tabs are displayed:
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1. Status - check the remote server status and whether you are ready to run reports

2. Reports - generate on-demand and scheduled reports

4.17.3.1. Status Tab

TheStatus Tab shows the status of each configured remote server and displays any errors

that prevent Central Reports from running.

Reports cannot be generated if any server has an error. Typical errors include:

1. Failing to connect to the database (incorrect authentication, firewall blocking access,

configuration error).

2. Servers havemis-matched application versions or database types.

4.17.3.2. Central Reports Tab

TheCentral Reports tab shows the reports available under Central Reports and allows

reports to be generated on demand or to be scheduled for email delivery. Central Reports
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provides a sub-set of the reports available in the admin Reports interface, but the usage is

the same. Refer to Reports for instructions on how to run reports and configure filters.

Select theSchedule / Email Reports tab to schedule Central Reports for periodic gen-

eration and automatically have them emailed to the appropriate people in your organ-

ization.

4.18. Print Archiving (viewing and con-
tent capture)
Print data is typically short-lived, the user prints the job and then the print job content is lost.

PaperCut MF's Print Archiving feature changes that. With Print Archiving, in addition to

PaperCut's standard print job information logging, it is now possible to:

Save and archive print jobs for a defined period of time

Interactively view what has been printed

Note:
Print archiving is not available on direct print queues. To offer this service to your

users, set up a server queue for this device/printer.

Print Archiving is a very visual feature and is best explained with a few screen shots.
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Print Archiving, including the ability to view previous print jobs, gives administrators a new

set of tools to improve print management. Common uses include:
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Information Security, data retention and audit policies

Many corporations now have defined datamanagement objectives and specific policies

around the tracking of data in emails, using thumb drives, cloud storage services, etc. This

allows organizations to:

Comply with externallymandated and legal requirements such as Sarbanes-Oxley

and best practice audit procedures.

Support an organization's needs to protect its customers' and own intellectual prop-

erty.

Monitor inappropriatematerial and potential illegal activity.

Ensure business resources are being used appropriately and not being wasted.

Print Archiving now allows organizations to extend these security policies to the printer fleet

and closes a potentially big loophole in governance processes.

Fleet Optimization

Inspecting a sample of print jobs held by Print Archiving can help with key resource decision

making questions. Is the inkjet photo printer being used for photos?Or should it be replaced

with amore appropriate device for color text document output, such as, a laser printer?

Validating user refund requests

In education environments, it is common for refund requests to be submitted via PaperCut.

The ability for administration staff to review the job via Print Archiving can greatly assist in

this scenario. SeeManaging Refunds for more on this feature.

Caution: In the sameway that email and server administrators have privileged

access to a user's email and documents, a PaperCut administrator can access

the user's print job content. Treat a SystemAdministrator's privilege to view

archived print jobswith the same professional caution as similar access privileges

to a user's private data. PaperCut has granular control on administrative rights so

this can bemanaged. For more information, see Assigning Administrator Access

to a User.

Feature Highlights:
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Store an historic record of all printed content, limited only by available storage space.

View past print jobs interactively in the browser.

Control which administrators have access to view or remove archived content.

Download the original spool file for 100% fidelity when reprinting.

Remove archived data from the system and disk.

Move older archives to external storage, such as offline backup or offsite cloud repos-

itory, for long term data retention.

Enable or disable archiving on selected printers and users.

When Print Archiving is enabled new options are available for viewing print logs (e.g. the

global job log at Logs > Job Log, or the per-printer or per-user job logs).

Details view:

This is the traditional text-only job log view and is best for finding and browsing by non-

visual job log information.
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Hybrid view (thumbnails + details):

The hybrid view is themost flexible view option. It adds a thumbnail column to the

details view. This allows for easy filtering and sorting of the print logs table while also

being able to view print logs visually.
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Thumbnails / grid view:

This view favors images over text and is the best view for visually scanning to identify

documents of interest.
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4.18.1. Technical Overview: How does archiving
work?
The Print Archiving system has three processes:

Process 1: The job archiving process

1. A user prints a job from a network device (desktop workstation, mobile, etc.).

2. The job is sent to the print server.

3. On the server, the job is intercepted and the job's spool file is copied into the archive.

This is usually a file containing the print data in a Page Description Language (PDL)

such as PostScript, PCL, EMF or XPS. The copy process is carried out while
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spooling takes place, with minimal impact on printing performance.

4. If the spool file is in a PDL format known to the system, images of the printed pages

are created.

Process 2: Archive access and preview process

1. The administrator logs into the PaperCut admin interface.

2. In the print log, the archived jobs are displayed as thumbnails or icons.

3. If the job is in a supported PDL format, clicking the thumbnail brings up a viewer.

From there you can page through and view the document.

4. As the administrator pages through a document, further images are generated as

required.

Process 3: The overnight management process

At the set systemmaintenance time overnight, the archive is inspected for any content older

that theKeep jobs for up to: X days option set by the administrator. Any content that

matches is permanently removed from the archive.

4.18.2. Setting Up Print Archiving
Print Archiving is an optional feature disabled by default. Before enabling the SystemAdmin-

istrator should consider:

Disk space implications.

Privacy and data access.

CPU load - particularly on low resourced Virtual Machines.

The additional load on backup storage.

4.18.2.1. Step 1: Install print spool file viewer technology

To get the full benefit of Print Archiving, install additional software that assists with the con-

version of selected printer language files, such as PostScript, into images. Install this soft-

ware on the primary PaperCut server. PaperCut detects the software and automatically

starts using it.

The recommended software:
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Windows servers
InstallGhost Trap - a security-hardened PostScript and PDF-to-image converter.

Download:

.

Ghost Trap is a security hardened version of Ghostscript.

It's open source software supported by PaperCut Software.

It brings best-of-breed security to the popular PostScript and PDF conversion software by

utilizing the same sandbox security technology used by theGoogle Chrome Browser. You

can readmore about this project here: TheGhost Trap Project Page.

Note: Ghost Trap is strongly recommended. An alternate option is to install the

following components:Ghostscript,GhostPCL, andGhostXPS (v9.07).

Mac servers
Install the PostScript viewing software Ghostscript version 9.06. Richard Koch from the

University of Oregonmaintains aMac version of Ghostscript. Download this here.

Note: If you're using theHomebrew packagemanager, there is a ghost-

script package available for install.

Linux and Novell OES servers
All major Linux distributions either comewith Ghostscript automatically installed, or an

option to install via the standard packagemanager. See your distribution's documentation

for further details. You should ensure that the gs command is on the PATH (for the paper-

cut user).

Ghostscript version 9.07 is recommended.We also recommend installing,GhostPCL and

GhostXPS.
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4.18.2.2. Step 2: Enable Print Archiving

1. Log in as admin.

2. Navigate to theOptions tab.

3. Enable thePrint Archiving option.

4. ClickApply at the bottom of the page.

Once enabled you should perform some testing across your printer fleet.

4.18.2.3. Step 3: Review Configuration Options

SystemAdministrators should first familiarize themselveswith the archive diskman-

agement options. These are found under Options > General > Print Archiving

The important options are:

Keep jobs for up to: X days

This option determines the number of days a job is kept in the archive. The default value is

30 days, with aminimum value of 1. If you are planning on setting a high valuemake sure

you consider consumption of drive storage. It is advisable tomonitor disk space growth dur-

ing the first full week of usage and use this as a basis to extrapolate your storage require-

ments. For reference the default archive path is [app-path]/server/data/archive

on the primary PaperCut server.
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Note: Any change to theKeep up to: X days option is applied when archivemain-

tenance is performed overnight.

Stop if free space falls below:

This is an emergency stop option. If free disk space falls below the set value all archiving is

immediately suspended. This ensures a growing archive will not take down a production

server. The default value is 2GB. If the server runs other production software, youmight

want to increase this value. If email notifications are configured (see Configuring Email Noti-

fications), administrators also automatically receive an error email alert when disk space

drops to this limit.

Tip: It is recommended that you proactivelymonitor disk space usage as amatter

of course during your regular servicemaintenance and assessment procedures.

Turning off archiving on selected printers, users or groups:

Once enabled, Print Archiving occurs on all queues for all users. You can, however, select-

ively disable archiving. Examples include:

Tuning off archiving on selected users, such as human resourcesmanagers who

routinely print sensitive information.

Turning off archiving on printers that don't support interactive viewing - for example, a

printer that only supportsGDI drivers. Without imaging support, archiving is of

reduced benefit as the only option to review the document is to reprint it.

To disable archiving on a specific printer:

1. As an administrator, log in and select thePrinters tab.

2. Select the printer you want to disable.

3. DeselectEnable Print Archiving.

4. ClickOK.

To disable archiving for a specific user:
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1. As an administrator, log in and select theUserstab.

2. Select the user you want to disable archiving for.

3. EnableOverride printer-level settings.

4. EnableDon't archive this user's jobs.

5. ClickOK.

To disable archiving on a group of users:

1. As an administrator, log in and select theGroups tab.

2. SelectBulk user actions from the Actionsmenu.

3. Select the group to perform the change on

4. EnableChange advanced user settings.

5. EnableOverride printer-level settings.

6. EnableDon't archive this user's jobs.

7. ClickOK.

4.18.3. Advanced Archiving Options and Features

4.18.3.1. Changing the archive storage directory

The default archive storage location is [app-path]/server/data/archive.

Reasons for changing this location include:

Allowing Site Servers and secondary print servers to archive to a common location.

Storage restrictions on the drive where PaperCut is installed.

You want to exclude the archive from your backups.

Note: For performance and security reasons using a local disk on the primary

server as the storage location is recommended. If a remote network location such

as a SAN device is intended to be used, we'd recommend a low-level drivemount

such as iSCSI or better if possible. The server must have a reliable connection to
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the storage. On aWindows server, if the desired location is accessible only via a

UNC path, some additional security configuration is required. By default the

PaperCut Application Server and the PaperCut Print Provider

services run under the SYSTEMaccount. This account is restricted and does not

have remote network drive access. Change the Log On account assigned both

services to one that has full read/write access to the remote location. The change

should only be considered and performed by an experiencedWindows server

administrator.

Phase 1: Moving the central archive:

Important: If you have existing archived spool files you want to move to the new

location, it is recommended to perform this process at a period of low printing

activity.

To change the location:

1. Create the new directory in the desired location, e.g. D:\print-archive. (If the

PaperCut Application Server is running in a cluster this directorymust be accessible

by all cluster nodes. See Clustering and High Availability.)

2. Ensure the PaperCut Application Server service has read and write

access.

3. Log in to the PaperCut admin interface.

4. Navigate to Options > Actions > Config Editor (Advanced) .

5. Search for the key archiving.path.

6. Enter the new path (e.g. D:\print-archive).

7. ClickUpdate to the right of the value.

8. Navigate to theOptions page and verify the Archive status.

9. A README.txt file is now in the top level of the location.

10. Consider copying any existing archived content from the previous archive location. If
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existing content is not copied, job previews are no longer be displayed for historical

print jobs.

Phase 2: Changing Print Provider Configuration:
The Print Provider component needs to know the new location. To set this location:

1. OpenNotepad (or your preferred text editor) with Administrator rights.

2. Open the file located at [app-path]/providers/print/win/print-pro-

vider.conf.

3. Locate the line:

ArchiveDir=

and change the value to point to the new location set up in Phase 1. For example:

ArchiveDir=D:\print-archive

Note: if you have upgraded from an older version youmight need to add the

ArchiveDir= option to the print-provider.conf.

4. Save the file.

5. Restart the Print Provider service.

6. Note: If you havemultiple print servers, repeat this on any other secondary print

server or Site Server, as outlined in Setting up secondary print servers or Site Serv-

ers.

4.18.3.2. Backup Considerations

The print archive can potentially grow to a large size and this can have implications for your

backup planning. You have various options around archive backup:

You can fully backup the directory using your backup solution of choice, provided you

have sufficient capacity.

You can choose to not backup the directory at all. PaperCut is resilient to a restoration

with an empty archive directory.

You can back up part of the directory. For example, the current month only. PaperCut
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is resilient to a restoration with a partially constructed archive directory. There is a

README.txt in the archive directory that explainsmore about partial backups and

the directory structure layout.

4.18.3.3. Setting up secondary print servers or Site Serv-

ers

Introduction
The setup described previously was for the common case where the PaperCut application

is installed on a single server. The secondary print server (or a Site Server's print server),

as explained in Configuring Secondary Print Servers and Locally Attached Printers, is

responsible for managing the contents of the print jobs printed via a server other than the

primary server. If Print Archiving is enabled, the secondary server must also participate and

facilitate archiving.

In larger print environments it is common to havemultiple PaperCut secondary servers loc-

ated on variousmachines across the network. In this case Print Archiving can still be used,

however, this is an advanced setup procedure and requires additional planning and imple-

mentation time.

To support the central tracking and viewing of print archives, transfer all spool files across

to the primary Application Server's central archive directory. Each secondary server needs

to be correctly configured with write access to this central archive directory. This require run-

ning the PaperCut Print Provider service under an account with write access to

this directory.

One consequence of this approach, designed to simplify themanagement of archives, is

that it increases bandwidth requirements because all print archives are transferred across

the network to the Application Server. The impact of this depends on your specific envir-

onment, e.g. number of print jobs, network setup, PDL used, etc. As such youmight need

tomonitor and experiment before a large scale deployment of this feature.

The Setup process
The process to set up a secondary server under Print Archiving involves four key phases.

Before undertaking this process you should ensure that the secondary print server or Site
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Server is operating correctly for standard print tracking. The following section documents

configuring secondary servers on theWindows operating system.

Phase 1: Creating domain service account

By default the PaperCut Print Provider service running on the secondary server(s)

operates under a limited rights account called SYSTEM. This account does not have

access to network resources and, therefore, can't access the file system on the primary

PaperCut server. Create a new service account and set the service to LogOn as this

account:

1. Create a new domain account with access to the share on the primary server and full

management rights of print spooler on the local machine. An appropriate namemight

be svc-papercut.

2. Set the new account's password to never expire.

Phase 2: Sharing the central archive directory

The secondary server needs the ability to copy print jobs into the central archive. Youmust

first share the central archive folder. OnWindows, assuming the archive directory is the

default, the procedure would be:

1. Open Explorer and navigate to [app-path]/server/data/.

2. Right-click the archive directory and selectProperties > Sharing.

3. Share the directory with a name print-archive.

4. Ensure the service account created in Phase 1 has full read/write access.

5. Ensure all other non-Administrator users do not have any access.

6. ClickOK.

Phase 3: Change the configured archive path on the sec-

ondary server

The secondary server needs to know the location of the recently shared central archive dir-

ectory. To set this location:
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1. Log on to the secondary print server or Site Server as an administrator.

2. OpenNotepad (or your preferred text editor) with Administrator rights.

3. Open the file located at[app-path]/providers/print/win/print-pro-

vider.conf.

4. Locate the line:

ArchiveDir=

and change the value to point to the UNC share name set up in Phase 2.For

example:

ArchiveDir=\\my-primary-server\print-archive

Note:
If you have upgraded from a previous version, add the

ArchiveDir=option to theprint-provider.conf.

5. Save the file.

Phase 4: Assigning rights to the service account

The PaperCut Print Provider service (service responsible for monitoring the print

queues and transferring print job spool files to the central archive) needs to be able to

access the directory shared in Phase 3. Assign the service account set up in Phase 1 to the

PaperCut Print Provider service as follows:

1. Open Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Services

2. Double-click the PaperCut Print Provider service.

3. Select the Log On tab.

4. ClickThis account.

5. Enter the username and password for the service account set up in Phase 1.

6. ClickOK.
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7. Restart the service andmanually check the file [app-path]/pro-

viders/print/print-provider.log for any error messages at end.

Phase 5: Test

Take some time now to perform some testing and ensure any jobs printed on a print queue

on this secondary server are correctly archived.

Important: Archived files are partitioned based on the date and time of the print

job. In order for the print archives to be displayed in a consistent manner it is

important that all secondary print servers and Site Servers share a common time

synchronization. An inconsistent time between servers of more than one hour can

cause an error.

Troubleshooting secondary server setup

Here is a list of common issues leading to problemswith Print Archiving and secondary

server setups:

Incorrect paths: It's important that all secondary servers are configured to point to the

shared central archive directory. Double-check the value entered in ArchiveDir.

See Phase 2: Changing Print Provider Configuration:.

SystemServices can't access user mapped drives. OnWindows it's important that you

use a UNC path rather than amapped drive letter.

Ensure that all secondary servers have full write access to the central archive. Take

time to double-check permissions.

4.18.3.4. Advanced Configuration Keys

The following configuration keys are accessed via Options > Actions > Config editor

(advanced) and influence the behavior of Print Archiving.

Key Description

archiving.images.creator.non-inter- This value determines the

Table 92: Print Archiving Advanced Config Keys
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Key Description

active.max-concurrent maximumnumber of image

creator processes used to

process new print jobs in

the background. The sys-

tem can use thismaximum

number when it is under

high load. The default value

is 1. Sites running on fast

multiprocessor servers

might choose to increase

this number. As a guide, this

value should not exceed the

number of available pro-

cessor cores. NOTE: The

Application Server must be

restarted after changing this

setting.

archiving.images.creator.interactive.max-

concurrent

This value determines the

maximumnumber of image

creator processes that can

be used to support inter-

active viewing of print jobs

in the admin interface. The

default value is 2. Sites run-

ning on fast multiprocessor

serversmight increase this

number. NOTE: The Applic-

ation Server must be restar-

ted after changing this

setting.

archiving.images.creator.pages-to-ini-

tially-image

This value determines the

number of pages that are
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Key Description

imaged (pre-rendered)

when a print job first arrives.

Pre-generation of images

speeds up viewing. The

default value is 4.

archiving.images.viewer.max-pages Themaximumpages into a

document that can be

explored.

4.18.3.5. Downloading PDL / spool files for reprinting

Along with image previews, Print Archiving stores a copy of the print job's PDL / spool file.

This can be downloaded and reprinted later. Common reasons for reprinting a job include:

To produce another hard copy of the print job (e.g. if the original was lost).

To view, when image previews are not available (such aswhen the printer is using a

proprietary / GDI print language).

To help diagnose or reproduce printing problems.

To download a job's PDL / spool file:

1. Find the job of interest in the job log

2. Click the job's thumbnail to open the job viewer (full page view)

3. Click the download icon in the toolbar at the top left (see below)

4. Save the PDL file to your computer
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For information about how to print a PDL file once it is downloaded, see Troubleshooting &

Technical FAQ's.

4.18.3.6. Remove archived data

You can permanently remove archived data by clicking the remove icon or pressing the

delete key in the archive viewer.

Removal is available when the user has the administrator right "remove archived jobs"

assigned.

To remove archived data:

1. Find the job of interest in the job log

2. Click the job's thumbnail to open the job viewer (full page view).
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3. Click the delete icon in the toolbar at the top left (see below) or press the delete key.

4. Confirm deletion.

4.18.4. Troubleshooting and Known Limitations

4.18.4.1. No preview image available

In some cases print jobs do not have a preview image available. This can be for two pos-

sible reasons:

1. Archiving was disabled

Disable/override archiving in the following ways:

Printer-level override (disable archiving for a printer)

User-level override (disable archiving for a user)

Print scripting (archiving disabled per-job fromwithin a script)

2. A preview could not be produced for the archived job
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There are several reasonswhy image previews could not be produced:

The print driver is using a proprietary or GDI / unsupported print language (see

GDI Printers (GDI Print Description Language))

The print driver might be using vendor-specific language extensions (see There

can be issues viewing some print jobs).

A component to convert the PDL / spool file into images ismissing (see Step 1:

Install print spool file viewer technology).

The archived PDL / spool file is corrupt or partially copied.

The conversion software (e.g. Ghostscript) does not produce a preview (e.g. for

a complicated document).

In this case, the PDL / spool file for the job can still be downloaded for reprinting (see

Downloading PDL / spool files for reprinting).

4.18.4.2. GDI Printers (GDI Print Description Language)

GDI printers produce spool files that are proprietary binary format files and currently there

is no standard technology or tools to allow the visual display of printed content, however,

you can reprint GDI print jobs by downloading the spool file (see Downloading PDL / spool

files for reprinting). PaperCut Software hopes to approach printer vendors in the future to

address this limitation.

4.18.4.3. There can be issues viewing some print jobs

Because of its flexibility some PostScript drivers can create spool files that cannot be

rendered with the standard viewer. If you find a consistent issue with a particular printer,
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first see if there is an alternate driver format available (i.e.. another PDL language). If the

issue persists after trying other drivers, please contact PaperCut support. Wemight be able

to address the issue in a future release.

4.18.4.4. No archiving of off-the-glass copy jobs

Because of the level of fidelity used inmodern copiers archiving off-the-glass jobswould

consume large amounts of network bandwidth and disk storage. It would also currently be

difficult to provide a cross platform solution that could work consistently with all of Paper-

Cut's supported platforms and devices. The PaperCut development team is currently look-

ing at options that allow us to offer functionality in this area aswell as archiving options for

fax and scan jobs.

4.18.4.5. Preview images can differ slightly from the prin-

ted document

Depending on the print driver used, certain attributes of preview images generatedmight dif-

fer slightly from those of the actual document (e.g. in some cases a color print-job can have

a black-and-white preview image). This is also the case when using Print filters: con-

versions and restrictions.

4.18.4.6. No watermarking in preview images

Document watermarks applied by PaperCut's watermarking feature do not display in pre-

view images.

4.18.4.7. Latest Information

New printers and print drivers are being released every week. For themost up to date

information aswell as a detailed explanation of known issues, see this article in the Paper-

Cut Software knowledge base:Known Issueswith Print Archiving
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5 Administration

5.1. System Management
This section discusses various options and features to assist the administrator manage and

configure the application. PaperCut MF is designed to work with minimal initial configuration

and is self-maintaining once set up. This section outlines some of the options available to

the administrator, including:

Monitoring the system activity and status of devices and users.

Configuring the synchronization of users and groups

Managing backups

Configuring user notifications

Exporting/import the data

Defining security options

Disabling features in the user web interface

Display options (like whether to display the currency sign).

5.1.1. The Dashboard
TheDashboard tab is the first page displayed in the PaperCut MF administration interface.

It provides an overview of system activity from the past and in real-time for devices and

users. It does this by using a collection of gadgets that are described below.
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What's Next gadget

At the top of the page is theWhat's Next gadget. It gives a list of hints that are par-

ticularly useful for first-time administrators of PaperCut MF. They give descriptions of

useful tasks to do in PaperCut MF with links to other administrator interface or help

pages. This gadget can be closed for more experienced administrators who no longer

need it.
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SystemStatus gadget

The SystemStatus gadget provides a list of system level statistics. They provide an

overview of system information including anywarnings or errors that need attention.

Pages Printed gadget

The Pages Printed gadget provides a graph showing the trends in printing volume

over the last 30 days. The graph displays after three days of data has been accu-

mulated.When upgrading from a version of PaperCut MF prior to a version supporting

the Dashboard feature, the data from the previous version is not displayed.

Environmental Impact gadget

The Environmental Impact gadget provides overall environmental impact statistics in

terms of trees, carbon and energy. For more information on Environmental Impact,

see Environmental Impact.

Printer Status gadget

The Printer Status gadget provides a status overview of the printersmanaged by

PaperCut. The information displayed includes the daily number of pages printed and

device alerts such as low toner levels or printer jams. Alerts for printer errors and low

toner levels are also available via SystemNotifications. Refer to SystemNotifications

and Emailing for additional information.

News gadget

TheNews gadget ensures you're kept up to date with relevant release and devel-

opment activity regarding PaperCut.

Real-time Activity gadget

TheReal-time Activity gadget shows a list of current events in real-time. It shows activ-

ities such as print jobs arriving, users logging in, exceeding print quotas, print job

status, a variety of errors andmuchmore. This tool is designed to help administrators

monitor activity and diagnose problems. The events are updated as the occur and

errors are highlighted in red. The events are described in a one line summary, but can

be expanded by clicking the link to the right of themessage. Expand the gadget by

clicking theExpand item at the bottom of the gadget to displaymore events.
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Refreshing the browser page reverses the expansion. Use the Pause item at the bot-

tom of the gadget if the number of events being reportedmakes viewing difficult.

Tip: TheReal-time Activity gadget alerts you if the PaperCut Account Selec-

tion has been configured to use the client software, and the client software is

not running on the workstation. For example, if a user has popup con-

firmation enabled, (see The Account Selection Popup) and the client soft-

ware is not running, the job stays paused and eventually time out. In this

situation, as soon as the user prints a document the administrator is warned

in the Real-time Activity gadget that the client software is not running for that

user.

5.1.2. User and Group Synchronization
One of themost important parts of managing PaperCut is to configure the User andGroup

synchronization options. PaperCut synchronizes user and group information from a source

such asWindowsActive Directory (Windows domains). This simplifies the administration of

the system because you do not need tomanage a separate database of users and groups.

If a user is added to the domain or is removed from a group then PaperCut automatically

synchronizes this information without any intervention from the administrator. For example:

Jason configures PaperCut to assign an initial credit of $10 to users who aremem-

bers of the "Students" windows security group.

At the start of the new school year Jason has just added 100 new students to theWin-

dowsActive Directory.

Jason also adds all the users to the "Students"Windows security group.

When PaperCut next synchronizeswith Active Directory, the 100 new users are

added to PaperCut and automatically assigned the $10 initial credit. This is done auto-

matically without any additional work by Jason.

Synchronization settings are configured via theOptions > User/Group Sync tab.

5.1.2.1. Sync Source

The settings in theSync Source section defineswhere PaperCut imports users and

groups from.
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The drop-down list under Primary sync source selects the type of directory server to be

used. Options includeWindows Active Directory, LDAP (Apple OpenDirectory, Novell

eDirectory, OpenLDAP, etc.),Windows Standard (local users and groups for workgroup

environments),Samba andUnix Standard (local users and groups / NIS / POSIX).

The Import a subset of users option allows users to be imported from a list of selected

groups in the domain, rather than importing all the users in the domain. This is useful if the

domain contains old users or users who do not print.

Tip: If you are using Active Directory and have a long list of groups, you can set

the config key user-source.ad.group-ou-filter to only display groups

under a certain organizational unit. For example, if you set it to "myor-

ganization.local/Import OU/Sub Import OU" then it displays only groups under

"Sub Import OU".

If the PaperCut server is amember of an Active Directory domain, you should use this

option. The advantages over the "WindowsStandard" include:

Allows using Active Directory organizational units.

Supports nested groups for simplified user management.

Allows importing of users from other trusted Active Directory domains.

Tip: By default, PaperCut MF automatically syncs user and group information

with your directory each night. However, you can perform additional full user-

/group syncs by scheduling a script to run the appropriate server-command
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command. For more information on using the server-command, see Tools -

database, server-command scripting, and APIs (Advanced).

5.1.2.2. Sync Options

The options listed in theSync Options section control how the synchronization will take

place.

Update users' full-name, email, department and office when synchronizing - if

a user's details in PaperCut do not match those in the synchronization source, they

are updated.

Import new users and update details overnight - when selected, synchronization

is automated to occur each night at approximately 12:55am. This option never deletes

users fromPaperCut.

Delete users that do not exist in the selected source - deletes users fromPaper-

Cut if they no longer exist in the selected synchronization source.

This option applies only to manual synchronization (clickingSynchronize Now) and

does not delete users when automatically synchronizing overnight. Enabling this

option also applies only once (i.e. the optionmust be clicked before amanual sync

each time when users are to be deleted).

This option affects only users added via the synchronization source (e.g. the domain)

and does not delete Printing solutions for guests and anonymous users.

5.1.2.3. Secondary Sync Source (Advanced)

Enabling a secondary sync source allows PaperCut to merge the results from two inde-

pendent sources. Examples for where this is useful include:

A school with an Active Directory domain for themajority of users and a separate

LDAP server that is used andmanaged by one department.

An organization with a "new" LDAP server and an old "legacy" LDAP server with
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separate but unique users who have not beenmigrated to the new server.

A university with an Active Directory for theWindows student workstations and an

OpenDirectory for the staff Macworkstations.

When enabled, PaperCut queries both sources to find users and groups. Usernames are

treated as globally unique, so the same username existing in both sources is treated as the

same user (in this case, the details for the user aremerged, with the primary sync source

taking priority). If there is an error connecting to or synchronizing against either source then

no actions takes place.

5.1.2.4. Manual Synchronization

By default, PaperCut MF automatically re-syncs the user and group information each night,

however, the sync process can also be initiatedmanually. To initiate amanual sync:

1. Navigate to theOptions > User/Group sync tab.

2. ClickSynchronize Now.

The sync process starts and a status window is displayed showing the status of the

sync process.
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5.1.2.5. Card/Identity Numbers Sync

Card and ID numbers are used as an alternative to usernames/passwords for authen-

tication at software Release Stations, or at hardware terminals attached to photocopiers.

The card/ID number can also be searched in the user quick-find in theUser List page. See

User card and ID numbers for more information.

In PaperCut MF, you can associate one or two unique card/ID numbers with each user.

These are known as the Primary and Secondary card/ID number. You can automatically

import or generate these card/ID numbers for each user.

Very commonly, card/ID numbers are already assigned by other systems, in which case it

is required to import these numbers into PaperCut fromActive Directory or LDAP. Unlike

other fields such as full-name and email address there is no standard field used exclusively

for card numbers. For this reason PaperCut allows specifying the field to import the card/ID

number from.

To enable importing the primary card/ID number, first enable theUpdate users' full-

name, email, department and office when synchronizing and then under Primary

number selectSync from AD/LDAP field. Then enter the field name to import the

card/ID number from; then clickApply. For more information on the field names to use, see

the sections on Active Directory and LDAP below.

For your convenience, PaperCut also allows you to generate a random card/ID number for

either the primary or secondary card/ID number. To auto-generate, select the optionAuto-

generate random ID (if blank) and specify the length or number of digits. Short numbers

are easier to remember and faster to key in, but it is also easier to guess someone else's

number. If your number is too short, PaperCut cannot generate sufficient numbers to cover

all your users.

Important: The card/ID number must uniquely identify a user, so you should

ensure that no two users have the same card/ID number. Make sure the card/ID

numbers you have defined in your user source are unique. If PaperCut MF finds a

non-unique card/ID number it does not update the user's details, and displays a

warning in the synchronization results. When generating card/ID numbers, you

are asked to specify the length or number of digits you require in the generated

numbers.
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Importing the Card/ID number from Active Dir-
ectory
Active Directory has a number of user fields that can store the user's card/ID number. Some

of these fields are editable in the user's properties in theActive Directory Users and

Computer tool, but others can only be updated with other tools. By default, PaperCut MF

imports the primary card/ID number from the user's pager number field (i.e. the pager

field). This field was chosen because it is rarely used and is also editable in theWindows

user interface. If this field is not suitable, you can choose any valid Active Directory user

field.
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The list of standard Active Directory user fields is on theMicrosoft web site here:

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms683980.aspx. The field name entered in

PaperCut MFmust be in the LDAP display name format. For example, if you want to use

the Employee-Number field, then the field name entered into PaperCut MF should be

employeeNumber as shown on the Employee-Number attribute page here:

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms675662.aspx

You can specify a secondary card number field by selectingSync from AD/LDAP field

under Secondary number.

Important: If you enter the field name incorrectly, the synchronization will fail. It

is therefore important to test your configuration changes. To test the changes,

clickTest Settings. If the card number is retrieved correctly, then it is the 4th

user field in the test output.

Importing the Card/Identity number from LDAP
LDAP provides a very flexible way to store a variety of user related information. The fields

available depend on LDAP server being used and how that is configured. Many LDAP serv-

ers also allow administrators to create custom fields to store additional custom user inform-

ation. It is recommended you consult your LDAP server's documentation or talk to your

LDAP administrator to understand which LDAP field your stores the user card/ID number.

By default, PaperCut MF uses the employeeNumber field to retrieve the primary card

number. This is a standard LDAP field, but if this is not suitable, you can choose any valid

LDAP user field.

You can specify a secondary card number field by selectingSync from AD/LDAP field

under Secondary number.

If using a secondary sync source, then selectSync from AD/LDAP field under Sec-

ondary number to specify the field. If defined, then the same regular expression that is

applied to the first card number is applied to the second card aswell.

Important: It is important to test the card numbers are being retrieved correctly.

To test the changes, clickTest Settings. If the card number is retrieved correctly,

they are listed as the 4th user field in the test output.
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Using a regular expression to extract the card/id
number from an LDAP/AD field
The vast majority of sites store the full card number in a single field in AD/LDAP. In this situ-

ation, you do not need to use a regular expression (regex) to extract the card number. A reg-

ular expression is only required under some unusual specific circumstances, including:

1. The field containsmore then just the card number. For example, if the field contained

a card number and student number separated by a comma (e.g.

12345678,0003456).

2. Themulti-valued LDAP/AD field containsmultiple values and only one representing

the card number. e.g. Some third party authenticationmanagement systems store

external IDs (like card numbers) in a singlemulti-valued LDAP field. :

Note:
For multi-value fields, PaperCut imports all the field values separated by

TABs by default. Use the regex to extract the required portion of the field.

To use a regular expression to extract the card/id number, enable theApply regular

expression to extract card number option on theUser/Group Sync page. Then enter

the regular expression used to extract the card number. The regular expressionmust con-

tain a capture group (represented by parentheses), that represents the part of the field that

the card number is extracted from.

The simplest way to create a regular expression is to start from one of the examples that fol-

low.

Regular

Expression
Description

([\d]+) Extracts the first sequence of digits. e.g. if the field contains

12345678,005678 then 12345678 is extracted.

([\d]

{5})

Extracts the first sequence of 5 digits. e.g. if the field contains

12345678 then 12345 is extracted.

=([\d]+) Extracts the sequence of digits after the = character. e.g. if the

Table 93: Example regular expressions to extract card numbers
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Regular

Expression
Description

field contains 12345678=56789" then 56789 is extracted.

([\d]

+)::abc

Extracts the sequence of digits preceding the text ::abc. This is

a common notation when storing identities in a multi-valued field

in LDAP. The ::abc notation is used to indicate the different

identity types. In this example, if the field contains 1234::xyz

5678:qrs 9876::abc then 9876 is extracted.

Regular expressions are an advanced topic. For more information on regular expressions

and a test tool, see http://www.fileformat.info/tool/regex.htm. If you need assistance,

please contact support.

5.1.2.6. On Demand User Creation

TheOn Demand User Creation setting defines if and when PaperCut MF creates new

users. The settings applied to newly created users are defined by their groupmembership

(for more information see New User Creation Rules). By default, new users are created

automatically when they print for the first time, authenticate via the User Client tool, or log in

to the user web tools. Thismakes administrationmuch easier, as there is no need for addi-

tional administration when new users come along; they can use PaperCut straight away.

In some situations it might be preferable to change the way new users are treated. For

example, when just one department is being tracked, but there are other departments

using the same printers, youmight want to allow the other departments' users to print, but

not to track them using PaperCut MF.

There are three options available for the settingWhen the user does not exist:

1. create the user on demand (default) - users are created when they interact with

PaperCut MF for the first time. E.g. when they print for the first time.

2. do not create the user and allow usage - users interacting with PaperCut MF who do

not already exist are not created, but their usage is allowed. The usage is not logged.

3. do not create the user and deny usage - users interacting with PaperCut MF who do

not already exist are not created, and their usage is denied. The usage is not logged.
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To change the behavior, select the desired option; then clickApply.

5.1.2.7. Using Active Directory for user synchronization

PaperCut MF's Active Directory integration is performed at a native level and supports

advanced features such as nested groups andOU's. Some additional options provided with

the Active Directory interface include:

Import disabled users - If set, all users, including disabled accounts are imported from

the domain. In an education environment it is recommended to leave this option on as

often student accounts are disabled for disciplinary actions, and removing the account

fromPaperCut MF is not appropriate.

Enablemulti-domain support - This is an advanced option and is appropriate for larger

sites runningmultiple trusted domains. For example, in an education environment it is

common to have separate domains for students and staff/teachers with a one-way

trust relationship. This option can bring in groups, OU's and users from both domains.

The list of domains is semicolon separated (;). This list should contain the name of the

domains in DNS dot notation, and should include the name of the current domain if

importing from this domain is desired.

Trust domain relationships are a complex area. ClickTest to verify that the settings res-

ult in the desired behavior. The total number of user accounts is a goodmeasure.

Import other email addresses - import a user's other (secondary) email addresses

from a custom field. The field is configured using user-source.ad.other-

emails-field.

Specify a custom attribute for the primary email address - use a custom attribute for
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the primary email address instead of the mail attribute. The field is configured using

user-source.ad.email-address-field.

5.1.2.8. Using LDAP for user synchronization

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) directories usually store information about

user and groups in an organization. One of themost common uses of LDAP is to provide

single sign-on on a network that comprisesmultiple platforms and applications.When a net-

work consists of onlyWindows computers, then you can use an Active Directory domain.

But when there is amix ofWindows, Apple and Linuxmachines then LDAP can provided

the single source of user, group and authentication information. (It is worth noting that both

Active Directory and Novell eDirectory implement the LDAP protocol).

PaperCut MF can use an LDAP directory for user authentication and as a source of user

and group information. LDAP can either be enabled at installation time, or by changing the

user source option inOptions > User/Group sync. When enabling LDAP, a number of

configuration settingsmust be specified to allow the application to connect to the LDAP

server. Ask your LDAP administrator what values to use for the various options:

LDAP Server Type - Determineswhich LDAP fields are used to get user and group

information.

LDAP Host address - The hostname or IP address of the LDAP server.

Use SSL - Indicates if an encrypted SSL connection is used to connect to the LDAP

server. The LDAP server requires SSL support to be enabled and should accept con-

nections on the standard LDAPS port 636.

Base DN - This is the Base DN of the LDAP server. This is the equivalent of the "suf-

fix" config setting of the OpenLDAP server. For example, if the domain hosted by the

LDAP server is "domain.com" then the Base DN might be DC=domain,DC=com.

The format of the Base DN can differ significantly depending on configuration. Some

older Novell eDirectory installations require a blank Base DN to operate. Some

examples:
DC=myschool,DC=edu,DC=au DC=myorganization,DC=com OU=O-

OrgUnit,DC=domain,DC=com DC=local

Admin DN - The DN of the user who has permission to connect to and query the
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LDAP server. This is typically an administrative user, although it can be a user that has

only read-only access to the LDAP server. An example of the DN of the Administrator

user on aWindowsAD domain "domain.com", would be CN=A-

Administrator,CN=Users,DC=domain,DC=com. The exact format of the DN

depends on the LDAP server. Some examples:

WindowsActive Directory: CN=A-

Administrator,CN=Users,DC=domain,DC=com

WindowsActive Directory (in organizational unit): CN=a-

administrator,OU=OrgUnit,DC=domain,DC=com

MacOpenDirectory: uid=diradmin,CN=users,DC=domain,DC=com

UnixOpen LDAP: uid=root,DC=domain,DC=com, or uid-

d=ldapadmin,DC=domain,DC=com

Novell eDirectory: CN=root,DC=domain,DC=com, or CN=ldapa-

admin,OU=users,DC=domain,DC=com.

The Admin DN and password is optional if your LDAP server allows anonymous binds

for querying.

Admin password - The password for the above user.

Tip: Some LDAP servers are configured to allow 'anonymous' LDAP query

access. In these situations, you can leave theAdmin DN andAdmin password

blank.

PaperCut MF supports the following server types:

Novell eDirectory

Microsoft Active Directory

Unix / Open Directory

However, it is easy to support other server types by adjusting the LDAP fields PaperCut MF

searches. For more information, see Advanced LDAP Configuration.
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Tip: Advanced features such asNestedGroups andOU are supported by the

WindowsActive Directory sync option. See Using Active Directory for user syn-

chronization

5.1.3. Assigning Administrator Level Access
PaperCut MF sets up one administrator account called admin. This is themaster admin-

istrator account, with access to all features, whose password is assigned during the con-

figuration wizard. In large organizations it is likely that administrator level access is granted

tomore than one person. One solution is to give all persons themaster password; how-

ever, the recommended approach is to assign administrator rights to these individual's net-

work user accounts. The advantages of this approach are:

They can access the administration pages using their own username and password

(they don't have to remember another password!).

You can assign different levels of administrator access to the user. PaperCut MF

includes an advanced AccessControl List (ACL) allowing different administrators

access to different functions and areas of the application.

Most activity is audited so changes can be sourced to an individual.

You can assign administrator access at the group or user level. Assigning admin access to

a group is convenient for giving the same permissions tomultiple users. Assigning admin

access to a user is useful when specific permissions are required. See the following sec-

tions for more detail.

Tip: Administrative users should login via http://server-

name:9191/admin rather than http://servername:9191/,

http://servername:9191/app or http://servername:9191/user

so that they are directed to the correct interface.

Important: PaperCut MF allows different levels of administrator access to be

defined via access control list. The access list is presented as a series of check

boxes enabling or disabling access to selected features or application areas. For

security reasons it is advisable to:
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Grant the user's own accounts administrator level rights rather than have them use the

general built-in admin account.

Grant the administrator theminimum level rights need for them to perform their job.

ACL configuration can be complex. Always test that the ACL rights assigned work as

expected by asking the administrator to log in and verify that they can access the

required program functions.

5.1.3.1. Assigning Administrator Access to a Group

Assigning administrator access to a group is useful whenmany users all require access to

the same functionality. For example, the Management groupmight be assigned access to

reporting functionality only.

Groups in PaperCut MF aremirrored from the domain / directory server. Before you can

use a group, youmust add it to PaperCut MF (seeGroups in PaperCut MF for more inform-

ation). By default PaperCut MF synchronizes users' groupmembership with the domain /

directory server overnight. If a user has been added to a group in the domain / directory and

requires group level admin access on the same day, run amanual synchronization. See

User andGroup Synchronization for more information.

Example: assigning the Management group access to reporting features:

1. Log in to the system as the built in admin user.

2. Ensure that the Management group has been imported into PaperCut MF (see

Groups in PaperCut MF for more information).

3. Navigate to theOptions > Admin Rights page.

4. InAssign administrator access to this group:, select the Management group

from the list; then clickAdd Group.
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5. By default Managementhas access to all features. To change this, click the edit link

to the right of Management's entry or the name of the group itself.

6. Deselect all access rights for Management exceptAccess reports section. When

finished, clickApply to save the changes.

7. Test by logging into the administrator interface as a user in the Management group,

and checking that access is allowed just to theReports section.

Tip: The scheduled reports feature can automatically deliver selected reports via

email to interested parties. See Scheduling and Emailing Reports for more inform-

ation.
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5.1.3.2. Assigning Administrator Access to a User

Assigning access to an individual user is suitable when the access rights are specific to that

user. For example, the junior SystemAdministrator marymight be assigned access to all

functionality except the ability to grant administrator rights to other users.

Assigning the user with login name mary all admin rights except the ability to grant admin

rights to other users:

1. Log in to the system as the built in admin user.

2. Navigate to theOptions > Admin Rights page.

3. InAssign administrator access to this user:, enter mary; then clickAdd User.

4. By default mary has access to all features. To change this, click the edit link to the

right of mary's entry or the name of the user itself.

5. Deselect the access rightAccess admin rights settings for mary.

6. ClickApply to save the change.

7. Verify that Mary can now log in to the administrator interface, but is unable to access

theAdmin Rights section.

5.1.4. System Backups
Aswith any application, it is important to ensure that backups are performed regularly.

PaperCut MF includes a built-in database export that saves the state of the database to a

file. This functionality is designed to complement (not replace) a good system-wide backup

process. The export is stored in the industry standard XML format and compressed using
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the standard ZIP format to reduce disk-space on the server and your backupmedium. The

use of these open standards ensures that your data is always available and accessible.

As PaperCut is centrallymanaged, the only database that requires backup is on the Applic-

ation Server. Secondary print servers and Site Servers do not require a database backup.

PaperCut MFmakes the process of managing export backups simple by automatically per-

forming a weekly export. Export backup files are placed in the following directory:

[app-path]\server\data\backups

Theweekly exports are performed at 20minutes past midnight on Sundaymorning (or as

otherwise defined by the schedule.weekly config key. See Using the Config Editor to

find out how to change config keys.)

Tip: In accordance with backup best practice, back up the above directory reg-

ularly to offlinemedia (e.g. tape, CD or remote server). This allows the data to be

restored in the case the server hard-drive is corrupted. An example backup script

called copy-backups-to-remote-server.bat found at [app-path]

/server/examples/scripting/batch/ can help administrators automate

the process of maintaining an off-disk copy. On larger networks, youmight want to

perform export backupsmore frequently than the in-built once a week period. Use

the server-command tool to execute the export task at other times. Simply

write a script (e.g. batch file) to execute server-command perform-

online-backup. Schedule the script to run at the desired intervals. More

information on server-command is available in Server Commands (server-com-

mand).

5.1.4.1. Performing an Online Backup

In addition to the automated weekly exports, it is also possible tomanually initiate a data-

base export. Thismight be useful to back up the system database before performing an

upgrade. To perform amanual export:

1. Navigate to theOptions > Backups page.

2. ClickExport Now.
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A window is displayed showing the export progress and the location where the

export file is saved.

5.1.4.2. Restoring an Export Backup

There are a number of situationswhen it might be necessary to restore a database, includ-

ing:

Hardware or system failure requires you to rebuild the server and reinstall PaperCut

MF.

A new print server was purchased and PaperCut MF is beingmoved to a new server.

To import data into an external RDBMS (See Deployment on an External Database

(RDBMS)).

To restore from an export file:

1. Locate a previous export file.

2. Shutdown the Application Server (See Stopping and Starting the Application

Server). The database cannot be in-use when performing the restore, so the Applic-

ation Server needs to be stopped first.

3. Open a command prompt. OnWindows 7 and Server 2008 systems, thismight need

to be specifically elevated to run with administrator privileges, even if you are already

logged in with an administrator account. Change to the server binaries directory. On

aWindows system the directory location is [app-path]\server\bin\win\.

4. Re-initialize the database back to an empty state by typing the following:
db-tools init-db -f

5. Run the import process by executing the following:
db-tools import-db -f "C:\path\to\backup\backup-file-

name.zip"

(Or, ./db-tools on some systems. See Database Tool (db-tools) for more inform-

ation on using db-tools) NOTE: OnMac/Linux ensure proper permissions for

access to the file, e.g.
chown papercut:admin \path\to\backup\backup-file-

name.zip
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6. The import asks if the existing database data should be deleted before proceeding.

7. Once the import has completed, restart the Application Server (See Stopping and

Starting the Application Server).

5.1.4.3. Performing Offline Backups

Performing an online backup (as discussed above) is a simple and convenient process, but

it is sometimes necessary to perform a backup when the Application Server is not running.

For example:

To integrate into your existing backup procedures, it might be necessary to write a

script or batch file to perform a backup at a known point in time.

When it is necessary to guarantee that the backup captures all the data. Performing an

online export while the system is in use canmodify data after the export is complete.

To perform an offline backup:

1. Stop the Application Server (See Stopping and Starting the Application Server). To

ensure all data is captured, the Application Server must be stopped to perform an off-

line backup.

2. Open a command prompt. On aWindows system change to the following directory:

[app-path]\server\bin\win\

3. Run the database export process by executing:

db-tools export-db

(This create an export file in the system backups directory and the filename named

with a timestamp).

The export command has additional options that allows you to specify a different dir-

ectory or filename. See export-db Command for more details.

5.1.4.4. Export File Retention

Export files in

[app-path]\server\data\backups
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are retained for 30 days and then deleted. You can change the number of days on the

Options > Backups page under "Keep exports for ... days". This period is automatically

extended should exports not be performed on a regular basis, i.e. when automatic exports

have been temporarily disabled for a time or when skipping scheduled exports due to a sys-

tem outage. Older export files are not deleted unless a number of new exports have been

performed. At the very least the latest export file is always retained regardless of its age.

5.1.4.5. Backup Print Archive files

By default the Print Archive is stored in

[app-path]\server\data\archive

and is not included in the database exports detailed above. It is recommended that you con-

sider backing up part or all of the Print Archive with your existing backup processes. As

PaperCut is resilient to partial restoration of the Print Archive youmight want to backup

only amonth or two worth of archives. There is a README.txt in the archive directory that

explainsmore about partial backups and the directory structure layout.

5.1.5. System Notifications and Emailing
This section describes system notifications and how they you can configure them to assist

your users and administrators. PaperCut MF includes built-in notifications to alert users

and administrators of a important pieces of information. Examples of these notifications

include:

Alerting a user when their account balance drops below a given balance.

Displaying amessage explaining why a print job was denied (e.g. not enough credit;

the printer is disabled; the print job contains toomany pages).

Alerting administrators or key IT support staff to problems such as printer jams, or

application errors.

You can customize themessage that is delivered to the user to suit your organization. For

example, if the user is denied printing for some reason, youmight want to direct the user to

the intranet page that discusses printing policies and guidelines.
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Important: Notifications are important to your users because they let them know

why their print jobswere denied. If notifications are not enabled, users print jobs

might be deleted without them knowing and theywill not understand what

happened. Theymight then contact the Administrator or Help Desk for assist-

ance. If they received a notification, then this situation is avoided.

System notifications can be delivered to the user in a number of ways, and the administrator

can decide the preferred option. The delivery options available include:

Winpopup (or "net send") - this is useful in aWindows network but workstations run-

ning other operating systemsmight not receive thesemessages.

User Client - messages are sent to users running the PaperCut MF User Client tool.

This option is guaranteed to work in all environments where the user runs the user cli-

ent.

Email - messages are delivered by email, to the email address defined in the system.

This is a good alternative for "low balance warning" messages but is not recom-

mended for real-timemessages, such as, when printing is denied.

5.1.5.1. Configuring Notifications

PaperCut MF provides flexible options for configuring the various notifications. The admin-

istrator can:

Enable/disable each of the notification types.

Change the notificationmessage to suit your organization.

Choose the deliverymethod for each notification type.

You canmodify notification text to suit your organization's requirements. The notification

text is a template that can include some special fields that are replaced by the systemwhen

themessage is sent. Use these fields to providemore detailed information to the user.

These fields are surrounded by percent characters (%).

The default notification text in the application shows a variety of examples using these fields.

For a list of the fields available in each type of notification, see the following sections cov-

ering each notification type inmore detail.
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Printing Notifications
To change printing notification options, navigate toPrinters > Notification Options.

Field Description

%user% The username of the user receiving the message.

%full_name% The full name of the user receiving the message.

%date% The date/time that the message was sent.

%balance% The user's current balance.

%cost% The cost of the print job.

%printer% The full printer name (including the server name) the job was

printed to. e.g. server-name\printer-name

%printer-

server%

The server name of the printer the job was printed to.

%printer-

queue%

The queue name of the printer the job was printed to (i.e.

without the server name).

%document% The name of the document printed.

%pages% The total number of pages in the print job.

%copies% The number of copies of the document printed.

%paper-

size%

The size of the paper used to print the document.

%id_num% The primary Card/Identity Number of the user receiving the

message.

Table 94: Fields available in printing notifications
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Notify the user before their print times out and is deleted

from a hold/release queue

This notification option contains the following additional replacements.

Field Description

%minutes% Minutes from now until the job is timed out and deleted. Minimum

of 2 minutes.

Table 95: Fields only available in notification sent before deleting

the held job

For more information about hold/release queue timeout see Job timeout.

Low Balance Notification
To change low balance notification options, navigate toOptions > Notifications, and

scroll down to the "Low Balance Notification" section.
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Using the notification options (shown above), you can enable the notification, change the

notification text, andmodify the delivery type.

Field Description

%balance% The user's current balance.

Table 96: Fields available in low

balance notifications

Important: This low balance notification is only sent to users who are restricted.

Card/ID Number Notification
To change card/ID number notification options, navigate toOptions > Notifications, and

scroll down to the "Card/ID Number Notification" section.

Enable the option by selectingNotify users when their card/ID number is auto-gen-

erated. This notification option emails the user with their updated ID number. You can

change the notification subject andmessage to suit your environment.

Field Description

%id_number% The user's Card/ID number

Table 97: Fields available Card/ID

Number Notification

Important: This notification sends an email to user's primary email address.
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Configuring Email Notifications
Before sending notifications via email, the system needs to know about the SMTP server

that is sending the emails. The SMTP server can be internal or external to your organ-

ization, however, it must allow forwarding of emails to your users. The SMTP server is typ-

ically the same server that users set in their email application to send email.

Tip: PaperCut comeswith the a number of popular SMTP services preconfigured

to simplify the configuration process. If these are used, you need to provide only

the login credentials of the SMTP server.

To set the SMTP server:

1. Navigate toOptions > Notifications.

2. In theSMTP Server Options section select either:

a. a preconfigured SMTP server.

b. Custom to configure a customSMTP server. For custom configuration, see

CustomSMTP Server Setup.

3. Enter the username and password for that service.

4. ClickApply.

Important: Anti-virus software running on the PaperCut server can block-

/disallow SMTP connections because it attempts to block spam sent by viruses

and trojans. Ensure that any anti-virus software is configured to allow PaperCut to

make SMTP connections (e.g. add an exception or disable the SMTP blocking).

When anti-virus is blocking email delivery, PaperCut MF logs errors, such as:

Mail server connection failed. Software caused con-

nection abort.. These errors are displayed in the application log or on-

screen when performing email notification tests. If there are other SMTP
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connection problems, you should check that your firewall allows SMTP con-

nections, and that your SMTP server is configured to accept connections from the

PaperCut server.

Custom SMTP Server Setup

If your SMTP server is not listed in the preconfigured SMTP server list, you can configure

the SMTP server manually by providing the following details:

Field Name Description

Host Your SMTP server hostname.

Port The port to connect to on the SMTP server. Common ports

include 25 or 587 for TLS, and 465 for SMTPS(SSL).

Encryption Choose between None, SSL and TLS.

Username Username for SMTP authentication. Typically an email

address.

Password Password for SMTP authentication.

Table 98: Custom SMTP Server Fields

Tip: If debugging a customSMTP setup, it might be useful to get the Application

Server to produce extra logs related to the SMTP feature. To do this, set the noti-

fy.smtp.debug toY in the Config Editor(see Using the Config Editor).

Configuring Email Addresses
To send notificationmessages to users via email, an email address needs to be defined for

the user. Enter user email addresses in theUser Details screen. However, if all email
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addressesmatch the pattern [username]@yourdomain.com, then you can define the

email address globally using the global email suffix. An example of how this works is as fol-

lows:

1. An email notification needs to be sent to user brian.

2. No email address has been defined in Brian's user details, but a global email suffix of

@myschool.com is defined in theEmail Options section.

3. To generate Brian's email address, the username (brian) and suffix (@my-

school.com) are combined to form the email address brian@myschool.com.

To define the global email suffix:

1. Navigate toOptions > Notifications.

2. Find theEmail Options section.

3. Enable theUse email suffix to build user email addresses option.

4. Enter the Email Address Suffix.

5. ClickApply.

To confirm that the email suffix is working as expected:

1. Navigate to theUsers section.

2. Select a user from the list.

3. Enable theUse global email suffix option. The email field contains the address con-

structed from the username and suffix.

5.1.5.2. System Notifications (for Administrators)

PaperCut MF's system notifications feature helps tominimize disruption by notifying key

staff of important events. For example, when there is a paper jam, it might take several

hours before an annoyed user reports the problem asmost users just use another printer.

The following notification types are available:

Printer errors:Notify when a printer enters an error state for a selected period of time.

Low Toner warnings:Notify when a printer runs low on toner (for supported printers).
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Application errors:Notify if a application error is detected. This option allows admin-

istrators to proactively act on errors raised in theApp. Log section.

License errors:Notify on important license events such as exceeding the licensed

user limit.

Pending refund request:Notify when there is a pending refund request.

Tip: Consider SMS alerts: system notifications are often important and require

urgent attention. Many organizations use an email-to-SMS gateway service to

ensure technical staff can receive urgent messages from anywhere in the build-

ing via the text message service on their cell/mobile phones.

Printer error notifications
Printer error notifications give advance warning when printers go into an error state.

PaperCut MF detects a printer error if either the print queue or the job at the top of the print

queue are in an error state. This is the same as clicking the print queue from the operating

system and checking its status.

Errors that might be seen on print queues or jobs include: paper jam, out of paper,

out of toner, out of memory, device is offline, device door is

open, or a generic error. The actual errors reported depend on the printer driver and which

ones it supports.
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Use the setting Time a printer has been in error before sending notification to decide

how soon a notification is sent after a printer goes into error. For example, if there is a paper

jam the user might be able to fix it themselves, and raising an immediate notification is unne-

cessary. The suggested default is 10minutes as problems lasting longer than this are prob-

ablymore serious and need technical intervention.

Themessage can include information such as the name and location of the printer, the

reason for the error, and how many jobs are pending in the queue (an indication of the

impact).

You can use the following special fields in printer error event notifications:

Field Description

%time% The time the printer error was first reported.

%printer% The name of the errored printer.

%printer-

server%

The server name of the errored printer.

%printer-

queue%

The queue name of the errored printer (i.e. without the server

name).

%make-or-

model%

The make or model name of the errored printer. This is also

referred to as Type/Model.

%serial-

number%

The serial number of the errored printer.

%physical-

id%

The name used by the operating system to identify the errored

printer (e.g. net://office-printer).

%location% The location of the errored printer.

%error% The error message detail (e.g. Paper jam).

%num_

jobs%

The number of print jobs currently in the queue. Use this inform-

ation as a guide to judge the severity of the error. For example, if

a printer goes into error while there are 30 jobs in the queue,

there are probably quite a few people waiting.

Table 99: Fields available in printer error notifications
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You can specify a set of email recipients to receive notifications for all printers and devices.

You can enter multiple email addresses by separating themwith a comma, for example,

joe@domain.org, bill@domain.org.

Alternatively, you can specify a different recipient list for each printer group. This is par-

ticularly useful for organizationswhere different people are responsible for themain-

tenance of different groups of printers. To achieve this, youmust first include each printer in

a printer group that identifies the team responsible for managing it, for example, assigning

printers based their physical location. For more information, seeManaging printer groups.

Tip: It is recommended that you configure at least one recipient for all printer

related notifications so notifications are not lost due tomisconfiguration, such as,

if a printer is not in a printer group. This is because notifications for printers

without any printer group are only sent to those on theAll Printers/Devices

recipients list.

Note:
If you are using Direct Printing, and there is a printer error that affects all print

queues linked to a printer, then only a single notification is sent.

 To enable and configure printer error notifications:

1. Set up printer groups based on each service team’s responsibility. For more inform-

ation, seeManaging printer groups.

2. Navigate toOptions > Notifications.

3. Check that the SMTP server settings have been configured correctly.

4. Select thePrinters in error check box.

5. To customize the notificationmessage:

a. Click the arrow icon below thePrinters in error check box.

b. InNotification Message, change themessage text.

6. InAll Printers/Devices, enter the recipients that need to receive notifications for all

printers. Enter each recipient’s email address separated by a comma.

7. To configure notifications to be sent to a list of recipients if it relates to a printer in a
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specific printer group:

a. Click the plus icon in the lower right corner of this section. A new entry is dis-

played.

b. Select a printer group.

c. Enter each recipient’s email address separated by a comma.

8. Repeat step 6 for each relevant printer group.

9. ClickApply.

Low printer toner notifications
Low printer toner notifications are used to give advance warning when printers are running

low on toner. This allows administrators to ensure that printers never run out of toner and

improves printer uptime.

The low toner notifications are available only for supported network printers. The toner

information is retrieved from the printer using SNMP over the network. To use low toner
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notifications, ensure that SNMP is enabled on your printer and that your net-

work/firewalls/switches allow the PaperCut MF server to send SNMP requests to the print-

ers. For more information see Toner Levels (for supported printers).

By default, a notification is sent out as soon as low toner is detected on a printer. You can,

however, change the frequency of these notifications by selecting the Low printer toner

Frequency in theSystem Notifications area on theOptions > Notifications page. You

can select from:

Hourly

Daily

Custom (available only if notify.toner-level.scheduleConfig key has been

set)

Notification for each low toner alert

Low toner notification emails are sent on the first incident where low toner is detected. The

next notification is sent only when the toner level goes above and then below the configured

threshold.

By default, toner levels are retrieved from the printer at least every 4 hours and also during

the scheduled dailymaintenance tasks. In most cases, this frequency should be sufficient,

however, you can change this rate using the config key toner.minimum-check-

period-mins. Note: Changing this can significantly affect network traffic.
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The notificationmessage lists all print queues that are related to the same physical printer

and includes toner levels for all the printer's toner cartridges. The location of the printer and

the server it's hosted on is also included in themessage by default.

The following special fields are available in low printer toner event notifications:

Field Description

%make-or-

model%

The make or model name of the printer with low toner.

%serial-num-

ber%

The serial number of the printer with low toner. This is also

referred to as Type/Model.

Table 100: Fields available in low printer toner notifications

You can specify a set of email recipients to receive notifications for all printers and devices.

You can enter multiple email addresses by separating themwith a comma, for example,

joe@domain.org, bill@domain.org.

Alternatively, you can specify a different recipient list for each printer group. This is par-

ticularly useful for organizationswhere different people are responsible for themaintenance

of different groups of printers. To achieve this, youmust first include each printer in a printer

group that identifies the team responsible for managing it, for example, assigning printers

based their physical location. For more information, seeManaging printer groups.

Tip:
It is recommended that you configure at least one recipient for all printer related

notifications so notifications are not lost due tomisconfiguration, such as, if a

printer is not in a printer group. This is because notifications for printers without

any printer group are sent only to those on theAll Printers/Devices recipients

list.

Note:
If you are using Direct Printing, and there is a low printer toner notification that

affects all print queues linked to a printer, then only a single notification is sent.

To enable and configure low printer toner notifications:
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1. Set up printer groups based on each service team’s responsibility. For more inform-

ation, seeManaging printer groups.

2. Navigate toOptions > Notifications.

3. Check that the SMTP server settings have been configured correctly.

4. Select the Low printer toner check box.

5. To customize the notificationmessage:

a. Click the arrow icon below the Low printer toner check box.

b. InNotification Message, change themessage text.

6. InAll Printers/Devices, enter the recipients that need to receive notifications for all

printers. Enter each recipient’s email address separated by a comma.

7. To configure notifications to be sent to a list of recipients if it relates to a printer in a

specific printer group:

a. Click the plus icon in the lower right corner of this section. A new entry is dis-

played.

b. Select a printer group.
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c. Enter each recipient’s email address separated by a comma.

8. Repeat step 6 for each relevant printer group.

9. ClickApply.

Error level event notifications
Error level event notifications help to draw the attention of the administrator to any errors

that might occur. This could involve events such as problems contacting a directory server,

software crashes, or processing problems.
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Some system states produce a lot of errors in the App Log in quick succession. This could

cause numerous emails relating to the same issue, to be sent in a short period of time. If

you do not want this to occur, you can limit the rate at which the App Log error emails are

sent. By default, the frequency is set to 10minutes, meaning that no notifications are sent

within the 10minute window after the last notification was sent. You can shorten or

lengthen this window, however, the default should be suitable for most installations.

You can use the following special fields in error level event notifications:

Field Description

%error% The error message detail.

Table 101: Fields available in error level event noti-

fications

You can specify a set of email recipients to receive notifications for all printers and devices.

You can enter multiple email addresses by separating themwith a comma, for example,

joe@domain.org, bill@domain.org.

To enable and configure error level event notifications:

1. Navigate toOptions > Notifications.

2. Check that the SMTP server settings have been configured correctly.

3. Select theError level events check box.

4. To customize the notificationmessage:

a. Click the arrow icon below theError level events check box.

b. InNotification Message, change themessage text.

5. InRecipients, enter each recipients email address separated by a comma.

Licensing issues notifications
Licensing issues notifications draw the administrator’s attention to events where the licens-

ing restrictions have been, or are about to be, exceeded. For example, a notification would

be sent if the user limit is exceeded.
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You can specify a set of email recipients to receive notifications for all printers and devices.

You can enter multiple email addresses by separating themwith a comma, for example,

joe@domain.org, bill@domain.org.

To enable and configure licensing issues notifications:

1. Navigate toOptions > Notifications.

2. Check that the SMTP server settings have been configured correctly.

3. Select the Licensing issues check box.

4. InRecipients, enter each recipients email address separated by a comma.

Pending refund request notifications
Pending refund requests notifications draw the administrator’s attention to pending refund

requests. By default, daily notificationmessages are sent at 7 a.m.

By default pending refund request notifications are sent once per day. If there are no

pending refund requests, the notification is not sent. If responsiveness to refund requests is

important to you, you could change the frequency of these emails so that a notification is

sent every hour.
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You can use the following special fields in pending refund request notifications:

Field Description

%num_requests% The number of pending refund requests.

Table 102: Fields available in pending refund

request notifications

You can specify a set of email recipients to receive notifications for all printers and devices.

You can enter multiple email addresses by separating themwith a comma, for example,

joe@domain.org, bill@domain.org.

To enable and configure pending refund request notifications:

1. Navigate toOptions > Notifications.

2. Check that the SMTP server settings have been configured correctly.

3. Select thePending refund requests check box.

4. To customize the notificationmessage:

a. Click the arrow icon below thePending refund requests check box.

b. InNotification Message, change themessage text.

5. InRecipients, enter each recipients email address separated by a comma.

5.1.5.3. Testing Notification Methods

Once the system notifications are configured, test that messages can be delivered. Paper-

Cut MF provides a function to send test messages to users. This allows you to verify that

notifications are working without having to try to produce notifications artificially. To send a

test notification:

1. Navigate to theOptions > Notifications.

2. Scroll to the bottom of the page to the Test Notifications section.

3. Enter the username of the user to send themessage to.

4. Select the deliverymethod to use.
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5. Enter the notificationmessage to send.

6. ClickSend Test Notification.

7. Verify that the notification was received.

5.1.6. System Security Options
The default installation of PaperCut MF is configured to be secure by default. After initial

installation only the admin user-defined during the setup process is permitted to administer

the system. To allow additional users to administer PaperCut MF follow the instructions

defined in Assigning Administrator Level Access.

5.1.6.1. Application Server Connections

By default PaperCut MF runs an internal web server on port 9191. All communication with

the server usesHTTP to this port and includes connections by:

administrators to connect to the administration interface

users to connect to the end-user interface

the User Client to communicate with the server to get the user balance and receive

notifications; and

the information providers (see Key Features) to send information to the server

It is therefore important that all of the above clients can access this port on the server from

across the entire network. If your organization uses firewalls between departments or cam-

puses, then allow inbound HTTP connections on port 9191 to the PaperCut MF Application

Server.

You can change the Application Server port from 9191 to any other value.

Important: If the Application Server port is changed, the port number alsomust

be changed in the applications that connect to the server. i.e, the Print Provider

and the User Client.
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To change the Application Server port:

1. On the server, navigate to the [app-path]\server\ directory.

2. Open the file server.properties.

3. Change the server.port to setting to the desired port.

4. Change the server port in all providers installed on your network. The server port is

set in the print-provider.conf file in the provider directory.

5. Change the server port in the User Client config file: [app-path]\cli-

ent\config.properties.

Important: If the client is installed locally on workstations, then change the

config file on each workstation. On Linux/Unix systems, the server runs

under the privilege of a non-root account. Some systems prevent non-root

users from binding to ports lower than 1024. An alternate option is to use

kernel level TCP port redirection (e.g. iptables).

6. Restart the Application Server. (See Stopping and Starting the Application Server).

5.1.6.2. Provider Connection Security

The PaperCut MF architecture (see Architecture Overview and Print Monitoring Archi-

tecture) involves having a central Application Server andmultiple information providers that

send data to the server to process. One example of a provider is the Print Provider, which

monitors printing and sends the printer activity to the central server.

PaperCut MF supports an unlimited number of information providers and they can be loc-

ated on anywhere on the network. By default PaperCut MF allows these providers to con-

nect from anymachine on the network. You can restrict this to a reduced set of machines

by specifying a list of IP addresses or subnets that are allowed to submit information to the

Application Server.

To define the list of addresses that providers can connect from:

1. Navigate toOptions > Advanced.

2. Scroll down to theSecurity section.
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3. Enter the list of IP addresses or subnet masks to allow. The list of addresses is

comma separated. The format of the subnet is X.X.X.X/Y.Y.Y.Y (where X rep-

resents the address and Y the subnet mask).

4. ClickApply.

5. It is then recommended to test all providers to ensure that they can still submit inform-

ation to the Application Server. To test the Print Provider, perform a test print job to

the server that the provider is running on.

5.1.6.3. Release Station Connection Security

You can restrict the address ranges fromwhich standard Release Stations (see Standard

Release Station) access the Application Server. Thismeasure only applies to standard

Release Stations and does not affect print release at an embedded device or from aweb

browser.

1. Navigate toOptions and selectConfig Editor (Advanced).

2. Search for the config key: auth.release-station.allowed-addresses

3. Enter the list of IP addresses or subnet masks to allow. The list of addresses is

comma separated. The format of the subnet is X.X.X.X/Y.Y.Y.Y (where X rep-

resents the address and Y the subnet mask).

4. Click Update.

5. It is then recommended to test all standard Release Stations to ensure that they can

still successfully start-up and connect to the Application Server.

5.1.6.4. Web Session Inactivity Timeout

For security reasons all the web sessions log out (timeout) after periods of inactivity. Click-

ing a link or refreshing a page resets the inactivity timer. Closing the browser window/tab

also ends the session (i.e. the session cookies are not persistent). The default timeout peri-

ods for different login types are described in the table below:
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Login Type Default value

Admin web interface 1440 minutes (24 hours)

Web based Release Station 1440 minutes (24 hours)

Web Cashier 1440 minutes (24 hours)

User web interface 60 minutes (1 hour)

Table 103: Default Web Session Inactivity

Timeout Values

These timeout values (a period given inminutes) are configurable via the config keys

below. A value of 0 indicates that the session never times out. The special valueDEFAULT

indicates that the PaperCut defaults (in the above table) are used (the PaperCut defaults

might change in future versions).

Config name Description

web-login.admin.session-timeout-

mins

Inactivity timeout for the admin web inter-

face.

web-login.web-cashier.session-

timeout-mins

Inactivity timeout for Web Cashier.

web-login.release.session-timeout-

mins

Inactivity timeout for the web based

Release Station.

web-login.user.session-timeout-

mins

Inactivity timeout for the user web inter-

face.

Table 104: Timeout Web Session Config Keys

SeeUsing the Config Editor for information about changing config keys.

Changing the inactivity timeout values take effect the next time users log in. Note that some

pages periodically refresh the page (or data on the page), such as the dashboard and the

web based Release Station. A session does not time out if a browser is left on these pages,

as it is considered active.
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5.1.7. Environmental Impact
One of the primary aims of PaperCut MF is to reduce printing levels by changing a user's

printing behavior. Implementingmonitoring, quotas and charging are a good way of draw-

ing a user's attention to their habits. The topic of the environment, global warming, and

wastemanagement is currently an area of debate and interest to many. Highlighting the

environmental aspects of their activities is another good way of modifying a user's behavior.

TheEnvironmental Impact section is available to end-users via their web summary page

(See Environmental Impact for more details). Administrators also can view the impact of a

user and a printer via the details pages in the admin interface.

Themeaning of the reported values and how they are calculated are detailed below:

Field Description

Trees This value corresponds to percentage of a tree that has gone into mak-

ing the paper. The value assumes the user is printing on standard A4

or Letter sheets and 8,333 sheets make up a tree.

Note: A single tree can produce about 8,333 sheets of paper accord-

ing to TomSoder's study and reported in Claudia Thompson's book

Recycled Papers: The Essential Guide, Cambridge: TheMIT Press,

1992.

This value is set by the config key: environment.sheets-per-

tree

Carbon This value corresponds to greenhouse gases released in the pro-

duction of the paper (CO2 equivalent). The value assumes that the

user is printing on standard A4 or Letter sheets and one sheet equals

Table 105: Environmental Impact Reporting
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Field Description

12.7g CO2. This amount is equal to 2.5 metric tons of CO2 carbon

equivalents per metric ton of paper.

Note: Environmental impact estimatesweremade using the Envir-

onmental Paper Network Paper Calculator Version 3.2. For more

information visit www.papercalculator.org.

Note: TheConservatree organization indicates that there are about

200,000 paper sheets in a ton, http://-

conservatree.org/learn/EnviroIssues/TreeStats.shtml, retrieved April

2015.

. The default value takes in account CO2 produced as a byproduct of

the paper production only. It does not take into account the power con-

sumed by the printer or power associated with the ink / toner use and

production. Finding referenced figures on these values is difficult, and

one could argue that the printer power consumption is not a function

of the user's usage as the printer would be there consuming power

even if they do not use the device. This value is set by the config key:

environment.co2-grams-per-sheet

Energy This value represents the manufacturing energy used to produce the

paper minus an energy credit created by burning the paper. The

energy value is represented by relating it to the equivalent energy con-

sumed by a standard light bulb. This provides users with a real world

understanding of the value. This value assumes the user is printing a

standard A4 or Letter sheet and that the manufacturing cost per sheet

is 48Wh.

Note: This is an appropriate amount for virgin office paper. 32Wh is

more appropriate for 100% recycled paper.

This value is set by the config key: environment.watt-hours-

per-sheet
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Tip: config keys are set inOptions > Config editor (advanced).

5.1.8. Logging
PaperCut has two types of logging within the Administration pages; Application and Audit

logging. Both log views are accessible via the Logs tab for users with sufficient admin-

istrative rights to view these. In both cases, there are someminor configuration changes an

administrator might want to tune;

5.1.8.1. Application Logs

The Application Log retains a complete history of system events (errors, notifications, alerts,

etc), unless configured otherwise.

Config key Description

delete.app-

log.days

The number of days to retain the application logging. A

value of -1 indicates no limit

Table 106: Application Log Configuration Keys

5.1.8.2. Audit Logs

The Audit Log retains a complete history of administration changes to a user, unless con-

figured otherwise.

You can disable this if a customer does not want to retain this information via Options >

Advanced > Diagnostics > Enable audit logging

Additional config options exist in the Config Editor :

Config key Description

logging.audit-logging-

max-days

The number of days to retain the audit

logging.

Table 107: Application Log Configuration Keys
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5.1.9. Privacy Options
As a print tracking system, most organizations and users expect PaperCut to record all

printing activity. For organizations concerned that usersmight requiremore privacy than

the default level of tracking affords, you can enable or disable features to suit. E.g. if the con-

tent of documents should not be viewed by PaperCut administrators, disable the Print

Archiving feature. You can enable and disablemany features at Options > General .

Additional privacy-specific options are available at Options > General > Privacy

Options .

5.1.9.1. Privacy Options

Omit document names from the print log

If this option is enabled, the document name of print jobs is not logged. Document names

can include identifying information about a user or the nature of their print job.

Anonymize jobs (don't link jobs with users)

When processing a job (print, copy, scan or fax), PaperCut needs to know the originating

user to handle the job correctly, e.g. to provide the user with the correct account selection

settings. When this option is enabled, once PaperCut has finished processing a job it, "for-

gets" the original user and clear any information from the database that links the two.

This anonymization is achieved by re-assigning the job to a different, specified user once

the job has completed. The default and recommended approach is to assign jobs to a user

called anonymous. If this user does not exist at the time the feature is enabled then a new

internal (non-domain) user with the configured name is created (this user has no password,

so cannot be used to log in).

Viewing the Job Log for this anonymous user shows all jobs in the system. The transactions

(charging) for jobs are still applied to the original user, however, so that features such as

print quotas continue to work as expected. Transaction times and job log times could be

cross-referenced to potentially determine a link, as theywill be close together in time. If this

is a concern, then use the options at Options > Backups > Automatic Backups to

delete transaction logs older than a given age.
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Enabling this optionmeans that any functionality requiring a link between a user and a job

(once the job has completed) is no longer be available. This includes user-based reporting

and job refunds. It is recommended that this option is only enabled if strictly required.

5.1.10. Using the Config Editor
Most of the settings in PaperCut MF are easily accessible via themain admin interface (e.g.

the Options tab). Some advanced settings are, however, only accessible via the Config

Editor. The Config Editor stores keys or information used by PaperCut MF to configure vari-

ous options and functions. This is very similar to theWindowsSystemRegistry database.

Administrator can edit config keys using the following procedure:

1. Log in to the system as an administrator (e.g. the built-in admin account).

2. ClickOptions.

3. In theActions list on the left, clickConfig editor (advanced).

4. InQuick find, enter the config key name; then clickGo.

5. Locate the required key and enter a new value.

6. ClickUpdate to apply the change.

Example of some keys that are often changed by administrators include:

client.config.show-link - Indicateswhether or not the link at the top of the User Cli-

ent is displayed.

client.config.show-details-link - Indicateswhether or not the "Details" link that

points to the user web interface is displayed.

display.login-instruction - Used to display login instructions on the user/password

screen.

Important: Take care when using the Config Editor. If you use the Config Editor

incorrectly, you can cause serious problems that can only be fixed by reinstalling

the application.
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5.2. Advanced Server Management
This section contains advanced configuration related to PaperCut's internal web server

(powered by Apache Jetty). The configuration optionsmentioned here should generally

only be used as a reference for specific requirements, as some changes could negatively

impact on system functionality.

5.2.1. Server Address

5.2.1.1. Server address presented to users

Some features in PaperCut require being able to create a link or address for the Application

Server. One example of this is when using Email to Print - the verification email sent to

users contains a link that theymust click. This linkmust resolve to the PaperCut server both

from the internet and from the local network.

The default address presented in these cases is an automatically detected IP address. In

some cases thismight not be suitable, for example, where it needs to be resolved from the

internet.

The recommended approach is to configure a DNS name for your PaperCut server that

can be resolved and accessed wherever your users require it. This can involve creating a

public/external DNS name and opening the appropriate ports in your firewall. After the

name is configured, navigate to Options > Advanced > Server Address > Server

address presented to users , selectDNS name and enter your chosen (fully qualified)

name.

Server port presented to users
In some circumstances, youmight also need to customize the server HTTP port presented

to users. An example scenario is when a reverse proxy server for WebAuth or Shibboleth

SSO is placed in front of the PaperCut MF server. For this situation, PaperCut provides two

advanced config keys to allow the user facing server port to be customized: sys-

tem.network-port-http.user-facing and system.network-port-

https.user-facing. (See Using the Config Editor for instructions on using the Config

Editor.)
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5.2.1.2. Server address presented to external components

In some cases PaperCut publishes its address to external components (e.g. MFDs) to allow

them to establish a connection back to the server. The published address is an auto-

matically detected IP address by default. If your server hasmultiple IP addresses then the

detected IP might not be suitable and could cause components to fail to connect.

To resolve this you can configure the network address (e.g. DNS name or IP address) that

PaperCut publishes to these external components. To do this use the Config Editor (see

Using the Config Editor) to change the system.network-address to your chosen

address.

This is configured separately from theServer address presented to users to provide the

option to use an IP address for components and a DNS name for users (for example, to

avoid DNS lookups on devices that do not cache the result).

PaperCut Site Servers can have their published network address configured by navigating

to Sites > (site name) > Configuration > Network address used by devices .

5.2.2. Changing the network interface that Paper-
Cut listens on
PaperCut listens on all available network interfaces by default. If your server hasmultiple IP

addresses (i.e. ismulti-homed), PaperCut accepts connections to all these addresses.

Alternatively, you can configure it to listen on a single, defined interface. To configure Paper-

Cut to listen on a single network interface:

1. Open [app-path]/server/server.properties in a text editor.

2.

Add a new line:

server.listen-interface=1.2.3.4

where 1.2.3.4 is the (static) IP address of the network interface for

PaperCut to listen on.

3. Restart the servicePaperCut Application Server
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5.2.3. Overriding the "Host" header for redirects
PaperCut's web server requires the ability to redirect users to new pages.When per-

forming a redirect, the target location is based on theHost header that the web browser

requested. If the host header is omitted (e.g. bymanually crafting an HTTP request), the tar-

get location is based on the server's own hostname or IP address. In a NAT environment

thismight not be ideal if the server's IP address is considered private.

This can also apply if security audit software reportsWebServer HTTP Header Internal IP

Disclosure or similar.

To configure PaperCut to always forward to a specified host:

1. Open [app-path]/server/server.properties in a text editor.

Add a new line:

server.force-host-header=printing.uni.edu

where printing.uni.edu is the fully qualified host name onwhich all users will

access PaperCut.

2. Restart the servicePaperCut Application Server

3. Test access to the web interface (using both HTTP and HTTPS if applicable).

Note that when this option is used, PaperCut should not be accessed using any hostname

other than the one configured. Doing so can cause problems.

5.3. Tools - database, server-command
scripting, and APIs (Advanced)
This section outlines the command line tools and advanced programming tools that come

with PaperCut MF. Using these tools is discussed throughout thismanual, however, this

provides a reference guide to these tools and their use.

Caution: The advanced tools provided with PaperCut MF are very powerful and

offer opportunities for all manner of customizations and enhancements.

However, if used incorrectly, these tools could lead to unexpected results. Many
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of the advanced tools are written for software and script developers. It is expected

that readers intending to use advanced tools are comfortable with using the com-

mand-prompt, and developing systemmanagement and server monitoring pro-

grams.

5.3.1. Server Commands (server-command)
The server-command tool provides access to dozens of server operations ranging from

user management, systemmaintenance, account manipulation and printer control. The

server-command tool is ideal for controlling the PaperCut MFApplication Server via the

command-line or automating via scripts.

Some examples of how an Administrator might use the server-command tool:

Scheduling of online backups and data snapshots.

Scheduling user and/or group synchronization tasks.

Automating the addition of new users after the accounts are added to the network.

Performing account transactions such as adding funds/quota to user accounts.

Automating user account creation using custom scripts.

Disabling/Enabling printers.

Disabling/Enabling printing for users.

Controlling user restriction levels.

Managing shared accounts.

The server-command program is a command-line tool. It accepts the commands as argu-

ments and outputs the results of the command on the console (standard-out). For security

reasons only users with read access to the server.properties (normally only the

Administrators group) have rights to execute the commands.

Typical use on aWindows system:

Add $10.00 to a user named 'testuser':

C:\> cd [app-path]\server\bin\win
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C:\> server-command adjust-user-account-balance "testuser"

10.00 \ "Added $10.00 to your account"

Note:
Backslash indicates text should be on the same line.

5.3.1.1. Accessing Server Commands remotely

Server commands can also be called remotely using standard remote command tools.

On Windows
Use PsExec - a remote command program provided by the Sysinternals team at Microsoft.

For example, (all on one line):
psexec.exe \\remoteserver \

"C:\Program Files\PaperCut MF\server\bin\win\server-com-

mand.exe" \

disable-printer printsrv1 labprinter -1

On Linux/Novell/Mac
Use SSH - a secure remote command/shell program. You can run SSH non-interactively in

scripts with the use of an authorized public key added under the papercut account's

~/.ssh/authorized_keys list. For example, (all on one line):
ssh papercut@remoteserver \

"/home/papercut/server/bin/linux-[x64|i686]/server-command

\

disable-printer printsrv1 labprinter -1"

5.3.1.2. Available Commands

A full list of commands is available via server-command --help.

Usage: server-command COMMAND [ARGS...]

COMMAND : The server command name.

ARGS : A list of arguments to supply to the command.

COMMANDS:
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user-exists <username>

Test to see if a user exists.

<username> - the username to test.

get-user-account-balance <username> [<account>]

Get a user's current account balance.

<username> - the user's username.

[<account>] - Optional personal account name. Only used

when multiple

personal accounts are enabled. Leave blank to get total bal-

ance.

get-user-property <username> <property>

Gets a user property.

<username> - the name of the user.

<property> - the name of the property to get. Valid prop-

erties include:

balance - the user's current account balance

primary-card-number - the user's primary card number

secondary-card-number - the user's secondary card number

card-pin - the user's card pin number

default-shared-account - the user's default shared account

name

auto-shared-account - the user's automatically selected

shared account name

department - the user's department

disabled-net - whether or not the user's internet access is

currently disabled

disabled-print - whether or not the user's printing is cur-

rently disabled

email - the user's email

full-name - the user's full name

home - the user's home folder (a double-quoted UNC path)

notes - notes for the user

office - the user's office

print-stats.job-count - the total print job count for the

user
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print-stats.page-count - the total printed page count for

the user

net-stats.data-mb - the internet data used by the user (in

MB)

net-stats.time-hours - the internet time used by the user

(in hours)

restricted - whether or not the user is currently restric-

ted

account-selection.mode - the user's current account selec-

tion mode

account-selection.can-charge-personal - whether or not the

user can charge to their

personal account

account-selection.can-charge-shared-from-list - whether or

not the user can charge to a

shared account, selected from a list

account-selection.can-charge-shared-by-pin - whether or

not the user can charge

to a shared account, selected by PIN

other-emails - the user's other emails

username-alias - the user's alias. Only used when username

aliasing is enabled.

set-user-property <username> <property> <value>

Sets a user property.

<username> - the name of the user.

<property> - the name of the property to set. Valid prop-

erties and values include:

balance - the user's current account balance (a decimal

number)

primary-card-number - the user's card number (any text)

secondary-card-number - the user's secondary card number

(any text)

card-pin - the user's card pin number (any text)

default-shared-account - the user's default shared account

name
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department - the user's department (any text)

disabled-net - whether or not the user's internet access is

currently disabled

(TRUE or FALSE)

disabled-print - whether or not the user's printing is cur-

rently disabled

(TRUE or FALSE)

email - the user's email (an email address, or any text)

full-name - the user's full name (any text)

home - the user's home folder (a double-quoted UNC path)

notes - notes for the user (any text)

office - the user's office (any text)

password - the user's password (for internal users only)

(any text)

restricted - whether or not the user is currently restric-

ted (TRUE or FALSE)

other-emails - the user's other emails (a comma separated

list)

Use blank to clear all other emails

username-alias - the user's alias. Only used when username

aliasing is enabled.

<value> - the value to set (see <property> for valid val-

ues).

adjust-user-account-balance <username> <adjustment> <com-

ment> [<account>]

Adjust a user's account balance.

<username> - the user's username.

<adjustment> - the adjustment amount as a number. +ve or -

ve.

<comment> - a comment to be associated with the trans-

action.

[<account>] - Optional personal account name.

Only used when multiple personal accounts are enabled.
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adjust-user-account-balance-if-available <username>

<adjustment> \

<comment> [<account>]

Adjust a user's account balance if there is enough credit

available.

<username> - the user's username.

<adjustment> - the adjustment amount as a number. +ve or -

ve.

<comment> - a comment to be associated with the trans-

action.

[<account>] - Optional personal account name. Only used

when multiple

personal accounts are enabled.

adjust-user-account-balance-if-available-leave-remaining

<username> \

<adjustment> <leave-remaining> <comment> [<account>]

Adjust a user's account balance if there is enough credit

available

to leave the given amount available in the account.

<username> - the user's username.

<adjustment> - the adjustment amount as a number. +ve or -

ve.

<leave-remaining> - the amount to leave in the account.

<comment> - a comment to be associated with the trans-

action.

[<account>] - Optional personal account name. Only used

when multiple

personal accounts are enabled.

adjust-user-account-balance-by-group <group> <adjustment>

<comment> \

[<account>] Adjust the account balance for all users in a

group. This process

happens in the background.
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<group> - the group for which all users' accounts are to be

adjusted.

<adjustment> - the adjustment amount as a number. +ve or -

ve.

<comment> - a comment to be associated with the trans-

action.

[<account>] - Optional personal account name. Only used

when multiple

personal accounts are enabled.

adjust-user-account-balance-by-group-up-to <group> <adjust-

ment> <limit>

<comment> [<account>]

Adjust the account balance for all users in a group, but

don't increase

user balance beyond the given limit. This process happens

in the

background.

<group> - the group for which all users' accounts are to be

adjusted.

<adjustment> - the adjustment amount as a number. Must be

+ve.

<limit> - don't increase user balance beyond this limit.

<comment> - a comment to be associated with the trans-

action.

[<account>] - Optional personal account name. Only used

when multiple

personal accounts are enabled.

set-user-account-balance <username> <balance> <comment>

[<account>]

Set a user's account balance to a set value.

<username> - the user's username.

<balance> - set the account to this value. +ve or -ve.

<comment> - a comment to be associated with the trans-

action.
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[<account>] - Optional personal account name. Only used

when multiple

personal accounts are enabled.

set-user-account-balance-by-group <group> <balance> <com-

ment> [<account>]

Set the balance for each member of a group to the given

value. This

process happens in the background.

<group> - the group for which all users' balance is to be

set.

<balance> - the value to set all users' balance to. +ve or

-ve.

<comment> - a comment to be associated with the trans-

action.

[<account>] - Optional personal account name. Only used

when multiple

personal accounts are enabled.

reset-user-counts <username> <reset_by>

Reset the page and job counts associated with a user.

<username> - the user's username.

<reset_by> - name of the user/script/process resetting the

counts.

re-apply-initial-user-settings <username>

Re-applies initial settings on the user. Initial user set-

tings are based

on group membership.

<username> - the user's username.

disable-printing-for-user <username> <minutes_disabled>

Disable printing for a user for a set period of time.

<username> - the name of the user to disable printing for.

<minutes_disabled> - the time in minutes to disable. -1

indicates
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forever.

add-new-user <username>

Trigger the process of adding a new user account. Assuming

the user

exists in the OS/Network/Domain user directory, the account

is

created with the correct initial settings as defined by the

rules

set up in the admin interface under the Groups section.

<username> - the user's system username.

rename-user <current_username> <new_username>

Rename the given existing user. Use this method with care.

Renaming a

user should be performed in conjunction with renaming the

user in the

OS/Network/Domain.

<current_username> - the name of the user to rename.

<new_username> - the user's new name.

delete-existing-user <username>

Delete a user account from the system. Use this method with

care.

Calling this permanently deletes the user account from the

user

list (print history records remain).

<username> - the user's system username.

add-new-internal-user <username> <password> <full_name>

<email> <card-id>

<pin>

Create a new internal user. Username and password are

required. You can

omit other properties. Properties can be changed after cre-

ation
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using 'set-user-property'. For more information about

internal users

See the user manual section 'Internal users'.

<username> - (required) the username of the new internal

user.

<password> - (required) user's password.

<full_name> - (optional) user's full name.

<email> - (optional) user's email address.

<card-id> - the user's card or identity number.

<pin> - the user's card/id PIN.

look-up-user-name-by-id-no <id-no>

Looks up the user with the given user id number and prints

out their

user name. If no match was found an empty line is printed

out.

<id-no> - The user id number to look up.

look-up-user-name-by-card-no <card-no>

Looks up the user with the given user card number and

prints out their

user name. If no match was found an empty line is printed

out.

<card-no> - The user card number to look up.

add-user-to-group <username> <group>

Add a user to the specified group. It changes the group

membership within the application not in the OS/Net-

work/Domain user

directory.

<username> - the name of the user.

<group> - the name of the group to which the user needs to

be added.

remove-user-from-group <username> <group>

Remove a user from the specified group. It changes the

group
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membership within the application not in the OS/Net-

work/Domain user

directory.

<username> - the name of the user.

<group> - the name of the group from which the user needs

to be removed.

add-admin-access-user <username>

Add a user as an admin with default admin rights.

<username> - the name of the user.

remove-admin-access-user <username>

Remove an admin user from the list of admins.

<username> - the name of the user.

add-admin-access-group <groupname>

Add a group as an admin group with default admin rights.

<groupname> - the name of the group.

remove-admin-access-group <groupname>

Remove a group from the list of admin groups.

<groupname> - the name of the group.

set-user-account-selection-auto-select-shared-account <user-

name>

<account_name>

<charge_personal>

Sets a user's account selection to charge to a single

shared account.

<username> - the name of the user.

<account_name> - Full name of the shared account to charge

to.

<charge_personal> - whether or not personal account will be

charged.

(TRUE or FALSE)

set-user-account-selection-auto-charge-personal <username>
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Sets a user's account selection to automatically charge to

personal.

account.

<username> - the name of the user.

set-user-account-selection-standard-popup <username>

<allow_personal>

<allow_list_selection>

<allow_pin_code>

<allow_printing_as_another_user>

<charge_to_personal>

[<default_shared_account>]

Sets a user's account selection to standard account selec-

tion popup.

<username> - the name of the user.

<allow_personal> - allow user to charge to personal

account.

<allow_list_selection> - allow user to select a shared

account from

list. (TRUE or FALSE) <allow_pin_code> - allow user to

select a shared account

using pin.

<allow_printing_as_another_user> - allow user to print as

another user.

<charge_to_personal> - when shared account is selected

charge to

personal account. (TRUE or FALSE)

[<default_shared_account>] - Optional default shared

account

list-user-accounts

List the names of all the user accounts in the system, sor-

ted by

username, one per line.

get-total-users
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Gets a count of all the users in the system.

list-shared-accounts

List the names of all the shared accounts in the system,

sorted by

shared account name, one per line.

list-user-shared-accounts <username> [<ignoreAccountMode>]

List the names of all the shared accounts accessible by the

given user

sorted by account name, one per line.

<username> - User for which to list accounts

[<ignoreAccountMode>] - Optional. Specify TRUE to ignore

user's

account selection mode. (TRUE or FALSE)

shared-account-exists <account_name>

Test to see if a shared account exists.

<account_name> - the shared account name to test.

get-shared-account-account-balance <account_name>

Get shared account's current account balance.

<account_name> - the shared account's full name.

get-shared-account-property <account_name> <property>

Gets a shared account property.

<account_name> - the name of the user.

<property> - the name of the property to get. Valid prop-

erties include:

access-groups - the shared account's access groups

(a comma separated list)

Use blank to clear all groups

access-users - the shared account's access users

(a comma separated list)

Use blank to clear all users

balance - the shared account's current balance

comment-option - the shared account's commenting option
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disabled - whether or not the shared account is currently

disabled

invoice-option - the shared account's invoicing option

notes - notes for the shared account

pin - the shared account's PIN

restricted - whether or not the shared account is cur-

rently

restricted

set-shared-account-property <account_name> <property>

<value>

Sets a shared account property.

<account_name> - the name of the shared account.

<property> - the name of the property to set. Valid prop-

erties and

values include:

access-groups - the shared account's access groups)

(a comma separated list)

access-users - the shared account's access users

(a comma separated list)

balance - the shared account's current balance (a decimal

number)

comment-option - the shared account's commenting option.

One of:

NO_COMMENT - no comment can be entered

COMMENT_REQUIRED - a comment must be entered

COMMENT_OPTIONAL - the user can enter a comment or not dis-

abled -

whether or not the shared account is currently disabled

(TRUE or FALSE)

invoice-option - the shared account's invoicing option.

One of:

ALWAYS_INVOICE - print jobs are always be invoiced

NEVER_INVOICE - print jobs are never be invoiced

USER_CHOICE_ON - the user can choose (default on/yes)

USER_CHOICE_OFF - the user can choose (default off/no)

notes - notes for the shared account (any text)
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pin - the shared account's PIN (any text, must be unique)

restricted - whether or not the shared account is currently

restricted (TRUE or FALSE)

<value> - the value to set (see <property> for valid val-

ues).

adjust-shared-account-account-balance <account_name>

<adjustment> <comment>

Adjust a shared account's account balance.

<account_name> - the shared account's full name.

<adjustment> - the adjustment amount as a number. +ve or -

ve.

<comment> - a comment to be associated with the trans-

action.

set-shared-account-account-balance <account_name> <balance>

<comment>

Set a shared account's balance to a set value.

<account_name> - the shared account's full name.

<balance> - set the account to this value. +ve or -ve.

<comment> - a comment to be associated with the trans-

action.

add-new-shared-account <shared_account_name>

Add a new shared account.

<shared_account_name> - the name of the shared account.

rename-shared-account <curr_shared_account_name> <new_

shared_account_name>

Rename an existing shared account.

<curr_shared_account_name> - Current shared account name.

Use a '\' to

denote a subaccount e.g.: 'parent\sub'

<new_shared_account_name> - New shared account name.

delete-existing-shared-account <shared_account_name>
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Delete a shared account from the system. Use this method

with care.

Calling this permanently deletes it from the shared

account list

(print history records remain).

<shared_account_name> - the name of the shared account to

delete.

add-shared-account-access-user <shared_account_name> <user-

name>

Allow the given user access to the given shared account

without using a pin.

<shared_account_name> - the name of the shared account to

allow access to.

<username> - the name of the user to give access to.

add-shared-account-access-group <shared_account_name>

<group_name>

Allow the given group access to the given shared account

without using a pin.

<shared_account_name> - the name of the shared account to

allow access to.

<group_name> - the name of the group to give access to.

remove-shared-account-access-user <shared_account_name>

<username>

Revoke the given user'- access to the given shared

account.

<shared_account_name> - the name of the shared account to

revoke access

to. <username> - the name of the user to revoke access

for.

remove-shared-account-access-group <shared_account_name>

<group_name>
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Revoke the given group's access to the given shared

account.

<shared_account_name> - the name of the shared account to

revoke access to.

<group_name> - the name of the group to revoke access for.

get-printer-property <server_name> <printer_name> <prop-

erty>

Gets a printer property.

<server_name> - the name of the server the printer is hos-

ted on.

<printer_name> - the name of the printer.

<property> - the name of the property to get. Valid prop-

erties include:

disabled - whether or not the printer is currently disabled

print-stats.job-count - the total print job count for this

printer

print-stats.page-count - the total printed page count for

this printer

cost-model - the cost model used by the printer (e.g.

SIMPLE)

custom-field-1 - the value for custom field 1 if set.

custom-field-2 - the value for custom field 2 if set.

custom-field-3 - the value for custom field 3 if set.

custom-field-4 - the value for custom field 4 if set.

custom-field-5 - the value for custom field 5 if set.

custom-field-6 - the value for custom field 6 if set.

set-printer-property <server_name> <printer_name> <prop-

erty> <value>

Sets a printer property.

<server_name> - the name of the server the printer is hos-

ted on.

<printer_name> - the name of the printer.

<property> - the name of the property to set. Valid prop-

erties and
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values include:

disabled - whether or not the printer is currently dis-

abled

(TRUE or FALSE)

custom-field-1 - the value for custom field 1

custom-field-2 - the value for custom field 2

custom-field-3 - the value for custom field 3

custom-field-4 - the value for custom field 4

custom-field-5 - the value for custom field 5

custom-field-6 - the value for custom field 6

override-user-level-settings - whether or not printer

should

override user level settings.

(TRUE or FALSE)

override-user-level-settings-charge-to - the name of the

shared

account. Use "[personal]" for personal

account. Use blank to disable charge to

settings.

<value> - the value to set (see <property> for valid val-

ues).

list-printers

List the names of all the printers in the system, sorted

by

printer name, one per line.

set-printer-cost-simple <server_name> <printer_name>

<cost_per_page>

Sets the printer's page cost (using SIMPLE charging

model).

<server_name> - the name of the server the printer is hos-

ted on.

<printer_name> - the name of the printer.

<cost_per_page> - the cost per page (simple charging

model)
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get-printer-cost-simple <server_name> <printer_name>

Get the printer's page cost (using SIMPLE charging model).

<server_name> - the name of the server the printer is hos-

ted on.

<printer_name> - the name of the printer.

reset-printer-counts <server_name> <printer_name> <reset_

by>

Reset the page and job counts associated with a printer.

<server_name> - the name of the server hosting the printer.

<printer_name> - the printer's name.

<reset_by> - name of the user/script/process resetting the

counts.

add-printer-group <server_name> <printer_name> <printer_

group_name>

Add a printer to a single printer group in addition to

existing printer group membership.

<server_name> - the name of the server hosting the printer.

<printer_name> - the printer's name.

<printer_group_name> - name of a printer group.

set-printer-groups <server_name> <printer_name> <printer_

group_names>

Set the printer groups a printer belongs to, overwriting

any existing group membership.

<server_name> - the name of the server hosting the printer.

<printer_name> - the printer's name.

<printer_group_names> - a comma separated list of printer

group names.

To clear all group association set to "".

enable-printer <server_name> <printer_name>

Enable a printer.

<server_name> - the name of the server hosting the printer.

<printer_name> - the printer's name.
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disable-printer <server_name> <printer_name> <minutes_dis-

abled>

Disable a printer for a set period of time.

<server_name> - the name of the server hosting the

printer.

<printer_name> - the printer's name.

<minutes_disabled> - the time in minutes to disable. -1

indicates

forever.

delete-printer <server_name> <printer_name>

Delete a printer.

<server_name> - the name of the server hosting the

printer.

<printer_name> - the printer's name. Use "[All Printers]"

to delete all

printers on the specified server.

rename-printer <server_name> <printer_name> <new_server_

name>

<new_printer_name>

Rename a printer. This is useful after migrating a print

queue or

print server (i.e. the printer retains its history and set-

tings under

the new name). Note that in some cases case sensitivity is

important, so take

care to enter the name exactly as it is displayed in the

OS.

<server_name> - the existing printer's server name

<printer_name> - the existing printer's queue name

<new_server_name> - the new printer's server name

<new_printer_name> - the new printer's queue name

add-printer-access-group <server_name> <printer_name>

<group_name>
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Adds the user group to the printer's access group list.

<server_name> - the printer's server name

<printer_name> - the printer's queue name

<group_name> - the name of the user group that needs to be

added.

remove-printer-access-group <server_name> <printer_name>

<group_name>

Removes the user group from the printer's access group

list.

<server_name> - the printer's server name

<printer_name> - the printer's queue name

<group_name> - the name of the user group that needs to be

removed.

add-new-group <group_name>

Add a new group to the system's group list. The group

should already

exist in network directory.

<group_name> - The name of the group to add.

sync-group <group_name>

Syncs an existing group with the configured directory

server, updates group

membership in the system.

<group_name> - The name of the group to sync.

remove-group <group_name>

Removes the group.

<group_name> - The name of the group to remove.

get-user-groups <user_name>

Retrieves all groups a single user belongs to.

<user_name> - The name of the user to query.

list-user-groups

List the names of all the user groups in the system, sorted

by
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groupname, one per line.

group-exists <group_name>

Test to see if a group exists.

<group_name> - the group name to test.

set-group-quota <group_name> <quota_amount> <period>

<quota_max_accum>

<group_name> - the name of the group to set.

<quota_amount> - the quota amount.

<period> - the schedule period (i.e. DAILY, WEEKLY,

MONTHLY).

<quota_max_accum> - the quota maximum accumulation amount.

Set to

0.0 to have no limit.

get-group-quota <group_name>

Get the group quota allocation settings on a given group.

Returns the quota amount, the schedule period and

the quota maximumn accumulation amount.

<group_name> - the name of the group to get.

use-card <user_name> <card_number>

Redeem a card and place the credit on the user's account.

<user_name> - the name of the user with the account to

credit.

<card_number> - the number of the card to use.

perform-online-backup Start an online backup. The back

file is written to

~/server/data/backups. as a dated, zipped XML file. This

process

happens in the background.

perform-group-sync

Start the process of synchronizing the system's group mem-

bership with
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the OS/Network/Domain's group membership. A call to this

method

starts the sync process and the operation completes in the

background.

perform-user-and-group-sync

Start a full user and group synchronization. This is equi-

valent to

clicking "Synchronize Now" in the admin interface. No

existing users are removed. Whether or not full details for

existing

users are updated depends on the current user/group sync

settings as

defined in the admin interface. A call to this method

starts the

sync process and the operation completes in the background.

perform-user-and-group-sync-advanced <delete_old_users>

<update_details>

An advanced version of the user and group synchronization

process

providing control over the sync settings. A call to this

method

starts the sync process and the operation completes in the

background.

<delete_old_users> - set to TRUE remove old users, else

FALSE.

<update_details> - set to TRUE if existing users details

(e.g. email, full-name, etc)

are to be updated.

add-new-users

Calling this method starts a specialized user and group

synchronization process optimized for tracking down adding

any new
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users who exist in the OS/Network/Domain user directory

and not in

the system. Any existing user accounts are not modified. A

group

synchronization is performed only if new users are actu-

ally added

to the system.

is-task-complete

Returns TRUE if a long running task such as perform-group-

sync,

perform-user-and-group-sync, or add-new-users has com-

pleted.

get-task-status

Returns status information such as progress, completion

status and,

error messages, on the current or last run long running

task such as

perform-group-sync, perform-user-and-group-sync, or add-

new-users.

batch-import-shared-accounts <import_file> <test>

<delete_non_existent_accounts>

Import the shared accounts contained in the given tab-

delimited import file.

<import_file> - the import file location.

<test> - (TRUE or FALSE) If TRUE, perform a test only. The

printed

statistics show what would have occurred if testing

wasn't enabled. No accounts are modified.

<delete_non_existent_accounts> - (TRUE or FALSE) If TRUE,

accounts that

do not exist in the import file but exist in the

system are deleted. If FALSE, they are

ignored.
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batch-import-users <import_file> <create_new_users>

Import the users contained in the given tab-delimited

import

file. See the user manual section 'Batch User Data Import

and Update'

for a description of the file format.

<import_file> - the import file location.

<create_new_users>

If TRUE, users only existing in the import file are newly

created, otherwise ignored.

batch-import-internal-users <import_file> <overwrite_exist-

ing_passwords>

<overwrite_existing_pins>

Import the internal users contained in the given tab-delim-

ited import

file. See the user manual section section 'Batch internal

user import

file format' for a description of the file format.

<import_file> - the import file location.

<overwrite_existing_passwords> (optional, default TRUE) -

(TRUE or

FALSE) If TRUE, passwords from the import file overwrite

existing passwords where a user already has a has a pass-

word set.

If FALSE, existing passwords are not changed.

<overwrite_existing_pins> (optional, default TRUE) - (TRUE

or FALSE).

If TRUE, PINs from the import file overwrite existing PINs

where

a user already has a has a PIN set. If FALSE, existing PINs

are

not changed.
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batch-import-user-card-id-numbers <import_file> <over-

write_existing_pins>

Import the user card/ID numbers and PINs contained in the

given

tab-delimited import file. See the user manual section

'Advanced User

Management' for a description of the file format).

<import_file> - the import file location. <overwrite_exist-

ing_pins>

(optional, default TRUE) - (TRUE or FALSE) If

TRUE, PINs from the import file overwrites existing PINs

where

a user already has a has a PIN set. If FALSE, existing

PINs are

not changed.

create-user-client-accounts-file

Saves a file containing shared accounts data for the User

Client.

See the manual for more information on how you can use

this feature.

The file is saved on the server to the location:

[app-path]\server\data\client\client-accounts.dat

If this file already exists it is over-written.

get-config <config-name>

Gets the value of the given config value printing the res-

ult.

If the config value does not exist, a blank string is dis-

played.

<config-name> - the name of the config value to get.

set-config <config-name> <config-value>

Sets the value of the give config item.

NOTE: Take care updating config values. You might cause

serious
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problems that can be fixed only by reinstallation of

the application. Use the set-config command at your own

risk.

<config-name> - the name of the config value to set.

<config-value> - the value to set.

process-job <job-details>

Takes the details of a job and logs and charges as if it

were a "real"

job. Jobs processed via this method are not susceptible to

filters,

popups, hold/release queues etc., they are logged. See the

user

manual section "Importing Job Details" for more information

and the

format of <job-details>.

<job-details> - the details of the job to log.

run-command command-name [command args]

Runs a custom command on the server. By default the server

does not

include any custom commands. The command arguments depend

on the custom

command being run.

Tip:
server-command is ideal for scripting via batch files or shell

scripts. You can find some example scripts at [app-path]

/server/examples/scripting/. Administrators wanting to

control PaperCut MF using a programming language such as C#,

Java, Visual Basic, Perl, Ruby or Python should consider the XML

Web Services APIs. All commands available via the server-com-

mand tool are also accessible via calls to the Web Services layer.

More information on the XML Web Services API is available in The
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XML Web Services API.

Checking for errors: generally server-command returns an exit

value of 0. When writing your script you should check the string

value that server-command prints on standard output instead.

server-command return a non-zero return value if it detects an

error with the parameters passed on the command line.

Some commands (e.g. batch-import-internal-users)

expect values that are true or false. In this case the command

parameter is compared to the value true using a case insensitive

compare, all other values are assumed to be false.

If you need to use PaperCut MF's built-in group's name (i.e. "All

users" group) in a server command, then use the group name

exactly as it is displayed in the administration interface. (e.g.

remove-user-from-group guest-user "[Internal

Users]")

5.3.2. Database Tool (db-tools)
The db-tools command-line tool provides a variety of functionalitymanipulating the

PaperCut MF database and data. The tool is located in [app-path]/server-

/bin/<platform>/ and needs to be executed from a command prompt. The syntax of

the command is:

db-tools command [options]

The valid commands are:

export-db - export/backup the database data

import-db - import/restore the database data

init-db - create tables and initial data in a new database

delete-old-logs - delete old log data (transaction, print, app log, etc)

db-tools is a command-line application accessed via the Command Prompt onWin-

dows, or a Command Shell (e.g. bash or a terminal) on Linux andMac. On Linux or Mac the

commandmust be run as the papercut user. Example use on the AppleMac:
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sudo su - papercut

db-tools import-db -f /Users/bob/papercut-backup.zip

AWindows example is:

cd "C:\Program Files\PaperCut MF\server\bin\win\"

db-tools delete-old-logs 90

An AppleMac example is:

sudo su - papercut

cd "/Applications/PaperCut MF/server/bin/mac/"

db-tools import-db /Users/bob/papercut-backup.zip

db-tools needs exclusive access to the database. It is important that any PaperCut MF

services and processes are stopped before executing any commands. Failure to do so res-

ults in a "database in use" error message. The db-tools command is a powerful low-level

utility so carefully consider its use on a production system. The available commands are dis-

cussed in detail below.

5.3.2.1. export-db Command

The export-db command exports the data from the database. The Application Server must

be stopped before performing the export. The syntax and options for the export-db com-

mand are:

Tip: If you want to perform an online backup without stopping the Application

Server you can use the inbuilt perform-online-backup server command.

More information on the server commands is available in Server Commands

(server-command).

usage: db-tools export-db [options]

-d,--dir <dir> Exports the database to the given directory.

-f,--file <file> Exports the database to the given file.

-h,--help Displays this help.

If no options are specified then the database export file is created in the [app-path]

\server\data\backups directory and the file is named export-[date-

time].zip.
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The --dir option is used to override the default backup directory. The filenamewill still be

named export-[date-time].zip.

The --file option is used to specify the full path and filenamewhere the backup is saved.

Caution: If the directory or filename parameters contains space, then the argu-

ment needs to be quoted.

5.3.2.2. import-db Command

The import-db command imports the data (from a previous export) into the database.

The Application Server must be stopped to perform the import. The syntax and options for

the import-db command are:

usage: db-tools import-db [options] import-file

-f,--force Deletes any existing data before loading the

data.

-h,--help Displays this help.

The --force option is required when the data is loaded into a database that already con-

tains data. In this situation, the force option indicates that existing data is deleted first.

Caution: If the import-file contains spaces, quote this argument.

5.3.2.3. init-db Command

The init-db command initializes a database, creating the required tables and initial data.

The Application Server must be stopped before you initialize the database. The syntax and

options for the init-db command are:

usage: db-tools init-db [options]

-f,--force Re-initializes the database even if it already

exists.

-h,--help Displays this help.

The --force option is required to initialize a database that already contains the tables and

data. In this case, the force option drops the existing tables before recreating the tables.
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5.3.2.4. delete-old-logs Command

The delete-old-logs is used to delete old log data from the system. This command per-

manently deletes the following data.

Printer usage logs - Record all print history and statistics

Account transactions - Record all adjustments to user and shared accounts

Application logs - Record application status and error messages

usage: db-tools delete-old-logs [options] delete-older-

than-days

-n,--non-interactive Perform deletion without confirmation.

-h,--help Displays this help.

The --non-interactive option performs the deletion without confirmation from the

user. This is useful when automating this deletion through a scheduled task or cron job.

The delete-older-than-days option determineswhat data is deleted. If delete-

older-than-days is 90, then all log datamore than 90 days old is deleted. A value of

zero (0) removes all historical log data from the system.

5.3.3. The XML Web Services API
Any quality software product comeswith a comprehensive API for deep integration, and

PaperCut is no exception! Our industry standardWeb Services API allows you to integrate

with PaperCut with a programming language of your choice. Web Services data is trans-

mitted over standard HTTP or HTTPS and uses standardized XMLmark-up.

There are twomainWeb Services implementations used for Remote Procedure Call

(RPC):

SOAP/WSDL

XML-RPC

PaperCut MF uses XML-RPC. XML-RPC is a lightweight web services implementation and

has good support for all major programming and scripting languages such asC#, Java,

Visual Basic, Perl, Ruby and Python.
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API methods are accessed by the URL http://[server_name]:9191/rp-

c/api/xmlrpc, or https://[server_name]:9192/rpc/api/xmlrpc for secure

connections. Ensure you aremaking your API call from an authorized address. More

information on API usage is provided below.

Method Description

api.isUserExists Test to see if a user

exists in the sys-

tem/database.

api.getUserAccountBalance Get the user's current

account balance.

api.getUserProperty Gets a user property.

Properties include the

user's full name, depart-

ment, email, home folder,

notes, office and restric-

tion status among others.

api.getUserProperties Get multiple user prop-

erties at once. Properties

include the user's full

name, department, email,

home folder, notes, office

and restriction status

among others.

api.setUserProperty Sets a user property.

Properties include the

user's full name, depart-

ment, email, home folder,

notes, office, password

(for internal users) and

restriction status among

Table 108: XML Web Services Methods
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Method Description

others.

api.setUserProperties Set multiple user prop-

erties at once. Properties

include the user's full

name, department, email,

home folder, notes, office,

password (for internal

users) and restriction

status among others.

api.adjustUserAccountBalance Adjust a user's account

balance by an adjustment

amount. An adjustment

can be positive (add to

the user's account) or

negative (subtract from

the account).

api.-

adjustUserAccountBalanceIfAvailable

Adjust a user's account

balance if there is

enough credit available.

api.-

adjustUser-

AccountBalanceIfAvailableLeaveRemaining

Adjust a user's account

balance if there is

enough credit available

to leave the given amount

available in the account.

api.adjustUserAccountBalanceByGroup Adjust the account bal-

ance for all users in a

group by an adjustment

amount. An adjustment

can be positive (add to

the user's account) or
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Method Description

negative (subtract from

the account).

api.-

adjustUserAccountBalanceByGroupUpTo

Adjust the account bal-

ance for all users in a

group by an adjustment

amount, but not above

the given limit. An adjust-

ment can be positive (add

to the user's account) or

negative (subtract from

the account).

api.setUserAccountBalance Set the balance on a

user's account to a set

value. This is conducted

as a transaction.

api.setUserAccountBalanceByGroup Set the balance for each

member of a group to the

given value.

api.resetUserCounts Reset the counts (pages

and job counts) asso-

ciated with a user

account.

api.reapplyInitialUserSettings Re-applies initial settings

on the user. Initial user

settings are based on

group membership.

api.disablePrintingForUser Disable printing for a user

for selected period of

time.
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Method Description

api.addNewUser Triggers the process of

adding a new user

account defined by a

given username. Assum-

ing the user exists in the

OS/Network/Domain user

directory, the account is

created with the correct

initial settings as defined

by the rules set up in the

admin interface under the

Group's section. Calling

this method is equivalent

to triggering the "new

user" event when a new

user performs printing for

the first time.

api.renameUserAccount Rename a user account.

Useful when the user has

been renamed in the

domain / directory, so that

usage history can be

maintained for the new

username. Perform this in

conjunction with a

rename of the user in the

domain / user directory,

as all future usage and

authentication uses the

new username.

api.getUserGroups Retrieves all groups a
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Method Description

single user is a member

of.

api.deleteExistingUser Delete/remove an exist-

ing user from the user list.

Use this method with

care. Calling this per-

manently deletes the user

account from the user list

(print and transaction his-

tory records remain).

api.addNewInternalUser Creates and sets up a

new internal user

account. In PaperCut MF

all internal usernames

must contain only char-

acters that can be printed

(e.g. notnewline) and

must not contain /, \ or

@.

api.lookUpUserNameByIDNo Looks up the user with

the given user id number

and returns their user

name. If no match was

found an empty string is

returned.

api.lookUpUserNameByCardNo Looks up the user with

the given user card num-

ber and returns their user

name. If no match was

found an empty string is
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Method Description

returned.

api.addAdminAccessUser Add a user as an admin

with default admin rights.

api.removeAdminAccessUser Remove an admin user

from the list of admins.

api.addAdminAccessGroup Add a group as an admin

group with default admin

rights.

api.removeAdminAccessGroup Remove a group from the

list of admin groups.

api.-

setUser-

AccountSelectionAutoSelectSharedAccount

Sets a user's account

selection to charge to a

single shared account.

api.-

setUser-

AccountSelectionAutoChargePersonal

Sets a user's account

selection to automatically

charge to personal

account

api.-

setUserAccountSelectionStandardPopup

Sets a user's account

selection to standard

account selection popup.

api.listUserAccounts List all user accounts (sor-

ted by username) starting

at offset and ending at

limit. Use this to enu-

merate all user accounts

in 'pages'. When retriev-

ing a list of all user

accounts, the recom-

mended page size / limit
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Method Description

is 1000. Batching in

groups of 1000 ensures

efficient transfer and pro-

cessing. E.g.:
listUserAccounts

("authToken", 0,

1000) -

returns users 0

through 999

listUserAccounts

("authToken",

1000, 1000) -

returns users

1000 through

1999

listUserAccounts

("authToken",

2000, 1000) -

returns users

2000 through

2999

api.getTotalUsers Gets a count of all the

users in the system.

api.listSharedAccounts List all shared accounts

(sorted by account name)

starting at offset and

ending at limit. Use

this to enumerate all

shared accounts in

'pages'. When retrieving

a list of all accounts, the

recommended page size
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Method Description

/ limit is 1000. Batching

in groups of 1000

ensures efficient transfer

and processing. E.g.:
listSharedAc-

counts

("authToken", 0,

1000) -

returns shared

accounts 0

through 999

listSharedAc-

counts

("authToken",

1000, 1000) -

returns shared

accounts 1000

through 1999

listSharedAc-

counts

("authToken",

2000, 1000) -

returns shared

accounts 2000

through 2999

api.listUserSharedAccounts List all shared accounts

the user has access to

(sorted by account

name), starting at off-

set and ending at

limit. Use this to enu-

merate the accounts in
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Method Description

'pages'. When retrieving

a list of all accounts, the

recommended page size

/ limit is 1000. Batching

in groups of 1000

ensures efficient transfer

and processing. You can

optionally specify TRUE

to list accounts even if the

user is currently not con-

figured to charge to a

shared account. E.g.:
listUser-

SharedAccounts

("authToken",

"username", 0,

1000) -

returns shared

accounts 0

through 999

listUser-

SharedAccounts

("authToken",

"username",

1000, 1000) -

returns shared

accounts 1000

through 1999

listUser-

SharedAccounts

("authToken",

"username",

2000, 1000) -
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Method Description

returns shared

accounts 2000

through 2999

listUser-

SharedAccounts

("authToken",

"username", 0,

1000, TRUE) -

returns shared

accounts 0

through 999 even

if "username" is

not configured

to charge to a

shared account.

api.isSharedAccountExists Test to see if a shared

account exists in the sys-

tem/database.

api.setSharedAccountAccountBalance Sets a shared account's

current account balance.

api.getSharedAccountAccountBalance Gets a shared account's

current account balance.

api.setSharedAccountProperty Sets a shared account

property. Properties

include access groups,

balance, comment

options, disabled status,

notes, pin and restriction

status among others.

api.setSharedAccountProperties Sets multiple shared

account properties at
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Method Description

once. Properties include

access groups, balance,

comment options, dis-

abled status, notes, pin

and restriction status

among others.

api.getSharedAccountProperty Gets a shared account

property. Properties

include access groups,

balance, comment

options, disabled status,

notes, pin and restriction

status among others.

api.getSharedAccountProperties Gets multiple shared

account properties at

once. Properties include

access groups, balance,

comment options, dis-

abled status, notes, pin

and restriction status

among others.

api.-

adjustSharedAccountAccountBalance

Adjust a shared account's

account balance by an

adjustment amount. An

adjustment can be pos-

itive (add to the account)

or negative (subtract from

the account).

api.setSharedAccountAccountBalance Set the balance on a

shared account to a set
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Method Description

value. This is conducted

as a transaction.

api.addNewSharedAccount Create a new shared

account with the given

name.

api.deleteExistingSharedAccount Delete a shared account

from the system. Use this

method with care. Delet-

ing a shared account per-

manently deletes it from

the shared account list

(print history records

remain).

api.addSharedAccountAccessUser Allow the given user

access to the given

shared account without

using a pin.

api.renameSharedAccount Rename an existing

shared account.

api.deleteExistingSharedAccount Delete a shared account

from the system. Use this

method with care. Calling

this permanently deletes

it from the shared account

list.

api.addSharedAccountAccessGroup Allow the given group

access to the given

shared account without

using a pin.
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Method Description

api.removeSharedAccountAccessUser Revoke the given user's

access to the given

shared account.

api.removeSharedAccountAccessGroup Revoke the given group's

access to the given

shared account.

api.disableSharedAccount Disables a shared

account for a selected

period of time.

api.getPrinterProperty Gets a printer property.

Available properties

include: disabled, print-

stats.job-count, print-stat-

s.page-count.

api.setPrinterProperty Sets a printer property.

api.listPrinters List all printers (sorted by

printer name), starting at

offset and ending at

limit. Use this to enu-

merate the printers in

'pages'. When retrieving

a list of all printers, the

recommended page size

/ limit is 1000. Batching

in groups of 1000

ensures efficient transfer

and processing. E.g.:
listPrinters

("authToken", 0,

1000) -
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Method Description

returns printers

0 through 999

listPrinters

("authToken",

1000, 1000) -

returns printers

1000 through

1999

listPrinters

("authToken",

2000, 1000) -

returns printers

2000 through

2999

api.setPrinterCostSimple Set a page cost using the

Simple Charging Model.

api.getPrinterCostSimple Get the page cost if, and

only if, the printer is using

the Simple Charging

Model.

api.resetPrinterCounts Reset the counts (pages

and job counts) asso-

ciated with a printer.

api.addPrinterGroup Add a printer to a single

printer group.

api.setPrinterGroups Set the printer groups a

printer belongs to, over-

writing any existing

group.

api.enablePrinter Enables a printer.
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Method Description

api.disablePrinter Disable a printer for

select period of time.

api.deletePrinter Delete a printer. Use the

special text "[All Printers]"

to delete all printers on

the specified server.

api.renamePrinter Rename a printer. This is

useful after migrating a

print queue or print server

(i.e. the printer retains its

history and settings under

the new name). Note that

in some cases case sens-

itivity is important, so take

care to enter the name

exactly as it is displayed

in the OS.

api.addPrinterAccessGroup Add a user group to the

printer's access group

list.

api.removePrinterAccessGroup Remove a user group

from the printer's access

group list.

api.addNewGroup Add a new group to sys-

tem's group list.

api.RemoveGroup Remove a group.

api.listUserGroups List all groups (sorted by

group name), starting at

offset and ending at
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Method Description

limit. Use this to enu-

merate the groups in

'pages'. When retrieving

a list of all groups, the

recommended page size

/ limit is 1000. Batching

in groups of 1000

ensures efficient transfer

and processing. E.g.:
listUserGroups

("authToken", 0,

1000) -

returns groups 0

through 999

listUserGroups

("authToken",

1000, 1000) -

returns groups

1000 through

1999

listUserGroups

("authToken",

2000, 1000) -

returns groups

2000 through

2999

api.isGroupExists Test to see if a group

exists in the system.

api.addUserToGroup Adds a user to a spe-

cified group. Changes the

group membership within

the application, not in the
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Method Description

OS/Network/Domain user

directory.

api.removeUserFromGroup Removes a user from a

specified group. Changes

the group membership

within the application, not

in the OS/Net-

work/Domain user dir-

ectory.

api.setGroupQuota Set the group quota alloc-

ation settings on a given

group.

api.getGroupQuota Get the group quota alloc-

ation settings on a given

group.

api.useCard Redeem a card and

place the credit on the

user's account.

api.performOnlineBackup Instigate an online

backup. This process is

equivalent to clicking

Manual Backup in the

web based admin inter-

face. The data is expor-

ted into the

server/data/backups dir-

ectory as a timestamped,

zipped XML file.

api.performGroupSync Start the process of syn-
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Method Description

chronizing the system's

group membership with

the OS/Net-

work/Domain's group

membership. A call to this

method starts the sync

process and the oper-

ation completes in the

background.

api.performUserAndGroupSync Start a full user and group

synchronization. This is

equivalent to clicking

Synchronize Now in the

admin interface. No exist-

ing users are removed.

Whether or not full details

for existing users are

updated depends on the

current user/group sync

settings as defined in the

admin interface. A call to

this method starts the

sync process and the

operation completes in

the background.

api.performUserAndGroupSyncAdvanced An advanced version of

the user and group syn-

chronization process

providing control over the

sync settings. A call to

this method starts the
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Method Description

sync process and the

operation completes in

the background.

api.addNewUsers Calling this method starts

a specialized user and

group synchronization

process optimized for

tracking down and

adding any new users

who exist in the OS/Net-

work/Domain user dir-

ectory and not in the

system. Any existing user

accounts are not mod-

ified. A group syn-

chronization is be

performed only if new

users are actually added

to the system.

api.getTaskStatus Return the status (com-

pleted flag and a status

message) associated

with a backgrounded task

such as a sync operation

started by the per-

formGroupSync API. This

method returns a struct

(hashtable/map) con-

taining elements with

keys completed and

message. You can poll
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Method Description

this method can be polled

to determine if a sync has

completed.

api.batchImportSharedAccounts Import the shared

accounts contained in the

given tab separated

import file (located on the

server).

api.batchImportUsers Import the users con-

tained in the given tab-

delimited import file (loc-

ated on the server). See

Batch User Data Import

and Update for a descrip-

tion of the file format.

api.batchImportInternalUsers Import the internal users

contained in the given

tab-delimited import file

(located on the server).

See Batch internal user

import and update for

details of the required file

format.

api.batchImportUserCardIdNumbers Import the user card/ID

numbers and PINs con-

tained in the given tab-

delimited import file.

api.createUserClientAccountsFile Saves a file containing

shared accounts data for
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Method Description

the User Client. See the

manual for more inform-

ation on how you can use

this feature. The file is

saved on the server to the

location: [app-path]

\server-

\data\cli-

ent\client-

accounts.dat If this

file already exists it is

over-written.

api.getConfigValue Gets the value of a con-

figuration settings.

api.setConfigValue Sets the value of a con-

figuration setting. NOTE:

Take care updating con-

fig values. You can cause

serious problems which

can only be fixed by rein-

stallation of the applic-

ation. Use the

setConfigValue API at

your own risk.

api.processJob Takes the details of a job

and logs and charges as

if it were a "real" job.

Jobs processed via this

method are not sus-

ceptible to filters, popups,
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Method Description

hold/release queues etc.,

they are only logged. See

the user manual section

"Importing Print Job

Details" for more inform-

ation and the format.

5.3.3.1. Web Services Example Code

The best way to demonstrate how to use theWeb Services interface is using example code.

PaperCut MF shipswith example code for Java, C#, Python and Ruby located in:
[app-path]/server/examples/webservices/

TheC# and Java examples also include a full documented Proxy class - a proxy is a com-

mon program design pattern. The Proxywraps and exposes theWeb Servicesmethods as

standardmethods. The setup and use of the underlying XML-RPC library is all handled in

the proxy classmeaning you can just focus on calling themethods.

See the README.txt files in the examples directories for more information. The Java

example includes full JavaDoc style documentation under
[app-path]/server/examples/webservices/java/docs/api

.

Developers using other languages, such as, Perl or Python need to use an XML-RPC lib-

rary to call themethods directly. All methods are exposed via the URL http://[server_

name]:9191/rpc/api/xmlrpc.

Tip: All the XMLWeb Services commands are also accessible via the server-

command program. An alternative to using a full programming environment to

automate PaperCut MF viaWeb Services is to use the server-command pro-

gram to call the commands via a script such as a batch file or shell script. This is a

simpler solution for common automation tasks such as scheduling a User/Group

synchronization each night. For more information on the server-command pro-

gram, see Server Commands (server-command).
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Tip: Programmers often report that they get an error message "ERROR:

java.lang.NoSuchMethodException:" and this is frequently because

they are calling the API method with the wrong number or type of parameters.

Consult the Javadoc API documentation (see above) for information on what

parameters to use.

5.3.3.2. Security

TheWeb Services API's provide full access to the system's internals somust be secured.

PaperCut MF secures access using two security layers:

1. IP address level security

2. Authentication tokens - required for eachmethod call

The IP address level security is used to control which systems, denoted by IP address, are

allowed to connect to the server and call the API's. By default this is restricted to loc-

alhost (127.0.0.1) only. If the program/script making use of the API's resides on another

system, then add this system's IP address to the list of approved addresses under

Options > Advanced > Allowed XML Web Services callers .

The first argument to all method calls is an authentication token (authToken). In the

default setup the authentication token is the built-in admin user's password (This is pass-

word defined for the admin during the initial configuration wizard). Optionally, you can

define an alternative web service authentication token via configuration (see below). This

tokenmust be supplied with all method calls.

You can specify an alternative web service authentication token to avoid using/sharing the

built-in admin user's password:

1. Log in to the system.

2. Navigate to theOptions tab.

3. In the list of actions, clickConfig editor (advanced).

4. Find the auth.webservices.auth-token config setting.

5. Enter a new value that is the new web services authentication token.
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6. ClickUpdate to the right to apply the change.

7. This authentication token can now be used in addition to the built-in admin user's

password.

5.3.4. SSL/HTTPS Key Generation
During the install process, PaperCut MF generates a self-signed key/certificate issued for

the host'smachine name. This key is used by default when the system is accessed via

HTTPS on port 9192.

The default SSL certificate provides good security, however, there are two downsides to

using a self-signed certificate:

1. When users access the HTTPS site using a fully-qualified domain name, the browser

issues a "Domainmismatch warning". To avoid this warning, re-create the self-

signed certificate with themachine's fully qualified domain name, see Re-create the

self-signed certificate.

2. The browser also warns the user that the certificate is not signed by a trusted author-

ity. To overcome this youmust obtain a certificate signed by a trusted authority, see

Creating and installing a purchased SSLCertificate, or if you already have one, see

Importing an existing SSL key.

Eliminating these warnings provides a smoother experience for the end users of PaperCut

MF.

This section describes how to recreate the self-signed certificate, use your own SSL cer-

tificate and further customise the SSL certificates that you want to use. This is a technically

complex area and there is an assumed level of experience with SSL certificates in general.

5.3.4.1. Re-create the self-signed certificate

Use the tool create-ssl-keystore to re-create the key/certificate (stored in a keystore

file) for a different hostname eliminating the browser domainmismatch warning. An

example of the command's use:

cd [app-path]/server/bin/win

create-ssl-keystore -f "myserver.fullname.com"

More information is available via the --help command line option.
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Usage: create-ssl-keystore [-f] [-k FILE] [SYSTEM_NAME]

-f Force. Overwrite any existing keystore file.

-k FILE: Define a keystore file location. If not set the

keystore is created in the default location (server-

/data/default-ssl-keystore).

SYSTEM_NAME: The name of the computer/server used to gen-

erate keystore. If not defined, the current computer name

is used.

Caution: For backwards compatibility with 3rd party systems the default self-

signed certificate is generated with a SHA1 algorithm. See Can I use other

algorithms such as SHA2/SHA256?

5.3.4.2. Creating and installing a purchased SSL Certificate

Large organizationsmight want to use their own SSL key signed by a commercial cer-

tificate authority (CA) that is recognized by all popuplar web browsers including Internet

Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Safari and Chrome. A complete list is inWindows underControl

Panel > Internet Options > Content > Certificates > Trusted Root Certification

Authorities.

Some large organizations also operate a certificate authority of their own that is recognized

by their users' web browsers byway of a root certificate that is installed into all users' web

browsers in amanual or automated way.

The advantage of a signed certificate is that it eliminates the browser warning, "The secur-

ity certificate presented by this website was not issued by a trusted certificate authority."

If you are already in possession of a signed SSL key and certificate for the domain name of

the PaperCutApplication Server, see Importing an existing SSL key below.

The high-level steps are:

Create the SSL keystore and create the private key

Create the Certificate Signing Request (CSR)

Send the CSR to your Certificate Authority

Receive your signed certificate
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Optionally you will receive one or more intermediary certificates that youmust install as

well

Install any intermediary certificates and then your new certificate

Restart the PaperCut MF Application Server and confirm that everything is working as

expected

To create your own SSL key and have it signed by a commercial or intra-organizational cer-

tificate authority you can use the 'keytool' tool supplied in the directory [app-path]

/runtime/jre/bin.

1. Open a command prompt window and change to the directory [app-path]

/runtime/jre/bin. Any existing files called 'my-ssl-keystore' in this directory are

likely leftovers from previous attempts and need to be renamed or deleted at this

point.

2. Enter this command to produce the SSL key:

keytool -keystore [app-path]\server\custom\my-ssl-key-

store -alias jetty -genkeypair -keyalg RSA

Caution: This process creates a 'my-ssl-keystore' file. Don't lose this file!

You need it when adding the public key later. We recommendmaking a

copy of this 'my-ssl-keystore' and keeping it in a safe place. If it is lost or

changed, your certificate needs to be re-issued, often resulting in costs

from your Certificate Authority. If you are renewing your SSL certificate,

review Renewing your SSL certificate

As keystore password choose 'password' or another simple password as it is not very

important. Enter the same password again later when asked for a key password.

Note:
Some organizations require larger key sizes than the default 1024 bit. In

this case add the "-keysize 2048" or "-keysize 4096" parameter to the end

of the above command line.
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Youwill be asked a series of questions. Enter the exact fully-qualified domain name

of the PaperCut MF Application Server where it asks you for "first and last name".

The server namemust be the exact one that users will enter into their browsers to

access PaperCut MF's web interface, e.g. 'printing.myschool.edu'. Depending on

the certification authority's requirements, youmight also need to fill in some of the

other fields.
Enter keystore password: password

What is your first and last name?

[Unknown]: printing.myschool.edu

What is the name of your organizational unit?

[Unknown]:

What is the name of your organization?

[Unknown]:

What is the name of your City or Locality?

[Unknown]:

What is the name of your State or Province?

[Unknown]:

What is the two-letter country code for this unit?

[Unknown]:

Is CN=printing.myschool.edu, OU=Unknown, O=Unknown,

L=Unknown, ST=Unknown, C=Unknown correct?

[no]: yes

Enter key password for <jetty>

(RETURN if same as keystore password): password

3. Prepare your new SSL key for certification by the certificate autority:
keytool -certreq -alias jetty -keystore [app-path]

\server\custom\my-ssl-keystore

-file [app-path]\server\custom\jetty.csr

Paste the contents of the resulting jetty.csr into the online order forms of com-

mercial certificate authorities or pass them to your organization's own certificate

authority.

When the certification process has completed, the authority provides you with a cer-

tificate file that you can download from the autority's web site. The filename usually
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ends in .crt, .cer or .cert. The contents of the file should look something like

this:

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDLTCCApagAwIBAgIQJc/MOTjAW0HrPI/4rGtDCDANBgkqhkiG9w-

0BAQUFADCB

hzELMAkGA1UEBhMCWkExIjAgBgNVBAgTGUZPUiBURVNUSU5HIFBVUl-

BPU0VTIE9O

... more here ...

Awjh-

fz9EfxN2l1UYP15xZZyNO4DO3X/LliCG9p-

dFf4hUHl8tRnhQBvRR1F0v9UHB

PC6L9jNjMbQUoQ9NG/S8Nn7ZcSHNy+P53ntIBaEfTv7+qvXNWvSb5w-

j4pd05wGF1

Bw== -----

END CERTIFICATE-----

Save the file as jetty.crt.

Caution: If you have not already, take the opportunity now to backup your

my-ssl-keystore at this time.

4. Before you canmake use of your newly obtained certificate, youmight have to import

the certificate authorities "root certificate". PaperCut comeswith a number of root cer-

tificates pre-installed that you can list using this command (still from the directory

[app-path]/runtime/jre/bin as above):

keytool -keystore ../lib/security/cacerts -storepass

changeit -list

Add the option "-v" at the end to obtain the same list with more details, such as expir-

ation dates.

If your certificate authority is not listed there, or you have been notified that they have

recently started using new root certificates, first import the certificate authority's root

certificate into your keystore before importing your newly obtained own certificate.
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TheCA's root certificate is available for download on the CA's web site as a file end-

ing on .pem or .crt. Save the file using a filename indicative of the CA's name, e.g.

globaltrust.pem. Import the root certificate using this command, specifying an

alias that is indicative of the CA's name (type this all in one line):

keytool -keystore [app-path]\server\custom\my-ssl-key-

store -importcert -alias globaltrustroot -file glob-

altrustroot.pem

When asked whether to trust this certificate, answer yes:

Trust this certificate? [no]: yes

Some certificate authorities also provide additional "intermediate certificates" that

must be imported the sameway as the root certificate. You should use a different

alias each time. For example:

keytool -keystore [app-path]\server\custom\my-ssl-key-

store -importcert -alias globaltrustinter -file glob-

altrustinter.pem

5. Now you can import your own certificate previously saved as jetty.crt (type this

all in one line):

keytool -keystore [app-path]\server\custom\my-ssl-key-

store -import -alias jetty -file jetty.crt -trust-

cacerts

Caution: The 'my-ssl-keystore' in the above command is the original my-

ssl-keystore you created in step 2.

6. Your new keystore file my-ssl-keystore is now ready. Move it to the location

[app-path]/server/custom.

Now that you have your keystore file, follow the instructions in Configuring PaperCut to use

the new certificate to install it and start serving up your new SSL certificate.
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5.3.4.3. Importing an existing SSL key

If you have an existing SSL keywith certificate you can import it into the PaperCut MF key-

store. Reasons for having an existing signed key include:

You have obtained an SSL key specifically for use with your PaperCut MF Application

Server using amethod other than using 'keytool' as described above. As a result you

have - onWindows - a certificate with an attached private key either stored in theWin-

dows certificate store or in a so-called PCKS#12 file (*.p12/*.pfx), or, - on Linux -

separate 'PEMencoded' key and certificate files.

Your organization's intranet as served by Internet Information Server (Windows),

Apache (Linux) or another web server uses a certificate that you can re-use for Paper-

Cut MF. NOTE: Unless your intranet server and PaperCut MF run on the same server

(i.e. on different ports), the server name of your intranet server is different to your

PaperCut MF Application Server. E.g. the intranet addressmight be intern-

al.myschool.eduwhile the PaperCut MF Application Server is reached at print-

ing.myschool.edu. In this case the certificate can only be re-used if it is a so-

called wild-card certificate that allows arbitrary subdomains under the

myschool.edu domain name that it was issued for.

OnWindows, if the certificate with key exist in theWindows certificate store only, export it:

1. Open theWindows Control Panel; then select Internet Options.

2. On theContent tab, clickCertificates.

3. On thePersonal tab, select the certificate; then clickExport.

4. ClickNext at the initial screen.

5. SelectYes, export the private key; then clickNext.

If you selected the last option correctly, you can export ony as a .PFX file.

6. Select the Include all the certificates in the certification path if possible check

box.

7. Clear the Enable strong protection check box.
8. Clear the Delete the private key if the export is successful check box.

9. Type a password for the PFX file. This is only used temporarily.
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10. Save the PFX file with the extension .pfx. (This is just temporary, youMUST delete

this file later on.)

11. Finish the wizard to export the certificate.

OnWindows, if the certificate with key exists in the IIS Server Certificates store, export it:

1. Open theWindowsmanagement console, select your IIS server and open "Server

Certificates".

2. Right-click the certificate; then clickExport.

3. Choose a filenamewith the extension .pfx. (This is just temporary, youMUST

delete this file later on.)

4. Type a password for the PFX file. This is only used temporarily.

5. ClickOK.

On Linux, if the key and certificate are in separate 'PEMencoded' files:

Use the 'OpenSSL' tool that is part of many Linux distributions to combine both files to

a PKCS#12 file with the following command (type this all in one line):

openssl pkcs12 -export -inkey <key file> -in <cer-

tificate file> -out <pfx file>

<pfx file> is the target PKCS#12 file for which you should choose a filenamewith the

extension .pfx. (This is just temporary, youMUST delete this file later on.)

Then import the certificate into your own PaperCut MF keystore:

1. Open a command prompt and change to the installation directory. E.g. onWindows:

cd "c:\Program Files\PaperCut MF\"

2. Enter the following command (type this all in one line):

"runtime/jre/bin/java" -classpath server/lib/jetty-

6.1.22.jar org.mortbay.jetty.security.PKCS12Import

"<pfx file>" server/custom/my-ssl-keystore

Substitute <pfx file> with the .pfx or .p12 file containing your certificate and

key.
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The Jetty version number (6.1.22) changes from time to time. If you receive a

NoClassDefFoundErrormessage look for a jetty-*.jar file in the [app-

path]/server/lib/ directory and update the command as appropriate.

3. Enter the 'input keystore passphrase'. Enter the password that you used when you

saved the file.

4. Enter the 'output keystore passphrase'. Enter a new password such as 'password'.

Once this command completes, a new file is created at [app-path]/server-

/custom/my-ssl-keystore. This file is your keystore and contains your cer-

tificate and key.

5. Now that you have your keystore file, follow the instructions in Configuring PaperCut

to use the new certificate to install it and start serving up your new SSL certificate.

5.3.4.4. Configuring PaperCut to use the new certificate

The previous sections described how to create a keystore file - Creating and installing a pur-

chased SSLCertificate for putting a new certificate from a certificate authority into a key-

store, and Importing an existing SSL key for generating and putting your own "self-signed"

certificate in a keystore. This section describes how to install your keystore so that Paper-

Cut can start serving up your new certificate.

Important: Changes are not applied until the PaperCut MF Application Server is

restarted.

To configure the PaperCut Application Server to use the new key/certificate:

1. Copy your signed keystore onto the server running the PaperCut MF Application

Server. The suggested location is [app-path]/server/custom/my-ssl-key-

store

2. Open the file [app-path]/server/server.propertieswith a text editor

(e.g. Notepad).

3. Locate the section titled SSL Key/Certificate.

4. Remove the # (hash) comment marker from all lines starting with "server.ssl".

5. Define the location of your keystore, keystore password and key password as chosen
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previously. The file should look something like this:

server.ssl.keystore=custom/my-ssl-keystore

server.ssl.keystore-password=password

server.ssl.key-password=password

NOTE: OnMacOS, specify the FULL path to your keystore, e.g. /Ap-

plications/PaperCut MF/server/custom/my-ssl-keystore

6. Restart the PaperCut MF Application Server and verify all is working. If the server

fails to start, error messages are recorded in logs located in the server's logs dir-

ectory.

Important: Now that you have a working SSL certificate for your PaperCut MF

server, it's time to set a reminder in your calendar (or similar) to ensure that your

SSL certificate is renewed before it expires! Go do that now!

5.3.4.5. Renewing your SSL certificate

To ensure that the trust mechanisms in SSL are adhered to, SSL certificates are designed

to expire so that your environment is kept up-to-date. To renew your SSL certificate you

need to retrace your stepswhen originally creating a new SSL certificate. See: Creating

and installing a purchased SSLCertificate. However, the exact steps depend on your Cer-

tificate Authority as some require you to submit a brand new CSR, some allow you to just

request a new SSL certificate.

The easiest way to do this is to use a new keystore, e.g. you substitute my-ssl-key-

store with my-ssl-keystore-20151217

The new my-ssl-keystore-20151217 is put into production only after you'vemod-

ified the server.properties as per the Configuring PaperCut to use the new cer-

tificate. and have restarted the PaperCut MF Application Server. Thismeans you have time

to create the private key, complete the CSR and receive the signed certificate before using

the new keystore. If there is an issue with the new certificate or setup, you can quickly

revert back to the original my-ssl-keystore.

For example, the SSL key generation command originally was

keytool -keystore [app-path]\server\custom\my-ssl-keystore

-alias jetty -genkeypair
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-keyalg RSA

and it becomes

keytool -keystore [app-path]\server\custom\my-ssl-keystore-

20151217 -alias jetty -genkeypair

-keyalg RSA

5.3.4.6. Further customization

Extended keytool.exe usage
This documentation provides themore common scenarios around keytool.exe usage. If you

require further customisation, review the documentation available fromOracle:

1. PaperCut MF version 15.2 and newer: Java 8 (1.8) keytool Documentation

2. PaperCut MF version 14.0 and newer: Java 7 (1.7) keytool Documentation

3. PaperCut MF version 13.5 and older: Java 6 (1.6) keytool Documentation

Can I have more than one hostname / FQDN?
One of the benefits of using a SSL certificate ismaking sure that the URLmatches the cer-

tificate, preventing a 3rd party frommasquerading as you. If you havemore than one URL

or Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) that PaperCut MF is available from, then you have

twomain options:

1. Obtain a "wildcard" certificate from your Certificate Authority. Contact your Certificate

Authority for further details as to this service.

2. Use a "Subject Alternative Name" or "SAN" when creating the SSL certificate. This

should require no special action from your Certificate Authority as this is done as part

of the certificate generation processwith keytool.exe.

Note:
You require keytool.exe for PaperCut MF version 14.0 and newer.

An example is:
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keytool.exe -keystore "my-ssl-keystore" -alias jetty -

genkeypair -keyal RSA -ext san-

n=dns:external.company.com

Then, when asked for your "first and last name", enter the other FQDN:

What is your first and last name?

[Unknown]: internal.company.lan

Confirm that the information is correct. You will see similar to:

Is CN=internal.company.lan, OU=Unknown, O=Unknown,

L=Unknown, ST=Unknown, C=Unknown correct?

Once you have received your certificate from your Certificate Authority you can con-

firm your "Subject" and "Subject Alternative Name" are valid. Make sure that you test

the new certificate with multiple operating systems, browsers and hardware envir-

onments including laptops, mobile devices and printers/copiers.

Can I use other algorithms, such as,
SHA2/SHA256?
Yes. Aswe use keytool.exe, you can use the documentation above in Extended

keytool.exe usage.

For example, generating the private SSL key:

keytool -genkey -alias server -keyalg rsa -sigalg

sha256withrsa -keysize 2048 -keystore sha256

and generating the CSR:

keytool -certreq -alias server -keystore sha256 -file

256.csr -sigalg sha256withrsa

5.3.4.7. Troubleshooting SSL

Verify certificate path in Windows
If you are getting errors with your new SSL certificate one of the first things to check is that

the intermediary certificates have been loaded correctly. You can do this via Internet
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Explorer, and every other modern web browser, the steps differ slightly.

Load Internet Explorer and visit the HTTPsURL for your PaperCut MF server then click the

padlock near the URL bar as below.

Then click View Certificates and navigate to the Certificate Path and verify it is correct.

If the path is invalid, confirm that you have correctly inserted the required intermediary cer-

tificates. See Creating and installing a purchased SSLCertificate

Verify certificate path via command line with
OpenSSL
A quick way to easily validate the chain output by the server. This requires either Linux or

Cygwin with openssl’s packages installed:
openssl s_client -connect [server]:[port] -crlf

Once the text has been output, type in:
QUIT
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For example, a self-signed certificate looks like this:
openssl s_client -connect localhost:9192 -crlf

CONNECTED(00000003)

depth=0 C = Unknown, ST = Unknown, L = Unknown, O =

Unknown, OU = Unknown, CN = print-server

verify error:num=18:self signed certificate

verify return:1

depth=0 C = Unknown, ST = Unknown, L = Unknown, O =

Unknown, OU = Unknown, CN = print-server

verify return:1

--- Certificate chain

0 s:/C-

=Unknown/S-

ST=Unknown/L=Unknown/O=Unknown/OU=Unknown/CN=print-server

i:/C-

=Unknown/S-

ST=Unknown/L=Unknown/O=Unknown/OU=Unknown/CN=print-server

---

An example of a certificate that uses a chain, note the 0, 1, 2 and how the i: (issuer)

matcheswith the s:(subject): of the next certificate.

$ openssl s_client -connect www.google.com:443 -crlf

CONNECTED(00000003)

depth=2 C = US, O = GeoTrust Inc., CN = GeoTrust Global CA

verify error:num=20:unable to get local issuer certificate

---

Certificate chain

0 s:/C=US/ST=California/L=Mountain View/O=Google Inc/CN-

N=www.google.com

i:/C=US/O=Google Inc/CN=Google Internet Authority G2

1 s:/C=US/O=Google Inc/CN=Google Internet Authority G2

i:/C=US/O=GeoTrust Inc./CN=GeoTrust Global CA

2 s:/C=US/O=GeoTrust Inc./CN=GeoTrust Global CA

i:/C=US/O=Equifax/OU=Equifax Secure Certificate Authority

---
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ERR_SSL_VERSION_OR_CIPHER_MISMATCH &
SSLHandshakeException: no cipher suites in com-
mon
If you receive an error message of ERR_SSL_VERSION_OR_CIPHER_MISMATCH in

your web browser or notice SSLHandshakeException: no cipher suites in common in the

[app-path]\server\logs\server.log it is likely that the certificate chain is not

complete or the SSL certificate is in the wrong alias in the key-store. See Check that the cor-

rect Alias has been used in the keystore to confirm the correct alias is in use.

Check that the correct Alias has been used in the
keystore
PaperCut MF is configured to use the alias "jetty". If your SSL certificate is installed into

another alias it will not load correctly. To confirm run the following command:

keytool -list -v -keystore my-ssl-keystore-20151217

Enter keystore password: [password]

Keystore type: JKS

Keystore provider: SUN

Your keystore contains 1 entry

Alias name: jetty

Creation date: 17/12/2015

Entry type: PrivateKeyEntry

The PrivateKeyEntry needs to be present in the jetty Alias. If it has been imported

into another alias, you can use keytool.exe to rename it. See Extended keytool.exe usage

5.3.5. User Client Options
TheUser Client is used to display user balances, system notifications and request inform-

ation from the users. This is discussed inmore detail in User Client. The User Client imple-

ments a number of command-line options that change its behavior.
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5.3.5.1. Command-line options

Option Description

--silent The silent option tells the client not to report

errors if it has problems connecting to the server.

If the server is unavailable at time of startup (e.g.

the client is not connected to the network), or if

the user does not currently exist in the database,

the client sleeps, waiting for the condition to

change. This option can also be set by adding a

silent=Y line to the client con-

fig.properties.

--debug The debug option tells the client to log activity to

a file called user-client.log, which is cre-

ated in the user's home directory. This option

can also be set by adding a debug=Y line to the

client config.properties.

--minimized The minimized option tells the client to start min-

imized. On Windows, the client is minimized to

the task tray. This option is recommended if the

user's balance is not important to the user. For

example, if a user is only allowed to assign print

jobs to a shared account, then their personal bal-

ance is of little importance, so the User Client

should be minimized. This option can also be

set by adding a minimized=Y line to the client

config.properties.

--noquit Stops the user from closing or quitting the client

where possible. This option can also be set by

adding a noquit=Y line to the client con-

fig.properties.

Table 109: User Client command-line options
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Option Description

--dis-

abletasktrayicon

The option tells the client to hide the task tray

icon. This option can also be set by adding a

disabletasktrayicon=Y line to the client

config.properties.

--disable-balloon-

tips

This option instructs the client to display mes-

sages in dialog boxes rather than notification

area balloon tips. (Windows only) This option

can also be set by adding a disable-bal-

loon-tips=Y line to the client con-

fig.properties.

--hide-balance This option instructs the client to hide the user

balance. On Windows, the balance window is

not displayed. On other platforms, the balance is

hidden from the balance window. This option

can also be set by adding a hide-balance=Y

line to the client config.properties.

--user <username> The user option allows the client to be run using

a different username. This is useful if the user is

logged into a machine with a username different

to the username authenticated with the server-

/printers. For example, if a user is using a laptop

that is not a part of the domain. This option can

also be set by adding a user=<username>

line to the client config.properties.

--cache <cache dir-

ectory>

This argument is actioned by pc-client-

local-cache.exe. It defines the location of

the globally writable cache directory on the sys-

tem's local hard drive. The cache is used to min-

imize network traffic on future launches. The

default location is C:\Cache. Standard users
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Option Description

needWRITE and READ access to this directory.

You can also use system variables, such as, --

cache %TEMP% to write to e.g. C:\Users\

[username]\AppData\Local\Temp, in

order to minimize potential permissions issues

for non admin users writing to the C: drive.

--nev-

errequestidentity

The client uses the username of the logged-in

user to identify itself with the server. In a domain

environment, users always log in using their net-

work identity and the names always match.

However, on non-domain systems where local

accounts are used (e.g. laptops), these names

might not match. The client displays a popup

requesting the user to confirm their identity. This

option suppresses this dialog. This option can

also be set by adding a nev-

errequestidentity=Y line to the client con-

fig.properties.

--windowposition

<position>

Specify where the client window should be dis-

played. The valid options include top-left,

top-right, bottom-left or bottom-

right. In addition to the above set of fixed pos-

itions, coordinates of the window can also be

specified by setting the <position> parameter

to XY<x>,<y>. The <x> value sets the x-

coordinate of the window (if negative, the value

indicates the distance from the right of screen).

The <y> value sets the y-coordinate of the win-

dow (if negative, the value indicates the dis-

tance from the bottom of screen). Some

examples include:
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Option Description

XY100,100 - position the window 100 pixels

from the left and 100 pixels from the top of the

screen.

XY-50,100 - position the window 50 pixels from

the right and 50 pixels from the top of the screen.

XY50,-100 - position the window 50 pixels from

the left and 100 pixels from the bottom of the

screen.

The window position can also be set by adding

a windowposition=<position> line to the

client config.properties.

--windowtitle

<title>

Allows the window title to be customized. If the

<title> includes {0} then this is replaced by

the user's username. The window title can also

be set by adding a windowtitle=<title>

line to the client config.properties.

--background-color

<color>

Changes the background color of the client's bal-

ance window. The colors are coded in standard

hexadecimal RGB ("web colors", see

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_colors for an

explanation). E.g. to set the background color to

red, use:
--background-color=FF0000

The balance window background color can

also be set by adding a background-col-

or=<color> line to the client con-

fig.properties.

--text-color <color> Changes the text color of the client's balance

window. The colors are coded in standard hexa-

decimal RGB ("web colors", see http://en.wiki-
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Option Description

pedia.org/wiki/Web_colors for an explanation).

E.g. to set the text color to blue, use:
--text-color=0000FF

The balance window text color can also be set

by adding a text-color=<color> line to the

client config.properties.

--link-color <color> Changes the color of the link on the client's bal-

ance window. The colors are coded in standard

hexadecimal RGB ("web colors", see

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_colors for an

explanation). E.g. to set the link color to a dark

gray, use:
--link-color=333333

The balance window link color can also be set

by adding a link-color=<color> line to the

client config.properties.

--link-hover-color

<color>

Changes the color of the mouseover link on the

client's balance window. The colors are coded

in standard hexadecimal RGB ("web colors",

see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_colors for

an explanation). E.g. to set the link color to a

black, use:
--link-hover-color=000000

The balance window mouseover link color can

also be set by adding a link-hover-col-

or=<color> line to the client con-

fig.properties.

--default-selection

<option>

Specifies the default selected option on the

account selection popup. Use this option to save

mouse clicks / keyboard presses by setting the

default selected option to the one that is most
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Option Description

commonly used. Options include:

charge-personal - The "Charge tomy per-

sonal account" option is selected.

charge-account-list - The "Charge to

shared account" option is selected.

charge-account-pin - The "Charge to

shared account using PIN / Code" option is selec-

ted.

print-as-user - The "Perform print as user"

option is selected.

For example, applying a default selection of

charge-account-list ensures that the

option Charge to shared account is selected,

and the dropdown list of accounts is highlighted.

This allows the user to begin navigating the list

of shared accounts immediately via the key-

board, and saves them having to select the

option first. This option can also be set by

adding or enabling the default-selec-

tion=<option> line in the client con-

fig.properties file.

--default-account

<option>

Specifies the default selected account on the

account selection popup. Use this option to save

mouse clicks / keyboard presses by setting the

default selected account to the one that is most

commonly used. NOTE: The default shared

account can also be set on the user's account

selection options. See The Account Selection

Popup. For example, setting the default account

to "sales\invoices" results in this account being
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Option Description

selected when the account selection popup

shows. This allows the user to quickly confirm

the selection by just clicking OK when the print

should be charged to this account. The selection

can still be changed if the print should not be

charged to this account. This option can also be

set by adding or enabling the default-

account=<option> line in the client con-

fig.properties file. If set, this overrides the

default account setting on the user's account

selection options.

--default-account-

pin <option>

Specifies the default account PIN entered on the

account selection popup. Use this option to save

typing by setting the default account PIN to the

one that is most commonly used. Without this

option, the account PIN field on the account

selection popup shows the account PIN last

entered in this field. If the option is specified but

left blank (--default-account-pin ""),

the account PIN field is blank on every popup.

You can also specify this option by adding or

enabling the default-account-pin-

n=<option> line in the client con-

fig.properties file.

--accounts-file

<account-file-path>

Specifies the location of the local accounts file

to load. For more information, see Managing

large client billing databases.

--auth-ttl-values

<ttl-value-mins>

Comma-separated list of authentication time-to-

live values in minutes. This overrides the values

configured on the server. See Popup authen-
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Option Description

tication. This option can also be set by adding or

enabling the auth-ttl-values= line in the

client config.properties file.

--auth-ttl-default

<default-mins>

The default time-to-live value automatically

selected when the login authentication window

displays. This overrides the value configured on

the server. This option can also be set by adding

or enabling the auth-ttl-default= line in

the client config.properties file.

--lockdir <lockdir> Define an alternate lock directory location.

--disable-auth-by-

id-number

Reverts user authentication method to user-

/password instead of ID Number and PIN.

The command-line arguments listed above are usually used in the area/method used to

start the client - a login script, shortcut, or the relevant registry key in HKEY_LOCAL_

MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\.

5.3.5.2. Configuration properties file

The command-line arguments can also be set in the config.properties file. This is par-

ticularly helpful on AppleMac systemswhere command-line arguments are difficult to imple-

ment. The config.properties file is located in the same directory as the client

executable on Linux andWindows. On theMac it is located at:

[app-path]/PCCli-

ent.app/Contents/Resources/config.properties

Additionally, you can change the settings at the user-level by placing a file in the user's

Library Preferences folder located at:

~/Library/Preferences/PCClient/config.properties

The file should contain the options in a properties file form like:

user=mary

minimized=Y
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windowposition=top-left

windowtitle=Print Balance: {0}

Other options allow text in the Print Job Notification window to be customized. For

example:

account-from-list-text=Charge to a cost center

makes the Print Job Notification window look like the image below after the client is restar-

ted. The full set of options is defined in the config.properties.tmpl file in the client

directory above.

5.3.5.3. Changing the time after which jobs are deleted

when awaiting popup response

If a user does not respond to the account selection popup after a defined time, their print job

is automatically deleted. This is to prevent a buildup of old jobs in the print queue. The

default timeout is 10minutes. Change the timeout as follows:

1. Navigate to theOptions tab.

2. In the sectionClient Software, find the optionDelete jobs awaiting popup

response after.

3. Enter the number of minutes to wait for users to respond to the popup before their
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job is deleted.

4. ClickApply.

5.3.6. Stopping and Starting the Application Server
Most of the time you will not need to stop or start the server; however, there are some cir-

cumstanceswhere this is required:

Performing an offline backup

Upsizing the database to an external database

Upgrading the application

The procedure for stopping the server depends on the platform the server is run on.

Important:When you start the Application Server, wait approximately 15-20

seconds for the service to start before accessing the admin interface. This gives

the system time to initialize.

5.3.6.1. Stopping and Starting the Application Server on

Windows

The PaperCut MF Application Server runs as aWindows service when installed onWin-

dows. You can stop or start it using the Services control panel applet. To stop/start/restart

the Application Server:

1. Open the services control panel. ( Start > Control Panel > Administrative Tools

> Services )

2. Find the service namedPaperCut Application Server.

3. Right-click the service.

4. Select the option you want to perform (e.g. Stop/Start/Restart).

An alternative to using the services applet is to run the batch files located in the directory

[app-path]\server\bin\win. Using the batch filesmight bemore convenient when

the process needs to be automated (like scripting a database backup). The batch files to

stop/start the server are called:
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start-server.bat - starts the service

stop-server.bat - stops the service

5.3.6.2. Stopping and Starting the Application Server on

Mac

You can stop or start the PaperCut MF Application Server onMac by using the following

scripts found at [app-path]/server/bin/mac/:

start-server.command - starts the Application Server

stop-server.command - stops the Application Server

5.3.6.3. Stopping and Starting the Application Server on

Linux and Novell

You can start or stop the PaperCut MF Application Server on Linux and Novell by using the

following scripts found at [app-path]/server/bin/linux-[x64|i686]/:

start-server - starts the Application Server

stop-server - stops the Application Server

5.3.7. Automating / Streamlining Installation on
Windows
You can streamline the installation of PaperCut MF or a particular PaperCut MF com-

ponent for automating deployment. For example, when installing onmany secondary print

servers, or installing the User Client tool locally onmany desktops (although the recom-

mended installation procedure is the "zero install" strategy - see User Client Deployment).

The installer command-line options provide the ability to pre-select the installer options;

there is no need to click through themwhen installing. The options in the table below are

valid for theWindows installers having those options available for PaperCut MF (themain

installer), the User Client tool and the card wizard.
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Option Description

/SILENT or

/VERYSILENT

Instructs the installer to be 'silent' or 'very silent'.

When silent the installation begins immediately, and

only the progress window is displayed. When very

silent, installation begins immediately with nothing

displayed. If any errors are encountered, the error

messages are still displayed with either option.

/DIR="x:\dirname" Overrides the default installation directory. Use this

to install PaperCut MF to a different directory than the

default.

/TYPE=secondary_

print

Selects the install type/options: Server installer:

full - The PaperCut MF server. The default option.

secondary_print - Install option to set up a sec-

ondary print server. Only installs the Print Provider

component.

secondary_web_print - Only install theWeb Print

component.

/GROUP="folder

name"

Overrides the default Start menu group / folder into

which PaperCut MF is installed.

/NOICONS Disables the creation of a Start menu group / folder.

/LANG=language Specifies the language to use during installation. By

default this is automatically detected based on your

language settings, but can be overridden by spe-

cifying a language. The available languages are:

de - German

en - English

es - Spanish

fi - Finnish

Table 110: Windows installer command-line options
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Option Description

fr - French

it - Italian

nl - Dutch

pt - Portuguese

pt_BR - Brazilian Portuguese

zh_CN - Chinese (Simplified)

zh_HK - Chinese (Traditional)

Note: This option only specifies the language during

installation. More languages and regional options

are available in PaperCut MF once installed, which

are configured separately.

5.3.8. Importing Print Job Details
You can import print jobs that have been tracked by external or third party systems into

PaperCut MF. This could be because the external system is not easily tracked directly, or to

import data that was previously tracked for logging and reporting purposes.

Job details can be imported using the server-command scripting tool (process-job

command, see Server Commands (server-command)) or using the web services API

(api.processJob call, see The XMLWeb Services API). To import multiple jobs in a

batch, run the command/call multiples times (e.g. via a script or program).

The server-command and web services call accept a single argument (string) containing all

the job details. Each field is specified as a name-value pair separated by an equals sign (i.e.

name=value), and fields are separated by commas.

For example, to process a job and specify the user, printer server and printer name (themin-

imum required details):

user=bob,server=papercut,printer=My Printer

If any fields contain a comma, surround the name-value pair with quotationmarks ("). E.g.

for a printer named Library, rear:
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user=bob,server=papercut,"printer=Library, rear"

Spreadsheet applications such as Excel with automatically add quotation marks

as above when saving a document in CSV format.

If any fields contain quotationmarks, escape them by adding another quotationmark, i.e.

two in a row. E.g. for a printer named "John Smith" Library:

user=bob,server=papercut,printer=""John Smith"" Library

The names of all the available fields are listed in the table below.

Field Required Description Default

user Yes The username of the user associated with

the job.

N/A

server Yes The name of the server the job was sub-

mitted to.

N/A

printer Yes The name of the printer or print queue the job

was submitted to.

N/A

time No The time the job was submitted/printed. This

is formatted as an ISO8601 simple date-time:

yyyyMMddTHHmmss. E.g.

"20091224T133602" represents the 24th of

December 2009 at 13:36:02 (1:36 pm, local

time).

(current

time)

cost No The cost of the job. If the cost is not set it is

automatically calculated as for a normal job

(based on the job details and configuration of

the printer, user etc.).

(auto)

total-

pages

No The total number of pages in the job. 1

total-color-

pages

No The total number of color pages in the job. (same

as

Table 111: Fields for Importing Print Job Details
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Field Required Description Default

total-

pages)

copies No The number of copies in the job. 1

document-

name

No The document name. (empty)

duplex No TRUE or FALSE to indicate if the job is

duplex (printed on both sides)

FALSE

grayscale No TRUE or FALSE to indicate if the job is gray-

scale (no color)

FALSE

job-type No The type of job to import. Options include:

COPY, FAX, PRINT, SCAN.

PRINT

paper-

size-name

No The name of a standard paper size, e.g. "Let-

ter" or "A4".

(empty)

paper-

width-mm

No The width of the paper in millimeters.

Determined automatically if using paper-size-

name.

(empty)

paper-

height-mm

No The height of the paper in millimeters.

Determined automatically if using paper-size-

name.

(empty)

document-

size-kb

No The size of the document's spool file in kilo-

bytes.

0

invoice No TRUE to mark the job as invoiced, FALSE to

mark as not invoiced. The default value is

determined automatically, as for a regular

job.

(auto)

comment No A comment to be associated with the job. (empty)

client-

machine

No The hostname of the client machine the job

was submitted from.

(empty)
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Field Required Description Default

client-ip No The IP address of the client machine the job

was submitted from.

(empty)

shared-

account

No The name of the shared account to charge

this job to. Sub-accounts can be selected

using a backslash, i.e. "parent\child".

(empty)

5.3.9. Monitoring PaperCut MF system health
You can use 3rd partymonitoring tools (such as, Nagios, Pingdom, Zabbix) to monitor the

PaperCut MF Application Server status. PaperCut MF provides a SystemHealth API that

exposes a REST API endpoint, whichmonitors the current state of the database. To per-

form a status check, configure the 3rd party tool to send an HTTP GET request to the fol-

lowing Ping URL: http://[primary_server]:[port]

/rpc/api/rest/public/status. This test performs a server check to test if the back

end database is available. If the status check succeeds, an HTTP response status 200 is

sent backwith the following JSON response:

if the database is available

{        

"database": { 

"online": true,

"reason": ""

    }

}

if the database is unavailable (the actual reasonmight be different to the one in this

example)

{        

"database": { 

"online": false,

"reason": "Cannot connect to the database."

    }

}
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For more information about the SystemHealth API, seeMonitoring Your Servers using the

SystemHealth API.

Tip:
For customers using Site Servers, you can reference those servers

directly: http://[site_server]:[port]/rp-

c/api/rest/public/status

For customers using external tools (such as Pingdom), open the rel-

evant ports in your firewall.

5.4. PDL Transform Language
PDL Transforms are an advanced PaperCut MF feature. This section is written assuming

the reader has an understanding of printer description languages, and a basic knowledge

of scripting.

A transform is a process that defines how to convert an input into a different output. In

PaperCut MF, transforms are defined as simple scripts. There are a number of reasons for

performing transforms on a print job. These include:

Extending Compatibility
The output produced by one driver (such as PostScript) might not work on other printer

brandswithout modification. For example, "TRAY = 1" on one printer might map to "TRAY

= UPPER" on another. Use transforms to automaticallymake this adjustment to a print job.

This is particularly important in a Find-Me printing environment where a job rendered by

one driver cannot print correctly on another printer type without modifying the print job.

Modify Behaviour/Output
Much is possible with the power of transforms. Maybe it’s always enabling the "eco print"

mode when an email is printed, or automatically removing the "stapling" option if accidently

selected on a printer the does not support stapling. Another use-case is "virtual stationery".

Legacy reports could, for example, have a logo automatically added to each page.
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Of note, PaperCut performs page analysis before transforms are applied. As such, a color

logo added to a grayscale page, are recorded in PaperCut as grayscale.

5.4.1. Definitions
Before covering the details of the transform language, it’s important to understand the fol-

lowing terms:

Page Description Language (PDL)

A language used to describe the appearance of a printed page e.g. PostScript, Printer Con-

trol Language (PCL).

Printer Job Language (PJL) Header

Attributes in a PJL header define print job characteristics such as duplex, color, paper sizes,

or media trays. Many printers rely on a PJL header, thoughmany attributes are print-

er/manufacturer specific.

Transform Script

A transform script defines a transform process to apply to a print job’s PDL. Transform

scripts are written in a very simple scripting Domain Specific Language (DSL).

Source & Target

The transform process refers to source and target print queues. A desired transform is

applied when a job is transferred from a specific source queue (a global queue) to a specific

target queue.

5.4.2. Writing a transform
Transforms are text files placed in a location (directory structure) that determineswhen the

script applies. The file’s name and locationmust conform to the following path:

[install-path]/providers/print/[platform]/trans-

forms/custom/[language]/[source]/[target].transform
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language - the PDL language of the print job (e.g. Postscript).

source - the name of the queue that first received the print job (e.g. a

global queue).

target - the name of the queue the job is being transferred to print to.

For example, to apply a transformwhen a job is transferred from the queue named "Global

Queue" to "Printer A", the transform file should be located at:

[install-path]/providers/print/[platform]/trans-

forms/custom/postscript/global queue/printer a.transform

Matching rules for running a transform script
The following steps select the transform script to run for a redirection from printer type

source to printer type destination, which both use printer language language.

1. Look first in the the custom directory then in the system directory.

2. Find the subdirectory whose namematches language e.g. if language isPostScript

then look in custom/postscript.

3. Find the subdirectory whose namematches source. e.g. if source isPaperCut

Global PostScript then look in custom/postscript/pc-win. (NOTE: On PaperCut MF

systems, pc-win is an alias that matches printer typePaperCut Global PostScript).

4. Find the file whose namematches destination. e.g. if destination isHP Color Laser-

Jet then look for custom/postscript/pc-win/hp.color.laserjet.transform. This does not

exist so backtrack.

5. Backtracking takes you to custom/postscript/pc-win/default.transform, which does

not exist, then custom/postscript/default.transform, which does not exist, then sys-

tem/postscript/pc-win/hp.color.laserjet.type.transform, which does exist. (NOTE:

printer type ismatched against *.type.transform and printer name ismatched agaist

*.name.transform before printer type and name arematched against *.transform*)

6. Thus system/postscript/pc-win/hp.color.laserjet.transform is selected.
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5.4.3. Examples
There are two example sources that script authorsmight find useful as starting points or ref-

erence:

[install-path]/providers/print/[platform]/trans-

forms/examples

[install-path]/providers/print/[platform]/transforms/system

Important: Transforms in the system directory are used by the PaperCut Global

Print Driver. They are system provided. Do not place your own scripts in the sys-

tem directory. Place your own scripts in the custom directory. Any changesmade

in the system directory are overwritten in an upgrade.

5.4.4. Transform Language Functions & Spe-
cification

Command Description

var = expression Evaluate the expression and assign the variable var with the

result.

IF condition THEN

statement

Evaluate the condition expression, and if true execute the

statement.

FIND pattern [options] Find the pattern in the spool file, and assign $0, $1, ... with the

regular expression capture group.

FIND pattern

REPLACE text

[options]

FIND as above, then replace the stringmatched by the pattern

with text.

STRIP_HEADER Strip any PJL, XPIF, PostScript or other header in the spool file.

DELETE_UNTIL text Delete from the start of the spool file up to but not including the

first occurrence of text.

INSERT ofs len text Insert the string text at the spool file offset ofs, after deleting

Table 112: PDL transform command functions
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Command Description

len bytes.

DELETE ofs, len Delete len bytes from the spool file, starting at the offset ofs.

REPEAT_ALL num_

copies

Make num_copies of the input spool file in the output spool file

after applying all other modifications.

Assignment
var = expression

e.g. x = 1

Evaluate the expression and assign the variable var with the result. If the expression con-

tains any $[N] and/or%variable% tokens, they are replaced with their current values. To

prevent variable substitution, include __no_replace__ in the variable name e.g. __no_

replace__template.

IF THEN
IF condition THEN statement

e.g.

IF duplex THEN pjl_duplex = "ON"

Evaluate the condition expression, and if true execute the statement.

Rules for evaluating expressions
1. A number x is true if x != 0.

2. A string pattern is true if it can be found in the spool file using the rules in the FIND

pattern [options] below. Strings can be regular expressions or plain strings, and

have two optional attributesFIRST | LAST and a search distance. FIRST | LAST

does not affect logical evaluation. Search distance does. e.g.

/<<.*?\/ProcessColorModel\s*\/

(DeviceCMYK|DeviceGray).*?>>\s*setpagedevice/ 10000
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is true if this regular expression ismatched in the first 10,000 bytes of the spool file.

3. Compare numbers with ==, !=, <, >, <= and >=.

4. Compare stringswith == and !=. These comparisons are case insensitive and do not

perform the searches in rule 2 above.

5. You can combine logical expressions, such as the results of 1-4 above, withNOT,

AND,OR, XOR, and (...) parentheses. e.g. x == 1 AND NOT (y > 2 OR z

<= 3)

FIND
FIND pattern [options]

where the pattern is a regular expression (regex) or string.

FIND /regex/ [REPLACE text] [options]

FIND "string" [REPLACE text] [options]

FIND searches for the pattern (a string or a regex) in the spool file and assigns $0, $1, ...

from the resulting regular expression capture groups. If the pattern is a string, then only $0

is assigned.

e.g

FIND /<<.*?\/ProcessColorModel\s*\/

(DeviceCMYK|DeviceGray).*?>>\s*setpagedevice/

could set $0 to "<< /ProcessColorModel /DeviceCMYK >> setpagedevice" and $1 to

"DeviceCMYK" on amatch.

Options

FIRST: Return the first match in the spool file. This is the default

LAST: Return the last match in the spool file.

n: Any positive integer. Search n bytes of the spool file. The default is to search one

megabyte. A value of zero (0) searches through the entire spool file.
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FIND REPLACE
FIND pattern REPLACE text [options]

where the pattern is a regular expression (regex) or string.

e.g

FIND "Letter" REPLACE "A4"

FIND /(\w+)\s=\sGrayscale/ REPLACE "$1 = BlackAndWhite"

FIND /MODE = \w+/ REPLACE "MODE = %my_var%"

FIND /MODE = \w+/ REPLACE "MODE = %my_var%" 2000

The FIND works as described above. ThenREPLACE substitutes all the $[N] and

%variable% values in the text, before replacing the stringmatched in the spool file with

the substituted text.

ADD_HEADER
ADD_HEADER text

e.g.

ADD_HEADER my_header

Insert the string text as a header in the spool file.

STRIP_HEADER
STRIP_HEADER

Strip any PJL, XPIF, PostScript or other header (that our developers know about) from the

spool file.

DELETE_UNTIL
DELETE_UNTIL text

e.g

DELETE_UNTIL "%!PS-Adobe-3.0"

Delete from the start of the spool file up to but not including the first occurrence of text.
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REPEAT_ALL
REPEAT_ALL num_copies

e.g

REPEAT_ALL 3

Make num_copies of the input spool file in the output spool file after applying all other modi-

fications.

Use this option for printers that don't support spool files copies commands, typically printers

without hard disks. You usually detect the copies command in the source spool file then use

REPEAT_ALL to repeat the source spool files the same number of copies.

Important: Changes to the number of copies of a printedmade here are not

reflected in the Job Log.

INSERT
INSERT ofs len text

e.g

INSERT regex_ofs regex_len my_replacement

Insert the string text at the spool file offset ofs, after deleting len bytes.

Setting ofs to -1 appends text to the end of the spool file. In general, setting ofs to -n

inserts text n - 1 bytes before the end of the spool file.

DELETE
DELETE ofs len

e.g

DELETE regex_ofs regex_len

Delete len bytes from the spool file, starting at offset ofs.

It is equivalent to:
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INSERT ofs len ""

Pre-Populated Variables

Variable Description Example Type

pc_pages Number of pages in the spool file 11 number

pc_copies Number of copies in copies command in

spool file, if one is detected. 1 otherwise.

1 number

pc_page_

width

Pagewidth in mm 210 number

pc_page_

height

Page height in mm 297 number

pc_

paper_

name

Paper size name "A4" string

pc_gray-

scale

Is the document grayscale? True boolean

pc_duplex Is the document duplex? False boolean

pc_tumble Is the back side of a duplex job rotatated

180 degrees?

False boolean

pc_doc-

name

Name of the document "Homework.doc" string

pc_user Name of the user "Josh" string

pc_server Print server name "Server1" string

pc_printer Printer name "Hall printer" string

pc_driver Name of the printer driver "HP Color LaserJet

CM4540MFP PCL 6

(0.3.1545.9108)"

string

pc_iso_ Current date in ISO format "2014-08-15" string

Table 113: Pre-populated PDL transform script variables
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Variable Description Example Type

date

pc_uid A randomly generated ID "580459f0-2d19-11e4-

b70a-f8b156c33bc3"

string

pc_doc-

name__

clean__

'Cleaned' version of pc_docname. All

character that will prevent display in

PostScript, PJL or XML removed.

"Homework.doc" string

pc_user__

clean__

'Cleaned' version of pc_user. "Josh" string

5.4.5. Test Mode
Test mode is designed to accelerate the development, testing and debugging of transform

scripts. Test mode is enabled by adding the following line to a transform script:
ENABLE_TEST_MODE

or by setting
EnableTransformTestMode=on

in the print-provider.conf file. The test mode option should only be enabled while devel-

oping scripts.

Test mode causes the system to output additional log files to assist in developing and val-

idating transforms. These files are located at:
[install-path]/providers/print/[platform]/transforms/logs/

The test mode files created are:

[job-id].-

log

This file contains logging information to help you understand the trans-

form script’s state and variables.

[job-id].-

before

The print job spool file BEFORE transformation.

[job-

id].after

The print job spool file AFTER transformation.

Table 114: PDL transform test mode output files

Tip: Consider using a "visual diff" program to help compare before and after files.
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Important: Always disable test mode after developing your transform script.

Test mode adds a considerable performance overhead and should not be used in

a production environment.

5.4.6. Tips & Tricks
Develop your scripts in TEST_MODE to help compare script behavior.

Use existing examples as starting points.

Print the same documents from source and destination printer drivers, and diff the res-

ulting spool files. In most cases the things you need tomodify are in the diff. e.g. One

file has a header and the other does not, or one file sets color/grayscale with one

string and the other file uses a different string.

Look at a PostScript Printer Description (PPD) file of the destination printer, and copy

PostScript snippets into a transform.

5.5. Upgrading From a Previous Version
This section describes the PaperCut MF standard upgrade procedure. PaperCut MF sup-

ports upgrades using a simple install-over-the-top procedure. Review all steps prior to com-

mencing the upgrade procedure.

5.5.1. Upgrade process

5.5.1.1. Before you start

1. A PaperCut MF systemmight comprisemany software components, such as sec-

ondary servers, locally installed User Clients and Release Stations. It is generally not

required to upgrade these components along with an Application Server upgrade.

However, we do recommend that you upgrade all components as best practice.

By contrast, all Site Serversmust normally be upgraded at the same time as your

Application Server.

2. Check the release notes to determine if a database schema upgrade is to be per-
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formed. If the release does require a database schema upgrade, allow extra time for

the upgrade process.

5.5.1.2. The recommended upgrade procedure

1. Download the PaperCut MF installer for your platform. In accordance with best prac-

tice, archive your install programs just in case you need to reinstall in the future or roll

back to a previous version.

2. Download the PaperCut MF installer for your platform. In accordance with best prac-

tice, archive your install programs just in case you need to reinstall in the future or roll

back to a previous version. Take some time to read the release notes for this version

as they highlight considerations during upgrades.

3. Schedule approximately 10minutes downtime. Select a time of daywith minimal net-

work activity. If there is a large volume of data in the system (for example, if the sys-

tem has been running for more than a year, or there aremore than 5,000 users) the

upgrade takes longer. With very large installations, schedule an hour or more of

downtime.

4. Take a point-in-time backup of the data by clickingBackup Now located under

Options > Backups . This ensures you have a copy of the important data.

5. As a precaution on very large systems, back up the whole PaperCut MF directory.

Existing overnight backupsmight have taken care of this task, however, take a few

moments to grab an up-to-date backup now. For example, create a zip archive of the

directory:

C:\Program Files\PaperCut MF\

or the equivalent path on Linux or Mac.

6. Run the installer downloaded in step 1 and install into the same location as the exist-

ing install.

7. When the install is complete, allow a few minutes before accessing the system. The

systemmight perform a database upgrade and this is done in the background. If you

try to access the application while a database upgrade is in progress amessage dis-

playing the upgrade status is displayed. IMPORTANT: Do not shutdown the
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application while an upgrade is in progress.Wait for the upgrade to complete.

8. After the install is complete, log in to the system and perform some tests to ensure all

is working as expected and the system ismonitoring user activity as expected. Sites

running on Novell OES Linux are advised to restart their iPrint Print Manager.

Administratorsmight find the post upgrade test plan useful.

5.6. Upgrading from PaperCut Quota
This section describes the process for moving fromPaperCut Quota to PaperCut MF, and

includes instruction of importing user balances and restriction settings from the old Paper-

Cut Quota installation.

These instructions assume that PaperCut MF is installed on the samemachine as Paper-

Cut Quota, however, the instructions can also be applied when PaperCut MF is installed on

a new machine.

5.6.1. Upgrade process

5.6.1.1. Step 1 - Stop and disable PaperCut Quota

Firstly, stop the PaperCut Quota services to ensure they do not interfere with PaperCut

MF. Do not uninstall PaperCut Quota at this stage because you need the user database to

import user balances into PaperCut MF.

To stop and disable the PaperCut Quota services:

1. Open theWindows servicesmanager (  Start > Control Panel > Administrative

Tools > Services ).

2. Find thePaperCut Print Charging service.

3. Right-click the server and select thePropertiesmenu.

4. Change theStartup Type toDisabled

5. ClickStop to stop the service.

6. ClickOK to save the settings changes.
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5.6.1.2. Step 2 - Install PaperCut MF

Install PaperCut MF. For more information, see Installation.

During the setup wizard, it is recommended that the user import settings be set up in the

sameway aswas configured in PaperCut Quota. For example, if you import users from the

full Active Directory domain in PaperCut Quota, also set this up in PaperCut MF.

Check that the users have been imported correctly. To adjust the user import settings and

re-perform the user synchronization process, go to the Options > User/Group Sync

screen. This is similar to the Tune-up function in PaperCut Quota.

Once installed it is recommended that the groups are set up in the sameway as in PaperCut

Quota. Groups are used to determine the default settings for new users and also how

quotas are allocated. For more information on groups seeGroups in PaperCut MF.

5.6.1.3. Step 3 - Configure and test printers

The next step is to set up the printers in PaperCut MF to reflect the require page costs and

print restrictions. To do this:

1. Navigate to thePrinters section.

2. Select the printer to adjust by clicking the printer name.

3. Enter the cost and filter settings.

4. ClickOK orApply to save the changes.

For a detailed explanation of setting printer costs and restrictions, see Advanced Printer

Management.

Tip: If all your printers are configured with similar costs and filters, copy the set-

tings from one printer to the other printers. For more information, see Copying

Printer Settings.

Tip: It is recommended that the administrator set up the [template

printer]. This printer is used as a template when new printers are added to the
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system. For more information about the template printer, see The Template

Printer.

To ensure that the printers are setup correctly, perform a test print to one of the configured

printers. Once printed, check the print log (Printers > Print Log) that the job was recor-

ded and the correct cost calculated.

5.6.1.4. Step 4 - Import the existing User Balances

In Professional (Client Billing) installations, this step is optional because shared accounts

are used instead of user account balances. If you do not want to import user balances, skip

to the next step.

Moving the user balances and restricted status fromPaperCut Quota to PaperCut MF is a

simple process. If the server is runningWindows then:

1. Navigate to theUsers section.

2. In the Actionsmenu, clickBatch import (on the left).

3. ClickBrowse; then locate the PaperCut Quota user database (PCUserDB.mdb).

This is typically located at: C:\Program Files\Paper-

Cut\Database\PCUserDB.mdb

4. Click Import to start the import process.

5. Upon successful completion, the number of users updated and created are dis-

played.

6. Perform some checks of the user balances and restricted statuses to ensure they are

set to the values fromPaperCut Quota.

If the PaperCut MF server is not running onWindows, you can run the PaperCut Quota

database converter manually on aWindows system, and the resulting text file can then be

imported in a process similar to the above. To convert the PaperCut Quota user database

manually:

1. Copy the [app-path]/server/bin/win/PCQuotaExport.exe file from the

server (running the non-windowsOS), to theWindowsmachine running PaperCut

Quota. Copy the exporter to the PaperCut Quota database directory (usually
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c:\Program Files\PaperCut\Database).

2. Open the command prompt, by running cmd.exe fromStart > Run.

3. Change to the PaperCut Quota database directory. e.g.
cd "c:\Program Files\PaperCut\Database"

4. Run the converter, with the location of the PCUserDB.mdb as the argument. For

example:
PCQuotaExport.exe "PCUserDB.mdb" > user-export.txt

If running the exporter from a different directory to the database, provide the full path

to the database.

5. The above command creates a text file called user-export.txt that contains the

user data fromPaperCut Quota. Open the file in a text editor to review the contents.

6. The file can then be imported into PaperCut MF. First log in to PaperCut MF.

7. Navigate to theUsers section.

8. Click theBatch import action (on the left).

9. ClickBrowse; then locate the user-export.txt file, created in the above step.

10. Click Import to start the import process.

11. Upon successful completion, the number of users updated and created are dis-

played.

12. Perform some checks of the user balances and restricted statuses to ensure they are

set to the values fromPaperCut Quota.

5.6.1.5. Step 4b - Import the existing Accounts

Moving the accounts and their settings fromPaperCut Quota to PaperCut MF is a simple

process, that is described in detail below. This is particularly important in a Professional (Cli-

ent Billing) installation where shared accounts are used to charge print jobs to client

accounts. If this is not important in your environment then skip this step.

Tip:When accounts are imported they inherit the access control settings from the

Template Account. By default the Template Account is configured to

allow all users access to the account. If you do not want all users to have access
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the imported accounts, change the security settings on the Template

Account before importing.

To import the accounts when the server is runningWindows then:

1. Navigate to theAccounts section.

2. ClickBatch import (on the left).

3. ClickBrowse and locate the PaperCut Quota database (PCUserDB.mdb). This is

typically located at: C:\Program Files\Paper-

Cut\Database\PCUserDB.mdb. This database contains all of the accounts.

4. Click Import to start the import process.

When finished, the number of users updated and created is displayed displayed.

5. Perform some checks of the accounts and settings to ensure they are set to the val-

ues fromPaperCut Quota.

If the PaperCut MF server is not running onWindows, run the PaperCut Quota database

converter manually on aWindows system, and the resulting text file can then be imported in

a process similar to the above. To convert the PaperCut Quota user databasemanually:

1. Copy the [app-path]/server/bin/win/PCCBAccountExport.exe file

from the server (running the non-windowsOS), to theWindowsmachine running

PaperCut Quota. Copy the exporter to the PaperCut Quota database directory (usu-

ally c:\Program Files\PaperCut\Database).

2. Open the command prompt, by running cmd.exe fromStart > Run.

3. Change to the PaperCut Quota database directory. e.g.

cd "c:\Program Files\PaperCut\Database"

4. Run the converter, with the location of the PCUserDB.mdb as the argument. For

example:

PCCBAccountExport.exe "PCUserDB.mdb" > account-

export.txt
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If running the exporter from a different directory to the database, provide the full path

to the database.

5. The above command creates a text file called account-export.txt that contains

the user data fromPaperCut Quota. Open the file in a text editor to review the con-

tents.

6. The file can then be imported into PaperCut MF. First log in to PaperCut MF.

7. Navigate to theAccounts section.

8. Click theBatch import action (on the left).

9. ClickBrowse and locate the account-export.txt file, created in the above

step.

10. Click Import to start the import process.

When finished, the number of accounts updated and created is displayed.

11. Perform some checks of the accounts and settings to ensure they are set to the val-

ues from the previous version.

5.6.1.6. Step 5 - Upgrade client software

The old PaperCut Quota client software is not compatible with PaperCut MF. The old client

softwaremust be uninstalled off all workstations and the new client software deployed. The

zero-install deployment method can greatly assist with this process. More information on

the client deployment is detailed in User Client.

Note:
It is not 100% accurate to claim that the old client softwaremust be removed.

Once the old server-side software is disabled, the old client sits in an inactive state

and does no harm. It does, however, consume some system resources on the

workstations so we recommend that you uninstall it.

5.6.1.7. Step 6 - Optionally uninstall PaperCut Quota

Once the PaperCut MF installation is completed and tested you can optionally uninstall

PaperCut Quota. If you want to view historical print data, keep the old application installed
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so you can view the historical data. If this is not important, then uninstall the application.

To uninstall:

1. On theWindows server running PaperCut Quota, go to: Start > Control Panel >

Add or Remove Programs ).

2. Find and select PaperCut Quota in the list of installed programs.

3. ClickRemove to start the uninstall process.

5.7. Troubleshooting & Technical FAQ's
There are a number of problems youmight encounter in the course of installing and using

PaperCut MF. Many are resolved once you get a better idea of how PaperCut MF works,

while othersmight require you to dig deeper into the application's workings.

The following list has been compiled over the course of years of PaperCut MF usage. If you

can't find a reference to the problem you're having here, look at themost up-to-date version

of the FAQand Knowledge Base at the PaperCut MF website.

In addition to this section, some platform specific FAQ's are available at Linux FAQ.

5.7.1. Troubleshooting & Installation Questions
I am running PaperCut MF server on Windows XP Professional. Is this sup-

ported?

Yes, PaperCut MF server is supported onWindowsXP Professional. It is recommended

that you disableSimple File Sharing. This feature causesWindowsXP to authenticate all

users asGuest, which causes two problems:

All printing is recorded as being printed by theGuest user.

Username/password authentication does not work correctly, becauseWindowsXP

authenticates asGuest, even if the username/password is entered incorrectly.

To disableSimple File Sharing:

1. Open Windows Explorer.

2. Select Tools > Folder Options.
3. On the View tab, clear the appropriate option.
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I have just added a print queue to my Windows XP Professional computer that

hosts the print queues but PaperCut MF is not tracking it. What could be causing

this?

Due to the wayWindowsXP handles some print jobs, a small number of changes aremade

by PaperCut MF. These changes aremadewhen PaperCut MF starts. However, these

changes do not take effect until theWindowsPrint Spooler is restarted. This can be easily

done by restarting theWindowsXP computer if you have issues tracking print jobs after

installing PaperCut MF or creating a new print queue.

This functionality is referred to as the Shared Spool File feature.

I am running PaperCut MF in a workgroup environment (i.e. not as part of a

domain). What do I need to consider?

SeeRunning in aWorkgroup Environment.

PaperCut MF is not detecting jobs printed from a network clients. How can I fix
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this?

There are twomain causes of this problem:

Users are not correctly logging on to your network domain or computer. If the domain

server doesNOT authorize users, PaperCut MF has no way of knowing who sub-

mitted the print job. With system policies, you canmake login to the domainman-

datory, eliminating this problem. Alternatively, you can set printer permissions on the

print server to ensure only valid users can print to the printers.

Alternatively, you can configure the client computer to print directly to the network

interface printer. Ensure all network clients are configured as outlined in the PaperCut

MF installation guide. All print jobsmust pass through the print server running Paper-

Cut MF.

PaperCut MF is not counting/detecting pages correctly. What's causing this?

PaperCut MF currently supports about 90% of printers on themarket. If a printer's lan-

guage is not recognized, PaperCut MF cannot detect any pages and record the print job as

a zero page count. This is usually accompanied with an error message in the Application

Event Log.We recommend you try the following problem resolution actions:

1. Many printers comewith a variety of driver options. Install thePostscript drivers if

one is available for the printer. Do this on both the Print Server and all network cli-

ents.

2. Try the drivers included with theWindowsCD. PaperCut MF supports themajority of

drivers distributed with recentWindows releases.

3. Try turningEnable advanced printing features as follows:

a. On the print server, Start->Settings->Printers.

b. Right-click the printer and selectProperties

c. Select theAdvanced Tab.

d. Turn off (disable) theEnable advanced printing features.

For more information, see Knowledge Base.

4. If you're still having problems, email PaperCut Software support. Wemight be able
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to recommend a suitable set up or even supply a recent update supporting your hard-

ware.

5. Specific information on printer compatibility is available in the PaperCut Knowledge

Base. Information heremight be of assistance.

How do I ignore (not monitor or delete) a printer?

Configure thePrint Provider via its configuration to ignore a printer. For more information

see Adding and Removing/Deleting/Ignoring Printers.

The system is not displaying the correct currency sign.

PaperCut MF formats the currency based off the operating system's default regional set-

tings. If the default regional settings are incorrect, you can change the format by defining

your location under Options > General > Display Settings > Location .

I've setup a secondary print server. The printers on this server are not listed and

not being monitored. What's wrong?

There are a number of possible explanations. The first step is to open the Print Provider's

log file on the secondary server. This file often contains error messages indicating the cause

or type of error. On aWindows system the log file is located at: [app-path]\pro-

viders\print\win\print-provider.logOpen this file from any text editor such

asNotepad.

Some common issues are:

1. Verify that the secondary server's name is correctly defined in the print-pro-

vider.conf file. Open a command prompt on the secondary server and use the

ping command to verify that the server can be contacted under this name. A server

restart (or amanual restart of the PaperCut Print Provider service) is required for any

changes to the file to take effect.

2. Ensure that firewall software on the primary server is not preventing the secondary

server from connecting on port 9191. Configure your firewalls to allow all local net-

work traffic on this particular port.
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A quick way to see if the secondary server can connect to the primary server is to use

the command-line telnet program. Simply type: telnet servername 9191 at

a command prompt.

If you receive an error such as Could not open connection to host,

then there is probably a network/firewall issue not letting the connection

through.

If the screen goes blank then the connection was established successfully.

Press Ctrl+] then type quit to close the telnet session.

3. Check that thePrint Provider process/service is in fact installed and running. On a

Windows system this is located under: Start > Control Panel > Administrative

Tools > Services

The client software is not displaying the user's account balance and is displaying

a network error. How do I fix this?

The client software needs to contact the Application Server. For the technical readers, the

client makes an XMLweb services request to the server on port 9191. Most problems

relate to either firewalls blocking access or the Application Server's name is not correctly

defined. Ensure that:

1. Any firewalling software on the server allows local network access to port 9191.

2. The client.properties file (a text file) lists the correct server name or IP

address of the server. If you've used the zero-install deployment option, this file is loc-

ated on the server in the directory: [app-path]/cli-

ent/client.properties

How do I change the built-in admin user's password?

The admin user's password is set up on initial install during the configuration wizard. You

can change this password post-install by logging into the application as the admin user

and navigating to the Options > Advanced tab, and selecting theChange internal

admin password option.

If you have forgotton the internal admin password, you can reset it by editing the admin.-

password property in the text file located at [app_dir]/server-

/server.properties.
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I run a small peer-to-peer network and my users don't log onto the workstations.

Can I still use PaperCut MF?

PaperCut MF is primarily designed for networksmanaged under a domain and/or authen-

ticated environments. Peer-to-peer networks or Workgroups are, however, supported. The

first option to consider is requiring users to log onto the workstations using their username

and password. If this is not possible, an alternate option is to set up the user accounts on sys-

tem hosting the printers (system running the PaperCut MF server software) and configuring

the account selection popup with theCharge to other users option selected. Users can

then enter their username and password in the popup that displays each time they print.

I want to start the user inquiry tool (client software) with the window minimized.

Is this possible?

Yes. You can start the client softwareminimized by executing the programwith a com-

mand-line switch -minimized. See User Client Options.

How do I stop users from closing/shutting down the client software?

If the user running the client software is configured to either:

select shared accounts

confirm the print job via a popup

the client software must be running at all times. If the user is configured in either

of these modes, the client software's exit option is disabled. Note: Restart the cli-

ent software to pick up this option after the user's options have been changed.

Why does PaperCut MF cache the group membership?

PaperCut MF caches groupmembership by replicating the user/group relationship struc-

ture internally in the system. Typically network groupmembership is relatively static, and is

usually set up when a user account is initially created. PaperCut MF tries to be a good net-

work application by avoiding common no-no's such as flooding domain controllers with

group lookup requests. This is achieved by caching. Operations such asBulk user oper-

ations, quota allocations, group reports and group filtering all need to do groupmem-

bership lookups. Caching speeds up these operations and prevents excessive callouts to

the domain servers.

The downside to caching is that groupmembership changes are not immediately reflected

inside PaperCut MF. To force PaperCut MF to detect the change perform aUser/Group
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synchronization under the Options section. The system also automatically refreshes group

membership overnight during low network activity.

I have noticed a lot of extra options available under the Config Editor (Advanced)

area. Can I change these?

The config area contains all of the PaperCut MF systemwide settings. You can change

some of these via the normal options interface while others are designed for internal

developer use and tuning and are only accessible via the Config Editor. Take care with any

changesmade in the Config Editor as an invalid entrymight require you to reinstall the sys-

tem!

I want to write some custom extensions. Do you support this?

One of the business objectives of PaperCut MF was openness. The development team

actually encourages this and can assist with detailed API documentation. If you want feed-

back on your ideas, please email our support team. Theywould bemore than happy to

offer advice.

What external databases are supported?

Running PaperCut MF on top of an external database is an advanced option. For more

information, see Deployment on an External Database (RDBMS).

What is the internal database format?

PaperCut MF's internal database is Apache Derby - an open source database written by

IBM and based on IBM's DB2Cloudscape database system. The internal database has

proven to scale very well and is suitable for networks of all sizes.

What language is PaperCut MF developed in?

PaperCut MF is developed under a number of languages and development environments.

The printer monitoring component and other native operating system interfaces such as

user authentication are written in C/C++. The Application Server and web services are writ-

ten in server-side Java.

I want to investigate server cluster support?

The PaperCut MF is designed as a cluster compatible application and supports clustering

at all layers of the application. For more information on configuring PaperCut MF in a

Microsoft Cluster environment, see Clustering and High Availability. If you want to
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investigate clustering options on other platforms (Linux), contact our support team.

How do I print a spool file?

If you're utilizing the Print Archiving feature (see Print Archiving (viewing and content cap-

ture) , or have otherwise captured a spool file for debugging purposes - you can print this

document by copying it to a printer, using it's full network path.

Windows:

copy /B my-spool-file.pcl6 \\servername\printer

MacOS and Linux:

lp -h servername -d printer -o raw my-spool-file.pcl6
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